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CHAPTER VI.

ON THE KINETIC OR MECHANICAL VIEW OF NATURE.

IT was a favourite idea with the philosophers of antiquity

that everything is in motion, that rest is to be found

nowhere in nature, and that the entire process of life and

sensation in particular is brought about by the communi

cation and transference of minute movements of a purely

mechanical kind. Out of the deep conviction that every

thing around us and in us is in a perpetual flux-* a doc

trine which is usually fathered upon Heraclitus of Ephe

sus 1-two distinct problems resulted, and occupied the

thinkers of antiquity: the problem of explaining the

apparent rest and permanency of many observable pheno-

The doctrine of Heradlitus (B. c.
500) is placed by Zeller ('Philo
sophie der Griechen,' vol. i.) in
direct opposition to that of the
Eleatic School (Parmenides, Zeno)
and of Pythagoras. The Eleatics

argued from the unity of all exist
ence to the impossibility of the mul

tiplicity and the change of things.
Her.clitus sets out from the concep
tion that. everything is in continual
motion and flow (KivZoOw, v civoEi
Elvat). Our knowledge of Herac.
litus is derived mainly from refer
ences in the writings of Plato and
Aristotle. A very full account is




given by Zeller, and by E. Pfleiderer
('Die Philosophie des Heraklit von
Ephesus,' Berlin, 1886), who sums
up the fundamental idea in the
beautiful verses of Goethe (Gedichte,94 Ems undAlles" :-
of




Und urnzuschaffen das Oeschaffne
Damir, sich's nicht zuin t.arren wafine,
Wirkt ewies, lebendiges Thun.
Und was nicht war, nun will 6 werden,
Zi reinen Snunen, farhigeti Erden.
In keineni Falle dart es ruhn.
Es soil sich regen, shatTend handein,

Erst sich gestalten, dann verwandlen;
Nur scheinbar steht' Moinente still.
Das Ewige regt sich fort in Allen:
Denu Alles muss in Nichts zurfalku,
Weiiii es fin Sein bebarren will."




1.
The idea of
motion in
ancient
philo8opby.
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mena and properties of natural objects, and the higher

ethical problem of fixing upon that which is lastingly

real and important in the continuous change of sensation

and opinion. The latter formed the central interest of

that course of reasoning which began with Socrates and

culminated in Plato and Aristotle; the former was the

problem of natural philosophy of which Epicurus and

Lucretius stand out as the great representatives. In

a well-known passage of the second book of his great

poem, Lucretius explains the apparent rest of natural

things by the simile of a flock of lustily dancing sheep,

which at a distance looks like a white spot on a green
hillside.1 This tendency of philosophic reasoning to see

motion where common-sense only sees rest, to reduce

theoretically the apparently permanent properties of

things to a play of intricate but imperceptible modes

of motion, has governed still more markedly modern

scientific thought. I shall comprise all efforts to give

more definite 2
expression to this general idea under

'De Natura Rerum,' ii. 308-
"Illud In his rebus non est mirabile,

quare,
Omnta cum reruna priinordia sint in motu,
Summa tamen summa videatur stare

quiete,
Pneterquam siquid proprio dat corpore

motus.
Otunis enim longe nostvis ab sensibus

infra
Primorurn natura jacet; quapropter, ul'i

Ipsa
Cornere jam nequcas, inotus quoque stir

peru tIebent;
Prasertiiu cum, qu posslinus cernero,

celent
Sepe tamen motus spatio diduct,a lo.

cojum.
Nani spe in cofli tondentes pabula krta
Laniger reptant iiecudes quo quamque

vocantes
Invitant herbw gemniantes rore recenti,
Et satlati agui muduut blaudeque corus"

cant:




Oninia qua- nobis longe confusa videntur
Et velut in viridi candor consistere

coil."

2 This more definite expression 8
entirely a question of mathematics.
It is interesting to note how Le
Sage, in his 'Luerèce Neutonien'
(Berlin Acad., 1782), "argues that
if Epicurus had had but a part of
the geometrical knowledge of his
contemporary Euclid, and coucep
tiom of cosmography the same as
those of many then living, he might
have discovered the laws of uni
versal gravity, and not only the
laws, but, what was the despair of
Newton, its mechanical cause"
(Munro, 'Lucretius,' vol. ii. p. 135).
Lionardo cia Vinci (145.15i9) says:
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the name of the kinetic theory or view of nature..

It has frequently been placed in opposition to the atomic

theory, and the history of the natural philosophy of the

earlier ages, down to Newton, has in recent years been.

written from this point of view.2 If everything is

motion, there must still be something that moves, and

the question arises, What is it that moves? The

system of Epicurus, and the great poem in which it has

found a classical expression, are really more occupied with

describing the final elements of matter-the so-called

nature of things-than with studying the different modes

of their motion. In the atomic theory, in the conception
of an infinite number of moving particles, the kinetic

tendency of thought repeatedly found both in ancient

"There is no certainty in science
where some mathematics are not
applicable" (quoted by Lasswitz,
'Gesohiclite der Atomistik,' 1890,
vol ii. p. 11); and Leibniz, in a
letter to Foucher dated 169:3, con
demns his earlier tract entitled
'Hypothesis Physica' as a'- juvenile
attempt of one who had not yet
fathomed mathematics" (Ger
hardt's edition of Leibniz's 'Philo
sophische Schriften,' vol. i. p. 415).

The word "kinetic" seems to
have been introduced into scientific
literature by Ampere, who uses the
term "cinématique" to denote that
portion of mechanics where "les
mouvements sontconsidérs en eu-
mérnes, tels que none lee observons
clans les corps qui nous environ
nent, et. spSciaIement dana les
appareils appeles machines" ('Essai
Bur la Philosophie des Sciences,'
1834). In English text-books the
term kinematics, following Thom.
son and Tait ('Natural Philosophy,'
Preface), is used to denote what
French writers call "ciuthnatique




pure," formerly called "phoro.
nornie," the doctrine of the purely
geometrical properties of motion,
without reference to the cause of
motion; the consideration of the
latter being the special study of
"kinetics1" which, together with
"statics," 18 comprised in the term
"dynamics." The acceptance of
the word "kinetic" to denote the
view that motion is at the bottom
of all natural processes dates prob
ably from the writings of Thomson
(Lord Kelvin), Tait, and Clerk
Maxwell, who, under the influence
of Newton and the great French
school of Lagrange, Ampere, Poin
sot, Poncelet, and others, have re
formed English, and subsequently
also German, thought and nomen
clature in these subjects.2 refer to the highly interesting
and important work of Professor
Kurd Lasswitz, 'Geechichte der
Atomistik vom Mittelalter bis
Newton,' 2 vols., Hamburg and
Leipzig, 1890.
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and modern times a convenient resting-place; but the

repose which it afforded has never been long enjoyed;

every new attempt to attach permanent, ultimate, or

intrinsic properties to matter, or to its particles, has pro

voked the desire to explain these properties by going still

farther back, and to see in them, through the dissecting

microscope of the mind's eye, a still more hidden motion.

Two of the most suggestive ideas by which physical

science has benefited in the nineteenth century are the

successful explanation of the dead pressure of gases by

a rapid translational, and of the rigidity of solid bodies

by a rapid rotational, motion of matter. The second

of these suggestions is far from being exhausted in its

capabilities; the working out of the ultimate problems

which it suggests will be one of the principal tasks of

the coming age.

2. the kinetic view of nature, however useful and suggest-Descartes'
develop- ive it may have shown itself to be in recent times, did not
meat of
the kinetic

yield any fruits of real knowledge either in the hands of

the ancients or even in those of the first great philoso

pher of modern times, in those of Descartes. Just like

attraction and atomism, the kinetic theory had to be

worked out by the instruments of measurement and calcu

lation, by the exact method, before it led to any actual

results. The kinetic view of nature was made scientifi

cally possible when Newton, in the First Book of the

'Principia,' laid down for all time the laws of motion.

And yet we can hardly say that Newton himself developed

this promising vein of exploration; for, even while open

ing out an endless vista of research, he also, in the enun

ciation of the so-called law of gravitation, afforded only
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one of those convenient resting-places, those preliminary
or provisional bases of thought, from which definite prob

lems could be attacked and solved. His immediate

influence lay, therefore, rather in discountenancing the

attempts towards a kinetic view of nature, which belonged

to the school of Descartes, and found an eminent exponent

in Huyo'ens as well as in others of his contemporaries and 3.
HuygeDs

rivals; 1 in fact, he launched into existence what I have and ewton.

termed the astronomical view of nature, under the sway

of which the promising beginnings of the kinetic view

were for a long period almost forgotten, but which has

the merit of having built up the most perfect of all

physical sciences, namely, physical astronomy.

The sporadic beginnings of a genuine kinetic view of Rev1I of

natural phenomena, after having been cultivated with




nineteenth
more or less success by Huygens and Euler,the

kinetic
view in the

2 and early century.

1
Among these, of whom Lasswitz

gives an exhaustive account, must
be mentioned specially Robert
Hooke (1635-1703). "In the his
tory of the corpuscular theory Hooke
represents quite unoriginal idea,
which would have been of the most
far-reaching importance if Hooke
himself had got beyond a, mere
sketch to an exhaustive theory, or
if his conceptions had, through
Huygens' principles of dynamics,
been domiciled in science. The
deviation from kinetic theories
caused by Newton's discoveries
brushed away, with much useless
hypothetical rubbish, likewise
Hooke's more valuable and legiti
mate suggestions. The doctrine
owing to which we place Hooke
between Borelli and Huygens is his
vibratory theory of matter. It is
given in various writings, but moat
clearly in hi Lectures 'De Potent.ia
Restitutiva, or of Spring explaining




the Power of Springing Bodies,'
London, 1.678" (op. cit., vol. ii. p.
329 sq.)

2 Leonhard Euler (1707-83),
one of the greatest analytical
talents of all times, whose writings
contain the beginnings nf a very
large portion of subsequent mathe
matical work in pure and applied
science, was in physics a great
opponent of Newton's philosophy
as it was then generally expounded
on the continent of Europe. There
it was identified in mechanics
with the theory of action at a
distance, and, in optics, with the
corpuscular theory of light. To
both Euler opposed his ether
theory, of which he gave a popular
account in his celebrated 'Lettres h
une princease d'Alletnagne (Princess
of Anhalt - Dessau] sur quelques
sujets (le physique et de philoso.
phie' (Petersburg, 1768-72, 3 parts).
Re had given a scientific exposi.
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Youngand
in the nineteenth century by Rumford and Young, were

united into a consistent physical theory by Augustin
Fresnel, who has been termed the Newton of optics, and

who consistently, and all but completely, worked out one

great example of this kind of reasoning. He has the

glory of having not only established the undulatory

theory of light on a firm foundation, but still more of

having impressed natural philosophers with the import
ance of studying the laws of regular vibratory motion and

the phenomena of periodicity in the most general manner.

His work was carried through, as was that of Newton,

by a combination of observation, measurement, and calcu

lation; of experimental skill with mathematical ability.

tion of the same twenty-five years
before in his Berlin memoir, "Sur
la lumière et lee couleurs" (1745).
Euler was as much opposed to
Descartes' and Leibniz's views as
he was to those of Newton, and
though he admits having forerun
ners, he hardly refers to the
principal oue, viz., Huygens, whose
well-known and useful prin
ciple he absolutely ignores. In
fact, in spite of his great name and
reputation, his ideas on the ether as
continuously filling space, and his
attempts to explain the phenomena
of light, heat, magnetism, and
even gravitation by means of this
continuum remained isolated, and
had hardly any influence on physi
cal science. His great friend and
correspondent, Daniel Bernoulli,
remained a firm believer in action
at a distance, and thought Euler
had put forward his hypotheses
with too much assurance. It is,
nevertheless, remarkable how
closely the terms in which Euler, in
his posthumous work 'Anleitung
zur Naturlehre' (edited by the
Petersburg Academy in the second




volume of the "Opera posthuma
anno 1844 detecta," 1862),

describes his ether as continuously
filling empty space and existing in
a strained (gcwaltsan) condition,
agree with quite modern ideas on
the subject. Accordingly Euler's
ether theory has in recent times
been studied again by several
writers abroad, of whom I will only
mention E. Cherbuliez, 'Ueber
eiuige physikalische Arbeiten
Eulers' (Bern, 1872); F. Rosen
berger, 'Die Geschichte der
Physik' (vol. ii. 1884, p. 333 sqq.);
C. Isenkrahe in 'Zeitschrift für
Mathematik und Physik

'
(Hist. Lit..

Abth., vol. xxvi.) and ('Abhand
lungen zur Geschichte der Mathe
matik,' vi.; and E. Miething, 'L.
Eulers Lehre vom Aetber' (Berlin,
1894). The first-mentioned author
tries to answer the question why
Euler's ideas remained so isolated.
He says (p. 49): "If we combine
the results of Huygens' and Eu'er's
investigations, we see that in the
'fifties of the eighteenth century the
undulatory system formed a largely
developed scientific doctrine. -
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There is not, indeed, to be found in Fresnel's work any

central and simple formula-like the gravitation formula

of Newton-out of which everything else flows with

mathematical necessity. His work lay rather in combin

ing a number of fruitful suggestions thrown out by

contemporary or earlier writers into a consistent whole,

correcting and enlarging them as was found necessary,

and following them out into their logical consequences.

Thus he was able to reveal in a special branch of physical

science new phenomena which had remained unobserved

or unexplained till that time. In order to understand

how the kinetic view of nature has become firmly estab

lished in the minds of physicists it will be useful to enum-

In a certain sense Euler carried
further the work of Huygens,
but as he neglected the useful idea
of a wave-surface and anxiously
avoided Huygens' principle, he
made the theory which he wished
to defend unfruitful. .. . We think
that Euler did more harm than
good to the progress of that theory.
" " . Euler's theory of light had no
great number of followers." In
England Euler's theory was known
and generally condemned. Priest
ley, in his 'History of Optics'
(1772), refers to it at some length.
In the well-known attacks in which
Lord Brougham treated so unfairly
and superficially the discoveries of
Dr Young, it is suggested that the
latter borrowed his ideas from
Euler, whose natural philosophy is
held in little esteem. The fact f8
that Young really went back to
Huygens and Newton, and that he
well knew that his own opinion,
as stated in the first Bakerian
Lecture (1802), "was precisely the
theory of Hooke and }Iuygens, with
the adoption of some suggestions




made by Newton himself as not in
themselves improbable" (Young's
'Miscellaneous Works,' ed.. Peacock,
vol. i. p. 200). In spite of the
great admiration which Young had
for Euler as a mathematician, he
admits that Euler "added no
argumentative evidence whatever to
the [undulatory] theory, but has
done a real injury to the cause
which he endeavoured to support"
('Lectures on Natural Philosophy,'
ed. KeUand, vol. i. p. 380). A more
recent and well-informed writer on
this subject, M. Verdet, says of
Euler: "Bien qu'iI a donn de la

plupart des phénomène connus de
son temps lea explications lea plus
inexactes, ii ne mérite pas moms de
conserver dana l'histoire de l'optique
une place éminente pour avoir dit
d'une rnauière expresse que lea
ondulations lurnineuses sont period
iques comme les vibrations sonores,
et que la cause des differences de
eoloration eat, au fond la méme, que
la cause des diff&ences de tonalité"
('cEuvres de Fresuel,' vol. i. p.
mix).
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erate shortly the different suggestions which Fresnel

assimilated and worked up into his celebrated physical

theory of light.

That light consisted in the motion of something was

in the beginning of the nineteenth century a generally

accepted notion among natural philosophers. It had

been so ever since Olaus Römer 1 in the seventeenth

century, from the observation of the hitherto unexplained

delay in the disappearance of Jupiter's satellites during

eclipses, had inferred, and




Bradley
2
had later on con-

The moons of Jupiter, of which
two are visible to the naked eye,
were clearly seen and described as
one of the first, discoveries with his
telescope by Galileo in 1610, and
published in his 'Sidereus Nuncius.'
Owing to their continual and rapid
change of position and their fre
quent eclipses, they were very 80011
considered to furnish a valuable
means of determining the longi
tude at sea, and were repeatedly
and very minutely observed. In
the course of such observations by
Cassini and Römer at Paris, the
latter found, in 1675, that the period
of occultation of the nearest moon
varied. This variation he traced
to the fact that the earth was
moving towards or away from
Jupiter. If light takes time to
travel, the visibility of the pheno
menLsn is necessarily thus antici
pated or postponed. This was the
first occasion on which data for the
calculation of the velocity of light
were forthcoming; the terrestrial
experiments of Galileo having been
inconclusive. Römer's explanation
and calculation were accepted by
most astronomers; they were con
firmed by2 the phenomenon of aberration,
discovered by Bradley. It is ana

logous to the observation we can




make in a moving railway train
if it rains; the drops at the win
dow, though they be descending
perpendicularly, yet appearing in
a slanting direction, in propor
tion to the velocity of the train.
Both phenomena involve the mo
tion of light itself and the motion
of the observer, who receives the
luminous impression and locates it
in space and time. The principle
involved in Römer's discovery was
later enunciated by Doppler, who
maintained that the very short
periods which belong to different
colours of the spectrum, according
to the undulatory theory, must
suffer (like the longer periods in
Römers occultations) by the mo
tion of the luminous object or of
the observer in the line of sight. Al.
though this theory was admitted
in acoustic., it took some time
before it was admitted in optics.
Boizano, Professor of Religious Phil
osophy and a colleague of Doppler
at Prague, foretold as early as 1842
the great utility of the principle,
and wrote: "I foresee with con
fidence that use vill be hereafter
made of it in order to solve-by
observing the changes which the
colour of stars undergoes in time
-the questions whether and in
which direction and with what
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firmed, that light takes time to travel from one point

in space to another. Wherever time is involved in a

phenomenon, motion of something is suggested, and

this something, as well as the nature of its motion,

become subjects of speculation. At the beginning of 6.
Undulatory

the nineteenth century two distinct theories existed andemiaslon
theories.

regarding these matters. Both had succeeded in ex7

plaining and calculating satisfactorily a large number

of the phenomena of light as exhibited by mirrors and

lenses, as well as in optical instruments and crystals.

One of these theories, the so-called emission, emanation,'

or corpuscular theory of light, held that luminous

bodies send out minute particles which travel in

straight lines, and, impinging upon the eye, create the

sensation of light. The rival hypothesis, the undul

atory or vibratory theory, held light to consist in

the periodic wave-motion of a substance called ether,

which was supposed to exist everywhere, filling all

space and interpenetrating all ponderable matter. Both 6.
Both

theories are kinetic or mechanical theories, and for their theories
kinetic.

development require the analysis of certain modes of

motion. Both had to formulate their respective

notions as to the something that moved. Both could

point to analogies in other domains of natural science.

There existed at that time similar corpuscular ex

planations of the phenomena of heat, of electricity

velocity they move, how distant
they are from us, and much else
besides," a prediction which, since
the invention of spectrum analysis
and various controversies connected
with the subject, has been brilliantly
verified by the discoveries of Sir




William Huggins (1868), Fo-Tal
hot, and others. That Doppler's
principle is really none other than
Rimer's was remarked by P. 0.
TAit in 'Light' (2nd ed. p. 220).
See also flosenberger, 'Gesch. d.

Physik,' vol. iii. p. 708 sq.
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and of magnetism. On the other side there was the

highly developed theory of sound, which had succeeded

in explaining and analysing the properties of sound

ing bodies by studying experimentally and mathe

matically the vibrations of sounding strings, membranes

and plates, and also of the air in organ-pipes and other

7. musical instruments. Acoustics, the branch of science
Undulatory

preped by
theory which treats of these phenomena, was, next to physical
acoustics.

astronomy, the furthest developed and best founded of

the physical sciences. By following up the elenien

tary and primitive experience, known already to the

ancients, that sound is everywhere to be traced to the

vibrations or the tremor of some body which has been

struck or otherwise excited, a very complete theory,

substantiated by many experiments, had been built up.

Common-sense and everyday experience had originally

suggested this line of inquiry and explanation.' No

other physical science was so early in possession of the

right road of inquiry. In astronomy and optics the

suggestion of common-sense, which regards the earth

as stationary and light as an emission travelling in

straight lines, had indeed allowed a certain amount of

definite knowledge, based upon measurement and cal-

Acoustics is probably the only
physical science where this has
been the case; as is well re
marked by Whewell in his 'History
of the Inductive Sciences.' He
there contrasts acoustics with as
tronomy and optics. He might
have added dynamics, where Gal
ileo's principle of inertia similarly
reversed the dicta of common-sense.
Whewell says (vol. ii. p. 237) of
acoustics: "Instead of having to
travel gradually towards a great dis-




covery, like universal gravitation, or
lu miniferous undulations, we take
ourstand upon acknowledged truths,
the production and propagation of
sound by the motion of bodies
and of air; and we connect these
with other truths, the laws of
motion, and the known properties
of bodies, as for instance their
elasticity. Instead of epochs of
discovery, we have solutions of
problems."
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culation, to be accumulated. A real physical theory,

however, was impossible until the notions suggested

by conunon - sense were completely reversed, and an

ideal construction put in the place of a seemingly

obvious theory. This was done in astronomy at one

stroke by Copernicus;. in optics only gradually, tenta

tively, and hesitatingly. The purely geometrical rela

tions of straight lines, which light seemed to resemble;

of pencils of rays, which were bent back or altered in

their direction at the surface of plane or curved mirrors

and of transparent bodies; seemed to flow quite easily

and naturally when in the seventeenth century the

simple law of refraction had been added to that of

retlexion, known already to the ancients. The sciences

of catoptrics and dioptrics, with their application to the

telescope and microscope, were thus so complete and

useful that to many it must have seemed difficult and

unnecessary to plunge into a new theory;
1

especially

1 It has always been the aim of

"geometrical optics" to free itself
from every hypothesis on the physi
cal nature of light, and to deduce

properties of light from a few simple
geometricalconstructions. Precisely
in the same way all geometrical and

many physical properties of the
tel1ar system can be deduced from
the kinematical formula (if attrac
tion, without discussing the nature
Of gravitation. This desideratum
- o far as optics is concerned
was before the mind of Sir W. It
Hamilton, when, (luring the years

4-3, he discovered and
elabor-atedthe theory of the "character
istic function, by the help of which
all optical problems, whether on the
corpuscular or on the undulatory
theory, arc solved by one common




process" (Tait, 'Light,' nd ed., p.
160). Owing to the difficulties
which have more and more pre
sented themselves in the fundamen
tal conceptions of the wave-theory
and the vibrating ether, of which
we shall learn more in the sequel of
this chapter, the desire to bring the
phenomena of refraction under a
purely geometrical formula, and to
emancipate the optics of crystals
from physical hypotheses, has be
come very pronounced. Huygens'
geometrical construction of the
ordinary and extraordinary rays in
uniaxial crystals answered well.
For biaxial crystals Fresuel had in
troduced the wave-surface, to which
corresponds Hamilton's character
istic function. For didactic pur
poses, and for the practical applica-
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as that theory failed for a long time to explain the

apparently fundamental fact, viz., that light travels in

straight lines, accompanied by well-marked shadows.

The contrary view, according to which light is a tremor

propagated like sound, was unable to explain the ex

istence of clearly marked shadows. And so it came

8. about that Newton, to whom both theories were quite
Newton's
authority familiar, and to whom we owe great discoveries tellingon the
side of the
emission severally in favour of each of these theories, in the

theory, end threw the weight of his authority into the scale

of the corpuscular or emission theory. For many this

was quite sufficient to suppress for a long time all

claims which the tremor or wave theory put forward,

the fact being forgotten or overlooked that Newton

himself had pronounced the pure emission theory to

be insufficient, and had modified and complicated it by

tion to crystallography, it became a spheroid, and by inference in biaxial
desideratum to reach the geometri- crystals an ellipsoid with three un-
cal conception of the wave-surface equal axes. This beautiful con-

by purely geometrical methods. struction was arrived at, as the
This has been done in an adniir- author tells us, before the detailed
able treatise entitled 'The Optical history of Fresnel's theory had
Indicatrix,' by Mr L. Fletcher. He come to his notice. It is now
has shown that the construction of known through Verdet, one of the
the ray, a conception easily defined editors of Fresuel's 'Works' (1868),
geometrically, gives an easier ap- that Fresnel arrived at his wave-

proach than the construction of surface by a purely geometrical
the wave, which introduces physi- generalisation of Huygens' con-

cally doubtful definitions; and struction, and that the conception
he demonstrates how "a simple of the ether was subsequently
generalisation, involving no refer- fixed so as to allow the wave-surface
ence either to the constitution to be deduced therefrom (p. 24) ;
of the luniiuiferous ether or to surely an interesting case in the
the nature of the physical change history of scientific thought. As
involved in the transmission of to the insufficiency of purely geo-
light," will lead to the ray surface metrical optics for explaining the

(p. iS). For his purpose he starts phenomena connected with optical
from a surface of reference, which instruments, see Czapski, 'Theorie
in singly refractive substance is der optisehen Instruinente,' Brea-
a sphere, in uuiaxial crystals a lau, 1893, p. 2.
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suggesting that the rays of light were possessed of fits,
-
of

easy transmission and reflexion, i.e., of regular periodic

changes which could be measured and numbered. To

this amplification of the simple geometrical emission

theory Newton was driven by his own immortal researches,

which revealed the wonderful regularly arranged colours

of thin plates known as Newton's rings. In reading

after the lapse of nearly two centuries, the reflections of

Newton on the nature of light, reflections which he never




butalso
gathered up into a compact and exhaustive treatise, as he auggeet5

the other
did the theory of ravitation,' we recognise that he had theory-Z5

clearly before his mind the two fundamental phenomena

peculiar to light, namely, its property of travelling in

straight lines, and its periodicity, as revealed by certain

delicate experiments of his own. Which of the two

theories should in the end prevail depended on the more

intimate knowledge-to be gained by experiment and

calculation-of the two kinds of motion involved; of

rectilinear motion of particles under the influence of

contending forces, and of the more complicated periodic

motion peculiar to waves, tremors, or oscillations. The

first kind of motion, being more easily studied and

also more nearly related to other prevailing studies,

received earlier attention; the second -especially so

1 It is now sufficiently known
and recognised that Newton, both
in the theory of gravitation and
that of light, did not propose to do
more than give a preliminary formu.
lation which WM applicable as a
basis for experiment and calculation.
His further speculations are con
tamed mostly in the well - known
'Queries' to the 'Opticks,' which




were extended in later editions, and
among which, "to show that" he
"did not take gravity for an essen
tial property of bodies," he added
one question concerning its cause,
choosing to propose it by way of a
question, because "he was not yet
satisfied about it for want of experi
ments "

(Advertisement to second
edition, 1717).
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far as the mathematical side was concerned- was

studied later. The former theory has been furthered

more by the ingenuity of physical observers, the

latter more by mathematical reasoning applied to the

invention of crucial experiments which pure observa

tion would probably never have suggested. Since the

time of Newton, whose name has been used in a one

sided way to discredit the vibratory theory, although,

as already stated, his discoveries contributed equally to

the formation of both views, the development of the

corpuscular theory owes most to the experimental

10. labours of Biot in France and Brewster in this country;Mot,
whilst no doubt Laplace's great predilection for atomicand Laplace

apinst the
and astronomical explanation of all natural phenomenaundulatory

theory.
gave it great support in the eyes of his many followers

and admirers. The vibratory theory was first made

ii. the subject of detailed study by Huygens, Newton's
Euler the
successor contemporary; it was accepted on purely mathematicalof Huygcne.

grounds by Euler; the lines of reasoning on which its

ultimate success depended were elaborated by Lagrange's

and d'Alembert's mathematical study of vibrations; but

the first great step in advance, based upon experiment
12. and calculation alike, was taken by Dr Young, who

Young.
from 1793 onward studied the subject, and who in

1.801 published his 'Principle of Interferences.' Young
was led to his reflections on the phenomena of light by

an inquiry into the nature of sound,' a province where

'Iii his 'Reply to the Edinburgh
Reviewers' (published as a pain.
phiet in 1804, see Works, ed.
Peacock, vol. i. pp. 192-215), Young
gives the following history of his
speculations: "When I took a




degree in physic at Gottiugeu, it
was necessary, besides publishing a
medical dissertation, to deliver a
lecture upon some subject connected
with medical studies, and I chose
for this the Formation of the Human
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the theory of vibrations had already achieved so much.

He was thus more interested in the physical nature than

in the geometrical properties of rays of light. He was

impressed by the analogies which exist between many

phenomena of sound and light, and acquainted with the

writings of the Continental mathematicians, among whom

Euler was conspicuous as favouring the undulatory or

ether theory of Huygens. He noticed that in Newton's

writings were to be found the germs of both theories,

also that the arguments by which Newton convinced him

self that a theory of undulations could not explain the

rectilinear propagation of light, were untenable.' On re

flecting in May 18 on Newton's beautiful experiments,

Voice.... When I began the out
line of an essay on the human voice,
I found myself at a 1088 for a per
feet conception of what sound was,
and during the three years that I
passed at Emmanuel College, Cam
bridge, I collected all the informa
tion relating to it that I could
procure from books, and I made a
variety of original experiments on
sounds of all kinds, and on the
motions of fluids in general. In
the course of these inquiries I
learned to my surprise how much
further our neighbours on the
Continent were advanced in the
investigation of the motions of
sounding bodies and of elastic fluids
than any of our countrymen; and
in making some experiments on the
production of sounds, I was so
forcibly impressed with the resem
blance of the phenomena that I saw
to those of the colours of thin plates,
with which I was already acquainted,
that I began to suspect the exist
ence of a closer analogy between
them than I could before have
easily believed" (p. 199). This led




to his 'Outlines of Experiments
and Inquiries respecting Sound and
Light' (ibid., p. 64).

Works, vol. i. p. 200. "New
ton's arguments from experiment
appear to me to have been suffi
ciently obviated by what Lambert
has advanced in the 'Memoirs of
Berlin.' . . . The demonstration is
attempted in the' Principia': tome
it appears to be defective.
The celebrated Laplace in com
paring the opinions respecting
light, is contented to call the
Newtonian doctrine a hypothesis,
which, on account of the facility
of its application to the phenomena,
is extremely probable. If he had
considered the undulatory system
as demonstrably absurd, he would
not have expressed himself in so
undecided a manner. . . . Much
as I venerate the name of Newton,
I am not therefore obliged to be
lieve that. he was infallible. I see
" . . with regret that he was liable
to err, and that his authority has,
perhaps, sometimes even retarded
the progress of science," &c., &c.
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he "discovered a law which appeared to account for a

greater variety of interesting phenomena than any other

optical principle that had yet been made known." This

principle he familiarly illustrated by the well-known

observation that two series of waves of water entering a

channel reinforce or destroy each other according as their

elevations coincide or alternate in time. He main

tained that similar effects take place whenever two

19. portions of light are thus mixed, and this he called
His" general "the general law of the interference of light." He
law of the
interference showed' "that this law agrees most accurately withof light"

the measures recorded in Newton's 'Opticks,' relative to

the colours of transparent substances, and with a great

diversity of other experiments never before explained."

In three papers Young entered "minutely into the con

sequences of the law of the interference of light."

Especially in the case of the remarkable phenomena

discovered by Grimaldi, where light seems to bend round

the edge of screening surfaces, he-showed how under

certain conditions light added to light would create

darkness, and, if removed, would leave light; and he

14. boldly generalised the undulatory theory by maintaining
Theory
of the that' "a luminiferous ether pervades the universe, rare
luminiferous

elastic in
.

ether. and elastic in a high degree, that the sensation of

1 Works, vol. i. p. 202.
2 Ibid., p. 203.

"This, I assert, is a most

powerful argument in favour of
the theory which I had before
revived: there was nothing that
could have led to it in any author
with whom I am acquainted, ex

cept some imperfect hints in those
inexhaustible but neglected mines




of nascent inventions, the works of
the great Dr Robert Hooke, which
bad never occurred to me at the
time that I discovered the law"
(ibid., p. 203).

The sentences in quotation
marks are the headings of the
different paragraphs in the "Baker.
ian Lecture "of November 12, 1801.
Works, vol. i. p. 140 sq.
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different colours depends on the different frequency of

vibrations excited by light in the retina, and "that all

material bodies have an attraction for the ethereal

medium by means of which it is accumulated within

their substance." In all his conclusions, while differing
from Newton's doctrines, he sees the strongest proofs of

the admirable accuracy of Newton's experiments, "but

scarcely any remaining hope to explain the affections

of light by a comparison with the motions of projectiles."
1

Although Young thus established "a theory of the nature

of light which satisfactorily removes almost every diffi

culty that has hitherto attended the subject,"' his view

was only tardily accepted. Woilaston,3 with the hesi

tancy which also characterised his adhesion to the

atomic theory of Dalton, did not avowedly adopt Young's
views, though he furnished some capital experimental

support for the vibratory theory of light.4

Brougham, in the 'Edinburgh Review,' ridiculed 15.
Brougbain's

Young's theories, and persuaded the public that they attack on
Young.

stood in contradiction with Newton's discoveries, on

which they were really as much founded as those of

the opposite school. Through such disfavour, arising

largely from a want of skill in grasping the intricate

mathematical problems which were involved, the doctrine

of the interference of light, the mainstay of the undula-

\Vorks, vol. i. p. 169.
'Lectures,' ed. Kelland, Preface,

p. ix.
"Vhatever disposition DrWol

lastou may have felt to view this
theory with favour, he was re
strained from adopting its con
clusions by the habitual caution




of his character, or rather by the
want of that bold and enterprising
spirit of speculation which is more
or less essential to those who
make great revolutions in science"
(Peacock, 'Life of Young,' p. 375).

Ibid., p. 374.
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tory theory was, like the atomic theory of Dalton, driven

out of the country. Little was heard of it, or of Young's

great contribution, till it was taken up abroad, and in the

very place where the brilliant development by Laplace of

one side of Newton's suggestions had given plausibility

to that form of the projectile theory of light accord

ing to which its material particles were supposed sub

ject to attractive forces when they arrived in the

neighbourhood of ponderable matter. Young had

indeed shown that the introduction of such forces

could easily be dispensed with as a basis of many of

Laplace's calculations, and that the results could be

got without making use of molecular attraction. He had

emancipated himself from a belief in the infallibility of

Laplace's methods.1 He was also one of the first to

' On the 20th December 1804,
Young presented to the Royal
Society his important 'Memoir on
the Cohesion of the Fluids." It was
printed in the' Transactions' in 1805.
In December 1805 Laplace read
before the Institute of France, and
subsequently published in a supple
ment to the 'Mécanique céleste,'
his celebrated theory of capillary
attraction. Young bases his inves

tigation entirely on the existence
of a surface tension, an observable
and measurable property; whereas

Laplace falls back upon the hypo
thesis of an attraction of the
smallest particles of matter, just
as he had employed the idea of
an attraction of matter on the
smallest, particles of light to explain
atmospheric refraction according to
the projectile theory adopted by
him. In the sequel this attraction
is reduced to an action which is
insensible at sensible distances. In
a supplement to his memoir, which




appeared anonymously in the first
number of the 'Quarterly Review'
(1809), Young, evidently annoyed

I that some of his results had been
i reproduced without acknowledg
ment (see Peacock, 'Life of Young,'
p. 205), reviewed the treatise of
Laplace "with a severity which,
though excessive, can hardly be
considered unprovoked or un
merited" (ibid., p. 206). Inter
alici he says: "The point on which
M. Laplace seems to rest the most
material part of his claim to origi
nality is the deduction of all the
phenomena of capillary action from
the simple consideration of molec
ular attraction. To us it does
not appear that the fundamental
principle from which he sets out
is at all a necessary consequence
of the established properties of
matter; and we conceive that this
mode of stating the question is but
partially justified by the coincidence

I of the results derived from it with
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emancipate himself from the astronomical view of

phenomena. In France the matter stood quite differently,

and nothing better proves the genius of Augustin Fresnel 16.
AugusUn

than the fact that he ventured against the opposition of Fresno].

great authorities to go his own way, starting from the

beginning and devising many ingenious appeals to nature

herself-i.e., to experiment-in order to establish a

correct view. It is well known that his labours had to

wait many years for their deserved appreciation.' It is,

however, only just to remark that Arago, an admirer of

Laplace and an intimate friend of Biot, the great

supporter of the projectile theory of light, was the first

to recognise the importance of Fresnel's work, and that

it was largely owing to his co-operation and influence

that the undulatory theory of light triumphed in the end.

Fresnel's own labours began with the study of the

same phenomena which had led Young to the discovery

of "interference "-viz., the bands and coloured fringes

observable round the shadows of small screening objects,

or the images of small apertures through which rays of

light are allowed to enter: the phenomena of diffraction

or inflection of light. But whilst Young still explained

these phenomena as arising from the interference of

direct "portions" of light and such as were reflected at

the edge of the screening obstacle, Fresnel showed that the

principle of interference had a much wider application, that

it was adequate to explain why a periodic wave-motion,

such as was conceived by Huygens, only sent out rays of

experiment, since he has not de- grounds" ('Quarterly Review,' No.
monstrated that a similar coinci- 1, p. 109).
dence might not be obtained by 1 See the first volume of this
proceeding on totally different work, p. 241 note 2.
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light in the direction which was in a straight line from

the origin or centre of light; that the lateral or secondary
waves destroyed each other almost entirely by interference

or overlapping; and that the so-called inflection, bending,
or lateral spreading of light, was occasioned by an incom

plete coincidence or overlapping of these lateral undula

tions. It appears that about the year 1815 Fresnel had.

through a study of the phenomena of diffraction, arrived

at a conviction, entertained by Young fifteen years earlier,

that the projectile theory of light could not explain
them. He had also, by a more rigorous and minute

study of Young's principle of interference, explained the

Difficulties
17. reason of the rectilinear propagation of light. Yet these

presented results did not materially affect the adherents of thethe
t1on

of light. projectile theory, who had been during late years very
active in studying another class of optical phenomena,
those of polarisation-the power which light possesses
of acquiring, either by refraction or reflexion, a differ

ence not discernible merely by the eye. This differ

ence consists in the fact that a ray of light very fre

quently-as Newton had already expressed it-possesses

"sides," just as a flat strip or narrow tape has sides if

compared with an ordinary thread or wire, which has no

sides; or as a wire drawn through a specially shaped die

acquires sides or edges. This property was later termed

polarity,' a term which implies that the particles of light

The word "polarity" was in
troduced by Malus in 1810. It is
unfortunate, as it suggests the cor
puscular nature of light. Newton's
conception of "sideduess" ("later
ality," formed by analogy on Lord
Kelvin's terni "chirality

" to de
scribe right- or left- handedness,




see vol. i. p. 432) is a better de
scription of the phenomenon. It is
contained in the 26th query to the
second edition of the 'Opticks'
(1717). Huygens had long before,
in his 'Traité de la Lumière'
(written in 1678, published in 1690),
after having given a correct rule for
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have unequal properties in different directions; and the

process of revealing it was termed polarisation. Huygens

had discovered this property, which he found was given

to rays of light if they passed through certain crystals,

notably through Iceland spar, which has the capacity

of dividing the rays so that objects seen through them

appear double. He could not explain it on his

hypothesis of undulations, though he had invented a geo

metrical construction of the double refraction which had

led him to its discovery. Malus showed in 1808 that

double refraction was not a necessary accompaniment of

polarisation, but that ordinary reflexion was enough to

give these sides to rays of light. Although the projectile

theory gave no complete explanation of this property,

still the supposition that this one- or many-sidedness

was owing to certain geometrical shapes of the pro

jected particles suggested that double refraction might

be explained by the different attraction or repulsion

which these particles suffered according to the aspect

determining the course of the ordi

nary and extraordinary rays in Ice
land spar, described the pheno
inenon fully, admitting at the same
time that he could not explain it.
When Malus discovered that light
might acquire this peculiar pro
perty by reflexion, Young wrote
in a review ('Quarterly Review,'
May 1810) : "The discovery
appears to us to be by far the most

important and interesting that has
been made in France, concerning
the properties of light, at least since
the time of Huygeus; and it is so
much the more deserving of notice,
a. it greatly influences the general
balance of evidence in the
com-parisonof the undulatory and the
projectile theories of the nature of




light" (Works, vol. i. p. 247). And
Malus himself, in writing to Young
as Foreign Secretary of the Royal
Society, by whom he had been
awarded the Rumford Medal, says:
"Je ne regarde pas Is connaissance
de ces phnomèues comme plua
favorable au système do l'émissiou
qu'h celui des ondulations. lie d
ixiontrent également 1'insuffiance
des deux hypotheses; en effet com
ment expliquer dane l'une ou ilaus
l'autre pourquoi un rayon polaris
peut traverser sous une certaine
inclinaison Ufl corps diaphane, en
se clérobant totalement , Ia rd
flexion partieHe qui a lieu . Ia sur
face de ce corps dane les cas ordi
naires?" (quoted by Peacock, 'Life
of Young,' p. 24S note).
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which they presented when approaching ponderable or

attracting substances. Nothing of this kind seemed

imaginable on the undulatory theory, which, reasoning

from the analogy of sound, considered light to consist

in a rapid to-and-fro motion of the ether in the direc

tion of the rays of light. Sideciness or "laterality"

seemed inconceivable. Rays of light possessing this

property would (as Fresnel and Arago showed in 1816)

eventually even lose their capability of interference, that

main property discovered by Young, the principal argu

ment for the vibratory theory. "Every day in that

remarkable period-when so many great observers were

endeavouring to outstrip each other in the career of

discovery-was making known modifications and phe

nomena of polarised light which no existing theory was

yet competent to explain. It was polarisation which

still continued to cast a dark cloud over the hopes and

fortunes of the undulating theory."
1 Thus it was

natural that the representatives of the astronomical view

of nature, who, headed by Laplace, had given so many

real and some apparent explanations of complicated phe

nomena, and to whom the conceptions of the projectile

theory of light seemed more promising, should think it

time to attack the very stronghold of the vibratory theory,

namely, the phenomena of interference, exhibited mainly
in diffraction, and, by a minute experimental and mathe

matical analysis, show whether these phenomena could

not be brought within the pale of their fundamental con

ceptions. For the discoveries of Young and Frcsnel had

not shaken them. Accordingly the Paris Academy of

1 Peacock in 'Life of Young,' p. 383.
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Sciences in 1817 issued for the competition on the grand

mathematical prize for 1819 the subject of Diffraction,

"persuaded that a deeper investigation of these phenomena,

which seemed opposed to their cherished doctrine, would

give occasion for new triumphs." In this they were

doomed to disappointment. At the request of Arago and 18.
Fresnel's

Ampere, Fresnel entered for this competition, and his Memoir"on
Diffraction.

'Mmoire sur la Diffraction' was crowned the following

year. In it he viewed the subject from a much more

general point of view, examining the two rival systems

that of emission and that of undulations-as to their

capacity for explaining t

The result seemed decisive




te phenomena of diffraction.

in favour of the latter theory,

and the impression produced was all the greater because

Poisson,2 one of the judges and a believer in the emission

theory, drew certain apparently very paradoxical conse-

I Verdet, in 'dEuvres de Fresnel,'
vol. 1., Preface, p. xxxv., &c.

2 The commission consisted of
Biot, Arago, Laplace, Gay-Lussac,
and Poisson. Arago drew up the

report, which is published in the
first, volume of the 'Euvres de
Fresnel,' No. 13. It closes with
the following note: "M. Poisson,
depuis le rapport de ]a commission,

ayant fait rei.narquer h M. Fresuel
que l'intgrale qui repr8ente
l'intensité de Is lumière diffractie
peut aisment s'obtenir pour le
centre de l'ombre d'un écran ou
u ne ouverture circulaires, celui-ci

fit le c.alcul pour ce dernier cas, et
trouva que l'expression gSnérale
d'intensité devenait alors seinbiable
. celle de la lui.uière rflchie dane
le phthiomène des auneaux colorés;
que sea minima étaient tout h fait
nul et (levaleut presenter ainsi Un
noir t peu près parfait dane une




lumière sensiblement homogène; du
moms pour lea trois premiers ordres,
o le dCfaut d'homogénéité de la
Iumière rouge employCe ne se fais
ait pas encore trop sentir: c'est
aussi ce que l'expérience a confirmé;
en paçant le foyer de la loupe du
micromètre aux distances calculées
on appercevait comme une tache
d'encre au centre de l'ouverture
circulaire. . . . On peut regarder
cette experience comme une vérifi
cation des formules de M. Fresnel,"
&c. ('Euvres,' vol. i. p. 245).
See also the note which Fresnel
attached to his memoir (ibid., p.
365). The memoir was crowned in
1819, but not published till 1826.
An abstract of the 6rst, and a re
print of the second part had been
published in the 11th vol. of the
'Annales de Chimie et de Physique.'
Fresnel sent two copies to Young,
19th September 1819.
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quences from Fresnel's calculations: Fresnel was invited

to prove by experiment these astonishing results, and he

found them actually confirmed. So far as the phenomena

of diffraction-erroneously termed inflection- are con

cerned, this work of Fresnel established the fact "that

the theory of undulations foretells the phenomena as

exactly as the theory of gravitation foretells the move

ments of the heavenly bodies."' It was, however,

quite different if we consider that other larger class of

phenomena
2
which revealed the fact that rays of light

1 See Schwerd, 'Die Beugungs
erscheinnugenaus denFundamental
geetzen der Undulations- theorie
analytisch entwickelt' (Manuheim,
1835), Preface, p. x.

2 The history of the final estab
lishment of the wave theory of
light has been written by Whewell
in the second volume of the
'History of the Inductive Sciences.'
The main sources which existed at
that time were the memoirs of
Young and Fresnel, and the 'Life
of Dr Young' by Peacock. This
history has been written again with
ampler materials by M. Verdet as
an introduction to the edition of
the complete works of Fresnel, pub
lished in 1866. It is well to read
both accounts, as some points which
remain obscure in the earlier are
fully explained in the later. There
i no doubt that Young suggested
that the phenomena of "sided
ness," which rays of light exhibit,
lead to the conception of a lateral
or transverse movement; he also
hinted that in biaxial crystals the

shape of the wave might be that
of an almond or an amygdaloid
(article "Chromatics," reprinted in
Works) vol. i. pp. 317, 322), what we
now call an ellipsoid; but M. Ver
det is right in characterising Young's
suggestions as vague, and vindicat-




ing for Fresnel the full merit of
having defined transverse vibrations
and of having introduced the eUip
soid of elasticity as a geometrically
perfect means of finding by con
struction the paths of rays in biaxial
crystals. The method was quite
independent of the theoretical views
regarding light which were con
tamed in the same memoir, the
consideration of which was referred
to a commission consisting of
Ampere, Arago, Fourier, and Pois
son. Of these Ampere had sug
gested transverse vibrations as a
means of explaining the phenomena
of polarisation ('Euvres de Fresnel,'
vol. i. p. 394). Arago, though a great
friend of Fresnel and a believer
in the wave theory, never to the
end of his life accepted the
hypothesis of transverse vibrations
(ibid., p. Iv.) Poisson, a supporter
of Laplace's molecular theory, re
tired from the commission : and
Arago, who composed the Report
to the Academy, confined himself
to pronouncing on the experimental
portion, which fully confirmed the
general law of double refraction an
nounced by the author; refraining
from the expression of any opinion as
to the theoretical portion, it being
premature to do so (see 'Ouvres
de Fresnel,' vol. ii. p. 463). Tm.
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have sides, the phenomena of "laterality" (misleadingly

called polarisation). The believers in the emission theory

studied them with predilection, Blot at their head. Al

though to Young their explanations were unconvincing,

their results were so perplexing that he wrote to Brewster

in September 1815, "With respect to my own funda

mental hypotheses respecting the nature of light, I be

come less and less fond of dwelling on them, as I learn

more and more facts like those which Mr Malus dis

covered; because, although they may not be incompat

ible with these facts, they certainly give us no assistance

in explaining them."' When Young wrote this, Fresnel

had not yet presented his first memoir on Diffraction to

the Institute; his own labours on that matter were more

than ten years old; the phenomena of polarisation had

meantime absorbed the attention of opticians. In the

summer of 1816 Arago and Gay-Lussac paid a visit to

mediately after the reading of I
Ar ago's report, Laplace, "who had
thought for a long time that his

analysis had made the phenomena
of double refraction depend on his
emission theory," proclaimed the
great importance of the memoir,
and declared that he placed these
researches above anything that had
for a long time been communicated j
to the Academy ('Euvres de
Free-net,'vol. i. p. lxxxvi., and vol. ii.
p. 459). We are indebted to M.
Verdet for having Bliown that. the
discovery of this law by Frenel is
independent of the theoretical
con-siderationsby which he tried
synthetically to prove it. On this
point he says:

" En révélaut la
strie de gSnéralisatiou8 et de con
jectures par lesquelles Fresnel est
arrivé peu peu ha découverte
des lois gnérales de la double r6-fraction,




its font disparaltre une
difficulté qui ne pouvait manquer de
réuIter de tout.e étude tant soit peu
approfondie de see écrits imprimés.

On a vu au contraire que cette
loi s'est ananifesté . Fresuel comuie
le résultat dune gnéralisation toute
semblable aux généralisations qui
out amend la plupart des grandes
découvertes. Lorsqu'il a voulu
ensuite 8e rewire compte de la loi
par une théorie mécanique, it nest
pas étouuant qu'il ait, peut-tre a
son insu, conduit cette théorie vers
le but qu'il connaissait d'avance,
et qu'il ait été cléterminé, dans le
choix des hypotheses auxiliaires
moms par leur vraiseniblance intrin-
sèc1ue que par leur accord avec ce
quit ét.ait en droit de considérer
comme Ia verité " (ibid., vol. ii. p.
327. Cf. vol. i. p. lxxxiv.)

Works, i. p. 361.
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England and to Young, who learnt from them that,

mainly owing to Fresnel's labours, his own researches

had "attracted much more notice in Paris than in

London, . . . leading to some very warm discussions

among the members of the Institute on some public

occasions."
1

It is likely that this visit, as well as the

discovery of Arago that rays of light when polarised

-i.e., possessed of laterality-lose under certain condi

tions their power of interference, induced Young to

resume seriously the consideration of the subject. In

19. January 1817, long before Fresnel had made up his
Young and

introduce mind to adopt a similar conclusion (suggested to him

the concep-
tion, by Ampere), Young announced in a letter to Arago
transverse
vibrations, that in the assumption of transverse vibrations, after the

manner of the vibrations of a stretched string, lay the

possibility of explaining polarisation or "laterality," and

the non -interference of rays whose sides are perpen

dicular to each other. By introducing this conception

of a lateral or transverse movement into physical optics

-a conception shortly afterwards adopted by Fresnel

the data were provided for a complete mechanical or

kinetic explanation of all phenomena of homogeneous

rays of light-i.e., of such rays as, on passing through

refracting substances, are not divided into several

colours.

Two great problems now presented themselves, one of

which Fresnel attacked with great success. The other is

hardly yet solved. Inasmuch as these two problems

have largely occupied physicists and mathematicians all

through the century, and guided their reasonings in other

Peacock, 'Life of Young,' p. 389.
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branches of research, it will be useful to define them

more clearly.

Ever since Newton laid down the general laws of

motion, it has been seen with increasing clearness to be

the object of mathematical physics to describe the exist

ing observable or supposed forms of motion in nature by

having recourse to the fundamental laws of motion

coupled with the smallest possible number of assumptions

as to the ultimate constitution of matter or of the

moving substance. As soon as any definite assumption

was made, it became necessary to follow it into all

possible consequences, and not to make any new assump

tions so long as the capabilities of the old ones were Un

exhausted, or so long as it was not shown either that the

new assumption was based upon observable facts, or

did not involve latent contradictions with those already

admitted. Newton had led the way by making one

great assumption in addition to laying down the laws of

motion. This was the property of gravitation. Heed

less of Newton's warning that this assumption, though

proved by experiment, did involve certain seeming

absurdities which called for further examination, philo

sophers like Boscovich, and mathematicians like Laplace,

busied themselves with drawing all the consequences of

the assumption, and they saw the most hopeful way of

further progress in an extension of it into the realm

of molecular physics. Young was probably one of the

first to see the futility or the mere semblance of truth

in the astronomical view of nature. He approached

both by experiment and mathematically the great class

of phenomena of small, extremely rapid, periodic move-
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ments; and he applied his results for the purpose of

gaining a new basis for the theory of light. His specu
lations were, however, not confined to this. He had

started by studying sound and had shown its analogy
with light; but when he ultimately ventured on the bold

assumption of a lateral to-and-fro tremor, he showed

where the nature of light differed from that of sound.

20. It was in this: that the tremor of sound was that of anMechanical
difference elastic fluid such as air, or of any substance in which thebetween

i0gnd movement is carried forward by alternate compression

and expansion. But the phenomena of light seemed to

require for their explanation two seemingly incompatible

assumptions: first, a substance more subtle than air, incap

able of impeding the motion of matter in it; and, secondly,

a substance having vibrations resembling the tremors

of what we term solid bodies, e.g., stretched strings.

Young is one of the founders of the theory of elasticity.'

' The history of the theories of
elasticity has been written by Isaac
Todhunter and continued by Pro
fessor Karl Pearson. A perusal of
the earlier portion of the work
shows how imperfect were the ideas
which existed at the time when
Fresuel approached the problem in
the interest of the wave theory
of light. The greatest mathemat
icians, like Ruler, had handled the
subject, and had damaged their rep
utation, especially in this country,
by serious errors or by conclusions
which agreed ill with experience.
Young was one of the earliest writers
on elasticity in the nineteenth cen
tury; having given considerable at
tention to the subject in his Lec
tures on Natural Philosophy (de
livered in 1602, published in 1807).
He there introduces the modulus of

elasticity, a term which, with some




change of meaning, survives in mod
ern treatises. His name, as well as
that of Hooke ("Ut tensio sic vie
appears accordingly at the portal of"
the science. Young, though Tod
hunter has a significant remark on
his obscurity of style, stands out
prominently, if compared with con
temporary writers in this country,

I by his thorough knowledge of the
labours of Continental mathemati
cians, among whom he assigns special
merit to Coulomb. In genera], Pod.
hunter has little to say in praise if

" English science in this department
during the earlier part of the cen
tury, and he considers the '

perusal
of English text-books on practical
mechanics published in the first
half of the century a dispiriting
task," in consequence of a" want of
clear thinking, of scientific accuracy,

" and of knowledge of the work ac-
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He must have fully realised the difficulty of imagining a

substance more subtle than air and yet endowed with the

property of rigidity, known to us only in solid bodies.

The elaboration of the theory of light pressed upon

physicists and mathematicians a more careful study of

the different states in which matter can exist. The

different properties which this hypothetical substance 21.
The pro.

called ether must possess had to be mathematically de- perties or
the ether.

fined; and, further, it had to be shown whether it

would be physically possible for a body, subject to the

empirical laws of motion, to possess certain of the pro

perties of what we term solids, and yet to be in other

respects the very opposite of a solid. The solution of the

first problem was a purely mathematical performance, in

which many eminent mathematicians, such as Cauchy,

Neumann, Green, M'Cullagh, and Stokes,' have been

complished abroad" (vol. 1. p. 105).
"It is difficult to picture the re
markable scientific ignorance of
practical men in England in the
first quarter of the century. One
can only trust that there may be a
closer union of practice and theory
in our own day' (p. 106). This
passage was probably written in the
'seventies.

According to Todhunter, the true
theory of elasticity was founded
in France between the years 1820
and 1830, by Navier, Poisson, and

Cauchy on the one side; by the ex.
l)erimental work of Savart on the
other. It had been allied with
theoretical acoustics since Euler's
time. Chiadni in Germany fur
thered that. branch of the subject in
three celebrated works: 'Theorie
ties Klanges' (1787), 'Akustik'
1SO2), 'l3eitráge zur Akustik'
(1S17). Chiadni influenced the




brothers Weber, whose 'Wellenlehre
auf Experimente gegrUndet' ap
peared in 1825. In it wave-motion,
such as the theories of sound and

light had made specially interesting
and important, was experimentally
examined and illustrated. The
theory of elasticity now received a
new ally, viz., the elastic theory
of light or of the ether. Though
suggested by Fresnel, its real
founder was Cauchy.
'The natural philosopher towhom

we are most indebted for bringing
clearness and definiteness into our
ideas and our language in these
very intricate subjects is Sir George
Stokes. In two papers, published
respectively in 1845 and 1849 (see
'Mathematical and Physical Papers,'
vol. i. pp. 75-129, and vol. ii. pp.
8.13), he has done more than any
other writer to fix for nearly half
a century the conceptions and the
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engaged. The solution of the latter problem involved

experiment as well as calculation. The different states

and properties of matter had to be studied from quite
novel points of view: they had to be defined in terms

of the different kinds of motion and of inertia, i.e.,

resistance to motion or capacity for motion. The popular

conceptions of solidity, rigidity, fluidity, expansion, pres
sure, weight, required to be translated into the language
of ordinary dynamics, that it might appear to what

vocabulary of physical optics. He
has, however, whilst working inde
pendently, been careful to point
out to what extent his views
agree with or are anticipated by
the important writings of Cauchy
and Poisson in France. Up to his
time the ether was universally
spoken of as a fluid. Stokes led
up to the "elastic solid" and the
"jelly" theory of the ether. "Un
doubtedly," he says, "it does vio
lence to the ideas that we should
have been likely to form a priori
of the nature of the ether to assert
that it must be regarded as an
elastic solid in treating of the
vibrations of light. When, how.
ever, we consider . . . the diffi
culty of explaining these phenomena
by any vibrations due to the con
densation and rarefaction of an
elastic fluid. such as air, it seems
reasonable to suspend our judg
ment and be content to learn from
phenomena the existence of forces
which we should not beforehand
have expected. . . . The following
illustration is advanced, not so
much as explaining the real nature
of the ether, as for the sake of
offering a plausible mode of cone

ceiviug how the apparently opposite
properties of solidity and fluidity
which we must. attribute to the
ether may be reconciled. Suppose
a small quantity of glue dissolved




in a little water so as to form a
stiff jelly. This jelly forms, in fact,
an elastic solid: it may be con
strained . . . and return to its
original form when the constraining
force is removed, by virtue of its
elasticity ; but if we constrain it
too far it will break. Suppose now
the quantity of water to be 'in
creased' . . . till we have a pint
or a quart of glue-water. The jelly
will then become thinner. . . . At
last it will become so far fluid as to
mend itself again as soon as it is
dislocated. Yet there seems hardly
sufficient reason for supposing that
at a certain stage of the dilution the
tangential force whereby it resists
constraint ceases all of a sudden.
In order that the medium
should have to be treated as an
elastic solid, it is only necessary that
the amount of constraint should
be very small. The mediumwould,
however, be what we should call a
fluid as regards the motion of solid
bodies through it . . . . Conceive
now a medium having similar pro
perties, but incomparably rarer
than air, and we have a medium
such as we may conceive the ether
to be, a fluid as regards the motion
of the earth and planets through it,
an elastic solid as regards the small
vibrations which constitute light"
(' Papers,' vol. ii. p. 1]. sqq.)
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extent these various properties could exist separately or

were mutually dependent.'

In the domain of sound and light the early part of

the century was thus, as we have seen, witness of a

useful interpretation of these various modifications as

merely different kinds of motion: both were considered

to be vibrations, the frequency of which marked the

position of a note or a tint in the musical or chromatic

That is to say, the number of
independent constants had to be
fixed which would permit isotropic
or anisotropic bodies (i.e., bodies
which are either equal in all direc
tions, or unequal in the three direc
tions) to be mathematically defined,
and in consequence their behaviour
studied, if subjected to strains and
displacements. Over these defini
tions there arose the great contro
versies of those who believed in a
srnaU number of constants (one
constant in isotropic and fifteen in
anisotropic bodies against two and
twenty-one respectively). A good
account of these controversies and of
their mathematical and physical sig
nificance will be found in the first
volume of Todhunter'a 'History of
Elasticity,' by Professor Karl Pear
son, p. 496 sqq. The former theory
is termed the ran- (few) constant
theory, the latter the multi- (many)
constant theory. The ran-constant
theory is based upon the assump
tion that a body consists of mole
cules, and that the action between
two molecules . . . is in the line
3uinmg them. It is an outcome of
the atomic and action - at - a - dis
tance theory in vogue on the Conti
nent, and is accordingly mainly
represented by Naiver, Poisson,
Cauchy, and others, notably Saint
Venant. The other school, mainly
represented by mathematical physi
cits in this country, starts not from
a mathematical formula (which,




after all, loses its precision as the
active forces are reduced to the
vague statement that they act sen
sibly only at insensible distances)
but from physical data. It is an
analogue to Young's theory of cap
illarity as against Laplace (see
above, p. 20, note). "The some
what unsatisfactory nature of the
results of those investigations pro
duced, especially in this country, a
reaction in favour of the opposite
method of treating bodies as if they
were, so far at least as our experi
ments are concerned, truly continu
ous. This method, in the hands of
Green, Stokes, and others, has led
to results the value of which does
not at all depend on what theory
we adopt as to the ultimate con
stitution of bodies "(Clerk Maxwell,
'Scientific Papers,' vol. ii. p. 253).
"After the French mathematicians
had attempted, with more or less
ingenuity, to construct a theory of
elastic solids from the hypothesis
that they consist of atoms in equi
librium under the action of their
mutual forces, Stokes and others
showed that all the results of this
hypothesis, so far at least as they
agreed with facts, might be deduced
from the postulate that elastic
bodies exist, and from the hypoth
esis that the smallest portions into
which we can divide them are
sensibly homogeneous" (id. ibid.,

. 449).
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scale, and the. amplitude or height of the wave-motion

22. of which decided its intensity. There was floating about
Other
kinetic the vague idea that heat also was to be interpreted

as a mode of motion; still vaguer were the kinetic

notions as to electricity and magnetism; whilst some

early attempts to explain gravity, not as an inherent

property of matter, but as a consequence of the motion

of matter itself, which was possessed merely of inertia,

had been half forgotten.

There is no doubt that the successful development of

the undulatory theory of light induced many minds to

dream of an ultimate kinetic explanation or interpretation

of all natural phenomena, when in the course of the

third quarter of the century this direction of thought

received a great impetus through three independent

branches of research of a purely theoretical kind. These

have led to a very remarkable development of the kinetic

view of nature; in fact it is mainly through them that

this view has become possible not only in special depart

ments, but on a universal scale. They have, each in

its own way, led to a great extension of our experi

mental knowledge; one of them has likewise led to many

practical applications. What most interests us here is

the peculiar direction which they have given to a great

volume of mathematical and physical thought of our day.

23. The first of these lines of research was connected with,
Kinetic
theory and grew out of, the atomic hypothesis. It culminated
gases.




in the kinetic theory of gases, in which the names of

Joule, Clausius, and Clerk Maxwell are prominent. Of

this I have treated already in the fifth chapter. It

rests on a study of the average effect produced by a
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swarm of bodies, subject to a transverse movement in

straight lines like projectiles, and continually encounter

ing each other on their way. The second line of research 24.
Vortex

in question is the study of bodies subject to rapid move- motion.

ment round an axis, but immersed in a medium which

is itself movable like water, but not in a rotary but

merely in a flowing motion. The whole series of in

vestigations which started by defining vortex or whirling

motion as distinct from transverse, flowing, or projectile

motion, and from vibratory to-and-fro motion, was

initiated by Helmholtz in 1857 in a purely mathe

matical paper, and then applied and greatly extended

by Sir William Thomson in the conception of the vortex

atom. The third branch of research had its origin in 25.
" Faraday'

experimental investigations carried on for many years on reaearcbe.

peculiar lines, and quite independently, by Faraday; it

was put into mathematical language by Clerk Maxwell

in his celebrated treatise on electricity and magnetism

which appeared in 1872. It will be my object to show

in how far these different investigations have confirmed

and developed the kinetic view of natural phenomena.

But before doing this it will be well to realise what

specific problems presented themselves to theoretical

physicists when once the undulatory conception of light

had taken hold of their minds; what peculiar difficulties

were involved; and into what distinct new lines of

reasoning they were conducted.

We saw above that when the gravitational explana

tion of a large class of phenomena had a century earlier

gradually gained ground, a great variety of researches

was suggested by it, and new lines of reasoning opened
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out, which in the course of the eighteenth century com

bined to establish what I termed the astronomical view

of nature. The undulatory theory of light, established

by Young and Fresnel during the first quarter of the

nineteenth century, was a breaking away from what

then seemed to many Continental philosophers a prom

ising line of thought, a unifying principle in natural

philosophy. As long as light was thought to consist of

particles, however minute, which were projected from

luminous centres, the mechanical laws of impact, of at

traction and repulsion, could be applied; and they went

a considerable way in apparently explaining the ordinary

phenomena of light, such as motion in straight lines, re

flexion, and refraction. They failed indeed in the case

of diffraction or inflection, and still more in those pheno

mena which were misleadingly grouped under the term

polarisation. The new theory seemed specially adapted

to these more recently discovered phenomena, but it had

to be admitted that the explanation of reflexion and

refraction of light at the surface of polished, transparent,

26. or opaque bodies met with considerable difficulties. The
Problems
as to the new theory had introduced the conception of an all
nature of
the ether.

pervading, apparently imponderable substance, the ether.

The reintroduction of this conception into physical

science was repugnant to many thinkers of the then

prevailing school,' and it became more so when it had-

1 One of the crucial tests for

deciding between the corpuscular
and the wave theory of light was
the relative speed with which light
travels in air and in water, i.e., in
a refracting substance. Foucault,
in 1850, by a very ingenious method,

improved since by Mitchelson,




measured the speed of light in
various media. He proved that
light moves faster in air than in
water, whereas on the corpuscular
theory the speed of light in water
must be to its speed in air as 4 to 3
approximately. "This finally dis
posed of the corpuscular theory"
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for the purpose of serving as the carrier of a definite

kind of wave - motion-to be endowed with most mys
ten ous, seemingly contradictory properties.1 Neverthe

less the development of this conception, the desire to

define more minutely the properties of this fictitious

substance of which we have no direct perception, came

in the course of the century to guide more and more, the

work of experimentalists as well as theorists. We meet

with objections in the beginning, when the conception was

first introduced, such as were urged by many chemical

philosophers when Dalton reintroduced and formulated

(Tait, 'Light,' p. 192). Sir G. 0.
Stokes tells us "that in a course
of conversation with Sir David
Brewster, who had just returned
from France, where he witnessed
the celebrated experiment by which
Foucault had just proved experi
mentally that light travels faster
in air than in water, he asked him
what his objection was to the
theory of undulations, and he
found he was staggered by the
idea in liminc of filling space with
some substance merely in order
that 'that little twinkling star,'
as lie expressed himself, should be
able to send his light to us"
('Burnett Lectures on Light,' p.
15).

1 is known that the two phil
osophers who in the middle of the
century did more than any others to
introduce the positive or exact spirit
into general thinking and into
philosophical literature, Auguste
Comte and John Stuart Mill, were
both opposed to the theory of an
ether. Huxley, in speaking of
Cornte, exclaims: "What is to be
thought of the contemporary of
Young and of Fre.suel who never
mise an opportunity of casting
scorn upon the hypothesis of an
ether-the fundamental basis not




only of the undulatory theory of
light, but of so much else in
modern physics, and whose con
tempt for the intellects of some of
the strongest men of his generation
was such that he puts forward the
mere existence of night as a refuta
tion of the undulatory theory?"
(See 'Philosophie Positive,' vol. ii.
p. 440, and Huxley, 'Lay Sermons,'
p. 134.) The fourteenth chapter
of Mill's 'System of Logic,' written
originally in the beginning of the
'forties, but subsequently anno
tated with reference to some of
Whewell's criticisms, contains a
lengthy discussion of the hypoth
esis of an ether. Mill says (vol. ii.
p. 21, seventh edition): "What has
most contributed to accredit the
hypothesis of a physical medium
for the conveyance of light is the
certain fact that light travels, that
its communication is not instan
taneous but requires time, and that
it is intercepted by intervening
objects. There are analogies be
tween its phenomena and those of
the mechanical motion of a solid or
fluid substance. But we are not
entitled to assume that mechanical
motion is the only power in nature
capable of exhibiting these attri
butes."
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the atomic view of matter. Similar uncertainties in

the definitions exist in both theories all through the

century, down to the most recent times. There are

those who still look upon both conceptions as merely

convenient symbolisms, as ideal instruments of thought

or scientific shorthand; and on the other side we have it

as emphatically stated, that the question, What is ether?

"is the question of the physical world at the present

time," "that it is not unanswerable," in fact, "that it

is not far from being answered," that "it is probably

a simpler question" than the other question, What is

matter? 1 The whole domain of physical science is even

divided into two portions, the physics of matter and the

physics of ether,2 and the older, more empirical, and

common-sense divisions, treating separately of light,

electricity, and magnetism, are assembled in one great

doctrine, the "doctrine of the ether." It is, indeed,

somewhat astounding, if not disheartening, to hear at the

same time from an authority who has done more than

any other living philosopher to enlighten us in these

I Professor 0. Lodge, in the
Preface to the firsts edition of
'Modern Views of Electricity,'
p. xi. "It is simpler," he con
tinues, "partly because ether is
one, while matter is apparently
many; partly because the presence
of matter so modifies the ether that
no complete theory of the properties
of matter can possibly be given
without a preliminary and fairly
complete knowledge of the pro
perties and constitution of undis
turbed ether in free space. When
this has been attained, the resultant
and combined effect we call matter

may begin to be understood."




2 See inter cdia Professor Paul
Drude's 'Physik des Aethers'
(Stuttgart, 1894). In the Preface,
p. vi, he speaks of the philosophical
"desire of using the same funda
mental conceptions for the physics
of the tether as for the physics of
matter, whereby it remains an open
question whether it. is more service
able to reduce the equations in the
physics of the ther to those ex
pressions which can be got from
the observable phenomena in the
physics of matter (the equations
of dynamics), or whether the

opposite road can be chosen with
advantage."
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matters, that at the present moment he knows as little

as to the true nature of these agencies or substances as

lie did fifty years ago.'

Viewed from the position which we occupy in this

history of thought-i.e., in relation to the development

of ideas-the conception of an ether has, however, like

the atomic theory, had the most marked influence on

scientific research and reasoning. In digging for a hidden

treasure, in trying to describe the atoms or the ether,

many practically useful conceptions, applicable to tangible

phenomena, have been discovered. The atomic theory

led at once to an enormous increase of our knowledge of

different forms of matter, the knowledge of the elements,

and of their innumerable possible compounds. The con

ception of the ether has led similarly to an enormous ex

tension of knowledge of the different possible forms of

motion. It is in this sense that we are greatly indebted

to these abstract conceptions: both have guided our ideas

in trying to understand and grasp the endless variety
of phenomena. Let us see how froth the early years

of the undulatory theory of light our knowledge

regarding the different forms of motion has grown, how

that theory has contributed to the kinetic view of nature.

1 Lord Kelvin, in referring to
fifty years of scientific labour, said
(see the publication by James
Maclehose & Sons of the proceedinga
at his jubilee in 1896, p. 70): "1
know no more of electric and
magnetic force, or of the relation
between ether, electricity, and
ponderable matter, or of chemical
affinity, than I knew and tried to
teach to my students of natural
philosophy fifty years ago in my




i first essiou as professor. Some.
thing of sadness must come of
failure; but. . . . what splendid
compensation for philosophical fail
ures we have had in the admirable
discoveries by observation and ex
periment on the properties of
matter, and in the exquisitely
beneficent applications of science
to the use of mankind with which
these fifty years have so abounded."
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It was recognised by Young, and still more clearly by

Fresnel, that the medium which they supposed to be the

carrier of light could not have the ordinary properties of

either a solid, a liquid, or a gas. It offered apparently

no resistance to the motion of the heavenly bodies, 'its

waves were not like those which in air produced sound; it

propagated its waves at a speed much greater than any

other velocity known at that time; at the same time the

wave-motion was not that of a body possessing the pro

perties of a gas-i.e., an elastic, compressible fluid: it was

that of a body offering resistance to change of form rather

than to change of bulk. It was evident that the different

properties, which we see roughly assembled to constitute

the three forms of ponderable matter with which we

are practically acquainted, the solid, the liquid, and the

gaseous, cannot be assembled in any similar manner in

this imponderable substance, the ether. It was bound to

have inertia-i.e..,rnass-otherwise the lawsofmotion could

not be employed in dealing with it, and mathematical

thinking about it would be impossible. A more perfect

description of the elementary movements which con

stituted light evidently required a minute experimental

study, and a closer mathematical definition of the dif

ferent properties of matter, known popularly but not

very clearly under the terms compressibility, rigidity,

27. mobility, elasticity, viscosity, &c., and of the inter-de
The theury
of elasUcity. pendence of these clearly defined properties one on the

other. Just about the time when the vibratory theory

of light began to be seriously entertained by natural

philosophers, a beginning had also been made in this

study: the
"

theory of elasticity had been founded in
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France by Navier and Poisson. One of the greatest

analysts of the century, Augustin Cauchy, had like

wise applied himself to it; and when Fresnel, in the

year 1826, brought out his great memoir on double

refraction in crystals, in which he was obliged to enter

more closely into the properties of the luminiferous ether

and its relation to ponderable matter, Cauchy was induced

to devote himself more specially to the rnathematiôal

problems which presented themselves. Before his time

the theory of elasticity had been studied more as con

nected with questions of practical engineering, such as

the strength of materials, the stability of buildings, the

construction of machines, or with the properties of musical

and sounding bodies. A new interest was created by

Fresnel's researches.' The question arose, How are we

to describe the vibrations of an imponderable substance,

endowed with mass (density) and rigidity, and what con

ceptions can we form of the change of these vibrations

if there is present likewise ponderable matter? Evi

dently upon the clearness and correctness of these

notions depends the explanation of the phenomena observ

able when rays of light fall upon the surfaces of trans

parent or opaque bodies. We have to ask: In what

terms (viz., of different kinds of motion) can we define

and describe, and accordingly calculate the phenonema

of reflexion, refraction, scattering (i.e., dispersion), and

absorption (i.c., extinction) of light? A tolerably clear

1 See Verdet in 'uvres de
Fresuel,' vol. i. p. lxxx : "Les
seul écrits antrieurs h Fresne)
on Von trouve des notions justes
sur les inga1its d'élasticité qui
peuvent exiter dans les corps et




8ur leur rtSpartition régulière par
rapport iL certains axes ou plans de

syrnétrie sont ceux du grand mine.

ralogiste allemand Samuel Christian
Weis I(t Mtm. (le VAcad. tie Berlin,'

1815).
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definition of the kind of motion constituting a pencil of

homogeneous light in the free ether or in atmospheric

air had been given by Fresnel. Experimentally the

velocity of a wave-motion of this kind was known; it

was subsequently ascertained that this speed was not

the same in air as in the free ether, the so-called

vacuum. It was also known that this speed in an

elastic medium, such as the ether was supposed to be,

depends upon the density and the rigidity of the medium.

But when rays of light-i.e., the wave-motions of the

ether-arrive at the surface of liquid or solid bodies,

various changes are known to take place. These changes

had been to some extent described and brought into

measurable terms by experiment, and it had been shown

in a general way by Huygens, and more completely by

Fresnel, how these observed changes of reflexion, refrac

tion, and dispersion could be translated into the language

of the vibratory theory. Complicated and yet very elegant

geometrical constructions, at which Fresnel arrived by an

intuitive or tentative process,1 enabled the course of rays

inside transparent, doubly-refracting substances, such as

crystals, to be calculated; a whole geometry of rays was

developed out of these representations; now phenomena

The equation of the wave-sur
face was not explicitly given by
Fresnel himself. M. Verdet says
('Euvres de Fresnel,' vol. 1. p.
lxxv) : "Fresnel n'a Pu lui.même
venir a bout de ces difficults et n'a
au obtenir Véquatiou do la surface
de l'onde qu'en la supposant a priori
du quatrième degr6, et calculant la
valeur de sea coefficients de nianière
qu'ils satisfissent i cert.aines condi
tions faciles a déduire (Ic la con-




8idration des ondes planes norruales
aux trois plans do symtrie du
milieu. Ampere est le premier qul
alt effectu4 le calcul d'une mauière
rigoureuse." However, "the con
struction yields the wave-surface in
such a way that its singularities
are not obvious, and were only re
marked by Sir W. R. Hamilton
several years after Fresnel's death"
(Fletcher, 'The Optical Indicat
rix,' p. 31).
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of refraction, such as conical refraction, were mathe-

matically foretold and experimentally verified.' The

real physical question, however, remained unanswered;

and it remains only partially answered up to the present

day-2 How is it that the luminiferous ether, when ex

isting inside ponderable matter, like air permeating a

grove of trees-as Young put it-is so changed that its

waves travel with variously altered speeds, that in

different directions the rays acquire different pro

perties, are differently maintained or partially extin

guished (absorbed) ? It was natural to suppose that

the particles of ponderable matter must in some way

affect the ether, changing its density or its rigidity, and

that they themselves are affected by the movements

of the ether which fills their interstices. The question

can only be exhaustively answered by a complete know-

The subsequent suggestion of
the phenomena of inner and outer
conical refraction, experimentally
verified by Humphrey Lloyd in
1833 (see his' Miscellaneous Papers,'
No. 1, or Transactions, Royal Irish

Academy, vol. xvii.), was popularly
regarded as a complete proof of
the correctness of the wave-surface,
and of Fresnel's entire theory. But
as to the first point, Sir 0. 0.
Stokes showed (Brit. Assoc. Report
on Double Refraction, 1862: p.
270) that conical refraction "must
he a property of the wave-sur
face resulting from any reasonable
theory." And as the wave-surface
itself can be geometrically con
structed without any reference to
the mechanical theory of the ether
as Mr Fletcher has most exhaus
tively shown), the prediction of
conical refraction cannot be re
garded as a proof of Fresuel's




theory. Todhunter-Pearson says:
"But for Cauchy's magnificent
molecular researches, it might have
been possible for Fresnel to com
pletely sacrifice the infant theory
of elasticity to that flimsy super
stition, the mechanical dogma, on
which he has endeavoured to base
his great discoveries in light.
Cauchy inspired Green, and Green
and his followers have done some

thing, if not all, to reconcile Fres
nel's results with the now fully
developed theory of elasticity, the

growth of which his dogma at one
time seriously threatened to check"

('Hist. of Elasticity,' vol. i. p.
167).2 In 1862 Sir G. G. Stokes "ex

pressed his belief that the true

dynamical theory of double refrac
tion had yet to be found" (Report,
i. 268).
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ledge of the mechanism of the ether on the one side, of

ponderable matter on the other. Two ways are open by

which a solution of this ultimate or fundamental problem
28. can be solved. The one is purely mathematical. It

The problem
of
may

th%ether means the analysis of all the possible modes of motion of

a given mechanical system, and of the mutual influence
matically,

which two interconnected mechanical systems, that of the

ether and that of ponderable matter, exert on each other.

This is a perfectly definite though a very intricate prob

lem. It is a problem which can be compared with

though it transcends in complexity-the analytical prob

lem suggested by the gravitational view of physical

astronomy: to calculate mathematically the movements

of any number of bodies attracting each other according

29. to Newton's formula. The other way is the experior experi
mentally. mental method- to observe how under methodically

altered conditions rays of light are modified in colour

(wave-frequency), in direction, in intensity (amplitude of

wave-motion), in laterality (polarisation), and in other

ways; and then to translate these conditions and altera

tions into the now fairly well-established language of

the vibratory theory; gaining in this way indications as

to the changes which the wave-motion is capable of, and

inferring from these possible changes the original con

stitution (usually called the constants) of the primary

substances-the ether and the ponderable matter which

come into interaction.

SO. It may in general be stated that neither of these two
Necessity of
combining methods has for any length of time been pursued alone,
the two
methods. but that progress has nearly always depended upon an

alternating employment or a combination of both. On
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the one side we have a great volume of purely analytical

reasoning begun by Cauchy in France, and pursued

under varying assumptions by Green and MacCullagh in

England, by F. Neumann and others in Germany. On

the other side we have the purely experimental work

beginning with Wollaston and Brewster in England, the

refined methods for measuring the speed of light invented

by Fizean and Foucault, the beautiful contrivances for

experimental research and verification of Jamin and

many others. Out of so many fruitful conceptions

which have resulted in an enormous accumulation of new

knowledge of actual phenomena of light and wave-motion

-the real and sole end and aim of all theory---I will for

the purpose of illustration single out one which in the

middle of the century opened out an entirely new field

of inquiry, forming almost a new science by itself. I Si.
Spectrum

refer to spectrum analysis.
analysis.

The phenomena of dispersion (rainbow scattering) and

absorption (partial or complete extinction) of light were

among the earliest known, and had been among the

longest studied, properties of bodies. Being, besides,

connected with the physiological, subjective, and artistic

effects of light, they have always commanded special

interest. And yet, so far as either the emission or

the undulatory theory is concerned, they have always

presented special difficulties. When the wave theory

was first propounded, it was generally understood on

the analogy of the phenomenon of sound that difference

of colour depends upon difference of frequency, or where

the velocity of propagation (as in vac'uo or in atmospheric

air) is the same, on the length of the waves. The diffi-
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culty arose of explaining how in refracting substances,

be they fluid, amorphous (singly refracting), or crystalline

(including doubly refracting), these different rays, with

different wave-lengths, come to travel with different

velocities, and hence take different courses; how, further,

some of these rays come to be extinguished or reflected

(or both) in varying degrees.

Now, although the complete answer to this general

question has not yet been given, a principle has been

recognised which gives us a clue to the possible explana

tion of a large class of phenomena, and which is thus of

remarkable fruitfulness. It was first laid down by

Euler,1 a pure mathematician, whose physical reasoning

was frequently suggestive but never particularly clear and

definite; it was probably first applied to optical phenomena

by Sir George Stokes; and it was later on used by him

1 In the last section of his treatise projectile theory. Balfour Stewart
on light and colours ('Berlin Me- came nearest to the true explana-
moirs,' 1745; published in Latin, tion in his memoir of 1858 ('Trans.
1746), Euler treats of luminous, of the Royal Society of Edin-
reflecting, refracting, and opaque burgh,' 1861) ; but this referred to
bodies, and be there mentions the radiant heat and to Pr6vost's theory
analogy which exists with musical of exchanges. It contains the
resonance. "The smallest particles words: The absorption of a plate
[of opaque bodies] are similar to $ equals its radiation, and that for
stretched strings, which are, as it every description of heat" (p. 13).
were, specially receptive for certain Had this statement been distinctly
vibrations, which they can assume applied to luminous rays, 8pectruiu
without being struck, if only they analysis would have been his dis-
are affected by the undulatory covery, although his theoretical
movement of the air. "In his proof might be regarded as in.

expositions upon light and colours, sufficient (see Schemer's treatise
Euler always starts with the analogy on Astronomical Spectroscopy,
of sound and light; he follows it trausi. by Frost, 1894, p. 112; also
with absolute consistency" (Cher- Roseuberger's 'Geschichte dei'
buliez, 'Euler's physicalische Ar- Physik,' vol. iii., 1890, p. 482 sq.)
beit.eu,' p. 44). This analogy was 2 See the references given on

exactly what was absent in the in- p. 277 of the first volume of this

vestigations of Brewster, who re- history.
mained to theend an adherent of the
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in giving a mechanical explanation of the dark and bright 82.

lines of the spectrum, upon which Kirchhoff and Bunsen
The clue
furnished
by the

founded spectrum analysis about the year 1860. phenotneuR
on which it

Wollaston
1

had in 1802, on examining the solar depends.

spectrum (the succession of rainbow colours expanded on

a white screen placed behind a prism of white glass

through which a narrow beam of sunlight is made to pass),

noticed that with a sufficient enlargement black lines in

great number could be detected. Fraunhofer,2 in Munich,

made a special study of them, named them by letters of

the alphabet, and compared the solar spectrum with the

spectra of artificial terrestrial sources where light is

created by combustion or incandescence. He found that

these spectra differed, the peculiar colour exhibited by

various flames being defined in the spectra by special

bright lines of different colours. Thus notably the two

dark lines called by him D in the solar spectrum were

replaced in the spectrum of a flame in which a volatile

salt of sodium was present, by two bright lines: Brewster

found the same coincidence of others of Fraunhofer's

lines with the bright lines of a flame in which nitre was

volatilised. Very similar and very accurate observations

of A. Miller as to the identity of the dark lines D in the

solar spectrum with the two bright lines of the sodium

flame were explained by Sir G. Stokes about the year 83.

1850 by the following theoretical reasoning: The sodium
Sir G.

"A method of examining re
fractive and dispersive powers by
prismatic reflection "

('Tran8. of
the Royal Society,' 1802).2 Fraunhofer, whose epitaph,
"approximvit sidera," describes
beautifully his life-work, was led to
the discovery of the lines named




after him in his investigations of
the "refractive and dispersive
powers of various kinds of glass"
for the purpose of improving the
achromatic telescope (' Denkchrif
ten der Müncbener Akademie,' vol.
i., 1814-15).
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flame which emits the two bright lines in its own spectrum

destroys them (replacing them by two dark lines) in the

spectrum of a ray of light which passes through the

sodium flame.' Foucault had in 1849 already shown

the direct reversal of the sodium line in the spectrum of

the eiectric arc. These earlier anticipations remained

partly unnoticed, partly unknown, or were looked upon

as isolated cases, and It was reserved for Gustav Kirch-
Gustav
Kirchhoft'. hoff to put this remarkable property of emission and

absorption of special colours by coloured flames into

practical language, and express it in a general way. He

wrote in 1859:
2 "I conclude that coloured flames in

the spectra of which bright lines present themselves, so

weaken rays of the colour of these lines, when such rays

pass through them, that in place of the bright lines, dark

ones appear as soon as there is brought behind the flame

a source of light of sufficient intensity, in which these

lines are otherwise wanting." And when he concluded

further that the dark lines of the solar spectrum which

are not evoked by the atmosphere of the earth, exist

in consequence of the presence in the sun's atmosphere

of those substances which in the spectrum of a flame

produce bright lines at the same place, "he at once gave

1 From this he inferred that the

presence of sodium vapour in theat

mosphere of the sun would explain
by absorption the two dark lines in
the solar spectrum. Lord Kelvin

reports that in consequence of this
observation of Stokes he regularly
taught his Glasgow students that
sodium must be in the sun's at

mosphere. See the reprint of the

correspondence on this subject in
the C Gesamnielte Abbandlungen' of




Kirchhoff, 1882, p. 639, where it
will also be seen that Sir W.
Crookes claimed a similar anticjpa.
tiou for Miller in 1846. See also
Sir W. Thomscn's ninth Baltimore
Lecture.

2 See the translations of Fou.
cault's and Kirchhoff's memoirs
sent by Sir 0. Stokes to the
'Philosophical Magazine of March
1860, p. 194 2'i"
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birth to two great applications of his principle-the

search, through the study of the spectra of distant stellar

sources of light, after the ingredients which are present

in those distant luminaries, and the search, through the

study of the flames of terrestrial substances, for new

spectral lines announcing yet undiscovered elements." 1

Whilst in these two independent directions an enormous

amount of new knowledge has been accumulated, the

mechanical explanation through which Sir G. Stokes

anticipated these phenomena, and the further applications

of this principle by him, have done much to confirm the

conviction, that in looking upon light as a vibratory mode

of motion, we are on the road towards an adequate

description of these phenomena.

' To this principle we owe the
spectrum analysis of stellar at
mospheres and the discovery of
new chemical elements, of which
no fewer than six have been iden
tified by this method, beginning
with casium and rubidium (found
by Kirchhoff and Bunsen in the
waters of some mineral springs).
The suggestion of Doppler, men
tioned above (p. 10, note), has only
become fruitful through the inven
tion of the spectroscope. Colour
differences originating through the
change of the frequency of vibra
tions depending on cosmical veloc
ities in the line of sight, could
not be discovered by the most.
sensitive eye. In the spectrum,
however, shown by the spectro
stope, 'not only the colours of the
bright lines have been altered, but
their position in the spectrum
relatively to a fixed point of
reference as well. . . . The measure
went of the displacement of spectral
lines in consequence of the altered
rcfrangibilit.v of the rays is the only




method yet known which possesses
sufficient accuracy for determining
the motions of objects in the line
of sight. Thus far it has not been
possible to produce in the laboratory
velocities high enough to occasion
a perceptible displacement of the
lines" (Schemer, loc. cit., p. 148).
And as Doppler's principle in
acoustics was proved directly by
Buys Ballot through the whistle on
moving railway trains, so it has
been proved directly in optics by
observing the displacement in the
lines of the solar spectrum, when
this is derived from the outer rays
of the. sun's disc, the light-giving
parts moving in the line of sight
towards or away from the observer
in consequence of the rotation of
the sun round its axis. "The re
sulting velocity of the surface of
the sun is found to agree very
closely with the results of direct
observations of the revolution of
the spots, thus practically furnish
ing a proof of the correctness of
Doppler's principle" (ibid., p. 149).
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We have seen above how the vibratory theory of light

was arrived at.-mainly in the hands of Young-through

dwelling on the analogy of certain optical phenomena,

notably those of interference, with the properties exhibited

by sound. Among the latter none were more remarkable

than those known popularly as consonance and resonance.

Sir George Stokes, on the appearance of Kirchhoff's memoir

on the relation of emission and absorption of certain rays

of light, gave the mechanical explanation in the following

words: 1 In describing the result of a prismatic analysis

of the voltaic arc formed between charcoal poles, M.

Foucault 'found that the are presents us with a medium

which emits the rays D on its own account, and which at

the same time absorbs them when they come from another

quarter.' . . . The remarkable phenomena discovered by.

Foucault, and rediscovered and extended by Kirchhoff,

that a body may be at the same time a source of light,

giving out rays of a definite refrangibility, and an ab

sorbing medium extinguishing rays of the same refraigi

bility which traverse it, seems readily to admit of a

dynamical illustration borrowed from sound. We know

that a stretched string which on being struck gives out a

certain note, is capable of being thrown into the same

state of vibration by aerial vibrations corresponding to the

same note. Suppose now a portion of space to contain a

great number of such stretched strings, forming thus the

analogue of a 'medium.' It is evident that such a

medium, on being agitated, would give out the note above

mentioned, while on the other hand, if that note were

sounded in air at a distance, the incident vibrations would

1 'Phil. Mag.,' March 1860, pp. 194, 196.
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throw the strings into vibration, and consequently would

themselves be gradually extinguished, since otherwise

there would be a creation of vis viva. The optical applica

tion of this illustration is too obvious to need comment."

Already ten years before Kirehhoff gave to the

researches into the spectrum their popular celebrity and

practical importance, Stokes
1
had made an extensive ex-

The memoir of Sir G. Stokes
"on the change of the refrangi
bility of light," in the 'Philos.
Transactions' (May 1552), forms a
landmark in optical science, and
whilst dealing with the less obvious
-though very frequent and general
-phenomena of fluorescence and
phosphorescence, really indicated
the line of reasoning which has
become so fruitful and suggestive
in his own hands and in those
of other eminent natural phil
osophers. On page 549 of that
memoir he wrote: "All believers
in the undulatory theory of light
are agreed in regarding the pro
duction of light in the first instance
as due to vibratory movements
among the molecules of the self
luminous body. . . . Nothing then
seemsmore natural than to suppose
that the incident vibrations of the
luminiferous ether produce vibra
tory movements amongthe ultimate
molecules of sewitive substances,
and that, the molecules in turn,
swinging on their own account, pro
duce vibrations in the luminiferous
ether, and thus cause the sensation
of light. The periodic times of
these vibrations depend upon the
periods in which the molecules are
dispised to swing, not upon the
periodic time of the incident vibra
tions." Referring, then, to the
dynamical difficulties which attach
to such a view, he proceeds to point
Out "that we have no right to re
gard the molecular vibrations as




indefinitely small. The excursions
of the atoms may be, and doubtless
are, excessively small compared
with the linear dimensions of a
complex molecule. It is well
known that chemical changes take
place under the influence of light,
especially the more refrangible rays,
which would not otherwise happen.
In such cases it is plain that the
molecular disturbances must not be
regarded as indefinitely small.
But vibrations may very well take
place which do not go to the
length of complete disruption and
yet which ought by no means to be
regarded as indefinitely small. . .
Certainly we cannot affirm that in
the disturbance communicated back

again to the luminiferous ether
none but periodic vibrations would
be produced having the same
period as the incident vibrations.
Rather, it seems that a sort of
irregular motion must be produced
in the molecules; periodic only in
the sense that the molecules retain
the same mean state; and that the
disturbance which the molecules in
turn communicate to the ether
mustbe such as cannot be expressed
by circular functions of a given
period, namely, that of the incident
vibrations." Stokes then refers to
the probable internal vibration of
the atoms in the compound mole
cules, as "it is chiefly among organic
compounds . . . having a compli
cated structure that internal dis

persion (fluorescence) is found."
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85.
Explana
tion of
fluorescence.




amination into the question how vibrations of the

luminiferous medium can be mechanically transferred to

the compound molecules of a transparent body, and

retraisferred again to those of the ether itself -i.e.,

the question of the absorption and emission of light. He

showed that vibrations of a certain period, corresponding

to a definite tint of colour, could eventually give rise to

vibrations of altered period in the emitted light; that

this period, however, must always be longer-i.e., that

the new colour must always be of a lower order in the

scale of refrangibility. He was thus not only able to

explain mechanically the peculiar luminosity which he

termed fluorescence,' and which had been observed by

Herschel and Brewster in certain minerals and solutions,

and independently studied by E. Becquerel in France,

but he also showed how, by means of such substances,

rays of light which, owing to the frequency of their

vibrations, transcend the perceptive powers of the

human eye, can be made visible by giving rise to

secondary waves of less frequency. The line of reason-

1 The term fluorescence was
coined by Sir 0. Stokes by analogy
with opalescence as involving no
theoretical suggestion, in place of
the earlier names of "internal
dispersion" or U

epipolised light."
used by Brewster and Herschel.
He, however, very soon favoured
the term "degraded light.," sug
gested by William Thomson (Lord
Kelvin) (see the second memoir,
1853, p. 387). The latter was at
that time occupied with his cele
brated and not less epoch-waking
researches referring to the dissipa
tion or degradation of energy, of
which more in the next chapter. If
we remember that fifty years ago




the term radiation was not yet
generally used to embrace the
invisible chemical (ultra-violet) and
caloric (infra.-red)'rays; that photo
graphy, which more than any other
process has familiarised us with
chemical radiation, was a compara
tively recent invention ; that the
ideas of conservation, conversion,
and degradation of energy were
quite new; that the general term
energy had not even been invented,
-we must indeed regard the words
of Sir G. Stokes as containing a
prophetic programme of the ideas
and problems of the whole subse
quent period down to quite recent
times.
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ing here employed gave the clue to all subsequent

attempts to deal with the difficult problem of the inter

action of the ether and ponderable matter; of the pos
sible alteration of the density or the rigidity (called the

elastic constants) of the ether when filling the interstices

of transparent bodies; of the mechanical differences which

make some bodies transparent for some and opaque for

other rays of light. Many possible modifications were

theoretically foreseen, giving rise to remarkable unex

pected phenomena, and these were frequently verified by

subsequent experience. The whole theory of light

entered upon a new phase as it became more and more

evident that the study of the vibrations of the elastic

medium was not sufficient, but that it must be supple

mented by that of the interaction of two vibrating

systems, the ether and the molecules of the ponderable

substance, which give rise to the phenomena of partial

refiexion, refraction, dispersion, and partial or complete

absorption. This more complicated problem in the

theory of elasticity had already presented itself in its

simpler form in the theory of the pendulum. To the

principle of optical consonance which had been employed

to explain the phenomena of absorption of light was

added, in order to explain the phenomena of disper

sion, the principle of the free and forced vibrations

of a vibrating system.1

If to the bob of a pendulum, Anomalous dispersion such as was
executing horizontal vibrations, foreseen by Sellmeier and Lord
another pendulum be attached, exe- Kelvin and discovered by Christi-.

vibrations of a slightly ansen and Kundt depends on the
shorter period, the effect of the change of wave frequency indepen
latter will be to increase the period dent of the change of wave length
of the former and vice versi" (see in refracting media.
A. S. Percival, 'Optics,' 1899, p.lSl).
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86.
View of the
ether as ai
"elastic
solid."




The latest discussion of this form of the elastic-solid

theory of light, which was gradually developed from

independent beginnings in the three countries,1 is to be

1 In France and Germany, where
even in the middle of the century
the labours of English natural phil
osophers like Green, M'Cullagh,
Stokes, were only very imperfectly
known, the necessity was equally
felt of studying the interaction of
the ether and ponderable matter.
In France the school of the eminent
"elastician," Barr de St Venant,
producedin M. Bouseinesq the author
of the earliest published attempt to
solve the difficulties which the older
methods of Cauchy had not over
come. In a lucid review of the state
of physical optics, Saint Venant
himself ('Ann. de chiniie et de
Physique," 40 srie, vol. 25, 1872)
hails with delight the researches of
M. Bous8inesq from 1865 onward,
where the idea that the ether in the
interstices of transparent bodies has
different elastic constants is given
up, and the participation of the
ponderable matter in the vibrations
is introduced in its place. "En
effet," he says, "ii eat bien diffidile
de concevoir, d'une part, que l'éther

puisse être agit au sein d'un corps
dont la densité est probablement
bien suprieure . la sienne, sans
lui communiquer une fraction sens
ible de sa quantité de mouremeut,
et d'autre part, que lea oudes ne
soient 88 bientôt éteintes par cette

participation de la matière ponder
able au rnouvement. s'il ii'y a pas
concordance entre lea oscillations

imprimées h chaque molcu1e de
cette matière et celles de I'éther

qui l'environne." It was the

problem of the continuity at the
interface of reflecting and refracting
substances and the problem of ab

sorption which the older simple
ether theories could not explain.




In Germany a similar impulse was
given to the study of the inter
action of elastic systems-as indeed
to many problems of mathematical
physics-by Franz Neumann, who
was the centre of a numerous and
influential school. He taught at
Kt$nigsberg together with Richelot
and Bessel. His lectures have been
edited by his pupils. Prof. Karl
Pearson, in his continuation of Tod
hunter's 'History of the Theory of
Elasticity,' does ample justice to the
labours of Neumann, who, "in his
investigations on photo - elasticity
and the elasticity of crystals, breaks
almost untrodden ground, which
both physicists and mathematicians
have hardly yet exhausted" (loc. cit.,
vol. ii. 2, p. 183). "Neumann was
amongthe first (184], 'Abh. clerBer
liner Akademie') to attribute disper
sion to the influence of the ponder
able particles on the particles of the
ether" (ibid., p. 31). The most
important original contributions of
Neumann's pupils are the researches
of Sellmeier, who had been led by
theoretical considerations in 1866
to expect certain anomalies in the
phenomena of dispersion, such as
were in 1870 actually discovered by
Christiansen, and fully investigated
by Kundt. Surface coloration was
shown to be intimately connected
with the absorptive powers in sub
stances showing these anomalous
phenomena. A full report on these
and other theories, based Upon what
has been termed abroad the "Be.e1.
Selhneier hypothesis" (see Ket
teler, 'Theoretische Optik,' 1S85),
will be found in Prof. Glazebrook's
Report on Optical Theories,"

Brit. Assoc. Reports, 1885.
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found in Lord Kelvin's celebrated Baltimore Lectures ,1




L'ird
87.

where with unlimited resourcefulness the methods of Kelvin's
eearches.

analogy, analysis, and experiment are employed to solve

or to define the intricate problems of physical optics.

Nor is it a merely fortuitous coincidence for the history

of thought that, whilst his mind must have been filled

with the many illustrations and mechanical devices, and

all the wealth of suggestions contained in the Ba1timoie

Lectures, Lord Kelvin should have delivered the opening

address to the mathematical section of the British Asso

ciation, entitled, "Steps towards a Kinetic Theory of

Matter." Following-as did also Clerk Maxwell-on

the lines indicated by Stokes's earlier papers, he has done

much to change our fundamental conceptions as to the

properties of matter, and this in two distinct ways.

The first consisted in breaking down the rigid barriers

which popular definitions had set up between the dif

ferent forms of aggregation-the solid, liquid, and gaseous

states of matter; whilst the second tended to show how

The Baltimore Lectures were
delivered by Lord Kelvin (then Sir
W. Thom8on) after the meeting of
the British Association at Montreal
in the month of October 1884, at.
the Johns Hopkins University, be
fore a company of physicists. The
final edition of these important and

highly suggestive conferences is in
the press as the fourth volume of
the collected mathematical and
physical papers. The completion
of this publication is eagerly ex
pected, as containing the most
mature exposition of the elastic
solid theory of light, towards which
the author has in the course of the
last fifteen years made various valu
able additions. Notably in a paper




dated 1888, published in the 'Phil
osophical Magazine,' he has, as it
has been said, "extricated the
elastic theory from the position of
deadlock, according to which the
ether must be both compressible
and incompressible," by showing
that the difficulty can be met, "pro
vicleci we either suppose the medium
to extend all through boundless
space, or give it a fixed containing
vessel as its boundary." Prof.
Glazebrook has further worked out
the consequences of this suggestion.
See vols. 26 and 27 of the 5th series
of the 'Phil. Mag.,' also 'Nature,'
vol. 40, 1889, p. 32, and Fletcher,
the 'Optical luclicatrix,' . 6, &c.
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the supposed static properties of matter could be ex

plained by different modes of motion, translational,

periodic, or rotational. The mathematical and experi

mental investigations connected with the theory of

radiations and vibrations had thus an influence1 on

our general views of the nature of physical processes

which far exceeded the aims for which they were origi

nally undertaken. That a substance so attenuated as the

ether should have the properties of a solid; that brittle

substances like pitch should flow like liquids, if only

sufficient time were given; that towards very rapid

impulses gases and liquids might behave as solids-all

these observations resulted in a complete revolution of

our scientific notions as well as of our vocabulary. The

great turning-point, indeed, lay in the kinetic theory of

gases, which about the middle of the century had intro

duced quite novel considerations by showing how the

dead pressure of gases and vapours could be explained on

the hypothesis of a very rapid but disorderly transla

tional movement of the smallest particles in every

possible direction. Pressure of gases having been ex

plained by a very rapid motion of the minute par

ticles of matter, heat was immediately conceived to be

merely a "mode of motion." As no event did more to

spread modern views in the theory of light, and to

popularise modern scientific methods, than Kirchhöff's

It has been asserted that the
theory of elasticity received a great
impulse when Fresnel was forced to
make assumptions as to the mode of
vibrations of the ether which were
quite incompatible with the then
accepted laws of the vibrations of




an elastic medium. To this view of
the origin of the modern theory of
elasticity Prof. Karl Pearson takes
exception, as Navier's memoir of
1827 was not suggested by optical
investigations (Todhunter.Pearson,
vol. 1 2, p. 5).
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and Bunsen's spectrum analysis, so in the closely related

doctrine of heat, probably no publication did more to

establish a general kinetic view of matter and of natural

phenomena than Tyndall's celebrated treatise, 'Heat as 38.,

a Mode of Motion.' In spite of the criticisms which
I Heat.'

have been levelled against this expression,1 the book,

which appeared in 1863, was to the popular mind a

revelation; it was translated into many foreign language,

ran through many editions, was recommended by thinkers

of the first order, and the title coveted as "manifesting

far and wide through the world one of the greatest

discoveries of modern philosophy."
2

It is the popular

herald of the kinetic or mechanical view of nature.

The same great authority who has so generously 39.

referred to Tyndall's treatise-Lord Kelvin-had been
Lord
Kelvin's
vortex

inspired from quite a different quarter to suggest the tbeory of

most advanced conception, in this line of thought, of

which the human mind has so far been capable: the

1 Notably by Prof. P. G. Tait; expressions, were definite enough.
see his volume on 'Heat,' p. 350, A good deal of vagueness has ac-
also his 'Recent Advances of cordingly crept into popular text-

Physical Science,' which contains books and into philosophical treat-
as an appendix his lecture on i ises, and criticisms such as those
"Force," delivered in Glasgow on of Prof. Tait have been useful in
the occasion of the meeting of helping us towarda clearer con-
the British Association. He says ceptions. We shall come across
there: "Heat and kinetic energy more of these instances in the next
in general are no more modes of I chapter when dealing with the
motion than potential energy of gradual evolution of the conception
every kind is a mode of rest.

' of energy.
"Heat is not the mere motions, 2 See Lord Kelvin's abstract of
but the energy of these motions." lecture, "Elasticity viewed as
There is no doubt that the terms possibly a Mode of Motion," 1881
force and motion can be used in 'Popular Lectures,' &c., vol. i. p.
very different meanings, and that 142. "I have always admired it"
the early expounders of the me- (viz., Tyndall's title); "I have long
chanical theory of heat have not coveted it for elasticity, nd now,
been always consistent in the use by kind permission of its inventor,
of words; though their ideas, wher- I have borrowed it for this dis.
ever they appeared in mathematical course."
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vortex theory of matter. As this is one of the most

remarkable instances of the fruitful reaction of abstract

mathematical reasoning on the progress of physical re-

search, it will be useful to consider for a moment by

what gradual steps this novel idea was evolved or

suggested. The immediate occasion which led to it was

40. the publication, in 1858, by Helmholtz of a purelyBeintholtz'8
invostiga- mathematical investigation of some peculiar forms of

fluid motion.1 About a hundred years before Helmholt

published his memoir, Euler had laid the foundation of

theoretical hydrodynamics-i.e., of the theory of the

motion of fluids. In doing so, it was necessary to define

Helniholtz's memoir, "Ueber

Integrale der hydrodynamiselien I
Gleichungen weiche den Wirbel

bewegungen entsprechen," appeared
in the 55th volume of Crelle's
'Journal für die reine und ange.
wandte Mathematik.' It was trans
lated into English by Prof. Tait in
the 'Philosophical Magazine' for
1867. Helmholtz's occupation with
the subject had originated in the
acoustical researches which he was

carrying on at the time. These
necessitated an analysis of the
more complicated conditions which
the motion of incompressible and
elastic fluids presents in actual

experience. The hydrodynamical
equations had been solved under
certain simplifying assumptions.
Discontinuity of motion and in
ternal friction had' been left out
of consideration. Helmholtz's re
searches led him to the study of

these more complicated phenomena;
and he successfully applied the
mathematical methods which had

proved useful in other branches of

physical science for the solution of

these problems. Notably in the

paper ou whirling motion, he came




upon very remarkable and unex
pected results, which ten years later
led in this country to the novel
speculations of Lord Kelvin. It is
interesting to note how at that
time researches in England or Ger
many could for many years remain
unnoticed in the other country.
The result was that the same prob
lems were frequently taken up in
ignorance of the fact that they had
been treated before. See Hicks's
"Report on Hydrodynamics," 'Brit.
Assoc. Reports,' 1881-82. Especially
the labours of Stokes seem to have
been little known to German
writers, who usually started from
the better-known French researches.
Stokes had anticipated some of
Helmholtz's results referring to
whirling and discontinuous motion
of fluids. About the middle of the
century the periodical" Fort,schritte
der Physik" was started by the
"Pbysikalische Gesellschaft" of
Berlin. He] inholtz himself contrib
uted several valuable reports on
acoustical subjects. See the
'Wissenschaftliche Ahhandlungen,
Vol. i. passiliL.
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mathematically what is meant by a fluid. The chief

property of a fluid, as compared with a solid body, is

the perfect mobility of its parts, the absence of rigidity.

Thus there were two possible kinds of fluids-those

which retained their bulk or volume, whilst offering no

resistance to change of shape, and those which tried to

expand, and could be compressed by means of external

forces. These latter were called gases. In dealing with

the former, incompressibility had to be defined mathe

matically, as also perfect mobility. These properties

constitute what is called a perfect fluid. Such perfect

fluids do not exist in nature; but the method of

reasoning was to begin with an ideal, simple case, and

approach the explanation of natural phenomena by a

process of correction, introducing more and more com

plications. The phenomena of the flow of liquids,

practically by far the most important, could be studied

to a great extent by means of the simplest form of the

hydrodynamical conception, and up to the middle of the

century such problems, as well as those of the propa

gation of small displacements under the action of external

forces,-notably the motion of waves,-formed the prin

cipal problems which were treated mathematically. The

idea of the friction of fluids, also called viscosity, had been

excluded in the definition of a fluid, inasmuch as friction

opposed the notion of perfect mobility of the parts, which

was the mathematical definition of a fluid. Now it is a

matter of experience that in all liquids with which we

are acquainted friction can produce rotational motion,

such as whirls and eddies; it was also found that other

forces, such as magnetic forces, are, under certain con-
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ditions, able to produce these rotations. It was therefore

of interest to study the nature of rotational or whirling

motion, if such could exist in a perfect liquid, and to see

what would be likely to happen to these whirls. Though

it might be difficult to understand how in a perfect liquid

rotation of any portion could he produced, calculation

might determine what would be the nature and fate of

such whirls, if they did exist. The problem was a

purely mathematical one. Can a rotational motion, a

whirl, exist in a perfect fluid, as defined by the mathe

matical conception? If it can, what are the properties of

such whirls, and what becomes of them? Helmholtz

solved these questions in his now celebrated treatise,

showing that whirls (called by English writers vortices)

can exist, but only under certain conditions, such as

can be experimentally represented by smoke-rings issuing

from an orifice; that, if they existed in a perfect liquid,

they would be indestructible and would possess a motion

of their own, giving them a special individual character

as to permanence and movement. The treatise, like the

problem, was a purely mathematical one,1 and in the

mind of the celebrated author was probably connected

more with the problem of the formation of drops, and

with that of the friction or viscosity of fluids, which

he attacked subsequently, than with the nature of

matter. In this country vortex motion had already

been studied by natural philosophers with very different

ends in view.

It was known that solid bodies which are in a rapid

1 It revealed incidentally the analogy of hydrodynawical and electrical

phenomena.
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rotary motion acquire properties which they do not 41.
Earlier

possess otherwise-viz., rigidity-i.e., reaction against
researches
on vortex

change of shape (the stiffness of a travelling rope thrown

off a pulley is a familiar illustration); stability-i.e., re

action against change of position and motion, as in a spin

ning-top or a bicycle; elasticity-i.e., tendency to revert to

the same position, if violently disturbed. The gyroscope'

had been invented in 1852 by Foucault, and used by

him and other physicists in France and Germany to

illustrate the rotation of the earth. It was now shown

that portions of a perfect fluid-i.e., of a body which

possesses neither rigidity, nor stability, nor elasticity

-when in a state of rapid rotational motion, acquire

these gyrostatic properties; that whirling portions can

not be naturally created, but that if once in existence

they preserve their identity, being permanently differ

entiated from the surrounding fluid, which may be at rest

or in the state of flow. These differentiated portions of

the liquid were called by Helmholtz vortex filaments;

he showed that in a liquid without a boundary they

must run back into themselves, forming rings which

might be knotted and linked together in many ways.

A much older invention was
that of Bohnenberger (1817), known
by his name. The name "gyro.
gyro-scope" was introduced by Fou
cault; and that o "gyrostat," as
defining an apparatus which ac
quires stability through rotational
(whirling or gyrating) motion, was
used first by Lord Kelvin. An
extensive treatment of the subject
is to be found in the first part
of Thomson and Tait's 'Natural
Philosophy' (2nd ed.), pp. 314-415.
Et is mainly through the influence




of this work, and through the
inexhaustible wealth of experi
mental illustrations contained in
many of Lord Kelvin's addresses
(see 'Popular Lectures and Ad
dresses,' vol. i. pp. 143 sqq., 218
sqq. ; iii. 165 sj. 245), that gyro.
static and vortex motion has become
in this country a favourite study of
mathematicians and natural phil
osophers, and forms an important
feature in almost every recent
attempt to describe the properties
of matter and ether.
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42.
Influence of
Helmholtz'd
speculations
n England.




It does not seem that Helrnholtz's speculations were

much taken up abroad; in this country, however, they

fell oii more fruitful soil:' they led first of all to

2 It is a remarkable fact, that the
country which produced the great
theory that. finally destroyed the
older vortex theory of Descartes,
was the one in which, a century
after Newton, the modern views on
vortex-motion were first and almost
exclusively developed. Notably
the scientific atmosphere in which
Thomson and Taft moved was, inter
alia, charged with the hold ideas
and the suggestive nomenclature of
Macquorn Rankine. He owes his
permanent place in the history of
science to being side by side with
Lord Kelvin and Clausius, one of the
three founders of theoretical thermo
dynamics. But he was in addition
to this perhaps the earliest and
purest representative of the kinetic
or mechanical view of natural
phenomena, and of the scientific
tendency or habit-derived from his
profession as an engineer-of con
structing for every phenomenon to
be explained a mechanical model.
In a succession of memoirs beginning
in 1850, Rankine put forward his
theory of "molecular vortices,"
"which assumes that. each atom of
matter consists of a nucleus or
central point enveloped by an
elastic atmosphere" ('Scientific
Papers of Macquorn Rankine,' ed.
Miller, London, 1881, p. 17). Clerk
Maxwell in 1378 wrote of Rankine's

theory: "Whatever he imagined
about molecular vortices was so
clearly imaged in his mind's eye
that he, as a practical engineer,
could see how it would work. How
ever intricate, therefore, the

machinery might be which he

imagined to exist in the minute
parts of bodies, there was no danger
of his going on to explain natural

phenomena by any mode of action




of this machinery which was not
consistent with the general laws of
mechanism. Hence, though the
construction and distribution of his
vortices may seem to us as compli
cated and arbitrary as the Cartesian
system, his final deductions are
simple, necessary, and consistent
with facts. Certain phenomena were
to be explained. Rankine set himself
to imagine the mechanism by which
they might be produced. Being an
accomplished engineer, he succeeded
in specifying a particulur arrange
ment of mechanism competent to
do the work." Maxwell goes on to
say : "As long as the training of
the naturalist enables him to trace
the action only of particular
material systems, without giving
him the power of dealing with the
general properties of all such
systems, he must proceed by the
method so often described in
histories of science-he must
imagine model after model of hypo
thetical apparatus, till he finds one
which will do the required work.
" . . The theory of molecular
vortices was distinguished from
other theories which attribute
motion to bodies apparently at rest,
by the further assumption that. this
motion is like that of very small
vortices, each whirling about its
own axis" (Clerk Maxwell in
'Nature,' 1878 ; 'Scientific Papers.'
vol. ii. p. 662, &c.; and Prof.
Tait.'s memoir of Rankine in the
'Collected Papers,' p. xxix). In the
most recent attempt to reconcile
the two fundamental ideas with
out. which we do not seem to be
able to proceed in a description of
natural phenomena-viz., that
space is a plcnum, filled by a con
tinuous something, and that matter
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many experimental contrivances, by which the re

markable phenomena known as "gyrostatic" -i.e.,

the stable properties of bodies in rapid rotary motion 1

-could be studied, as also to the development of the

theory of knots and linkage.'




In the resourceful brain

(and electricity) is atomic (discrete,
grained), Dr Larmor has traced
the modern vortex theory further
back beyond Raukine to James
MacCullagh, who in his 'Essay
towards a Dynamical Theory of

Crystalline Reflexion and Refrac
tion '

(Trans. Irish Academy, 1839),
"arrived at a. type of elasticity (of
the ether) which was wholly
rota-tional,. . . somewhat after the
manner that a spinning flywheel
resists any angular deflection of its
axis" (p. 26 of his Adams prize
essay '...'Ether and Matter,' 1900).
"Rankine, never timid in his
specu-lations,expounded MacCullagh's an-
alvtical scheme souudiy and clearly,
in full contrast with the elastic
properties of matter, as represent
ing a uniform medium or plenum
endowed with ordinary inertia, but
with elasticity of purely rotational

type" (ibid., p. 77; cf. p. 73) ; but
he also remarks that "up to the
period of Lord Kelvin's vortex
atoms . . . the earlier theories
could only have been hypothetical
speculations" (p. 25 note).

1 Hehnholtz himself did not give
many practical illustrations of his
remarkable theories. Such were
first. given by W. B. Rogers ('Amer.
Journ. of Science' (2), vol. 26, p.
216) in 1858, without knowledge of
H elinholtz's theoretical investiga
tions. In this country such illustra
tions have become quite favourite
popular lecture experiments (see
Sir Rob. S. Ball's memoir). Smoke
rings, solid and liquid gyrostats, and
a host of similar contrivances, have
impressed on us the hidden re
OU1CCS of whirling motion. Prof.




Tait, in his 'Recent Advances of
Physical Science' (3rd ed., 1885, p.
296), states that experiments on
smoke-rings which he performed,
suggested to Lord Kelvin the
vortex theory of matter. The
various papers of the latter have,
so far, not been collected in a con
venient form. The earliest is con
tained in the 'Proceedings of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh,' Feb.
ruary 1867. Then followed a
memoir in the 'Transactions' (April
1867) on vortex statics (Proc.
R. S. E., December 1875) ; "Vibra
tions of a Columnar Vortex" (Proc.,
March 1880). Prof. Hicks, and
especially Prof. J. J. Thomson
(Trans. R. Soc., 1884; 1881), have
contributed to the theory, and the
latter, in his Adams prize essay for
1882, has further tested the concep
tion in its application to chemical
statics. See Hicks, 'Recent Pro

gress in Hydrodynamics' (Brit.
Assoc. Rep., 1881, p. 63, &c.), and
J. J. Thomson 'On the Motion of
Vortex Rings' (1S83, p. 114, &c.)

2 The creator of this branch of

purely posit.ional geometry is doubt
less Johann Benedict Listing, who
was led to his researches by some
suggestions of Gauss. Gauss refers
to the subject in connection with his

unpublished researches into electro

dynamics (1833, posthumously pub
lished in 'Werke,' vol. v. 605).
Listing called this branch of

geometry "Topologie" (cf. Listing,
Vorstudien zur Topologie,' Gut

tingen, 1847). In the meantime
Riemanu had been (1851) led in his
mathematical representation of
functions on the surface called
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of Lord Kelvin this theory led to the conception that

in an all-pervading, boundless fluid, such as physicists

imagined for the purposes of the theory of light, dif

ferentiated portions might exist in the form of whirling

rings (vortex rings), which would possess most of the

properties of ponderable matter-identity and perman
ence of quantity of substance, stability, rigidity, elasticity.

43. It was indeed soon found that although eminently sugDifficulties b

of
the x

gestive in this way, and pointing in the direction of a

general kinetic theory of natural phenomena, the vortex

ring theory presented two fundamental difficulties. How

does whirling matter acquire weight, and how does it

acquire immensely increased inertia? In the explana

tion of these two properties the progress has been small,

-if indeed any glimpse at all has as yet been got.'

But by suggesting numberless experiments through which

our knowledge of things natural has been enormously in

creased, by placing before the minds of mathematicians

a great number of problems of practical importance and

physical interest, and generally by familiarising the minds

of philosophers with an ultimate kinetic explanation of

nature,2 the vortex-atom theory has marked an epoch in

after him, to distinguish between
singly, doubly, triply, &c., con
nected surfaces ('Werke,' 1876,
pp. 18, 88, 448). These studies,
which for a long time were looked

upon merely as curiosa or of purely
abstract interest, were indepen
dently taken up in the practical
interest, of the vortex-atom theory
by Prof. Tait in 1876 (" On Knots,"
Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb., 1877, vol.
28, p. 145 &c.), and continued in
1884-85. To him we owe a con
venient notation and vocabulary.
For the history of the subject and




further developments, see Din.
geldey, 'Topologische Studieu.'
Leipzig, 1890.

1 See Clerk Maxwell's article
"Atom " in the 9th ed. of the
'Ency. Brit.,' reprinted in 'Scien
tific Papers,' vol. ii., and the account
given there of Le Sage's theory.11

See Dr Larmor's Address to
Section A. of the Brit. Assoc. at
Bradford in 1890 (Report, p. 625)
"The vortex-atom theory has been
a main source of physical suggestion,
because it presents, on a simple
basis, a dynauiical picture of an
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the history of thought. As the study of stable motion

or dynamical equilibrium, it has joined hands with the

kinetic theory of gases-i.e., the study of the motion of

a swarm of bodies in rectilinear motion, and with the

mechanical theory of heat-i.e., of irregular infinitesimal

motion of any kind; and it has certainly, through the

remarkable results gained by Professor 1. J. Thomson,

afforded a clue to the explanation of chemical linkage,

showing how it comes about that stability of chemical

compounds is dependent on, and limited to, a small

number of combinations or linkages.' The mathematical

difficulties in the way of progress are enormous, sufficient

to tax the brains of many generations to come, but as it

ideal material system, atomically
constituted, which could go on

automatically without extraneous

support. The value of such a

picture may be held to lie, not in

any supposition that this is the
mechanism of the actual world laid
bare, but in the vivid illustration it
affords of the fundamental postulate
of physical science, that mechanical
phenomena are not parts of a
scheme too involved for us to

explore, but rather present them
selves in de6nite and consistent
correlations, which we are able to
disentangle and apprehend with

continually increasing precision."
See his essay on the" Motion of

Vortex Rings" : "Let us suppose
that, the atoms of the different
chemical elements are made up of
vortex rings all of the same strength,
but that some of these elements
Consist of only one of these rings,
others of two of the rings linked
together, or else of a continuous
curve with two loops, others of
three, and so on. Our investigation
shows that, no element can consist




of more than six of these rings if
they are arranged in the sym
metrical way there described" (p.
119). "Each vortex ring in the
atom would correspond to a unit of
affinity in the chemical theory of
quantivalence. If we regard the
vortex rings in those. atoms con

sisting of more vortex rings than
one as linked together in the most

symmetrical way, then no element
could have an atom consisting of
more than six vortex rings at the
most, so that no single atom would
be capable of uniting with more
than six atoms of another element
so as to form a stable compound.
This agrees with chemical facts,
as Lothar Meyer in his 'Moderne
Theorien der Chernie,' 4th ed., p.
196, states that no compound con

sieting of more than six atoms of
one element combined with only
one of another is known to exist in
the gaseous state, and that a.

gaseous compound of tungsten,
consisting of six atoms of chlorine
united to one of tungsten, does
exist" (p. 120).
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has been remarked," the glory of surmounting them would

be unique."
1

The vortex-atom theory is the most advanced chapter

in the kinetic theory of matter, the most exalted glimpse

into the mechanical view of nature. Though suggested

by Helmholtz, it has, as already stated, been limited

almost exclusively to this country. If science still

shows international differences and patriotic predilections,

this affords one of the few remaining examples. Another

step first taken in this country, the last and most im

portant contribution to the science of physical motion,

the greatest support of the kinetic or mechanical view

of nature, has, in union with the undulatory theory of

light, been now all but universally accepted in the

44. scientific world: I refer to the modern view of electric
Modern
view of

phenomena, which for a long time was supported by theelectrical

V
ena:

solitary labours and genius of Faraday.

His great discoveries of magneto-electricity, of induc

tion, of the electrification of light, to which I have had

repeated occasion to refer, made his name familiar to

the whole scientific world; but the processes of reasoning

by which he arrived at them, or to which in his mind

they gave rise, were ignored or not understood.' Whilst

. Tait, in 'Recent Advances of

Physical Science,' p. 302, and Clerk
Maxwell, in article "Atom" ('En
cy. Brit.,' 9th ed., or 'Col
lected Scientific Papers,' vol. ii. p.
472).

2 See Helmholt,z's 'Faraday Lec
ture,' delivered before the Chemical

Society on April 5, 1881, reprinted
in his ' Vorträge mid Reden,' vol. ii.

p. 275, &c. "Since the mathe
matical interpretation of Faraday's
theorems by Clerk Maxwell has




been given, we see indeed how
sharply defined the conceptions are
and how consistent the reasoning
which lay concealed in Faraday's
words, which to his contemporaries
appeared so indefinite and obscure;
and it is in the highest degree re
markable to see how a large number
of comprehensive theorems, the
proof of which taxes the highest
powers of mathematical analysis,
were found by him without the use
of a single mathematical formula,
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Continental phi1osophers,fo11owing Coulomb, tried to put

into mathematical language the action at measurable dis-

"tances of magnetic masses and elements of electrical

circuits,' Faraday fastened upon the peculiar lines in

which iron filings arranged themselves in the neighbour-

by a kind of intuition with instinc
tive certainty. I would not de
preciate Faraday's contemporaries
because they did not see this. I
know myself too well how often I
sat hopeless, gazing at one of his
descriptions o lines of force with
their numbers and tension, or look
ing for the meaning of statements
where the galvanic current is re

garded as an axis of force and much
the like" (p. 277). Roseuberger
tells us that it may be iu'part attrib
uted to the displeasure and annoy
ance with which foreign philoso
phers received Faraday's theoretical
views, that Poggendorff,who printed
Faraday's earlier memoirs in extenso
in his 'Aunalen,' only give a short
abstract of the later series. See

Rosenberger, 'Die moderne Ent

wickelung der elektrischen Princi

pien,' Leipzig, 1898, . 105.
1 These researches, of which the

fourth chapter of this work gave
some account, and which culminated
in Weber's well-knownlawof electro

dynamic action of electrical particles
at a distance, absorbed almost ex

clusively the attention of natural

philosophers abroad. Mathema
ticians of the highest rank, such
as Laplace, Gauss, and Riemanu,
worked at the subject. It is, how
ever, interesting to note that Gauss,
with that, remarkable instinct for

physical adaptation of mathematical
ideas which characterised also the
magnetic researches which he
carried on between 1830 and 1840,
refrained from the development of
a mathematical theory of electro
(lynanile action for reasons which
he later explained to Weber. When




the latter prepared for publication
that elaborate series of exact mea
surements which, irrespective of the
theory attached to them, formed
the foundation of modern electrical
science and of the correlation of the
phenomena of magnetism, of elec
tricity at rest and in motion, of
induction and of diamagnetism,
Gauss wrote as follows under date
19th March 1845: "The subject
belongs to those investigations
which occupied me very extensively
about ten years ago (especially
1834-36). . . . Perhaps I may be
able to think myself again into these
matters, which have now become so
foreign to me. . . . I should no
doubt have long ago published my
researches; but at, the time when
I broke them off, that was want
ing which I then considered to
be the very keystone-nil actum
reputans si quid auperesset agen
dum-namely, the deduction of the
additional forces (which have to be
added on to the mutual action of
particles of electricity at rest, if
they are in relative motion) from
action, not instantaneous, but
(like that of light) propagated in
time. With this I could not suc
ceed at the moment, but so far
as I can remember I left the subject
not entirely without hope that this
might later be possible; yet, if I re
member aright, with the subject
ive conviction that it would previ
ously be necessary to form for one
self a workable representation (cine
construirbarc Vorstellung) of the
manner in which the propagation
takes place" (Gauss, 'Werke,' vol.
v. p. 627, &c.)
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hood of the poles of magnets inquired into the nature

and condition of the region-afterwards termed the "field"

-which surrounded magnetised and electrified bodies;

invented the term" electrotonic state "and" dielectric
"2 to

describe the part which the surrounding medium played

in the so-called actions at a distance; and conceived it to

45. be in a state of tension, which he further described by"Lines of
force."

filling it with so-called "lines of force." The region or

"field
"

of magnetic and electric action, filled with

these curved lines of force, possessing definite direc

tion and frequency, gave him a clear mental repre

sentation of the direction and intensity of magnetic and

electric forces at any point in space in the neighbour

hood of magnets or of electric currents. For Faraday,

the lines of force in the magnetic field, from being

originally merely a convenient geometrical device,4 ac-

I "By magnetic curves I mean
the lines of magnetic forces, how
ever modified by the juxtaposition
of poles, which would be depicted
by iron filings, or those to which
a very small magnetic needle would
form a tangent" (Faraday, 'Ex
perimental Researches on Elec
tricity,' 1st series, November 1831,
No. 114 note). "Whenan electrical
current ispassed through awire,that
wire is surrounded at every part by
magnetic curves, diminishing in
intensity according to their distance
from the wire. . . . These curves,
although different in form, are per
fectly analogous to those existing
between two contrary magnetic
poles opposed to each other" (ibid.,
2nd series, January 1832, No. 232).

2 The term "electrotonic state"
was introduced in 1831 to describe
the conditions of matter in the

neighbourhood of electric bodies.
11 It is probable that what will affect




a conductor will affect an insulator
also, producing, perhaps, what may
deserve the term of the electro
tonic state" (ibid., No. 1661,
1838), "the intervening particles
assuming for the time more or less
of a peculiar condition, which
(though with a very imperfect idea)
I have several times expressed by
the term electrotonic state" (ibid.,
No. 1729). "I use the word 'di
electric' to express that substance
through or across which the electric
forces are acting" (December 1838,
ibid., No. 1168, note).

The term "magnetic field"
seems to have been used for the
first time in the year 1845 (see
'Exp. Res.,'No. 2252, vol. iii. p.30).

November 1837 : "I use the
term line of inductive force merely
as a temporary conventional mode
of expressing the direction of the
power in cases of induction.
The power, instead of being like
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quired gradually a physical' significance, for he had

very early convinced himself of the fact, known already

that of gravity, which causes
particles to act on each other
through straight lines, . . is more
analogous to that of a series of mag
netic needles. . . . So that in what
ever way I view it, and with great
suspicion of the influence of favourite
notions over myself, I cannot per
ceive how the ordinary theory
can be a correct representation of
that great natural principle of elec
trical action" (' Exp. Res.,' No.
1231). "I have used the phrases lines
of inductive force and cureed lines of
force in a general sense only. -
All I am anxious about at present
is, that a more particular meaning
should not be attached to the ex
pressions used than I contemplate"
(ibid., No. 1304). And after hav
ing referred to the agreement of his
results with those of Poisson, ar
rived at by starting from "a very
different mode of action," and with
the experimental results of Snow
Harris, he concludes by saying,
"I put forth my particular view
with doubt and fear, lest it should
not bear the test of general examina
tion," &c. (No. 1306).

1 It took more than ten years
before the purely geometrical or
conventional use of the term "lines
of force" ripened into a physical
conception. The latter is definitely
expounded in a paper in the 'Philos.
Magazine' for June 1852. We can
compare this gradual development
of a symbolical into a physical
theory with the gradual develop
ment of the atomic theory; atoms
and molecules becoming a physical
necessity to chemists long after
they had been used simply as a
convenient representation of the
laws of equivalence and of the fixed
proportions of combination (sec
vol. i. of this work, chap. v., p.
432, &c.) Faraday, during the




years 1840 to 1850, laboured at two
great problems: the one he solved
brilliantly and in the direction he
anticipated; the other remains a
problem to this day. The first
refers to the action of magnets on
the dielectric. The dielectric, the
space which Continental philo
sophers considered as a vacuum so
far as magnetic and electrical pheno
mena are concerned, had been filled
by Young and Fresnel with the
luminiferous ether. Faraday sus
pected that this luminiferous ether
cannot be insensible to magnetic
action, and he sought in the experi
mental proof of the action of mag
nets on rays of light in the sur
rounding space a support for his
view of the part which the dielectric
plays in the transmission of electric
and magnetic action. After many
ineffectual attempts to prove this,
he could at last (November 1845)
announce his results to the Royal
Society as follows: "These inef
fectual exertions . - . could not
remove my strong persuasion de
rived from philosophical considera
tions ; and therefore I recently
resumed the inquiry by experiment
in a most strict and searching
manner, and have at last succeeded
in magnetisin.g and electrifying a
ray of light, and in illuminating a
magnetic line of force. . . . Em
ploying a ray of light, we can tell,
by the eye, the direction of the
magnetic lines through a body; and
by the alteration of the ray and its
optical effect on the eye, can see
the course of the lines just as we
can see the course of a thread of
glass or any other transparent. sub
stance, rendered visible by the
light" ('Exp. Res.,' vol. iii., No. 2148
and note). The second problem
which Faraday attacked was to
prove a similar "connection be-
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to Cavendish, that in the case of electric attraction and

repulsion, the nature of the intervening medium was of

importance: it played a part in the electric phenomena
in the same way as in the propagation of light and heat

the intervening medium played a definite part. This.

part had been entirely overlooked by Continental philos

ophers, who worked on the hypothesis of an immediate

action at a distance, based upon the analogy of gravi

tation. Their researches, carried on by methods similar

to those invented by Laplace and his school for the cal

culation of the combined effect of gravitational forces at

various points in space, entirely ignored the question how

such effects were brought about. As time did not seem.

to enter as an appreciable factor, the investigation of the

mechanism by which action at a distance was communi

cated was set aside as unnecessary or impossible: the

astronomical view of the phenomena sufficed. For

Faraday, the intervening medium, which-as in the com

munication of light and heat-took an active part, the

question of its nature and mode of action was very

important; he accordingly first of all gave it a name.

As in optics the term luminiferous ether had been

recently revived, and had become familiar through

Young and Fresnel, so through Faraday were intro

duced the terms "dielectric" and "magnetic field,"

as the carriers of electric and magnetic action; and

though for a long time used only by himself, they

tween gravity and electricity." On
the failure of this attempt he fully
reported in his Bakerian Lecture,
November 1850 ('Exp. Res.,' vol.
iii. p. 161). But the former results
were sufficient to ripen gradually




in his mind the idea of the physical
nature of the lines of force, which
he expounded with increasing pre
cision from 1851 onward. (See
'Exp. Res.,' 28th series, vol. iii. p.
32S; also pp. 402, 438).
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have been the means of keeping before the minds of.

natural philosophers the question how these actions

are mechanically communicated, a problem which lay
outside of the astronomical view of the phenomena.
To Faraday himself the analogy between the phenomena
of these actions meant also a real physical relation

or even identity, a supposition which he followed up
with unwearying patience and all the experimental
resources of his inventive mind, till he succeeded in

showing by experiment that magnets in the neighbour-
hood of transparent substances which have a polarising
effect on rays of light possessed the property of altering
the direction in which the polarised rays show their

laterality. Faraday's conception of "lines of force"

filling all space and explaining electric and magnetic
action, radiation, and possibly also gravitation, was

elaborated during the years 1830 to 1850. An opinion
then prevailed that his discoveries stood in opposition to

the views elaborated and experimentally verified by
Continental philosophers. The first who showed the 46.

Develop-analogyand threw out a hint how the two views could mentotthe

he brought into harmony was William Thomson (Lord

conception

Kelvin). As early as 1842,1 when scarcely eighteen

"On the uniform motion of ! heat in certain perfectly defined
Heat in homogeneous solid bodies, circumstances. With developments
and its counexion with the mathe- and applications contained in a
inatical theory of Electricity," subsequent paper (1845), they con-
'Cambridge Mathematical Jour- stitute a full theory of the charCambridge

February 1842. The following acteristics of lines of force, which
note is attached to the reprint in have been so admirably investigated
the 'Philosophical Magazine' of experimentally by Faraday, and
1854: "The general conclusions complete the analogy with the
established show that the laws of theory of the conduction of heat,
distribution of electric or magnetic of which such terms as 'conduct-
force in any case whatever must. be ing power of lines of force' ('Exp.
identical with the laws of distri- Res.,' Nos. 2797-2802) involve the
bution of the lines of motion of , idea."
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years old, but already acquainted with English experi

mental and French mathematical researches, he pointed

out how phenomena of flow-i.e., of motion-could be

mathematically grasped by a formula quite similar to

that of the distribution of masses at rest and appar

ently governed by attractive forces at a distance. For

instance, the distribution of temperature at various dis

tinct points in a space in which a flow of heat from an

origin had brought about a stationary condition (the

equilibrium being dynamical, not statical), was mathe

matically expressed by a formula identical with that

which, according to Poisson and others, gave the dis

tribution of electrical or attracting masses. Now we

know that in the former case the equilibrium is main

tained by a flow across the intervening space, which takes

time. This suggests, therefore, the possibility of ex

plaining the. so-called statical effects of attracting or

repelling masses kinetically by a process of flow or motion

going on in the intervening medium, a notion to which

Faraday clung tenaciously. In 1845 Thomson reverted

to this subject, and after harmonising the two views,

concluded by stating that the latter "method of establish

ing the mathematical theory would be even more simple

if possible than that of Coulomb."
1

"On the Mathematical Theory
of Electricity in Equilibrium,"
1845. See 'Reprint of Papers on
Electrostatics and Magnetism,' 2nd

ed., p. 29. A study of these mathe
matical researches of Lord Kelvin,

beginning early in the 'forties and

extending over more than twenty
years, is of special historical in
terest, as showing the gradual
growth of a physical out of a purely




mathematical theory: most of the
conceptions which have since be
come general through Maxwell's
electro-inagnetic theory, s it has
been developed and popularised
by subsequent writers (notably
Prof. Poynting, Prof. Oliver Lodge,
and Mr Oliver Heaviicie), being
already contained in Thomson's

papers as mathematical notions.
Thomson is throughout careful to
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This suggestion was not carried out for some time,

and then not by Thomson himself, but, at his instiga

tion, by Clerk Maxwell. In the meantime, however,

Thomson added another step to the one already taken, by

bringing recent discoveries of Faraday, as well as his

point out how the elementary ex
perimental data referring to elec
trical charges, as well as to mag
netic bodies, can be mathematically
expressed equally well by the con
ceptions of Coulomb and Poisson
and by those of conduction and flow,
which are more in conformity with
Faraday's physical ideas: neither
of the mathematical analogies, of
attraction at a distance or of con
duction through an intervening
medium, being sufficient for a
physical theory. These papers con
tain further the record of the
gradual growth in the author's
mind of the kinetic out of the
statical view of natural phenomena.
Thomson was the first (1851) to
introduce the terms "field" and
"lines of force" into mathemati
cal literature, adopting them from
Faraday. They have since become
indispensable not only to the electri
cian but likewise to the matheuia
tician; forming, as it were, a unify
ing term for apparently distant

regions of physical phenomena, and

being introduced as fundamental
notions at the beginning of dynatni
cal treatises. See, for instance, the
article by M. Abraham entitled
"Geojnetrische Grundbegritfe," in
the second parts of the fourth volume
of the 'Encyclopädie der mathe
matischen \Vissenschaften,' Leipzig,
Teubner, 1901. Independently and
quite unknown to Faraday, or to
each other, two eminent mathe
maticians, Sir W. R. Hamilton at
Dublin and Herrmann Grassrnann
at Stettin, were elaborating, be
tween 1835 and 1845, the geo
metrical conceptions and vocabulary




which are required in the repre
sentation of "directed" quantities.
Their expositions have since become
much simplified, and now form,
under the title of "vector an

alysis," an indispensable geometrical
instrument. The gradual evolution
of the kinetic view of physical
phenomena (which here concerns us
most) in the memoirs of Thoni8on
is mdst remarkable. inter alia, lie
made a communication in 1847 to
the British Association at Oxford,
in which he dealt with the phe
nomena of terrestrial magnetism,
stating that "it becomes an in

teresting question whether mere
electric currents could produce the
actual phenomena observed. Am
père's electro-magnetic theory leads
us to an affirmative answer which
must be regarded as merely theor
etical; for it is absolutely impossible
to conceive of the currents which he
describes round the molecules of
matter as having a physical exist
ence" (Reprint, 2nd ed., p. 469).
On this passage lie himself remarks
in 1872: "From twenty to twenty
five years ago, I bad no belief
in the reality of this [Ampere's]
theory; but I did not then know
that motion is the very es.seuce of
what has hitherto been called
matter. At the 1847 meeting of
the British Association in Oxford
I learned from Joule the dynamical
theory of heat, and was forced to
abandon at once many, and gradu
ally from year to year all other,
statical preconceptions regarding
the ultimate causes of apparently
statical phenomena" (ibid., p. 423
note).
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unique conception of the communication of electric and

magnetic phenomena, into connection with the mathe

matical theory which had been founded and worked out

by Poisson and Green. Without attempting to give

a physical explanation of Faraday's lines of force, he

showed how they could be utilised in calculating the

complicated action of magnetic push-and-pull forces;

suggested that the newly discovered property called dia

magnetism, in virtue of which bodies in the neighbour

hood of powerful magnets appeared to be repelled, not

attracted, could be explained as a differential' effect of

1 was in the year 1845 that
Faraday, after having discovered
the "magnetisation of light," and
made visible the "magnetic lines
of force" ('Exp. Res.,' Nos. 2146
2242), entered upon that remark
able series of experiments and
speculations which led him to the
discovery of diamagnetism and to
the assertion of the "magnetic con
dition of all matter" (ibid., Woe.
2243, &c.) In 1847 Thomson wrote:
"According to Mr Faraday's recent
researches it appears that there are
a great many substances susceptible
of magnetic induction, of such a
kind that for them the value of the
coefficient i is negative. These he
calls diamagnetic substances, and
in describing the remarkable re
suits to which his experiments
conducted him with reference to
induction in diamagnetic matter,
he says, 'All the phenomena re
solve themselves into this, that a
portion of such matter, when under
magnetic action, tends to move
from stronger to weaker places or
points of force.' This is entirely
in accordance with the result ob
tained above: and it. appears that
the law of all the phenomena of
induction discovered by Faraday
with reference to diamagnet.ics may
be expressed in the same terms as




in the case of ordinary magnetic
induction, by merely supposing
the coefficient i to have a nega
tive value" (Reprint, p. 502). In
the Reprint (1854) of his early
papers (1842) on the corresponding
problems of magnetism and heat
(Reprint, p. 18) he added a note to
the effect that the "same demon.
st.ratiou is applicable to the in
fluence of a piece of soft iron, or
other paramagnetic, or to the re
verse influence of a diamagnetic
on the magnetic force in any
locality near a magnet in which it
can be placed, and shows that the
lines of magnetic force will be
altered by it precisely as the lines
of motion of heat in corresponding
thermal circumstances would be
altered by introducing a body of
greater or less conducting power of
heat. Hence we see how strict
is the foundation for an analogy on
which the conducting power of a
magnetic medium for lines of force
may be spoken of, and we have a
perfect explanation of the con
densing action of a paramagnetic,
and the repulsive effect of a dia
magnetic upon the lines of force of
a magnetic field, which have been
described by Faraday" (Reprint.,
p. 33 note; cf. Faraday, 'Exp.
Res.,' Nos. 2807, 2808).
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the magnetic actions which belong to all substances;

introduced the term magnetic "permeability"' as de

scriptive of the degree in which various substances

acquire magnetic properties and conduct the lines of

magnetic force in the neighbourhood of powerful mag

nets; and finally demonstrated how, if these properties

were considered as having different degrees in the dif

ferent axes of crystals, in analogy with the different

elasticities which they exhibited, the consequence would

be a turning effect which would explain the changed

optical properties of crystals under the influence of

magnetic action.' In these investigations the ideas of

This property was afterwards
termed "permeability" by Thom
son (Reprint, p. 489, 1872). The
general rule of magnetic action can
then be expressed by saying that
"by virtue of differential action a
body may behave paramagnetically
or diamagnetically according as it
is placed in a less or a more perme
able medium than itself" (Chrystal
in article "Magnetism," 'Ency.
Brit.,' 9th ed., vol. xv. p. 248).

On the Theory of Magnetic
Induction in Crystalline and Non
crystalline Substances" ('Philos.
Mag.,' March 1857; also Reprint,
2nd ed., p. 471, &c.) Poisson had
already foreseen the mathematical
l)oibility of what Faraday termed
magne- (correctly magneto-) crys.
billie action, but "cc ca singulier
ne s'tant pas encore présenté a.
l'observation, nous l'exclurons de
1105 recherches" ("Mémoire sur Ia
Tluorie du Magnétisme," 'Mám. de
1'Institut., Paris, 1826,' quoted by
Thomson, Reprint, p. 484). Stimu
lated by the discoveries of Faraday,
Plucker at Bonn, during the extra
ordinary interval which separated
the second from the first period of
his original geometrical speculations
(see vol. i. p. 242 of this work), de.




voted himself to the study of the
electric and magnetic properties of
gases and crystals, and in 1847
commenced that remarkable series
of physical memoirs through which
he became the fellow-worker, if not
the rival, of Faraday. One of his
first discoveries was the action of
magnets on crystals, published in
1847 (Pogg. Ann., or Plucker's
'Physicalisehe Abhandlungen,' ed.
Pockels, Leipzig, 1896, p. 6, &c.),
which supplied to Thomson "the
very circumstance the observation
of which was wanting to induce
Poisson to enter upon a full treat
ment of the subject, and made the
working out of a mathematical
theory of magnetic induction
independently of any hypothesis
" . . upon a purely experimental
foundation .. . important" (Thom
son, loc. cit., p. 471). Plucker was
an original thinker, and mainly a
self-taught genius, imperfectly ac
quainted with the labours of his
contemporaries or predecessors.
This has been noted by his biog
raphers as much in his geometrical
as in his physical researches (see
the memoirs of Clebsch and of Prof.
Riecke, prefixed to the two volumes
of the 'GesammelteAbhandluugeu').
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Faraday are used merely for the sake of describing and

calculating in the simplest manner phenomena which

had been experimentally discovered: no attempt was

made to explain physically how these actions come

about. In fact, under the hands of Thomson the con

ceptions of Faraday were formulated as Dalton's atomic

theory had been elaborated by chemists in the first half

of the century, for the purpose of symbolically represent

ing and calculating observed phenomena.

But the "lines of force" of Faraday were not to remain

a mere symbolical representation, any more than Dalton's

atoms were to remain merely counters of a chemical arith

metic. Both theories were to be raised to the rank of

physical theories. What the kinetic theory of gases did

for the atomic theory was done for Faraday's symbolism

47. by the researches of Clerk Maxwell. And as the fact
Clerk
Maxwell. that the molecules of matter could be really counted,

and their distances and velocities measured, gave life and

actual meaning to the atomic view of natural phenomena,

In his early geometrical researches from impoitaut errors (be. cit.., vol.
he worked in ignorance of the re- ii. p. 460), and which were later
markable 'Trait' of Poncelet, made more widely known in Ger-
which had been published in 1822 many by the excellent treatise of

(boa. cit., vol. 1. p. 594, &c.) : even his pupil Beer ('Einleitung in die
the writings of his countryman Elektrostatik,' &c., Brauuschweig,
Möbius were unknown to him. 1869), posthumously edited by
Still more extraordinary was his Pucker himself. The fact that

comparative unacquaintance with PlUcker was not influenced by the
the electrical measurements and spirit of Weber's researches prob-
theories which dominated German ably made him more appreciative of
research when he commenced his Faraday's purely physical methods.

physical labours, and which eman- In such names as Beer, Clebsch,
ated from the school of Gauss and Klein, Fessel, Geissler, and Hittorf,
Weber. But he was equally ignor- Pucker counts an illustrious array
ant of the purely mathematical of pupils and fellow-workers. See
theories of Poisson and Thomson, Clebsch's characteristic of Plucker,
which, as he himself candidly con- lc.. cit., vol. i. p. xii, &c.
fessed, might have saved him
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so the rays of electric and magnetic force seen by Faraday

in the abstraction of his intuitive mind became a reality

for every experiinentalist when Hertz in 1888 actually

showed the wonderful action of electric waves at a dis

tance. Atoms and lines of force have become a practical

-shall I say a popular ?-reality, whereas they were once

only the convenient method of a single original mind for

gathering together and unifying in thought a bewildering

mass of observed phenomena, or at most capable of being

utilised for a mathematical description and calculation of

actual effects.

For a quarter of a century after Faraday had conceived

the notion of looking upon electric and magnetic

phenomena as depending on a property belonging to

all matter, and pervading all space, like radiation and

gravity, the only natural philosopher who to any extent

entered into his ideas was Thomson. Even Tyndall, who

came more than any other prominent physicist under

Faraday's immediate and personal influence, and contrib

uted largely to our knowledge of the new phenomena

discovered by his great master, does not seem to have

assimilated his scientific language and reasoning. It

required a mathematical mind really to grasp and put

into form Faraday's notions. Encouraged by Thomson,

and soon after the publication of Thomson's mathe

matical theory of magnetism, Clerk Maxwell devoted

himself to a theoretical study of electricity and allied

subjects, a field which Thomson had then almost mon

opolised in this country.' The first of Maxwell's revolu-

See Professor Glazebrook's little "Century Science Series," 1901.
book on 'James Clerk Maxwell and On page 42 a letter of Maxwell is
Modern Physics,' published in the quoted, in which he speaks of
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48. tionary series of works, 'On Faraday's Lines of Force,'
His series
of works was published in December 18 The series wason the
theory of
electricity. completed by the appearance in 1873 of his great work

on 'Electricity and Magnetism,' which has formed the

centre of a large literature to which all the scientific

schools of Europe and America have contributed. Histori

cally, Maxwell brought together two distinct and very
fruitful lines of reasoning, due to Faraday and Thomson.1

He was impressed with the desideratum of every physical

theory bearing on any large class of phenomena-viz.,
that it must be mathematical and physical at the same

time. His own theory had to embrace and unite all the

purely arithmetical and geometrical regularities which

had been discovered, and which at that time were

known to describe correctly the facts of electric, mag-

"poaching upon Thomson's electri
cal preserves." In the preface to the
treatise on electricity and magnet
ism, he refers to the apparent dis
crepancy between the views of
Faraday and the mathematicians,
and he states that he had arrived
at. "the conviction that this dis
crepancy did not arise from either
party being wrong. I was first
convinced of this," he proceeds, "by
Sir William Thomson, to whose
advice and assistance, as well as to
his published papers, I owe most of
what I have learned on the subject.1 In a different reference we may
say that Maxwell's theory was pre
pared by three independent lines of
research, starting respectively in
France, Germany, and England: (1)
The investigation of the actions at
a distance of electrified and
mag-netisedbodies, and of electric
currents, which found inatheati.
cal expression in the forniuke of
Coulomb and Ampere. The full




significance and capabilities of the
formuhe of electrostatic and mag
netic action had been demonstrated
by Thomson, who especially showed
that these relations were not
necessarily confined to the physical
theory which had been elaborated
on the Continent, but that, rautatis
Diutandis, they lent themselves
equally well to the physical ideas of
Faraday. (2) The exact. measure
ments of magnetic, electro-dynamic,
and galvanic action started by Ohm
and Gauss in Germany, and much
extended by Weber. (3) The idea
of physical lines of force, filling
space and representing action
through contiguous particles, not
at a distance, elaborated by Fara
day. These three lines of research
were brought together in the
theory of Maxwell, which in the
beginning professed to be only a
mathematical but ended by being a
physical theory.
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netic, and galvanic phenomena, such as Coulomb's electro

static and magnetic laws, Ampere's electro-dynamic and

electro-magnetic formulae, and Ohm's and Faraday's laws

referring to galvanic currents, and many others. It

had also to give an intelligible representation of the

elementary actions of which these complicated phenom
ena are made up. In order to arrive at the latter, the

method usually employed is to look for analogies in

other provinces of science where the desired unification

has already been brought about. The great natural

philosophers of the French school who had so success

fully accomplished the most extensive unification yet

attempted in any large branch of knowledge-the uni

fication of physical astronomy under Newton's gravita
tion formula-had tried to follow up this analogy in

other realms of research, and had developed what I

called in a former chapter the astronomical view of

natural phenomena. Ampere, and notably Weber, had

extended this analogy so as to embrace electric and

magnetic phenomena. There was, however, another

analogy which was more familiar to the great experi

mentalists in this country, notably to Faraday-namely,
the analogy of those various phenomena which depend
on processes of emanation, of a gradual spreading out,

of a flow or conduction: those phenomena where the

factor of time comes in, and where an apparently sta

tionary condition is brought about by a mode of motion,

or what has been termed a "dynamic equilibrium,"
Thomson, starting from Fourier's mathematical analysis
of such processes, had been led to see how far-reaching
this analogy is, and had latterly (1852) extended it to
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embrace the processes of the flow of heat, o electricity,

magnetic and diamagnetic, and of fluid motion. He

called attention to the remarkable resemblance which

the diagrams of flow bore to those which Mr Faraday
had recently shown at the Royal Institution to illus

trate his views regarding the action of ferro-magnetic8
and diamagnetics in influencing the field of force in

which they are placed, and justified and illustrated the

expression 'conducting power for the lines of force' by

referring to rigorous mathematical analogies presented

by the theory of heat."'

This view, which Thomson had merely shadowed forth,

was more fully worked out by Maxwell in 1855 and

1861. His methods2 were "generally those suggested by

the processes of reasoning which are found in the re

searches of Faraday, and which, though they had been

interpreted mathematically by Prof. Thomson and others,

are very generally supposed to be of an indefinite and

unmathematical character when compared with those

employed by the professed mathematicians." The first

addition which he introduced, by which he made Fara

day's "lines of force" mathematically more definite, was

49. to change them into "tubes of force," which represented
His con-
epttou"of not only the direction of force at every point of space,tubes of

force. but also-according to their sectional dimensions-the

intensity of the force. These tubes were supposed to be

1 Abstracts of two communica
tions to the British Association at
Belfast in 1852, "On certain Mag
netic Curves: with Applications to
Problems in the Theories of Heat,

Electricity, and Fluid Motion"

(Reprint of Papers, &c., p. 519, &c.)




2 James Clerk Maxwell "On
Faraday's Lines of Force," 'Trans
actions of the Cambridge Philo
sophical Society,' 1855. See 'Col
lected Scientific Papers,' vol. i. p.
157.
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filled with a moving fluid, and the velocity of the flow

inversely proportional to the sectional area of the tubes

-represented the intensity of the force at any point in

space. He also showed how very much simpler the con

ception becomes, if the law of the acting forces is the

experimentally established law of the inverse square of

the distance.

This thought of "referring to the purely geometrical

idea of the motion of an imaginary fluid"' was the

beginning of the now universally adopted view of a

very large class of phenomena, and it was at the same

time a great step in the development of the kinetic

or mechanical view of natural processes. These lines or

tubes of force,2 with which all space surrounding magnets

or electrified bodies was supposed to be filled, enabled

Maxwell further to give a definite representation of that

peculiar state of matter of which Faraday had very 50.
"Electro

early formed an indefinite conception, and which he tonic state"
of matter.

called the "electrotonic state." Thomson had already

in 1847 shown how the ideas of Faraday, who as early

' How little Maxwell originally
intended to give a physical theory
is seen from the concluding sen
tence of the introduction to his
first paper (loc. cit., vol. i. p. 159)
"By referring everything to the
purely geometrical idea of the
motion of an imaginary fluid, I
hope to attain generality and pre
cision, and to avoid the dangers
arising from a premature theory
professing to explain the cause of
the phenomena. If the results of
mere speculation which I have
collected are found to be of any
use to experimental philosophers,
111 arranging and interpreting their
results, they will have served their




purpose, and a mature theory, in
which physical facts will be physi
cally explained, will be formed by
those who by interrogating Nature
herself can obtain the only true
solution of the questions which the
mathematical theory suggests."2

Faraday had already in 1852
spoken of shells and tubes of force,
and invented the term ephondyloid
to denote the portion of space en
closed between such shells of force
('Exp. Res.,' vol. iii., No. 3271).

In 1847 ('Cambr. and DubI.
Math. Journal,' reprinted in 'Math.
and Phys. Papers,' vol. i. p. 76)
Thomsoii wrote that Faraday's
theory of electrostatic induction
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as 1831 conceived this peculiar condition of matter to

b& equivalent to a state of strain, could be represented

by the mechanical analogy of the strains existing in an

elastic solid. He had distinguished three distinct forms

of. this elastic strain, and had identified these three

forms severally with electrostatic, magnetic, and galvanic

forces. He had not given a physical explanation of the

origin of these forces, but had merely used the "mathe

matical analogies of the two problems (the electrical and

the elastic) to assist the imagination in the study of

both." Maxwell now took a further step and pro

deeded to give a physical or mechanical description of the

nature of this state of stress, of the e1ecrotonic state of

matter. With this object in view he conceives of a

medium which is capable of exerting* force on material

bodies by being itself strained, and exhibiting the

"suggests the idea, that there may
be a problem in the theory of
elastic solids corresponding to every
.problem connected with the distri
bution of electricity on conductors,
or with the forces of attraction and
repulsion exercised by electrified
bodies. The clue to a similar re
presentation of magnetic and gal
vanic forces is afforded by Mr
Faraday's recent discovery of the
affection, with reference to polarised
light, of transparent solids sub
jected to magnetic or electro
magnetic forces."

1 Quoted from Maxwell's paper
"On Physical Lines of Force," in
"the 'Philos. Mag.' 1861 (see 'Coil.
Papers,' vol. i. p. 453), in which
Maxwell applies Raukine's concep
tion of molecular vortices to the
representation of magnetic pheno
mena. He refers to his earlier paper
(1855) on (geometrical) "lines of




force" in which he had "shown
the geometrical significance of the
electrotonic state," and had used
"mechanical illustrations to assist
the imagination, but not to ac
count for the phenomena." "I
now," he says, "propose to examine
magnetic phenomena from a me
chanical point of view, and to
determine what tensions in, o'
motions of, a medium are capable
of producing the mechanical pheno
mena observed. If by the same
hypothesis we can connect the
phenomena of magnetic attraction
with electro-magnetic phenomena,
and with those of induced cur
rents, we shall have found a theory
which, if not true, can only be
proved to be erroneous by experi
ments which will greatly enlarge
our knowledge of this part of
physics" (ibid., p. 452).
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phenomena of
"
tension and pressure (magnetic action)

as also of motion of its parts (electro-magnetic action).

Now in a medium which is so constituted-i.e., which

possesses elastic mobility of its parts-we know that

by a whirling or vortex motion phenomena of pressu

and tension can be produced in certain parts, and the

questions accordingly presented themslves to Maxwell;

How by such tension and pressure in certain parts of th

medium can magnetic phenomena be represented? and

How can the vortices communicate motion to, or receive

motion from, the interlying movable particles of the

medium? He succeeded in working out a very complete

model of such a medium, representing by its mechanical

motions both magnetic and electro-magnetic phenomena.

Especially was lie successful in visualising Faraday's

lines or tubes of force, and endowing them with me

chanically measurable forces. Maxwell admits that "his

conception . . . may appear somewhat awkward. I

do not," he says, "bring it forward as a mode of con

nection existing in nature. . . . It is, however, a mode

of' connection which is mechanically conceivable and

easily investigated; . . . so that I venture to say that

any one who understands the provisional and temporary

character of this hypothesis will find himself rather

helped than hindered by it in his search after the true

interpretation of the phenomena."'

'Collected Papers,' vol. i. p. 486.
At the end of his paper on physical
lines of force, Maxwell touches. on
the philosophical question, "how
much evidence the explanation of
phenomena lends to the credibility
of a theory, or how far we ought to




regard a coincidence in the mathe
matical expression of two sets of
phenomena as an indication that
these phenomena are of the same
kind. We know that partial co
incidences of this kind have been
discovered; and the fact that they
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The idea of a medium of extreme rarity, pervading all

space and interpenetrating all matter, capable also of the

elastic reactions of a solid body, was not repugnant to

physicists at the time when Maxwell wrote. Though

violently opposed forty years earlier when proposed by

Fresnel and Young, it had gradually, through the de

velopment of optical theories, become a well-recognised

instrument of scientific thought In such a medium a

disturbance or displacement is propagated with a certain

velocity dependent on its elastic nature-the so-called

constants of density and rigidity. Now, looking upon a

charge of electricity not as a material something-an

imponderable-but as a displacement of the medium,

the question arose, Does the velocity with which such a

displacement travels compare at all with the known

velocities of other elastic disturbances, such as light is

conceived to be? It was known to electricians that

an amount or charge of electricity can be either station

ary (called statical electricity) or in motion (called

an electric current); and Weber and Kohlrausch had in

1856 actually measured the number of units of statical

electricity which must flow, through an electric circuit in

order to produce the known mechanical effect of a unit

5'. of electric current. The quantity which they found, and
Corre-
'
,Pndenco which corresponded to a velocity, was of the same order
velocities
of lig"t as the velocity with which the elastic disturbance which

eic1ty. we call light is known to travel. Maxwell was the first

are only partial is proved by the more complete coincidence which
divergence of the laws of the two may require much investigation to
sets of phenomena in other respects. detect their ultimate divergence"
We may chance to find, in the (p. 188).
higher parts of physics, instances of
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to se the physical significance of this correspondence.'

"I have deduced the relation between the statical and

dynamical measures of electricity, and have shown by a

comparison of the electro-magnetic experiments of MM.

Kohlrausch and Weber with the velocity of light as

found by M. Fizeau, that the elasticity of the magnetic

medium in air is the same as that of the luminiferous

medium, if these two coexistent, coex tensit'e, and equally

elastic media are not rather one medium."

After having pointed out this remarkable correspond

ence and other analogies between electridal and optical

properties which could be verified by experiment, Max- 52.
"Elasticdls-

well seems to have felt satisfied that a dynamical or




ofthe sme

kinetic explanation of electric and magnetic phenomena
medium.

based upon rotary and translational motions and elastic

strains in the magnetic field was quite possible. The

detailed descriptions given in his earlier papers he looked

upon merely as crude mechanical devices by which some

of the known effects of magnets and currents could be

described. The valuable result was, that the electro

magnetic field could be looked upon as a mechanical

system; that the observed actions at a distance could

be conceived as communicated through this mechanical

system in definite measurable time; and that certain

analogies had been pointed out as existing between

Z 'Philos. Mag.,' January and Feb
ruary, 1862; 'Coil. Papers,' vol. i.
p. 492.

2 Cf. 'Coil. Papers,' vol. i. p. 500:
The velocity of transverse undula

tions in our hypothetical medium,
calculated from the eleero-magnetic
experiments of MM. Kohlrausch and




Weber, agrees so exactly with the
velocity of light calculated from the
optical experiments of M. Fizeau,
that we can scarcely avoid the in
ference that light consists in the
transverse undulations of the same
medium which is the cause of electric
and magnetic phenomena."
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optical, electrical, and magnetic phenomena, which by

carefully devised experiments might be verified and

extended.

Through Maxwell, following on Faraday and Thomson,

the treatment of electric and magnetic phenomena had

thus entered on a similar stage to that which the

treatment of optical phenomena had attained half a

century earlier through Young and Fresnel. A kinetic

or mechanical view, more or less precise and definite, had

been propounded; a considerable number of facts had

been brought into connection, into line and order; the

direction which experimental research must take had

been indicated; and finally a correspondence had been

established between two great groups of phenomena, those

of electricity and magnetism on the one side, those of

light on the other. It might have been expected that

Maxwell would now take the same course as that taken

by Fresnel about the year 1820, and perfect his views

by giving his theory of molecular vortices greater pre

cision and* definiteness-i.e., by perfecting the electro

magnetic model, as Fresnel and others perfected in their

time the system of vibrations by which they visualised

the processes of light. This is not the method which

Maxwell adopted.' In his later and more important

'The progress of Maxwell's reason

ing is clearly marked in the three
memoirs, belonging respectively to
the years 1855, 1861, and 1864, of
which the last appeared in the
'Transactions' of the Royal So

ciety, and which are reprinted in
the first volume of the 'Collected
Scientific Papers.' The first memoir
on "Faraday's Lines of Force" ad.
here8 strictly to the mathematical




formulation of Faraday's Concep.
tion, much in the spirit of Thom
son's many expositions. The second,
on "Physical Lines of Force," fol
lows Faraday in the attempt to take
the original symbol in real earnest
as a physical arrangement, and de
vises, or applies for that purpose;
the theory of molecular vortices.
The third memoir, which is by far
the most important and original,
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writings he adopted a different and more general process

of reasoning. If electrical and magnetic as well as

optical phenomena are produced by the motions of the.

parts of a medium possessed of certain mechanical pro

perties, this medium represents a mechanical system, and.

must therefore be subject to the general laws which

regulate all mechanical systems. These general laws re s.
Conse

laid down in dynamics, where it is shown that a complete the

knowledOf
a theory

ge of the behaviour of such a system can be of Energy.

reduced to the knowledge of the distribution in it of a

quantity called Energy.

I intend in the next chapter to trace historically the

drops this somewhat crude device,
as well as the older theory of par
ticles acting at a distance, with
forces which, according to Weber,
depend on their velocities, and starts
from "the conception of a compli
cated mechanism capable of a vast
variety of motion, but at the same
time so connected that the motion
of one part depends . . . on
the motion of other parts, these
motions being communicated by
forces arising from the relative dis
placement of the connected parts, in
virtue of their elasticity" (Papers,
vol. i. p. 533). He further says :

I have on a former occasion at
tempted to describe a particular
kind of motion and a particular
kind of strain, so arranged as to
ar




ccount for the phenomena. In
the present paper I avoid any hy
pothesis of this kind; and in using
such words as electric momentum
and electric elasticity in reference
to the known phenomena of the in
duction, of currents and the polar
isation of dielectrics, I wish merely
to direct the mind of the reader to
mechanical phenomena which will
assist him in understanding the




electrical ones. All such phrases
in the present paper are to be con
sidered as illustrative, not as ex

planatory. In speaking of the

energy of the field, however, I
wish to be understood literally. All

energy is the same as mechanical

energy, whether it exists in the
form of motion or in that of elas

ticity, or in any other form. The

energy in electro - magnetic phe
nomena is mechanical energy. The

only question is, Where does it
reside? On the old theories it
resides in the electrified bodies,

conducting circuits, and magnets,
in the form of an unknown quality
called potential energy, or the power
of producing certain effects at a
distance. On our theory it resides
in the electro-inaguetic field, in the

space surrounding the electrified
and magnetic bodies, as well as in
those bodies themselves, and is in
two different forms, which may be
described without hypothesis as

magnetic polarisation and electric

polarisation, or, according to a very
probable hypothesis, as the motion
and the strain of one and the same
medium" (p. 563).
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growth of this conception as applied not only to the

energy of visible and measurable mechanical motion, but

to all other forces of nature which have in the course of

the century not only been measured in terms of this

one quantity, but also represented with more or less

success as dependent on the energy of specific forms of

motion, be this rotatory or vibratory or translational

motion, regular and periodic or irregular and disorderly

motion. It is clear that such a general abstract view as

Maxwell (first among natural philosophers) took of a

special problem was only possible after it had been

shown how all physical and chemical actions and effects

can be reduced to a common measure. The influence of

the dvelopment of these views on the kinetic view of

nature has been very great. The first and most natural

effect of measuring all forces of nature in terms of the

energy of motion is to strengthen the kinetic view of

natural phenomena. This, however, is not the only view

which is possible, or which has been taken, as I shall

endeavour to show more fully hereafter.

The influence of Maxwell's ideas on scientific-nay,

even on popular-thought has been very considerable.

The main conception around which research, both mathe

matical and experimental, has moved during the last

twenty years is the conception of light as an electro

magnetic phenomenon. This view has been much sup

ported and extended by the experiments of Heinrich

Hertz, who by ingenious contrivances succeeded in

actually exhibiting electro -
magnetic waves, and in

showing how they differ from light waves merely in

length and period, and agree with them so far as
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reflexiou and refraction and other properties are con-

cerned Luminous waves are now considered by many

physicists to be merely electro-magnetic waves of short

wave length and great frequency, such as the organ of

vision is capable of perceiving in the form of light.

The electric and magnetic medium is identical with the

luminiferous ether, postulated by Young and Fresnel,

and rays of light are merely an electric and magnetic

disturbance propagated as a periodic or wave motion.

These discoveries and theories have gone a long 54.

was to destroy the older astronomical view of natural
Destructive
erect of

phenomena which explained many effects by the action
the new
theories on
the astro-

at a distance of particles of ponderable or imponderable
noillical

matter. The firm conviction has taken hold of the

modern scientific intellect or imagination that space is a.

plenin filled with a continuous medium, and that the

undoubted atomic nature of ponderable matter may be

owing merely to a specific and unmodifiable form of

motion with such properties as Lord Kelvin has shown

to belong to vortex filaments. The difficulty still re-

mains how to explain the phenomenon of gravitation as

well as the increased amount of inertia or mass which

belongs to all ponderable matter as compared with that

material substance which we call ether.

The reason why Maxwell abandoned his earlier

schemes, in which he tried to construct a mechanical

model of the electro-magnetic field, is not quite clear.'

The idea has, however, been taken up by others, and

elaborate descriptions have been attempted, by which the

1 A suggestion regarding this is given by Dr J. Larmor in '.Ether and
Matter,' p. 28.
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processes going on in the neighbourhood of electrically.

charged bodies, of electric currents, of magnets and.?

diamagnets, can be visualised.' For didactic pirposes

such elaborate models may prove to be of great value,'

though as a true mechanical basis of a physical theory of

natural processes they have to be received with caution.

None of those physicists who have expended their ingen

uity in devising these contrivances seem to attach more

than a symbolic or ideal value to them: they have, how

ever, the desired effect of producing on the mind of the

learner, of the practical inventor, or of a popular

audience a strong conviction that all physical phenomena

can 1)e described as processes of motion, and that the

ultimate solution of the problem of natural philosophy is

to be found in a kinetic or mechanical view of pheno

mena. Physics and chemistry are, according to this

Such illustrations may be found
in Dr Oliver Lodge's 'Modern
Views of Electricity,' a book which
has had a large circulation and has

helped to diffuse correct and practi
cally useful ideas on electric and
magnetic problems and phenomena.
There is a danger of such mechani
cal illustrations becoming too rigid
and of theirbeing taken too literally;
still, for the purposes of practical
application and handling it is india.

peusa.ble. to possess some mechanical
mode of representation and con
struction by which actual problems
can be readily solved. The success
of Dr Lodge's attempt both in this
country and on the Continent,

especially in Germany, proves suf
ficiently that it meets a much-felt
want. See inter alia Prof. Rosen

berger's five lectures, 'Die moderne
En twickelung der elektrischen Prin.

cipieu,' Leipzig, 1898, p. 133. A




great authority abroad, Prof. Lud-.
wig Boltzniann, has made use of a

I peculiar kind of mechanical motion,
investigated by Helniholt.z, to il
lustrate electrical phenomena. The,
characteristic of Buch motion
which is termed cyclic-is this,
that in the place of every particle

I which changes its position, an equal
and equally moving particle enters,
so that the condition of the system
during the motion is nowise al
tered" ('Vorlesungen über Max
well's Theorie,' Leipzig, 1891 and
1893, vol. i. p. 14). Cycles can be

coupled," &c. The generaldyna
mical relations of such cyclic

i systems are investigated, and by
introducing the necessary restric
tions, based upon experimental
facts, and suitable hypotheses
facts and hypotheses being clearly
distinguished-the general equa
tions of Maxwell are arrived at.
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view, destined to become ultimately merely chapters in.

dynamics as the doctrine of mechanical motion.

A similar reluctance to look upon the vibrations of the

luminiferous ether merely as a convenient symbolism, as a

crude method of visualising molecular processes, which in

reality we cannot picture to ourselves, does not seem to

have troubled the minds of the great propounders of the

undulatory theory of light-i.e., of the elastic solid

theory, as it is now termed in contradistinction to the

eleetro-magnetic theory propounded by Maxwell. The

greatest living exponent of the former view, Lord Kelvin,

who in his Baltimore Lectures grappled with the diffi

culties which still beset that view-falling back on the

principle of optical consonance and resonance, suggested

by Professor Stokes to explain some of the interactions of

the ether and ponderable matter; upon the theory of free

and forced vibrations, suggested by Bessel and Sellmeier;.

and on his own fruitful suggestion of the vortex atom

to explain some of the properties of ponderable atoms

moving in the continuum which fills all space-expresses 56.
Lord Kelvin

himself very definitely on this point. We must not on the
vibrations

listen to any suggestion that we may look upon the of the ether-0

luminiferous ether as an ideal way of putting the thing.

A real matter between us and the remoter stars I believe

there is, and that light consists of real motions of that

matter, motions just such as are described by Fresnel and

Young motions in the way of transverse vibrations. If

1. knew what the magnetic theory of light is, I might be

able to think of it in relation to the fundamental

principles of the wave theory of light. But it seems td

me rather a backward step from an absolutely definite
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mechanical notion that is put before us by Fresuel and

his followers, to take up the so-called electro-magnetic

theory of light in the way it has been taken up by several

writers of late."

But whilst, no doubt, the train of reasoning started by

Maxwell, and developed by his followers, has somewhat

destroyed the simplicity and directness which the older

vibratory theory of light and the kinetic theory of gases

had brought into our mechanical views of natural

phenomena, the subsequent experimental proof of the

existence of electric waves by Hertz has clone much

popularly to strengthen that view. The discovery of

other kinds of rays, by Lenard, Röntgen, and others, has

likewise tended in the same direction, though their exact

nature is still a subject of much conjecture.

Nor can it be denied that the practical usefulness

also of these lately discovered forms of radiation has

tended in the same direction; as has, all through the

last thirty years, the enormous development of electrical

industry in its many branches. Up to the beginning

of the nineteenth century the principal electric and

magnetic phenomena known were what we term stat

ical; the study of these centred in the conception of

electric and magnetic charges concentrated on or in

conductors and acting at a distance. The practical

interest was limited to mariners' compasses and light

ning-conductors. The discovery of the galvanic current,

and still more its applications by Davy to the decom

position of the most refractory chemical compounds,

introduced an entirely new class of phenomena. Con

tinental science, in Coulomb, Ampere, and Weber, first
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developed the line of reasoning and research suggested

by statical phenomena and applied this to dynamical

phenomena. Faraday, following Davy, approached the

subject from the point of view of the chemist. It was

soon suspected, and latterly proved by actual measure

ments, that the quantities which come into play in

statical charges, and even in a violent thunderstorm, are

small compared with those of a steady electrical current.

The phenomena of electricity in motion became of in

finitely more practical importance than those of elec

trical equilibrium or of static tension. The views of

Faraday, Thomson, and Maxwell, which Helmholtz,

educated though he was in the Continental methods,

adopted and introduced into German scientific literature,

lent themselves, as he recognised, more successfully and

directly to the solution of the problems which applied

science forced upon theorists.

Something, indeed, has been lost by this fundamental

change which has come over modern reasoning in

electrical matters. This has been most clearly and




Indefinite.

pointedly expressed by M. Poincaré, the eminent French ness of the
electro-

mathematician, who has done so much to illumine

physical and mechanical problems from the side of pure

mathematics.
CC Maxwell," he says, "does not give a

mechanical explanation of electricity and magnetism; he

confines himself to the proof that such an explanation is

possible." Accordingly, those who were brought up in the

traditions of the school of Laplace and Cauchy feel dis

mayed at the indefiniteness which adheres to the exposi

tions of Maxwell's latest and greatest work. "A great

French philosopher," M. Poincaré proceeds, "one of those
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who have most completely fathomed Maxwell's work,

said to me once, 'I understand everything in the book

except what is meant by an electrically charged body.'"

Professor Glazebrook tells us: "We cannot find in the

'Electricity' an answer to the question, What is an

electric charge? Maxwell did not pretend to know, and

the attempt to give too great definiteness to his views

on this point is apt to lead to a misconception of what

those views were. . . . Still, in order to grasp Maxwell's

theory, this knowledge is not necessary."

Nevertheless, Maxwell's followers in this country and

abroad are not satisfied to leave those points which are

obscure or indefinite in his theory unilluminated. I have

already referred to the valuable practical illustrations of

Lodge. What has been done in a more systematic

manner on the Continent and at home I shall briefly

refer to at the end of the next chapter. We may call it

a revival of the atomic view of electricity.
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE PHYSICAL VIEW OF NATURE.

I HAVE already remarked that none of the three great0 Recapitla-

generalisations which we have so far reviewed have been

lion-creationsof the philosophers of the nineteenth century.

Their first enunciation belongs to antiquity, though they

have only within the last three hundred years been ex

pressed in sufficiently precise terms to permit of practical

measurements and mathematical deductions. The first

step towards a scientifically comprehensive employment

of the familiar but vague terms of attraction, of atoms,

and of undulations came, as we have seen, in each

case from some solitary thinker of this country: from

Newton, from Dalton, from Thomas Young. The system

atic elaboration belongs to the combined scientific exer

tions of all the civilised nations of the world. In books

on astronomy, physics, and chemistry, up to the middle of

the century, we can hardly find any theoretical exposi

tions which are not based upon one or more of these

three ideas. Indeed they govern the entire science of

inanimate nature during the first half of the century.

None of these three principles, however, appeared suf-
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ficient to cover the whole field. The law of gravitation
embraced cosmical and some molar phenomena, but led to

vagueness when applied to molecular actions. The atomic

theory led to a complete systematisation of chemical com

pounds, but afforded no clue to the mysteries of chemical

affinity. And the kinetic or mechanical theories of light,
of electricity, and magnetism, led rather to a new dualism,

the division of science into sciences of matter and of the

2. ether. The unification of scientific thought which wasInsuffici
ency

gained by any of these three views, the astronomical, the

atomic, and the mechanical, was thus only partial. Aand kinetic
views.

more general term had to be found under which the

different terms could be comprised, which would give a

still higher generalisation, a more complete unification

of knowledge. One of the principal performances of

the second half of the nineteenth century has been to

find this more general term, and to trace its all-pervad

ing existence on a cosmical, a molar, and a molecular

scale. It will be the object of this chapter to complete

the survey of those sciences which deal with lifeless

nature by tracing the growth and development of this

s. greatest of all exact generalisations-the conception of
The concep.
tion of energy.
energy.

The complex of ideas and the manifold courses of

reasoning which are centred in this conception form

such an intricate network, the interests involved are so

great, the suggestions which led up to it so numerous,

the consequences which resulted for science and practice

so far-reaching, that the historian has no little difficulty

in laying bare the many lines of thought which appa-

rently cross and re-cross each other. Accordingly the
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history of this subject has been written from various

points of view,1 and angry controversies' as to priority




The histories are mostly in Ger
man. I give the titles of the more
important. Foremost stand the
writings of Prof. Ernst Mach-viz.,
'Die Geschichte und die Wurzel
des Satzes von der Erhaltung der
Arbeit' (Prag, 1872), incorporated
in the author's 'Popular Scientific
Lectures,' translated by Thomas
J. M'Cormack, Chicago, 1894 ;
and the same author's 'Die Me.
chanik in ihrer Entwickelung, his.
torisch-kritisch dargesteilt' (Leip
zig, 1883, 2nd ed., 1889, also trans
lated by M'Corrnack. London and
Chicago, 1893). The philosophical
faculty of the University of Got
tingen has twice (inl869ancl in 1884)
made the principles of dynamics
the subject of a prize competition,
presumably both times at the in
stigation of the ]ate celebrated
Professor Wilhelm Weber. The
first competition led to the publica
tion of E. Duhring's 'Kritische Ge
ecluchte der aligemeinen Principien
der Mechanik' (Leipzig, 1872;
republished, with much àontro
versial matter, in 1876 and 1887) ;
the second to the publication of
Prof. M:ax Planck's 'Das Princip
der Erbaltung der Energie' (Leip
zig, 1887). In the same year as
the last book there appeared 'Die
Lehre von der Energie,' by Dr Georg
Helm (Leipzig, 1887), and lately
his very complete work, 'Die
Energetik, nach ihrer geschicht
lichen Entwickelung' (Leipzig,
1898).

2 The controversy turned mainly
on the question of the claims of
Dr Julius Robert Mayer of Heil
bronn. The experimental work of
Joule in England and the theoreti
cal work of Helmholtz in Germany
were published in ignorance of the
writings of Mayer. Even the earlier
important papers of William Thom.




son (Lord Kelvin) and Rudolph
Clausius appeared before the name
of Mayer was generally known.
The question then arose to what
extent the publications of Mayer
really anticipated the discoveries
and theories of Joule, Helinholtz,
Thomson, and Clausius. It can
hardly be held that they influenced
them. The whole of the evidence
as to the former point is con
tained in a very complete publica
tion by Prof. Jacob J. Weyrauch,
"Kleinere Schriften mid Briefe
von Robert Mayer" (Stuttgart,
1892), which forms a supplement
to the edition by the same author
of Robert Mayer's 'Schriften,' en
titled "Die Mechanik der Warme"
(Stuttgart, 3rd ed., 1893). Both
books contain very careful and ex
haustive notes. Whoever desires
to settle the question of Mayer's
claims, which, however, will always
depend much on individual opinion,
will find all the documentary evi
dence collected in these interesting
volumes. A further controversy
arose later as to the discovery and
enunciation of the second law of
thermodynamics, the great doc
trine of the "Dissipation of En
ergy." This controversy arose over
the publication of the late Prof.
P. 0. Tait's 'Sketch of Thermo
dynamics' in 1868, which is an
amplification of two articles by
the same author in the 'North
British Review' of 1864. The con

troversy, which referred mainly to
R. Clausius's share in the enuncia
tion of the second law, can be
studied in Tait,'s little volume (1st
ed., 1868; 2nd ed., 1877), in vols.
43 and 44 of the 4th series of
the 'Phil. Mag.,' in his 'Recent
Advances in Physical Science'
(especially the preface to the 3rd
edition, 1885), and in the 2nd
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of discovery and as to the real points at issue have

arisen. The history of thought only takes note of these

in so far as they are indications of what was of real

(not of personal) interest in the process, and are thus

a measure of the value which was inherent in its

development.

None of the different views or theories with which the

earlier generations of philosophers during the century

operated seemed sufficient to give an insight into the

real essence, the 4n5aic, of natural phenomena. Neither

the astronomical nor the atomic nor the kinetic view

was all-embracing. On the Continent, both in France

and in Germany, the sciences were rigidly marked off

from one another, the connecting links were few and

ill-defined, and speculations as to the general forces and

agencies of nature were left to metaphysicians and treated

with suspicion. In England alone the name of natural

philosophy still obtained, and in the absence of separate

schools of science, such as existed abroad, suggested,

at least to the self-taught amateur or to the practical

man, the existence of a uniting bond between all natural

studies. It is significant that the term under which we

now comprise, and by which we measure, all natural

agencies, the term Energy, was first distinctly used in this

The term sense by Dr Thomas Young in his lectures on Natural
first used
by Young. Philosophy, a course which, be it noted, also embraced

edition of the 2nd vol. of Clausius,
'Die mechanische Wcirmetheorie'
(Braunschweig, 1879), p. 324, &c.
In the labyrinth of these contro
versies I have found Helm a fair
and conscientious guide.

1 Vol. i. p. 59 of the edition of
Kelland. Young says: "The term




Energy may be applied, with great
propriety, to the product of the
mass or weight of a body into the
square of the number expressing
its velocity. . . . This product has
been denominated the living force
(the vis viva), . . . and some have
considered it as the true measure
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Chemical Science, though for merely external reasons

this was summarily handled. It is equally significant
that the first valuable suggestions as to the connection of

the various sciences, and the practical or common measure

of the various agencies, came from practical or professional

persons who took an outside and general view of physical

and chemical processes and their application in arts and

medicine. Young himself was a medical man, as were

Robert Mayer and Helmholtz after him. Practical men

such as Watt felt the necessity of measuring not so much

forces (in the Newtonian sense) as the action of forces,
........1 L1 4_ _] LL

introduced the term power, ana the quantity called 6.
Watt in-

horse-power
' to measure the capacity of an engine for troduces

the term

doing work. Newton had already measured this action
2 "power."

of the quantity of motion; but
although this opinion has been very
universally rejected, yet the force
thus estimated well deserves a
distinct denomination." See also
p. 172.

1 The quantity called horse
power was introduced by Boulton
and Watt to measure the power of
the engines, they built and sold at
Soho towards the end of the eigh
teenth century. They caused ex
periments tobemadewith thestrong
horses used in the breweries in Lon
don, and from the result of these
trials they assigned 33,000 lb., raised
one foot per minute, as the value of
one horse-power. Dr Young in his
'Lectures' has the following state
ment: "A steam - engine of the
best construction, with a 30-inch
cylinder, has the force of forty
horses; and since it, acts without
intermission, will perform the work
of 120 horses or of 600 men, each
square inch of the piston being
nearly equivalent to a labourer"
(vol. i. p. 103).2 See the Scholiutu to the "A.xio.




mata sive Leges Motus," p. 25 of
the first edition of the 'Principia,'
in which the "Agentis Actio" is
measured "ex ejus vi et velocitate
conjunctim." Thomson and Tait
('Natural Philosophy,' 1886, part i.
p. 250 sqq., and Tait, 'Dynamics,'
1895, p. 181) have drawn attention
to the fact that this passage of the
'Principia' contains implicitly the
modern notion of energy, and the
principle of the conservation of
energy. The continental historians
named above are inclined to give
Huygens credit for having first
made explicit use of the idea of the
conservation of the quantity now
termed energy, and they trace the
further elucidation of it to the
Bernoullia, especially John Ber
noulli, who repeatedly speaks of theAt conservatio virium vivarum,"and
"urge8 that where vi., viva dis
appears, the power to do work
(.faculta8 agendi) is not lost, but is
only changed into some other
form" ('Opera,' 1742, vol. iii. pp.
239 and 243, quoted by Planck, loc.
cit., p. 10).
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of a force by the product of the force (itself measured by

the velocity of a moving mass) and the velocity or space

per unit of time through which it pushes or pulls a

moving body, and Leibniz1 had suggested the term vis

viva to distinguish it from the vis rnorta, the force

or pressure itself. But the first clear and consistent

fixing of the terminology which has since been universally

adopted is to be found-not in the 'Mécanique analy

tique' of Lagrange (that classical work on theoretical

mechanics), but in the 'Mcanique industrielle' of

Poncelet (1829).2 He introduced the term "mechanical

1 Leibniz's occupation with dyn
amics began with his publication of
two theses in 1672, which he dedi
cated respectively to the Academy
of Sciences in Paris and to the
Royal Society. In distinction from
the writings of Huygene and I
Newton, where precise definitions
take the place of metaphysical
discussions, Leibniz's tracts-ex

cept in the comparatively rare cases
where he confines himself to mathe
matical formuls-are vitiated, like
those of Descartes, by philosophical
speculations. Thus, though emi
nently suggestive, they co,.ttributed
little to the clearing up of ideas.
Influenced by Huygens and by
Newton, he opposed in 1686 the
ideas of Descartes on the measure
of force, and has the merit of

having introduced the term vis
viva in 1695, and of having started
the celebrated discussion on the
measure of force which was carried
on during fifty-seven years on the
Continent, and only settled by
D'Alembert in his 'Traité de Dyn.
amique' (1743) by stricter
defini-tions.An excellent account of the

questions involved, and of the

gradual clearing up of ideas, will
be found in Prof. Mach's historical
treatise on dynamics referred to




above. See the English translation
by MCormack, p. 272, &c. It is
there shown that one of the great
defects of Descartes' and Leibniz's
dynamical writings was the want
of a clear definition of mass or
inertia; also that this conception
follows more simply from Newton's
definition of force than from Huy
gens' conception of work (ibid.,
p. 251).

2 By the side of, and sometimes
in opposition to the purely analytical
school headed by Lagrange, Laplace,
and later by Cauchy, there grew
up in Paris the school of practical
mathematicians which taught the
application of theory to practice,
to problems of artillery, engineer
ing, and architecture. They created
modern geometry, and to a great
extent modern mechanics. Monge,
Coulomb, the elder Carnot, Pon
celet, Coriolis, were their leaders:
Navier, Lamé, Chasles, de Saint
Venant, followed, and combined
their more synthetic methods with
the analytical methods of the
former school. Through Mouge,
Caruot, Navier, and Poncelet,
geometry and dynamics were led
into those channels which have
since been so successfully followed
in all applied work. To them
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work" for the definite quantity which had before him

been variously designated as power, effect, action, &c., 6.
Poncelet

and lie distinctly states that the inertia of matter trans- Introduces
the term

forms work into vis viva and vis viva into work. He "mec4cal work."
also measures this quantity "work" quite in the modern

fashion-by the "kilogrammetre," which gives the same

conception as the foot-pound, only in a different measure.

Long before the terminology thus invented and fixed

by Watt, Young, and Poncelet had been accepted by

scientific writers, a change in the current notions on

the forces of nature had been gradually brought about

from quite a different quarter. Uninfluenced by the

theoretical views which were developed and firmly held

mathematics was not merely the
science of magnitude, but quite as
much that of position, of design
and perspective, of mechanical
work and effect. They introduced
a whole series of new and practical
ideas, drawn from their own appli
cations, and created a new vocab
ulary. They worked hand in hand
with physicists and chemists, some
of whom had little taste for the
extremely abstract and analytical
methods of the school of Laplace
and Cauchy. Poncelet's original
geometrical work, which will oc
cupy us in a later chapter, led him
into many controversies. It was,
however, greatly appreciated in
Germany and later in England.
His influence on German applied
mechanics has been quite as great
as that. on geometry; and the great
text-books of mechanics by Weiss
bach, Red tenhacher, Rülilnianu, and
others, are as much indebted to
Poncelet. and other French models
as the German text-books on mathe
matics, physics, and chemistry were
for a long time to the well-known
works of Biot, Pouillet, Cauchy,




Frauccour, Lamé, Regnault, and
others. The influence of Ponce
let on practical mechanics, and
especially in the fixing of an ade
quate terminology, can therefore
be studied equally well in French
and in German historical writings.
Among the former I may mention
especially the 'Exposé de Ia Situa
tion de la Mécanique appliquée
par Combe, Phillips et Collignon,'
Paris, 1867, and among the latter,
notably the above-mentioned writ
ings of Helm, who traces the
growth of the conception of me
chanical work in French writings,
and its influence on German thought
('Energetik,' p. 12, &c.) See also
Dühring, loc. cu., p. 471, &c. I may
also refer to Heun's Report ('Jahres.
bericht der cleutschen Mathemat
iker-Vereinigung,' vol. ix. part 2,
1901), where the sciences comprised
in "Mechanics" are distinguished
according as they are astronomical
(Laplace, Poincaré), physical (Eng
lish mathematical physics, Kirch
hoff; Helmholtz, Hertz), geometrical
(Poiusot, Chasle8, Ball), or techni
cal (Watt, Poncelet, Rankine).
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by the school of which Laplace was the most distin

guished representative, natural philosophers like Black,1

Rumford, and Davy had approached the study of those

phenomena where heat and chemical change are the

prominent features. The phenomena which they

studied experimentally can be comprehended under the

head of the disappearance and appearance of heat as

measured by the thermometer, or as recognisable

directly by our sensation of heat. Black accounted

for the disappearance of heat by the doctrine of latent'

heat, and measured this by the capacity
2 for heat,

the specific heat of different substances. Rumford

made exact measurements of the heat generated by

friction, and showed that Black's doctrine of latent

heat did not account for it. Both Black and Rum-
Black,
Rumford, ford were led to science from the side of practical in-and Davy.




terests. Black, like Young after him, was a physician.

Rumford was all through his life occupied with the

Joseph Black (1728.99), one of 156, &c. -Black, who as early as
the founders of chemistry, and a 1755 had shown that carbonic acid
prominent figure in that illustrious : gas could disappear as a gas and
circle of philosophers who, during become "fixed," showed later
the second half of the eighteenth that heat could disappear as teni
century, made the literature and peratuz-e and become "latent."
science of Scotland renowned over By himself, indeed, the former
the whole world, published very important discovery was not inter.
little, being mostly known through preted against the then reigning
his teaching and his pupils. His f phlogistic theory, nor was the latter
name is, even to the present day, used to upset the material theory
rarely to be found in French books; of heat. Now, however, both die
whereas in Germany, mainly owing j coveries are corner-stones in the
to the historical writings of Herr- history of science.
mann Kopp, and quite recently of 2 According to Dr Young ('Lee
Prof. E. Mach, his great merit and tures,' new ed., p. 499), the term
originality have been fully recog. "capacity" is due to Dr Irvine,
nised. See Kopp, 'Geschichte der who, as well as Dr Crawford, was
Chemie,' vol. i. p. 226, &c.; 'Die Ent- much influenced by Black's lee.
wickelungderChemie,'1873, pp. 57, tures. These were first published
&c., 88, &c.; E. Mach, 'Die Prin- in 1802 by Robion, three years
cipien der Wcirmelehre,' 1896, p. after the author's death.
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practical application of scientific knowledge. Black's

experiments and measurements contributed largely to

fix the difference between temperature and quantity

of heat; he demonstrated clearly that heat may

disappear in the form of temperature and exist

as latent heat, that is, heat not discoverable by

the thermometer. He, however, adhered to the view

that heat was a material substance, which, though
it might become latent, did not disappear as such.

Rumford was the first who definitely went a step further

and suggested the convertibility of heat and mechanical

work. It was not the disappearance of heat but its

appearance when mechanical work was performed which

attracted his attention. After eliminating all the

sources from which the heat produced during the bor

ing of cannon could have been derived, he comes to the

conclusion that "it appears to be extremely difficult,

if not quite impossible, to form any distinct idea of

anything capable of being excited and communicated

in the manner the heat was excited and communicated

in those experiments, except it be motion." Davy,

who, like Black, approached science in the interests of

the medical man, comes to the conclusion in his first

published papers, from experiments on the generation

Count Rumford's "rnquiry con
cerning the Source of the Heat
which is excited by Friction" was
published in a later edition of his
'Essays.' The experiments with
the boring of cannon were carried
on it Munich in 1796 and 1797;
the substance of the essay was
rend before the Royal Society in
January 1793. The 'Essays' were




republished in America and trans
lated into several foreign lan
guages. See Rumford'8 'Works,'
London, 1876, vol. i. p. 482,
and vol. ii. p. 471. In 1804
Count Rumford published, in his
'Mmoires our Ia Chaleur' (Paris,
an. 13), a "Historical Review of
he Various Experiments on Heat"
('Works,' vol. iii. pp. 138-240).
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of heat by friction and percussion, that heat is not

matter, but "may be defined a peculiar" motion, prob

ably a vibration,1 of the corpuscles of bodies tending

to separate them. Rumford's and Davy's memoirs

referred to belong to the last years of the eighteenth

century. Dr Young, in his celebrated lectures on natural

philosophy, discussing the experiments of Rumford and

Davy came to the conclusion "that heat is a quality,

and that this quality can only be motion." He refers

to Newton's view "that heat consists in a minute

vibratory motion of the particles of bodies," and to

his own undulatory theory of light. This analogy

with light seems to have for a long time served to

unify the speculations
2 of those who were inclined to

1 See his "Essay on Heat, Light,
and the Combinations of Light,"
which appeared in Beddoes' 'Con
tributions to Physical and Medical
Knowledge,' 1799. This essay
Davy soon after condemned as "in
fant chemical speculations," from
which he turned away to ex

perimental work, remarking that
chemical knowledge was yet too

incomplete to allow of generalisa
tions, and that the "first step
will be the decomposition of those
bodies which are at present un
decompounded." This was written
in 1799. In 1800 (30th March)
Volta'8 invention of the "pile"
was communicated to the Royal
Society, and on the 80th April of
that year the first pile was con
structed in this country. See the
first and second volumes of Davy's
'Collected Works,' London, 1839.

Davy's first publication on voltaic

electricity appeared in the Septem
bernumberof 'Nicholson's Journal.'

Though the speculations of Davy
on heat and light, in which heat




is conceived to be motion and light
(strangely) to be material, were dis
carded by him, they attracted the
attention of Franklin and of Count
Rumford. Davy states that his
experiments on the generation of
heat "were made long before the
publication of Count Rumford's
ingenious paper on the heat pro
duced by friction" (loc. cit., vol.
ii. p. 117). In spite of his own
refusal to follow up the lines of
thought suggested by them, they
were probably the cause of Davy's
appointment as lecturer on chem
istry at the Royal Institution: see
vol. i. p. 83; also Memoir of Count
Rumford ('Works,' vol. i. 417),
and Paris's 'Life of Davy,' vol. i.
p. 112, &c. Tait, in 'Recent Ad
vances,' gives a full account of
Rumford's and of Davy's work.

2 See 'Young's Lectures,' 51 and
52. In the second edition, pub.
lished by Kelland forty years after
the Lectures were delivered, the
editor makes the following signifi
cant remark: "The theory of heat
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embrace a mechanical or kinetic view of the nature

of heat. Joule, as stated above,' was the first who

emancipated himself from it.

But whilst these suggestions that heat may be re- 8.
Correlation

garded as somehow connected with motion remained of forces.

mostly vague and undeveloped, they tended to impress

upon the scientific mind the interchangeability-or, as

it was called, the correlation of the different forces of

nature; and the idea seems to have forced itself in

dependently on many minds, through the study of very

different groups of natural phenomena. In Germany

we may look upon Liebio as the centre of a greatb
Liebig.

scientific movement which "tried by means of chemistry

to bring the realms of organic and animated exist

ence under the treatment of exact methods. Not

only were the methods of organic analysis perfected

by him and his school, and many compounds

inves-tigatedwhich appeared to be specially the bearers of

the living process; but he was also among the first to

study the economy of living organisms, the circulation

of matter, and the play of the varied processes by

which: life is maintained. Among these processes, the

phenomenon of animal heat, its origin, and the part it

plays in the living organism attracted special attention.

may be said to rest. where it did
at the time these Lectures were
written. The facts which have
just been mentioned clearly point
out its undulatory character" (p.
506). Between the years 1835 and
1845 theoretical ideas on the nature
of heat were entirely dominated
by the remarkable discoveries of
Melloni, Baden.Powell, Forbes, and
others referring to radiant heat,




which was shown to have the same

properties of refiexion, refraction,
and polarisation as light possessed.
The analogy of this form of heat
with light threw into oblivion
the beginnings of a more general
mechanical theory of heat, which
-as we shall see further on-had
been laid by Sadi Carnot in
1824.

1 See vol. i. of this work, p. 434.
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By his work on organic chemistry, by his many con

troversies, such as that on fermentation, by his popular

letters on chemistry, and especially by his great influ

ence as a teacher, Liebig himself did much to bring

about an alliance of the separate sciences and a connec

tion between practical pursuits and abstract research, and

to draw attention to the interdependence of the various

io. forces of nature. Only second in influence was Johannes
JohnMUller.

Muller of Berlin. Among the many expressions which

took their origin in the circle of studies suggested

by these influences, we may select three as giving

increasingly clear emphasis to the point now under

consideration-viz., the correlation of all the physical

forces of nature. These expressions are those of the

convertibility of forces, of the existence of a common

measure of force, and of the conservation implying

the perdurability of a certain quantity-now termed

Energy-of which all phenomena are merely a partial

exhibition. They are connected with the names of Karl

Friedrich Mohr, Julius Robert Mayer, and Hermann

Helniholtz.

Were it my object merely to write the history of

science, I should probably follow the example of some

historians' and omit altogether the first of these names

in the present connection. But as my object is to write

the history of scientific thought, I feel bound to give a

1 Mach, in his recent very lucid
and valuable work, 'Die Princi

pien der Wärnielehre,' Leipzig,
1896, does not mention Mobr. On
the other side, Helm ('Die Ener

getik,' 1898, p. 9) mentions Mohr
and likewise Planck ('Das Princip
der Erhaltung der Energie,' 1887,




p. 21). Tait'e first edition of
'Recent Advances,' 1874, does not
contain Molir's name. The third
edition gives a full account of
Mohr's early papers (pp. 51 and
60, &c.) See also the appreciative
article on K. F. Mohr in the 'Eucy.
Brit.'
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foremost place to the short memoir of F. Mohr entitled 11.
F. Mohr.

"On the Nature of Heat," which appeared in 1837 in

an obscure scientific periodical published at Vienna.

The publication of it remained unknown, even to the

author himself, and was certainly unappreciated by the

scientific world for more than thirty years.'

The story of Mohr's memoir is
curious, not to say romantic. His

original paper, 'Ueber die Natur
der Wärme,' was offered to Pog
gendorf and refused, as were the
later memoirs of Mayer and Helm
holtz. A dread of introducing
speculative matter into the 'An
nalen' prevented likewise-as I
related above (p. 66, note 2)-the
appreciation of much of Faraday's
later work. He then sent the MS.
to Baumgarther, in Vienna, who
always interested in theoretical
physics-printed it in a periodical
('Zeitschrift für Physik') of which
he and von Holger were joint
editors. He did not inform the
author of this. Mohr was a re

markably original thinker, in whose
mind important ideas rose at times
to extraordinary clearness, but who,
like many original thinkers, did not
always appreciate his own ideas at
their true value, and accordingly
treated them with neglect, and did
not consistently develop them. In
the present instance he contented
himself with inserting an abstract
in the 'Annalen der Pharmacie'
(vol. xxiv. p. 141), of which he was
then joint - editor, together with

Liebig and Merck. He made no
further inquiries as to the fate of
his larger memoir, and, in
con-versationwith friends up to the
year 1860, as also in his Mechan
isehe Theorie der chemischen
Affinititt' (Braunschweig, 1868, p.
45), used to deplore the loss of a
document which, more fully than
the short paper in the 'Ann alen cler




Pharmacie,' would have established
his priority in the clear enunciation
of a remarkable principle which
fifteen years later received general
recognition. The matter would
probably have rested there had it
not been that. Tyndall, in the year
1862, in a celebrated lecture before
the Royal Institution, commenced
that long series of historical and
controversial publications in which
many persons, including himself,
Joule, Tait, Colding, Helmholtz,
Akin, Bohn, Duhring, Zöllner,
and others took part, and in
which, among several claims prior
to or contemporary with Mayer's,
those also of Mohr received due
recognition. It seems to have
been especially Dr Akin who drew
attention to Mohr's claims, and
searched in the forgotten volumes
of the Austrian periodical for the
original memoir, which, unknown
to the author himself, had been in
scribed on p. 419 of the fifth volume.
This discovery he announced to
Mohr himself after having already,
in November 1864 ('Phil. Mag.,'
4th series, vol. xxviii. p. 474),
given several extracts, amongwhich
is the one quoted by me in the
text. Mohr published, in 1869, a

sequel to the above-mentioned book,
entitled 'Aflgemeine Theorie der

Bewegung und Kraft,' in which he
refers to Dr Akin's discovery, and

reprints the original memoir in
full. Since that time his name has

figured in many historical accounts
as one of the pioneers in the de

velopment of the energy-concep-
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12.
Mayer.




It forms, therefore, no link in the actual development
of the energy-conception; but it is a significant evidence

of the direction in which the ideas of natural philosophers
were then moving, and of the high degree of clearness

to which they rose in individual instances. When we

read the following words: "Besides the known fifty-four
chemical elements there exists in nature only one agent
more, and this is called Kraft'; it can under suitable

conditions appear as motion, cohesion, electricity, light,
heat, and magnetism," it seems difficult, even after the

lapse of two generations, to alter anything in this clear

and simple enunciation of the law of the conservation

of energy. It has indeed been stated that "unless

some still earlier author should be discovered, there

can be no doubt that Mohr is to be recognised as the

first to enunciate in its generality what we now call

'conservation of energy."" At the same time, the

case shows how little, at the beginning of a scientific

movement, purely abstract statements are capable of

really guiding research into fruitful channels. There

is with Mohr no attempt to establish or apply an actual

measure 2 of the amount of energy appearing in the

various instances which he mentioned. This further

step was taken five years later by J. R. Mayer, who

can claim to be the first
3 to have ventured on a

tion; his merit being variously
appraised according to the purely
scientific, the philosophical, or the
more practical standpoint taken up
by various critics. See, inter alia,
P. G. Tait's 'Recent Advances,' 3rd
ed., p. 60, &c. ; also the correspon
dence of Mohr and Mayer in the
latter's 'Kleinere Schriften und




Briefe,' ed. Weyrauch, p. 407,
&c.

I See the article on K. F. Mohr
in the 'Ency. Brit.,' 9th ed.

2 See on this point Weyrauch, in
Mayer's 'Kleinere Schriften,' p. 408.

Helm ('Energetik,' p. 34) begins
the list of undoubted determina
tions of the heat-equivalent with
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numerical estimate as between mechanical energy on

the one side, and the amount of one of the imponder

ables-i.e., heat as measured by the thermometer-on

the other. Although his methods were not free from

objection,' while his arguments were mixed up with

Mayer, 1842. His determinaton
is contained in his first paper, pub
lished, as was Mohr'e, in Liebig's
'Annalen' (vol. xlii., May), with
the title "Bemerkungen über die
1räfte der unbelebten Natur." The
experiments performed by Rumford
in 1798 were made the basis of a
calculation of the heat equivalent,
i.e., of the weight which can be
lifted one foot if the heat required
to raise a pound of water 1° be con
verted into work against gravita
tion, and the figure turns out to
be 1034 lb. as compared with 772
lb. given by Joule himself ('Phil.
Trans.,' 1850; 'Joule's Papers,' vol.
i. p. 299). The earlier computations
of Séguin, based upon the work done
by the expansion of steam, were
referred to by Joule, Tyndall, and
Tait in 1862 and 1864 ('Phil. Mag.,'
4th series, vole. xxiv. and xxviii.), and
shown to lead to figures further off
the mark than those of Mayer. In
the course of this later controversy
it became for the first time gen
erally known that A. Colding, an
engineer in Copenhagen, had a
little later than Mayer (1843), and
almost simultaneously with Joule,
given a determination of the equiva
lent based upon friction of metals,
which was lower than Mayer's. He
accordingly now figures as second
in Helm's list. One of Joule's
earliest experiments with heat,
"evolved by the passage of water
through narrow tubes," gave the
equivalent as 770, very near the
figure, viz., 772, finally settled on
as correct in 1850.

The reasoning of Mayer is not
completely contained in his first




paper, which subsequently, on a
suggestion of Joule's appeared
in translation in the 'Phil. Mag.'
(4th series, vol. xxiv. pp. 123, and
371 sqq.) The assumption (called
by Thomson in 1851 "Mayer's
hypothesis," see 'Math, and Phys.
Papers,' vol. i. p. 213) that "the
work spent in the compression of
a gas . . . is exactly the mechani
cal equivalent of the . . . heat
evolved," which Joule did not think
it right to accept without satisfying
himself by experiments (see 'Phil.
Mag.,' 4th series, vol. xxiv. p. 122),
was based by Mayer on an almost
forgotten experiment of Gay
Lussac's in the year 1807, as is evi
dent from his subsequent paper,
published in 1845 (reprint in
'Mechanik der Warme,' ed. Wey.
raucli, 1893, p. 53), and still more
from his correspondence with Baur
previous to his first publication
(ibid., p. 20, and 'Mayer's Briefe,'
p. 130, September 1841). The sub
ject was exhaustively investigated
by Thomson and Joule in a joint
memoir on "the thermal effects of
fluids in motion," 1852 (reprinted
both in Joule's and Lord Kelvin's
Scientific Papers), when it was
shown that for air Mayer's hy
pothesis was approximately, but
not absolutely, correct. So long,
therefore, as the history of Mayer's
reasoning was not completely
known, it appeared as if he had
by a kind of accident hit upon an

approximately correct figure. See
Tait, 'Recent Advances' (3rd ed.,
p. 53; but also Helm, 'Fnergetik,'
p. 24, and Mach, 'Wärmelehre,'
p. 249).
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1$.
Joule.




philosophical speculations which tended to prevent their

ready acceptance, it cannot be denied that, as a first

approximation, "his equivalent" was sufficiently near

the truth to be practically useful.

But neither the happy generalisation of Mohr, which

was lost or forgotten, nor the numerical estimate of

Mayer, which remained unnoticed, succeeded in impress

ing contemporary philosophers with the importance of

the subject. This was done almost at the same date,

though quite independently, by the persistent and per

severing experiments and measurements of James Pres

cott Joule, who laboured unnoticed and practically

without support from 1841 to 1847, when he had the

good fortune of gaining the attention and friendship

of William Thomson (Lord Kelvin).'

1 Joule not only defined more
clearly the different data and con
ditions on which the correctness of
the result must depend, but had
also at his commanda much greater
wealth of novel experimental facts,
brought together by his own re
sourceful mind. Thus from 1843
to 1350 he published no fewer than
ten series of experiments, approxi
mating from widely differing results
to the true figure. See Helm's list
('Energetik,' p. 34). After he had
laboured for more than five years
his work was, in 1847, at the meeting
of the British A8sociation in Oxford,
still almost unknown. He himself
reports as follows in 1885 ('Joint
Scientific Papers,' 1887, p. 215);
"It was in the year 1843 that I
read a paper 'On the Calorific
Effects of Magneto-Electricity and
the Mechanical Value of Heat' to
the Chemical Section of the British
Association at Cork. With the ex

ception of some eminent men




the subject did not excite much
general attention; so that when I
brought it forward again at the
meeting in 1847 the chairman sug
gested that, as the business of the
section pressed, I should not read
any paper, but confine myself to a
short verbal description of my ex
periments. This I endeavoured to
do, and discussion not being in
vited, the communication would
have passed without comment if a
young man had not risen in the
section, and by his intelligent ob
servations created a lively interest
in the new theory. The young man
was William Thomson, who had two
years previously passed the Univer
sity of Cambridge with the highest
honour, and is now probably the
foremost scientific authority of the
age." See also Lord Kelvin's ac
count of the meeting in 1847 in
'Popular Lectures and Addresses'
(London, 1894, vol. ii. p. 656, &c.)
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A pupil of Dalton, Joule was early drawn into the

circle of ideas and investigations which are contained in

Faraday's experimental researches. With much ampler

means, and possibly also with a greater love for accurate

quantitative measurements, than Faraday possessed, he

grasped the great importance of the law of electrolytic

equivalence as affording the means of accurately measur

ing chemical processes, and of giving definite expression
to the vaguer ideas supported by Faraday and others

that force was indestructible, and that the different

forces of nature were mutually convertible. These

ideas had received popular circulation and current ex

pression in Grove's celebrated lectures on the "Corre

lation of Physical Forces" in 1842 and 1843, Joule,

in whose mind they seem to have existed as axioms,

set himself to devise accurate instruments and methods

by which the convertibility of different forces, their

"mechanical duty," could be measured, and their equiv

alence put into figures. The first numbers which Joule

found differed considerably,1 so that the conclusion

arrived at that the mechanical duty or "value" of a

degree of heat is a constant quantity could only have

been drawn by one who had a strong a priori
2

For details see Helm, 'Ener.
getik,' p. 34; also vol. i. p. 265,
note, of the present work. Joule's
equivalent varied from 742 to 890
foot-pounds, and was finally fixed
at 772 in 1850, this figure being
correct to per cent (Joule's
'Scientific Papers,' p. 328).

Philosophical considerations are
mixed up with all the early enun
ciation of the principle of the in
destructibility of force, or energy as
it was later more clearly termed.




A predisposition to believe that
some quantity besides matter could
not be lost or created, but only
preserved and transformed, existed
in the minds of Mohr, Séguin,.
Mayer, CoMing, Joule, Him, and
has been traced variously back to
the writings of earlier thinkers,
such as Montgolfier, Faraday, Davy,
Oersted, Leibniz, &c. Prof. Mach
('Wärmelebre,' p. 238, &c.) dis
cusses this point fully. The prin
ciple gradually became firmly
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14.
He1mholtz.




viction in that direction. The experimental result did

not satisfy Helmholtz, who, about the same time, was

led to consider the origin of animal heat in living

organisms, a problem with which Liebig' had been

greatly occupied for several years. Without himself

devising or instituting new experiments, or attempting

any determination of the equivalent as others-notably

Colding and Holtzmaun-were doing, Helmholtz, in

1847, undertook a theoretical investigation which has

since become classical-a corner-stone in the philosophy

of the subject. He first of all gave the principle in

volved a correct mathematical expression, showed how it

could be considered as an extension of the theorem known

in abstract dynamics as the conservation of the vis viva

of a mechanical system, attempted to define the nature of

forces, in the Newtonian sense, which would he subject to

the new principle, and brought it into logical connection

with the axiom laid down and used by French philos

ophers, that perpetual motion is an impossibility. After

clearing the ground so far as abstract dynamics is con

cerned and giving the necessary definitions, sharply dis

tinguishing between acting (living) forces and mere

tensions (dead forces), Helmholtz proceeds to draw all

established according as strict
definitions, experimental proofs
and figures, and mathematical
formulae took the place of vague
speculations. Joule did the experi
mental, Helmholtz the mathema
tical, part of the work; but it is
interesting to see how little the
latter without the former was able
to impress contemporary German
writers with the value of the prin
.ciple which he established. He




himself even did not for a long
time develop the line of reasoning
which he had begun.

See Helmholtz, 'Bericht iiber
die Theorie der physiologhcheu
Wärrneerscheinungen,' 1845, re
printed in 'Wi8senschaftliche Ab
handlungen,' vol. i. No. 1, also
on Joule's early experiments in
'Ueber die Erhaltung der Kraft,'
ibid., vol. i. p. 33.
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other forces of nature into his consideration, showing, in

the case of the phenomena of heat, electricity, galvanism,
and magnetic induction, how the different agencies can

be brought into comparison with mechanical ones by

measuring the work they perform; refers to the attempts

to fix the mechanical value of heat; concludes in each

case that no observed phenomena-not even the pro

cesses in living organisms-stand in contradiction with

the principle announced, and ends with the words: "I

think in the foregoing I have proved that the above

mentioned law does not go against any hitherto known

facts of natural science, but is supported by a large

number of them in a striking manner. I have tried

to enumerate as completely as possible what con

sequences result from the combination of other known

laws of nature, and how they require to be con

firmed by further experiments. The aim of this

investigation, and what must excuse me likewise for

its hypothetical sections, was to explain to natural

philosophers the theoretical, practical, and heuristic im

portance of the law, the complete verification of which

may well be looked upon as one of the main problems

of physical science in the near future." The reasons

why this valuable document attracted little attention at

the time and was set aside, as were the earlier contribu

tions of Mohr and Mayer, by the central organ of ex

perimental physics abroad, are interesting from a

historical point of view. The first and main reason

seems to have been that none of the three original and

independent expressions contained any new experimental

1 'Oe8alnmelte Abhandlungeu,' vol. 1. p. 67.
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facts,1 and that the then reigning school of natural philos

ophers in Germany discouraged theoretical deductions, as

possibly leading back to the fatal "philosophy of nature,"

out of which they had only just escaped. Men of the

intellectual eminence of Liebig, through whose labours an

enormous mass of new facts had been accumulated, and

who desired to see the more hidden processes of organic

life subjected likewise to rigorous measurements, showed

indeed a certain appreciation of the attempted defini

tions of Mohr and Mayer, struggling as he and

they alike were under the still existing confusion in

the fundamental conceptions.' And these were not

I See Mohr, 'AJigemeine Theorie
der Bewegung und der Kraft,' p.
82, &c. Poggendorf did not reply
to Mayer's repeated communica
tions and did note return the MS.;
the fact that he received it was first
established by Zöllner, who in 1877
recovered the MS. from Poggen
dorf's heirs (Mayer's

' Schriften und
Briefe,' ed. Weyrauch, p. 100), and
gave a facsimile of it in his
'Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen'
(Leipzig, vol. iv,, 1881, p. 672).
Helmholtz, who in 1847 had no

knowledge of Mayer's writings, did
full justice to his claims in his
address, 'Ueber die Wechselwirk
ung der NaturkräIte' (1854), and
vindicated them against Tait's
criticisms in a letter published by
the latter in his 'Sketch of Ther
modynamics' (Edinburgh, 1868) ;
see Helmholtz, ' Wisseuscliaftliche
Abhandluugen,' vol. i. p. 71, &c.
Helmholtz closes his later com
ments on the subject ('Vortrage
und Redeu,' vol. i., 3rd ed., 1884, p.
74) with the following significant
remark: "The best ideas run the
risk of remaining barren, if not

accompanied by that energy which
lasts till the convincing proof of




their correctness has been given."
This explains the neglect of Mohr
and Mayer, and why in England
the interest in the energy ideas
only became general after Joule's,
Thomson's, and Rankine's labours,
as Helmholtz himself remarks in
1854 ('Vortrage,' &c., p. 39).

2 Helmholtz ("TJeber Mayers
Prioritiit," 'Vorträge,' vol. i. p. 69)
says: "That the [i.e. 1Iayer'sJ dis
sertation contained really important
ideas, that it did not belong to the
wide-ranging literature of vague
suggestions, such as are annually
served up by badly informed ama
teurs, could at best only be noticed
by a reader who had already turned
over in his mind similar reflections,
and who could recognise them
under the somewhat strange vocabu
lary of the author. Liebig, who, in
the same year in which Mayer's
dissertation appeared, published his
book on animal chemistry, in which
he fully discussed the question as to
the origin of animal heat, was Per
haps such a reader, and was there
fore willing to insert the article
in his annals." The same remark
would refer equally to Mohr's
earlier essay. It is now known
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sufficiently cleared up in Mohr's short aperçu, which does

not attempt to distinguish between the two different

meanings of the word force, nor in the, earlier papers

of Mayer, who, however, in later writings shows a clear

appreciation of the difficulty. In Helmholtz's memoirs

the desired clearness was only attained by mathematical

reasoning, which in his age and country was accessible,

to but few naturalists. The second and probably the

fundamental obstacle in the way of a just recogni-

tion of the new truth lay in the fatal use of the term

"force" in two distinct meanings. Popularly the diffi-

culty has only been removed by the creation of a new

vocabulary, and dates from the introduction of the term 15.

"work" by Clausius in 1850, and of the term "energy
" "Work" and

"energy"

by William Thomson, who adopted it from Young in the
Introduced

year 1852. The confusion which had been kept up by
Thom8on.

employing the word " force" to mean not only pressure

or dead force (in the Newtonian sense) but also acting

force (vis viva in the Leibnizian sense), and with this

confusion the whole meaning of the great controversies

which raged for many years between the Cartesians

and Leibuizians on the correct measure of force, was

then removed, and a grammatical and logical founda-

from Mttyer's published correspond
ence that some remarks of Liebig
himself, which appeared early in
1842, induced him to send him his
first paper in order "not to lose the
right o priority

"
(letter to Ones

inger, 5th-6th December 1842, in
Schrifteu mid Briefe,' ed. Wey'

ranch, p. 190). Mayer there says;
Liebig wrote to me, tn(cr alia.:

'As to what force, cause, and
eft'ect are, there exist in general




such confused notions that an
easily understood explanation must
be considered to be of real value.'
One would accordingly think that
he himself considers himself quite
above this general confusion; that
this its not so, I could see suffi
ciently from his 'phenomena of
motion in the animal organism'
(Liebig, 'Die orgauische Chernie,
&c., 1842, p. 183, &c.)"
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tion secured on which a new generation could enter

at once into the possession of correcter dynamical and

physical views. It is now being recognised more and

more that the word "force" applies only to a mathe

matical abstraction, whereas the word "energy" or

"power to perform work" applies to a real quantity;

and there are not wanting suggestions that the former

should be altogether banished from scientific text-books,

and that the latter denotes not merely a property of

matter, but that it is after matter the only real thing

or substance in the material world.'

This radical change in the fundamental notions which

underlie all physical reasoning was not brought about,

however, till the vaguer views expounded by Mayer in

Germany, and the exact measurements of Joule in England,

had been united by the independent labours of Thomson

and Clausius, whose earliest researches (also carried on

independently of each other) had been suggested by the

The late Prof. P. G. Tait has
on various occasions expressed
himself in this sense. See his
lecture on "Force," delivered be.
fore the British Association, Glas

gow, in 1876, and reprinted in
'Recent Advances,' 3rd ed., also
the closing paragraphs of his article
"Mechanics," in the 9th ed. of the

'Ency. Brit.,' reprinted as 'Dy
namics,' 1895, where he says (p.
356): "The only other known

thing in the physical universe,
which is conserved in the same
sense as matter is conserved, is

energy. Hence we naturally con
sider energy as the other objective
reality in the physical universe,
and look to it for information as to
the true nature of what we call
force;" and (p. 361): "In all




methods and systems which in
volve the idea of force, there is the
leaven of artificiality. The true
foundations of the subject, based
entirely on experiments of the
most extensive kind, are to be
found in the inertia of matter, and
the conservation and transfor
mation of energy. With the help
of kinematical ideas, it is easy to
base the whole science of dynamics
on these principles; and there is
no necessity for the introduction of
the word 'force,' nor of the sense
suggested ideas on which it was
originally based." We must, how
ever, in that case extend the con
ception of matter to embrace also
the ether (see Tait, 'Properties of
Matter,' p. 5, 2nd ed.)
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still earlier writings of Sadi Carnot and Clapeyron in 16.
Sadi Carnot.

France. Thomson's interest in the subject dates from

the middle of the 'forties. He was then occupied with

finding a method for measuring heat on the absolute

scale. Mohr, Mayer, and Hehuholtz all approached the

thermo-dynamical problem in the medical or physiological

interest. Trained in the school of Liebig and Johannes

Muffler, they were led to study the economics of organic

processes and the mechanism of the physiological pheno

mena of animal heat, of motion, and of nutrition. Sadi

Carnot, as after him Olapeyron in France and Joule in

Manchester, approached the thermo-dynamical problem

from the side of practical interests, created by the intro

duction and universal application of steam in the useful

arts. The great change worked by the steam-engine,

especially in England, the utilisation of coal and iron

stone, the foundation of England's growing industrial

wealth, seemed to Sadi Carnot to be concentrated in the

problem of the motive power of heat; as to Liebig, the

key which would unlock the mysteries of vegetable

growth, of animal nutrition, and of human labour, with

their economic, industrial, and political aspects, lay in

the problem of combustion. As in the domain of electri

cal science, so in that of thermotics, the first thing to

do was to arrive at a correct method of measuring heat

as distinguished from temperature. It was a problem of

applied mathematics. About the same time Gauss had

established the system of absolute measurement from a

universal point of view, and he and Weber had applied

it to magnetic and electrical phenomena. Thomson

set himself to do the same thing in thermotics, and
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he found in the ideas expounded by Poncelet, Sadi

Carnot, and Clapeyron, the means of accomplishing the

object. We now see how there lay, in the fundamental

problem of thermo-dynamics, the unifying idea of sciences

hitherto far apart and working on independent lines and

with independent standards of measurement, speaking, as

it were, separate languages. And what was the new idea

which lay concealed in Sadi Carnot's forgotten pamphlet?
1

In Carnot's original memoir it appears as an axiom at

the beginning of his reflections. The production of

motion," he says, "in steam-engines is always accompanied

by a circumstance on which we must fix our attention.

This circumstance is the re-establishment of equilibrium,

or level, in the caloric-that is to say, its passage from

one body where the temperature is more or less elevated,

I The story of Sadi Carnot's
memoir is not less curious than that
of Mohr's first paper. It was first
given by Lord Kelvin in his earliest
article, "On an Absolute Thermo
metric Scale" (1848), reprinted in
'Math, and Phy8. Papers,' vol. i.
p. 100), and "An Account of Car
not's Theory" (1849, ibid., p. 113).
He had in 1845 searched in vain for
the 'Puissance znotrice du Feu' in
all the bookshops of Paris. In 1848
he obtained a copy from Lewis
Gordon in Glasgow. It was known
to him before through Clapeyron's
memoir in the 14th vol. of the
'Journal de l'Ecole polytechnique'
(1834). Sadi Carnot published his
memoir as a pamphlet in 1824. It
has since been republished by his
brother, Hippolyte Carnot ('Rflex
ion8 our la Puissance motrice du
Feu et sur les Machines propres a
développer cette Puissance,' Paris,
Gauthier-Villars, 1878), with im
portant posthumous papers, from
which, inter alia, it is evident that




Carnot, before he died, had aban
doned the material theory of heat,
and actually, by an unknown pro.
cess, calculated the mechanical
equivalent of heat as 360 kilogram
metres. As in several other cases,
80 also in that of Sadi Carnot, the
line of reasoning initiated by La
place, and brilliantly developed by
his school, militated against the
acceptance of the dynamical as
opposed to the material conception
of the phenomena of heat; and
M. Bertin, in his "Rapport SUi' le
Progrès de la Thermoclynamique en
France" ('Recuell de Rapports,'
&c., p. 5) could write in 1867 : "11
faut bien l'avouer, parceque c'est la
vérit4: nous somnies restis long
temps, je ne (118 pas rebelles, mais
trangers aux nouvelles idIe8: elleB

nous sout. resttes trop longtemps
inconnues, et encore aujourd'hui,
on peut. regretter qu'elles l.'occupent
pas une place plus considerable dans
notre enseiguetnent scientifique."
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to another where it is lower. . . . The production of

moving force is therefore due in steam-engines, not to a

real consumption of caloric, but to a transference from a

hot body to a cold body."
1

If it is the object of physical science to describe the

processes of nature completely and in the simplest

language, we have here an instance of a description of

a very general property in very simple language, and in

terms which reduce it to a measurable quantity. With-

out this, progress is impossible. It is not likely, how-

ever, that Carnot saw the full significance of his simple 17.

statement, how in it he had introduced into physical and
Carnot
introduces

mathematical science the great question of the avail-
the idea. of

ability of the forces of nature, as Mohr and Mayer in

Germany, and Faraday and Grove in England, somewhat

later, dwelt on the correlation or interchangeability of

those forces. The two ideas were separately developed.

When they came together in one mind, when Thomson

fully realised the importance and meaning of both

-as he undoubtedly did earlier than any other

natural philosopher-he at once established the great

doctrine of the dissipation, also called degradation or 18.

depreciation, of energy. But it required some modifi-0
Thomson in
troduces the

cation of Carnot's enunciation of this general property

idea of "die
slpation.'

before it could be put into its modern form. This

modification was preparing itself in Carnot's own mind,

as his papers, posthumously published, have revealed

to us.2 What required to be modified was the word

1 Carnot, 'Puissance motrice,' ed. 1878, p. 90) : "Loraqu'une
ed. 1878, pp. 5 and 6. hypothèse ne suffit plus h. l'explica-

His notebook contained the fol- tion des phnomènes, die doit être
lowing entry ('Puissance inotrice,' abandonnée. C'est le cas o se
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caloric. Carnot was brought up under the influence of

the school that looked upon heat as an imponderable

substance which might hide itself-might become latent

-but could not be created or destroyed. This was

the view of Black, of Laplace, of Fourier; it was not the

view of Cavendish. of Davy. of Rumford. The views

of the former were embodied in great treatises, and con-

sistently worked out with

physical and mathematical

latter were expressed in




much collateral extension of

knowledge; the views of the

detached experiments and .in

19. casual reflections. Fourier1 had just (1822) given to
Fourler.




the world his epoch-making work, the 'Théorie ana

lytique de la Chaleur,' in which he had stated that "the

properties of heat form a special order of phenomena

which are not to be explained by principles of motion

and equilibrium
" 2 and again, "There exists a very

trouve l'hypothèae par laquelie on
considère le calorique conime une
matière, comme un fluide 8UbtlL"
Again (p. 92): "La chaleur eat le r
sultat d'un rnouvement. Alors il eat
tout simple qu'eile puisae se pro duire
par la consoxnrnation de puissance
motrice et qu'elle puisse produire
cette puissance. Tons lea autres
phnomènes... pourralent s'expli
quer dana cette bypotbèse: mais ii
serait difficile de dire pourquoi, dana
le développement de Ia puissance
motrice par la chaleur, un corps
froid eat nécessaire, pourquoi, en
consommant Ia chaleur d'un corps
échauff, on ne peut pas produire
du mouvement." And (pp. 93 and
94) : "Loraque l'on fait naitre de la
puissance motrice, par le passage de
la chaleur du corps A an corps B, la

quantité de cette chaleur qui arrive
a B, cette quantité eat - elle la
mrne, quel que soit le corps em-




ployé Z réaliser Ia puissance motrice?
Y aurait-il moyen de consomrner
plus de chaleur i. la production de
la puissance motrice et d'en faire
arriver momsau corps B? Pourrait
o mêne la consommer tout entière
sans en faire arriver au corps B?
Si cela 6tait possible, on pourrait
cr6er de la puisauce motrice sans
consommatiou de combustible et
par simple destruction do la chaleur
des corps." And (p. 94) : "La
chaleur n'est autre chose que la
puissance motrice, ou plutôt quo le
mouvement qui a chang de for me.
C'est un movement daus lea par
ticules des corps."1 On the tardy reception and
recognition of Fourier's work see
vol. i. p. 241, note, of this work.

2 'Thorie analytique de la
Chaleur,' 1822: 'Discours pré
liminaire,' p. iii.
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extensive class of phenomena which are not produced

by mechanical forces, but which result solely from the

presence and accumulation of heat. This part of natural

philosophy cannot be brought under dynamical theories;

it has principles peculiar to itself, and is based upon

a method similar to that of the other exact sciences.'

" . The dilatations, indeed, caused by the repulsive

force of heat, the observation of which dilatations serves

as a measure of temperature, are dynamical effects; but

it is not these dilatations which we calculate when we

investigate the laws of the propagation of heat." 2 He

proceeds to build up this new science "upon a very

small number of simple facts, of which the causes are

unknown, but which are gathered by observation and

confirmed by experiments,"' and he thus arrives at

certain general relations, expressed in the form of equa

tions, which are different from, though analogous to, and

not less rigorous than, the general equations of dynamics.

One of the great experimental facts upon which Fourier

bases his theory of the propagation (i.e., the conduction

and radiation) of heat is this, that all motion of heat

depends on differences of temperature. He examines

how differences of temperature are equalised and de

duces the law of the flow of heat.4 Although he does.

Fourier, ' Théorie ana1ytique,
p. 13. 2 Ibid., p. 14.

Ibid., pp. xi, 18, 39.
I cannot here omit to point out

how elegantly Prof. Mach has trans
lated into the language of common
sense the whole process of Fourier
for establishing the fundamental
equation of the theory. See his
'Principien der Wtirmelehre' (Leip-




zig, 1896), pp. 78, &c., 116 qq.
Every student of physics should
read the chapters referring to this
subject. The mathematical for
muhe will thus become living to
him; but he will also see how
necessary the abstract mathematical
expression of common - sense con
ceptions is in order to avoid false
reasoning.
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not find it necessary to enter upon any theory of the

nature of heat, the analogy with the flow of. water from

higher to lower levels would naturally present itself.

For his purpose this analogy had no importance. For

the purposes of Sadi Carnot, who noticed that upon

the difference of temperature depended not only the

flow of heat, but also the work it might eventually

20. do, the same analogy seemed all-important. "We may,"s ufiu
nceoi he says, "justly compare the motive power of heat with

that of a fall of water: both have a maximum which

cannot be exceeded. The motive power of a fall of

water depends upon its height and the quantity of the

liquid; the motive power of heat likewise depends on

the quantity of caloric employed and on what we will

take the liberty of calling the height of its drop-that

is, the difference of temperature of the bodies between

which the exchange of caloric has taken place.", In

this analogy two further assumptions seem to be im

plied: First, that the work capable of being done is in

direct proportion to the difference of levels of height

or of temperature; secondly, that the quantities with

which we operate, of water or of caloric, remain the

same, before and after the fall. Neither of these

inferences is necessary; neither is permissible. Carnot

does not adopt the first inference,' but he does adopt

the second,' though he significantly remarks that the

1 'Puissance motrice du feu,'
ed. 1878, p. 15.11

"Dana Ia chute d'eau, la puis
sance motrice eat rigoureusement
proportionelle la difference de
niveau entre le reservoir supCrieur
et le reservoir infCrieur. Dans la
chute du calorique, la puissance




motrice augmente sans doute avee
la difference de temp&ature eutre
le corps chaud et le corps frvid ;
mais lious iguorons si elle eat
proportionelle i. cette difference"
(ibid., p. 15; compare also pp.
38, 39).

a "La production de Ia puissance
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foundations on which the theory of heat rests require

careful examination.' Further thought evidently led

him to doubt the correctness of the second assumption.

It is the first point to which Thomson, more than

twenty years after, directs his attention. He conceives

the idea of measuring temperature by such a scale that

for an equal drop in the scale-i.e., by letting down heat

by an equal number of degrees on the new scale-equal

amounts of work shall be done.' The speculations of Sadi

Carnot remained unnoticed for a long time. Ten years 21.
C]apeyron'a

later Clapeyron3 reverted to the subject, and put the ph1I
method.

reflections of Carnot into graphical form and into mathe

matical language. He introduced the conception, based

on Carnot's theory, of the ratio of heat transferred from

a higher to a lower level of temperature to the maxi

mum of work obtainable,-a quantity independent of

the substance employed,-and he called this fixed ratio

4jarnot's function. It was through his paper that

rxiotrice eat . . . due . . . non
une consommation réelle du cal
orique, mais t son transport dun
corps chaud a un corpe froid, c'est
\-dire . son rdtab] d'équi
libre" (ibid., p. 6).

"Au reste, pour le dire en
passant, les principaux fondements
sur lesquelles repose la théorie de
la chaleur auralent besoin de l'ex
amen le plus attentif. Plusleurs
faith d'expérience paraisseut peu
prs inexplicables dans l'tat actuel
de cette thorie" (ibid., p. 20,
note). "La loi fondamentale que
nous avione en vue . . . eat assise
sur la thtorie de la, chaleur telle
qu'on Ia conçoit aujourd'hui, et ii
faut I'avouer, cette base ne nous
parait pas d'une solidit inébran
lable" (p. 50). As stated above
(p. 118, note), Carnot emancipated




himself from the conventional or
material view of the nature of
heat. See the appendix to the
edition of 1878.

2 See 'Cambridge Philosophical
Society Proceedings,' June 1848;
reprinted in Thomson's (Lord Kel
vin's) 'Math. and Phys. Papers,'
Vol. i. p. 100.

Benoit Pierre Emlie Clapeyron
was an engineer. In 1834 he pub
lished, in the fourteenth cahier of
the 'Journal de l'Ecole Polytech
nique,' his "Mémoire sur la Puis
sance motrice de Ia Chaleur." It
was through a translation of this
paper in 'Taylor's Scientific Mem
oirs' that 'l'homson heard about
Carnot's earlier work, and through
a translation in Poggendorf's 'An
nalen' (1843) that Helmholtz be
came acquainted with the subject.
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22.
Perpetual
motion
impossible.




Helmholtz in Germany, and Thomson in England, heard

about Sadi Carnot himself.




Sadi Carnot, so much earlier

and so unlike Mayer, had nevertheless one point in

common with him. This point seems to have given

a common anchorage to all those thinkers who, in the

course of a generation, gradually lifted the theory of heat

and energy out of twilight into clear thought. Sadi

Carnot, Mayer, Joule, Helmholtz, Thomson, all express

or imply the same idea - viz., the impossibility of a

perpetual motion.' In one form or other this seems

The conception of a "perpet
ual motion," or, as it is termed
abroad, of a "perpetuum mobile,"
and that of its impossibility,
have been changed and more
clearly defined in the course of
the hundred years which followed
the decision of the Paris Academy
of Sciences in 1775 not to receive
in future any scheme of perpetual
motion. Into the same class of
axiomatic impossibilities were also
thrown the "squaring of the
circle" and the "trisection of the
angle." Helniholtz (appendix to
his Lecture on 'Die Wechselwirk
uug der Naturkräfte,' 1853, dated
1883) remarks that the proof of
the impossibility did not then
exist, and that the resolution was
therefore based merely on the
experience of past failures. The
doctrine of Energy, the arithmet
ical discoveries of Gauss, and the
elegant researches of Hermite and
Lindemann, have thrown much
light on these celebrated prob
lems. In the last chapter of
this volume I shall revert to the
two latter; as to the first, the
"perpetual motion," what follows
may tend to clear the popular
conceptions. Tait has correctly
remarked that "perpetual motion
is simply a statement of Newton's




first law of Motion" ('Recent
Advances,' 3rd ed., p. 74). He
might have added that it took
probably as much ingenuity on
the part of Galileo to arrive at the
principle of inertia-viz., that "all
motion is perpetual until force in
terferes to alter and modify it "-as
it took to formulate correctly the
other principle that such a per
petual motion is of no use, because
you cannot do any work with it,
except by using it up or anni
hilating it. In the beginning of
the nineteenth century the im
possibility of a mechanical device
for the so-called perpetual motion
was universally admitted, though
-as Rosenberger ('Geschichte der
Physik,' vol. iii. p. 229, note)
remarks-this was not also ex
tended to physical processes, it
being taught that the processes of
nature represented a "perpetual
cycle which uninterruptedly re
newed itself." In fact, the truth
was beginning to dawn that if
motive power or energy could not
be obtained out of nothing neither
could it be destroyed. Carnot in
1824, and Mayer in 1842, both take
it as an axiom that power caunot
be created; Mohr in 1837, and
Joule in 1843 and 1845, are equally
convinced that power cannot be
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to be an axiom with them, but even this apparently

simple article of faith in natural philosophy meant

something different to different thinkers according to

the greater or less clearness of their physical concep

tions. Helmholtz, in his celebrated memoir of 1847,

conceives all natural processes to be ultimately re

ducible to purely mechanical processes, and in doing
so he sees that a well-known law in mechanics, the

conservation of the vis viva, must have a meaning for

all natural forces. This he proceeds to develop. Others,

like Faraday, Mohr, Grove, have a silent conviction that

besides ponderable matter there is some other quantity

in nature which is indestructible and cannot be created,

but only changed and transferred; they frequently call it

force, and thus entangle themselves or their readers in

destroyed. Under the influence
of Oersted's philosophy Colding
expresses similar ideas in 1843
(see 'Phil. Mag.'), 4th series, vol.
xxvii. p. 58). In fact, during the
fifth decade of the century the
three conceptions of the impossi
bility of creating power, its inde
structibility, and the converti
bility of its different forms, were
more and more clearly enunciated.
They were at last expressed in
the formula of the "conservation
of energy." It was Thomson (Lord
Kelvin) who then-in 1852-first
clearly recognised that the old phan
tom of a perpetual motion was
turning up again in a new form.
(See his Essay on "Dissipation of
Energy" in the 'Fortnightly Re
view,' March 1892, reprinted in
'Popular Lectures and Addresses,'
vol. ii. p. 452.) Ever since Thom
son's essay of 1852 naturalists
and philosophers may be said to
be trying to formulate in the
simplest terms the great principle




of nature, that though energy is
never lost, it becomes-for our
practical purposes - unavailable.
Prof. Oatwald has expressed this
by reviving the terminology of
the perpetual motion. "It is not
generally recognised that the
principle of perpetual motion has
two sides. On the one side
perpetual motion could be realised
if one could create energy.
The expression of the impossi
bility of doing this is the first law
of Energetics. . . . A perpetual
motion could, however, on the
other side be attained if it were
possible to induce the large store
of energy at rest to enter into
transformations . . . . This might
be termed a

perpetual
motion

of the second kind.' The impossi
bility of this Ostwald terms the
second principle of Energetics
( Ailgemeine Chemie,' vol. ii.
part 1, p. 472; cf. Helm
'Energetik,' p. 304).
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28.
Apcation
by William
and Jame8
Thomson.




that confusion which the indefinite use of the word had

caused, especially among Continental writers. One of

the first practical applications of this idea as referred

to the motive power of heat in Carnot's sense was made

by William and James Thomson in 1849. They had

both fully realised that lowering of temperature might
be accompanied by the doing of work by heat, and

that elevation of heat to a higher temperature meant

expense of work. If, therefore, work could be done by
heat without lowering the temperature, there was an

apparent gain of motive power without corresponding

expenditure. It was known that water at freezing

temperature expanded in becoming ice: it was capable
of doing work, frequently very destructive work, with

out a lowering of temperature. In order to convert

water into ice of the same temperature, heat must be

abstracted. Here, then, was a case of a possible trans

ference of heat without fall of temperature, and the

creation or gain of great power to do work; but, ac

cording to Carnot's principle, equality of temperature

implied an absence of expenditure of work. So here

was a case of gain without expenditure of power sim

ply by a transference of heat at freezing-point. James

Thomson
1
saw the solution of the paradox. If water

The reasoning of James Thom
son, based again upon the imposri.
bility of a perpetual motion, is given
in the following passage of his com
munication to the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, dated January 2, 1849
(reprinted in his brother, Lord Kel
vin's, 'Math. and Phys. Papers,'
vol. i. p. 156) : "Some time ago
my brother: Prof.Will jam Thomson,
pointed out to me a curious conclu-




iou to which he had been led by
reasoning on principles similar to
those developed by Carnot with ref.
erence to the motive power of heat.
It was that water at the freezing
point may be converted into ice by
a process solely mechanical, and yet
without the final expenditure of any
mechanical work. This at first ap
peared to me to involve an impossi
bility, because water expands while
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in expanding by freezing is made to do work, it over

comes pressure; it has to freeze under pressure. The

temperature of water freezing under pressure must be

lower than that of water freezing under ordinary con

ditions.' Knowing the mechanical duty of a degree of

temperature and the work of the expansion of ice, he

could calculate how much the freezing-point of water

must be lowered by pressure. In 1850 his brother

William Thomson verified this theoretical prediction by

actual experiment.' It is well known how Helmholtz

in 1865 made use of this theoretically predicted and

practically verified phenomenon in his celebrated glacier

theory.' Both James and William Thomson, when

they drew the conclusions from Carnot's theory, still

adhered to the doctrine of the entire conservation of

heat.' But William Thomson, who was equally ac-

freezing; and therefore it seemed
to follow that if a quantity of it
were merely enclosed in a vessel
with a movable piston and frozen,
the motion of the piston conse
quent on the expansion being re
sisted by pressure, mechanical work
would be given out without any
corresponding expenditure; or, in
other words, a perpetual source of
mechanical work, commonly called
a perpetual motion, would be pos
sible. . . . To avoid the absurdity
of supposing that mechanical work
could be got out of nothing, it
occurred to me that it is necessary
further to conclude thatthe freezing
p')mt becomes lower as the pressure
to which the water is subjected is
increased."

"The mechanical pressure pro
motes-as is generally the case with
the alternate action of different
forces in nature-such a change,
viz., melting of ice, as is favourable




to the effect of its own action"
(Hehnholtz,

'
Vorträge und Reden,'

vol. i. p. 217).
2
'Proceedings of the Roy. Soc.

of Edinburgh,' January 1850, re
printed in' Math, and Pby8. Papers,'
vol. 1. p. 165.

Helmholtz, loc. cit., p. 215 sqq.,
where also the phenomenon dis
covered and called "regelation of
ice," by Faraday, is similarly ex
plained.

It is important to notice this,
as the formula with which we are
now familiar, that the mechanical
work gained meant consumption of
heat, was not available at that time.
This is significantly pointed out by
Helm ('Energetik,' p. 69). The

reasoning was accordingly more
difficult and refined. James Thom
son, however, had at the time some
misgivings on the then prevalent
view, and in a footnote he refers
to the "possibility of the absolute
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24.
The two
laws of
thermo
dynamics.




quainted with Carnot's ideas and with Joule's work,

increasingly felt the necessity of reconciling both views

in one consistent view. So did Clausius independently

at Zurich. The result was the doctrine of the "con

servation of energy,"-not of heat, as Carnot had it,

and the embodiment of the two correct ideas contained

independently in Carnot's and Joule's work in the two

well-known laws of therino.-dynamics
1
-viz., the con

servation, equivalence, and convertibility of energy, as

formation or destruction of heat as
an equivalent for the destruction or
formation of other agencies, such
as mechanical work" ('Math. and
Phys. Papers' vol. 1. p. 161, note).
The acceptance of the doctrine of
the convertibility of heat and
mechanical work - implying the
conservation of energy in place of
the conservation of heat, as Carnot
had it,-seems to have taken place
in Lord Kelvin's mind immediately
after his paper referred to above in
consequence of a paper by Rankine
"On the Mechanical Action of
Heat" (Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, Feb.
1850), as is shown by his letter to
Joule, dated October 1850 (loc. cit.,
vol. i. p. 170). He there refers also
to a memoir by Clausius in Poggen
dorf's 'AnnB]en' of April and May
of the same year as adopting
"Joule's axiom instead of Carnot's"
(ibid., p. 173).

1 The reconciliation of Joule's
dynamical theory of heat with Car.
not's doctrine, and the necessary
modification of the latter, is con
tained in Lord Kelvin's classical
memoir, "On the Dynamical
Theory of Heat," in the 'Trans. of
the Roy. Soc. of Edinburgh,' March
1851 ('Math. and Phys. Papers,'
vol. i. p. 173 sq.) In the intro
duction, Davy, Mayer, Joule, and
notably Liebig, are mentioned as
earlier supporters of the doctrine




of the convertibility of heat into
mechanical effect, Rankine and
Clausius as the latest contributors
(p. 176). The first and celebrated
enunciation of the second law by
Thomson is given at the very be
ginning (p. 179), and in the sequel
the denial of it is shown to mean
the possibility of a perpetual mo
tion. A little farther on Thomson
refers to Clausius in the words:
"The merit of first establishing the
proposition upon correct principles
is entirely due to Clausius, who
published his demonstration of it
in the month of May last year
(1850). It has on the other side
been admitted by Clausius ('Die
mechanieche Wäruietheorie,' 2te
Aufi., 1876, vol. i. p. 358) that
Thomson's independent develop
ment of the second law, though
published later, is conducted from
a more general point of view,
whereas his own treatment was
purely mathematical and confined
to special cases. The most general
and philosophical expression of the
new principle was given by Thom
son in his celebrated communication
to the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
April 19, 1852, "On a Universal
Tendency in Nature to the Dissip.
tiQn of Mechanical Energy" (re
printed in 'Math. and Phy.s.
Papers,' vol. i. p. 511).
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expressed in the first law, and the doctrine of the avail

ability of energy as expressed in the second law. It was

Thomson who first clearly saw that the axiom of the

impossibility of a perpetual motion would be infringed if

the first law of thermo-dynamics-the indestructibility of

energy-was accepted without the second. For practical
use, for doing work, it is not sufficient that energy be

not lost; it must be available-get-at-able. Energy may

be in a condition in which it is useless-hidden away

and to bring it forth again may either be for us impos

sible (if it be dissipated), or may require an expenditure

of work-i.e., of energy-to do so. The second law puts

into mathematical language another very important and

very striking property of the processes in nature. Let

us dwell on this a moment.

The doctrine of the preservation of energy, of the

equivalence of the different forms of energy, tended to

put all the forms of energy on the same level. If they

be convertible, they appear to be of the same value.

If in doing work, energy was not consumed but only

changed, it stood to reason that it might be changed

back again, so that the work could be clone over again.

In other words, if all processes are purely mechanical

processes-modes of motion-a supposition which very

early forced itself with more or less clearness on the

pioneers of the science of energy, they must be reversible:

it must be possible to turn them round again, to undo

what has been done, or to do what has been undone.

Now the common-sense view of nature tells us at once

that this is impossible; but it does not seem to have

struck the earlier propounders of the doctrine of the
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equivalence and correlation of forces, such as Faraday,

Mohr, Mayer, Grove-not even Joule and Helmholtz

that if neither matter nor power is lost, the phenomena

of loss and waste in nature and in human life remain

unexplained. The only mind to whom this problem

presented itself was Sadi Carnot, and it presented itself

to him in an extreme form; for he started with the

idea that even heat itself in doing work was not lost

or destroyed, but handed over from the hotter body

(the boiler of the steam-engine) to the colder body (the

condenser of the steam-engine). We now know that

this view was not correct-that the whole heat is not

handed over, but always only a portion of the heat. But,

with this exaggerated view in his mind, he tried to explain

the phenomena of loss and waste, and he conceived that

the explanation lay in the lowering of the temperature.

"It would be difficult to say why"
-

though he had

assumed it as an axiom that-" in the development of

motive power by heat, a cold body should be necessary,

why in consuming the heat of a heated body we cannot

produce motion." 1 Heat at high temperature is of more

value for doing work than the same amount of heat at

The words quoted are taken
from one of the fragments published
in the year 1878 by H. Carnot from
the posthumous MSS. of his brother,
Sadi Carnot. In this fragment he

approaches the modern conception
that beat 18 the result of motion:
he sees that all other phenomena
can be explained by this hypothesis;
but be pauses after having stated
the difficulty quoted above in the
text, and reverts, after some
further queries, to the same diffi-




culty in the words, "Can one con
sume the beat entirely without
letting any arrive at the body B
[viz., from a body A]? if this were
possible, one could create motive
power without consumption of
fuel, and siwply by the destruction
of the heat of bodies" ('Puissance
motrice, &c.,? ed. 1878, pp. 92 arnl
94). It is interesting to see how
nearly these reflections approach to
those made more than twenty years
later by Thomson.
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low temperature. By doing work, as also by conduction,

and radiation with absorption, this inequality of tempera

ture is spent, i.e., lost. Clausius and Thomson alone

seem to have grasped the value of this conception. The

difficulty was to put it into mathematical language

into calculable terms. Each did this independently.

Thomson, more than any other thinker, put the problem

into common-sense language, brought the subject home

to the practical reason; at the same time he put it into

mathematical language, allowing the conceptions of waste

and of value and of availability (or usefulness) of energy

to be scientifically-that is, measurably-defined. In

1851 he put the axiom upon which Carnot's reasoning

is based (without knowing the words of Carnot quoted

above) into the following words: 2 "It is impossible by

means of inanimate material agency to derive mechanical

effect from any portion of matter by cooling it below

the temperature of the coldest of the surrounding objects."

He saw at once, when adopting Joule's doctrine of the

convertibility of heat and mechanical work, that, if all

processes in the world be reduced to those of a perfect

1 The term "wasted," as distin
guished from "annihilated," 18 first
introduced in Part I of the "Dyn
amical Theory of Heat," 1851, p.
189 of 'Math. and Phys. Papers,'
vol. i. ; and in the following year,
in a paper read before the Royal
Society of Edinburgh on the 19th
of April, entitled, "On a Universal
Tendency in Nature to the Dis
sipation of Mechanical Energy,"
the subject is brought home to the
general understanding by a succes
sion of short theses referring to the
dissipation And possible limited




restoration uf energy ('Papers,'
vol. i. p. 511, &c.)

2 'Math, and Phys. Papers,' vol.
i. pp. 179, 511. Eelmholtz ('Vor
träge und Reden,' vol. L p. 43) said
in 1854: "In any case we must
admire the acumen of Thomson,
who could read between the letters
of a mathematical equation, for
some time known, which spoke
only of heat, volume, and press
ure of bodies, conclusions which
threaten the universe, though in
deed only in infinite time, with
eternal death."
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mechanism, they will have this property of a perfect

machine, namely, that it can work backward as well as

25. forward. It is against all reason and common-sense
Summary

of Thomson to carry out this idea in its integrity and completeness.

n) "The essence of Joule's discovery is the subjection of

physical phenomena to dynamical law. If, then, the

motion of every particle of matter in the universe were

precisely reversed at any instant, the course of nature

would be simply reversed for ever after. The bursting

bubble of foam at the foot of a waterfall would reunite

and descend into the water; the thermal motions would

reconcentrate their energy and throw the mass up the

fall in drops, re-forming into a close column of ascending

water. Heat which had been generated by the friction

of solids and dissipated by conduction and radiation with

absorption, would come again to the place of contact and

throw the moving body back against the force to which

it had previously yielded. Boulders would recover from

the mud the materials required to rebuild them into

their previous jagged forms, and would become re-united

to the mountain-peak from which they had formerly

broken away. And also, if the materialistic hypothesis

of life were true, living creatures would grow backwards

with conscious knowledge of the future, but with no

memory of the past, and would become again unborn.

But the real phenomena of life infinitely transcend

human science; and speculation regarding consequences

of their imagined reversal is utterly unprofitable. Far

otherwise, however, is it in respect. to the reversal of the

motions of matter uninfluenced by life, a very elementary

consideration of which leads to the full explanation of
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the theory of dissipation of energy."
1 Whilst Qlausius

in Germany and Thomson in England were busy reconcil

ing the truths contained in Carnot's older researches with

the new conceptions firmly established by Joule's classical

measurements, putting both into mathematical and into

popular language, correcting our mathematical forinule as

well as our vocabulary, other applications of the new

ideas assisted in procuring

and acceptance. Rankine 2




26.
for them general recognition nkine,

Zeuner, and
in England, Zeuner in Ger- Him.

Lord Kelvin, in a paper read
before the Royal Society of Edin
burgh, 2nd February 1874, on "The
Kinetic Theory of the Dissipation
of Energy" ('Proceedings,' vol. viii.
p. 325 sqq.) See also his article in
the' Fortnightly Review 'for March
1892, reprinted in 'Popular Lec
tures and Addresses,' vol. ii. p.
449 s'jq.

The earliest formal treatise on
therino- dynamics was Macquorn
Rankine's article on "The Mechani
cal Action of Heat" in Nichol's
'Cyclopedia' for the year 1855.
The part lie took in the develop
ment of the new science was prac
tical and at the same time highly
speculative. His papers on tem
perature and elasticity of steam
and other vapours, on the expan
sion of liquids by heat, and on
the mechanical action of heat, of
dates 1S49 and 1850 (see 'Miscellan
eous Scientific Papers,' ed. Millar,
1881, pp. 1, 16, t34), entitle him
to lie considered as one of the
first-if not the first (see his claim
to priority in a letter in Poggen
dorfs ' Anualen,' p. 81, 1850)-to
reconcile Carnot,'s discovery with
the mechanical view. His investi
gations were peculiar, combining
practical applications of great. value
and important. predictions (see
Tait's memoir prefaced to Ran
kine's '

Papers,' p. xxix) with daring




speculation; his deductions being
founded on his theory of molecular
vortices. Though he exerted in
this country a great influence on
the early workers in thermo-dyn
amics, his theories were scarcely
relished in Germany (see Helm.
holtz's criticism of Rankine'8
methods in 1853, quoted by Helm,
'Energetik,' p. 114), where C]aus
ius's independent and simultaneous
researches on the same subject had
meanwhile usurped attention. But
Rankine's 'Manual of Applied
Mechanics' (1857), his 'Manual of
the Steam-engine and other Prime
Motors' (1859), were the first books
of practical application in which,
through a happy nomenclature
and an extensive use of graphical
methods (Watt's indicator diagram
and Carnot's cycle), the new ideas
were introduced to a wider circle.
See Helm's estimate of Rankine's
work in 'Energetik,' p. 116

Somewhat later than Rankine
in this country, Zeuner in Switzer
land and Germany, following upon
Clau8ius's theoretical memoirs, in
troduced the mechanical treatment
of practical heat. -problems. His
'Grundzüge der mechan ischen
Warmetheorie' (1860) was to many
a revelation. Appearing about the
time when the German mechanical
and chemical industries were start
ing upon a new development,
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many, and Him' in France, studied the most important

of all machines then in. use, the steam-engine, in the light

of the new discoveries. It became possible to define

clearly what was meant by the efficiency of an engine,

and to distinguish between those losses of the energy of

heat or temperature which were dependent on the use of

steam as the working substance, and therefore inherent

and unavoidable, and those losses which depended upon

the mechanism and upon the carrying out of the process

employed. The older teachings contained in treatises

written before a knowledge, or even an idea, of the

largely based upon the scientific
training afforded in the excellent
chemical laboratories and poly
technic schools of Germany, it
assisted in giving to German in
dustrial enterprise that scientific
character which was at first ridi
culed. and has latterly been ex
tolled in unbounded measure, and
which-combined with the organis.
ing ability inherited from English
ancestry-seems to be one of the
distinctive features of the great
industrial progress of America..
First among writers on the Contin
ent Zeuner gave such a connected
exposition of the principles de
veloped by Clausius, Thomson, and
Ranki.ne as met, the requirements
of practical engineers; attached to
them applications referring to the
steam-engine; criticised the views
adopted by Watt and later writers,
notably de Pambour, with reference
to the behaviour of saturated va
pour in the steam-cylinder during
expansion and compression; and

largely prepared the way for the
great improvements in steam, air,
and refrigerating engines which
have been brought out on the Con
tinent by those trained in his
school. Through Clausius, Zeuner,




and others, Dingier's 'Poly
technic Journal' became the
organ by which the many discus
sions on the new mechanical theory,
and notably the second law of ther
mo - dynamics, gradually forced
themselves upon the attention of
practical men.

1
Equally important were the

labours of Adolph Him (1815-90).
He was a self-made man who had
grown up in the midst of the im
portant textile industry of Aleace.
With a naturally inquiring dis
position be combined the scientific
and artistic accomplishments for
the manifestation of which the
chemical and mechanical products
of that country have long been
renowned. He approached some
of the great theoretical problems
connected with practical engin
eering, such as those of beat,
steam, lubrication, and superheat..
ing, by a long series of carefully
planned experiments. A very in
teresting account. by several authors
is given in a publication by Faudel
and Schwoerer ('G. A. Him, ca Vie,
sa Famille, aes Travaux,' Paris,
1893). Him, like Raukine, WsH
not only an engineer, but also an
artist and a philosopher.
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mechanical value and the availability of heat existed,

had to be largely altered, and corrected notions laid

down, frequently as a result of prolonged discussion.'

As an example, I may refer to the controversy between

Him and Zeuner as to the cause of the great discrepancy

between the theoretical and practical figures referring to

the work in the steam-cylinder, the so-called "Water or

Iron" controversy.
2

But whilst it must be admitted that the corrected

views regarding the nature of heat-the preservation

1 The best account of the prac
tical bearings of the mechanical
theories of Rankine and Clausius
is to be found in Prof. Unwin's
"Forre8t Lecture," delivered 2nd
May 1895, before the Institute of
Civil Engineers, and published in
the 'Electrician,' vol. xxxv. p. 46
'iq. and p. 77 sqq. He there refers
to the great discrepancy between
the "rational" and the "experi
mental" theories, and to Him's
experiments and practical results,

notably with the "steam-jacket,"
and his introduction of "super
beating" in 1855. "No doubt
the rational theory altogether
underrated the enormous facility
of heat-exchange, which arises out
of the contact between a conduct
ing cylinder-wall and a vapour in a
condition of the greatest instability,
and liable to condense or evaporate
on the slightest change of thermal
condition "(p. 50). The several con
troversies through which Clausius
defended and gradually elucidated
the somewhat obscure statement
which he gave of the so - called
second law of thermo-dynamics may
be studied with advantage in the
2nd edition of his collected Memoirs
( Die mechanisehe \Virmetheorie,'
Braunschweig, vol. i., 1876), where
his replies to criticisms of Holtz-




mann, Decher, Zeuner, Rankine,
Wand, and 'l'ait are most instruc
tive. A good account is also given
in Baynes's 'Lessons on Thermo.
dynamics,' Oxford, 1878, p. 103
sqq.21 See Prof. TJnwin, loc. cit., p.
79. "On the appearance of Isher.
wood's researches in 1863, the dis
crepancy between the rational
theory and the results of experi
ment were recognised by Rankine
and others. But the conditions of
the steam -cylinder condensation
are so complex that for a long time
the more theoretical writers prac
tically ignored both Him's and
Isherwood's results. Zeuner per
haps had pushed the rational theory
to the furthest limit of detnil, and
with the greatest insight into prac
tical conditions. But it was not
till ]881 that he began to explicitly
admit the largeness and importance
of the condensing action of the
cylinder. Zeuner then was disposed
to attribute initial condensation to
the presence of a permanent and
not inconsiderable ma-3s of water in
the clearance space of the engine.
" . . In opening a discussion with
Him in 1881, Zeuner wrote that
if the presence of water in the
clearance space was conceded, the
Alsatian calculations would be
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and waste (degradation) of energy, have hardly resulted

in those practical achievements and improvements' which

in other departments of applied science, notably in

chemistry and electricity, have followed upon new dis

coveries, the influence of these new conceptions on

scientific thought and method themselves has been

enormous. Next to the conceptions introduced by

Darwin into the descriptive sciences, no scientific ideas

have reacted so powerfully on general thought as the

ideas of energy. A new vocabulary had to be created;

the older text-books, even where they dealt with known

subjects in perfectly correct ways, had to be rewritten;

well-known and approved theories had to be revised and

restated in correcter terms, and problems which had

lain dormant for ages to be attacked by newly in

vented methods. I propose in the rest of this chapter

greatly shaken. . . . There thus
arose a rather angry controversy
which has been summed up in the
question, 'Is it water or iron?'
I do not know that this controversy
has been as yet completely decided."
See also Peabody, 'Thermo
dynamics of the Steam - Engine,'
4th ed., New York, 1900, p. :301
sqq.




This explains bow it comes
about that theoretical thermo
dynamics is still regarded with
suspicion, not to say aversion, by
many engineers of the old school,
whose knowledge is principally
based upon experience derived from
the steam-engine. The first theo
retical treatment of the steam.
engine by Rankine in England,
and Zeuner in Germany, exhib
ited such enormous discrepancies
between theory and Practice;
the simplifying assumptions which
were introduced in order to make




the behaviour of steam in the
cylinder at all calculable were o
far wide of the mark, - that. a
general consensus seems to prevail
among theoretical engineers that
progress depends less upon an
immediate application of thermo
dynamic principles, than upon a
careful analysis-guided by theory
-of elaborate tests upon the
various types of engines now in
use. Such experiment are ac-
cord ingly-following the example
of Him-being carried out in
many scientific establishments in
this country, on the Continent
of Europe, and notably in the
United States of America, and arc
elaborately recorded in many
modern publications. See Pea.
body, 'Thermo - dynamics of the
Steam- Engine,' .1 Ui ed., preface,
and chaps. Xiii. and Xiv. : Ewing,
'The Steam-Engine,' 189.1, p. 3].
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to glance summarily at these revolutions in the domain

of scientific thought which the physical view, by re

garding nature as the playground of the transformations

of energy, has brought about. What I have just in- 27.
ti Revolutions

dicated will suffice to brincr some order into the account brought
about by

I propose to give. There are four distinct directions in idea of

which we have to look. Firstly, there is the clearer

definition of the new ideas laid down in the new vocab

ulary of scientific and popular language during the.

second half of the century. Secondly, there is the

revision and recasting of the whole body of physical

and chemical knowledge in the light of the new insight

which had been attained. Thirdly, there is the criticism

of existing theories from the new points of view; and

lastly, there are the fresh departures which these novel

ideas have suggested.

The first definite use of the new conceptions of power

and work, and of a scale of mechanical value, were con

tained in the writings of Poncelet and Sadi Carnot in

France during the first quarter of the century. The

first philosophical generalisations were given by Mohr

and Mayer; the first mathematical treatment was given

by Helmholtz; the first satisfactory experimental verifica

tion by Joule, during the second quarter of the century.

The practical elaboration of the whole system following

upon Joule's and Regnanit's experiments belongs, through

Thomson and Rankine in this country, and through

Clausius in Germany, to the third quarter of the century.

Students in our age entering on the study of mechanical,

physical, chemical, and even physiological processes, reap

the benefit of these labours by at once grasping the
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underlying unity and correspondence of all natural phe-

nomena, inasmuch as they all depend on the trans

formation of a quantity, termed energy, which is in

many cases measurable in its best-known form-u., as

energy of motion-and, where this is not possible, in

the form of heat.

Helmholtz had already, in 1847, summarily reviewed

the whole field, beginning with a restatement of the

fundamental formuhe of dynamics in the light of the

new principle, and ending with a reference to the trans

formation of energy in living vegetable and animal

organisms. The key to his explanations is to be found

in the introduction of a term to denote what becomes

of energy if it ceases to exist as energy of motion or as

a velocity, when it is changed to energy of mere position.
To this end he introduces the idea of stress or tension.Helm-

holtz 9n ", The conception is already contained in older books ontension.




mechanics as latent force (Carnot),' and the purely
mathematical treatment of dynamics by Lagrange and

Hamilton had prepared the ground by showing how all

dynamical problems could be reduced to the knowledge

of two quantities, the vis viva and the force function.

1 L. N. M. Carnot (1753-1823), gether with Mouge, one of the
usually termed the great Carnot, founders of modern geometry, of
fatherof Sadi Carnot, member of the which more in a subsequent. chapter.
Directory, War Minister, and one He introduced the principle of the
of the most celebrated generals of 'Correlation des Figure8 de Go
France, has a name in science métrie' (Paris, 1801). His books
through his 'Essai sur les Machines were translated in Germany, where
en gCnéral '(Dijon, 1784), his 'Priu- they had a great. influence. On his
cipes fondamentaux de l'Equilibre connection with the history of the
et du Mouvement' (Paris, 1803), as conception of energy, see Bohn in
well as through his 'Réflexions sur 'Phil. Mag.,' iv. 300, vol. xxix. ;
la Métaphysique du Calcul infi- also }jelm, 'Energetik,' p. 13; and
nit4simal' (Paris, 1797) and his the Eloge by Arago of the year
'Tbéorie des Traneversales' (Paris, 1837.
1806), by which he became, to-
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The exposition of Helmholtz, however, does not seem to

have been understood or accepted. The general recog
nition of the relation of active and latent forces dates

rather from Thomson's and Rankine's writings in 1851

and the following years. Thomson uses the term

"mechanical energy" (later, from 1851, intrinsic

energy, or simply energy), and considers this quantity
to be a measure of the store of power to do work

which a material system possesses; and Rankine,2

early in 1853, introduces and defines the terms actual

(or sensible) energy and potential (or latent) energy, 29.

which are at once adopted by Thomson3 in the place
"actual"

of the terms dynamical and statical energy, which he energy.

The memoir of Thomson in
which he introduces the physical
conception of the quantity "energy"
in the place of a merely mathenia
tical symbol used by Clausius, and
inaugurates the terminology of
modern physics, is contained in
the 'Transactions of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh,' vol. xx.,
Part 3 (read December 15, 851,
and reprinted in 'Math. and Phys.
Papers,' vol. i. p. 222), as an ap
peuclix to the great paper "On the
Dynamical Theory of Heat, with
Numerical Results deduced from
Mr Joule's Equivalent of a Thermal
Unit, and M. Regnault's Observa
tions on Steam" (Trans. Edinb.
Soc., March 1851 : reprinted in
'Phil. Mac,,.,' 1852, and 'Math.
and Phys. Papers,' vol. i. p. 174
sqq.; see especially p. 186, note).
The term energy had indeed been
used by Thomson already in 1849
as a synonym for mechanical effect,
but he had not then accepted
the dynamical theory. He merely
puts the question in a footnote to
his exposition of Carnot's theory
"When thermal agency is




spent, what becomes of the
mechanical effect which it might
produce? Nothing can be lost in
the operations of nature-no energy
can be destroyed" ('Papers,' vol. i.
p. 118, 1849).2 In a paper read before the
Philosophical Society of Glasgow,
January 5, 1853, reprinted in
'Miscellaneous Scientific Papers,'
ed. Millar, p. 203 sgq. See also
Rankine's note, dated 1864, in the
28th vol. of the 4th series of the
'Phil. Mag.,' p. 404.

See the Proceedings of the
Glasgow Philos. Soc., January
1853, reprinted with additions
from Nichol's 'Cyclopcdia' (1860)
in 'Math. and Phya. Papers,' vol.
i. p. 521. In this paper Thomson
also introduces the term "electrical
capacity" of a conductor. Thorn
son subsequently introduced the
word "kinetic "in place of" actual"
energy. See also Thowson's Lec
ture before the Royal Institution,
February 29, 1856, reprinted in
'Math. and I'by8. Papers,' vol. ii. p.
182, and 'Popular Lectures,' vol.
ii. p. 418, especially the note to p.
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had employed before. How little these ideas, which

have now been introduced into elementary text-books

as the very alphabet of physical knowledge, commended

themselves in that age, except to a few intellects that

had been occupied for many years trying to fix precise

terms which should be capable of mathematical defini

tion, and at the same time correspond to common-sense

experience, is evident, inter m.vltc& alia, from the criti

cism by Sir John Herschel in 1866. Here it is

maintained that the use of the term "potential energy

is unfortunate, inasmuch as it goes to substitute a

425. A very complete and careful
historical account of the gradual
invention and crystallisation of the
vocabulary of the energy concep
tion is given by Helm, 'Die Lehre
von der Energie,' Leipzig, 1887, p.
36 sqq.1 The passage quoted appears in
an article "On the Origin of Force,"
by Sir John Herschel, in the first
volume of the 'Fortnightly Re
view,' 1865, p. 439. The article is
well worth reading for those who
wish to realise the enormous benefit
which has been rendered to science
by banishing the indefinite uee of
the word force and by introducing
the term energy, restricting the use
of force to the meaning attached to
it by Newton. Sir John Herschel
still speaks of the "conservation of
force" (as did likewise Helmholtz,
who, however, very early introduces
the term Arheitskrafl, power to do
work, thus removing all ambiguity).
Raukine replied to Herschel's criti
cism in a. paper read before the
Glasgow Philosophical Society, 23rd
January 1867 (reprinted in 'Mis
cell. Scient. Papers,' p. 229
He there states that the quantity
itself occurs as a mathematical sym
bol in Newton's 'Principia' (prop.
39), but till recently had received




Do,




ppropriate name. He closes his
remarks by the still more import
ant reflection " One of the chief
objects of mathematical physics is
to ascertain, by the help of experi
ment and observation, what phy
sical quantities or functions are
'conserved.'" As such he enuni
erates mass, resultant momentum,
resultant angular momentum,
total energy, tb ermo-dynamic fune
tiou. Whilst this physical problem
was being defined by Rankine,
Cayley, Sylvester, and Hermite
were working at the currepouding
problem in pure mathematics to
decide what properties or quanti
ties remain unaltered (i.e., in
variant), if an arrangement 01
several algebraical symbols is sub
jected to algebraical operations.
It is the modern doctrine of "in
variants." This doctrine has led to
an enormous extension anti iui1ili.
ficat,ion of the theory of matheina
tical formi or quantic. It is the
key to all mathematical tactics. and
prepares a useful instrunwi v Ii r
the application of matheuiatic to
physical problems. See Major Mac.
Mahons Address to the l;itheiiia.
tical Section of the Brit.ih Associa
tion, Glasgow, 1S91.
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truism for a great dynamical fact"; an admission

which would mean that it brings common-sense and

precise mathematical expression into close proximity

and harmony, or describes a very general phenomenon

completely and in the simplest way.

In order to become generally recognised as the

simple alphabet of scientific language, the new ideas

had to be made the foundation of the whole structure

of physical and chemical knowledge, theoretical as well

as experimental; the elements and axioms had to be

restated so as at once to express the new view and to

open out the enlarged aspect which had been prepared.

The different departments of mechanics, physics, and

chemistry had to be elaborated and co-ordinated ac

cording to a uniform design. Helmholtz had indeed,

as early as 1847, roughly sketched the plan of the

work, but occupied as he was during the twenty fol

lowing years mainly with another much-neglected field,

the analysis of the phenomena of sensation, he did not

return to his original thesis till many years later, when

he made an application of fundamental importance.

Meanwhile the important task of rebuilding the edifice

of the physical sciences, and establishing on a large scale

that which I term the physical view of nature, fell

almost exclusively into the hands of what we may call

the Scotch school of natural philosophy-James and so.
The Scotch

William Thomson, Macquorn flankine, James Clerk school.

Maxwell, P. G. Tait, and Balfour Stewart, in this country;

whilst Clausius abroad worked almost alone. Raukine

and James Thomson very early (1855) conceived the

idea of a general science called "Energetics" or "the
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abstract theory of physical phenomena in general."'

It is only in our day, after the lapse of a quarter of

a century, that these ideas have been taken up by

others, and that the plan begins to be realised. The

reasons why at the time it was abandoned were

manifold.

To begin with, it was soon found, notably by Joule,

Helmholtz, and William Thomson, that the new prin

ciple of the conservation of energy, if applied to various

other phenomena outside of the narrower field of ther

motics, led to a co - ordination and comprehension of

them which was then quite unexpected: opening out

new aspects, disclosing unknown properties, and sug

gesting innumerable experiments. As instances I may

refer to the thermo-elastic and thermo-electric pheno

mena of bodies, which very early occupied the atten

tion of the founders of the theory of energy. The

discharge of the Leyden-jar, the generation of electric

currents in the voltaic cell, the heat of electrolysis,

the actions of permanent magnets and those between

1 In a paper read before the
Philosophical Society of Glasgow,
May 1855, entitled "Outlines of
the Science of Energetics," and re

printed in 'Miscellaneous Papers,'
ed. Millar, p. 209 sqq. See for the
above definition p. 228. James
Thomson's contribution is to be
found in a paper on "Crystalliza
tion and Liquefaction," read before
the Royal Society, December 5,
1861, in which he establishes and
gives examples of the application
of "a general physicomechanical
principle or axiom," which indi
cates when a "substance or system
will pass into the changed state."
As Helm says, it is a first attempt




to find a general rule for the trans
formation of energy ('Lehre von
der Energie,' 1887, p. 63). That
such a general rule can in the
present state of our knowledge
be established on purely energetic
principles is upheld by some (Ost
wald, Helm) and disputed by
others (see especially Planck,
'Thermodynamik,' 1897, p. 71
sqq.), who state their conviction
that the "energy- principle clearly
does not suffice for the definition
of natural processes." The whole
discussion merges into a philos
ophical question, of which more
later on.
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electric currents and magnets, the phenomena of dia

magnetism, Ampere's theory and Weber'B basis of

electric measurement, Seebeck's production of electric

currents by heating in a non-homogeneous conductor,

the remarkable phenomena known by the name of

Peltier, the electro-dynamic properties of metals, the

thermo-elastic properties of matter, were all studied

in the light of the new principle, the conservation

and transformation of energy. Another very import
ant problem presented itself, viz., the introduction of

the new ideas into the higher educational literature,

the re -
writing of the text - books of science on the

basis of the principle of energy, and especially the

development of the fundamental notions in mechanics

in conformity with the more modern views. Here,

then, it became evident that the physical view of

natural phenomena, according to which they are all

instances of the transformation of energy, could be

considered and expounded as a further development of

the laws of motion as laid down in Newton's C
Prin

cipia.' It was especially the third law of motion, in

which Newton stated the equality of action and re

action, that lent itself to such an interpretation as

would at once lead to the wider grasp and deeper

insight into natural processes which the principle of

energy afforded. Accordingly about the year 1860,

when the new ideas on energy had, in the minds of

the great pioneers, acquired that importance which

has enabled them to become the basis of a more

and more comprehensive view-the physical view-of

natural phenomena, the necessity was experienced of
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bringing them into harmony and continuity with the

older Newtonian ideas. These had been only imper

fectly transmitted by the many commentaries and text-

books of the Cambridge school. The same was the

ease in the system of Lagrange, in which the whole

of mechanics had been reduced to a mathematical ex

pression, the physical and experimental foundations

being pushed aside. The Prineipia' of Newton was

again studied, and re-edited in the unabridged form,

and an interpretation and amplification of the third

law of Motion-so as to embrace the principle of

energy-was made the key to the science of dyn

amics. Dynamics was not taught after but before

statics. Statics was treated as a special case of the

theory of motion. To make the new position still

more marked, it was proposed to make the term

dynamics the general term which embraces kinetics

and statics as subdivisions, and to reserve the word

"mechanics" for the science of machines. The change

which then took place in the didactic methods can

be seen by comparing the first and second editions of

the well-known treatise by Tait and Steele on 'The

Dynamics of a Particle.' The real compendium of the

new doctrine is the treatise on Natural Philosophy by

Si. Thomson and Tait, which has probably done more than
Thomson
and Tait. any other book in this country to lead the mathe

matical studies at the foremost universities and colleges

into paths more useful for physical and experimental

research. The greatest exponent of the new ideas was

James Clerk Maxwell, to whom is also due the merit

of having applied them for the purpose of testing and
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confirming the worth of the treasure which lay hidden

in the experimental researches of Faraday. Next to the

handbook of Thomson and Tait, no writings probably

have clone more-especially outside of England, on the

Continent and in America-than those of Maxwell to

revolutionise the teaching of natural philosophy.

I must now revert to what I said in the last chap-

ter reardin Maxwell's attempt to put the ideas of $2.
Clerk

Faraday on the communication of electric and magnetic
Maxwell -

phenomena through space into mathematical language

i.e., into measurable terms. I there related how Max

well's earliest treatment of the subject was an attempt

to construct a mechanical model of the dielectric that

would be capable of exhibiting and transmitting the pro

perties of stress-i.e., of tension and pressure-which

the experimental researches of Faraday had partly de

monstrated and partly suggested. In the sequel, as

was said, he desisted from this attempt, which has

since been taken up and further elaborated by others,

and resorted to a different train of reasoning. This

line had been suggested by the introduction of the

doctrine of energy into all physical research. As the

work of scientific chemists was for a long time ex

elusively governed by the application of the principle

of the constancy of weight or conservation of matter,

so, when once the mathematical expression of the

various forms of energy had been correctly established,

it became possible to arrive at a multitude of relations

of physical quantities merely by applying the principle

of the constancy of the quantity of energy. In this

way the principle of energy is a kind of regulative
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principle, one which allows us to deal with the grand

total or outcome-mathematically called the integral-

of physical processes and changes without necessarily

possessing a detailed knowledge of the minute elements

or factors-mathematically called differentials-out of

which they are compounded. Inasmuch as what we

actually observe are always integral effects-i.e., sum

mations or aggregates of great numbers of individual

and unobservable processes-this line of reasoning is

not infrequently very useful, and has been in many

cases applied to arrive at important conclusions. In

fact, it is the analogue in science of the method accord

ing to which practical men very often succeed in carrying

on extensive business transactions, of which they possess

a merely external though accurate knowledge; or of the

balance-sheet of an industrial undertaking which exhibits

and guarantees the correct result, though only the profit

and loss account and the ledgers would show how this

result has been arrived at.

33. Faraday had taught us how to look upon any given
Faraday.

portion of space in which electric, magnetic, chemical,

and thermal changes were going on as a connected system,

which he termed the electro-magnetic field. He and

others-notably Oersted, Ohm, Weber, Lenz, and Joule

-had shown how the different occurrences in such a

system could be reduced to a common measure, and how

they were observably connected. Maxwell brought all

these phenomena together under the term "energy of

the electro-magnetic field," and set himself to study the

possible forms and changes of this quantity under the

law of the conservation of energy-i.e., as the preser-
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vation of the sum-total of the energy. This energy

could exist as motion (actual or kinetic energy), being

either motion of electricity as in the current controlled

by the law of Ohm, or motion of ponderable masses, such

as magnets or electric conductors; or it might be dis

sipated energy-i.e., energy apparently lost in the form

of heat-controlled by the law of Joule, or, to complete

the summation, it might be stored-up energy-potential

energy. Faraday's researches had suggested where this

store was: it was in the surrounding space, which must

be considered as capable of being strained or put into a

condition of stress, as elastic bodies are capable of being

strained. Thomson and Tait had shortly before shown

how to submit the properties of elastic systems to cal

culation in the most general manner, by studying the

modes in which energy, actual and potential, was dis

tributed in them, whether at rest or in motion. The

way seemed then paved for Maxwell to consider with the

greatest generality the properties of the electro-magnetic

field, reducing them all to mechanical measures. This he

did by introducing the generalised conception of a die

placement or strain which exists in the field, and which

is communicated as a periodic or vibratory motion with

a velocity dependent on the properties or so-called con

stants of the medium. It is known how he succeeded in

identifying very completely all the various experimentally

ascertained electric and magnetic phenomena, fixing their

nature and quantities in conformity with experience,

and arriving finally at the suggestion that the velocity of

the transmission of the electro-magnetic displacement in

air must be the same as that of light, the latter being,
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in fact, an electro-magnetic disturbance of very short

wave length. I also mentioned above how this sug

gestion received a brilliant confirmation from Hertz when

he succeeded in exhibiting electro-magnetic waves, which

in travelling through space, though not luminous, showed

all the properties peculiar to light waves, such as re

flexion, refraction, polarisation, &c.

Whilst in this country, during the period from 1850

to 1870, the Scotch school of natural philosophy was

thus occupied in rebuilding the whole edifice of physical

science on the new basis afforded by the energy ideas,

Clausius in Germany worked at the further elaboration

of the dynamical theory of heat, and, as I stated above,

at the kinetic theory of gases, without abandoning the

astronomical view of natural phenomena, which, with its

supposition of forces acting at a distance, still almost

exclusively governed theoretical physics and chemistry

abroad. No one did more to emphasise the difference

between this and Faraday's views than Clerk Maxwell,

who had welded the latter into a consistent scheme by

means of the conception of energy. About the year

1870 Helmholtz again appeared as a leader of scien

tific thought in this domain, and placed himself at

the head of a movement which by degrees almost

completely swept away the older ideas. It was by him

or at his suggestion that many of the more modern

English works of science were translated' and intro-

Notably Thomson and Tait's
'Natural Philosophy,' and several
of Tyndall's well - known more
popular works on 'Sound,' 'Heat,'
and 'Fragments of Science.' Helm
holtz was also one of the first




natural philosophers of eminent
rank abroad who broke with the
older habit of exclusiveness which
clung to academic teachers in Ger
many, and who followed the English
example set. by the "Addresses" of
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duced in Germany, and that especially the ideas of

Faraday and Maxwell were popularised, expounded, and

submitted to elaborate tests. These culminated in the

brilliant discoveries of Hertz already referred to.

As in his earlier researches into the connection of the

phenomena of heat and mechanical work, so in these

later ones concerning the electro-dynamic laws; Helm

holtz seems to have approached his subject primarily in

the interest of physiological' science. At that time

the British Association and the still
older "Lectures" of the Royal
Iutitution. Before his time there
were only rare instances-notably
those of Bessel, Liebig, and Hum
boldt-where scientific thinkers of
the first rank condescended to influ
ence general opinion and polite
literature by stepping clown from
the university chair into the arena
of a popular audience. No other
German scientific thinker has left
a collection equal to Helmholtz's
'Vortrige und Reden,' not even
Bessel, whose 'Populäre Vorlesun
gen uber wissensehaftIiche G egen
stiinde' (ed. Schumacher, Hamburg,
1848) are too little known. Du
Bois-Reytnond's 'Reden' are a mine
of information on the history of
science, and von Baer's 'Reden'
(Braunschweig, 1886) contain some
excellent and original discourses.

Emil du Bole - Reynioncl, in
many passages of his remarkable
addresses, and latterly in his ap
preciative Eloge of Helmholtz
(Leipzig, 1897), has preserved the
historical data for a genetic history
of }Ielinholtz's electrical researches,
which, beginning in 1851, and cul
minating in Hertz's brilliant ex
periulents on the "rays of electric
energy

" in 1888, completely
changed the aspect of electrical
science in Germany and to a less
degree in France. The older view,




based upon a mathematical develop
ment of the fundamental concep
tion of Ampere and mainly asso
ciated with the brilliant name of
Wilhelm Weber, whose very ex
tensive and accurate measure
ment largely supplied the material
for the modern theory, is prac
tically unknown to electricians in
this country. No English text-book
contains even a reference to a view
which was once dominant abroad,
and which for this reason forms
a very interesting episode in the
history of thought. In the fourth

chapter I have referred to this
view as, beside the theory of Bos
covich, presenting one of the most
remarkable applications of the as
tronomical view of nature, which
originated in this country but was
mainly cultivated by the French
school. I must now briefly refer
to the counter-movement, which
in Germany is mainly identified
with the name of Helmholtz. He

may be said to have left the mark
of his genius on the scientific
history of his country as Lord
Kelvin has done on that of Eng
land. Hip, collected papers show us
-and du Bois-Reymoud tells us
how Helmholtz's interest in elect
rical problems was connected with
the remarkable phenomena of aiii
mal electricity, to the exploration
of which the former devoted his




$4.
Helmboltz
on electro
dynamics.
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there existed three different theories which aimed at

finding a general formula or law that should embrace

all known electro-dynamic phenomena. The two earlier

ones were propounded independently and about the same

life. Du Bois-Reymond was a pupil
of Johannes MUller. One of the
ujerits of MUller's school was to
have made the discoveries of phy
sics useful for physiology and medi
cine as the school of Liebig made
those of chemistry. Helmholtz
was trained in the school of Muffler,
but he also came largely under
the influence of Franz eumann
of Kothgsberg, the great teacher of
mathematical physics, and of Gauss
and Weber, the originators in Ger
many of the system of absolute
measurements. It is known that
the interest in electrical phenomena
received a great impetus through
Galvani's and Volta's discoveries.
But as du Bois-Reymond ('Reden,'
vol. ii. p. 389) tells us, the galvanic
pile constructed by Volta withdrew
attention from the phenomena of
animal electricity to the much
more powerful actions of artificial
arrangements of metals and solu.
tious. The study of animal electric.
ity was for a time continued only by
Italian professors, and beyond the
seas by Alexander von Humboldt
in his observations on the torpedo;
and had to wait till the school
of Muller, and notably du Bois
Reymond, approached the subject
methodically with the methods
and ideas of modern science. This
was in the fifth decade of the
century. Modern science in Ger
many had, however, studied the
properties of the galvanic current
exhaustively only in linear (one
dimensional) and in closed circuits
or conductors. The phenomena of
nervous and muscular electric cur
rents demanded the study of sud
den and repeated electrical impulses,
and of the behaviour of currents




in two and three dimensional con
ductors, and in unclosed conductors
or circuits. Incited by du Bots.

Reyuiond, Helmholtz undertook to
deduce from the formuhe of
Ampere, Neumann, and Weber the
action of electric currents in these
modified conditions. It was then
found that these formuhe gave
indefinite results and required to
be modified or amplified. After
many years of thought and research
Helmholtz arrived at a generalisa
tion which comprehended all the
different existing theories as special
cases. He then-in addition to a
masterly mathematical discussion
-betook himself to devise spe
cial experiments to decide which
of the three possible expressions of
the general formula came nearest
the truth. A perusal of the me
moirs contained in the first volume
of his 'Wissenschaftliche Ahhand
lungen' (pp. 429-820) shows how
by gradual and strictly logical steps
he convinced himself of the in
trinsic correctness of Faraday's con
ception, which, in addition to the
phenomena in linear conductors or
wires, constantly took notice also of
those of the surrounding medium
or space - i.e., of the electro
magnetic field. Looking back from
our present position on the develop
ment of the ideas concerning elec
tricity in motion, we can say that
Continental thinkers tried to gain
a co recter and more complete un.
derstanding by a mathematical,
English science by a physical, ex
tension of the then existing notions.
Helmholtz in his Faraday Lecture
(1881) showed how both courses,
consistently pursued, lead to the
same result.
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time by Franz Neumann and Wilhelm Weber; the later

one was the theory of Maxwell based upon the totally
different view which was maintained and gradually
unfolded in the experimental researches of Faraday.

The two former looked to the effects of the action of

electricity at measurable distances, and has been called

the telescopic view; the latter reduced these to the

action which takes place in contiguous portions of matter

or of space, and has been called the microscopic view.

Heliuholtz first of all, by an independent line of reason

ing, brought the three mathematical formulae in which

these different views found expression under one com

mon formula, of which each appears as a special case,

and then proceeded by theory and experiment to decide

which of the three possible special forms is to be adopted.

As a theoretical test he applied the principle of the

conservation of energy in a manner in which it had

at that time hardly been used by Continental thinkers.

His reasoning, which was largely discussed and criti

cised by eminent philosophers, gave to this principle

the prominence and importance which it has ever

since maintained in all Continental treatises. It

meant the introduction of the physical view of natural

phenomena.'

In England the publication of
Thomson and Tait'8 'Natural Phil
osophy' formed, as stated above
(p. 144), an epoch in the teaching
of the physical sciences, notably
through the prominence given to
the principle of the conservation
of energy. A similar epoch was
created in Germany, not so much
by Helmholtz's enunciation of the
principle in 1847 as by the use he




made of it, in one remarkable in
stance, in reviewing and criticising
the existing and apparently conflict
ing theories. As Lavoisier intro
duced the chemical balance-based
upon the conservation of matter
as a test for the correctness of chem
ical statements, so Helmholtz used
the principle of the conservation of

energy in two distinct forms, as a
test of the validity of electrical
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In the mean time this view had gained great support

by the efforts of quite a different section of scientific

workers, whose labours had opened out a new and

promising field of research.




The new field for a con-

siderable period belonged almost as exclusively to foreign

science as t.he energy-conception had for twenty years

belonged to this country.




Early and for the most

part isolated labourers were Kopp and Hess in Germany,

Regnault and Berthelot in France, Julius Thomsen in

Copenhagen.' They (with many younger men) can be

statements. These two forms were
the impossibility of a perpetual
motion and the equality of action
and reaction. See his Faraday
Lecture, 1881. Both in the posi
tions of Thomson and Tait and of
Helmboltz the principle of energy
i8, however, like Lavoieiers prin
ciple, purely a regulative, not a
constructive, principle of scientific
research. It exerts a control and
enables us to check the correctness
of results. Both in chemistry and

physics other principles or methods
are required for extending- not
merely correcting-our knowledge.
Such principles are in the abstract
sciences the formula of gravitation,
the atomic theory, the ether; in the
natural sciences the morphological
and genetic theories. The whole
domain of phyics and chemistry
has been reviewed for teaching pur
poses from this point of view by
Hans Januschke, 'Das Princip der
Erhaltung der Energie,' Leipzig,
1897. See p. 14 sqq.1 Although the history of thought
has more to do with theories than
with the mere discovery of facts,
and with the latter mainly when,
as in exceptional instances, they
change the scientific aspect of phe
nomena, I think it important to
mention specially the great merit




of Victor Regnault's experimental
researches. How much the progress
of physical and chemical theory is
indebted to his elaborate and ex

tremely accurate measurements of

many physical constants may be
seen by the perusal of Lord Kel
vin's early memoirs on the clynaun
cal theory of heat. The several
(so-called) laws of Boyle, Dulong,
and others were subjected by Reg
nault to exhaustive tests; the be
haviour of steam in the steam
engine formed a subject of
elaborate investigation; the proof
that chlorine could be substituted
for hydrogen in hydrocarbons sup
plied a prominent support to the
chemical theories of Laurent. In
general Regnauk's work is a model
of accuracy supported by great in
genuity in the construction of
apparatus and the surmounting
of difficulties. Like l.iebig, he was
the master of many pupils who sub
sequently became eminent. Besides
being professor of chemistry and
physics in Paris, Regnault wag
actively connected with the cele.
brated porcelain works of Sèvres.
Similar remarks might, be made
with reference to the labuurs of
Hermaun Kopp, who was for many
years probably the only professor
of physical chemistry in Germany.
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considered as the founders of the modern Science of

physical chemistry, which has received an elaborate ex- 35.,Ostwald a

position in the great work of Professor Ostwald. This

work is probably quite as epoch-making in the domain

of chemistry as Thomson and TaiL's 'Natural Philosophy'

has been in that of physics.

I have already explained how in the development of

chemistry the attention of its great representatives was

almost entirely absorbed in gaining a knowledge of the

different substances with which they had to deal, and

how through preoccupation with the natural history of

matter, its decomposition, analysis and synthesis, and

appropriate classification, the other more scientific ques

tions regarding the physical agencies which were at

work in chemical processes-constituting the doctrine

of chemical affinity-were almost completely neglected.

This I traced largely to the influence of that powerful

instrument of exact research, the atomic view, which

had been introduced into chemical science through

Lavoisier and Dalton.' The pursuit of physical chem-

It is not an unusual experience
to find that the change from one
theory to another, though an ad
vance from disproved to more cor
rect views, is also accompanied by
some loss either in definiteness or
in actual knowledge of facts. The
undulatory theory lost the definite
notion of a rectilinear ray of light,
which was only regained by pro
longed and difficult analysis,; the
clectro-magnetic theory of Maxwell
has not, as yet given a clear
repre-sentationof those electrical charges
which the older theory of Coulomb
and Weber introduced in the form
of stationary or moving electrical
masses. Something similar hap-




pened when the older phlogiston
theory was dispelled by the atomic
theory, and all attention was con
centrated upon change of weight.
The older theory maintained that
when a metal is calcined it, loses
something - viz., phlogiston; the
new theory had proved that it gains
something-i.e., weight in the form
of combined oxygen. More recent
knowledge has shown that both
theories are right. It gains weight
and loses potential energy, or power
to do work-i.e., to combine, giv
ing rise to molecular motion or
heat. The phlogiston theory con
tamed the correct idea that besides
matter there is something else-
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istry, the consideration of chemical as related to other

physical forces, such as gravitation, heat, or electricity,

though it very greatly occupied the pioneers of chemical

science in the early years of the century,- notably

Berthollet and Gay-Lussac in France, Dalton and Davy

in England, Berzelius in Sweden,-fell gradually into

popular disfavour, so much so that even Faraday's

electrolytic law had hardly any influence on the de

velopment of chemistry.' This one-sided direction of

chemical reasoning and observation was still further

promoted by the great practical and technical results

which followed from the atomic conception, the ease

with which processes worked out in the laboratory

could be imitated on a large scale in the factory and

the workshop. It was the increased power over matter

and its manifold transformations which followed im

mediately in the wake of atomic chemistry that

gave it its interest, notably when through the study

of the carbon compounds -incorrectly termed organic

chemistry-new industries of undreamt - of magnitude

and importance were created, and when through chemical

knowledge the older methods of metallurgy were rapidly

superseded. To the popular mind the result is always

more interesting than the process of research or of

reasoning which leads up to it; the possession of the

product than the knowledge of the procedure. The

viz., energy. That the correct idea
contained in the phlogistic concep.
tion was not at once given up, but

only gradually lost sight of, is seen
from the fact that Lavoisier's first
table of elements contained 'caloric'
as one of the simple bodies. See




Kopp, 'Entwicke1un der Chemie,'
p. 209.

1 On the causes of this see Helm-
holtz's Faraday Lecture ('Wiseu
schaftliche Abhandlungen,' vol. iii.)
and Ostwald, 'Aligen-teine Cheaiie,'
2nd ed., vol. ii. part 1, p. 530.
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new substance with startling properties-be they useful

or only curious and rare- has almost immediately a

value, whereas the manifold transformations by which

it was discovered, invented, or produced escape general

notice, and are accordingly of secondary interest. This

interest grows in proportion as another factor of equal

commercial importance gradually and slowly asserts

itself, namely, the factor of cost of production, the 36.
The factor

property through which not only the material itself, in industry.
but also the labour bestowed upon it, and the most

intricate transmutations and secret manipulations, gain
a place and definite figure in the ledger of the

accountant. Those of us who entered into practical
life about the beginning of the last generation of the

century know well by experience how then for the first

time was being established the great system of statistics,

of cost of production, which now governs every well

conducted industry and manufactory, though in general
this department is still but little understood. Now, in

proportion, as with progressing civilisation we come more

and more to use artificially prepared products in the

place of natural ones, the cost-figures become more com

plex: there is not only the raw material and the labour

of getting it, not only the general economy of arrange

ment and administration by which we save labour and

avoid waste-there is the whole aggregate of changes

and processes, manual, mechanical, and chemical, through

which the raw material has to pass. These must all

have a common measure by which they possess a figure
of value in the ledger of the book -

keeper, otherwise

the latter could not produce a statement of cost. Watt,
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when supplanting manual labour on a large scale by the

introduction of his perfected steam-engine, had suggested

the term "horse-power" as the common measure of both;

and the French mathematicians, who treated mechanics

with a view to practical application, had introduced the

term "work." In the general industries, however,

outside of special branches, notably marine engineering

these measures were very crudely applied; they became

unintelligible and meaningless where other agencies

notably those of chemistry and electricity-had to be

employed. It is only since the terms "power" and

work" have been enlarged and the more general con

ception of energy introduced that it has become possible

to measure the new forces or agencies in terms applic

able to all alike. Practically as well as theoretically

the system of measurement remained imperfect so long

as the energy of chemical combination could not be

measured in the same way as Watt measured the

energy of heat, and as Joule and others taught us

how to measure the energy of an electric current. The

term "energy" has thus become as important a con

ception for practical as it has been long recognised to

be for purely scientific purposes. If the only power

we use is manual labour or steam power, there exists

a crude way of measuring both by the hands employed

and the weight of coal burnt; but electrical power is

not so exclusively dependent on a personal or material

item, and thus it can only be measured by a system in

which the several items of cost are reduced to a common

term. It is through the wholesale introduction of the

electric current as a practical agent that the thing called
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"energy" has become a commercial commodity as it had

before become a scientific measure.

That chemical reactions are connected with mechanical,

gravitational, optical, caloric, and electric phenomena

has been known for a long time. Each of these mani

festations has therefore been studied as affording a

measure of the energy of chemical reactions, and. these

have in turn been looked upon as results of attrac

tions, or of mass actions, or of thermal conditions,

or of electrical polarities. We have thus mechanical,

thermo - chemical, electro - chemical theories of affinity.

Valuable discoveries and important suggestions have

also been arrived at by these special researches: we

have the laws of mass-action suggested by Berthollet

and revived in modern times by Guldberg and Waage;

the all-important electrolytic law of Faraday and the

so-called third law of Berthelot in thermo-chemistry; R7.
Bertholot

further, the important researches of Kopp and Hess. and Ost-
wald.

None of these discoveries, however, seemed really to

grasp the whole subject of chemical reaction, and ac

cordingly they remained for a long time unknown, or

fell, after a short life, into oblivion and disrepute. It

has been one of the greatest performances of the last

twenty years of the century to have approached the

all-important question, "What is chemical affinity, and

how is it to be measured?" in a comprehensive spirit,

and to have brought it to the verge of solution. The

merit of having done this belongs the more incon

testably to Prof. Wilhelm Ostwalcl,1 because no one

I Prof. Ostw1d's principal work Chernie,' of which the first edition
i the 'Lehrbuch der aligetneinen appeared in two volumes (Leipzig,
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has taken such pains as

many single an

before him, and

researches into

cal importance

understood-wil




the value of

been taken

ough his own

The practi

insufficiently

iture he real-

ised in proportion as the increasing competition of in

dustry shall emphasise the necessity of studying the

economics of production: this economy consisting not only

in the absence of waste of matter, but likewise in the

saving of work-i.e., in the absence of waste of energy.1

I




1885.87); the second edition, of
which the first volume appeared
in 1891, is in progress, and will
comprise three voluwes. It is
divided into three parts: Stöcliio
metric, Chemische Energie, and Ver
wu;Ldtscluiftslc/ire. Nothing can give
a better idea of the enormous
development of chemical science
in the nineteenth century than a
glance at those two monuments of
learning and research, Beilstein's
'Organiache Chemie' (Leipzig,
1893-1900, 5 vole., 3rd ed.) and
Ostwald's 'Ailgemeine Chemie.'
They form the basis for future
development, as did Leopold
Gmeliu's 'Handbuch der Chemie'
for the greater part of the past
century. The first edition of
Gmelin appeared in 1817. See
Kopp's 'Geschichte der Chemie'
(vol. ii. p. 100). Since the publi
cation of his great text-book, Prof.
Ostwald has done enormous ser
vice to science by the foundation
jointly with Prof. van't Hoff of the
'Journal für physicalisehe Chemie,'
in 1889, and still more by the open.
ing of the first laboratory specially
designed for physical chemistry, in
Leipzig, in the year 1887. But

perhaps the most original and

suggestive work o Ostwald is

.d isolated steps that ha(

to combine them all thri

a comprehensive doctrine.

of these labours-so long

.1 doubtless in the near fi

he to gauge
-
:1

his work on the scientific founda
tions of Analytical Chemistry
(Leipzig, 3rd ed., 1901. Transi.
by G. M'Gowan).

How recent is the systematic
treatment and general recognition
of physical, theoretical, or general
chemistry can be seen from the
historical sketches which had been
published prior to Ostwald's great
work. Kopp, in his excellent ac
count of the development of chem
istry, published in the Munich col
lection, and frequently referred to
in the fifth chapter of this work
(vol. i. pp. 382, &c.), has hardly any
occasion to refer to physical chem
istry up to the year 1870. This
is the more remarkable, as Kopp
himself was a solitary ingenious
worker in this isolated province.
A good account of his labours
is contained in Thorpe's 'Essays
in Historical Chemistry,' 1894,
p. 299. A later and brilliant
writer on the historical growth
of chemical knowledge, Dr A.
Ladenburg, in his 'Vorträge über
die Entwicklungsgeschichte der
Cheinie' (2nd ed., Braunschweig,
]S87), condenses all he has to say
regarding this subject into a
few pages in his last lecture. If
German science is destined to
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The ideas through which unity and coherence have

been introduced into the many different trains of reason

ing which were bent upon unravelling the mysteries

of chemical affinity came from an unexpected quarter

-from the country which, in the early part of our

century, had become, through Berzelius, the centre of

a great school of chemical research. Prof. Ostwald,

in his recent historical sketch of the doctrines of

chemical affinity, dates the latest period from the year

1886,' when Svante Arrhenius published his theory $s.
Arrbenius.

of the chemical solutions decomposed by the galvanic

current, the so-called electrolytes. That the reader

may understand what importance belongs to this latest

development of physical chemistry, I must go further

distinguish herself in the wider
sphere of general or physical
chemistry as much as she has
done in the past by the extreme
and one-sided culture of organic
or structural chemistry, it will be
largely owing to the influence of
the school of Ostwald and that
of the industrial factor mentioned
in the text, which nowadays em
phasises as much the economical
control of chemical reactions as it
did formerly the discovery and
preparation of new compounds.
The ultimate success in the in
dustrial preparation of artificial
indigo, which was theoretically
long known, is an example well
worth careful attention.

Prof. Ostwald had himself
about the same time made an
attempt in the second volume of
the first edition, of his great work
to unite the clisjecta. menLbra of
physical chemistry, notably of the
theory of affinity, into a system
atic whole. This first attempt
may have contributed quite as




much as the special labours of
others, among whom he mentions
specially Helmholtz, Van't Hoff,
Duhem, Planck, and Arrhenius, to
create an era in chemistry. It may
also be noted that, like every
other important step in chem
istry, this latest theoretical phase
is characterised by violent con
troversies. These became more
pronounced as Prof. Oetwald intro
duced into the second edition of
his work the idea of "energetics"
as a general and sufficient basis for
the whole of physics and chem
istry; making a very emphatic
protest against the older physical
theories, based upon attractions,
atomism, or kinetics, which he
atigmatises as mechanical. On
this important controversy I shall
have to report at the end of
the present chapter, where I shall
also give the full literature of the
subject. In the meantime, see
also Ostwald, 'Aligemeine Chemie,'
vol. ii. part I, preface, and part 2,
p. 182 sqq.
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back in the history of the subject and draw attention

to the gradual change which the nineteenth century

has brought about in our ideas regarding the different

states in which matter is supposed to exist, be it

in motion or in rest: the solid, the liquid, and the

gaseous states.

Not very long ago the impressions of common-sense,

according to which a fundamental difference separates

solid from liquid and liquid from aeriform bodies, per

meated scientific treatises also. Rigid demarcations

were maintained between hydrostatics and pneumatics,

and likewise between the doctrines of bodies at rest

and such as are in a state of perceptible motion.

One of the most marked changes which the century

has witnessed, has been the breaking down of these

older landmarks of science. The state of rest-once

supposed actually to exist-has had to give way to a

state of concealed yet measurable motion, as in the

case of the kinetic theory of gases, which explains dead

pressure by the bombardment of innumerable particles

darting about. The idea of dynamical equilibrium-i.e.,

the maintenance of a state of uniform motion-has

in many cases taken the place of static equilibrium or

rest, as in the doctrine of the flow of heat, the theory

of exchanges of radiation, and the conception that the

rigidity of solids depends upon a peculiar form of whirl

ing motion-the vortex. Similarly the intermediate or

transition states which lie between the solid and fluid,

the properties of viscosity and of colloidal substances,

and of vapours as marking the transition between

liquids and gases, have attracted more attention in pie-
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portion as experimental science has taken the place of

that purely mathematical treatment which obtained at

the beginning of the century, notably in the Continental

schools, and which thought it could exhaust the infinite

variety of natural phenomena by a few easily defined

properties measured by constants. The narrowness of

this view has been gradually overcome by the influence

of the great experimental philosophers in this country,

and the independent development of chemical research

abroad. Beside Faraday must be especially named Thomas

Graham 1 and Thomas Andrews, whose original experi- 39.
Grabam and

ments did so much to extend and deepen our knowledge

of the less obvious properties of matter. Graham car

ried on, between 1825 and 1850, extensive experiments

on the diffusion of liquids and gases, on absorption, and

on the phenomena of osmosis or gradual filtering of sub

stances through porous partitions, showing how in liquids
motion and pressure exist similar to that which is now

1 Thomas Graham (1804 - 69),
for many years professor at Uni
versity College, London, then
Master of the Mint, cultivated the
unexplored regions of physics and
chemistry in an original spirit and
yet with very simple apparatus,
some of which is still used under
his name. His ingenious labours
attracted the attention of Liebig,
through whose infiueucewas brought
about the translation of 'The Ele
ments of Chemistry' into Ger
man by Otto. This work in its
subsequent enlarged editions has
formed for sixty years, next to
Gmelin's 'Handbook,' a corner
stone of chemical literature in
Germany, where Graham's name
is a household word. The dis
coveries of Graham on the move-




ment and "miscibility" of gases
led to the well-known law, "that
the diffusion rate of gases is in
versely as the square root of their
density." From gases he advanced
to the more complicated study of
liquids, divided bodies into two
classes, "cryst.alloids" and "col
bids," studied the "transpiration"
of gases through fine tubes, and
their "osmosis" or gradual filtering
through porous (and many ap
parently non -porous) partitions.
[n many directions he anticipated
later discoveries and collected in
valuable materials for subsequent
theories. Inter al-id, he established
the existence of "alcoholates,"
compounds analogous to "hydrates,"
and maintained the metallic nature
of hydrogen.
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generally attributed to gases. Andrews' in the 'sixties

.carried on his important experiments on the transition of

bodies from the liquid to the gaseous state, and came to

the conclusion "that the gaseous and liquid states are

only remote stages of the same condition of matter, and

are capable of' passing into one another by a process

of continuous change."2 He also referred to the" pos

.sible continuity of the liquid and solid states of matter."

Another important step by which our conceptions of

the nature of the liquid condition of matter were con

siderably enlarged and altered-motion being introduced

where a former view had seen only rest-was taken by

Clausius, who, following Joule and Kronig, had about the

same time given its modern form to the kinetic theory

of gases. What suggested this step was the pheno

menon of electrolysis. The older view looked upon the

.action of the electric current, which, passing through

substances in a state of fusion or solution, liberated the

-constituents out of which they were composed, as an

exertion of a force contrary to the forces of chemical

affinity, by which the chemical constituents were sup

posed to be held together. In this case energy would

have to be spent in doing work against chemical forces.

It was, however, very soon found that the decomposi

tion, or-as Sainte Claire Deville first called i0-the

1 See vol. i. p. 316, note, of this
History.2 See 'The Scientific Papers of
'Thomas Andrews,' with a Memoir

by Tait and Crum Brown, London,
1889, p. 316.

Sainte Claire Deville (1818.81)
approached chemical research from
the side of medicine, and after a




series of original investigations, first
in organic then in metallurgical
chemistry, entered upon his re
markable work in thermal chem
istry at the time when Clausius in
Germany was being led from an
entirely different point of view to
the same subject. He introduced
the term dissociation to denote the
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dissociation of the electrolyte, was not the consequence, 40.
Diasocla.

but the accompanying feature or condition, of the exist tion.

ence of an electric current in a solution. Clausius first

expressed this distinctly i

peated it in 1880. The

duced that in certain (not




i 1857, and Helmholtz re

conception was thus intro

in all) solutions of chemical

compounds dissociation might exist independently of an

electric current, and that the latter, if introduced, only

directed the already dissociated and wandering molecules

(ions), freeing them at the same time of their electric

charges.1 This conception, though at first violently

breaking-up of chemical compounds
not so much through the presence of
other chemical agencies as through
altered physical conditions, such,
notably, as heat, evaporation, and
condensation. "Deville's observa
tions on dissociation . . . have a
very direct bearing on the kinetic
theory of gases, and it is a fact of
interest in the history of science
that Deville did not recognise the
validity of that theory. Our esti
mate of the ingenuity, skill, and
patience shown in his experimental
work, and of the genius and sound
judgment which directed his theo
retical conclusions, is perhaps raised
when we recollect that he was
neither led in the first nor biassed
in the second by ideas derived
from the kinetic theory, and his
hostile, or at least neutral, attitude
towards it gives perhaps greater
value to the evidence that his work
has contributed to its soundness"
(A. Crum Brown, 'Ency. Brit.,'
9th ed., article "Salute Claire
Devifle").

I have already mentioned (vol.
i. p. 435, note) that Causiua, when
introducing his kinetic theory and
cl1tinguishing between molecules
and atoms, could refer to several
eminent chemists who had inde-




pendently arrived at similar ideas
by quite different trains of reason
ing. Again, when introducing, in
1857, his theory of dissociation by
solution, he could refer to similar
anticipations. Williamson had said
already, in 1350 (Liebig's 'Annalen,'
vol. lxxvii. p. 37), at the meeting
of the British Association in Edin
burgh: "We are led to the conclu
sion that in an aggregate of mole.
culee of every compound there
exists a continual exchange of the
elements contained in it. Suppose,
for instance, that a vessel with
hydrochloric acid were filled with
a great number of molecules of the
compound CIH, then the view at
which we have arrived would lead
us to the supposition that every
atom of hydrogen does not re
main in quiet juxtaposition with
an atom of chlorine, with which it
is combined, but that there is a con
tinual exchange of places with other
hydrogen atoms" (Clausius, 'Me
chaniache Wtrmetheorie,' vol. ii. p.
167, Braunscbweig, 1879). For an
illustration of the theory of Clausius
modified to meet more recent con
ceptions, see 0. Lodge's 'Modern
Views of Electricity,' 1892, p. 83,
&c.
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attacked by chemists, became gradually better under

stood and gained ground. The merit of having finally

introduced into our modern notions the idea of the free

mobility of the constituents of electrolytic compounds

41. belongs to W. Hittorf and F. Kohlrausch. The name
Eittorf and
Kohhanacb. of the latter will be connected in the history of science

with the phenomenon of. the "migration of the ions,"

which he has expressed, after ten years of research

(1869-79), in his well-known law. The question was

put and answered, What becomes of the energy of the

electric current?" It was found that electrolytic conduc

tion increased with dilution and temperature-two agents

which would favour dissociation. The phenomena of

dissociation had, moreover, been studied independently of

the galvanic current. Following in the track of Graham

and Andrews, a number of physicists abroad-notably

van der Waals, Raoult, and Van't Hoff-had confirmed

and extended the view that bodies in solution resembled

gases, that the osmotic pressure of a liquid resembled

ordinary gas pressure, that the law of Avogadro regard

ing the number of molecules in a gas could be trans

ferred to matter in a state of solution, and that the

magnitude of the osmotic pressure in a liquid could be

used as a measure of the number of dissociated-wander

ing-molecules which are contained in a given volume

of a solution, just as the pressure of a gas would increase

if the number of molecules in a given space were in

creased through the splitting up of compounds. Apparent

anomalies in the behaviour of gases approaching conden

sation were explained by the aggregation, and similar

ones in dilute solutions by the dissociation, of molecules.
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The decisive step was taken in 1887 by Arrhenius,1 who

has the merit of having brought together the two inde-

pendent courses of research and reasoning, and made

them fruitful for each other. He shows 2 that the dif-

ference between active and inert molecules consists in

this, that the former are split into their ions, the latter

not. Only the free ions take part in the conduction of

electricity and in chemical reactions: this is the reason

for the proportionality of the two (Faraday's law). The

ions behave in solution like independent molecules: this

is the reason of the deviation which electrolytic solutions

show from the extended gaseous laws (Van't Hoffus dis-

covery)." "What a change has come over our concep-
tions," exclaims Victor Meyer,3 "if we have to accustom 42.

ourselves to see in a dilute solution of common salt, no
Victor
Meyer on

longer the undecomposed molecules of a salt, but separate

change of
"em cal

atoms of chlorine and sodium. For these revolutionary
innovations we are indebted to the labours of Van't

Hoff, Arrhenius, Ostwald, Planck, Pfeffer, de Vries, but,

so far as experiments go, notably to the splendid re-

searches of Raoult, which for years have been prepar-

ing the way for this mighty theoretical advance."

The year 1887, which brought together these two

fruitful lines of reasoning and research, can also be con-

sidered as the epoch when the new science of physical

chemistry was fairly launched into existence. The year

In a communication to the
Academy of Stockholm of 8th June
and 9th November 1887.. , '- Quoted from Ost.wald S Alige.
meine Cheniie,' 2nd ed., vol. ii.
part 1, p. 656.

See the highly interesting




Address by Victor Meyer before
the German "Naturforscherver
sammiung" at Heidelberg in 1889,
entitled "Chemische Probleme
der Gegenwart" (Heidelberg,
1890), p. 32.
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1826 marks the revival of mathematical studies in

Germany through the appearance of Crelle's journal; so

48., the year 1887 saw the first number of Ostwald and
Ostwald 8
JonxnaL Van't Hoff's 'Zeitschrift für physicalische Ohemie.' From

that period the physical properties of chemical substances,

so long neglected, or only studied by isolated students,

have received systematic, mathematical, and exact

treatment, guaranteeing something like continuity and

completeness, and leading on to the solution of the great

remaining question, What is chemical affinity?

The eminent natural philosophers to whom is mainly

due the foundation of this modern science, claim also to

be gradually realising the idea which was suggested by

the early representatives of the theory of energy

notably by Rankine and James Thomson-that of a

general doctrine of energy, termed energetics; and they

hold that this suggestion is only realisable by breaking

with the conventional ideas which the older physical

theories-the astronomical, atomistic, and kinetic views

-have imposed upon our reasoning. They further hold

that the gradual development of chemistry into an exact

science necessarily requires the introduction of this

broader view which they embrace, and that the older

views-usefu in their way-only suffice to comprehend

certain restricted groups of natural phenomena, whereas

in chemical changes, where all imaginable natural pro

cesses seem to come together, a larger and more inde

pendent theory is indispensable. It is interesting to

note how very generally they trace this larger view to

the long unnoticed labours of a natural philosopher in

the New World, Professor Willard Gibbs of Yale.
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The train of thought methodically and comprehen- 44.
Willard

sively followed out in Gibbs's various memoirs had its Gibbs.

origin in the early speculations of William Thomson

(Lord Kelvin) and Clausius, to which I referred above.

Thomson was the first who, in adopting (after much

hesitation) the mechanical view of the phenomena of heat,

the doctrine of the convertibility and equivalence of the

different forms of energy, recognised that, in order to

describe natural phenomena correctly, this view required

a qualification. The change of the different forms of

energy into each other can for the most part take place

only in one direction; there is a general tendency in

nature towards a degradation or dissipation of energy.

Energy, though not lost, becomes less useful, less avail

able. The least available form of energy is heat; and

it is in that form that in all natural changes a por

tion of energy becomes lost, dissipated, or hidden away.

Thus we have to recognise the difference between

available and unavailable, between useful and useless,

energy. In the sequel Thomson showed in definite

instances how to calculate the available and the un-

See 'Math, and Phys. Papers,'
vol. i. No. LIX., 1852, "On a Uni
versal Tendency in Nature to the
Dissipation of Mechanical Energy";
and No. LXIII., 1853, "On the
Restoration of Mechanical Energy
from an unequally heated Space."
In Tait's Sketch of Thermodynam
ics' (1868), we read (p. 100): "It
is very desirable to have a word to
express the availability for work of
the heat in a given magazine, a
term for that possession the waste
of which is called Dissipation.. Un
fortunately the excellent word en
tropy, which Clausius has introduced




in this connection, is applied by him
to the negative of the idea we most
naturally wish to express. It would
only confuse the student if we were
to endeavour to invent another
term for our purpose." He then
proceeds to use the term entropy
in an altered sense, in which it
measures the available instead of
the unavailable energy, creating
for some time a great confusion
and some unnecessary irritation.
See on this the early editions of
Clerk Maxwell's excellent 'Theory
of Heat,' and the footnote to p.
189, 8th ed., and Clausius 'Die
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available energy: he introduced the word "motivity," the

conception of a quantity of a "possession the waste of

which is called dissipation." Whilst Thomson was thus

putting into scientific, language and calculating an im

portant and obvious property of nature-namely this, that

her processes mainly proceed in a certain definable direc

tion-Rankine and Clausius were labouring independ

ently at the mathematical wording, the analytical expres

sion, of this remarkable discovery. Wherever a change in

a system of various elements, factors, or quantities takes

place mainly in a definite sense or direction, it is presum

able that there exists a definite quantity which is always

growing or always decreasing. This quantity may not

be directly observable or measurable, as in mechanical

motion velocity or distance is directly measurable; it

may be hidden-we may have no special sense with

which we can perceive it, as we possess a pressure sense,

a heat sense, a sound and light sense; nevertheless, it

may be indirectly discoverable, being made up (a func

tion) of definite observable quantities and factors (such

as heat, temperature, mass, volume, pressure, &c.) Now

Rankine and Clausius found that in all thermal changes

mechanische Wärmetheorie,' vol. i.
p. 387, and vol. ii. p. 324 sqq. A
great deal of this confusion would
have been avoided had Tait in 1868
introduced a really new term-viz.,
that suggested later (1876) by
Thomson in a communication to
the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
and more fully explained in a
paper in the 'Phil. Mag.,' May
1879, the term "Thermo-clynamic
Motivity." We should then have
two terms, inasmuch as the "con-




sideration of the energy and
motivity, as two functions of all
the independent variables specify
ing the condition of a body com
pletely in respect to tempera
ture, elasticity, capillary attraction,
electricity, and magnetism, leads
in the simplest and most direct
way to demonstrations of the theo
rems regarding the thermo-dynamic
properties of matter" (loc. cit.,
'Papers,' vol. i. p. 459).
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or heat processes-and this practically means in all

natural processes-there is such a quantity which is

always on the increase, and which thus measures in

mathematical language the

or useful energy in the world.

the "thermo-dynamic functii




growing loss of available

Rankine simply called it

ii"; Clausius thought it

important to give it a name which would co-ordinate it

with energy, and he called it entropy :
1

energy which




Entropy.
is turned inside, becomes hidden or locked up. Clausius

thus gave a different wording of Thomson's doctrine of

Clausius had already in 1854
(Pogg. 'Ann.,' vol. xciii. p. 481) ar
rived at the principal consequences
and the final enunciation of what
he termed "the second law of
thermo -dynamics," a law which
refers to the transformation, as the
ftrst refers to the conservation, of

energy. He there arrives at similar
conclusions to those put forth by
Thomson two years earlier. The
word entropy, however, was not in
troduced by him till 1865 (Pogg.
Ann.,' vol. cxxv. p. 390), when he
introduced it with the following
remarks: "I have intentionally
formed the word entropy as much
as possible on the model of that
of energy, for the two quantities
which are to be designated by these
two words are in their physical
meaning so intimately related that
a similarity in the terms seemed to
me to be justified." As stated
above(p. 167, note), Lord Kelvin,who
worked simultaneously and inde
pendently at the same subject, laid
more stress upon the direct state
ment, that in all transformations
of energy we have to distinguish
between the available and the total
intrinsic energy, and introduced
the terms energy and motivity as




two functions of all the variables
specifying. the conditions of a

system. In his article on Heat,
contributed to the 'Ency. Brit.,'
9th ed., he gives the mathematical
relation of motivity to entropy
('Papers,'vol. iii. p.167). The term
motivity has not become current in
thermo -dynamical treatises, but
the need has been very generally
felt of reserving the word energy in
a restricted sense for available
energy, such energy as can be put
to mechanical use. Wald, in a
very interesting dissertation, 'Die
Energie und ihre Entwerthung'
(Leipzig, 1889), deplores (pp. 43
and 44) the fact that the word
energy has not been reserved to
denote useful, available energy.
"Had the word energy," he says,
"been introduced before the dis
covery of the first law of thermo
dynamics, then certainly only me
chanical energy would have been
termed simply energy." In the
use of the word Kraft in some
writers, such as Mayer, there
seems occasionally a confusion be
tween available and total or in
trinsic energy. See I.e Chatelier
in 'Journal de Physique,' 1894.
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the universal tendency in nature towards a dissipation

of energy, by. saying, "The entropy of the world is

always on the increase."

For about twenty years after these conceptions had

been introduced into scientific language and reasoning,

mathematicians and physicists were mainly occupied

in defining more clearly this hidden quantity, and in

defending what was called the second law of thermo

dynamics against misconceptions and attacks. in 1875

Lord Rayleigh could still say,1 "The second law of thermo

dynamics and the theory of dissipation founded upon it

has been for some years a favourite subject with mathe

matical physicists, but has not hitherto received full

recognition from engineers and chemists, nor from the

scientific public. And yet the question under what

circumstances it is possible to obtain work from heat

is of the first importance. Merely to know that when

work is done by means of heat, a so-called equivalent of

heat disappears, is a very small part of what it concerns

us to recognise."

Whilst these words correctly describe the general

attitude of the scientific public towards this important

46.
discovery, two men had already made a beginning in

Horsann. the direction indicated-Horstmann 2 in Germany, and

''Proceedings of the Royal In
stitution' vol. vii. p. 386.

2 Prof. Oatwald in the historical
section of his 'Verwandtschafts
lehre' ('Aug. Chemie,' 2nd ed.,
vol. ii. part 2, p. 111, &c.), Helm
in 'Energetik' (p. 141, &c.), and
Duhem in his 'Trait de Mécanique
chimique' (1897, vol. i. p. 84, &c.)
all do full justice to the long-un
recognised labours of Horstniann,




which began in the year 1869 and
were continued in Liebig's 'An.
nalen' in various communications
during the early 'seventies, not
without undergoing violent attacks
from representatives of the older
conceptions. Ever since James
Thomson's celebrated prediction
(see above, p. 126), physicists
had recognised the importance of
thermo- dynamical considerations,
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Willard Gibbs 1 in America. They seem to have been the

first to approach the question of chemical equilibrium,

the result of the action of various conflicting chemical

forces, termed affinities, from a general comprehensive

point of view; recognising that the theory then com

monly adopted on the Continent-the thermo-chemical

theory of affinity-was incorrect or incomplete. This

theory, which had been principally elaborated by Julius

Thomsen in Copenhagen and by Berthelot in France,

was supported by the large amount of valuable ex

perimental research for which we are indebted to

these two eminent men and their numerous followers.

whilst chemists persisted in the ex
clusive use of atomistic conceptious,
which, as :Horstmaun pointed out,
are of no avail in problems of that
nature (see Helm, 'Energetik,' p.
143).

1 More fundamental than the
labours of Horetmaun were those of
Gibbs, which began with the year
1874, and were for a long time
buried in the 'Transactions of the
Connecticut Academy.' They were
known to Maxwell, but remained

generally unknown, partly owing
to their abstract nature, partly
to the fact that, the majority of
Continental chemists were not

prepared to appreciate the mathe
matical form in which his exposi
tions were clothed. Previous to
the study of questions of chemical
equilibrium, Gibbs had successfully
developed an idea of James Thom
son's-viz., the graphical represen
tation of the different thermo
dynamic quantities in three instead
of merely in two dimensions. Thom
son had represented the properties
of a body or system by referring
them to volume, pressure, and tem

perature. Gibbs refers them to




volume, energy, and entropy, the
former quantities being always dc
finable by the latter, but not vice
versc2. The advantages of this rep
resentation were demonstrated to

English students in Maxwell's

'Theory of Heat.' In Germany it
was Prof. Ostwald who, by collect
ing and translating the memoirs
of Gibbs, first made them accessible
to students ('Thermodynamische
Studien,' vonWillard Gibbs, Leipzig,
1892). Subsequently both Ostwald
and Helm have done much to pro
mote an understanding of Gibbs's
methods. See Ostwald, 'Aug.
Chemie,' vol. ii. part 2, p. 114,
&c.; Helm, 'Grundzuge der mathe
niatiachen Chernie' (Leipzig, 1894),
and 'Energetik,' passim. Subse

quently Gibbs also introduced the
" very general and useful term
"
"phase" to denote the different
states in which a substance can
exist. This term denotes not only
such differences as were formerly
called in German Aggrcgatzuständc,

" but likewise conditions of dis
sociation, allotropic and isomeric
modifications.
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It measured chemical reactions by what is termed their

heat -
toning, e¬., by the amount of heat developed,

and culminated in the celebrated third law of thermo

chemistry-viz., that such reactions take place as are

accompanied by the greatest amount of energy liberated

in the form of heat. Now, although this contains an

adequate description of a very large number of reactions

that take place at the temperatures at which we operate

in our laboratories, the rule is by no means universal,

and it required a great amount of ingenuity to ex

plain away the many exceptions which presented them

selves. The rule needed to be modified or amplified.

The measurement of the energy of a chemical process by

the heat-toning was not the only instance in which the

thermal side of a phenomenon had been considered a

sufficient means of measuring. In an allied department,

that of electrolysis, Helmholtz had suggested, as early

as 1847, that the electro-motive force of a galvanic cell

may be measured by the heat-toning of the chemical pro

cesses which produce the current, and for a long time

this was considered to be a correct expression of facts.

In consequence, however, of some discrepancies which

had presented themselves, Helmholtz himself was induced,

about 1881, to examine the subject more thoroughly.

He arrived at the conclusion that the heat-toning is not

always a correct measure; and at the same time he intro

duced a more adequate and generally applicable method

of measurement. In fact, he arrived at the conception
of available or useful energy for processes which take

place at constant temperature. To this quantity, which

decides in which direction a reaction takes place (tempera-
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ture remaining constant), he gave the name of free 47
Helntholtz's

energy. He showed that in a state of equilibrium the

free or available energy must be a minimum. He also

showed the connection in which the available or free

energy stands to the quantity introduced by Rankine

and Clausius, the entropy which measures the unavailable

or hidden energy. By making chemical changes depend

on the increase or decrease of a definite measurable

quantity a parallel was established between chemical

and mechanical processes, the latter always taking place

in the direction of a decrease of potential energy. Free

energy has thus been appropriately termed by M. Duhem

the thermo-dynamic potential.

Helmholtz did not apply this fruitful view to chemical

processes on any extensive scale, but his explanations

have done much to establish that correcter and more

comprehensive way of treating such questions which has

since become general. Horstmann had indeed led up

to this view, Willard Gibbs had applied it before, and

Lord Rayleigh had suggested it.' The conception of

The general use of the concep
tion of useful or free energy must
be dated from the remarkably lucid
expo8itions of Helmholtz, though
it is now recognised by all who
have studied the history of this
fertile conception that the physi
cal notion of available energy goes
back to Thomson (8ee Tait, 'Ther
modynamics,' 1868, p. 100) and
Maxwell ('Heat,' p. 187, 8th ed.
Duhem, 'Mcanique chimique,'
vol. i. p. 92; Le Chatelier in
'Journal de Physique,' 1894, p.
291) ; that the mathematical
formuhe were given by Massieu
(quoted by Duhem, 'Le Potential
Thermodynamique,' 1886, pp. v.




and 11), and more definitely ex

plained and applied to the phys
ical phenomena of dissociation by
Gibbs ('Thermodynamiache Stud
ien,' ed. Ostwald, p. 66, &c.;
'Amer. Journ. of Sciences and
Arts,' 1879) ; and that it is es

pecially owing to the labours of
Duhem that the subject has
received the attention of chemists.
M. Duhem, in the introduction to
the work of 1886, gives a very
valuable and lucid historical ex

position, and subsequently in his

large work in four volumes ('Mi
canique chiniique,' 1897-1900) a
vast number of applications. For
the history of thought the import-
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48. available energy as distinguished from total energy had

available been introduced by Lord Kelvin and by Maxwell. This
energy.




free energy is measured not only by the heat liberated,

but depends on all the other factors, such as volume and

pressure, the number of chemical substances engaged, and

their physical conditions. The doctrine of energy and

the conception of free energy pointed out a method of

co-ordinating all these different factors and reducing them

to a common measure. As Rankine, by the introduction

of the term potential energy, did much to clear the ideas

and guide the reasoning in dynamical science, so Helm

holtz, by introducing the term free energy, did a great

deal to introduce into chemical science the fruitful con

ceptions which had been elaborated and applied in phys

ical research. The term free or available energy seems

to describe more naturally the characteristic property of

all energy which is useful for doing work, whilst the

opposite term entropy-which measures the unavailable

or hidden energy-refers to a quantity for which we

have no immediate means of perception.1

ance of these somewhat abstruse
expositions lies mainly in two
directions: First, in the recog
nition of the fact that for the cor
rect description of natural pheno.
mena and changes the knowledge
of the total energy is as little suf-
cieut as that of the total weight

or mass, but that it is necessary
to introduce the conception of use
ful energy, of energy which is free
or available for doing work;
secondly, in the recognition that
the course of chemical changes or
reactions cannot be measured by
attending to one special property,
such as weight, or temperature, or
entropy, but that it requires the




measurement of a quantity which
comprises all the different agencies
in nature, this quantity being the
energy of the system or substances
in question and its availability. A
third point, which is of more or less
importance according to the general
view adopted, is this, that the ma
thematioal formuhe involved have
exhibited the analogy between
chemical and mechanical processes,
the latter being those which were
earliest and are most easily grasped
by the mind.

-As Prof. Oatwald bas remarked,
it is to a great extent a matter of
taste what particular form one
adopts out of the many in which the
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It was about this time-after experimental research

had been carried on for many years by Julius Thomsen

and Berthelot, after Horstmann had made a beginning of

second law of thermo.dynamics can
be expressed ('AUg. Chemie,' vol. ii.
part 2, p. 150). In every case it
is simply a question how most
conveniently to express and apply
the general principle that heat
cannot of itself pass from a colder
to a hotter body, the principle on
which Fourier built his "Théorie
de Ia Chaleur," and which revealed
itself as the rationale of the ex
positions of Caruot when in the
middle of the century their hidden
truth emerged from the criticisms
of William Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
and Clausius. Thus already in the
different treatment of the same
subject there showed itself the
twofold tendency which reasoning
on physical matters so frequently
exhibits-viz., towards physical
directness and mathematical ele
gance; the former leading to prac
tical application, the latter to
analytical refinement. Maxwell,
in a review of Tait's 'Ther
modynamics,' written in 1877
('Scientific Papers,' vol. ii. p.
666), contrasts the methods of
Clausius and Thomson, and Prof.
Mach ('Wärmelehre,' 1896, p. 300)
has made similar remarks. Of
Thomson the former says, "that
he does not even consecrate a
symbol to denote the entropy,
but he was the first to clearly
define the intrinsic energy of a
body, and to him alone are due
the ideas and the definitions of
the available energy and the dis
sipation of energy. . . . He avoids
the introduction of quantities
which are not capable of ex.
perinient,l measurement." Since
these criticisms a great deal has
been written to make the second
law of t.hermo.dynamics and the




conception of entropy more intellig
ible. The object here again has
been twofold: first, to make the
conceptions useful for the practical
purpose of perfecting the heat en
gines (Rankine, Zeuner and his
school) and of investigating the
conditions of chemical equilibrium
(Gibbs, Helmholtz, Duhem); next,
to place the second law, which
deals with the transformation of
energy, on an equally firm founda
tion with the first law, which
deals with the conservation of en
ergy. There is no doubt that the
principle of the conservation of
energy owes a very large part of
its intelligibility to the fact that
for purely mechanical systems
it follows from such well-known
dynamical axioms as the laws of
motion. When heat was con
ceived to have a mechanical
equivalent in mechanical work,
the more general principle of the
conservation of energy seemed
intelligible by mechanical con
ceptions. The second law, how
ever, introduced a property of
natural processes which is not so
easily understood mechanically
viz., that they are not reversible
-and this property was shown to
be connected with a special phys
ical quantity, for which we have
a special sense-viz., temperature.
The problem of making the second
law mechanically intelligible thus
coincides with the problem of
giving a mechanical definition of
temperature. It is not sufficient
to call heat a mode (or, more cor
rectly, the energy) of motion; we
must express temperature, on the
difference of which the usefulness
of heat depends, in some way by
motion, we must arrive at a
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49.
Oatwald's

=maineMe.'




introducing thermo -
dynamics into chemistry, after W.

Gibbs had shown how to look at chemical energy as a

sum of many forms of energy, and after Helmholtz had

more clearly defined the useful conception of free or

available energy as the measure of chemical reaction

that Prof. Ostwald at length ventured after the lapse of

eighty years to unite in a

scattered fragments of our




comprehensive doctrine the

existing knowledge regard-

ing chemical affinity. This he did as a restorer of the

forgotten labours and fame of Berthollet.1 By the

kinetic definition of temperature.
The two principal founders of
thermo - dynamics, Clausius and
Lord Kelvin, did not resort to
kinetic conceptions when estab
lishing the two laws which deal
with the conservation and trans
formation of energy: Eankine,
however, connected the subject
with his theory of molecular vor
tices; and Clausius, who was one
of the founders of the kinetic
theory of gases, very early at
tempted to interpret the laws of
the transference of heat by the
help of that theory. So like
wise did Maxwell, Helmholtz,
Boltzmann, and many others.
Mr Bryan, in a very valuable
report on the "Researches relat
ing to the Connection of the
Second Law with Dynamical
Principles," has given a critical
summary of these various at
tempts (see Brit. Assoc. Reports,
181, p. 85). The three peculiar
forms of motion referred to in
our last chapter - periodic, rota
tional, and rapid translational (dis
orderly) motion-have been used to
suggest manifold means of trans
lating t.hernio.dynamical processes
into kinetic models, explaining,
as Mr Bryan says, "the second
law, about which we know some-




thing, by means of molecules
about which we know much less"

(p. 121). It does not seem that
much more has been gained than
a general presumption that a
mechanical illustration is possible.
To the statistical ideas elaborated
mainly by Maxwell and Boltz
mann I shall revert when treat

ing generally of the statistical view
of nature.

1 Prof. Ostwald has himself, in
the Inaugural Lecture which he
delivered on the occasion of his
accession to the chair of physical
chemistry at Leipzig, 23rd Nov
ember 1887, given a very lucid
statement of the principles in
volved. He goes back to the two
theories of chemical action repre
sented at the beginning of the
century by Bergmaun on the one
side and Berthollet on the other.
In place of the conflict of chemical
forces, in which the stronger ob
tains a complete victory (complete
reactions)-the view of Bergmauu
Berthollet introduces the "mani
fold play of forces acting to and fro,
the result being that every one gets
its due. The more powerful sub
stance gets more, the weaker less.
Only in cases where one of the
possible compounds in consequence
of its properties entirely leaves
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publication of the second volume of his 'Lehrbuch der

aligemeinen Chemie' a great impetus was given to phys

ical chemistry. The large addition to our knowledge in

this branch, and the consolidation and criticism of re

search which it brought about, and to which the second

edition, now appearing, gives ample testimony, mark this

publication as an epoch in modern scientific thought. To

this development is attached the growth of the special

view of natural phenomena which Ostwald and some

other Continental thinkers embrace, and which they are

inclined to place in opposition to the older views as a

more comprehensive one. The older views they some

what contemptuously term the materialistic views of

nature- the views, in fact, which I have presented

under the headings astronomical, atomic, and mechanical.

As this most recent outcome of what I termed the

physical view of nature refers to fundamental concep

tions and has furnished much matter for discussion

the field of contest, either by falling
down as insoluble or escaping as
gas, can that complete decomposi
tion take place which Bergrnann
held to be the normal result"
('Die Energie und ihre Wand
lungen,' Leipzig, 1888, p. 20). That
complete reactions were for a. long
time studied with predilection was
most natural, especially as they are
the most useful for practical pur
poses; but the study of moving
chemical equilibrium, depending on
what is now termed mass action
and involving the question of the
velocity of reactions, his in recent
times again asserted itself. Oat
wald dates the revival of this long
neglected branch of research from
the year 1867, when "two Nor
wegian chemists, Guldberg and




Waage, put the ideas of Berthollet
into precise mathematical form and
subjected the resulting equations to
the test of observation and verifica
tion" (ibid., p. 21). Ostwald then
shows further how Bergtnann's
theory was simultaneously revived

" in M. Berthelot's famous third law
derived from thermo - chemistry.
This in turn had to yield to

" the correcter views which date
from Gibbs's studies "on the
equilibria of heterogeneous sub
stances" (see 'Thermodynamische
Studien,' p. 66, 1875; also Ost
wald, 'Aug. Chemie,' vol. ii. part
2, p. 163, on the reconciliation of
Bergmann's and Berthollet's views;
and further, Berthelot in 'Comptea
Rendus,' 1894, 118).
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abroad, I will try to sum up finally the principal points

in it which are of importance for the history of con

temporary thought.

Ever since the conception of energy as a quantity

which, like matter, is preserved in all natural processes,

forced itself with more or less clearness upon natural

philosophers, the question has been insistent as to the

number of different forms in which this quantity can

manifest itself; and some of the earliest propounders of

the doctrine attempted an enumeration of the different

forms, mechanical energy of motion and of attraction

usually heading the list. When that form of energy

which we call heat was subjected to examination, and the

remarkable property formerly called latent heat defined

in the new terminology, the want arose of bringing about

some kind of connection between our ideas of motion and

those of heat, which were shown to be mutually con

vertible quantities in nature. Before that time sound

and light had already yielded to the kinetic view, and an

enormous increase of our knowledge in acoustics and

optics had followed. Thus we find some of the pioneers

of the physical or energy view of nature-notably Rankine

and Joule in this country, Redtenbacher aud subsequently
Clausius abroad-engaged in translating the properties

of heat into mechanical analogies.1 It was not thought

1
Rosenberger, in his 'Geschichte

der Physik' (vol. iii. p. 550, &c.),
gives a number of references to
theories mostly forgotten which
were published before and after
the year 1850. Clausiu8, who
keeps his mechanical theory of
heat quite separate from his kinetic
theory of gases (see the three




volumes on 'Die mechauische
Wiirmetheorie,' 2nd ed., 1876, &c.),
admits, nevertheless, in a paper
published in 1857 (Pogg. 'Aim.,'
Vol. c., and 'Median. Wärmetheor.,'
Vol. iii. p. 1, &c.), that "from the
beginning of his researches refer.
ring to heat he had attempted to
account to himself for the internal
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essential, but it was found to be convenient-mainly for

didactic purposes-to elaborate such analogies, explaining

or describing the less known by that which is more

familiar. Regarding the value of such attempts there

have always existed two opinions. I have had occasion

to refer to them when explaining the atomic theory.

There were those who looked upon that theory merely

as a convenient symbolism, and there were those who

looked upon atoms and molecules as really existing

things. The latter view has gained force and importance

through the necessity of more and more elaborating the

atomic hypothesis in order to represent not merely the

chemical constitution of compounds, but likewise their

manifold physical differences, some of which, in fact,

could only be described by geometrical conceptions. I

need only refer to what I said above on the kinetic

theory of gases, and on the property termed chirality

manifested by some chemical substances in solution, as

well as on the phenomena of isomerism. In the last

state of motion of a hot body, and
that he had arrived at a conception
which he had already before his
first publication (in 1850) used for
various investigations and calcu
lations." He further states that
hearing through William Siemens
that Joule had expressed a similar
idea (Manchester Phil. Soc., 1848
and 1857), and more especially after
the publication of Krönig (1856),
he resolved to publish his views.
It is interesting for our present
purpose to see how Clausius, like
Maxwell in a different domain of
research, was originally guided by
definite mechanical representations.
It is equally noteworthy that Lord
Kelvin's original researches on the




subject of heat were quite free
from this element, though we
owe to him in other departments
some of the most suggestive kin
etic illustrations; and that he has
quite recently offered valuable
criticisms on the attempted me
chanical interpretation of the
second law of thermo-dynamics (see
p. 112 of Bryan's Report, quoted
above, p. 176, note). Also the
first English treatise on thermo
dynamics written for didactic pur
poses (Tait's Sketch, 1868) contains
no reference to molecular theory,
and Him, one of the most active
workers in the region of experi
mental proofs, kept clear of it.
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chapter, while dealing specially with the kinetic view

of natural phenomena, I had again occasion to refer to

the opinion which has latterly crept into mechanical

explanations-namely, that they are to be looked upon

merely as symbolical, an opinion which did not enter the

minds of the original propounders of the vibratory theory

of sound and light, and which some eminent natural

philosophers to-day strongly oppose. An opposite fate

seems to have befallen the mechanical hypothesis in

chemistry and in physics. Whilst Dalton's atoms were

accepted with hesitation) the further elaboration of the

atomic view has made it almost impossible to resist it

as a physical reality; whereas the necessary complica

tions introduced into Young's undulatory theory in

order to make it cover electro -
magnetic phenomena

have given it the appearance of unnaturalness and arti

ficiality-so much so that Maxwell himself abandoned

the line of reasoning which led him originally to his

fundamental formuk, and contented himself with more

general considerations derived from the conception of

energy.
50. ,, The conceptions which are expressive of the view dealt

Kinetics
and."?er. with in this chapter-the energy ideas-have had a

similar fate. There have been those who have inter

preted this view to mean that all phenomena in nature

can be translated into the language of mechanics: they
have accordingly been stimulated to invent all manner

of kinetic contrivances by which light, heat, electricity,
and chemical action can be represented. Others have

interpreted the equivalence of all forms of energy to

mean that kinetic energy is only one of the forms in
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which this quantity can appear: they have thus exerted

themselves to find such general properties as belong

to all the forms in which energy presents itself to us.

They look upon energy as a much more general con

ception than motion, and they think it a mistake to

try to narrow the conception so that it can only mean

the energy of attraction and repulsion (the astronomical

view), that between the ultimate particles of matter

(the atomic view), or the energy of various forms of

motion (the kinetic view).

On the purely scientific side the mechanical view has

much to say for itself, and can point to achievements

which recommend it as a fruitful method of progress and

research, and as even more fruitful for the purposes of

instruction. It can claim to give in many instances an

apparently easy account of the common-sense or obvious

properties of bodies, and it gives this account in terms

which lend themselves to strict definition, to measure

ment, calculation, and prediction of phenomena; it

destroys all vagueness, and adopts, as it also stimulates,

mathematical, which is the most cogent kind of reasoning.

The kinetic theory of gases and the vibratory theory of

light are notable examples. The ideas of energy and the

remarkable properties of the lowest form of energy

i.e., of beat-became gradually clearer and lost their

strangeness as potential energy came to be defined as

energy of position, available (or free) energy as the

kinetic energy of regular or orderly, unavailable (or

bound) energy as that of irregular or disorderly motion,

and when the strange quantity termed entropy, which

Clausius and Rankine strove in vain to bring home to
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the general scientific intelligence, revealed itself as the

measure of the disorder which prevails in the motion of

the ultimate material elements of a system.' Faraday's

lines of force and the whole elaborate imagery invented

and afterwards discarded by Maxwell to describe the

interaction of magnets, electric currents, and charged

bodies, have proved to be most valuable instruments of

thought-a useful scientific shorthand-in the hands of

the teacher, as in those of the practical electrician. And

although the illustrious propounder of the vortex-atom

theory of matter seems latterly to have discouraged the

use of this kinetic contrivance as not likely to lead

to any great revelations regarding the ultimate constitu

tion of matter or the nature of the imponderable,2 the

1 Helmholtz, in his first memoir
on the thermo-dynamics of chemi
cal processes ('Sitzung8berichte der
Akadeznio zu Berlin,' 2nd February
1882), after having established the
formula for the free energy in iso
thermal processes without reference
to kinetic hypothesis, concludes his

exposition with the following re
marks: "We require, finally, an

expression in order to be able to

distinguish clearly what in theoreti
cal mechanics is termed vis viva or
actual energy from the workequiva
lents of heat, which are indeed
mostly to be regarded likewise as
vi. viva of invisible molecular mo
tion. I would suggest that the
former should be called the vis
viva of orderly motion. I call
orderly all motion in which the
compounds of velocity of the
moving masses are differentiable
functions of the space co-ordinates.
Disorderly motion would then mean
all motion in which the motion of
each particle has no similarity to
that of its neighbours. We have




every reason to believe that heat
motion is of the latter kind, and one
might in this sense regard entropy
as the measure of disorder. For
our means, which compared with
molecular structure are coarse, only
orderly motion can be freely con
verted again into other forms of
mechanical work" ('WisseuschaftL
Abhandl.,' vol. ii. p. 972).

2 " am afraid it is not possible
to explain all the properties of
matter by the vortex-atom theory
alone- that is to say, merely by
motion of an incompressible fluid;
and I have not found it helpful in
respect to crystalline configurations,
or electrical, chemical, or gravita
tional forces. . . . We may expect
that the time will come when we
shall understand the nature of an
atom. With great regret I abandon
the idea that a mere configuration
of motion suffices" (Lord Kelvin,
quoted by Prof. S. W. Hohuan in
'Matter, Energy, Force, and Work,'
New York, 1898, p. 226).
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foremost intellects are still busy in working this to

them promising vein of reasoning.'

The opponents of the kinetic, mechanical, or material

views of natural phenomena have always existed: in the

early years of the century they described their view by

the word "dynamic." At that time it was the atomic

theory they principally objected to. But their criticisms,

though not without use in exposing the limited nature

of all mechanical explanations, failed to yield any fruits,

inasmuch as they moved in vague expressions and did

not lend themselves to that powerful method by which

alone the conquest of nature has been effected, viz., mathe

matical reasoning, combined with observation.

The more recent critics of the mechanical interpreta- 51.
Criticism of

tion of physical phenomena, among whom I will only mchanica1
view.

mention Prof. Ostwald of Leipzig, Prof. G. Helm of

Dresden, and Prof. Ernst Mach of Vienna,2 are fully

1 With reference to the vortex
atom theory, I do not know of any
phenomenon which is manifestly
incapable of being explained by it;
and personally I generally endeav
our (often without success) to
picture to myself some kind of

vortex-ring mechanism to account
for the phenomenon with which I
am dealing . . . . I regard the
vortex-atom explanation as the gaol
at. which to aim," &c. (Prof. J. J.
Thomson, quoted ibid.)2 Prof. Ernst Mach is the earliest
of these writers and had worked on
quite independent lines before the
other two names began to figure in
scientific literature. His criticisms
refer both to metaphysical and
mechanical theories. His position
i original and unique, and his
writings, which are a splendid
example of critical and historical




analysis, have been invaluable to
me. His earliest important essays
date from the year 1872 ('Die
Geschicht.e und die Wurzel des
Satzes von der Erhaltung der
Arbeit,' and 'Die Gestalten der
Flussigkeiten,' Prag). They are
now generally accessible, having
been collected and translated
(under the title 'Scientific Lec
tures,' Chicago, 1895) by Prof.
T. J. M'Cormack. His 'Science of
Mechanics' (translated by the same
author from the second German
edition, London and Chicago, 1893)
has, ever since its first appearance
in 1883, bad a great influence in

Germany; and latterly also in this
country, as may be seen from such
works as Prof. Karl Pearson's
'Grammar of Science' (1st ed.,
1892, p. 387), and notably from
Prof. Love's 'Dynamics' (p. 85).
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aware of the importance of mathematical presentation of

their doctrine, and the two former have in fact done

more than any one else to introduce mathematics into

chemistry. But they maintain that their exact treatment

is not arrived at by introducing hypothetical quantities

such as the atomic and other theories are founded upon,

but by contenting themselves with measuring such quan

tities as are presented directly in observation, such as

energy, mass, pressure, volume, temperature, heat, elec

tric potential, &c., without reducing them to imaginary

mechanical or kinetic quantities.' To what extent they

A great many aspects of physical
science which have beeti more
prominently brought forward by
the modern school of "Ener
,getics" are to be found discussed
in Mach's much earlier writings.
To his valuable 'Principien der
Wärmelehre' (Leipzig, 1896) I have
frequently had occasion to refer in
this chapter.1 In recent discussions and
treatises two distinct tendencies
must be distinguished. First we
have the very useful effort to bring
about a correlation of the diflér
dent departments of physics and
chemistry, including their applica
tions in industry and in physi
ology, by the introduction of the
conception of energy and the
principles of its conservation and
transformation. This dates prac
tically from the publication of
Thomson and Tait's 'Natural
Philosophy.' The theoretical
foundations of this undertaking
have been very fully discussed,
notably in Germany. I mention
only the valuable series of writ
ings of Prof. Max Planck, a list
of which is contained at the end
of his 'Thermodynamik' (Leipzig,
1897). They begin with his prize
essay ('Das Princip der Erhaltung




der Energie,' 1887) and his earlier
dissertation (Munich, 1379) "On
the Second Law." Out of this an
other endeavour has grown. The
aim is to make the conception
of energy the fundamental notion,
and by following its physical ap
pearance in its different forms,
to arrive at certain fundamental
relations expressed in equations,
which are to serve as the basis
for calculation, as in conventional
physics the dynamical equations
formed the starting-point for the
various physical theories. In this
more radical scheme the quantity
"energy" was to play a part similar
to that which the quantity "force"
played in Newtonian dynamics.
This method was probably sug
gested by the novel mode of
treatment invented originally for
heat-problems by Lord Kelvin
and by Clausius, and most strictly
adhered to by the former. The
isolated character of this classical
thermo.dynamics can be got over
either by introducing a kinetic
hypothesis on the nature of heat
or by extending the method of
thermodynamics to other physical"
provinces. The former was the
most plausible view; it has its
origin in the writings of Rankine
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may succeed in doing this consistently seems at present

uncertain. It has been maintained that the very

elements of all physical measurement, the independ

ence of the three dimensions in space, necessitates us

to supplement the energy-conception-which by itself

includes no more reference to direction than the con-

ception of mass-by an assumption of a purely mechani

cal nature such as the number of degrees of freedom,

and that the much-discussed correlation of all forms of

energy, as it is suggested 1

be usefully carried farther.




y W. Gibbs's formuhe, cannot

This correlation' has been

and Clausius. The latter method

grew out of the gradual application
of thermo - dynamics to chemical

phenomena, where the mechanical
treatment had turned out to be

powerless. This more ambitious
scheme of remodelling the whole
of physics, chemistry, and me
chanics on the model of the
classical thermo - dynamics dates
from the year 1887, when Prof.
Georg Helm published his first
treatise ('Die Lehre von der En

ergie,' Leipzig) and revived the
word "energetica" invented by
Rankine. Subsequently he pub
lished his application to chemistry
('Gm ndzuge der inatheina,tischen
Chemie,' Leipzig, 1894), very
much under the influence of
Willard Gibb8's studies of chem
ical equilibria and Duhem'e elab
oration of Heimliol tz's conception
of free energy. His last work
('Die Energetik,' Leipzig, 1898)
gives a history of the gradual
purification of the energy concep
tion from mechanical admixtures,
into which all earlier writers on
the subject except Lord Kelvin
are shown to have lapsed, and
attempts a reconstruction of me
chanics on "energetic" principles,
defending the author's position




against various criticisms which
had meantime been made.

1 The great generalisation of the
science of energetics referred to in
the text was first explicitly put
forth by Helm in his treatise of
1887. He himself holds that he
there finally brought together sug
gestions made in various ways by
Zeuner (1866), Mach (1871), Gibbs
(1875), Maxwell (1875), Von Oettin
gen (1885), and Popper (1884), and
expressed them in the form of a
general principle. The two factors
into which all energy can be sep
arated are called by various sub
sequent writers intensity, potential
level on the one side; exteusity,
capacity, weight, on the other.
In spite of further expositions of
Helm in 1890 the subject did not
attract much attention till Prof.
Ostwald introduced it in a slightly
modified form in the second edition
of his great work on physical chem
istry (1893), making it the founda
tion of the doctrine of affinity.
He had evidently, between the
first and second editious, given up
the mechanical for the "ener
getic" treatment of the subject
(see, inter alia, note 2, p. 114,
of the 2nd edition; vol. ii. p. 12).
At the meeting of the German
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placed at the summit of the modern theory of energetics

by Helm and Ostwald, after earlier writers, such as

Zeuner and Mach, had already used it or drawn atten-

"Naturfor8cherversammlung," held
at Vienna in 1894, a committee
was appointed to report in 1895
at Litbeck on the "actual position
of euergetics," and the introduc
tion of the subject was put into
the hands of Dr Helm. His ad
dress and the discussion which
followed have been given in extract
in the published 'Verbandlungeu'
(vol. ii. part 1, p. 28, &c.), and
since continued in 'Wiedemann'8
Annaleu,' vole. lvii. et seqq. Simul
taneously, however, the subject
received a much more fundament
al or philosophical development
through Prof. Ostwald'a general
address at Lübeck with the some
what polemical title "Die tJeber
windung des wissenschaftlichen
Materialismus." From that mo
ment the mechanical view of
nature bore the stigma of ma
terialism, to which the other
side replied by attaching to the
new or energetic view the stigma
of "metaphysical" (see Planck,
'Wied. Ann.,' vol. lvii. p. 77) as
being scientifically vague and
useless. It cannot be said that
the whole matter has yet been
fully discussed or fathomed. Prof.
Boltzmann, Prof. Carl Neumann,
and Dr Helm have treated the
questions at stake with much
patience, and have made valuable
approaches to a mutual under
standing. The various contrib
utions are mo3t fully discussed
in. Helm's latest work, 'Die En
ergetik' (Leipzig, 1898). Some of
those who originally assisted in
introducing the energetic treat
ment have since refused to go the
length of Helm's and Ostwald's final
generalisations, though they prefer
-for the purpose of the treatment




of thermo-dynamical and chemical

problems -the phenomenological
method, admitting at the same
time the usefulness of the atomic
and mechanical hypotheses, though
some do not look upon them as
indispensable. This phenomeno
logical view, which deals only
with observable and measurable
quantities, in contradistinction to
the atomic and kinetic views,
is largely represented by Prof.
Nernst (see his 'Theoretical Chem
istry,' translated by Palmer,
London, 1895, p. 22), and by
Prof. Planck (see his 'Thermo
dynamik,' Leipzig, 1897), though
the latter considers it merely
providional, a stepping-stone in
the direction of a mechanical
view (p. v, preface). Prof. Boltz
mann has summed up the position
from a general point of view in
his address at Munich in 1899.
He there very lucidly defines the
mechanical, energetic, and pheno
menological positions, admitting
the usefulness of all three, but also
points out the fundamental diffi
culties into which a. one-sided and
exclusive development of any of
them unavoidably leads us. Hav
ing himself done so much in ap
plying atomic theories, he con
cludes by saying that "the
numerous conquests of the atomic
doctrine cannot be won by pheno.
menology or energetic;" and main
tains "that a theory which yields
something that is independent
and not to be got in any other
way, for which, moreover, so many
physical, chemical, and crystallo
graphic facts speak, must not be
combated but further developed"
('Verhandlungen der Versamm
lung zu München,' 1899, p. 121).
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tion to it. It can be set out in the statement that

wherever energy shows itself it appears as composed of

two factors - the intensity and the capacity factors.

These terms, borrowed from the older theories of heat

and electricity, measure the quantity of energy as well as

the direction in which changes of energy take place: the

general law being that energy, in whatever form it

may appear, tends to go from places of higher to places

of lower potential or intensity.

The characteristic feature of this most recent outcome 62.
The out.

of the physical view of natural phenomena is that it Come.

takes in real earnest the suggestion at which many

natural philosophers have independently arrived, that

energy is a substance quite as much as matter. This

granted, it seems at least reasonable to some thinkers to

see how far they can get by employing the two con

ceptions of matter and energy alone without adopting

a third something, the ether, which was introduced at

a time when the idea of the conservation of energy

had not yet been formulated.'

I For an indication of the further
development of this point of view I
must refer the reader to the chapter
on Photo -chemistry in Prof. Ost
wald's great work ('AUg. Chemie,'
2nd ed., vol. ii. part 1, p. 1014, &c.)
"In the interest," he says, "of a
conception of nature which is free
frow hypotheses, we must ask
whether the assumption of that
inediuni, the ether, is unavoidable.
To me it does not seem to be so.
If we ask for the cause of all dis
placements of epergy in space
which we can singly observe, we
find that it. always consists in differ
ences of intensity . . . . The main
point is that, having conceived




energy to be a real thing, indeed
the only real thing in the so-called
outer world, there is no need to
inquire for a carrier of it when we
find it anywhere. This enables us
to look upon radiant energy as in
dependently existing in space. We
have found in the general law of
intensity-i.e., in the empirical
fact that energy tends to equalise
forced changes of its density in
space-the principle according to
which transmission of energy in
apace necessarily takes place when
there appears anywhere an excess."
From this and other passages of
Prof. Ostwald's writings it seems
as if mass likewise was to be given
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63. But whilst the question as to the true method of
Recent
triumphs of

physical research is still being ventilated abroad, as it
atomic view.




has recently begun to be in this country also,' the

mechanical conceptions of atoms and ether have quietly

gained new victories. At the end of the last chapter

I related how, in the hands of Maxwell and his fol

lowers, the word "electricity" gradually lost its sub

stantial meaning, so that there remained only the con

ception of a state of motion or stress in the electro

magnetic field, it being difficult to assign a definite

sense to the term, an electric charge. That those who

were brought up under the ideas of Coulomb and Weber

would naturally regard this as a defect has also been

noted. Still more had the substantial nature of elec

tricity been forced upon those who studied the electro

lytic action of solutions and currents, the wandering of

up as a secondary phenomenon of
energy. See Boltzmann, loc. cit.,
last note, p. 114, &c. ; also, inter
abia, Dr R. Pauli, 'Der erete mid
zweite Eauptsatz,' Berlin, 1896,
preface.

The discussions which began in
Germany in the year 1895 at the
meeting at Lübeck, and have, after
being continued at subsequent
meetings, and in the volumes
of the 'Annalen der Physik und
Chewie,' come to a kind of stand
still by the exhaustive treatise
of Helm on the one side and
by Boltzmann's summing up on
the other, do not seem to have
attracted much attention in this
country. Interest in the subject
was, however, latterly aroused
by two criticisms of the princi
ples of scientific method coming
from entirely different quarters.
The first, which was of a purely
philosophical character, was con-




tamed in Prof. James Ward's 'Gif
ford Lectures' (1896-98), published
in two volumes with the title
'Naturalism and Agnoeticism.'
The other was an Address deliv
ered by M. Poincaré at the
Congress of Physicists in Paris in
1900. In consequence, the subject
of the legitimacy of the various
physical principles, such as action
at a distance, atomisin, kinetic and
ether theories, the use of mechanical
models, and many kindred ques
tions, have been discussed in the
Addresses of Poynting (1899), Lar
mor (1900), and Rticker (1901),
before the British Association, with
a very emphatic attestation of the
usefulness and indispensableness of
the atomistic theory regarding the
constitution of matter, and the
view that a continuous ether is
the carrier of all physical actions
through space.
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the ions, and how, during the process, wandering atoms

gave up or lost a definite something-viz., their electrical

charges. It seemed impossible in this case to do without

an. atomic or molecular view of electricity. Accordingly,

Helmholtz, in his celebrated Faraday Lecture (1881),

after having traced the gradual displacement of the

Weberian theory of electrical particles acting at a

distance by that of Faraday, feels himself constrained

to say: "I see very well that the assumption of two

imponderable fluids of opposite qualities is a rather

complicated and artificial machinery, and that the

mathematical language of Clerk Maxwell's theory ex

presses the laws of the phenomena very simply and

very truly; . . . but I confess I should really be at a

loss to explain . . . what he considers as a quantity

of electricity, and why such a quantity is constant, like

that of a substance." And further on he says: "If we

accept the hypothesis that the elementary substances

are composed of atoms, we cannot avoid concluding

that electricity also . . . is divided into definite

elementary portions, which behave like atoms of elec

tricity."

Besides the phenomena of chemical decomposition, 54.
Modern

there was another very large and important class of electrical

phenomena which gradually led up to the conception

of the substantial and atomic nature of electricity.

This province of independent, and for a long time

isolated, research was opened out by the combined

genius of PlUcker and Geissler. It was in the year

1857, two years before the announcement of the dis

covery of spectrum analysis, that PlUcker, with the
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aid of the now well-known vacuum tubes of Geissler,'

of Bonn, began that long series of experiments on the

discharge of electricity in rarefied gases, on the influence

of magnets upon the course of the luminous rays, and on

the spectra of incandescent gases, which subsequently,

in the hands of Sir William Crookes 2 in this country,

of Hittorf, Goldstein, Elster and Geitel, and of Giese in

Germany, and of a great number of other natural phil-

1 See the Memoir of Pucker in
the 'Aunalen der Physik und
Chernie' (1857); "Ueber die Em

wirkung des Magneten auf die
elektrischen Entladungen in ver
dännten Gasen ". (reprinted in
'Gesammelte wiasenschaftliche Ab
handlungen,' vol. ii. p. 475, &.c.)
Before Plucker took up the iuve8ti
gation with improved means of
exhaustion (later perfected by the
well-known Sprengel pump), several
French experimentalists- notably
Quet, Gassiot, and Abria-had in
dependently marked, the difference
of the light near the positive and
negative poles, mostly in ignorance
of the observations recorded by
Faraday in his early "Experi
mental Researches," as far back
as 1838, referring to the "dark
discharge." Lord Kelvin, in 'his
Presidential Address before the

Royal Society (November 1893), re
fers to the researches of Faraday,
and to a long list of contributions
to the same subject contained in the
Proceedings and Transactions of
the Royal Society. Except those
of Faraday, they are all later
than Plucker's earliest papers.
Lord Kelvin himself says: "Fifty
years ago it became strongly im
pressed on my mind that the differ
ence of quality between vitreous
and resinous electricity, . . . es
sentially ignored as it is in the
mathematical theories . . . with
which I was then much occupied




(and in the whole science of mag
netic waves as we have it now),
must be studied if we are to learn

anything of the nature of electricity
and its place among the properties
of matter." Cf. the words of Hit

torf(Pogg. 'Ann.,' vol. cxxxvi. p. 1),
quoted by Rosenberger, 'Geschichte
der Physik,' vol. iii. p. 778.

2 The experiments and discov
eries of Sir W. Crooke8 on "Radiant
Matter," beginning with his paper
in the 'Transactions' in December
1878, and continued in many sub

sequent communications, as also in
his Address before the Brit. Assoc.
in 1879, especially his theoretical
explanations based upon concep
tions taken from the kinetic theory
of gases, made a great sensation and
led to much discussion in this coun
try and abroad. The term Radiant
Matter was adopted from Faraday
(see Rosenberger, loc. cit., vol. iii.
p. 779). The corpuscular theory
of light was not indeed revived
but in general, after much criticism,
Crookes's views have to a large ex
tent been adopted ; and if not the
corpuscular theory of light, cer
tainly that of electricity has been
greatly supported by these brilliant
experiments. See J. J. Thomson in
the Princeton Lectures (1898), p.
189 sqq., and Prof. Kaufmann's
Address, delivered at the Hamburg
meeting in September 1901 (trans
lated in the 'Electrician' of Nov
ember 8, 1901).
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osophers, revealed a large array of strange and startling

phenomena, which have latterly been brought somewhat

into line and order by the researches of Prof. J. J. Thom

son,' of Cambridge. A great many half-forgotten facts

and experiments, which did not fit into the regular pro

granime of electrical science or practice as it had been

elaborated by the older doctrine of Coulomb and Weber

on the one side, or by the more modern of Faraday and

Maxwell on the other, were collected and shown to

throw quite a new light on the processes of radiation

and electrification, and on the relations of the atoms of

ponderable matter to the vacuum, now looked upon as

filled with a continuous substance, viz., the ether. The

older views of the two electricities, brought before

the eye by the celebrated figures of Lichtenberg;
2

many isolated facts connected with the electric spark

and statical electricity, such as were collected by Riess

seventy years ago, or demonstrated in the hydro-electric

machine of Armstrong; theories, many times abandoned

1
Impressed with the importance

which attaches to the phenomena in
question for a further development
of the theory of electricity founded
by Faraday and Maxwell, Prof. J. J.
Thomson, in his 'Researches,' pub.
]ishcd j 1 893 as a sequel to Max
well's great treatise, devoted a
long chapter to "The Passage of
Electricity through Gases." His
own celebrated contributions to
this subject, after having been
published in the 'Philosophical
Magazine,' and brought before the
Dover meeting of the British As
sociation in 1899, are now summar
ised in his lectures on "The Dis
charge of Electricity through Gases"
(1898). A very interesting earlier
summary of the researches of




others as well as of their own by
Elster and Geitel, will be found in
the 'Annalen der Physik' (1889),
vol. xxxvii. p. 315 sqq.

2 Whilst the differences between
the discharges from the positive and
negative terminals, after having
for a long time been looked upon
as isolated curiosities of electrical
science, were being taken up and
studied in connection with the
subject here referred to (see J. J.
Thomson, 'Researches,' p. 172 sqq.),
Lord Armstrong, during the past
ten years of his long and eventful
life, carried on a series of experi
ments on a large scale, and with
very powerful specially designed
apparatus, on 'Electrical Discharge
in Air and Water' (1895).
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and as often revived, like that of Prout,1 on the con

stitution of matter; the fanciful speculations of Zöllner,

based upon the views of Wilhelm Weber,-all these

scattered fragments or glimpses of knowledge promise

at the end of the century to come together into a con

sistent theory of the nature of electricity as an atomi

cally
- constituted substance which is associated with

particles of ponderable matter, 01' may even be the

ultimate constituent of such matter itself. When a

large mass of experimental facts and many lines of

special reasoning gradually converge towards a common

view, two things are indispensable in order to weld them

into a consistent whole, viz., a new name or vocab

ulary and an hypothesis as to the elementary processes

which will allow of a simple construction and subsequent

mathematical calculation of the more complicated phen

omena of actual experience. In the case before us, both

1 See the concluding chapter of -namely, that the 80-called ele-
Prof. J. J. Thomson's 'Discharge of ments are compounds of some

Electricity through Gases' (espe- primordial element-has been put
cially p. 197, &c.), where, after die- forward from time to time by
cussing Goldstein's "ether" theory various chemists. Thus Prout be-
and Crookes's "corpuscular" theory lieved that the elements were all
of the nature of the celebrated made up of the atoms of hydrogen,
cathode rays, he, mainly on the while Sir Norman Lockyer has ad-

strength of his own and Lenard's ob- vanced weighty arguments founded
servatiOfl8 and calculations, inclines on spectroscopic considerations in
towards the latter theory, conclud. favour of the composite nature

ing that the carriera of the negative of the so-called elements. With
charges of electricity "are small reference to Prout's hypothesis,
compared with ordinary atoms or if we are to explain the cathode
molecules, . . . this assumption rays as due to the motion of small
being consistent with all we know bodies, these bodies must be very
about the behaviour of these rays." small compared with an atom of
"It may," he continues, "appear hydrogen, so that on this view the
at first sight a somewhat startling primordial element cannot be hydro-
assumption in a state more sub- gen." See also Sir \V. Crookes's
divided than the ordinary atom; protyle theory referred to, vol. i.
but a hypothesis which would in- p. 402, note 2.
volve somewhat similar assumptions
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requisites were supplied before the close of the century.

Here and abroad, the term electron, introduced by Dr 55.
The

Johnstone Stoney about ten years ago, has been
term

gener-
"electron."

ally accepted to denote the ultimate particle of elec-

tricity, the atom of electricity-positive or negative

of Helmholtz. Mathematical theories have been worked

out independently abroad by Prof. H. A. Lorentz2 of

Leyden, and in this country by Dr Joseph Larmor a of

Cambridge."

1 See' British Association Report,'
1891, p. 574, "On the Cause of
Double Lines in Spectra," by G.
Johnstone Stoney: "The lines of
the spectrum of a gas are due to
some events which occur within
the molecules, and which are able
to affect the ether. These events
may be Hertzian discharges be
tween molecules that are differ
ently electrified, or they may be
the moving about of those irre
movable electric charges, the sup
position of which offers the simplest
explanation of Faraday's law of

electrolysis. . . . Several consider
ations suggest that the source of the
spectral lines is to be sought not
in the Hertzian discharges, but
in the carrying about of the
fixed electric charges, which, for
convenience, may be called the
electrons."

2 Prof. Lorentz's principal writ
ings are the two memoirs, "La
Thorie électromagntique de
Maxwell et son Application aux
Corps mouvants" (Leydeu, 1892),
and "Versuch einer Theorie der
elect,riechen und optiechen Erschei
nungen in bewegt.en Körpern"
(Leydeu, ]895). His first labours,
indeed, go back to the year 1880.

' Dr Larmor's principal publica
tions are, "A Dynamical Theory of
the Electric and Luminiferous Med
ium "

('Philos. Transactions,' 1894) ;




Part ii., "Theory of Electrons,"
1895-. Part iii., "Relations with
Material Media," 1898; and his
Adams Prize Essay, "Ether and
Matter, a Development of the
Dynamical Relations of the £ther
to Material Systems on the Basis
of the Atomic Constitution of
Matter" (Cambridge, 1900). Dr
Larrnor's several shorter papers
and addresses, to which I shall
refer, are very helpful as intro
ducing one into this novel domain
of science.

A little later than Lorentz and
Larmor, Dr Wiechert of Königs
berg began (in 1896) a series of
publications on the same subject,
with the aim of making the Max
wellian conceptions more definite.
With him, also, the problem narrows
itself down to a reconciliation of
the continuity of the ether with
the atomic nature of ponderable
matter, and of the electrical charges
attached to it. His views, to
gether with a historical ana
lysis of the labours of his great
predecessors, Coulomb, Ampere,
Biot and Savart, Neumann, Far
aday, Maxwell (including the
formal simplifications introduced
into Maxwell's scheme by 0.
Heaviside, Hertz, and Poynting),
Von Helmholtz, and H. A. Lorentz,
are very concisely set out in a
memorial essay entitled 'Grund-
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66. The theory of Maxwell had not only failed to give a
Difficulties

Maxwell's definite meaning to the conception of a charge of elec

tricity; it had also, in the general term "dielectric," some

what obliterated the clear distinction between empty

space and space filled with insulating matter, such as

air. Empty space, 'i.e., space devoid of matter, was sup

posed to be filled with some continuous substance, the

ether, which was the seat or bearer of electric and mag

netic actions, the electro-magnetic field. When the only

clearly known property of this ether, the fact that it

was the carrier of radiation or the luminiferous medium,

was identified with its electro-magnetic nature-light

being conceived to be an electro-magnetic disturbance

the new theory had to attack the great question of the

relation and interaction of ether and matter, in which

all the remaining problems of physical optics seemed

centred.' How was the electro-magnetic theory of light,

lagen der Elektrodynamik,' pub
lished on the occasion of the un

veiling at Gottingen, in 1899, of
the monument erected in honour
of Gauss and Wilhelm Weber. it
is interesting to see how, from ap
parently quite independent begin
flings, and in centres far removed
from each other, the ideas of the
atomic nature of electricity have
almost simultaneously become crys
tallised, and have united them
selves with the great experimental
labours emanating from Plucker
and Crookes to give rise, at the
end of the century, to the modern
theory of electrons.

1 One of the most important of
these problems is the question to
what extent the ether takes part
in the motion of ponderable matter
through it. Astronomical aber
ration, discovered by Bradley, and




easily explained by the then
current projectile theory of light
(see above, chap. vi. p. 10, note), has
caused great difficulty to the un
dulatory theory, and even Sir
George Stokes', whose ideas on the
subject have been very generally
quoted and accepted, would, in his
Burnett Lectures on Light (1883),
say no more than that "according
to the theory of undulations . -
it is not inexplicable" (ed. of 1887,
p. 25). That the electro-dynamic
view of the ether should take up
the problem was most natural, and
the discussion of it is accordingly
placed at the opening of Lorentz'a
memoir of 1895; the effect of the
motion of the earth on optical
phenomena having already been
treated by him in 1887. Dr
Larmor treats very fully of this
subject in the first section of his
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or the wave theory of electricity, to deal with the prob-

lem of ether and matter? In this combined scheme 67.

what and where were the electric charges or units?
What are
electric

On the Continent the labours of Prof. H. A. Lorentz

of Leyden, and the almost simultaneous memoir of Von

Helmholtz, approached this subject from the side of

certain optical problems, notably the vexed question

whether the luminiferous ether is stagnant, or par-

ticipates in the movements of ponderable matter through

it, and the phenomena of dispersion. These writings

have formed the beginning of a long series of theoretical

and experimental researches, which are by no means

concluded. In this country we must chiefly consult

the many and highly interesting writings of Dr Larmor

for a fundamental discussion of the numerous problems

involved. At the same time we find there a very

thorough criticism, appreciation, and embodiment of the

many scattered suggestions and contributions of English

and Continental thinkers. Dr Larmor starts from a 68.

beginning which is peculiar to him. He finds among

Dr Larznor'a
position.

the older theoretical discussions of the nature of the

luminiferous ether one' which will permit of such an

essay "On :Ether and Matter,"
and W. Wien has quite recently
introduced it for discussion at
the "Deutsche Ne.turforscherver-
animlung" (Düsseldorf, 1898, Ber
icht i. p. 49). On the occasion of
this discussion, Prof. Lorentz said:
"Ether, ponderable matter, and,
we may say, electricity, are the
building stones out of which we
compound the material world, and
if we only knew whether matter,
in its motion, carries the ether
with it or not, a way would have
.opened by which we could pen-




etrate a little deeper into the
nature. of those building stones
and their mutual action" (too. cit.,
p. 56).
'The historical traditions of Dr

Larmor's theory seem to lie in
what may be called the Dublin
school of mathematical physics,
with the great names of Rowan
Hamilton (vector analysis), Mac
Cullagh, and, in recent times, the
much lamented 0. F. Fitzgerald.
"The form under which the
atomic electric theory is intro
duced in Dr Larrnor's latest essay
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elaboration as admits on the one side the Maxwellian

definitions of the propagation of electro-magnetic waves,

and on the other the definition of electrons as per

manent but movable states of twist or strain, which

form the atoms of electricity, and possibly, in their

aggregate, ponderable matter itself. The history of

thought is mainly interested in this latest and most

comprehensive "theory of the electric and luminiferous

medium," because it is almost entirely based upon that

great advance in physical theory which we owe to

Helmholtz and Lord Kelvin, "the discovery of the

types of permanent motion, which could combine and

interact with each other without losing their individu

ality, though each of them pervaded the whole field."

This has rendered possible an entirely new mode of

treatment,' and at least made thinkable the reconciliation

of the two apparently contradictory notions of modern

physics, the continuity and uniformity of the all

pervading ether and the discontinuity of the embedded

particles of matter and electricity. The history of

thought also takes further note that these latest and

yet unfinished theories revert, after the interval of thirty

originally presented itself. . . in
the course of an inquiry into the
competence of the ather devised
by MacCullagh to serve for elec
trical purposes as well as optical
ones" ('Ether and Matter,' p. vi.)
"No attempt was made to ascer
tain whether MacCullagh's pteum
could, in addition to its vibratory
functions, take up such a state of
permanent strain as would repre
sent the electrostatic actions be.
tween charged conductors, or such
state of motion as would represent




the electro..dyuamic action between
currents. The first hint on this
side of the matter was Fitzgerald's
passing remark in 1880 ('Phil.
Trans.,' "On the Electro-magnetic
Theory of Light"), that Mac.
Cullagh's optical equations 'are
identical with those of the elec
trodynamical theory of optics de
veloped by Maxwell '"

(p. 78).1 See Larnior's Address to the
British Association at Bradford
('Report,' p. 624).
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years, to the older and apparently abandoned views con

tained in the writings of Wilhelm Weber, who dealt

with electric particles and their actions at a distance.

The chasm has been bridged over by such theories as

those of Lorentz and Larmor, and the missing link sup

plied which prevented Gauss from accepting that

theory when it was first communicated to him by its

author.2

See above, p. 67, note, where
Gauss's letter is quoted; also Larmor,
loc. cit., and 'Ether and Matter,' pp.
22, 72; 'Philos. Trausactions,' vol.
clxxxvi. (1S95), p. 726; H. A. Lor
entz, 'La Thorie e'lectromagnétique
de Maxwell,' 1892, p. 71 : "On voit
done que, dans la nouvelle forme,
Ia théorie de Maxwell se rapproche
des anciennes idées. On peut
méme, après avoir tabli lea for
mules assez simples . . . regarder
ces formules comme exprirnant une
loi fondamentale comparable b.
celles de Weber et de Clausius.
Cependaut, cea équation8 conser
vent toujours 1 enipreinte des
priucipes de Maxwell." Further:
Lorentz, 'Versuch einer Theorie,'
&c. (1S95), p. 8: "In general
there lies in the assumptions which
I make in a certain sense a return
to the older electric theory. The
kernel of Maxwell's views is hereby
not lost, but it cannot be denied
that with the assumption of ions
we are not very far removed from
the electrical particles with which
one operated formerly." Wiechert
('Grundlagen der Electrodynamik,'
p. 108) expresses himself similarly.
Lastly, I may refer to Prof. Kauff
inaun's very interesting Address
delivered at Hamburg, Septem
ber 1891, translated in the 'Elec
trician' (November 1901, p. 95
sqg.) So we may perhaps say that
as Larnior attaches himself to the
traditions of the Dublin school,




Lorent,z and other continental
representatives of the atomic view
attach themselves to the school of
Gauss and Weber. In proof that
Weber's ideas never died out in the
Gottiugen school, see Rieck'8 Eloge
of Weber, Göttingen, 1897, p. 27,
and a very significant remark in the
verdict of the philosophical faculty
on Planck's Prize Essay ('Die Erhal
tung der Energie,' 1887, p. 10).

2 It would be unjust to dismiss
this subject, the overwhelming im
portance of which becomes evident
if we glance at the many contri
butions which fill the third volume
of the 'Rapports prsent.s au Con
grès International de Physique'
(Paris, 1900), without stating that
the atomic theory of electricity not
only furnishes the very keystone
which Gauss was looking for sev
enty years ago, but that it has.
also stood the teat of experimental
verification in the observation by
Zeemann of the effect of magnetism
on the rays of light, an effect
which Faraday sought for in vain
about the time when Gauss was in
search of the keystone of electro
dynamics. A very concise and
interesting account of Zeernann's
phenomenon will be found in M.
A. Cotton's monograph "Le Phén
omène de Zeemaun" ("Scientia,"
Phys. Mathem., Paris, 1899) :
"Comment M. Zeemann a-t.il eu
l'idée d'tudier avec un appareil
de polarisation la lumière émise
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69. The propounders of this. atomic view of electricity

raised by
Objections

very naturally look with little favour on those other
atornl8te.




theories which, under the name of energetics or pheno

menology, would restrict the method of science to the use

of only such quantities and data as can be actually seen

and directly measured, and which condemn the introduc

tión of such useful conceptions as the atom, the electron,

and the ether, which cannot be directly seen and can

only be measured by indirect processes; and there is

no doubt that the century ends with a very emphatic

assertion of the rights and the legitimacy of the atomic

and mechanical views of nature, regarding the energy

principle as a regulative but not, by itself, a constructive

method of research and progress; for, as Dr Larmor says,

If a molecular constitution of matter is fundamental,

energy cannot also be so." 1 Nevertheless though in

many ways opposed, the two views of nature meet at

least in one important point. Both theories have been

dana le champ magnétique? Ici
encore, la thorie vint aider l'ex"
pfrience; cette lola, c'est h H. A.
Loreutz quo l'on eat redevable du
résultat obtenu. fl eat juste do
dire quo d'autres considérationa,
par exemple cello de Lord Kelvin"
(see Tait, Proc. Royal Soc., Fdin
burgh, 1875-76, p. 118) "auraient
pu, elles aussi, probablement con
duire cette découverte do Is
polarisation des raie8. Mais en
fait, cette dcouverte a ét4 faite
gr4ce a l'intervention de la théorie
des 'ions' de H. A. Lorentz. Dana
cette tbéorie, dit M. Zeemanu, on
admet qu'il eziAte dans tou8 lea
corps de petitea masses lectriséee,
ou 'ions,' dont lea inouvenients
constituent tous lea phénomènes
électraques; lea vibrations lum.
ineuses seralent dee vibrations de
ces ions. L't.at de I'éther eat




d6terminé entièremeut par Ia.
charge, la position et le mouve
ment de ces ions. . . . M. Lorentz
fit remarquer que les bords des
raies Iargiea devsient être pol
arises. L'expérience permit it
Zeemanu de verifier cette conclu
sion de Lorentz" (p. 37).

1 '.Ether and Matter.' p. 286:
"One effect of admitting a mole
cular synthesis of dynamical prin
ciples . . . is to depose the concep
tion of energy from the fundamental
or absolute status that is sometimes
aaigued to it. . . . We can know
nothing about the aggregate or total
energy of the molecules of a mate.
rial system, except that its numeri
cal value is diminished in a definite
manner when the system does me
chanical work or loses heat. The
definite amount of energy that plays
so prominent a part in mechanical
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forced to consider anew the ultimate principles of all

physical reasoning, notably the scope and validity of the

Newtonian laws of motion and of the conceptions of

force and action, of absolute and relative motion, as

defined or implied in the mechanical scheme which is

based upon them. Also with their increasing cornb 60.

plexity' modern dynamical explanations have undoubt-
Artiflcal
character of

edly, to every impartial observer, acquired a certain
modern
dynamieal

character of artificiality which suggests the question to
tions.

what extent all such mechanical schemes are an expres-

sion of actual truths or merely useful illustrations. For

the pursuit of scientific research this question is perhaps

of little importance: a method is a correct one if it

leads to correct results verified by observation. Philo-

sophically, as bearing upon the processes, powers, and

limits of human reasoning, the question is all-important.

We are thus led beyond the province of scientific into 61.

that of philosophic thought. In future chapters we shall
The philo
ophic prob-
lem raised.

frequently have occasion to note this tendency of the

purely scientific thought of the century to lead up to

philosophical problems. Wherever this is the case a

history of scientific thought may legitimately close one

of its chapters.

and physical theory is really the
mechanically available energy.
This energy is definite, but is not,
like matter itself, an entity that is
conserved in unchanging amount.

It may and usually does di
minish, in the course of gradual
physical changes."

The three volumes of the
'Rapports,' &c., mentioned above,
have been significantly prefaced by
a discourse of M. Poincar6 on the
relations of experimental and ma.
thenatical physics, in which he in.
818t5 upon the unity and simplicity




of nature as the two conditions
which make generalisations pos
sible and useful, With special ref
erence to modern electrical theories,
such as those of Lorentz and Larmor,
which he had already criticised in
his course on 'Electricité et Op.
tique' (2nd ed., 1901, p. 577, &c.,
he discusses the possibility of ulti
mate mechanical explanations. Of
these, according to his view, an
"infinity" is always possible. He
asks what is the aim we are follow
ing-" Ce n'est pas le mécanisnie,
le vrai, le seul but,, c'est l'unité."
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CHAPTER Viii.

ON THE MORPHOLOGICAL VIEW OF NATURE..

THE different aspects of nature which 'I have reviewed
The abstract
sciences. in the foregoing chapters, and the various sciences which

have been elaborated by their aid, comprise what may

appropriately be termed the abstract study of natural

objects and phenomena. Though all the methods of

reasoning with which we have so far become acquainted

originated primarily through observation and in the re

flection over things natural, they have this in common,

that they-for the purpose of examination-remove

their objects out of the position and surroundings which

nature has assigned to them: that they abstract them.

This process of abstraction is either literally a process of

removal from one place to another, from the great work

and store-house of nature herself, to the small workroom,

the laboratory of the experimenter; or-where such re

moval is not possible-the process is carried on merely in

the realm of contemplation: one or two special properties

are noted and described, whilst a number of collateral data

are for the moment disregarded. In the former case, it

is by a process of actual or physical, in the latter by one
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of purely mental, abstraction that our study begins and

is prosecuted. One very powerful instrument of re-

search, where through size and distance-be they very

great or very small-objects of nature are beyond our

actual reach, is given us in the diagram and the model.

There we, for the sake of study, picture or imitate on

a reduced or an enlarged scale the movements of the

heavenly bodies which are too large or of the atoms

which are too small for our actual grip. Now and

again the natural philosopher who thus uses the

abstract methods of experiment, registration, and cal-

culation, is forcibly reminded that he is in danger of

dealing not with natural, but with artificial, things. In-

stances are plentiful where, through the elaboration of

fanciful theories, the connection with the real world has

been lost and scientific reasoning has been led astray, to

be recalled to a more fruitful path only by the effort of

some original genius living in immediate communion

with the actual world.

There is, moreover, in addition to the aspect of con- 2.

venience, one very powerful inducement for scientific
Convenience
and useful
ness of the

workers to persevere in their process of abstraction, in process of

the study of such things and phenomena as can be

handled in the laboratory and the workshop, and studied

by diagram and by model. This is the practical useful-

ness of such researches in the arts and industries. In

these we do actually abstract the possessions of nature

from their proper hiding-places; we drag the minerals

from the bowels of the earth; we cut up the timber

of exotic growth into artificial fragments; we break

up that natural equilibrium in which electrical and
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chemical agencies have, for thousands of years, evaded

our discovery and 'Our regard. Having done so, we create

an artificial world of our own making which ministers

to our wants, comforts, pleasures, and supplies that

most inestimable of all commodities of civilisation,

varied and stimulating work for ready hands and active

brains. The wants and creations of artificial life have

thus proved the greatest incentives to that abstract and

artificial treatment of natural objects and processes' for

which the chemical and electrical laboratories with the

calculating ràom of the mathematician on the one side,

and the workshop and factory on the other, have in the

course of
"
the century become so renowned. All this

great activity is-as I have abundantly shown-more

and more governed by the scientific, the exact, or the

mathematical spirit.

There is, however, in the human mind an opposite
Interest
opposed to interest which fortunately counteracts to a considerable
the splntof
abstraction. extent the one-sided working of the spirit of abstraction

in science and the growing tendency towards artificial

ity in our practical life. This is the genuine love of

nature, the consciousness that we lose all power if, to

any great extent, we sever or weaken that connection

which ties us to the world as it is -to things real and

natural: it finds its expression in the ancient legend
of the mighty giant who derived all his strength from

his mother earth and collapsed if severed from her. In

its extreme and purest form this interest probably lies

at the root of all poetry and all art, and it accordingly

governs a great part of the literature and thought of the

century. It will occupy us later on in our historical
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survey. At present it interests us only as far a it

asserts itself also in science. In the study of natural

objects we meet with a class of students who are at

tracted by things as they are: not so much by those

which we artificially prepare in our laboratories, as by

the infinite variety of real forms; not so much by the

geometrical types which allow us to bring them together

under some abstract formula, as by the apparent disorder

and divine confusion in-which real things are scattered

about in the heavens and on our globe. It is not the

general equation which in its complete solution contains

all real and many unreal instances merely as special

cases that interests them, but the individual examples

themselves. The general laws of motion admit of an

infinity of special cases which may never occur in nature;

organic chemistry adds daily to the already enormous

array of compounds which do not present themselves in

living organisms. Clearly, besides the abstract sciences,

which profess to introduce us to the general relations

or laws which govern everything that is or can be real,

there must be those sciences which study the actually

existing forms as distinguished from the possible ones,

the "here" and "there," the "where" and "how," of

things and processes; which look upon real things not

as examples of the general and universal, but as alone

Possessed of that mysterious something which dis

tinguishes the real and actual from the possible and

artificial. These sciences are the truly descriptive




The descnp-
sciences, in opposition to the abstract ones. They are ttvescienees.

indeed older than the abstract sciences, and they have,

in the course of the period under review in this work,
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made quite as much progress as the purely abstract

sciences. In a manner, though perhaps hardly as

powerful in their influence on practical pursuits, they

are more popular; they occupy a larger number of stu

dents; and inasmuch as they, also comprise the study of

man himself, they have a very profound influence on

our latest opinions, interests, and beliefs-i.e., on our

inner life. It is the object of this and some of the

following chapters to trace concisely the altered ways

and means by which, in the course of the last hundred

years, the study of the actual things and events of nature

has been prosecuted. For those who wrote the history

of the descriptive sciences in the middle of our century,

the arrangement of this vast subject presented little

difficulty. It had been in the main accomplished by

the great naturalists who, during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, laboured to bring the large and

ever increasing number of natural objects into some

supposed system and some professed- order, to enumer

ate them in catalogues or marshal them in museums.

The familiar division of natural things into animals,

vegetables, and minerals had received a general sanction.

Separate sciences, with separate chairs at the univer

sities, which still survive, attended to the separate

treatment of these subjects. One of the greatest

changes which the present age has witnessed has been

The break.
the breaking down of the old landmarks and of the

ing
down of stereotyped divisions which existed in the beginning and

all through the first half of the century.'

This change has also very much times, was much discussed-the
lessened the interest with which classification of the sciences. It
we now regard the solution of a will be seen that. of the many prin.
problem which, down to recent ciples of division which have been
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If we try to specify a little more closely the agencies

and interests that were at work in bringing about this

very marked change, which, like every change of the

kind, has been reflected by the altered vocabulary of

our languages, we come upon two distinct influences-

adopted, the present work only re
tains that one principle which, in
some form or other, appears in
every attempt towards classifica
tion - the direuce between the
abstract and the concrete or actual.
The two original philosophical sys
tems which France and England
in the course of the century
have produced, the positivist phil.
osopby of Comte and the phil
osophy of evolution of Herbert
Spencer, have both dealt elabor
ately with the problem of the
classification of the sciences. In
this they betray their descent from
the philosophy of Bacon and their
practical tendencies. It is mainly
in the interests of teaching that
the division of the sciences is of
importance; and so here it has
proved to be indispensable, but,
also, not unfrequently, narrowing
and harmful. German philoso
phers, who have generally been
more influenced by the traditions
of Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz,
have attached less importance to
the rigid divisions. The result
has been that in Germany, more
than in any other country, those
modern sciences have grown up
which cultivate the borderland
that separates the existing well
marked provinces which are artifi
cially kept up by the older chairs
at the universities. Examples of
this are the new sciences of physio
logical psychology and of physical
chemistry, both brilliantly and for
the first time represented at the
university of Leipzig. The two
great conceptions, however, which
have probably done more than any
others to break down the old con
ventional landmarks that kept




the sciences asunder, the concep
tion of energy and the idea of. de
scent, were first prominently put
forward in this country. The
classical treatise on the division of
the sciences in the widest sense is
the 'De Augmentis Scientiarum'
of Lord Bacon. An important and
original work on the subject is
André Marie Ampere's 'Essai sur Ia
Philosophie des Sciences, ou Ex
position analytique d'une Classifica
tion naturelle de toutes lea Con.
naissances humaines' (1834). An
analysis of the book is given in
Whewell's 'Philosophy of the In
ductive Sciences,' vol. ii., Book ]2.
Ampere's classification, on the
model of that in botany, is sym
metrical and dichotomous. Aug.
Comte's classification, contained
in the second "Lecon" of the
'Cours de Phulosophie positive'
(1830, vol. i.), is termed by its
author "une échelle ".or "une bier.
archie encyclopdique." Mr Her
bert Spencer, in an essay 'On the
Genesis of Science' (1854), repub
lished with additions in the third
volume of his '

Essays' (1874), criti
cised Couite's attempt to classify the
sciences "serially." He more than
any other thinker has assisted in
breaking down the older idea, which
was very prominent in many classi
fications of the great French natur
alists, the idea of the subordin
ation of things in nature, of the
"échelle des êtres," and the corres
ponding conception of an hierarchy
of the sciences, in the place of
this serial arrangement, a genea
logical arrangement, under the
specific term of evolution, was in
troduced, and the sciences were
co-ordinated according to their
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one of which has tended enormously to broaden our

view of natural objects and events; the other to narrow

it down and make it more definite, scientifically ac

curate, and precise. The former has tended to sweep

away the older landmarks and divisions as inadequate

to afford us a 'correct view of nature; the latter has

tended to create new divisions and definitions, more in

harmony with the lines on which the abstract sciences

of physics and chemistry have been developed, and has

thus brought the actual objects and events of nature

more within the grasp of those exact and mathematical

6. methods which those sciences have perfected. The former
The spirit of
exploration, has been carried on in the vast workshop of nature her

self by those daring and far-seeing travellers who, with

Alexander von Humboldt at their head, have attempted

to gain a view of nature on an extensive scale. For the

sake of the increase of natural knowledge alone, they

visited distant countries where the elemental forces of

nature, undisturbed by the inroads of civilisation, have

battled and co-operated to produce the magnificent floras

and faunas of the tropics, or where, as in Siberia, the

eternal cold has preserved intact the remains of bygone

periods. Equipped with the instruments and methods of

modern science, they recognised the necessity of studying
the actual formation and stratification of rocks, the geo

graphical distribution of organic life on the surface of the

genesis, the three great divisions
being the abstract, abstract-con
crete, and concrete sciences. My
readers will readily see the
similarities and the differences
which exist between this classi
fication and the more general die.




tiuctions which I have adopted;
and I rewind them again that I
am not writing a history of Science
but of Thought, and that all
divisions of this great subject are,
more or less, arbitrary.
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globe, or in the depths of the ocean; Of visiting the real

dwelling-places, the habitat of living beings: thus coun

teracting and enlarging the narrow and pedantic views

which the older, purely systematic, and lifeless treatment

of natural objects was in danger of fostering. We know

how the germs of two of the greatest generalisations of

science were laid in the minds of Mayer and of Darwin

during their visits to distant countries, and how fertile

in natural knowledge of all kinds have been the voyage

of the Challenger and many other similar expeditions,

and with what interest and curiosity scientific and

popular audiences listen to the narrative of such daring

explorers as Fridjof Nansen.

The other and much more concentrated influence,

which from the opposite side co-operated with the labours

of the great explorers in remodelling the descriptive
sciences and infusing new life and vigour into them,

has been not less marked. There has always existed

one great interest, in which nearly all the descriptive

branches of natural knowledge have found a common

rallying ground and a uniting purpose- namely, the
medical

art of healing, the alleviation of human suffering and interest.

the curing of disease. During long ages, when the purely

scientific interest was almost dead, physical and chemical

research was created or kept alive by the physician, the

alchemist, and the apothecary; medical works like those

of Celsus and Galenus in antiquity have been the ency-

'It may also be pointed out
that Aristotle was descended from
a family of doctors, that-accord
ing to Zeller ('Philosophie der.
Griechen,' vol. ii., part 2)-the
assumption 18 warranted "that




the medical art of his father
Nicomachi8, who was the medical
adviser and friend of the Mace
donian king, Amyntas, had a
prominent influence on the mental
development of his son."
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clopedias of the existing knowledge of nature, and celeb

rities like Boerhaave, LinnEeus, and Hailer in more modern

times have been the living centres of all the natural

sciences. The same uniting bond has not been want

ing in our century, when it has again, as many times

before, manifested its powerful influence, has brought

together researches which were on the point of fall

ing asunder, and infused new life and interest into the

driest of studies. As I have had occasion to remark

above, the modern school of medicine originated in the

attempt-begun by Lavoisier in France, but carried out

on the largest scale in the chemical and physiological

laboratories of Germany-of making the new discoveries

8. in physical science and chemistry fruitful for medical
Physical
science purposes and the treatment of pathological cases. The
applied to
medicine,

discovery of galvanism gave probably the earliest im

petus, and was, to the discredit of an exacter treatment,

largely misused in the earlier part of the century, till

Du Bois Reymond, in the middle of the period, based his

elaborate researches on more correct methods, and created

nearly all the knowledge we now possess of the electrical

currents in the nervous system. Somewhat earlier, Liebig

led the study, of the phenomena of animal heat and of

the food relations of the animal and vegetable kingdom;

the brothers Weber had introduced dynamics into the

theory of the motion of the heart and the limbs; whilst

Johannes Miller and his numerous school about the same

time laid the foundations of physiological and pathological
acoustics and optics. Quite independently of these appli
cations of the mechanical and physical sciences, which led

some over-hastily to imagine that in the doctrine of the
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organism as a pure machine lay an answer to the great

problems of life and consciousness, Theodor Schwann

proclaimed about 1840, on the basis of minute micro.

scopio observation, the essential identity of animal

and vegetable-i.e., of all living-structure, thus taking

probably the greatest step in uniting researches which

had so far been carried on in a disconnected fashion.

Here is the beginning of the modern theory of the

organic cell---of cellular pathology, and the actual in

auguration of modern biology. Twenty years later, the

appearance of Darwin's 'Origin of Species' urged still 10.
Darwin.

further the study of the whole of organic life from a

comprehensive point of view. In addition it led to a

closer union with the sciences of inorganic nature, an

appeal being now made to pahontoIogica1 and geological

records in proof of the gradual development of all forms

of living as well as of inanimate reality. The studies

of the geologist, which up to then had been prosecuted

on independent lines, joined hands not only with those

of the zoologist and botanist, but likewise with the

theory of cosmological genesis of the planetary system,

as proclaimed at the end of the former century by

Laplace in his 'Exposition du Système du Monde,' and

fifty years earlier by Kant in his 'Natural History

of the Heavens.' If in the course of our century,

through the combined influence of travel on the one side

and medicine on the other, the history of natural objects

has been united in the larger conception of biology, this

itself at the close of the century promises to be united

with geology and astro-physics (a science almost entirely

founded on the invention and on the revelations of the
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spectroscope), into the still wider conception of a" general

science of evolution, as enunciated already forty years

11. ago in the writings of Herbert Spencer, and in a more
Herbert
Spencer. shadowy form by Herder in the eighteenth century, and

by Leibniz in the seventeenth.

Seeing, then, that the treatment of the descriptive

sciences of nature has been so radically changed during

the course of the century, and that the change has been

accompanied by a complete revolution in oui' modes of

thinking and reasoning on, these subjects, the historian of

Thought cannot be content with merely chronicling the

progress of the methods in use in the separate sciences,

such as mineralogy, geology, botany, and zoology, even

with the addition of the more recent sciences of

pale-ontology,physiology, and comparative anatomy. He

might in doing so fairly grasp the history of the descrip
tive sciences up to the year 1850. It is exactly in this

12. manner that Whewel], in his 'History of the Inductive
Wbewea . , .
divisions Sciences, treated this part of his subject. Beyond that

period the old landmarks designated by those names

have disappeared or become of secondary importance.
On the other side, whilst a history of Evolution in

Science might seize. on the great characteristic feature

of the more modern research which belongs to the

second half of the century, it would hardly suffice to

sum up the leading ideas of the descriptive branches

of science as they were carried on on independent
lines during the earlier years of our period. Evolu

tion had then no definite meaning, and Biology was

a disregarded term. We must thus look out for some

more general aspects which belong alike to the earlier
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and later periods, and which will enable us to see how

that great change has gradually come about.

All studies that deal with the actual things and events

by which, on a large and on a mithite scale, we are sur

rounded in nature, are comprised under the term Natural

History. In opposition to Natural Philosophy, which

comprises our abstract knowledge of the possible forms of

motion and the possible combinations of the elements into

which we have so far been able to decompose matter,

Natural History deals only with such forms and combina

tions as actually exist around us, only with such processes

of change as actually take place in nature. Some of these

forms and changes we may be able to collect in our

museums or imitate in our laboratories, but the forms of

nature cannot in this way be exhausted, nor her pro

cesses understood. Her forms or things do not exist in

isolation, but always in a certain environment, having a

definite plan, a position in time and space. These sur

rounding features are as important as the things them

selves. Besides this, the processes of nature draw on

the great factor of time with a much more liberal hand

than we can permit ourselves to do. Nevertheless, as in . is.
Divisions of

the abstract sciences we deal with things at rest and with natural
history.

things in motion, so we can appropriately divide our

study of the real and the actual into the attempt to

give some account of the forms and things which

actually exist and continually recur, and the study

of the changes which things undergo. In abstract

science the terms statics and dynamics, the doctrines

of rest and of motion, have been generally introduced,

to distinguish the two great aims of study; some cor-
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responding terms may appropriately define the twofold

interest which we take in natural objects. The term

morphology
1 was introduced early in the century by

The term morphology was in
troduced by Goethe to define a series
of researches and studies to which
he was led by his equal interest in
art, nature, and human society.
Returning from Italy, which he de
scribes as "rich in forms," to Ger
many, which he terms in contrast
Cc
gestaltios," he reports that three

distinct problems had presented
themselves. "Wie die begunstigte
griechieche Nation verfahren urn die
höchste Kuust im elgenen National
kreise zu entwickeln. . . . Wie die
Natur gesetzlich zu Werke gehe,
urn lebendigea Gebild, als Muster
ailes künstlicben, hervorzubringen.

Wie aus dem Zusammen
treffen von Nothwendigkeit und
Wilk'iir, von Antrieb und Wollen,
von Bewegung und Widerstanci em
drittes hervorgebt. . . die mensch
liche Gesellschaft." For the pur
pose of finding an answer to the
second of these questions, Goethe
collected and observed, read and
speculated, and formed the con
ception of a general science of or
ganised beings, termed morphology,
which was not to treat merely of
external figure, but to comprise also
physiology and the study of develop
ment It is the first great attempt
to think of nature as a whole, and
to break down the rigid lines which
divided the several natural sciences.
He thus inaugurated the modern
view of nature by introducing the
general science of morphology. His
first literary attempt in this di
rection was the now celebrated
pamphlet on the 'Metamorphosis
of Plants,' in which he represents
the leaf as the typical formation
from which the other parts of the
plant can be derived. Whether
this derivation is a real procees in




the sense of modern evolution, or a

merely ideal one in the sense of the
earlier archetypal view, Goethe does
not clearly say. This uncertainty
Goethe shares with the whole school
of the "Naturphilosophie," as Julius
Sachs points out in his 'History of

Botany' (German edition, 1875,

p. 170). This is not the point to
which I want to draw attention at

present. More important is the
remark which Goethe makes in the
further historical account of the

gradual development of his inorpho
logical ideas. Wolf, the philologist,
pointed out to him that his own
namesake, Caspar Friedrich Wolf,
had anticipated Goethe in the at
tempt to demonstrate the funda
mental identity of the different
parts of a plant. In the sequel of
his most appreciative analysis of
Wolf's expositions, Goethe charac
teristically notes that Wolf does
not include in his conception the
"metamorphosis of animals," or in
troduces it only as something en
tirely different. That Goethe's idea
of morphology as a general science
of the forms and change of forms in
nature is applicable likewise to in
animate forms- to geological, geo
graphical, and many other forma
tions, nay, even to rigid things like
crystals, and to such unstable for
mations as the parts of speech and
language-has in the course of the
century been abundantly recog
nised. It is known how, guided y
the same general interest, Goethe
studied the formations and trans
formations of animals, rocks, and
clouds, though, according to Zittel
('Gesch, der Geologie,' 1899, p. 275),
C. F. Naumaun first used the ex
pression, "morphology of the sur
face of the earth," in 1850. Goethe'8
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one who loved above all things to watch the works of

nature in their proper abodes-who combined the poeti

cal with the scientific interest,-by Goethe. The term

genesis' has long been employed to describe the pro

cesses by which the actual world has come to be what

it is. To the statical and dynamical aspects of the

abstract sciences correspond accordingly to some extent

the morphological and genetic aspects of the natural 14.
Morphology

sciences. To some extent only, for in nature, where

everything is subject to continual flow, we never come

upon a realisation of absolute rest, a pure form, a

rigid type. Rather would I put it in this way: In the

perpetual variety, of change the morphological view

tries to define those recurring forms or types which

present themselves again and again, towards which all

changes seem to revert; thus bringing some order into

morphological writings have been
for the first time completely edited
and annotated in the three volumes
(6 to 8) of the second division of
his works now being published by
the Goethe.Gesellschaft at Weimar.
The authority whom I approach
nearest in the use I make of the term
morphology is probably Haeckel.
See the first book of his 'Generelle
Morphologieder Organisehen Wesen'
(1S66, vol. i. pp. 1-108).

Goethe's morphological studies
were equally directed towards the
formation and the transformation
of living things: morphology was
to him the science of "Bildung
und Umbikiung." In the course of
the century the terms morphology
and morphological school have come
to mean more and more that com
plex of comparative researches
which historically prepared the
genetic, developmental, or evolu
tionist school of thought, but which




were mainly dominated by the con
ception of fixed types and forms,
and, though searching for the laws
of modification, did not rise to a
clear enunciation of a theory of
evolution and descent. Goethe him
self hovered all his life long between
an artistic predilection for the per
fect form or model and a deeper
philosophical conviction of the con
tinual flow of thingé. See a remark
of his ('Werke,' II., vol. vi. p. 304)
in an aphorism on "genetic treat,
meut": "Erst bin ich geneigt
mir gewisse Stu.fen zu denken; weil
aber die Natur keinen Sprung
rnacht, bin ich zuletzt genotb.igt mir
die Folge einer unuuterhrochenen
Thitigkeit ale em Gauzes anzu
schauen, indem ich das Einzelne
aufhebe, ohrte den Eindruck zu
zerstören." See also a remark on
Goethe's undefined position in
Carus, 'Geschichte der Zoologie'
(1872), p. 590.
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what would otherwise be disorder and confusion. On

the other side, the genetic view deals with the tran

sition from one form to another in the course of time;

takes more interest in movement and in the process

and function; and seeks for their probable laws and

regularities. Without wishing to limit these remarks

to merely organic or living things, the difference be

tween the morphological and genetic views can be

brought home to the mind by referring to the different

objects of anatomy and physiology.1 This twofold and

very general aim-the desire to know what is, and how

it has come to be-has existed at all times, though fre

quently obscured by artificial and temporary restrictions.

From this point of view I propose to survey the mental

attitude of the century towards the real things and

events of nature, as distinguished from the artificial or

mathematical forms and processes of our studies and our

laboratories, our calculating and measuring rooms. The

Genetic theories have every
where been prepared and ushered
in by morphological studies. So in
Goethe's time; so later on, after
Darwin had given a definite law
of descent, and Herbert Spencer
had fixed the vocabulary and ideas
of evolution, this relation is mani
fested by two great works, the
'Generelle Morphologie der Organ.
ischen Wesen,' by Ernst Haeckel
in Germany (1866), and Francis
M. Balfour's 'Elements of Embry
ology' (1874) in England. It is
characteristic that Prof. Haecke],
in the further development of his
literary activity, dropped the term
morphology, and published the de
sired new editions of his great work
under two different titles, 'Nattir
liche Schöpfungsgeschichte' (1868,




2 vole.), and 'Systematieche Phylo
genie' (1896, 3 vole.) The division
of the great modern biological doe.
trine into morphology and genetics
is in conformity with Mr Herbert
Spencer's treatment in the 'Prin
ciples of Biology,' vol. ii., pub1hhed
in 1865, and with the two divisions
of Haeckel's 'Generefle Morpho
logie,' which treated respectively of
the "science of developed forms" and
the "science of developing forms"
i.e., of structure and process. I
have chosen such expressions in the
text as will permit of a compre
hension of inanimate as well as of
animated nature. In 1875 there
were founded simultaneously in
Germany two periodicals, represent
ing respectively the morphological
and genetic sides of animal biology.
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present chapter will deal with the morphological, the

following with the genetic, views of nature.1

Were the real world only one out of many possible

worlds which the mathematical mind can imagine, though

through its complication and intricacy it might still

far surpass its powers of analysis; were the actual forms

of nature only some of the infinitely possible states of

equilibrium, the events and changes surrounding us in

space and time only a few of the countless combinations

of motion taught in dynamics; were the actual course

of things-as mathematicians since Laplace have fanci

fully put it-only one particular solution of the general

differential equations of the world-motion, - then the

two great domains of morphology and genesis would

exhaust the subject and satisfy all the interests by which

natural history has been created. Unfortunately for the 15.
Other

pure mathematician, but fortunately for the rest of man- aspects.

kind, notably the poet and the artist, it is not so. An

enormous gulf separates the creations of nature from the

most perfect machine; and the fact that, with all the

most delicate methods at her command, her most perfect

machines, like the human eye, do not come up to the

demands of the optician,' shows us that other agencies
1 As in abstract mechanics, the

study of the conditions of equili
brium, i.e., statics, preceded in time
the study of the phenomena of
motion, i.e., dynamics, so in the
study of nature the apparently
finished or developed forms at
tracted attention before their
genesis was inquired into; and as
the key to statics has in the course
of time been discovered to Tie in
dynamics, so the key to an under
standing of form and structure has




been found to lie in the dynamical
theory of descent or evolution. In
animal biology a separate influence
-the medical interest-led, how
ever, very early to a study of func
tion and of. the processes in the
living organsm.2 This refers to a well-known re
mark of Helmholtz in his popular
lectures on the 'Theory of Light'
(1868), where he enlarges on the
remarkable imperfections of the eye
as an optical instrument. His real
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and other interests are at work than we have as yet

been able to grasp. So long as astronomy was content

to observe the orbits and motions of the heavenly bodies

from a distance, it indeed appeared possible to define

that science as merely "une question d'analyse"; but in

astronomy even, spectroscopy has brought distant objects

near to us and opened out endless vistas into a purely

descriptive branch of the science, a natural history of

the heavens. Still more so is this the case when we fix

our gaze on the world immediately surrounding us-on

the things and events in which we ourselves take an

active part. Here two phenomena attract our attention

iu. -the problem of life, and the problem of consciousness
Life and
mind, or mind. The knowledge which we possess, or imagine

we possess, of the latter, which is gained from a purely

introspective point of view, the psychological aspect, I

leave at present quite out of the question. As external

observation through our senses would never have given

it; as in the map of reality which we call nature, we

have not even succeeded in accurately locating conscious

ness,-1 relegate this large department of Thought to

a different place in this work. At present we have to

do only with the study of nature, the first condition of

object was to dispel the popular
conception that the accuracy and
variety of the performances of the
human eye could be explained by
the precision and complexity of its
structure, as if it were an optical
nfttrument of a degree of perfection
which could not be equalled by any
optician. In the sequel Helmholtz
shows how this admiration of a
wrongly supposed mechanical per
fection must make room for an
admiration of a different kind, as




"every work of the organic forma
tive power of nature is for us
inimitable"; a remark which really
supports the argument in the text
('Vortriige und Reden,' 3. AuIL
1884, vol. i. p. 240, &c.) It is also
important to note how Helmholtz
traces the imperfections of the eye
to its genesis-i.e., its development
in the embryo. The genetic sup
plements the purely structural ex
amination (ibid., p. 255).
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which is that her phenomena have, or have at some time

had, a definite place and position in space. Here, then,

the phenomena of lower and higher life and the new

creations of human culture, art and industry, open out a

great department of reality which is accessible to external

observation and study. Without committing ourselves

to any theory on the subject, we have in this department

to deal with the phenomena of apparent or real design

and purpose. How has the century dealt with these

phenomena? The answer to this question, the history

of nineteenth century thought as directed towards the

phenomena of life and of mind as natural phenomena,

will be dealt with in two further chapters, which will

respectively deal with the vitalistic1 and the psycho-

It would have been in some
respects preferable to use the
word "biological" instead of vital
istic. In fact, in the original draft
of this passage I used the former
term. The reasons which made me
alter it are the following: The
term biology was first used in 1801
by Lamarck in his 'Hydrogéologie.'
"About the same time it occurred
to Treviranus that. all those sciences
which deal with living matter are
essentially and fundamentally one,
and ought to be treated as a whole;
and in the year 1802 he published
the first volume of what he also
called 'Biologie.' Trevirauus's great
merit lies in this, that he worked
out his idea, and wrote the very
remarkable book to which I refer.
It consists of six volumes, and oc
cupied its author for twenty years
-from 1802 to 1822. That is the
origin of the term 'biology'; and
that. is how it has come about that
all clear thinkers and lovers of con
sistent nomenclature have substi
tuted for the old confusing name of




'natural history,' which has con
veyed so many meanings, the term
'biology,' which denotes the whole
of the sciences which deal with
living things, whether they be ani
mals or whether they be plants."
This extract from Huxley's" Lecture
on the Study of Biology" (South
Kensington, Dec. 1876, reprinted
in 'American Addresses,' &c., 1886,
p. 129, &c.), has induced me to
adopt the term "vitalistic" to
denote those doctrines and chapters
in biology which deal specially with
the principle and phenomena of
life. A very large portion of bi
ology deals with such phenomena
of living things as can be studied
without any reference to a doctrine
or theory of life in particular, they
being either mere facts of distribu
tion or that very large and increasing
class of biological processes which
admit of purely mechanical, physi
cal, or chemical description and

explanation. The very fact, how
ever, that the question whether the
principle of life is purely mechanical
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physical views of nature. Thus four distinct chapters,

dealing severally with the morphological, the genetic,

17. the vitalistic, and the psycho-physical aspects of nature,
Vitailstic

3Yl1o. will together attempt to describe the manifold and
phy .1
aspects.

changing methods of reasoning by which our century

has approached the actual things and events which

surround us.

11
Nature does not employ all figures, but only certain

ones of those which are possible: and of these, the deter

mination is not to be fetched from the brain, or proved

a priori, but obtained by experiments and observations."

These words, set down nearly two centuries ago by a

now forgotten natural philosopher,' express clearly the

object of a study which, towards the end of the eigh

teenth century had received definite expression in van-

or not is not yet decided, makes
it necessary to retain in a history
of Thought a special term com

prising all speculations which deal
with. the purely scientific solution
of that problem. In fact, the ques
tion what is life is still unanswered.
A frtiori, these remarks refer
also to the question, What is mind
or consciousness? But the two
chapters referring to these problems
will limit themselves to an historical
exposition of what has been done
to solve them by purely scientific,
i.e., exact, methods. The full name
of the author of the 'Biologie'
was Gottfried Reinhold Treviranus
(1776.1837) of Bremen. Though
introducing the larger conception
of biology, his own original lab
ours were mainly in the domain
of zoology. His brother, Ludoif
Christian Treviranus (1779-1864),
devoted himself mainly to botanical




science, and was largely influenced
by the doctrines of the "Natur
philosophie." On the former, see
Carus, 'Oeschichte der Zoologie'
(Munchen, 1872), passim; on the
latter, Sache, 'Geschichte der Bo
tanik' (ibid., 1875, p. 291).

1 They are quoted by Whewell
('Hist. Induc. Sciences,' 3rd ed.,
vol. iii. p. 165), from a work en
titled 'Dissertatio de Salibus'
(1707), by the Italian Professor at
Padua, Dominico Gulielmini (1655
1710). Hewas a practical physician
as well as a natural philosopher. He
was the forerunner of Rome de Lisle
and Haüy, inasmuch as he estab
lished the principle, not then suffi
ciently appreciated, that the con
stancy of the angles is characteristic
of all crystals. See Kopp's Geech
ichte der Chemie,' vol. ii. pp. 83
404.
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ous branches of natural science, and which can: be best

characterised by the term morphology.' The word was 18.
Molo

first applied only to plants, then also to animals, and defined.

later still to crystals and minerals. The words quoted

above refer to the forms of inanimate nature, to crystals.

In all these cases we have to do with definite individual

oljects, which can be removed from their surroundings

and examined in the laboratory. There is, however, no

reason why a study of the actual forms of nature on

a large scale, such as the physiognomy of landscape, the

configuration of mountains and valleys, the shapes of

glaciers, the actual distribution of land and water on our

globe, the stratification of rocks, the formation of clouds,

and many other things, should not all be comprised under

the term, the morphological view of nature. And con

ceived in this larger sense, the study of nature as a whole

and in its separate parts had at the end of the eighteenth

century already made very important progress. In fact,

natural history had, in the course of that century, gradu

ally emerged from the previous epoch, that of the purely

systematic and classificatory attempts, which aimed at

giving inventories, collecting specimens, and classifying

natural objects, naming, describing, and identifying them.

The interest of the latter. was a practical one, frequently

1 In the 'Leçons aur lea Phéuo.
mXnee do I& Vie commune auxL
Anhuaux et aux Végétaux,' a
work which did so much to break
down the older division of the
sciences which deal with animals
and vegetables separately, Claude
Bernard says (p. 333 of vol. i.,
1885): "Dana un autre équilihre
cosinique, la morphologie vitale
aerait. autre. Je pense, en un mot,




qu'iI existe virtuelletnent dana la
nature un nombre infini de formes
vivantes que nous ne colinaisSons
pas. Ces formes vivantes eeraieut
en quelque sorte dormante8 ou
expectantes. . . . Ii en eat ainSi
des corps nouveaux que forment
lea chimistes; us ne lea créent pas,
us étaient virtuellemeut possibles
daus lea lois de Ia nature."
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prompted by the needs of the medical profession, which

studied animals as affording an insight into the analo

gous structure and functions of the human body
1 and

plants, because they largely furnished the materials for

the preparation of medicines. To this must further

be added the practical interests of agriculture, of garden

ing, and of the artificial culture of flowers and exotic

plants, and the breeding of domestic animals. All

these interests, however stimulating they may have been

and still are, introduce an element of artificiality into

the study of nature. They have all a greater concern

for natural objects, be they beautiful or useful, than

they have for nature itself. From this artificial posi

tion the true sciences of nature had to emancipate them

selves by slow degrees and with many efforts. Ever since

the time of Linneus, through whose labours the system

atic attempts received a kind of finality, and even in

his own writings, great discussions were carried on as to

19. the difference between a natural and an artificial order of
Artificial

atnral plants and animals. The natural orders,"2 says Liuneus,

"teach us the nature of plants, the artificial orders enable

us to recognise plants. The natural orders, without a

key, do not constitute a method; the method ought to he

available without a master. . . . The habit of a plant

must be secretly consulted. A practised botanist will

'
Referring to Albrecht von

Hailer, Victor Carus ('Gesch. d.
Zoologie,' p. 567) says, "Through
the leap which physiology took,
thanks to his labours, zootomical
researches developed in a. direction
which brought them into complete
subjection to physiology, with a
neglect of the independent import.
ance which belongs to them.




It diverted attention from the im
mediate object of zoology, the ex
planation of animal forms and their
variety, to the more remote problem
-theexplanation of the phenomena
of life."

2 Quoted by Whewell (I Met.,'
vol. iii. p. 268) from the 'Genera
Plantarum' (1764).
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distinguish at the first glance the plants of different

quarters of the globe, and yet will be at a loss to tell by

what mark he detects them. There is, I know not what

look-sinister, obscure, in African plants; superb and

elevated in the Asiatic; smooth and cheerful in the

American; stunted and indurated in the Alpines."
1 The

inventor of the sexual system of plants, which proved, to

be such a good "finder" in the hands of the botanist and

herbalist, speaks of the difficulty of the task of discover-

ing the natural orders. "Yet," he says, "I, too, have

laboured at this-have done something, have much still

to do, and shall labour at the object as long as I live."
2

Linneus's artificial system met with little acceptance 20.
Linmeus and

in France, where, under the opposite influence of Buffon,3 Buffon.

'Quoted by Whewell ('Hist.,' vol.
iii. p. 268) from the 'Philosophia
Bot.anica' (1751).2 Ibid., quoted from the 'Classes
Plantarum' (1738). Julius Sachs,
in his excellent' History of Botany'
(Munich, 1875, transl. from the Ger
man by H. E. Garnsey, 1890), says
of Linnaus, that in his morpho
logical as well as in his systematic
labours, there existed two unre
couciled conceptions-a superficial
one, meant only for practical use,
which found expression in his arti
ficial sexual system, and a deeper,
scientifically valuable one. "For
practical purposes of description he
elaborated his nomenclature of the
parts which, however useful, appears
nevertheless fiat and superficial, as
any deeper foundation through a
comparative study of forms is want
ing. But alongside of this, there
appears in various passages of his
writings the desire for a more pro
found conception of plant. forms.
What he had to say on this subject
he brought together under the




term 'metamorphosis plantarum"
(p. 110 of the German edition).

Buffon's great name has a place
in the history of the genetic as well
as of the morphological view of
nature, inasmuch as he looked at
the things of nature as much from
the side of their individual speciality
as from that of their connection
and orderly arrangement in time
and space. And inasmuch as be
"does not only consider the form,
but tries to maintain an interest in
the general economy of the whole
of nature by picturing to us the
homes, the habits and customs, the
instincts, &c., of living things, so
he strove in general to represent
the single phenomena of nature as
existing in intimate connection"
(Carus, 'Gesch. der Zoologie,' p.
523). "As Buffon opposed the ex
treme systhmatisers, who seemed to
think it the end of science, not so
much to know about an object as to
be able to name it, and fit it into
their system, so Daubenton (the
collaborator of Buffon in France)
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the great botanists, from ,Jussieu to De Candolle, and the

great zoologists, notably Cuvier,made an attempt towards

a freer and more generous and more sympathetic con

ception of the objects as well as the totality of nature.

These attempts were continued much on the same lines

till well on into the nineteenth century. Buffon's com

prehensive scheme was premature, but it had a very

great and beneficial influence in popularising and en

livening the frequently dry and uninteresting pursuits

of the collector and systematiser. Cook's voyages during

the last third of the eighteenth, and Humboldt's travels

at the turn of the two centuries, did much to further a

comprehensive view; but the great task of the mor

phologist, like every other scientific work, had to be

solved by special studies in separate departments. It

grew from small beginnings and detached contributions.

One of the most notable of these, and one also which

has all along exerted a great influence on all morpho

logical studies, is the theory of crystals, both natural and

artificial. I have already had occasion to refer to the

labours of HaUy and his successors. They have led to

a complete mastery of the geometrical forms which

minerals occasionally present in nature, and which sub

stances assume if allowed to solidify out of the liquid

21. condition. The science of crystallography, now appro-
Morphoingy
of crystals. priately termed the "morphology of crystals,"

2 has had

insisted on the study of each animal
as an individual whole. . . . He oc
cupied himself, therefore, with the
production of a series of admir
able monographs appended to the
descriptions of Buflon in the 'His.
toire Naturelle'" (Huxley in the




chapter on Owen's position, &c., in
'Life of Richard Owen,' 1894, vol.
ii. p. 280).

1 See vol. i. p. 116, &c., of this
history.2 See 'The Morphology of Crys
tals,' by N. Story Maskelyne, 1895.
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a peculiar fascination as forming the transition from the

abstract science of geometrical forms and statical equili

brium to the study of thQ actual forms of real things.

Here, if anywhere, it seemed as if we might dis

cover the link that connects the theoretically calcul

able with the actually existing, the possible with the

real. Accordingly, we find a very general and recur

ring tendency to carry over the notions of crystal

lography into other sciences-into. the morphology

of plants and animals. The planes and axes of

geometry, and the forces of attraction between particles

of matter, have formed a theme which has been end

lessly repeated and varied in explaining the elements

and the forms of living matter. But whilst these

fanciful analogies' of organic crystals, of polar distribu

tion, and the network of tissues, to which 'are also allied

the spiral theories of leaves and branches in plants and

other geometrical arrangements, have at times attracted

much attention,
2
and have served to give at least the

I "Ces comparaisons entre les
forme8 minérales et lea formes
vivantes ne constituent certaine.
ment que des analogies fort loin
tames, et ii serait imprudent de
1e8 exagérer. 11 suffit de les signal
er. Elles doivent simplement nous
faire niieux concevoir is. separation
thCorique de ce8 deux temps de Ia
crtation vitale: la creation ou
8yflthèse chim.ique, Ia creation on
syuthèse morpiwlogique, qui en fait
sont confondues par leur simul
tauCit4, mais qui Wen Bout pas
moms essentiellenien t, distinctes
dana leur nature" (Claude Bernard,
'Leçons sur lea PhCnomènes de is.
Vie,' &c., vol. i. p. 296). See also on
the extravagances of such search




for analogies, Jul. Sacbs, 'Gesch.
d. Botanik,' p. 173, &c.

2 I shall revert to this subject
when speaking of the elder De
Candolle. Here only a passing re
mark on the "spiral theory," which
was mainly developed by K. F.

Schimper and Alexander Braun,
after the regular geometrical ar
rangement of ]eaves around their
stalks had already been noticed in
the eighteenth century by Charles
Bonnet, following Ceaa1pinus. For
about thirty years, from 1830 on
ward, the spiral theory was very
popular in Germany. In France,
the somewhat related theories of

symmetry of De Candolle, of meta

morphosis of Goethe and of spiral
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semblance of an explanation of organic structures and

forms, they have in reality done as little as Boscovich's

centres of force and curves of attraction and repulsion

in mathematical physics to establish a firm basis for

actual research; for nowhere have they been capable of

exact determination such as has been applied to the

angles and figures

Simultaneously

there came into




crystallography

minerals on a

of crystals.

with the science of

being the science of

22. larger scale of study, through actual observation in
Morphology
on aarge definite localities of the formation and stratification
scale.




of rocks; of the traces of the influence of the great

arrangements of Schimper, became
known under the term "Morph
ologie végtale," through Auguste
de Saint Hitaire in his 'Leçons de
Botanique' (1840). To the spiral
theory, although strongly opposed
in course of time by Wilhelm Hof,
meister, one of the founders of the
genetic conception of plant life,
Sachs, the historian of botany,
nevertheless assigns an important
historical influence, "as through
Schimper's theory the morphologic
ally so important relative position
of the plant organs was for the first
time placed in the foreground of
morphology" (toe. cit., p. 180). See,
however, on this subject the paper
by A. H. Church on "Phyllotaxis"
in vol. i. p. 49 of 'The New
Phytologist,' 1902.

1 The early propounders of the
cellular theory of organic structures
adopted the view that cells were
formed in a surrounding liquid in
the manner of crystals in a mother
liquor. When it was established
that organic structures grow by
intussusception, not by juxtaposition
and accretion, like crystals, and that
cells multiply by division, the dis
coveries of Graham, who divided




bodies into crystalloids and colloids,
were utilised for the purpose of
explaining or illustrating organic
processes. On this distinction is
based the celebrated "micellar
theory" of Niigeli, who, in his
'Mechanisch-pbysiologische Theorie
der Abstammungslehre' (Munchen
mid Leipzig, 1884), works out a
complete mechanical doctrine of the
constitution and formation of or
ganic structures. The ideas con
tamed in this elaborate treatise
have been much used in Germany
by various writers, but mostly only
as convenient illustrations. See
0. Hertwig, 'The Cell' (tranal. by
Campbell, 1895), p. 58, &c. The
niicellar theory does not seem to
have found much favour in France
or in this country, where a general
opinion prevails which is probably
best. represented in the words
of Claude Bernard: "Lea phino
mèuea physico-chimiques des êtres
vivants, quoique soumis aux lois
de la physique et de Ia chimie
gnra1es, out leurs conditions par.
ticulières qui ne sont réalisées que flt,
et dont la chimie pure ne peut. offrir
qu'uneimageplus ou moinsinexacte"
('Phén. de IaVie,' &c., vol. ii. p.487).
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agencies of nature,-of water, atmosphere, and of ice

and heat. Last came the study of the fossil remains

of organic life as the means of fixing the age and the

order of succession of various geological formations.

Werner1 in Germany, Cuvier
2 in France, Hutton3 in

Scotland, William Smith in England, led the way, from

different points of view, towards an actual knowledge and

a possible theory of the existing forms and structures in

and on the crust of our globe. The study of these

subjects, morphology on the largest scale, necessitated

distant travels, the examination of formations in. situ

and under diametrically opposite conditions. Its great

est and unequalled representative was Alexander von

Humboldt,5 who also brought the observations of 23.
Humboldt.

geographical, geological, and mineralogical facts and

details into connection with the study of climate, of the

weather, of the distribution of plants and animals!

See supra, vol. i. p. 283.
2 Ibid., p. 125.

Ibid., p. 283.
'

Ibid., p. 291.
A good account of the grad

ual development of the plan of
"Cosmos" will be found in
Bruhns's 'Life of A. von Hum
boldt' (transi. by Lassell, 1873),
vol. ii., pcS3irn. It is clear that
two great influences co - operated
to ripen in Humboldt's mind the
conception of unrolling a great
tableau of the physical world in its
purely material and in its ideal or
poetical aspects : the influence of
the great scientific movement then
emanating from Paris, and the
not less important influence of
the ideal movement represented
by the names of Herder, Goethe,
and Schelling, which emanated
from the centre of Germany.




"But, however greatly Humboldt
may be indebted to the inspiring
influence of his contemporaries, the
great merit of the work lies in
what he alone. has accomplished
the attempt by means of a com
prehensive collation of details, and
the institution of the most search
ing comparisons, to give a scientific
foundation to the ideal cosmology
of Herder, Goethe, Schelling, and
their disciples . . In him may
be said to be united the two
schools of philosophy, rio brilliantly
represented during the closing years
of the former century. On this
account he was at the same time
exposed to the censure of the
representatives of either system"
(vol. ii. p. 812).

6 The third volume of the 'Life
of Humboldt,' in the original
German edition, gives an account
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He may be called the morphologist of nature on the

largest scale: the representation of the grand aspect

of things as exhibited in his 'Cosmos,' and in his earlier

'Ansiehten der Natur,' was the leading idea of his life

and work. Through him and his friend Karl Bitter

"comparative geography received a treatment worthy of

the subject, showing its connection with the history

of the human race and the advancement of civilisation,

inasmuch as the configuration of the earth is proved to

have been an important element in the dispersion of

nations." 1

But morphology, or the study of forms and struc

tures, has to be carried on not only on the large, the

gigantic scale, as by Humboldt; it is quite as im

portant, and has probably been even more influential,

when directed towards the minute, the imperceptibly

small, which ordinarily quite escapes our notice. If

by various specialists of Hum- work on the New Continent
boldt's labours in the sciences of ('Voyage aux Rgiona dquinoxiales
astronomy, geology, geography, the du Nouveau Continent,' in six
distribution of animal and plant life, parts, published in Paris, 1805 to

meteorology, and other provinces of 1834), and then from an entirely
research., some of which largely owe opposite aspect in his works on
their existence to his initiative. The Central Asia ('Asie Centrale:

study written by Ewald on his RechercheB sur lee Chalnes et

geological work, and that of Montagnes et la Clirnatologie corn-
Griesbach, on what is termed in parée,' 3 vole., Paris, 1843). "To
German animal and plant geo- Humboldt the importance of the

graphy, are specially interesting. Asiatic expedition consisted in its
Unfortunately this most fascinat- elevating him above the one-sided

ing volume has not been brought effect of having contemplated
out in the English edition. As illus- nature exclusively in the New
trating the comprehensiveness of World, and leading him, so to
Humbolch's view it is well to note speak, to feel experimentally that
how, before beginning to put to- the earth, in common with every
gether his materials in the great other object, is possessed of op.
tableau which the 'Kosmos' was posite sides" ('Life of Humboldt,'
intended to be, he drew two vol. ii. p. 212).
entirely different pictures of nature See 'Kosmos,' vol. i. p. 60
on our globe; first in the large (German edition, 1845).
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the great revolution of ideas which the seventeenth

century witnessed was much assisted by the invention 24.
Morphology

of the telescope and founded upon its revelations, the innte

change of thought during the nineteenth century has

been connected more with the revelations of the

microscope. The great movement of ideas started by

Galileo, and continued through Kepler, Newton, and

Laplace, was accompanied by the perfection of the

telescope. The invention of the microscope enabled

Nehemiah Grew and Malpighi to begin half a century

later their embryological studies, and to inaugurate a

line of research which, in our days, through a long series

of observations from Amici to Strasburger on the pro-

These observations begin with
the year 1830, when Anici, to
whom great improvements in the

microscope are due, "traced the

pollen grain from its lighting on
the carpel tip down into the
recesses of the ovule" (Geddes and
Thomson, 'The Evolution of Sex,'
p. 140), and removed all doubts
and uncertainty by his
observa-tionson orchids in 1845 and 1846.
"Here he demonstrated the whole
series of processes, from the pollen
(lust on the stigma to the for
mation of the embryo" (Sacha,
'Gesch. d. Botanik,' p. 469).
About the same time (1843) Martin

Barry "observed the presence of
the sperm within the ovum in the
rabbit ovum" (Gedde8 and Thom
son, loc. cit., p. 142). It took, how
ever, a quarter of a century, from
the first discovery of Amid, before
the process of fertilisation described
by him was accepted by embryo
logists as typical for both plants
and animals. Bisehoff, the great
authority in Germany, after con
firming the entrance of the sperm
cell into the ovum, maintained by




Barry in 1843, and by Newport
(with frogs) in 1851 and 1853, ex
presses his "infinite astonishment,"
adding that " Dr Barry is certainly
the first who has seen a sper
matozoon in the interior of any
ovum, and notably in the ovum of
a mammal, and that to him be
longs the glory of this discovery"
(Theod. Bischoff, 'Bestätigung des
von Dr Newport bei den
Batrachiern und Dr Barry bel
den Kaninchen behaupteten Em
dringens der Spermatozoiden in
das Ei,' 1854, p. 9). For the
history of scientific thought it is
significant to see how little, even
in the middle of the century, dis
coveries referring to the phenom
ena of plant life or structure were
known or utilised by students of
animal life. A mutually fructify
ing influence seems to date like
so many other advances from the
publication, in 1859, of the 'Origin
of Species.' "The distinctively
modern era in the history of
fertilisation dates from about 1875,
when the brilliant researches of
Auerbach, Van Benedon, Butschli,
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25.
The Micro.
Reope.




cess of fecundation in plants, and from Martin Barry to

Hertwig and Fol on that in animals, has been brought

to a temporary climax. The combination of telescope

and microscope in the spectroscope has opened out a

field of research in astronomy of which Laplace had

no conception.

So much has depended, during our century, on the

unravelling and disentangling of the imperceptibly small

(once considered an unworthy occupation), that a short

reference to the history of that optical instrument to which

we are so greatly indebted may not be out of place.

The gradual perfection of the microscope is as much

indebted to the problems and labours of anatomical

workers during the seventeenth and the nineteenth cen

turies, as anatomy itself reciprocally has been indebted

to the microscope. Robert Hooke, in 1660, first gave a

useful form to the compound instrument. Leuwenhoek

perfected the simple microscope; and during the earlier

part of our century no one did more than Amici in

Modena and Lister in England to start that great sue-

Fol, 0. Hertwig, and others,
showed that one of the essential
phenomena in fertilisation is the
intimate and orderly association
of the sperm-nucleus, of paternal
origin, with the ovum-nucleus,
of maternal origin, the result
being the cleavage or segmentation
nucleus. The researches of Stras
burger, De Bary, and others,
established the same result in
regard to plants" (J. A. Thom
son, 'The Science of Life,' p.
127, 1899).

The improvements of Amici
seem to go back to the year 1812,
those of Lister to 1826. The for
mer is usually considered the in-




ventor of the "immersion" system,
-that of placing a drop of water
between the object or its covering
glass and the objective lens. This
system has lately been improved by
Abbe, who discovered a liquid with
the same refractive index as the glass
of the objective possesses. Accord
ing to Hogg ('The Microscope,'
15th ed., 1898, p. 10), the immer
sion system was suggested by Prit
chard in London before Amici hit
upon it. The necessary modifica
tions required where the immersion
system is used, seem, however, to
have been first worked out by
the celebrated Paris opticians, MM.
Hartnack and Nachet.
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cession of improvements by which errors due to colour

and indistinctness-the chromatic and spherical aberra

tions-were removed. In the middle of the century

the influence of some eminent botanists, notably of

Hugo von Mohi and Nägeli, in perfecting micrometric

processes was considerable; whilst the last twenty

years have witnessed quite a new departure in the

theory of optical images, in that of microscopic vision,

in the improvement of optical glass, and in the in

vestigation of the possible limit of the magnifying

powers. The most eminent physical authorities-such

as Stokes and Lord Rayleigh in England, Helmholtz

in Germany
- have taken up one or more of these

points; but the whole subject is associated with

the name of Prof. Ernst Abbe' of Jena, who,

through his connection with the well-known firm of

Carl Zeiss, has been able to put into actual practice

many of the suggestions which resulted from his the

oretical investigations. As the historians of zoology

' The labours of Abbe go back to
the year 1873. Simultaneously and
independently, Helmholtz attacked
the theory of microscopical vision
and the question of "resolution"

i.e., of the possible limit to the re
solving power of any optical arrange
ment. Airy had attacked the same
subject on purely dioptrical lines.
Helmholtz and Abbe went a step
farther, taking into account the
physical nature of light as a wave
motion, subject to interference
phenomena, notably those caused
by inflection, where objects with
very fine markings are concerned.
Abbe's methods were for a long
time only imperfectly known. The
publication, however, of his theories




by Czapski ('Theorie der optiechen
Instrumente nach Abbe,' Breslau,
1893) made the whole subject better
known, and has been followed by
two masterly papers by Lord Ray
leigh and Prof. Johnstone Stoney in
the 42nd vol. of the 'Phios. Mag.'
(1896). The latter paper especially
gives several interesting examples
of the use of recent microscopic
appliances and the means of avoid
ing errors in handling very delicate
and minute objects. It seems that
the instrument cannot any longer
be used without a theoretical know
ledge of its optical construction,
which enables the observer not only
to see, but also to criticise and to
interpret.
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and botany tell us, the use of the microscope had

made little or no progress
1

during the eighteenth

century: the study of structures and tissues had lost

interest in comparison with the study of the physi

ological functions of the parts of plants and the organs

of animals, which had been respectively furthered by

26. Hales in England and by Hailer in Germany.
2 Our

Its improve.
ment. century thus found the morphological studies of the

imperceptibly small in a very backward state: it had

to improve the instrument for its research pari passu

with this research itself.3 But it has been truly re

marked that the increased use of the microscope

necessitated likewise a mental training in the inter

pretations and delineations of what was observed

through it. "By fortifying the eye with the micro-

1 "So long as, in consequence of
the imperfections of optical instru
ments, deceptive images existed,
and, for instance, all microscopical
structures appeared as composed of
rows of beads, the explanation of
what was seen stood under the in
fluence of deceptions, which were
only gradually recognised as such"
(Cams, 'Gesch. d. Zoo].,' p. 629).
Compare also what Sache says
(Ge8cb. d. Bot., p. 241).

2 "The characteristic feature of
that period lay in this, that the
examination of the finer structure
is always mixed up with reflections
on the functions of elementary
organs, so that anatomy and phy
siology always support each other,
but also, in consequence of their

imperfect state, do each other in
jury" (Sache, loc. cit., p. 240).
Similarly Carus (loc. cit., p. 567),
"Through the progress which phy
siology made, thanks to Hailer's
activity, zootomical investigations




took a direction which brought
them into complete dependence on

physiology, . . . and retarded the
progress of zoology by diverting at.
tention from its primary object
the exposition of animal forms and
their differences."

As late as 1827 Aug. Pyrame
de Candolle could still write ('Or
ganographie végétale,' vol. i. p. 7),
"De nOB jours, MM. Mirbel, Link,
Treviranus, Sprengel, Rudoiphi,
Kieser, Dutrochet, et Amid out
publié des recherches tree dólicates
sur le tissu végétaI, et 1e8 out ac
compagnées de figures nombreuses
et soignées; male Is nécessit d'ern
ployer continuellement dane ces
recherches un instrument aussi
difficile a bien mauler que Feet le
microscope compos, fait que malgró
l'habileté de ces observateura, l'anat.
ornie delicate des végétaux estencore

d'une incertitude desesperante
pour lee arnie de hi verit."
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scope, it became itself a scientific instrument which

no longer hurried over its objects in flighty motion,

but is disciplined by the intellect of the observer and

forced into methodical work."' Similarly, no doubt,

the increasing devotion to the pastime of sketching

from life and nature in our days must have the effect

of obliging the eyes of many persons to look stedfaetly

and carefully at the forms and outlines of things, and

of thus training the artistic faculty.

It is, however, a remarkable fact that one of the

greatest leaders in the morphological study of natural

objects, Bichat, the great observer of membranes and

tissues, despised the microscope, the instrument by

which the sciences he founded were to benefit so

enormously.

The object of morphology, as distinct from that of




Morpbology
27.

classification, can be defined as the attempt to describe, and classifi-
cation.

and if possible to comprehend and explain, the relative

similarity as well as the graduated differences of form

and structure which natural objects present to our gaze.

Although the study can be conducted on a large as well

as on a small scale, these similarities and differences sooner

made themselves felt in the comparatively smaller objects

of living nature. These can, without apparent loss of

their characteristic appearance and individuality, be col

lected and brought together, whereas a collection of

minerals, with the exception of crystals and gems, always

presents only fragments, and forces upon us the convic

tion that they can really be studied only in their habita

tion, i situ. The same conviction has indeed gradually

Sachs,ioc. cit., p. 237.
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made its way into botany;




and last of all into zoology.

The herbarium or collection of dead plants was much

sooner superseded by the "jardin des plantes" than the

zoological museum with its skeletons, stuffed animals, and

specimens in alcohol has been supplanted by any scientific

collection of living animals. Marine stations, which study

plant and animal life i situ, are quite a recent invention.'

The study of the forms of nature or morphology in the

earlier or more limited sense, referred thus more exclu-

M. Yves Delage distinguishes
four great periods in the study
of living things. The first, cul

minating in Linnus and Buffon,
studies living objects in the great
outlines of their external forms, of
the habits of plants and the cus
toms of animals. Detailed exam
ination by dissection is resorted to,
but only as a secondary method and
in order to supplement the intuitive
discovery of natural affinities. Then
comes the second period, that of
Cuvier and his followers, relying
mainly on anatomical dissection.
The third period begins with the
marine stations. "Je no crams
pas de dire que la fondation des
laboratoires maritimes a marqué
une troisième priode et constitut
une nouvelle méthode aussi im-

Fortante
que lee pre'ce'dentes. Si

,on songe que plus des trois
quarts des types d'invertébrés
appartiennent au monde do la
mer, que le plus grand nombre no
pouvaient parvenir dana lea cen
tres scientifiques dane un tat
convenable pour l'examen micro
sCopique, si l'on songe que tout
ce qui concerne leurs mceurs et leur
embryogénie ne peut 8' tudier loin
de la mer, on comprend l'importance
de ces creations. Faut.il rappeler
que l'introduction de cette méthode
eat due H. de Lacaze.Duthiers?

Aussi la fondation du labora-




toire de Roscoff a-t.elle ete le signal
de la creation d'une multitude
d'établissements plus on moms
similaires Bur lea c6tes de tons lea
pays" ('L'Rérédité et lea grands
problèmes de Ia Biologie,' p. 3).
The fourth period is marked by
microscopic anatomy, and this
according to M. Delage-has its
home mainly in Germany. "The
study of marine zoology has, since
the publication of the 'Origin of
Species,' been found to require
more complete arrangements in the
form of laboratories and aquaria
than the isolated vacation student
could bring with him to the seaside.
Seaside laboratories have come into
existence: the first was founded in
France by Costs (1859) at Concar
neau (Brittany) with a practical end
in view-viz., the study of food
fishes, with an aim to pisciculture.

The largest and best-supported
pecuniarily is that founded at Naples
by Anton Dohrn in 1872; others
exist at Trieste, Villefranche, Cette,
and at New Haven and Beaufort in
the United States; whilst a large
laboratory, on a scale to compare
with that at Naples, has been (1888)
opened at Plymouth by the Marine
Biological Association of the United
Kingdom" (Ray Lankester, art.
"Zoology" in 'Encyclop. Brit.,' vol.
xxiv. p. 814).
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sively to plants and animals, and here the term was first

applied. In order to bring some kind of method into

the perplexing study of living forms, two ways presented

themselves; and they were consciously or unconsciously

followed by morphologists with more or less success. As

I mentioned above, one of the chief interests which

led to zoological and also to botanical studies was the

medical interest. Animals were dissected and observed,

as affording by analogy an insight into the structure and

processes of the human body. Physiology, the science

which deals with the actions of the different parts

of the animal or human frame, termed from an early

period the functions of the different organs, had made

considerable progress during the eighteenth century. It

was then found convenient to study the whole organism

as an assemblage of different organs or machines, each of

which performs a certain function. Thus we have the

mechanism on which voluntary motion depends, the

mechanism of respiration and of the circulation of the

blood through the body, the mechanism of digestion, the

mechanism of reproduction, and finally, the mechanism

of the nervous system with its specified and localised

optical, auditory, and other organs of sense. All these 28.
Study of

parts or organs could to a great extent be separately separate
organs.

studied and described in their mechanical, chemical, and

electrical actions. These studies had, since the time

of Harvey in England and Hailer in Germany, made

great progress. The application of chemistry to the

processes of respiration and digestion, and finally, the

discovery of the galvanic current by Galvani, had given

a great impetus to the physiological study of the different
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organs in living beings, and their functions. In plants,

these organs and functions seemed to be much simpler

and more easily observed than in animals, and Linnus

had selected the sexual organs, since they were the most

easily distinguishable, as a primary character for his

classification of the vegetable kingdom. Somewhat

later' he classifies the animal kingdom according to the

internal structure, and characterises animals for the

purpose of division according to the heart and the blood.

The celebrated dictum, that "minerals grow, plants grow

and live, animals grow, live, and feel," which appeared in

the last edition of the 'Systema Nature,' places a physio

logical distinction at the base of the classification. This

conception, which has been somewhat modified since

Liunus's time to meet our altered views, is an obvious

first step towards a description of natural objects. Yet

this no more than the second step, which fastens upon

the organs of reproduction in plants, on the heart and

blood in animals, gives any clue to the comprehension

of the great variety and apparent fixity of forms which

the living world presents to our observation. In fact.,

purely morphological considerations were subordinated to

physiological ones, and were brought in only to assist

in the further subdivision of the two great kingdoms.

Linueus felt the artificiality of his classification-the

arbitrariness of the characters he selected for the pur

29. pose of division. But a more natural system could onlyOutdoor
studies. be arrived at by an intimate knowledge of and intercourse

with living nature, as well as by a careful comparison of

its hidden forms and organisation-i.e., by a more de-

See Carus, 'Geachiclite der Zoologie,' p. 503, &c.
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tailed external and internal morphology. Both lines of

study, with their respective methods of observation, re

search, and reasoning, were equally wanted. The former

was more easily attained with plants, the latter promised

more immediate fruit in dealing with animals. In follow

ing the former, Bernard de Jnssieu became the founder

of modern descriptive botany; in taking up the latter,

in founding comparative anatomy, Georges Cuvier became

for a long time the leader in zoology.

Bernard de Jussieu was led to his natural system of so.
Jussicu.

classification, not by any theoretical considerations, but by

the practical task of arranging the plants in the garden

of Trianon, confided to his care by Louis XV., who was a

great lover of botany. He had with him as assistant his

nephew, Ant. Laurent de Jussieu, who in 1789 published

his 'Genera Plantarum,' which is, so far as method goes,

the work of his uncle. "This work produced a verit

able revolution in botany, for only since its publica

tion have plants been studied according to the relations

which they exhibit and according to the totality of

their organisation." It was not one special character

or side of their existence, arbitrarily selected by a first

superficial observation, which served as a means of de

scription; their different parts or organs were conceived

to be correlated-i.e., dependent on each other and united

to form the totality of their organisation-their various

characters were all taken into account, and looked upon

as subordinated one to the other.' From the time of

See 'Histoire des Sciences 2
Aug. Pyrarne de Candolle

Na.turelles,' par Geo. Cuvier, corn- ('Th6orie é1rnentaire de la Bo.

ptée par T. M. de Saint Agy, tanique,' Paris, 1819, 2nd ed., p.
Paris, 1845, vol. v. p. 298. 69) gives the following account of
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31.
Problem of
organisa
tion.




Jussieu we find introduced into natural science, mainly

for the purposes of classification, the ideas of the correla

tion of the different parts and the subordination of the

various characters of a plant or an animal. Physiology

and anatomy, hitherto mainly occupied with the study of

the different organs, were henceforth to be occupied with

the problem of organisation, the problem of the unity of

the various characters and organs. Inspired by Jussieu,

De Blainville looked upon the whole development of the

natural sciences as the history of our knowledge of

organisation,1 and De Candolle, Jussieu's great successor

in botany-the name that in systematic botany ruled

the nineteenth century-wrote an 'Organographie vég

tale,' a rational description of the organs of plants.2

the method of the two Jussieus:
"Ce qui charactérise is. méthode
des Jussieu, c'est qu'elIe eat fonde
sur is. subordination des caractères.
Sentant le vague de8 simplea
mthode8 de tátonnement, l'ex
agération du principe de corn
paraison uniforme et générale des
organea, He ont lea premiere re
marqué avec soin, quo tous lea
organes, thus lea points de vue
sons lesquela on peut lea con
sidérer, n'ont pas un égal degré
d'importance, ni de permanence,
que quelque8-uns semblent, pour
ainsi dire, dominer lea autres; de
sorte qu'en établissant la classifica
tion d'abord sur ces organes pré
dominans, puis lea divisions
secondaires eur ceux qui ont un
moindre degré d'intérêt, on eat
conduit imit0er le plus possible
l'ordre de la nature dans celui de
is. classification. Ce principe simple
et peu contestable a été fécond en
consequences importantes; et c'est
sous ce point de vue, que l'un des
hommes qui a le plus profondé-




ment réfléchi sur Is. marche dee
sciences et eur is plan général de
la nature, a proclamC, daus une
occasion solennelle, le livre de M.
de Jussieu, 'comine un ouvrage
fondamental, qul fait, dans lea
sciences d'observation, une époque
peut-étre aussi itnportante que la
chimie de Lavoi8ier dana lea sciences
d'expérience.'" (See Cuvier, 'Rap
port historique sur lea progrès des
sciences naturellea,' Paris, 1810,
p. 305.)

See the 'Etude sur la vie et
lea travaux de M. Ducrotay de
Blainville,' par Pol. Nicard, Paris,
1890, p. 157 sq.2 See A. Pyr. de Candolle, C Or
ganographie végCtale ou Descrip
tion raisonnée des Organes (lea
Plantes,' Paris, 1827, 2 vols.,
especially vol. ii. p. 245, &c.
"The clas&'ifications of the scientific
taxonomist are of two Mud. Those
of the one sort are merely handy
reference catalogues. Such are the
'artificial' systems, useful in their
day and for their particular pur-
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The problem of organisation was much easier in deal

ing with plants than with animals. In the former there

seems to be only one organ or system of organs definitely

developed and marked off-namely, the organs of fructi

fication; and these had accordingly served Linnceus and

his successors as the leading character for their de

scriptive classification. In animals there are, or seem .to

be at least, four or five well-defined and separated sys

tems of organs. The selection, for the purposes of

classification and morphology, was much more difficult.

Accordingly we find (Juvier, who between the years 32.
Ctivier.

1795 and 1817 devoted himself to the morphological

and anatomical study of the animal kingdom, hesitating

in the selection of the leading character according to

which he should classify and arrange it. As I have

had occasion to remark above, he finally in 1812

settled on the nervous system as the leading character

governing the figure of an animal organism.2 Before

pose, but of no other value. The
others, known as 'natural' classi
fications, are arrangements of ob

jects according to the sum of their
likenesses and unlikenesses, in re
spect of certain characters; in

morphology, therefore, such classi
fications must have regard only to
matters of form, external and in
ternal. And natural classification
is of perennial importance, because
the conatruction of it is the same

thing as the accurate generalisation
of the facts of form, or the estab
lishment of the empirical laws of the
correlation of structure" (Huxley in
'Life of Owen,' vol. ii. p. 283).

1 See vol. i. p. 130 of this history.
2 On the gradual development of

Cuvier's classification see Carus,
'Oeschichte der Zoologie,' pp. 602,




612, 614. "It did not escape
Cuvier that the idea of subordina
tion is artificial, and that the im
portance of an organ can only be
fixed by experience - namely,
through the proof of its constancy.
Nevertheless he follows this prin
ciple, but naturally becomes vacil
lating. Thus in 1795 he names
the organs of reproduction, to the
action of which the animal owes its
existence, and the organs of cir
culation, on which depends the
individual preservation of the
animal, as the most important,
whilst in 1812, following the
example of Virey, he declares the
nervous system to be that system
for the maintenance of which the
other systems solely exist" (loc.
cit., p. 602).
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that, he had already adopted from Lamarck,1 whose

many-sided genius has made a lasting impress on the

history of natural science in quite a different direction,

the broad morphological division of the animal kingdom

into animals with or without backbone, uniting under

the former designation the four first classes of Linnreus.

The more we follow Cuvier in the development of his

classifying attempts, the more we find the form, the

figure, the external and internal structure, urged as the

aspect from which the organisation of living creatures is

to be considered. To him fixity of form is the ever

recurring character of organised beings as distinguished

from inorganic structures which depend on fixity of

matter.2 The clearer enunciation of this fixity of form

is accompanied in Cuvier's view by the rejection of an

idea which, before him, had very largely governed the

speculations of naturalists. This idea, by which Charles

Bonnet has been immortalised in natural history, is the

conception of a graduated scale according to which living

creatures can be arranged-viz., the celebrated Jchelle des

Etres, coupled with the axiom, "Natura non facit saltus."

This idea Cuvier rejects as untenable, and introduces in

the place of it the conception of distinct plans called

Types.
33.

later "types,"3 according to which living beings are

1 An indirect inducement for a
more pointed enunciation of the

types of the various classes was

g-ven by Lamarck in 1797 when
be placed the animals with white
blood as 'invertebrates' in opposi
tion to those with vertebro which

expressions (a vertébres and sans
vertèbres) come from him" (ibid.,
p. 612).

2 See Cuvier's 'Eloge of Hauy'




(El. iii. p. 156, &c.) and the extracts
from it and from the 'Règne
animal,' given in the first volume
of this History, p. 129 and notes
passim.

According to Carus ('Gesch. d.
Zool.,' p. 615), the term "type,"
which became current later, was
introduced by De Blainville, a philo
sophical naturalist who held a
kind of middle position between
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modelled, and which have always existed. These types

or archetectonic models are capable of certain modifica

tions, which, however, do not affect the main features of

the plan. The different classes of these main types,

called "embranchements," and designated as backboned,

molluscous, articulate, and radiated animals, stand near

each other in independence and form no scale.'

The morphological view of nature took a somewhat

different turn in De Candolle, the successor of Jussieu in 84.
Be Candolle.

botany, who, while greatly indebted to Cuvier, acknow-

Cuvier and his opponent, Geoffroy
St Hilaire. In 1816 Blainville gave
the "principles of a new classifica
tion of the animal kingdom, in
which, for the first time, the totality
of structure of animals was used to
characterise larger divisions." He
divides animals first of all into
three sub.krngdoms-symmetrical,
radiate, and those without regular
form. De Blainville seems to have
been an inspiring teacher, whose
ideas became suggestive and fruitful
in many other minds. Nearly the
whole of the third volume of
Cointe's 'Philosophie Positive' is
written under a sense of obligation
to De Blainville, whose 'Cours de
physiologie g&rale et compare'
(1829-32) Comte considers "comme
le type le plus parfait de l'ét.at Ic
plus avanc6 de Ia biologie actuelle"
(vol. iii. p. 269, Paris, 1838). The
'Philosophie Positive' was dedi
cated to Fourier and De Blain
yule. How the latter also antici
pated the modern conceptions of
"Stoffwechsel" and "Metabolism"
see Claude Bernard, 'Phénomènes
de is. vie commune aux animaux
et aux végétaux' (1885, vol. i.
p. 36).

1 It. is historically interesting to
note that about the time when
Cuvier was gradually defining more




rigidly his four classes, Lamarck
was working at his 'Hietoire natur
elle des Animaux sans vertèbres,' of
which the 'Système,' &c. (Paris,
1801), can be considered the first
edition, the larger work appearing
from 1816 to 1822. With him there
is no mention of a plan or a type.
His classes form a progressive series,
and he was the first to follow the
path from the simple to the more
complex. In opposition to Cuvier,
he thus wrote: "La nature, dan8
toutes see opSrations, no pouvant
procéder quo graduellement, n'a
Pu produ ire tous lee animaux h Ia
fois: elle u's. d'abord formd que les
plus simples, et. passant de ceux.ci
jusques aux plus composts, ello a
tabli successivement en eux dif

ftrents systèmes d'organes par.
ticuliers, lee a multiphits, en a
augment de plus en plus l'énergie,
et lea cumulant dana lee plus par
faits, elle a fait exister tous lee
animaux connue, avec l'organisation
et lee facultéa que nous leur ob
servons. Or, elle n's rien fait
absolument, ou ehie a fait ainsi."
('Hist. des Animaux sans vertèbres,'
2nd ed., par Deshayes et Mime
Edwards, Bruxelies, 1837, vol. 1.
p. 42. Cf. Also Carus, loc. cit.,
p. 615.)
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ledges yet another prominent influence in the forma

tion of his ideas. Cuvier, the zoologist, contemplating

the existing forms of nature from one of the two main

points of view, was impressed with the contrast be

tween the lifeless and the living, seeing in the latter

stability of form, not of substance,-what we should

now term dynamical equilibrium. To him the vor

tex is the symbol of life. De Candolle in studying

plants is struck with the underlying regularity and

symmetry of their formation. His views were formed

after very extensive practical occupation with descriptive

botany, which was followed by a lengthy residence in

Paris, where, next to Cuvier, he came greatly under

the influence of the Abbe Hauy, the founder of

crystallography.' From the Jussieus he learnt the im

portance of looking at the "ensemble," the "port et

aspect" (facies, habitus)
2 from them and Cuvier the

value of the principle of the subordination of characters,

and the correlation of parts in the organisation of the

whole.' But he fastens mostly upon the underlying

1 De Candolle, 'Thorie élmen
taire de la Botanique,' 2nd ed.,
Paris, 1819, p. 72: "Je dole encore

compter, au nombre dee causes qui
out influ6 sur l'am6lioratiou des
méthodes botaniques, d'un cOté lea

perfectionnernens importans que is
classification zoologique a reçus,
principalement par lea travaux

philosophiques de M. Cuvier, tray
aux qui out réagi sur quelques
parties de la Botanique elle-mézne,
et dont je m'honore d'avoir profité;
de l'autre, lea iinportans travaux de
M. Haüy sur lea lois de la crystallisa
tion, et notamment sur les décrois
semena des rangées de molecules des
cristaux, lois par leaquellea j'ai été




conduit i quciques-unes des idées
que j'exposerai dana le iivre sui
vant." Cf. also 'Organographie
végétale,' Paris, 1827, vol. ii. p.
237.
2 'Thkrie élémentaire,' p. 89;

also, p. 216.
This principle is stated very

clearly by Cuvier in many places
e.g., in the celebrated "Diecours"
prefaced to the 'Recherchee sur
lee Ossemens Fossiles' (3rd ed.,
4to, 1825, vol. i. p. 47): "Tout
être organise forme un ensemble,
un système unique et cbs, dont lee
parties se correspondent mutuelie
ment, et concourent h la mnie
action definitive par une reaction
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regularity and symmetry, and studies the causes which

in the actual visible specimens of plant life veil and

cover up this symmetry; as Hauy' had. taught us in

crystallography to recognise the primitive forms which

appear changed by the phenomena of decrescence.2 De

Candolle accordingly enters very fully into the theory

of abortive, degenerate, and coalesced forms, recurring

again and again to the statement that the "ensemble"

of nature tends to make one think 'that all organised s.
Regul3rity

beings are regular in their most intimate structure, and

that various and differently combined abortive efforts

produce all the irregularities which strike our glance

and embarrass our combinations."' And the morpho-

réciproque. Aucune de ces parties
ne pent changer sans que les autres

changent aussi; et par consequent
chacune d'elles, prise separement,
indique et donne toutea lea autres."

1 Cf. 'Théor. élem.,' p. 116, where
he draws a parallel between the two
methods in crystallography repre
sented by Rome de l'Isle and Haüy
and similar methods in botany. He
reverts to this frequently -e.g.,
'Organographie,' vol. ii. p. 237,
where he says: "Le premier rai
sonnait comme ceux des botanistes
qui voyafent une feuille ou une
corolle comme un tout unique,
entailh sur sea bords par une cause
inconnue; le second m'a servi de
guide lorsque j'ai tent6 de montrer
que lea découpures diverses des
organes v6gCtaux terraient essenti
eflement aux modes varies et aux
derés divers de leur agrCgation."

'ThCorie Cl6mentaire,' p. 186:
"Lee avortemens, lea soudures (lea
parties, leure degeiierescences, ne
pout pa plus des suppositions de
désordre on d'iniperfection dana lea
êtres organis6s, que lea dCcrois
seniena des molecules ne sont des
desordres dana la cristallisation."




'Thorie élémentaire,' p. 97,
&c.; also p. 236: "La vraie science
de l'histoire naturelle generale con
8iste dana l'étude de la eymetrie
propre I chaque famile, et des
rapports de ces familIes entr'elles;
touts Ia reste n'eet qu'un echafaud
age plus ou moms industrioux pour
parvenir ce but." And 'Organo
graphie vegetale, vol. i. p. x.:

"L'organographie est Is base com
mune de toutes lee parties de la
science des êtres organis6s; con
sideree en ce qui tient . la eym6trie
des êtres, elle eat le fondement do
toute la théorie des classifications,
&c" And again, ibid., vol. ii. 239:
"Plus le nombre des êtres connus
a augmenté, plus on lea a étudié8
avec soin, plus on West convaincu
de ce principe quo j'ai ete le pre
mier, on l'un des premiere énoncer
dane sa généralité, qu'il eat presque
certain quo lea êtres organises sont
a'triques ou riguliers lors qu'onyme
lea considère dana leur type, et

quo lea irrégularir4s apparentes
des vegetaux tiennent h des phéno
mènes constans entre certaines
limites, et susceptibles d'exister,
soit séparément, soit réunis, tels
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logical view is still more clearly expressed in the

further analysis of their regularity and symmetry. The

character of the structure is to be found in the ex

istence or absence, in the relative or absolute position,

number, size, and shape of the different organs,1 whereas

the use or functions of the organs, as well as their

other sensible properties,2 are considered to be, not

the cause, but the consequence, of their structure, and

hence of little importance in the anatomy, and of

none in the classification, of plants, whatever may be

their value from a physiological point of view. "But

symmetry supposes a primitive plan or archetype, and

the proofs of symmetry are those of a general order."

The natural classification of organised beings consists

in appreciating the modifying circumstances, and in ab

stracting them so as to discover the real symmetrical

type of each group."4 Here again De Candolle refers to

the examples of the crystallographer and the astronomer,

who both make abstraction of the disturbing secondary

influences in order to arrive at the primitive form and

que l'avorteinent ou la dgénér
escence de certains organes, leur
soudures entre eux ou avec d'autree,
et, leur multiplication d'après des
lois rgulières."1 'Th6orie éIm.,' p. 147: "La
symétrie organique se compose d'un
certain nombre d'élérnens dont les
principaux sont: l'exiatence; Ia
position relative ou absolue; le
nombre relatif ou absolu; la gran
deur relative ou absolue; la forme;
l'usage; la durée; . . . lea qualités
sensibles," &c.

2
Ibid., p. 170: "L'usage des

organea eat une consquence de
leur structure, et Wen eat nulle
ment la cause, coznrne certains




crivains irrflchis semblent i'm
diquer; l'usage, queue que soit son
importance dane l'étude physiolo
gique des tres, n'a done eu lui
môcne qu'une m6diocre importance
dane l'anatomie, et ne peut en
avoir aucune dans la taxonomie."

"Ce que je viens de dire de
l'usage des organes, s'applique h
bien plus forte raison encore i. leurs
qualita sensibles, qui iie sont que
des consequences plus ou moms
directes de leur structure," &c.

Ibid., p. 185. Ibid., p. 188.
6 See especially the chapter "De

Ia SyrnCtrie vCgétale" at the end
of the 'Organographie,' vol. ii. p.
236 qq.
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the true orbit. It follows that "we must study the

different species as constant things,"
1 and that this is a

more "dignified" occupation for a "naturalist than the

accumulation of doubtful cases in favour of the non

permanence of species."
2 He agrees with Cuvier in

rejecting the older idea of the "échelle des êtres," and

he praises the sagacity of Linneus, who suggests that

the vegetable kingdom resembles a geographical chart,4

-an idea which, in the hands of several French and

German botanists, has become a fruitful conception.

In De Candolle we meet with a repeated accentuation

of the recurring symmetry of form, of the existence of

definite primitive types, in the vegetable kingdom.

Simultaneously with him there was labouring another

thinker and keen observer of nature, who was primarily

struck by the resemblance exhibited in the different

parts or organs of one and the same plant, and searched

for the type or plan on which they were modelled. He

introduced into the vocabulary of scientific language

the expression "metamorphosis of plants." It was 36.
Goethe's

Goethe the poet who, in 1790, published under this

title his first contribution to morphological science. In

subsequent publications and essays, covering the last forty

Cc Thorie 1mentaire," p. 195.
2 Ibid. Ibid., p. 230.
"Linné a le premier, avec sa

sagacit ordinaire, compar6 le règne
végSt1al h une carte gtographique;
cette inétaphore, indiquéo dana son
livre par uu seul mot, a ét dé
veloppée ensuite par Giseke, Batsch,
Beroardin de Saint-Pierre, La'Her
itier, Petit - Thouars, &c. Et
quoi qu'on no doive Ia prendre que
pour une simple image, cette image




est tellement juste, tellementi
fdconde en consequences utiles,
qu'il eat peut - être conyonable
dentrer dane quelques details
ultérieur8. Jo suppose pour un
moment. cet,te carte exécutée; lea

" classes répondent aux parties du
monde, lea families aux royaumes,
lea tribus aux provinces, lea genres
aux cantons et lea espCces aux
villes ou villages," &c. (Théor.
élCm., p. 231).
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years of his extraordinary life, he again and again reverts

to the subject, which with him is only one chapter in the

extensive science of morphology, of which he was indeed

the first to form a general conception. Goethe's ideas

hardly influenced the course of science, but in the history

of thought they form a remarkable anticipation of later

views, and have accordingly been frequently referred to

by contemporary writers, notably by Haeckel and Huxley

in their important works on Morphology and Evolution.

Of the foremost scientific writers, De Candolle was almost

the only one' who, during Goethe's lifetime, referred to

his views with approbation; seeing in his theory of the

metamorphosis of the leaf a truly admirable divination'

of vegetable organisation. Saint - Hilaire's honourable

mention of Goethe's morphological contributions to zoology

came only just in time to be seen by Goethe himself.3

1 See 'Organographie,' vol. i. p.
551: "Les parties de chaque rangée
ou de chaque verticille sont sue.
ceptibles de se transformer dana Is
nature do la rangée qui is touche
immédiatement. Ainsi l'on trouve
des sépalea changes en nature
pétaloide (Primula calcj,cantlicma),
des pétales changes en 6tamines
(Capsella Bursa - pastoris), des
étamines changées en carpelles
(Magnolia fuscata), ou bien lm-
verse, eavoir: des carpelles changées
en étainines (Euphorbia palustris),
des étarnines changéea en pétales
(toutes lee fleurs doubles), ou lea
pétales transformés en nature de
calico (Ranunculus abortivus). M.
Goethe a trè8-heureueement désigné
la premiere de ces series de
trans-formationssous le nom de Mdtamor-
phase ascendantc ou directe, et la
seconde SOUS celle de Metamorphose
descendante ou inverse."

2 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 243: "C'eat




amsi qu'en voyant is manière
véritablement admirable dont M.
Goethe, quoiqu' habitueflement
occup6 d'idées si différentes, a
comme deviné l'organisation vCgé
tale, on est bien tenté de croire
qu'il l's, moms inventé qu'il u'a
généralisé avec genie quelquea faits
partiels heureusement choisis."
This was written in 1827.

See Goethe's 'Werke' (Weimar
edition, Abth. II. Bd. vii.), the
review of "Principes de Philosophie
Zoologique. Discutés en Mars
1830 au sein do l'académie royale
des sciences par M. Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire, Paris, 1830," especi
ally p. 181, and dated Sept. 1830.
In 1831 Geofiioy says of the uuit,y
of organisation:

II Elle eat pre
sentement acquise au domaine de
l'esprit humain; et l'bonneur d'uu
succès aussi memorable appartient
i Goethe." Quoted by Huxley in
'Life of Owen,' vol. ii. p. 291.
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What did great harm to Goethe's correct anticipations

was the fact that in optics he had unsuccessfully com

bated the generally accepted Newtonian theory of

colours,' and that his morphological glimpses were

taken up by Schelling and his school and incorpor

ated in the fantastic speculations of the philosophy

of nature. They shared the fate of this and passed

into temporary oblivion.

The idea of the fixity of certain forms in nature, of

the archetectonic modelling of her objects according to

certain archetypes, which Cuvier had put forth as the

result of extensive observation and inductive exam-

ination of living and fossil forms, which in De Candolle

was connected with the conception of geometrical order,

regularity, and symmetry, found in Goethe's mind an s.
The ideal

artistic sanction. It is," as the historian of botany typo.

has remarked, "the idealistic conception of nature which

looks upon the organic forms as continually recurring

1 A full discussion of Goethe's largely to the fact that he worked

theory of colours will be found in with imperfect apparatus and im.
two addresses of Helmholtz: the pure colours; that "he never had
first, from the year 1853, was re- before his eyes perfectly purified
printed in the first volume of ) homogeneous -coloured light, and
his often-quoted 'Vortrige und hence would not believe in its
Reden'; the second was delivered existence. On this difficulty,"
nearly forty years later at the Helmholtz continues, "of complete
meeting of the Goethe Society at purification of the simple spectral
Weimar, in June 1892. In the colours, a man like Sir D. Brewster
latter Helmholt'i significantly re- foundered, who was much more
fers to the great revolution which experienced and clever in optical
in the interval had come over scien- experimenting than Goethe, and
tific thought through the general re- was equipped with the best in-

cognition of the principles of energy struments" (Goethe's 'Vorabnung
and of evolution. By the light of komrnender naturwissenshaftiloher
these we are better able to under- Ideen,' by H. von Helmholtz,
stand the shadowy but nevertheless Berlin, 1892, p. 30). Cf. also
truthful anticipations contained in Helmholtz's Memoir on Brewster's
Goethe's poetical and scientific Analysis of Sunlight, 1852. Re-

writings. Helmholtz traces the printed in Wissenschaftl. Abbandl.,
errors of Goethe'8 colour-theory vol. ii.
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imitations of eternal ideas in the sense of Plato, and

which confounds these abstractions of the mind with

the objective nature of real things."
1 Nevertheless, we

must recognise that through the vague and poetical ex

positions of Goethe's writings there is to be seen the

fruitful idea of the change, the instability, of forms, as

an equally important side of reality.' In fact, Goethe

oscillates in his half-formed theories between the ideal

archetypes of Plato and the more recent conceptions of

Darwin and Spencer, as is proved by the vivid, even

passionate, interest which he took in the celebrated

controversy of Cuvier and Saint-Hilaire in the French

Academy of Sciences in the year 1830j--an incident

which carries us into the midst of the ideas with which

the following chapter will be occupied.

Before we take up those entirely different lines of

observation and reasoning, we must note a great ex

pansion and development of the study of the form of

natural objects-of morphology-in two independent

directions. One of these carried the study of forms

into the larger dimensions of time and space, the past
I Sachs,1Geschichte der Botanik,' apprehension was needed to give

p. 181. these airy nothings a local habit-
2 Of Goethe Huxley says ('Life ation and a name; to convert

of Owen,' vol. ii. p. 290): "On vague suppositions into definite
the face of the matter it is not hypotheses. And I apprehend that
obvious that the brilliant poet had it was just this service which
less chance of doing good service Goethe rendered by writing his
in natural science than the dullest essays on the intermaxillary bone,
of dissectors and nomenclators. on osteology generally, and on the
Indeed there was considerable metamorphosis of plants." A very
reason, a hundred years ago, for full appreciation of Goethe's merit
thinking that an infusion of the will be found in all the principal
artistic way of looking at things writings of Ernst Haeckel, notably
might tend to revivify the some. in the fourth chapter of the first
what mummified body of technical volume of the 'Natürliche Schöp
zoology and botany. Great ideas fungsgeschichte,' 9th ed., Berlin,
were floating about; the artistic 1898.
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of history and the morphological changes of the earth;

the other carried it into those small dimensions where

the unaided eye sees only sameness and repetition, but

where the microscope reveals the hidden structure, the

internal and minute forms, of which living matter is

made up.

I have already pointed out how the great travellers

of the second half of the eighteenth century-Banks,

Pallas, and Humboldt- carried the study of nature

beyond the narrow limits of the museum and the work

room into the larger area of nature, of the present and

the past world. Camper in Holland, Hunter and Monro

in this country, Blumenbach and Soemmering in Ger

many, Saussure in Geneva, towards the end of the eigh

teenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century had

begun to unite these scattered discoveries and records

into somethino' like order and system. It was again 88.
Palaon-

the great merit of Cuvier' to publish a monumental tology.

1 Of the labours of other natural
ists who preceded Cuvier, a very
fuU account will be found in a post
humous work of Ducrotay de Blain
vile, edited by M. Pol Nicird and
entitled 'Cuvier et Geoffroy SLIint
Hflaire' (1890). The author, as is
well known, was for some time a

colleague and collaborator of Cu
vier, with whom he fell out, partly
from personal reasons, partly owing
to the whole bent of his scientific
researches, which was much more
philosophical than that of Cuvier.
He had a very great appreciation
of Lamarck at a time when that
speculative naturalist was unknown
or treated with neglect, not to say
with ridicule. The criticisms of De
Blainville on Cuvier must be taken
with caution; nevertheless his




works and lectures had a great
influence on the development of
the more philosophical side of nat
ural science in France, as many al
lusions of Augu8te Comte, Flourens,
Claude Bernard, &c., sufficiently
prove. In the chapter on Paheont
ology in the work on Cuvier (p.
380, &c.), De Blainville does full
justice to Camper, Blumenbach,
Soemmering, and other Continental
naturalists, with whose labours
Cuvier, through his German educa
tion, was better acquainted than
his French colleagues. There is
also a significant remark of his
on the fact that Cuvier was essen
tially a collector and dissector,
a man of the museum and the
library, not an outdoor naturalist
(p. 241).
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work on the subject and to found the science of

pakeontology. His researches in this subject were

based upon the collection of fossil remains which had

been begun by Daubenton for the natural history of

Buffon, and which he arranged and largely increased; on

the collection which Camper had made at Amsterdam;

on descriptions which he procured from all the collectors

of Europe; notably from Blumenbach; on his excavations

together with Brogniart in the environs of Paris. As

early as 1798 he announced his intention of collecting

everything that was known on fossil remains in a great

tableau-a plan which was not realised till 1812, when

his many separate publications were united in the great

work on the " Ossements fossiles," and was only completed

by the greatly revised and augmented edition of 1821.

This work is important in morphological science, not

only because it contains many accurate and still highly

valued descriptions of "extinct species," but also because,

in its celebrated introduction' on the revolutions on the

surface of our globe, it takes a comprehensive view of the

changing aspects which succeeding ages, divided by great

catastrophes characterised by distinct geological formations

In this introduction (p. 52 of
vol. i.) there is also to be found the
celebrated passage in which Cuvier

says that by the application of his

principle of the "correlation of

parts" he could, if he only pos
sessed one well-preserved fragment
of a bone, determine everything as

certainly as if be possessed the whole
animal-a statement on which De
Blainville (loc. cit., p. 417) has some

very pertinent remarks: "Ce ne
sont pas des anatornistea véritables
comme l'étaient Hunter, Camper,




Pallas, Vicq.d'Azyr, Blumenbach,
Soemmering et Meckel qui se
sersient ainsi avancés, et M. 0.
Cuvier aurait ete bien embarass6
lui-ménie, si on l'avait pris au mot,
et cependant c'est cette assertion
qui re8tera formulée dans Ia bouche
des ignorauts," &c. Cuvier by this
method determined and classed
more than 150 mammals (loc. cit.,
p. 53). A more favourable view of
Cuvier's work on fossil remains is
taken by Huxley, 'Life of Owen,'
vol. ii. p. 297.
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and by the fossil remains of extinct organic creations, pre

sented on the surface of our earth. "What is certain,"

says Cuvier at the close 1 of this celebrated discourse, "is

that we are now at least in the middle of a fourth

succession of terrestrial animals, and that after the age

of reptiles, after that of the palicotheria, after that of

the mastodons, the megatheria, there has come the age

when the human race, supported by some domestic animals,

peaceably rules and cultivates the earth, and that it is only

in the countries formed since this epoch in the recent

alluvial deposits, peat-bogs, and concretions, that we find

in a fossil condition those bones which belong to animals

known and now living." Such is the résumé of the ideas

which had followed-nay, even tormented'- Cuvier

during his researches into fossil remains, and which led

him to the conclusion "that it required great events

to bring about the important differences which he recog

nised "-differences which the slow "influence of weather,

or of climate, or of domestication," could not explain,

but which required the violent action of sudden "catas

trophes," which frequently "disturbed the life on this

planet by frightful events," 5 "broke oft' the thread of

operations,"
0 "none of the present agencies of nature

sufficing to produce her bygone works."7

1 "Discour8 eur lea rávolutions
do Ia surface du globe et sur lea
changemeus qu'elles out produits
(lane le rgne animal," reprinted in
the 3rd ed. of the 'Recherches sur
les ossemens fossiles,' 1825, vol. i.
p. 172.

2 "Ces idées m'ont poursuivi, je
diral presque tourmenté, pendant
que j'ai fait lea recherches sur lea os
fossiles, clout j'ai donné depuis peu




au public Is collection, recberchea
qui n'embraseent qu'une si petite
partie de ces phénomènea de l'avant
dernier Age de la terre, et qui
cepenclant se lient b. tous lea autres
d'une znanière intime" ('Discours,'
&c., p. 140).

Ibid., p. 3. ' Ibid., p. 8.
b Ibid., p. 9. 6 Ibid., p. 14.
"Ainsi, none le répétons, c'e8t

en vain que l'on cherche, dana lee
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89. These words, which embody a conception since appro
Ouvfer'8
catastro.

priately termed "catastrophism," and which picture to
phism.

the mind's eye a succession of morphological changes of

the entire aspect of our globe, were written at a time

when, in this country especially, through the labours of

Hutton, an entirely opposite view was gradually pre

paring. With this we shall deal in another chapter.

The Cuvierian conception of epochs in geology harmon

ised with that of distinct types of organic creation.

These exhibit in space, as those do in time, certain definite

and distinct morphological characters-i.e., certain typical

forms and structures on a vast or a small scale, around

which the features of events and individuals seem to

oscillate, and which permit us scientifically to classify,

describe, and comprehend them. This conception gave

the tone to a long line of researches on the Continent

and in this country in geology as well as in natural

history.

In the study of these typical forms and structures in

which nature repeats herself, reverting again and again

to them, but in every single case departing more or less

from them; in the study of this order without monotony,

this change without confusion, this variety of forms in

40. which leading features are always recognisable,-the die
Study of
analogies. covery of analogies played a very prominent part.

Goethe's metamorphosis of plants is based upon the

analogy of their different organs: before he published

forces qui agissent maintenant le. et 81 i'on veut recourir aux forcesex
surface de is terre, des causes suf- trieures constautes connues jusqu't
fi8antes pour produire lea révolu- présent, l'on n'y trouve pas plus de
tions et lea catastrophes dont son res8ources" (ibid., p. 20).
enveloppe nous montre lea traces ;
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this first morphological fragment he had already-led

by analogy-discovered the intermaxillary bone in the

upper human jaw. Later he and Oken independently

traced the analogy between the skull and the vertebral

column in vertebrate animals, a view which was taken

up by eminent anatomists, such as Meckel, Spix, and

Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire.' The tendency which lay in these

attempts, of which the metamorphosis of plants and the

vertebral theory of the skull are only prominent examples,

is one which was naturally provoked by the opposite

tendency which anatomical studies had received through

Linneus and Ouvier. Goethe himself gives a clear ex-

planation of its origin. In a remarkable passage in the

history
2 of his botanical studies, he mentions Shake

speare, Spinoza, and Linneus as the three masters who

had led him to reflect on the great problems of art, of life,

and of nature. Now, he says, the influence of Linneus

lay principally in the opposition which he provoked.

A good account of the part
which the vertebral theory of the
skull played in comparative an

atomy will be found in Whewell's
History, vol. iii. p. 369, &c. But
see against this Huxley in 'Life of
Owen' (vol. ii. p. 304): "The hypo
thesis that the skull conRists of
modified vertebre, advocated by
Goethe and Oken, and the subject
of many elaborate works, was so
little reconcilable with the mode of
its development that, as early as
1842, Vogt threw well - founded
doubts upon it. 'All efforts to in
terpret the skull in this way,' said
he, 'are vain."

2 See the Weimar edition of his
Scientific Works, vol. ii. The

passage given in the text is from
an earlier account contained in two
numbers of the 'Morphologisehe




Hefte' (1817), reprinted loc. cit., p.
389, &c. How Goethe continually
hovered between the theory of
types and that of development is
seen in the following passage (1831,
\V. W., vol. vi. p. 120): "Das
Wechselhafte der Pflanzengestal
ten, dern ich ld.ngst auf seinem
eigenthtimlichen Gauge gefolgt,
erweckte nun bel mir immermehr
die Vorstellung: die uns umge
benden Panzenforrnen seien nicht
ursprtinglich determinirt, und fest
gestelit, ihnen sei viehxnehr, bei
einer eigensinnigen, generisehen
und apecifischen Hartnäckigkeit,
eiue gluckliche MobiliUit und
Biegsamkeit verliehen, urn in so
viele Bethngungen, die über deni
Erdkreis auf sie einwirken, sich
zu fugen und darnach bilden und
umbilden zu können."
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For as I tried to take up his sharp and suggestive

distinctions, his expressive, useful, but frequently arbi

trary laws, there arose in me an inner conflict: what

he tried forcibly to hold asunder, tended according to

the innermost demands of my nature to be united." And

as the process of dividing, classifying, and keeping apart

went on among the successors of Linneus, so it must

have produced in many genuine observers of nature a

tendency similar to that which Goethe describes. They

would emphasise the resemblances and analogies of

natural objects and their organs in proportion as the

classifiers had separated and distinguished them. And

it was just as likely that the artistic mind of Goethe

might succeed in "lifting the veil of nature," as Hum

boldt' put it, when he transmitted to Goethe his

suggestive work on the geography of plants, and as

Huxley2 repeated in 1894. Indeed it was the former

who, on the largest scale, had traced those analogies and

correspondences in nature which are so much dearer

See Goethe'8 own account (in
Werke, 2 Abth., vol. vi. p. 163):
"SoUte jedoch meine Eitelkeit
einigermassen gekrankt sein, dass
man weder bei Blumen, Minern,
noch Knöchelchen meiner welter
gedenken mag, 80 kann ich mich
an der wohlthätigen Theilnahme
eines höchst geschätzten Freundes
genugeam erholen. Die deutsche
Uebersetzung seiner ideen zu einer
Geographie der Pflanzen nebet
elnem Naturgemi.lde der Tropen
lander sendet mir Alexander von
Humboldt mit elnem schmeichel
haften Bilde, wodurch er andeutet,
due es der Poesie wohi auch
gelingen könne den Schleier der
Natur aufzuheben; und wenn er
"e8 zugesteht, wer wird es leugnen?"




See quotation supra, p. 246
note; also ('Life of Owen, vol. ii.
p. 288): "The cultivator of botany,
who went beyond the classification
of 'hay,' became familiar with facts
of the same order. Indeed, flower
ing plants fairly thrust morpho
logical ideas upon the observer.
Flowers are the primers of the
morphologist; those who run may
read in them uniformity of type
amidst endless diversity, single
ness of plan with complex multi
plicity of detail. As a musician
might say, every natural group of
flowering plants is a sort of visible
fugue wandering about a central
theme which is never forsaken,
however it may, momentarily,
cease to be apparent."
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to the poetical mind of Goethe, and all other artists,

than the separations and classifications of the men of

science. "It is one of Humboldt's uncontested merits

that he, in order to prove the unity which rules in

the formation of the earth, searched for analogies in

the geological constitution of distant countries. As

we see him pointing out numerous novel coincidences

between the formations of Mexico and Hungary, so

likewise we owe to him suggestive hints for other

similar comparisons."' But the man in whose labours

the tendency of thought which was uncritically followed

by Goethe, and magnificently represented in Humboldt,

found the clearest scientific expression, so far as animated

nature is concerned, was itienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, 41.
Oeoffroy

the friend and colleague and then the great rival of

Cuvier.2 No one recognised more clearly the deeper

significance of the great outburst of the two conflicting

ways of viewing nature in the Paris Academy of Sciences

in 1830 than Goethe himself, who in the eighty-first year

of his life was deeply stirred by seeing his favourite ideas

espoused by a scientific authority of the first order.'

1 See Julius Ewald in the third
volume of the 'Leben Hum
boldt's' by Bruhus (German edi
tion), p. 184.

2 See Huxley in 'Life of Owen,'
vol. ii. p. 293.

Eckermaun in the 'Conversa
tions with Goethe' gives the follow
ing remark-able account, under date
2nd August 1830: "The news of
the outbreak of the French Revolu-
tion arrived to-day, and created
excitement everywhere. In the
course of the afternoon I went to
Goethe. 'Well,' he called out to
me, 'what do you think of this




great event? The volcano has come
" to an eruption, everything is in
flames, and it is no longer a dis
cussion with closed doors.' 'A
dreadful affair,' I replied. 'But
what else could one expect under
the well-known circumstances and
with such a ministry, but that it
would end with the expulsion of the

Royal Family?' 'We do not seem
to understand each other, my
friend,' retorted Goethe. 'I am in
nowise speaking of those people; I
am concerned with quite different

things. I speak of that most im

portant conflict which has come
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Similarly the aged Gauss, twenty-four years later, listened

with emotion when Riemann, in his celebrated disserta

tion, touched a string that had been vibrating in the

master's soul for fifty years, unheard or unheeded by

any other thinker.' We can best understand the two

ways of reasoning in natural objects, which found an

expression in the controversy between Cuvier and Saint

Hilaire, if we read the account which Goethe himself

subsequently published in a Berlin periodical: "Cuvier

labours untiringly as a distinguisher, describing accur

ately what lies before him, and thus attains a command

over a great breadth of facts. Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,

on the contrary, is silently exercised about the analogies

of living creatures and their mysterious relations." ' The

two men had worked as colleagues for thirty-eight years,

Cuvier continuing and defining more clearly the classi

fying work of Linneus, who, for example, had thrown

all non-vertebrate animals into one class. This led him

to pass in the Academy between
Cuvier and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,
and which is of such importance
to science.' This utterance of
Goethe was so unexpected to me
that I did not know what to say,
and that for some minutes I ex
perienced a complete cessation of

my thoughts. 'The matter is of
the greatest importance,' continued
Goethe, 'and you have no idea
what I feel concerning the news
of the 19th July. We now have
a mighty ally permanently in
Geoffroy. But I also see from it
how great is the interest of the
scientific world in France in this
matter, as, in spite of the frightful
political excitement, the meeting
took place in a crowded house.
What is best is, that the synthetic
treatment of nature, introduced by




Geoffroy in France, cannot again
go back. . . . I have for fifty
years laboured in this cause; first
alone, then supported, and at last,
to my great delight, excelled by
congenial minds. . . . This event
is for me of incredible value, and
I rejoice rightly over the ultimate
general victory of the cause to
which I have dedicated my life,
and which also is essentially my
own,',,

1 On this incident see the prefa
tory notice in Riemanu's 'Mathe
matischeWerke,' ed. Weber, Leipzig,
1875, p. 517; also the 13th chapter
of this volume.

2 Goethe in the 'Berliner Jahr
bticher für Wissenschaftliche Kri.
tik,' vol. ii., 1830, September, re
printed in Werke II. vol. vii. p. 167
89g.
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finally in 1817 to establish the four great classes-the

vertebrate, the molluscous, the articulate, and radiated

types-in the animal kingdom. His colleague had con

tributed much to Cuvier's work, but had been increas

ingly struck by what he termed the "unity of organic

composition," which he evermore looked upon as a key
1

to the comprehension of nature: he searched for one

plan or type where Cuvier saw four types. In 1818

he published his principle in a celebrated work with

the title, 'Thorie des Analogies, ou de Philosophie

Anatomique.'
2 It has been correctly stated that he

only gives more precise expression to a truth known

to Aristotle and proclaimed by Buffon, that the mystery

of organisation consists in "unity of plan combined with 42.
Cuvier and

variety of composition." Cuvier emphasised and studied 6eooy.

the latter, his colleague the former. Fot an intimate

knowledge and description of natural objects the work

of distinguishing is all important; for a comprehension

of nature the connection of things, the unity of plan,

the fihiation and relations of beings, the mutability of

species, will ever be the more important and fascinating.

The former was a purely scientific, the latter a philo-

See Goethe's detailed Report, par P. Flourens, in the third volume
toe. cit., Werke II. vol. vii. p. 173. of his 'Recueil de8 Eloges,' &c.,
A very full account of this cele. Paris, 1862, pp. 229-281. He quotes,
brated controversy is also given in inter alia, a passage from Vicq
the posthumous work of Ducrotay d'Azyr: "La nature semble opérer
(le BlainviUe, 'Cuvier et Geoffroy toujours d'après un modéle primitif
Saint.Hilaire, Biographies scientif- et g6néral dont die De s'écarte qu'
iques,' ed. Nicard, Paris, 1S90, h regret, et dont on rencontre par.
pp. 357-378, which is specially in- tout des traces. . . . On observe
teresting, because Geoffroy's ideas partout ces deux charactères que Ia
were there traced to Lamarck (p. nature semble avoir imprimés b. tous
351), of whom Goethe takes no lee êtres, ceiui de la constance dane
notice. le type et celui de la varitt6 dane

' See the "Eloge Historique lee modifications," &c. (p. 276).
d'Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,"
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sophical, task. Both thinkers were right, but only par

tially right, as Huxley has clearly shown;' but it was

natural that Cuvier's position should for a long time be

regarded as the stronger; since he had shown how, by

detailed research, to increase enormously the stock of

actual knowledge about the things of nature; whereas

the uncritical and only half practical suggestions of

Goethe had undergone in the wild speculations of

Schelling, Steffens, and Oken a development that fright

ened off men of exact thought. Cuvier saw the necessity

of crying halt to these vague dreams which he had the

merit of opposing, for the lasting benefit of true science,

with the full force of his great authority.2

As in France and Germany so also in England, the

tendency to distinguish minutely, to describe, to classify,

and in doing so to fill the museums with new specimens,

1 'Life of Owen,' vol. ii. p. 296: Geoffroy's fundamental theses. And
The irony of history is nowhere even in his later years Sir Charles

more apparent than in science. Lyell, many years ago, gave me
Here we see the men over whose reasons for the opinion that Cuvier
minds the coming events of the was by no means confident about
world of biology cast their shadows, the fixity of species. There was
doing their best to spoil their case never any lack of the scientific im-
in stating it; while the man who agination about the great anato-
represented sound scientific method mist; and the charge of indifference
is doing his best to stay the inevit- to general ideas, sometimes brought
able progress of thought and bolster against him, is stupidly unjust."
up antiquated traditions. The pro- And further, p. 295: "In later life,
gress of knowledge during the last however, Cuvier seems to have be-
seventy years enables us to see that come so much disgusted by the
neither Geoffroy nor Cuvier was vagaries of the Naturphilosophic
altogether right nor altogether school, and to have been so strongly
wrong; and that they were meant impressed by the evil which was
to hunt in couples instead of pull- accruing to science from their ex-
ing against one another." ample, that he was provoked into

2 As to Cuvier's own wavering on forsaking his former vise and
the great question of the fixity of judicious critical attitude; and in
species, see Huxley, loc. cit., p. 294: his turn he advocated hypotheses
"During the earlier part of his which were none the better than
career, I doubt if Cuvier would I those of his opponents."
have categorically denied any of
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and to discover and arrange systematically unknown

and extinct species, got the upper hand for a long

time. No one has done better work in this large

field than Richard Owen, who has been termed with 43.
Richard

some propriety the British (Juvier. But in following
Owen.

the lines and filling up the schedules which Cuvier

had prepared, Owen and other1 contemporary workers

in the same field have also had the great merit of

bringing the Cuvierian view to the point where it

clearly leads on to another and more comprehensive

view of nature. In the first place, it happened that

in finding and describing the remains of extinct animals,

increasing difficulty was experienced
2 in deciding to

which of the great existing groups of animals they

should be assigned. There arose the necessity of in

terpolating species between groups which we now look

upon as widely separated. The necessity arose of form

ing the conception of what is now termed the "inter-

1
Huxley, loc. cit., p. 310: "Un-

less it be in the 'Ossemeits fossiles,'
I do not know where one is to look
for contributions to paheontology
more varied, more numerous, and,
on the whole, more accurate, than
those which Owen poured forth in
rapid succession between 1837 and
1888. Yet there was no lack of
strong contemporaries at work in
the same field. De Blainville's
'OstSographie'; Louis Agassiz's
monumental work on fossil fishes,
achieved under the pressure of
great obstacles and full of brilliant
suggestions; Von Meyer's long series
of wonderfully accurate memoirs,
with their admirable illustrations
executed by his own hands, all
belong to Owen's generation."2 See on this Carus, l Geschichte




der Zoologie,' p. 648, and Huxley,
boo. cit., p. 309, where reference is
made to Owen's memoir "on an ex
tinct mammal discovered in South
America by Darwin in 1833, which
Owen named Taxodon Platen3i.s. It
is worthy of notice that in the title
of this memoir there follow, after
the name of the species, the words
'referable by its dentition to the
Rodentia, but with affinities to
the Pachydermata and the herbi
vorous Cetacea'; indicating the
importance in the mind of the
writer of the fact that, like Cuvier's

Anopbotlieriu'm and Pakeothcriwnt,
Taxodon occupied a position be
tween groups which, in existing
nature, are now widely separated.
The existence of one more 'inter

calary' type was established."
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calary type." Especially through pakeontological finds,

the landmarks were gradually removed which separated

the distinct species and groups of organised beings.

It had happened to Cuvier only in single instances

that he had to record resemblances between widely

separated groups. Such resemblances became more and

more frequent and perplexing. In the second place,

Owen had the great merit of giving more definite ex

44. pression to the conception of analogies, as developed
Study of
homology, principally by the school which Cuvier opposed. In

fact, he revised and brought into general use the term

"homology," which had already been used by French and

German anatomists before him.' This term signified

Great importance has been at
tached to the term "homology,"
which, to a reader uninitiated in
the complicated and changing vo
cabulary of the natural sciences,

presents not a little difficulty.
It is a good example of the
classical saying of Goethe, "class
wo Begriffe feblen, da steilt em
Wort zu guter Zeit sich em." In
the attempt to define the current
term "homology," in seeking for
numerous examples of homologies
as distinguished from analogies, nat
uralists were led to the recognition
of real, not only of verbal or logical
distinctions. In this respect it is
most instructive to read Owen's
treatise 'On the Archetype and
Homologies of the Vertebrate
Skeleton' (1848), the enlarged re
print of a Report to the British
Association in 1846. In it he gives
a pretty full history of the term
homology, which in the first half of
the nineteenth century became cur
rent with special meanings in three
independent sciences. With the
precision of the usage, both in
geometry and chemistry, the vague.




ness of the term as used by nat
uralists stands in characteristic con
trast. "The corresponding parts,"
Sir R. Owen there says (p. 5),
"in different animals being made
namesakes, are called technically
'homologues.' The term is used
by logicians as synonymous with
'homouyms,' and by geometricians
as signifying 'the sides of similar
figures which are opposite to equal
and corresponding angles,' or to
parts having the same propor
tions: it appears to have been
first applied in anatomy by the
philosophical cultivators of that
science in Germany. Geoffroy
Saint -Hilaire says, 'Les orgaiies
des sens sont homologues, comme
s'exprimerait Ia PhilosOPhie Al
lemande; c'est- - (lire qu'ils sont
analogues clans leur mode de
chveloppement, s'i I existe viritahle
ment en eux uu mênie priucipe de
formation, une t'nclauc.e uniforme
se répter, t se reprnduire de la
mme façon.'" After remarking
on the looseness of this definition,
Owen proceeds to give his own,
taken from the "Glossary" ap.
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correspondence of parts or organs based not so much on

external likeness as on similarity of origin. By admit

ting the latter conception, the idea of origin, the rigidity

of the purely structural classification was lost. Morpho

logy became the science, not of fixed, but of flowing

forms and structures. It is remarkable that Owen, in

following up this line of reasoning, was pro-eminently at

tracted to the oracular writings of Oken, whose influence

his great forerunner Ouvier had combated with all his

pended to the first volume of his
'Hunterian Lectures,' as follows:
"'Analogue '-A part or organ in
one animal which has the same
function as another part or organ
in a different animal." "'Horn.
ologue '-The same organ in dif
erent animals under every variety
of form and function." He then
goes on to distinguish "special,"
"general," and "serial" homology.
For a history of thought the impor
tant point in all these discussions
is that, besides the similarity of
structure and the sameness of
function, relations and points of
comparison of a. different kind
were introduced; that these were,
with more or less clearness, traced
to development; and that through
this the genetic view, the doctrine
of descent, was prepared by those
who, like Owen, were least ready
to accept it when it appeared in a
definite form. In the light of this
new view, of which the next
chapter will treat, the whole vocab
ulary of the older morphologists
required recasting. These older
views, which traced homology to
the existence of definite types,
models, or patterns possessing a
purely ideal existence, have been
termed Platonic, inasmuch as in
the philosophy of Plato the exist
ence of a world of ideal forms or




archetypes served to explain what
ever of order is found in the real
world of separate things. "The
term 'homology," says Prof. Ray
Lankester, "belongs to the Platonic
school, but is nevertheless used
without hesitation by those who
reject the views of that school.
Prof. Owen . . . would understand
by 'honiologue' the same organ
in different animals under every
variety of form and function.
But how can the sameness of an
organ under every variety of form
and function be established or in
vestigated? This is, and always
has been, the stumbling-block in
the study of homologies without
the light of Evolutionism; for, t'
settle this question of sameness,
an ideal 'type' of a group of
organisms under study had to be
evolved from the human mind,
after study of the component.
members of the group; and then
it could be asserted that organs
might be said to be the 'same'
in two animals which had a
common representation in the
ideal type" ('Annals and Mag.
of Natural History,' 4th series,
vol. vi., 1870, p. 34, &c.) See also

Huxley in 'Life of Owen,' vol. ii.
p. 303, &c.; and J. Arthur Thom
son, 'The Science of Life,' p. 32
(1899).
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might, and who "provided him with the subject-matter

of his severest as well as of his most Justifiable

sarcasms." 1

The great extension of the morphological or struc

tural view of nature into distant time and space-into

palaeontology by Cuvier and Owen, into geography by

Humboldt, Ritter, and others-i.e., morphology on an

extensive scale-led to an appreciation of the labours

of a different class of students of nature, namely, those

who-also on a large or a smaller scale-investigated

the agencies which bring about and the laws which

govern the change of forms. I have now to mention

the last great contribution to the purely morphological

45. view, I mean the cellular theory, which tended ultimately
The ceUular "
theory. in a similar direction.

The earlier researches into the minute microscopic

structure of organised beings-such as those of Malpighi

and Grew in the seventeenth century-were conducted

by persons who took an equal interest in animal and

plant life.2 But this class of research soon fell into

the hands of specialists, with the result that anatomy,

the science of animal structure, and phytotomy, that

of vegetable structure, were conducted on different lines

Huxley, 'Life of Owen,' vol. ii.
p. 315.

2 Caru8 (' Gesch. der Zoo]ogie,' p.
395) mentions especially Malpighi
(1628.1694) as an exception, inas
much as he conducted his reearthes
from a purely scientific interest,
keeping them free from extraneous
practical considerations. "In his
anatomy of plants there are laid,
moreover, the first foundations,
more firmly established by all sub.




sequent researches, of the doctrine
of the composition of all organised
bodies out of cells, which has given
to the whole conception of the liv
ing creation a definite starting
point, and in the sequel a firm basis
for the genetic view." See also on
the same subject, and on the rela
tion of structural and physiological
researches in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, Sachs, 'Gesch.
d. Botanik,' p. 351, &c.
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and for different purposes. The fact that the organisa

tion of the higher animals, which, for medical reasons, is

more interesting, can be roughly divided into a variety

of separate organs or systems of organs, each of which

can be, to some extent, studied by itself as we study

the parts and workings of a machine, and that for the

physician greater interest attaches to the functions of

these organs, placed anatomy for a long time under the

influence of physiology, which is the science of the per

formance, not of the structure, of the parts of living crea

tures. Phytotoniy, on the other side, was for a long time

neglected, awaiting the greater perfection of the micro

scope. Thus it came about that down to nearly the

middle of the century the morphological study of animals

and that of plants were pursued without much mutual

benefit or regard. The phytotomists of the seventeenth

century had established the fact that plants are built up

of minute parts called variously utricles, bladders, vesicles,

but mostly cells, and which were compared with the

structure of the foam of beer or the cells of a honey

comb.' Different forms were assigned to these cavities,

Aug. Pyr. de Candolle begins
his 'Orgaiiographie

I
(1827) with

the words : "La nature intime dee
vgttaux, vue aux plus forts micro
scopes, otfre peu de (hversit.es. Les
pIante Ics plus clisparates par leurs
ionnes extrieures, se ressemblent
. Vintrieur t un degré vraiment
extraordinaire," &c. ; and after
going back to the observations of
Malpighi and Grew, and referring
to the recent. ones of Mirbel, Link,
Treviranus, Sprengel, Rudoiphi
Kieser, Dutrochet, and Amici, men
tions Kieser'8 'Mmoire surl'Organ-




isation des Plantes' (Harlem, 1812)
as the only French book which con
tains an account of the phytotomic
researches carried on by the Ger
mans, who, after the lapse of a cen

tury, were the first, to take up
these studies again. In the second
chapter Do Candolle says: "L,e
tissu cellulaire, consid6rd en masse,
est Un tis8u membraneux formá par
Un grand nombre de cellules ou cle
cavita closes de toutes parts;
l'écume de la bière ou un rayon
de miel en donnent une idSe gross.
ière mais assez exacte"(p. 11).
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46.
Bngo von
Mohi.




and it was also recognised that they were frequently

elongated into tubes or joined so as to form larger

vessels. In all these researches and descriptions para

mount importance was attached to the form and com

position of the framework of this cellular arrangement,

and only little to its contents. In fact, the historian

of botany' characterises the period from 1800 to 1840

as that of the study of the cellular framework of plants.

The skeleton, as it were, of plant structure received

primarily the greater attention. In the course of these

researches, which, with a few important exceptions, were

all carried out in Germany, one point was permanently

settled, namely, that "the cell is the one fundamental

element of all vegetable structure."' No one did more

to establish this important fact than Hugo von Mohi,

whose name has been somewhat cast into the shade by

the more attractive writings of Schleiden. It was

Schleiden who first brought the new cellular theory

into popular recognition, not without an admixture of

errors, which had to be gradually eliminated in the

various controversies with which his name is connected.

1 See Sachs, loc. cit., p. 276, &c.
This period finds its consummation
in the researches of Hugo von Mob1.
It begins with those of Brisseau
Mirbel, the first French author who
took up this line. His labours were
continued and criticised by a long
list of German naturalists. Sachs
also refers to the erroneous habit
these earlier phytotorniBts had of
getting their diagrams of what
they saw by the microscope made
by other persons who were sup
posed to be impartial-a custom
fortunately abandoned by MohI,
who in his drawings did not. give




"undigested copies of the objects
but his own impressions of them"
(p. 281).

2 Subs assigns the final estab
lishment of this principle to the
year 1831, and considers it as one
of Mohi's achievements, since,
although it had been already
announced by Spreugel and Mirbel,
it had not been sufficiently sup.
ported by observation6. Even the
curious but antiquated idea, accord.
ing to which the spiral fibre formed
a fundamental part of plant s: rue.
ture, survived U to 1830 (p. 33).
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But the highest value for a history of Thought attaches

to this point for a different reason. In it the long

separated lines' of botanical and zoological study met

ao'ain. Immediately after the appearance of Schleiden's 47.
Schielden

epoch-making publication-and partly in consequence of and

it-Theodor Schwann was induced to collect, in 1839,

all the known observations, coming principally from

the school of Johannes MUller, which referred to the

existence and formation of animal cells, and to utilise

them in the enunciation of his great generalisation,

"that there is one universal principle of development

for the elementary parts of organisms however different,

and that this principle is the formation of cells."
2

1 The fourth decade of the cen
tury was also the period in which
physical and chemical methods and
ideas were-notably in France and
Germany-made useful for ana
tomical and physiological research
in zoology and botany. Sachs,
however, significantly warns us
against the view, which has since
been frequently put forward in an
exaggerated form, that the physi
ology of plants consists in nothing
but applied physics and chemistry
(loc. cit., p. 393, &c.) That Schwann
himself attached the greatest im
portance to this point can be seen
from the preface to his principal
work. This appeared in 1839, and
was translated into EngliRh by
Henry Smith, and published by the
Sydeuham Society in 1847 with the
significant title, 'Microscopical Re
searches into the Accordance in the
Structure and Growth of Animals
and Plants.' The translator has also
attached a rendering of Schielden's
'Contributions to Phytogenesis,'
which appeared first in Part II. of
Muller's 'Archly für Anatomie und

Physiologie' in 1838, and was also




translated in 'Taylor's Scientific
Memoirs,' vol. ii. part 6.

2 Schwaun, loc. cit., p. 165. A
little farther on he adds the follow
ing generalisation, which it is well
to read in the light of more recent
researches: "A structureless sub
stance is present in the firstinstance,
which lies either around or in the
interior of cells already existing;
and cells are formed in it in accord
ance with certain laws, which cells
become developed in various ways
into the elementary parts of organ
isms." It is clear that the discovery
of what may be called the morpho
logical element or unit of organised
structures in this view meant the
end of pure morphology. The
problem of the explanation of exist

ing forms was handed over to the
student of development, to thegen
etic view and conception of nature.
The cellular theory, thus enunci
ated in its greatest generality by
Schwann, has formed a kind of

provisional resting-place in the

study of the forms and changes of

living nature; as Newton's gravita
tion formula has served as a provi.
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Morphologically the microscopic examination of animal

and vegetable tissues had thus led not to a clearer defini

tion of the great differences which exist in the forms and

structures of the larger and the full-grown organisms, but

rather to a conviction of their intrinsic and essential

sameness. These differences could not be explained in

the purely morphological manner in which Haüy had

shown how to trace the difference of crystalline forms

to the shapes and configuration of the "mo1cules in

tégrantes." The diversity of forms had to be traced to

48. processes of growth or development
- i.e., the purely

Transition
to the study Morphological examination led on to the developmentalof develop
ment. or genetic study of organic forms. And this was made

still more evident when the microscopic examination

revealed yet other and more important elements in

the composition of organic structures, elements which

were seemingly quite shapeless or amorphous. The

skeleton, which had so long seemed to contain the key

to the understanding of organic forms, the framework of

the plant structure, the cell-walls and partitions, with

all their geometric figures and arrangements, turned out

to be of quite secondary importance compared with the

cell contents, the substance called in animals by Dujardin

sarcode, and in vegetables by Von Mohi protoplasm, and

with the nucleus or cell-kernel, which had been discovered

by Robert Brown.' Accordingly great interest attached

sional basis for physical astronomy.
Both generalisations involve un
solved problems, with the difference
that the formulation of the cellular
theory is not as precise as that of
gravitation.1 Both the discoveryof the nucleus
by Robert Brown and that of the




cell contents by Dujar(lin preceded
the enunciation of the cellular
theory. Brown discovery was re
ferred to both by Schleiden and
Schwauu. In fact, Brown's re
searches were much better known
and followed up in Germany than
in England. Hi papers were trans-
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to these amorphous
1 constituents, and chemical investi

gations as to their composition were added to the previous

microscopic dissection. The purely morphological view

lated into German by a number of
botanists, and edited in five volumes
between 1825 and 1834 by Nees
von Essenbeck. He did not collect
his original ideas into any great.
work or propound a new system of
classification as did Jussieu and De
Candolle, whom he equals in scien-
tific importance; his valuable
gen-eralisationswere given occasion-
ally in his numerous monographs.
Sachs considers him more advanced
than the two great rivals just
named, inasmuch as he had an
appreciation of questions of devel
opment which they lacked ('Geech.
d. Botanik,' p. 121). Humboldt
called him "botanicoruin facile
princeps," and succeeded in procur
ing for him, through his influence
with Sir Robert Peel, a pension of
£200 per annum.

1 The definition of a. cell-i. c., of
the morphological or form-element
of organised matter, as consisting
of a membrane, a cell content, a
nucleus, and a nucleolus-stood in
contrast with Felix Dujardin's de
scription, in 1835, of a living sub
stance which he met with in his
researches in lower animal life, and
which he had called "aarcode." In
the place of this name-the observa
tion of Dujardiu being little noticed
-Von Mohi, after having for a time
accepted the erroneous theory of
$chleideu and Schwann as to cell
formation, introduced the term
"protoplasma," which has been re
tained in science as the name of the
elementary constituent of all living
matter with very varying defini
tions, according to the different
ol'ervatious of animal or vegetable
organisms and the i ucreasiug powers
of the microscope; this having re
vealed structures where before only




formless, amorphous substance had
been observed. The history of
these fluctuations of opinions and
definitions can be read both in the
older histories (Sacbs, Carus) and
the more recent accounts. Among
these numerous expositions, see
especially Yves Dehtge, 'L'Hrédit
et les grands problèmes de la Bio
logie,' 1895, p. 19, &c.; 0. Hertwig,
'The Cell,' translated from the
German by H. J. Campbell, 1895;
and the most recent work by Dr
Val. Hacker, 'Praxis und Theorie
der Zellcn und Befruchtungslehre,'
Jena, 1899, p. 10, &c. The cellular
theory has gained enormously in
importance and in popular esteem,
as has also the study of all micro
organisms, through its application
to medicine and hygiene. In 1847
Rudolph Virchow founded his cele
brated "cellular pathology," com
bining the mftliy beginnings of the
cellular theory which had been
laid by others, in his famous axiom
it omnis cellula e cellula." He gave
up the theory of the free forma
tion of cells, proclaimed the doctrine
of the genesis of cells-even patho
logical ones-by cell-division, and
adopted Goodsir's theory of the
uninterrupted filiation of the ele
ments of all living matter, of the
autonomous cells. As in general
biology, so also in cellular path
ology, the last fifty years have
witnessed great controversies and
many special theories, one of the
chief difficulties having been to com
bine the doctrine of the autonomy
or individuality of the cells with a
correct view of their filiat.iou and
connected life. In spite of these
many changes and modifications, the
name of Schwann still stands at the

opening of every treatise on funda-
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had exhausted itself. The fundamental unity of the

organisation of living beings had been proved; how was

their actual diversity to be explained? This evidently

required considerations of a very different kind. What

they were we shall see in the next chapter. The posi

tion of the morphologist in the middle of the century

had thus become one of considerable perplexity.' It may

be compared to that of the organic chemist about the

same time. The older ideas, around which, under the

great influence of Cuvier and De Candolle in zoology

and botany, of Werner and Humboldt in geology, the

morphological classification and description of natural

objects had clustered on the Continent, had become

obsolete. The doctrine of definite types, of architec

tonic models, or of distinct ages of creation, separated

by catastrophic changes, was becoming untenable; floras

and faunas of entirely different appearance had been

revealed in other countries and climates in the distant

past,' or in the great newly-discovered realm of living

mental biology, and that of Virchow barrière bio-chimique était moms
at the origin of modern pathology, rapproche que le ne croyaient 1e8
as the greatest practical application disciples de Comte et de De
of the cellular theory. An exceed- Blainville" (Herrmanu, article

ingly good record of the different "Cellule" in & La Grande Eucy-
and changing views referring to clopddie,' vol. ix. p. 1060).
the cell will be found in the chapter Owen, in the very instructive
on "Cell and Protoplasm" in J. "General Conclusions" to the third
A. Thomson's 'Science of Life,' volume of the 'Anatomy of Verte-

pp. 101-117. brates' (1868), clearly points out
I' "On comprend aisément le how the position of Cuvier has

dcouragement de Robin renonçant been made untenable by these
. edifier son 'Traité d'Anatomie discoveries: "As my observations

géurale,' après avoir tenté inutile- and comparisons accumulated, with
inent, dan8 sa 'Chimie anatomique,' paripassu tests of observed phenont-
de piiétrer le mécauisme des ena of osteogeny, they enforced a

phénouiènes moléculaires s'accom- reconsideration of Cuvier's con-

plissant dan8 les corps organisés. clusions to which I had previously
La morphologie, pourtant, n'avait yielded assent" (p. 188). "Accord-

pas dit son dernier mot, et la ingly these results of extensive,
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forms only accessible to the microscope. The metamor

phosis of the different organs in the plant had been sug

gested by Wolf, and more fully demonstrated by Goethe.

Unity of organisation had been proclaimed by Saint

Hilaire and De l3lainville, and the ultimate identity of

the elementary structure of animals and plants had been

demonstrated by Schleiden and Schwann. How was the

evident relationship of the different types of living beings

to be explained? It is interesting to note how the very

terms which were then used implied the explanation,

though this was only apparent to one or two natural

philosophers who were then secretly at work. The

word "affinity," which in chemistry has for ages been

used to denote, without explaining, the mystery of com

binations and separations of different substances, had

been imported into philosophical anatomy to denote the

deeper structural likeness between animals which at the

first glance appeared to belong to different classes. This

word ordinarily implies blood-relationship, and might have

patient, and unbiassed inductive
research-or, if there were a bias,
it, was towards Cuvier-swayed with
me in rejecting the principle of
direct or miraculous creation, and
in recognising a 'natural law or
secondary cause as operative in
the production of species in

orderlysuccession and progression' (1849)'
(p. 789)... " U Each successive parcel
of geological truth has tended to
dissipate the belief in the un
usually sudden and violent nature
of the changes recognisable in the
earth's surface. In specially direct
ing my attention to this moot
point, whilst engaged in investiga
tions of fossil remains, and in the
reconstruction of the species to




which they belonged, I was at
length led to recognise one cause
of extinction as being due to de
feat 'in the contest which, as a

living organised whole, the indi
vidual of each species had to
maintain against the surrounding
agencies which might militate
against its existence'" (p. 797).
'Through this passage, quoted by
Owen from the preface (1866) of
the same work, a controversy arose,
it being taken by a reviewer to

prove the admission of the Dar
winian theory. There followed an

explanation by Owen, rejecting
natural selection and the admitted
contest as explanations of the origin
of species.




49.
Affinity.
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suggested the theory of descent: it was used by those

who most strongly repudiated such a doctrine.'

In the absence of any satisfactory explanation of the

continual recurrence of certain definite forms in nature,

and the presence of an evident relationship and a clear

indication of metamorphosis in single instances, it was

natural that morphologists of the first order, such as

Owen, and other authorities in science, such as Whewell

in England and Alexander Braun in Germany, should

have recourse to older views and vague philosophical

theories. Owen in 1848 spoke of a specific organising

principle which "moulds in subserviency to the exigencies

of the resulting specific forms," argues that the know

ledge of such a being as man must "have existed before

man appeared, for the divine mind which planned the

archetype also foreknew all its modifications," and con

cludes that we learn from the past history of our globe

that "nature has advanced with slow and stately steps,

guided by the archetypal light, amidst the wreck of

worlds, from the first embodiment of the vertebrate

idea under its old ichthyic vestment until it became

arrayed in the glorious garb of the human form."
2

Huxley in 'Life of R. Owen,'
vol. ii. p. 302.

See Owen's treatise 'On the
Nature of Limbs,' 1849, pp. 85,
86. In the essay 'On the Arche
type and Homologies of the Verte
brate Skeleton,' he concludes with
the following remarks: "Now, be
sides the a, organising principle,
vital property, or force, which pro
duces the diversity of form belong
ing to living bodiea of the eame
materials, which diversity cannot
be explained by any known pro-




perties of matter, there appears
ako to be in counter - operation
during the building up of such

I bodies the polarising force pervad
ing all space, and to the operation
of which force, or mode of force,
the similarity of forms, the rep
etition of parts, the signs of the
unity of organisation may be
mainly ascribed. The Platonic

or specific organisiug principle
or force would seem to be in an
tagonisiri with t.he general polar
ising force, and to subdue and
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Whewell, in various passages of his 'History' and of his

'Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences,' argues that the

explanation of organic forms is to be found in the study

of the functions which each organ is destined to perform,

and brings morphology back under the guidance of physi

ology, from which Do Candolle and others had only

recently liberated it.1 Alexander Braun, the great German

botanist, wrote about the same time: "Although the

organism in its growth is subject to physical conditions,

the real causes of its morphological and biological speci

ality ho, nevertheless, not in. these conditions: its laws

belong to a higher grade of development of reality, to a

sphere in which the capacity for spontaneous self-deter

mination becomes evident." 2 Even Johannes Miller,

mould it in subserviency to the

exigencies of the resulting specific
form" (p. 172). Huxley attributes
these theoretical views of Owen to
the influence of Lorenz Oken, the

principal scientific representative
of the school of the "Natur

philosophie." In this respect Owen
left the direction of study initiated
and so successfully followed by
Cuvier. In fact, though opposed
to Darwinism, Owen did not, like
Cuvier, believe in special creation,
as is clearly shown in a passage
frequently quoted, taken from the
conclusion to the third volume of
Owen's great work 'On the An

atomy of Vertebrates' (1868), p.
807 : "So, being unable to accept
the volitional hypothesis, or that
of impulse from within, or the
selective force exerted by outward
circumstances, I deem an innate

tendency to deviate from parental
type, operating through periods of

adequate duration, to be the most

probable nature, or way of opera
tion, of the secondary law, whereby




species have been derived one from
another."

' De Candolle is very clear on
this point; he says ('Théorie
tSlémentaire,' p. 170): "L'usage des
organes eat une consequence de leur
structure, et Wen est nullement la
cause, comme certains Ccrivains irrC
flCchis semblent l'indiquer; l'usage,
quelque soit son importance dane
l'étude physiologique des êtres, n'a
done en lui-même qu'une mediocre
importance dana l'anatomie, et ne
peut en avoir aucune dane la tax
onoinie; quelquefois seulement on
peut s'en servir comme d'un induce
de certaines structures \ nous en
core inconnues; ainsi lorsque je vois
la surface unie d'un pCtale sumter
une liqueur, j'en conclus que cette
partie eat glauclulaire, et je l'assimile
aux nectaires; mais cet,te assimila
tion, bien que reconnue par I'iclen
tit6 de l'usage, eat réellement
ét.ablie sur l'identité prsumce de
In structure."

2 Quoted by Sachs ('Gesch. ci.
Botanik,' p. 188).
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who did more than any other naturalist to base zoology,

anatomy, and physiology on the foundation of the exact

sciences, physics and chemistry," assumed the existence of

a vital force which, differing from physical and chemical

forces, enters into conflict with them, and which in

organisms acts the part of a supreme regulator of all

phenomena according to a definite plan."

50. The insufficiency of a purely morphological description
Insufficiency

Zzi

of the more of living beings, the unsuccessful search for the morpho-
phological
view.

logical elements out of which organisms are built up, as

crystals are formed out of the molecules inUgrctmtes of

Haiiy, led thinkers (up to the middle of the century) to

have recourse to older and vaguer conceptions, which,

under the name of archetypes, formative influences, vital

forces, &c., were destined to help where the purely

mechanical view would no.t suffice. This dilemma was

appropriately described somewhat later by one who

had-earlier, perhaps, than any other thinker-eman

cipated himself from the influence of these fanciful

conceptions. Herbert Spencer in his 'Principles of

Biology,' published in 1863, expresses it in the fol

lowing words:'

"If we accept the word 'polarity' as a name for

the force by which inorganic units are aggregated into

See Du Bois.Reytnond, "Ge
dáchtnissrede auf Johaunes Muffler"
('Reclen,' vol. ii. p. 217).

2 The 'Principles of Biology,'
from which this extract is quoted.
appeared in successive instalments,

beginning in January 1863. It is
well to note that this was before the

appearance of Haeckel's 'Generelle
Morphologie,' which bears the date
1866. It does not appear that




Spencer has had any influence on
German science, though no doubt
many of the conceptions put
forward in the numerous treatises
of German biologists are anticipated
in Spencer's 'Biology,' notably in
his conception of the physiological
units as intermediate between coui
pound chemical molecules and
crystals on the one side, and cells
on the other. In the exhaustive
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a form peculiar to them, we may apply this word to

the analogous force displayed by organic units. But

polarity is but a name for something of which we are

ignorant. Nevertheless, in default of another word we

must employ this. . . . It will be well to ask what

these units are which possess the property of arranging

review of these theories, given by
M. Yves Delage, a very prominent
position is accordingly assigned to
Herbert Spencer's biological writ

ings. In fact, he says (' L'Hrédité,'

p. 424 note) : "Ici "-i.e., in the
'Principles of Biology '-" eat
montr6e, pour Ia premiere fois
et avec une lucidit çparfaite,
l'utilité de concevoir des part.icules
spéciales, éléments primitifa de la
substance vivante, intermediaries
aux molecules et aux. cellules. Lea
très nombreux auteur8 qui ont
utilisé La même idee n'en ont
crCé que des variantes. Spencer
eat le vrai père de la conception
initiale, si fconde comine on le
verra." And again (ibid., p. 836):
"Brusquement, avec H. Spencer,
on tombe en plein moclerne. Id
plus de theories vieillottes, plus
de procCdCs surannés. . . . Lea
phCnomènes sont dcomposCs en
leurs ClCments avec une puissance
d'abstraction qu'aucun phulosophe
n'a dCpas8ée, des principes génér
aux sont dCduits qui servent. a leur
tour . juger, t interpreter lea
phCnomnes, h lea ramener t leurs
causes vraies. Ooirnxxe rCsultat de
sea meditations, Spencer nous
offre lea 'Unites physiologiques,'
particuies matérielles toutes iden
tiques dana une mme espCce
cl'ttres avec lesquelles it croit
que l'organisme dolt pouvoir se
construirc de iui-môwe, par le seul
jeu de leurs forces molCculaires.
" . . It a . . . ouvert une vole:
sa thCorie eat, un des bras 1rin
cipaux du Delta de ce fleuve




qui none servait de terme de corn
paraison." The other great arm
of the Delta is Darwin's theory of
Pangenesia, on which see infra,
chapter xii. of this volume. Of
others, such as Erlsberg, Haeckel,
His, Haacke, M. Delage says: "lie
ont réussi seulement montrer
qu'en substituant aux forces polaires
des 'Unites physiologiques,' des
formes de mouvement ou des
propriétés gCométriques, on n'arrive
pas i un meilleur résultat." Prof.
Haeckel in his 'Generelle Mor
phologie' (1866) has interpolated
a special investigation, as it were,
between the morphology of living
things and the corresponding
science of inorganic or purely
physical (such as crystalline and
chemical) structures and arrange
ment under the name "Pro
morphology," investigating with
much ingenuity all manner of
symmetrical, axial, radial, &c.,
configurations. J. Arthur Thom"
son ('Science of Life,' p. 34) re
marks that little attention has
been paid to this subject since,
but, as stated above (p. 223 note),
the systematic treatment of crys
tallography has all through the
century appeared to biologists as
an enticing and seductive model,
and M. Yves Delage's great work
gives many examples of this tend.
ency-$ee, e.g., his remarks on the
theories of Haacke, Cope, Nägeli,
Erlsberg, and many others, pp.
304, 315, 424, 441, 451, 459, 475,
495, 502, 593, 743, &c.
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themselves into the special structures of the organism

to which they belong. . . . On the one hand, it cannot

be in these proximate chemical compounds composing

organic bodies that this specific polarity dwells; . .

the occurrence of such endlessly varied forms would be

inexplicable. On the other hand, this property cannot

reside in what may be roughly distinguished as the

morphological units. The germ of every organism is

a microscopic cell, or a structureless blastema which

nevertheless exhibits vital activities. . . . If, then, this

organic polarity can be possessed neither by the chemical

51. units nor the morphological units, we must conceive it as
Herbert
Spencer's possessed by certain intermediate units which we may
"physio-




term physiological. . . . We must conclude that in each

case some slight difference of composition in these units

" . . produces a difference in the form which the aggre

gate of them assumes."

Now, there are only two ways open to the purely

scientific thinker by which he can reach these inter

mediate structures lying between the mathematical forms

of crystals or the molecular arrangement of atoms, and

the visible but apparently structureless forms of cells and

protoplasm. One of these is the still more advanced

analysis of these microscopic structures by still greater

powers of magnifying instruments; the other is the

mathematical method of calculating from simple begin

nings the complex forms of equilibrium which atoms or

molecules are capable of assuming under the action of

known forces. It appears unlikely that the powers of

the microscope can be much further extended; and the

mathematical calculation of even the simplest configur-
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ations of attracting and repelling centres, or of linked

vortex rings, is already so formidable that much cannot

be expected in that direction. These intermediate units,

vastly more complex than the most complex chemical

molecules, and vastly more minute than the smallest

visible grain of protoplasm, must therefore for a long

time to come lie in the region of hypothesis, unattainable

for the eye or the calculus; an indication rather than

a real guide for our scientific researches. Seeing, then,

that the study of forms-the morphological view of

natural objects in the case of organic beings, where to

the naïve contemplation of things these forms seemed full

of so much significance, indicative of so much meaning,

possessed of so much beauty and striking suggestiveness

-has led to no comprehension of the essence of vital

phenomena, and hardly even afforded a safe criterion for

classification, it is intelligible how the scientific interest 52.
Change of

has moved away from the consideration of the fixed forms scientific

and structures to that of the variation and continued

change of these forms. This alteration in the scientific

way of looking at the actual forms of nature, goes hand

in hand with the tendency we had occasion to notice

when dealing with the abstract sciences. Many things

which once seemed at rest, or possessed of very simple

rectilinear motion, have revealed themselves to the mind's

eye as complex states of motion. Colours are exceedingly

minute and rapid but well defined vibrations; the dead

pressure of gases is the impact of numberless quickly

moving particles; and the wonderful properties of the

whirling vortex ring have made us familiar with what

has been termed the dynamical or moving equilibrium, the
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semblance of apparent rest produced by very rapid rotary

motion. Rest and fixity of form seem only to exist

apparently or for transient moments in the history of

natural events; and even the finished and recurring struc

tures of living beings, which appear to our eyes to be

possessed of so much finality and sometimes of so much

finish, owe these qualities only to the comparatively short

space of time during which we are permitted to gaze

at them, and to our ignorance of the slow but endless

changes to which they are nevertheless subject.

53. The period from 1800 to 1860 can be termed the
The morpho.
logical morphological period of natural science. It succeeded
period.




the period of the simpler natural history, which had

been mainly occupied with classification and description

of specimens. During the morphological period the

knowledge of the existing things and forms of nature

was not only largely extended by excursions into distant

lands and periods of history, but forms were also studied

in situ, and the living things visited in their habitats.

A deeper knowledge of the connection and interdepend

ence of natural things and events was thus gained, and

the relations and resemblances, the analogies and homo

logies, of the various forms were impressed on the observer.

Besides all this, the microscope revealed the innermost

composition and the ultimate structural sameness of living

matter, adding moreover the knowledge of an enormous

creation which remains hidden to the unarmed eye of

the ordinary observer. The morphological view also took

note of the relatedness and apparent recurrence of definite

forms called types, of the so-called fixity of species and

the succeeding characteristic periods of creation, and
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sought to explain these morphologically: i.e., it sought

in the abstract study of forms-sometimes geometrical,

sometimes artistic-the key to an understanding of the

recurrence as well as the continued variation of definite

types. The relationship was mostly looked upon as ideal,

not real. How a gradual change came over this view

of nature, how the study of development led on to the

modern phase of natural science which is governed by the

genetic view, I shall try to show in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IX.

ON THE GENETIC VIEW OF NATURE.

1. WHILST the great influence of such leaders in scientific

and dyna- thought as Cuvier, De Candolle, and Humboldt on the
dra.,. of liv-

ing forms. Continent, and of Richard Owen in this country, was

mainly exerted in spreading the morphological view of

nature, describing on a large scale or in minuter detail

the typical recurring forms which natural objects or

natural scenery present to the eye of the unbiassed

observer, another school of naturalists was secretly busy

in following up the changes to which all the things of

nature seem continually subjected: They were as much

impressed with this restless movement of everything as

the others were with the continual recurrence of certain

definite forms-be they geometrical or artistic. The

general ideas which underlay their researches were not

new,-they were probably older and more familiar than

I
Cosmogonies of all sorts abound

in almost every literature, ancient or
modern, whereas Cosmography, ac
curate, painstaking, and reliable, is
of comparatively recent date. The
first attempt to give a. purely
descriptive picture of nature as a
whole, beginning with the larger
features of the universe and ascend-




ing through terrestrial, inanimate
and animate, phenomena to the
central and crowning phenomenon
of human life, was A. Von

Hum-boldt's' Kosmos'; and it i interest
" iug to note how averse the author
was to introduce genetic expositions.
In fact, it has been truly remarked
that Humboldt's influence went to
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the types and epochs of the other and dominant school;

but they were difficult to grasp, being not unfrequently

fantastic compromises between the legends of religious

tradition and the beginnings of scientific thought. For

a long time they evaded the endeavour to put them into

encourage purely morphological
and to discourage genetic con
siderations. Accordingly the many
beginnings of a 8cientific account
of the origin and historical develop
ment of the things around us, of
which Lyell gave the first fairly
accurate summary in the first
volume of his 'Principles of Geol

ogy' (1st ed., 1830), were hardly
noticed in the 'Kosmos' (vol. i.,
1845, vol. ii., 1847). None of the
celebrated cosmogonicat hypotheses,
whhh we shall deal with in this

chapter,-neither the, 'Protogaa'
of Leibuiz nor the 'Epoques de la
Nature' of Buffon, neither Kant's
nor Laplace's nebular theory, nor
even the brilliant introduction to
the 'Ossewens fossiles' of Cuvier,
though the latter, and still more

Laplace, must have had a great
personal influence on him, - re
ceive any adequate attention in
the page. of 'Kostnos.' They are
rarely referred to, and then only as
works of imaginative value, for
which the true scientific ground
work, extensive observation, and

especially the experiences and
results of travel, are wanting.
Humboldt.. whose mind was stored
with these riches in an abundance
and variety unequalled before or
Liice. limited himself to a por
traiture, to a panoramic and mor
phological, to a structural and
architectonic view of things, with
which he combined a deep sense of
the reaction which the contempla
tion of nature must. have on the
artistic faculty. (See the Intro
duction to the second, the most
brilliant, volume of 'Kosmos.')




Genetic theories were to his mind
premature and foreign to his pur,
pose. "The mysterious and un
solved problems of development do
not belong to the empirical region
of objective observation, to the
description of the developed, the
actual state of our planet. The
description of the universe, soberly
confined to reality, remains averse
to the obscure beginnings of a
history of organic life, not from
modesty, but from the nature of
its objects and its hithits" (' Kos
mos,' vol. i. p. 367). "The world
of forms, I repeat, can in the enum
eration of space relations only be

pictured as something actual, as
something existing in nature; not
as a subject of an intellectual process
of reasoning on already known causal
connections. . . . They are facts of
nature, resulting from the conflict
of many, to us, unknown conditions
of active push - and - pull forces.
With unsatisfied curiosity we ap
proach here the dark region of
development. We have here to do,
in the proper sense of the frequently
misused word, with world-events,
with cosimcal processes of im
measurable periods . . . . The

present form of things and the

precise numerical determination of
relations has not hitherto succeeded
in leading us to a knowledge of
states traversed, to a clear insight
into the conditions under which

they originated. These conditions
are not therefore to be termed
accidental, as man calls everything
that he cannot, explain genetically"
(vol. iii. p. 431).
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2.
"Evolu
tion."




nineteenth century that the many independent lines of

reasoning, the fragments of the great doctrine of develop

ment, have been united together, that the search after the

principles or laws which govern the restless change has

been rewarded by a certain number of definite results,

and that what was once vague, fanciful, and legendary

has become a leading idea in all the natural sciences.

As in other instances which we have had occasion to

exact language. It is only in the second half of the

notice, so also in this case, the appearance of clearer and

more definite ideas has been heralded and helped by a

novel mode of expression,

word "evolution" has in




by a new vocabulary. The

this country done much to

popularise this way of regarding natural objects and

events: abroad, the word has not met with the same

popular acceptance. It was known there and used in

science and literature when it was yet unknown in this

country, and has in consequence not been monopolised in

the same way as in the English language, to denote the

continuous and orderly development of states and forms

of existence.' Moreover, it has been identified in this

1 On the older and modern use
of the word "evolution" in the
English language see Huxley's
article in the 9th ed. of the
'Ency. Brit.' It is reprinted in
his collected essays with the title
"Evolution in Biology." Accord
iug to Huxley, the term "evolu
tion" was introduced in the former
half of the eighteenth century in
opposition to "epigenesis." The two
terms denoted the two theories of
the generation of living things, by
development of preformed germs
(pre-formation) or by successive
differentiation of a relatively homo-




geneous rudiment (after-formation).
Harvey, the expounder of the latter
theory against Malpighi, who em
braced the former, calls the first
"metamorphosis." Leibuiz, Bon
net.,and latterly Haller,were "evolu
tionists" in the older sense of the
word; Harvey, C. F. Wolf, and
the modern school of embryologists,
with von Baer as its most eminent
representative, were adherents of
the originally Aristotelian theory
of" epigeneis." "Nevertheless,' as
Huxley says, "though the concep
tions originally denoted by 'evolu
tion' and 'development' were
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country with a special philosophical teaching, that of

Mr Herbert Spencer, which, whilst in many points

coinciding with scientific views of development, has

some special and peculiar features which will occupy

us further on in our survey of thought. Having sought

therefore for a term which is to comprise all the con

tributions to scientific thought which deal with the

change and development of natural objects and events,

I propose to use the older word "genesis," and to call 3.
"Genes!8.'

this view "the genetic view of nature": it is, in general,

the view which seeks to give answer to the question,

shown to be untenable, the words
retained their application to the

process by which the embryos of

living beings gradually make their

appearance; and the terms 'de

velopment.,' 'Eutwickelung,' and
'evolutio' are now indiscriminately
used for the series of genetic changes
exhibited by living beings, by
writers who would emphatically
deny that 'development' or 'Ent

wickelung' or 'evolutio,' in the
sense in which these words were

usually employed by Bonnet or by
Hailer, ever occurs." The word
evolution has, however, acquired
in the English language, mainly
through the influence of Mr
Spencer's writings, a much wider
sense than evolution in biology
implies: in fact., it takes the place
of the German" Werden," a word
much used in the philosophical
writings influenced by the Hegelian
doctrine, which indeed taught a
logical or dialectic development of

things, as Herbert Spencer and his
clioo1 teach a mechanical develop
ment. There seem to be given to
us by observation only two elemen
tary processes of change, or of
"Verden"(in Greek ytveaOw, in
French "clevenir," in English "be-




corning," in Latin "fleri,"in German
also the synonym "gesehehen ").
These are, on the on one hand, the
process of mechanical motion, and
on the other hand the process
of logical thought: the one being
the movement of external things,
ultimately of atoms, the other the
spontaneous movement of what
Hume called ideas. When the
thinking mind flies its attention on
the "fieri" rather than the "esse"
of things there are accordingly two
clues available, the mental or the
physical, the logical or the mechan
ical. Many times taken up in
earlier ages, both have been con
sistently applied only in the nine
teenth century, the latter by Her
bert Spencer, the former fifty
years earlier by Hegel, whose
philosophy is fundamentally as
much a logical as the former is a
mechanical system of evolution.
The narrower meaning of evolution
in biology is usually given in
French by the word "transform"
isme," in German by "Entwick
elungslehre" or "Darwinismus."
See on the general subject Prof.
James Sully's able article on
"Evolution" in the 9th ed. of
the 'Ency. Brit.'
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How have things come to be what they are? What

is their history' in time?

The first great philosopher of modern times who seems

to have approached the question of the genesis of the

o1jects of nature in the modern scientific spirit was

4. Leibniz, who, in composing his local history of the
Leibniz's
'Prototea.' origin of the Guelphs and the antiquities of Brunswick,

pushed his researches into prehistoric times and made

use of the geological and mineralogical data supplied in

the Harz forest and mountains to arrive at conjectures

as to the past history of the earth. His ideas, based

upon local facts and observations on stratification

and fossil remains, were collected in a famous tract

entitled
C
Protogea,' which during his lifetime was only

known in abstract,' and was published in 1749, many

I Although the word "genesis,"
through its use in the Scriptures,
has acquired the meaning of a nar
rative of the origin or beginning of

things, this meaning is not neces

sarily implied in the word )fL7VEO!.
Ocz, and the genetic view of nature,
or things in general, may limit it
self to the study of observable,
actual change, renouncing alto

gether the question of origins.
The German words, "werdeu" and
CC
geachehen," are in this respect less

ambiguous and leas ambitious, and

many philosophers may accordingly
prefer "evolution" to "genesis."

2 On the connection of Leibniz's

genetic studies with his History of
Brunswick, which expanded under
his hands into the 'Annales im

peril occidentis Brunsvicenses'

(edited by Pertz in the first three
volumes of 'Leibnizens Geam
melte Werke,' Hanuover, 1843-47,
4 vols.), see the introduction by
Scheidt to his complete edition of
the 'Protogaa,' Gottingen, 1749




(reprinted in the second volume of
Duteus' 'Leibnitii Opera Omnia,'
1768); the words of Leibniz him
self in the 'Plan' of his History
(quoted by Pert; vol. i. p. xxiii):
"Premittetur his annalibus qu.
dam dissertatio de autiquissimo
harum regionutn statu qui ante
historicos ex nature vestigiis haberi
potest."; the address of Ehrenberg,
'Ueber Leibnitzens Methocle' (Ber
lin, 1845) ; the account in Guhr.
auer's' Life of Leibniz' (1846, vol. i.
p. 205, and an interesting note in the
appendix). Fontenelle, whoknew of
the' I'rotogea 'ouly by the abstract
(ed. 1693) in the Leipsic 'Act a.'
and from correspondence with Etk-
hardt

.
Leibniz's executor, ay in

his 'Eloge de Leibniz' "11 ht
[viz., the JI istory] faisait )r(c6( Ie r
par une dissertation sur l'át.at de
l'Allemagne, tel quil tait. avant
toutes les histoires et qu'on pouvait
le conjecturer par les monuments
nat.urels qui en étaient rests; de.;
coquillagea pitrifis daus les terre,
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years after his death. He conceived that both fire and

water' had been at work in forming the surface of the

earth, and suggested that similar examinations of other

localities' would be required in order to arrive at general

conclusions. Such were subsequently supplied by Werner,

de Saussure, Pallas, Hutton, Cuvier, and William Smith,

before the systematic exploration of the whole globe

became in the nineteenth century one of the tasks of

geological science. A few years after the publication of

Leibniz's speculations, which pointed to an accumulation

of local observations as the means of arriving at a history

des pierres oti se trouvent des em
preintes de poissons ou de plantes
qui ne sont point du pays, médailles
inconte8tables du dóluge," &c., &c.
How very much Leibniz was-in
this as in many other ideas-in
advance of his age can be seen
from his correspondence with the
Swiss naturalist Scheuchzer of
Zurich: "Merentur Alpes vestre,
Si quis ahue Europce locus, hanc
erucliti inquilini curam et ccteros
montes utili exemplo praibunt,
quem admodum magnitudiue vinc
unt. . . . Germanorum nos
trorum non ea est dihgeutia quarn
vellern : itaque Historias regionum
naturales habemus nullas, cum
Augli Scotique nobis egregiis ex
emplis pnciverint

Il
(quoted by

Guhrauer in the note referred to).
An interesting reference is made in
§ xvii. of the 'Protogea' to the
use of the microscope, then only
recently invented, and largely used
by Leuweuhoek in connection with
the examination of the formation
and crystals of the celebrated
"Bauminn cave" : "Et, velim

microscopia ad inquisitionem ad
hiberi, quibus tantum priesti tit
sagax Lcuwenhoekii diligentin. ut
spe indigner humana ignzLve,




qua aperire oculos, et in paratam
scientia possessioneni ingredi non
dignatur." A very fair account of
the contents of the 'Prot.ogzea' is
given in W. D. Conybeare's 'Re
port on the Progress . . . of
Geological Science' in the first
volume of Brit. Assoc. Reports,
p. 366, &c.

'Pro Logaa,' § iv. : "Donec
quiescentibus causis atque equilib
ratis consistenior emergeret sta
tus reruin. Uncle jam duplex origo
intelligitur firmorum corporum
uua, cum ab ignie fusione refriges
cerent, akera cum reconcrescerent
cx solutione aquarum. Neque igitur
putandum est lapides ex sola esse
fusinne. Id enitn potissimum de
prima tantum massa ac terrEe basi
accipio."

Ibid, § v. : "Hcc vero utcum.
que cum plausu forte dici possint de
incunabilis nostri orbits, seminaque
contineaut scientia nova, quam
Geographiam naturalem appellea.

Et licet couspirent vestigia
veteri6 inundi in presenti facie
rerum, tamen rectius omnia de
finient posteri, ubi curiositas inor
taliuni eo processerit, ut per regiones
procurrentia soli genera et strata
describunt."
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of the earth, another philosopher of the highest rank

took an important step in the direction of the study

of the genesis of things natural, on the largest scale. It

was Immanuel Kant, the philosopher of Konigsberg,
Kant's
nebular who, stimulated by the perusal of the cosmical theories
theory.

of Thomas Wright of Durham,1 applied the principles of

the Newtonian philosophy in a first attempt to trace out

the great stages in the formation of a planetary system.

I The work of Wright is not so
rare as it is represented to be by
foreign writers, as I picked up two
copies from a second-hand catalogue
several years ago. It is chiefly
interesting as having induced Kant
to venture on his genetic specula
tions, which appeared anonymously
at König6berg in 1855, and for
a long time remained unknown.
About the same time as Kant, the
celebrated mathematician 3. H.
Lambert. published his 'Cosmologi
cal Letters on the Structure of the
Universe' (Augsburg, 1761), many
ideas in which coincide with the
later expositions of Herschel and
Laplace, which were based on quite
different considerations Thespecu
lations of Wright, Lambert, and
Herschel were what we may call
morphological, whereas it is the
merit of Kant and Laplace to have
built upon the ideas as to the
architecture of the universe a

plausible theory of its genesis. A
full account of Wright's suggestions,
which were accompanied by very
beautiful mezzotint engravings exe
cuted by himself, is given by Prof.
B. A. Sampson of Durham in the
'Proceedings of the Society of
Antiquaries' of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne,vol. vii. p. 99.

Kant's theory has been dealt with
by Helmhoitz in his Königsberg
address (1854), "Ueber die Wecheel
wirkung der Naturkräfte" ('Vor
träge mid Reden,' vol. 1.), by Faye




('Sur l'Origine du Monde,' Paris,
1885, 2nd ed.), by C. Wolf ('Lee
Hypothèses Cosmogoniques,' Paris,
1886, which contains a translation
of Kant's work), and by: G. F.
Becker (Amer. Journal of Science,
1898). It is, however, to be noted
that recent writers on Astronomy
are inclined to speak of the genetic
theories of the universe very much
in the same way as Humboldt
treated them in his 'Kosmos,'
which professedly excluded the
historical aspect in favour of a
purely descriptive treatment, recog
nising the many difficulties which
stand in the way of a consistent
elaboration of the "nebular hypo
thesis." See A. Berry's 'History
of Astronomy' (1898), p. 409 ;.R.
Wolf, 'Handbuch der Astrononiie'
(vol. i., 1890), p. 594; 0. H.
Darwin, 'The Tides' (1893), p.
302; also J. Schemer, 'Dei' Ban des
Weltalls' (Leipzig, 1901). On the
additional great support which has
been given to a genetic concep
tion in general in the second half
of the nineteenth century by
Thermodynamics and Spectrum
Analysis I shall speak later on.
The writings of M. Faye in France,
and of Sir Norman Lockyer i this
country, utilise to the fullest extent.
the arguments derivable from these
sources, and mark a great con
trast to the manner in which cos
mological questions were treated
by A. von Humboldt.
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The speculations of Wright had been purely geometrical.

He had drawn attention to the apparent unity of organ

isation in the stellar system, as established by the

accumulation of stars in a certain belt, popularly called

'the milky way." He also suggested that the whole

system was moving in a certain direction. Kant pointed

out the analogy with the solar system, in which, viewed

from the centre, the planetary masses would likewise

appear situated in a narrow belt, moving all in the same

direction. From these data he proceeds to show how,

taking for granted an initial movement and the action of

gravitation, the formation of rings, like those of Saturn,

can be explained; further, how these might be broken

up and concentrated in satellites. In fact, he recognised

how, under the influence of gravitation, the solar system

might have been gradually formed out of matter which

was previously scattered through the whole of that space

which the system still occupies. Kant also descended

somewhat further into detail, and proceeded to discuss

the possible retardation of the earth's rotation through

tidal friction.'

1 The tract in which Kant de
velops his views on this subject was
occasioned by a prize offered by
the Berlin Academy in 1754 for an
answer to the question whether the
time of revolution of the earth had
suffered any retardation, and if so,

through what causes? Kant did not

compete for the prize, deeming his
reflections not capable of being
sufficiently perfected to deserve to
be submitted. So he simply pub
lished them in a local Konigsberg
paper, from which they were later
reprinted in the collected works,

forming one of the fir.-it of Kant's




publications. At the end of this
tract he announces his 'Cosmo
gonie' which appeared the follow
ing year with the title 'Natural
History of the Heavens,' &c. I'tant
had the satisfaction of seeing many
of his speculations verified by the
subsequent discoveries of induc.
tive research, notably through Sir
William Herschel's observations of
nebuhe; and theGerman edition of
Herschel's great memoir 'On the
Construction of the Heavens' ('Phil.
Trans.,' 1784), which appeared in
Kinigsberg in 1791, by Somnier,
contains an extract from Kant's
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The two lines of speculation, originated by Leibniz

and Kant as to the genesis of things on this earth and

in the universe, mark two distinct ways of approaching

the genetic problem. They were both isolated, and it

was not till well on in the course of our century that

they were again taken up and independently developed

the one by geologists, the other by physical astronomers.

They remained for a long time without mutual influence;

till, within the last generation, they were brought

together, their different results deduced, and a recon

ciliation attempted. To this I shall revert later on.

6. Forty years after Kant, Laplace put forward his so-called
Laplace.




nebular hypothesis at the end of the popular exposition

which he gave of his mechanical theory of the heavens.

He apparently knew nothing of Kant's attempt, and his

views differ materially from those of Kant, in so much

as he assumes in the rotating nebular mass an attracting

nucleus from which, in the course of condensation through

attraction, the planetary rings and bodies were thrown

off as the centrifugal velocity balanced the attracting

forces. For. a long time this sketch of a possible

genesis of the planetary system was paraded in popular

work. The merits of KILnt have only
been tardily recognised ; they were
unknown to Laplace, and only im

perfectly known to more recent
authorities, such a8 Helmholtz and
Lord Kelvin, who were fully pre
pared to do him justice. Lord
Kelvin, in his Rede Lecture of
1866, refers to Kant &8 the first
to publish "any definite estimate
of the possible amount of the
diminution of rotatory velocity
experienced by the earth through
tidal friction" ('l'op. Lects. and
Addr.,' vol. ii. p. 65), and in the




controversy which took place be
tween him and Huxley on "Geo
logical time" the theories of Rant
were frequently referred to. See
his lecture on "Geological Time,"
1868 (loc. cit., p. 10, &c.) ; Huxley
on "Geological Reform," 1869 (re
printed in 'Lay Sermons,' No. X l.)
The best account in the English
language of Kant's contributions
to cosmogony will be found in an
article by G. F. Becker in the 5th
vol., 4th series, the ' American
Journal of Science,' 1393.
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works on astronomy as an established theory, whereas

Laplace himself had put it forward with great reserve,

and only as a likely suggestion.' There is, however, no

doubt that it powerfully influenced the minds of many

students of nature in the direction of a genetic view of

phenomena.

The attempts referred to so far can be described as

belonging to the Romance of Science. I now come to

the more solid contributions-to a real genetic theory of

the things of nature. These are not much older than

our century. They belong to two entirely independent

lines of research which were followed up in England and

on the Continent respectively-the former in paheon

tology, the latter in embryology. Although they were

carried on quite independently of each other, they had

this in common, that they both resorted to a study of

life-as preserved in geological strata or as now existing

around us-for a guide in comprehending the genesis of

Things on a larger scale.

It may be well to remark here that the contemplation

of the phenomena, the forms and the processes exhibited

in the living portion of creation, has not always, and

even not generally, in the course of history led to those

theories which our age is elaborating, and which will in

future times possibly be looked upon as one of its char-
1
Laplace himself says: "Je I 'Kosmos,' vol. vi. p. 8), gives us

pri5sente cette origine au système little, if anything, about the history
plau6taire avec la defiance que doit, of the universe, professing to be
inspirer tout ce qui n'est point only a "Wetgemiilde" and not a
Un rCsultat, de l'observation et du "Welterklärung." The time for
calcul." The elaborate exposition genetic theories had not yet come,
of the architecture and system of and both Kant's and Laplace's cos
the universe contained in A. von mogonies are only casually referred
Humboldt's 'Konios,' which was to.
professedly inspired by Laplace see
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7.
"Cyclical"
view.




acteristic achievements -the genetic view. There is

another view which a superficial glance at organic life,

with its well known phases of birth, culmination, and

decay, has frequently impressed upon the observer; there

seemed another lesson to learn than that which our age

is trying to master.

That other view can best be termed the "cyclical"

view of things, the doctrine that every thing runs in a

cycle' and repeats itself, that all change is periodic and

recurrent, that there is nothing new under the sun.2

1 MrThomas Whittaker has given
me various references to the writ
ings of ancient philosophers which
bear on this subject. He finds the
cyclical or recurrent aspect of the
world-process prominently put for
ward by the Stoics. Zeller ('Philo
sophie der Griechen,' vol. iii. I. p.
136, &c., 2nd ed.) says in his
account of the stoical philosophy:
"Out of the original substance the
separate things are developed ac
cording to an inner law. For in
asmuch as the first principle, accord
ing to its definition, is the creative
and formative power, the whole uni
verse must grow out of it. with the
same necessity as the animal or the
plant from the seed. The original
lire-according to the Stoics and
Heraclitus-first changes to 'air 'or
vapour, then to water; out of this
a portion is precipitated as earth,
another remains water, a third
evaporates as atmospheric air,
which again kindles the fire, and
out of the changing mixture of
these four elements there is formed
-from the earth as centre-the
world. . . . Through this separa
tion of the elements there arises
the contrast of the active and the
passive principle: the soul of the
world and its body. . . . But as
this contrast came in time, so it is
also destined to cease; the original
substance gradually consumes the




matter, which it segregated out of
itself as its body, till at. the end of
this world-period a universal world
conflagration brings everything back
again to the primaval condition.

But when everything has thus
returned to the original unity, and
the great world-year has run out,
the formation of a new world begins
again, which is so exactly like the
former one that in it all single
things, persons, and phenomena
return exactly as before; and in
this vise the history of the world
and the deity . . . moves in an
endless cycle through the same
stages." Zeller, in a note to this
passage, remarks that "the con
ception of changing world-periods
i8 frequent in the oldest Greek
philosophy; the Stoics found it
first in Heraclitus. The further
statement, however, that the suc
ceeding worlds resemble one an
other down to the minutest. detail,
is to be found, to my knowledge,
before Zeno only in the Pythagorean
school . . . and is connected with
the doctrine of meteinpychosis
and the world-year."2 Mr Whittaker quotes a pass
age from Aristotle's 'Metaphysics,'
towards the end of the 12th book
(Berlin ed., p. 1074, b. 10-12)' Kara Tb EiKàs 7ruXAa?cL
E To vYarov I 0'r7s KcLZ TEXVflS
,cal 'piAoo'oq(as lcai ircAw p0Etpo/.dvwv.
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Poets and philosophers have repeated this theme in end

less variations, probably without improving upon the

classical and perfect expression which it has found in

ancient 1
poetry and in the sacred writings. History has

been written with the professed object of gaining, by

analogy, an insight into the drift of modern or future

events, and economic and political theories have been

based upon the likelihood of a recurrence of what has

happened before. Especially has the teaching been

impressed upon us that the universal fate of all develop

ment is to lead to death and decay, and to make room

for the endless repetition of the same recurring phases

Every art and every kind of philo
sophy having probably been found
out. many times up to the limits
of what is possible and again de
stroyed;" and remarks, "This
notion of cycles refers to human
civilisation, not to the universe,
which is one eternal system with
a fixed central mass, and with its
outer part. in a moving equili
brium. Emnpedocles undoubtedly
had a theory of recurrent cycles
in the universe. The four ele
ments,-which he first brought to
gether as elements of the whole,
early thinkers having taken one or
other of them as a first principle
from which the rest. are evolved,
-according to ]mpedocles, are
necessarily aggregated and segre
gated by the predominance of prin
ciples which he calls love (iMa)
and hate (veiIco). The four periods
arc: 1. Predominant. love (the
opaZpos), a state of complete aggre
gation; 2. decreasing love and in
creasing hate or strife ; 3. pre
dominant strife (icoo',da, complete
separation of the elements); 4 de
creasing strife and increasing love.
These are cosmic periods. It has
been supposed-Zeller takes this
view-that we are living in the




fourth cosmic period, the period of
increasing love."

The best known passage is that
from the celebrated fourth eclogue
of Virgil, where, after describing the
return of the golden Saturnian age,
the poet continues (vv. 31-36) :-

"Pauca tarnen suberunt prscte vestigia
fraudis,

Que tentare Thetim ratibus, quo cingero
muris

Oppida, qua jubeant tdllurl infindere
sulcos.

Alter erit turn Tiphys, et alters quts
vehat Argo

Delectos herons: ertrnt. etiam alters bela,
Atque iterurn ad Trojam magnus mittetur

Achilles."

Dugald Stewart ('Philos. Works,'
vol. iii. p. 167) refers to this
with the following quotation from
Clavius's 'Commentary on the
Treatise on the Sphere,' by Joannea
Sacro Bosco: "Hoc intervallo, qui
dam volunt, omnia quecumque in
mundo sunt, codem ordine esse
reditura, quo nunc cernuntur," and
he also attributes this theory of re
currence to an extreme application
of the mathematical spirit (vol. iv.
p. 207). How this idea of recur
rent cycles fascinated and haunted
Fr. Nietzsche see Seth's article,
'Contem. Rev.,' vol. 73, p. 734.
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of existence.1 This yiew was considerably strengthened

by the popular interpretation of the teaching of modern

astronomy, which laid great stress on the periodicity of

the planetary movements, and the stability and inherent

readjustment of the solar system. Also the insight

gained by the first application of chemical knowledge to

1 The idea of recurrent, periodic
repetition seems opposed to the
modern idea of progress and de
velopment as taught by Leibniz
and Herder abroad, by Spencer
in this country; still it seems
almost impossible in a purely
mechanical system to avoid intro
ducing the conception of all ulti
mate recurrence, so long as one
deals with finite space, time, or
number, however great they may
be. The only escape seems to be in
assuming an infinite process or an
immaterial principle which is not
subject to mathematical treatment,
the latter being inherently one of
repetition. It is interesting to note
how Herbert Spencer at the end of
'First Principles relapses into the
cyclical conception: "Thus we are
led to the conclusion that the
entire process of things, as dis
played in the aggregate of the
visible universe, is analogous to the
entire process of things as displayed
in the smallest aggregates. Motion
as well as matter being fixed in
quantity, it would seem that the
change in the distribution of
matter which motion effects, com
ing to a limit in whichever direc
tion it. is carried, the indestructible
motion thereupon necessitates a
reverse distribution. Apparently,
the universally coexistent forces of
attraction and repulsion, which
necessitate rhythm in all minor
changes throughout the universe,
also necessitate rhythm in the
totality of changes-alternate eras
of evolution and dissolution. And




thus there is suggested the concep
tion of a past during which there
have been successive evolutions
analogous to that which is now

going on; and a future during
which successive other such evolu
tions may go on-ever the same in

principle but never the same in
concrete result" ('First Prin
ciples,' 1st ed., p. 536). The other
great system of modern philosophy
which aims at, a reconciliation of
the mechanical and spiritual aspects
-the philosophy of Lotze-though
it dwells less than Spencer's system
on the genetic problem, gives a
different view of cosmic develop
ment. "The series of cosmic
periods cannot be a number of

phases, in each of which the one
purpose of the universe does in fact
maintain itself: it must rather be
a chain, each link of which is bound
together with every other in the
unity of one plan. The One can
manifest itself in various forms
only when such variety of forms
is necessary for the expression of
its meaning-in a de6nite order of
succession only when this order
corresponds to a craving for de
velopment in its nature. As we
required that each section of the
world's history should present a
harmony of the element. firmly
knit throughout, so we must now
require that the successive order of
these sections shall compose the
unity of an onward advancing
melody

"
(' Mierocusnius, Eng.

transi. by Hainilt.oii and Jones,
Book IV. chap. 3).
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physiology and agriculture in the school of Liebig, and

the first chapters of meteorology, seemed to favour the

idea that the elements and forces of nature were engaged

in cyclic movements which return again and again in the

same fashion. To the same cyclical view the doctrine of

the fixity of species, as well as that of the repetition

of various creations, lent further support; hence it con

tinued up to the middle of our century to be fre-

1 InGermany Moleschott's 'Kreis
lauf des Lebens,' a popular exposi
tion of the conceptions developed
in the second quarter of the century
through chemistry and embryology,
represented adequately the cyclic
conception of life and development
in a catching phrase. Much later
we find - inter midtcz alit - in
Michael Fo.3ter's 'Text-book of

Physiology' a concise description
of the process in nature which has

always served as a type for the

cyclic conception: "When the
animal kingdom is surveyed from a
broad standpoint it becomes obvious
that the ovum, or its correlative
the spermatozoon, is the goal of an
individual existence; that life is a

cycle beginning in an ovum and

coming round to an ovum again.
" . . The animal body is in reality a
vehicle for ova; and after the life
of the parent has become potentially
renewed in the offspring, the body
remains as a cast-off envelope whose
future is but to die." Another

example may he found in Mohr's
'Geschichite der Erde,' where the
circulation of different elements in
nature is considered. The concep
tion of periodic cycles has found

poetical expression in Riickert's
beautiful poem, "Chidher," which
is evidently the poetical render

mg of an Arabian legend quoted
by Lyell i(' Principles,' vol. i. p.
31):-




aChdler, the ever youthful, spake:
r passed a city on my way,
A man in a garden fruit did break,
I asked how long the town here lay?
He spoke, and broke on as before,
'The town t,ands ever on this shore,
And will thus stand for evermore.'
And when live hundred years were gone
I came the same road as anon,
Then not a mark of the town 1 met.
A shepherd on the flute did play,
The cattle leaf and foliage ate.
I asked how long is the town away?
He spake, and piped on as before,
'One plant is green when the other's o'er,
This is my pasture for evermore.'
And when five hundred years were gone
I came the same road as anon,
Then did 1 find with wavee a lake,
A man the net cast in the bay,
And wli en he paused from his heavy take,
I asked since when the lake here lay?
He spake, and laughed my question o'er,
'As long as the waves break as of yore
One fishes and fishes on this shore.'

And when five hundred years were gone
I came the same way as anon.
A wooded place I then did see,
And a hermit in a cell did stay;
He felled with an axe a mighty tree.
I asked since when the wood here lay?
He spake: The wood's a shelter for ever

more,
I ever lived upon this floor,
And the trees will grow on as before.'

And when five hundred years were gone
I came the same way as anon,
But then [found a city filled
With markets' clamour shrill and gay.
I asked how long is the city built,
Where's wood and sea andsheph erd's play?
They pondered not my question o'er
But cried: 'So was it long before,
And will go on for evermore.'
And when five hundred years are gone
I'll go the same way as anon."
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quently put forward and popularly accepted. It is

useful then to note that in the course of the second

half of the century we were more and more grow

ing out of the cyclical and realising the meaning of

8. the genetic1 view of things natural. We have been
Supplanted
by genetic taught in astronomy to inquire into the origin of our
view.




solar or any similar system and the conditions of its

duration, to ask concerning the central heat of the sun

whence it came and how long it will last-a question

unknown to Laplace,-to consider the effects of tidal

friction, to learn that all the movements in nature are

irreversible as distinguished from completely reversible

ones, which only exist in abstraction; and, finally, we are

met with the doctrine of the immortality of the germ

plasma, an idea, the meaning and significance of which I

shall have to explain later on. All these novel theories

and views combine to impress upon us the general

significance of the terms "genesis, evolution, develop

ment," the fact that everything in and around us, in

spite of the seeming recurrence of smaller movements and

phenomena, and of the periodicity of the minuter and

elementary changes, is slowly, continuously, and inevit

ably tending in a definite direction, which is certainly

not that of a cyclical recurrence.

9. Leaving aside for a moment these more general views,
Geology,

which have been clarified in the course of our century,

it is interesting to note how they gradually emerged in

1
Perhaps it would be more periodic or cyclical movement, of

correct to say that we were learning things around us, that branch which
to consider the changes within the we are pleased to call the ascending
larger cycles, confining ourselves to or progressive branch.
the study of one branch only of the
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the teachings of the several natural philosophers who

initiated the genetic conception of natural phenomena.

One of the earliest who broke with the older and intro

duced the modern methods was James Hutton, who to

wards the end of the preceding century led that school in

geology which is called after him, and which violently

opposed the ideas introduced from the Continent. The

controversy culminated in the wrangle of the Neptunists

and Vulcanists, those who looked to the agency of water

and those who upheld that of fire as the principal cause

of geological change. This difference, which at the time

impressed the popular mind, is hardly that by which, in

a history of scientific thought,' this controversy has

become important. Hutton's position is marked rather

by his opposition to catastrophism, and by his doc

trine that geological changes, such as the decay and

reproduction of rocks, were going on with the utmost

uniformity, being always in progress. This he opposed
to the Wernerian view, which believed in the existence

of certain "fundamental rocks," which were "triumphantly

'.The great merits of James
Hutton, his extensive and original
geological studies, his opposition to
catastrophism, were overlooked
through the theoretical discussions
and the unfortunate title of his
book. The world had grown tired
of 'Theories of the Earth' and the
discussion of fundamental problems.
A spirit of observation had set in
the Geological Society was formed,
and theories were for the time dis
countenanced. (See vol. i. p. 290,
note I, of this 'History.') The attacks
also of Kirwan and De Luc, which
turned upon the stale argument
that. Hutton's ideas were opposed to
the scriptural records, had their




effect in circles in which everything
connected with the revolution
against Church and State was dis
tasteful. As Huxley has told us,
Hutton came before his time. To
him belongs the merit of having
initiated the line of research and
reasoning which, through the
brilliant labours of Charles Lyell a
generation later, swept away the
older geology, and prepared the way
for the genetic study of nature on a
large scale. (See the "Historical
Sketch" in the first. volume of
Lyell's 'Principles of Geology.' and
Huxley's address on "Geological
Reform," 1869.)
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appealed to if anybody ventured to doubt the possibility

of our being able to carry back our researches to the

creation of the present order of things.", Hutton

destroyed these characters, which were considered by

many as sacred, and declared that in the economy of the

world he could find "no traces of a beginning nor signs

of an end." And yet, as Lyell has shown, his principles

were only imperfectly carried through, for though he

maintained that "the strata which now compose our

continents have once been beneath the sea, and were

formed out of the waste of pre-existing continents,"
2
he

imagined that when the decay of old continents had

furnished the material for new ones these were upheaved

by violent and paroxysmal convulsions. He therefore

required "aD,ernate periods of general disturbance and

repose, and such he believed had been and would for

ever be the courses of nature."" A strange mixture of

the genetic and cyclical views of natural phenomena!

Professor Huxley has explained these seeming incon-

10. sistencies in the theory of Hutton, whom, together with
Hutton.




Sir Charles Lyell, he has described as having founded

the "uniformitarian" school of geology, by the influence

which the discoveries of physical astronomy, brought

out at that time by Laplace and his contemporaries,

had upon Hutton. Thus Hutton writes: "From seeing

revolutions of the planets, it is concluded that there

is a system by which they are intended to continue

those revolutions. But if the succession of worlds

See LyeU, 'Principles,' 3rd ed form," quotes largely from Hutton's
vol. 1. pp. 90, 91. 'Theory of the Earth' (1758) and

2 Ibid., p. 89. LyelI, p. 92. Playfair's 'Illustrations of the Hut.
Huxley, on "Geological Re- tonian Theory' (1802).
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is established in the system of nature, it is in vain

to look for anything higher in the origin of the earth.

The result, therefore, of this physical inquiry is, that

we find no vestige of a beginning, no prospect of an

end." The beginnings of the genetic view of geolog

ical phenomena, which in Hutton were still mingled with

catastrophism, were further developed by Sir Charles

Lyell in his celebrated 'Principles of Geology.' When 11.
LyeB.

he entered upon his geological researches, which were

conducted during his very extensive travels all over

Europe, a new element had already been introduced

into science, of which neither Hutton nor Werner had

been able to avail themselves extensively. This was the

identification of geological strata according to the fossil

remains which were contained in them,-a realisation

of the plan of work already dimly foreshadowed in

Leibniz's 'Protogea,' but nevertheless accepted even by

humboldt as only a doubtful indication.' This valuable

branch of geological science had been started by William

Smith in his 'Tabular View of the British Strata' in

1700, and further elaborated in his geological map of

England (1815), which was the fruit of his own un

aided labours, "for he had explored the whole country

1 The Wernerian school are gen
erally accused of having neglected
the historical record afforded by
ftsil remains, and Humboldt, in
his 'Essay on the Superposition of
Rocks in both Hemispheres' (1823),
says (Eug. transl., p. 52):

11 In
the present age naturalists are no
longer satisfied with vague and
uncertain notions, and they have
sagaciously observed that the great
est number of those fossi1, buried
in different formations, are not




specifically the same; that many
species which they have been enabled
to examine with precision vary with
the superposed rocks. . . . Ought
we to couclucle from this assem

blage of facts that all the forina
tious are characterised by particular
species? that the fossil shells of the
chalk, of the muschelkalk, of the
Jura limestone, and of the Alpine
limestone, all differ from each other?
This would be, in my opinion, to

carry the induction much too far."
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on foot without the guidance of previous observers or

the aid of fellow-labourers,"
l and "had thus singly

effected for the whole of England what many celebrated

mineralogists had only accomplished for a small part of

Germany in the course of half a century."' Simultane

ously with Smith in England, Cuvier and Brongniart were

exploring the Paris basin. Thus the three different

nations of Europe with whom I am mainly concerned

in this work furthered independently the main divisions

of geological inquiry. "The systematic study of what

may be called mineralogical geology had its origin in

Germany, where Werner first described with precision

the mineral character of rocks; the classification of the

secondary formations belongs to England, where the

labours of Smith were steadily directed to these ob

jects; the foundation of the third branch, that relating

to the tertiary formation, was laid in France by the

splendid work of Cuvier and Brongniart." To these

words of Lyell we can now add that the theoretical

explanations were first suggested, and the correct line

of reasoning on this accumulated evidence initiated, by

Sir Charles Lyell himself.

The key to the doctrines of Lyell was the study of

existing causes- the attempt to show how the slow

agencies which we now see at work in nature around

us are sufficient to explain the successive changes
'

1
LyeU, 'Principles,' vol. i. p.

101.
2 An expression of d'Aubuissou,

quoted by Dr Fitton, 'Phil. Mag.,'
vols. i. and ii., also 'Edin. Rev.,'
Feb. 1818.

See LyeU, loc. cit., p. 103.
Id. ibid., vol. iii. p. 273: 11 It is




only by carefully considering the
combined action of all the causes of
change now in operation, whether
in the animate or inanimate world,
that we can hope to explain such
complicated appearances a.s are ex
hibited in the general arrangement.
of mineral masses."
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which the recognisable strata of the earth's crust

with their fossil remains indicate as having occurred

in former ages. It was an attempt to "reconcile the

former and the present state of nature." This was

to break with the idea of great and general convulsions,

to which the Continental school resorted in their ex

planations, and it also meant upsetting the vague notions

which set a limit to the time 2 which should be allowed

for the operations of natural causes. It is possible to

admit that in both directions, in their uniformitarian

explanation and in their geological time-reckoning, the

new school frequently went too far, the indications

of actual catastrophes and paroxysmal convulsions being
to many observers quite unmistakable. On the other

side, the arguments based upon physical astronomy,

mechanics, and thermodynamics, which afford an inde

pendent basis for geological time-reckoning, were not

yet elaborated,' or were deemed too crude
4

to be of

value; and for a good while geologists were permitted
1

Lyell? vol. i. p. 114. elementary matter of the earth
2 Id. ibid., p. 241: "When diffi- may have been first in a gaseous

culties arise in interpreting the state, resembling those nebuhe
monuments of the past, I deem it which we behold in the heavens,
more consistent with philosophical and which are of dimensions so
caution to refer them to our present vast that some of them would fill
ignorance of all the existing agent.R, the orbits of the remotest planets
or all their possible effects in an of our system. . . . Without
indefinite lapse of time, than to dwelling on such speculations
causes formerly in operation but which can never have any direct
which have ceased to act." bearing on geology," &c.

See Lyell, vol. i. p. 154, &c., See Lyell, vol. i. p. 206, where
also vol. ii. p. 274: "It has long he refers to "astronomical causes
been a favourite conjecture that of fluctuations in climate," and to
the whole of our planet was origin- the calculations of Sir J. Herschel
ally in a state of igneous fusion, and and the fact that "this matter is
that the central parts still retain a still under discussion," and that
great portion of their primitive "MM. Fourier and Herschel have
heat. Some have imagined with arrived at very different opinions."
the late Sir W. Herschel that the
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to draw indefinitely on the great bank of time,1 just as in

former ages they had been quickly brought to hook by

existing prejudices.2

Whilst these contributions to the genetic view of

nature on the large scale were being independently

worked out, the sciences which deal with the minute

and hidden phenomena of organic growth had made great

progress in the same direction. Here a definite scheme

of development was quite evident to the most casual

observer. In these sciences indeed we have to do with

what is called in the German language
CC the history of

development "par excellence, a term which is inadequately

12. rendered by "Embryology" in French and English. For
Embryol.

it is an error which has frequently and for long periods

obscured the correcter view to assume that the changes

and processes which characterise the development of

embryonic or germ life are essentially different from

those which exist in the larger and more complex adult

organism. The abolition of the fundamental distinction

between the processes of embryonic and of adult or full-

Lyell, vol. iii. p. 358: "Con- ical.and cosmical questions in this
fined notions in regard to the country was Lord Kelvin. His
quantity of past time have tended influence belongs, however, mainly
more than any other prepossessions to the post-Darwinian period, and
to retard the progress of geology, begins with his celebrated memoir

and until we habituate our- 'On the Secular Cooling of the
selves to contemplate the possibility Earth' (Edilu. Trans., 1862, re-
of an indefinite lapse of ages having printed in the 3rd vol. of 'Math.
been comprised within each of the and Phys. Papers,' . 295). See
more modern periods of the earth'A also the 2nd vol. of his 'Popular
history, we shall be in danger of : Lectures and Addresses.' Accord.
forming most erroneous views in ing to the introductory statement.
geology." in the former paper his doubts

2 One of the first to attack the regarding the unifortuitarian teach-
uniformitarian doctrine in geology ing began as early as 1844. 1 shall
and to apply the principles of refer to these speculations at the
modern physical science to geolog- end of this chapter.
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grown life, the unification of thought on these matters, is

quite as important in the history of science as the abolition

of the supposed fundamental difference between animal

and vegetable growth or between normal and abnormal (or

pathological) development. The reduction of all these

seemingly so different changes to the one great problem

of cellular structure, cellular growth, and cellular division

marks one of the greatest achievements of our century.

"Our position with regard




to the cell is similar to that

of investigators towards the whole animal or vegetable

body a hundred years ago,

cell theory."




before the discovery of the

Anticipations of this generalisation, of the condensation

of the whole problem of animal and vegetable embryology,

of generation, growth, and organic development in the

formula, "omnis cellula ex




cellula," have indeed existed

since the time of Harvey,

discovery of the circulation

thesis, "omne




rho, in addition to the great

of the blood, laid down the

vivum ex ovo."
2

The further correct

1 See 0. Hertwig, "The Cell,"
'Outlines of General Anatomy and

Physiology.' Tran8l. by Campbell,
1895, p. 11.

One of the best expositions of

Harvey's ideas is to be found in
Hudey's article on "Evolution in
Biology" in the ninth edition of
the' Encycloprndia Britannica.' He
there also refers to Aristotle's
opinions. "One of Harvey's prime
objects is to defend and establish,
on the basis of direct observation,
the opinion already held by Aris
totle, that m the higher animals
at any rate the formation of the
new organism by the process of
generation takes place, not sud

denly by simultaneous accretion of
rudiments of all, or of the most




important of the organs of the
adult, nor by sudden metamor

phosis of a formative substance
into a miniature of the whole,
which subsequently grows, but by
epigenesis, or successive differentia
tion of a relatively homogeneous
rudiment into the parts and struc
tures which are characteristic of
the adult." In the sequel of his
exposition, after maintaining epi
gcneis or after-formation against
evolution in the older sense or pre
formation, Huxley, however, makes
a passing remark that "though the
doctrine of epigenebis, s understood

by Harvey, has definitely triumphed
over the doctrine of evolution,
it is not. impossible that, when t.he

analysis of the process of develop-
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13.
Epigenosis
and evolu
tion.




14.
C. P. Wolff.




generalisation which he ventured to put forward, that

growth and development of the germ or embryo con

sisted in the addition or formation of new parts and

structures through division or differentiation, was, how

ever, obscured and cast into the shade by the opposite

doctrine, termed evolution, according to which every

form or particle of organisation was minutely pre-formed

in an invisible germ, and growth consisted merely in a

process of enlargement, as a particle of "dry gelatine

may be swelled up by the intussusception of water."

The supporters of this doctrine, to which the celebrated

names of Leibuiz, Boerhaave, Hailer, and Bonnet belonged,

seemed unable to conceive of any force in nature which

was capable of producing organisation, and were thus

compelled to accept in some form or other the doctrine

of the pre-existence of germs, a theory which has in

modern times been revived under an altered form.

The real foundation of scientific embryology, of the

study of the genesis of vegetable and animal organisms,
is now pretty unanimously

1 traced to (Jaspar Friedrich

Wolff, whose 'Theoria generationis' appeared in 1759.

His observations refer alike to plant and to animal life,

and his distinct object was to refute the theory of evolu-

ment 18 carried still further, and
the origin of the molecular com
ponents of the physically gross,
though sensibly minute, bodies
which we term germs 18 traced,
the theory of development will ap
proach more nearly to metamor
phosis than to epigenesis. . . . The
process, which in its superficial
aspect 18 epigenesis, appears in
essence to be evolution in the
modified sense adopted in Bonnet's




later writings; and development is
merely the expansion of a potential
organism or original preformatiou
according to fixed laws."

See J. A. Thomson, loc. cit., ).
121. Yves Delage, 'L'Ilt$ri.dit,'
p. 357, note ; and especially 0.
Hertwig, 'The Biological Problem
of To-day,' trausi. by 1'. C. Mitchell
(Heinemanu's Scientific Hand books,
1896), p. 4, &c.
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tion and replace it by the correcter doctrine of epigenesis

-i.e., of repeated or after-formation. Hailer 1
thought

very highly of this attack on his own view, but was

not convinced by it; and although in botany Wolff's

views on the cellular structure of plants were adopted

in France by Mirbel, and those on metamorphosis were

unknowingly reproduced by Goethe, his influence on em

bryology dates actually only from the year 1812, when

Meckel translated one of his treatises and thus drew

attention to his great merits. Wolff tried to refute the

theory of evolution or pre-formation, supplanting it by

that of epigenesis or after- formation, through actual

observations of the development of germs in plants and

animals in definite instances. In botany his views,

after lying dormant for a long period, led ultimately to

the famous cellular theory of Schleiden and Mohi. In

zoology, shortly after Meckel's republication of his treatise

in 1812, there were published the researches of Pander,

who, in his treatise on the development of the chick,

"gave a fuller and more exact view of the phenomena

less clearly indicated by Wolff, and laid the foundation

of the views of all subsequent embryologists."' 15.
Pander was a Russian by birth, and so was his greater Pander and

K. B. von

contemporary and friend, Karl Ernst von Baer,3 a man Baer.

As Prof. J. Arthur Thomson
says ('Science of Life,' p. 120), "A
single sentence, 'Es gibt kein
Werden - there is no Becoming,'
sufficiently indicates Hailer's posi
tion. ''

2 J" A. Thomson in article "Em
brynlogy" ('Eucy. Brit.,' 9th ed.,
p. 165).

The work of von Baer (1792-
1876) remained for a long time un-




known and unrecognised outside
of Germany. Huxley made him
known in this country by trans

lating extracts from his principal
writings for Taylor's 'Scientific
Memoirs' in 1853, nearly thirty
years after von Baer had begun the
brilliant series of his researches. It
can be said of him that he, even
more than his forerunners, Pander
and Dollinger, withdrew natural
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who occupies a unique position in the history of natural

science. He introduced the principle and aspect of

development into the midst of those studies which, under

the important but one-sided influence of Cuvier and his

school, were in danger of being confined within the

limits of morphology and comparative anatomy. Through

a long series of most important embryological investiga

tions, conducted during the years 1819-1837, he demon-

science from the spell under which
it was kept. for a long time in the
West of Europe by the great
authority of Cuvier. Geograph
ically also, von Baer'8 activity was
centered in Konigsberg (where he
was one of a brilliant company who
made the University celebrated) and
St Petersburg. Though a great
admirer of Cuvier, whose biography
he wrote, and an adherent of the
doctrine of animal types, which he
independently arrived at, he intro
duced three distinct lines of re
search into his scientific labours, to
all three of which Cuvier was either
foreign or distinctly averse - viz.,
microscopic research, study of em
bryological development, and the
philosophical spirit of the "Natur
philoophie." He was not dazzled
by the latter; but whilst avoiding
its extravagances and premature
generalisations which then flooded
German science, he always appre
ciated the search for the connection
and unity of all the things of nature
which was characteristic of that
school. Baer stood, historically and
philosophically, in the middle be
tween the extreme morphological
and genetic views represented
respectively by Cuvier before and
by Darwin after him. Already in
1815, when studying under Dill
linger at WUrzburg, he was guided
by the idea that "nature follows in
her creations certain general themes
(types), and that she varies these in
the different species." Von Baer




also combined the geographical and
anthropological interest, so largely
represented by Humboldt and
Ritter, with his morphological
and genetic studies. In fact, it is
doubtful whether in any naturalist
of the very first order the different
interests which the nineteenth
century inherited and created were
more equally and impartially bal
anced than in him. The embryo
logical researches of von Baer
stimulated many ardent students in

Germany,such as Purkinje, Rathtke,
Biachoff, and it is mainly through
them that this branch of science
was cultivated and made generally
known. The name of the distantor

iginator thus became somewhat for
gotten, so that in French science we
do not find von Baer as frequently
and appreciatively mentioned as he
deserves. Ample information on von
Baer's scientific and personal char-
acter can be found in later
publica-tionsforemost in his 'Auto-
biography,' published in 1865 ; in
his 'Life,' by Stieda(1S77): and in
an elaborate work by Professor It.
Stölzle, entitled 'K. E. %,on Biter
und seine Wcltanschauung (Re
gensburg, 1897). This work coat
tains very ample and useful refer
ence and extracts from i3aers
writings and correspondence. Very
important are also von Baer's
miscellaneous writings and essays,
which were published by Vieweg
in Brunswick, in three parts (2nd
ed., 1886).
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strated in the completest manner the truth of epigenesis.

In fact, lie had recognised development as the "sole basis

of zoological classification; while in France Cuvier and

Geoffroy St Hilaire were embittering each other's lives

with endless merely anatomical discussions and replica

tions, and while in Germany the cautious study of nature

was given up for the spinning of Natur-philosophies and

other hypothetical cobwebs." 1

The position which Karl Ernst von Baer occupies in

the history of science and thought is in many respects

interesting and unique. He lived early enough in the

century to experience the full influence of Cuvier's

authority, and lived long enough to witness the great

change which Darwin's writings brought on in all the

natural sciences; whereas his great contemporary,

Johannes Miller, passed away before the name of

Darwin was known outside of his own country. In

unison with Miller, and yet in an independent manner,

he effectually liberated German science from the undue

influence of the speculative school. And he has, prob

ably more than any other great naturalist, recognised

the importance of the three aspects which a contempla

tion of natural objects forces upon us: the apparent or

real fixity of certain forms (the morphological view),

the continued and orderly change
2 of these forms (the

genetic view), and the apparent or real existence of a

1
Huxley in Taylor's 'Scientific

Memoirs,' New Series, p. 176.
2
Very important in this respect

is a lecture delivered by von Baer
in 1834, with the title 'Das all.
gemeinste Gesetz der Natur in aller
Entwickelung (reprinted in the
Brunswick edition, vol. i. p. 39
8qQ.) "We must conclude that, so




faras observations now give niateria
for inferences a transformation of
certain original forms of animals in
the succession of generations is very
probable, but only to a limited ex
tent (p. 60), a view which von
Baer maintained to the end against
extreme Darwinism (see p. 37).
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design in this process of change (the teleological view).

Though his own researches did so much to give proini

nence to the genetic view, to the conception of develop

ment, he retained and elaborated the doctrine of types;

and though he effectually handled the modern methods

of the mechanical or exact sciences, he realised the full

importance of studying the things and processes of

nature in their actual and living connection,' and not

merely in the artificial isolation of the laboratory or

the dissecting-room. And he never became an adherent

of the doctrine so prevalent with many of the followers

of Darwin, that the apparent purpose of forms and

processes in organic nature could be mechanically ex

plained. During the period of his greatest scientific

activity he was little known outside of Russia and

Germany; in England, Carpenter and Huxley alone

drew attention to his embryological and genetic studies;

but since the tide of Darwinism has somewhat subsided,

or has ceased to be all-absorbing, it is to the writings

of Baer that many naturalists revert. In fact they

belong to the few books of this class written during

the pre-Darwinian age that bear to be read and re-read

with profit by those who take a philosophical and not

merely a historical interest in the development of

16. natural science. Perhaps the fact that von Baer was
Von Baer's
comprehen- as great in relation to the morphological as he was
dive views.




in relation to the genetic and the teleological con

ceptions of natural phenomena prevented him from

producing that revolutionary impression on the minds

' See the introduction to the gechie}ite der There' (KünigRberg,
second part. of his 'Eutwickelungs. 1837).
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of his contemporaries which Darwin did, and for

which he indeed largely prepared the way. Instead

of opposing the genetic change and development of

the forms of natural objects to their apparent fixity,

he rather reconciled both views with each other by

maintaining "that in order to obtain a just insight

into the mutual affinities of animals it is before all

things necessary to distinguish the different types of

organisation from the different grades of devc1opnzent."
He considered that2 "the idea of animal organisation

does not vary at equal intervals, but is realised in

certain principal forms which again break up into

variations of a lower grade"; and he "arrived at the

four principal divisions of the animal kingdom estab

lished by Cuvier." In 1828, in his work on the 'De

velopment of Animals,' he discusses "the prevalent

notion that the embryo of higher animals passes through
the permanent forms of the lower animals "-i.e., "the

doctrine of the agreement of individual metamo'rphosis

with the ideal metamorphosis of the whole animal

kingdom." Von Baer had himself added greatly' to

See Huxley's translation, loc.
cit., p. 178.

ibid., p. 182.
Ibid., p. 183.
See K. E. von Baer's Ueber

Entwickelungsgeschichte dei' There
Beobachtungund Reflexion,'Königs
berg, 1828. The above extracts
are taken from the filth scholion:
"Ueber das Verhältniss der Formen,
die das Iudividuum in den verschie
denen Stufen 8einer Eutwickelung
auuimmt" See also Huxley's
Translation, toe. cit., pp. 186, 189.

Prof. J. A. Thomson sum.
Inarises as follows von l3aer's own




results: "It was von Baer who
first clearly discriminated the great
events in a life-history; (a) the
primary process of egg-cleavage,
and the establishment of the
germinal layers; (b) the gradual
differentiation of the tissues (his
togenesis) ; and (c) the blocking
out ?of the organs (organogenesis),
and the shape-taking of the entire
organism (inorphogenesis) ('Science
of Life,' p. 123). The classical
work of von Baer is dedicated to
his friend Pander, from whom and
Dolliuger he acknowledges having
received the first impulses towards
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the existing knowledge of the early development of

the germs of animals by discovering the ovum in the

body of the mamnialia before fructification, and by this

and other discoveries secured his claim to be considered

the greatest embryologist of his own age, and perhaps

of all time. He goes on to examine to what extent the

morphological differences which the animal kingdom ex

hibits in its various members can be taken as a guide to

the genetic differences in the growth and development of

the higher organisms. He, in fact, tried to ascertain

how far the facts of classification throw a light on the

facts of development, how far the changing embryo of

the higher animal gradually passes through the permanent

forms of the lower animals. He combats the idea that

the classification or morphological arrangement can he

uni-serial----i.e., brought into one continuous line or order.

his researches. He wishes to dis
tinguish carefully between facts
and theory, and is very cautious
as to the latter, a trait which
runs through all his writings. It
is also very interesting to see how
in his biography of Cuvier (post
humously published by Stieda) he
considers it a merit of that great
naturalist not to have indulged
in genetic theories. "It is evi
dent that Cuvier in his youth had
also a genetic system in view, such
as Oken afterwards followed up,
but that he must soon have found
out that this task was unattainable
for him. He abandoned it, and
sought rather to draw from the
manifoldness of the formed pro
duct inferences regarding the con.
ditious of its genesis. Thus he
arrived at the teleological concep
tions which he developed on vari
ous occasions. German naturalists




drew from all this, especially in
the age of Schelling's 'Natur-phil
osophie,' the conclusion that Cuvier
was not a philosophical mind. To
me it seems that we recognise in it
Cuvier's desire for clearness. He
dropped the higher task because
he found that it would not lead
him to clear views" ('Lebensge
schichte Cu vier's von K. E.von Baer,'
ed. Stieda, 1897, p. 72). English
readers, to whom the genetic view
has only become familiar since
Darwin or perhaps Lyell, will find
with astonishment how in the
writings of Baer, before LyeU and
even before the appearance of
Cuvier's final system, genetic ideas
were thought to be prevalent, and
were criticised elaborately and re
ceived with the utmost caution
even by the great propounders of
the doctrine of development.
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Animals differ according to the type of organisation to

which they belong. Thus the "embryo of the vertebrate

animal is from the very first a vertebrate animal, and at

no time agrees with an invertebrate animal."1 Having,

however, once fixed the existence of special organic

forms, he asks whether within the limits of such form

no law can be discovered to formulate the development of

the individual. He believes there can,2 and be proceeds

to explain it in terms which for the most part might

appear unaltered in the most modern work on evolution.

He states that the more special type is developed from

the more general, "and that the more different two

animal forms are, so much the further back must their

development be traced to find them similar." Indeed he

thinks it probable that "in the condition of the actual

germ all embryos which are developed from true ova

agree," and he anticipates the cellular theory of Schwann,

established by observation ten years later, by suggesting

that the simple vesicle is the common fundamental form

"from which all animals are developed, not only ideally

but actually and historically."3 In further examining

the process of development, von Baer introduces the

very suggestive term dffi.rcntiation. "The higher and

lower development of the animal coincides perfectly with

that histological and morphological differentiation which

gradually arises in the course of the development of

the individual." Development, in fact, is the estab-

I Loc. cit., p. 220; trafl8L, p. 210.
Ibid, p. 221.
Loc. Cit., p. 224 ; transi., p. 213.

On this anticipation see, however,
von Biter's later explanation in
'Reden, &c.,' vol. ii. p. 250.




The German term is "Son
derung," which Huxley renders by
the English term "Differentiation."

Loc. cit., p. 229, 230; trans1.,
p. 219.
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lishing of differences, and in reality "the embryo never

passes through the form of any other animal, but only

through the condition of indifference between its own

form and others." And he sums up his reflections by

stating that the "development of an individual of a

certain animal form is determined by two conditions:

first, by a progressive development of the animal by

increasing histological and morphological differentiation;

secondly, by the metamorphosis of a more general form

into a more special one." 1

In order better to understand the difference which

separates these various reflections, though breathing so

17. much the air of the more modern theory of evolution,
Von Bases
views in from later views, and to prepare for a real comprehensionmodern




of the great step taken by Darwin, it will be helpful to

resort to modern nomenclature. None of the terms of

that vocabulary which was invented by Darwin and his

followers to bring home to the popular mind the main

points of his revolutionary doctrine are to be found in

the earlier writings of von Baer. Nevertheless they

are useful in defining the views of the great naturalists

who preceded Darwin. Since we have become familiar

with the idea of the origin and the transmutation of the

different animal and vegetable species, we are accustomed

to apply the genetic view not only to the growth and

development of individual living things in nature, but to

everything else. When von Baer speaks of development,

when he tells us that "the history of development is the

true source of light for the investigation of organised

bodies," he means development in the narrower sense,

1 Loc. cit., p. 231 ; trauBi., p. 220.
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that which Haeckel has termed" Ontogenesis," the genesis

of the individual being. From this Haeckel distinguishes

"Phylogenesis," the genesis of the phyla, the genera, and

species. Now, in discussing the relation of the order

which prevails in the natural systems of animals to

the stages of development of individual embryos, von

Baer does not seem to have had before his mind the

genesis of one species out of another, a view which he

in fact ridicules' after a very modern fashion. He looked

' Loc. cit., p. 200; transi., p. 187
(1828); "This idea-viz., that the

higher forms of animals in the single
stages of the development of the in
dividual, from its first origin to its
completed development, answer to
the permanent forms of the animal
series- . . . could not fail to be
widely accepted, since it was sup
ported by a multitude of special
demonstrations. Certain of its ad
vocates were so zealous that they
no longer spoke of similarity but of

perfect identity, and assumed that
the correspondence had been de
monstrated in all cases and to the
minutest details. . . . By degrees
it became the custom to look upon
the different forms of animals as

developed out of one another, arid
then many appeared to forget that
this metamorphosis was after all
only a mode of conceiving the facts.

At length, in sober serious
ness, and with all due particularity,
we were informed exactly how they
arose from one another. Nothing
could be easier. A fish, Swimming
towards the shore, desires to take
a walk-, but finds his fins useless.
They diminish in breadth for want
of use, and at the same time elon
gate. ThiM goes on with children
and grandchildren for a few myriads
of years, and at last, who can be
astonished that. the fins become




feet It is still more natural that
the fish in the meadow, finding no
water, should gape after air, there
by, in alike period of time, develop
ing lungs; the only difficulty being
that in the meanwhile a few genera
tions must manage to do without
breathing at all. The long neck of
the heron arose from a habit its
ancestors acquired of stretching out
their necks for the purpose of catch
ing fish. . . . An immediate conse
quence of the assumption of this
idea as a natural law was that a
view which had once been very
general, but had subsequently been
pretty generally given up,-that of
the universal progression of the
different forms of ani riials,-gradu
ally got footing again. . . . It
must, be confessed that the natural
law being assumed, logical conse
quence required the admission of
the view in question. There was
then only one road of metamor
phosis, that of further develop
ment, either attained in one in
dividual (individual metamorphosis)
or through the different animal
forms (the metamorphosis of the
animal kingdom); and disease wows
to be considered as a retrogressive
metamorphosis, because universal

metamorphosis, like a railroad,
allows motion backwards or for
wards, but not to one side."
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18.
Phylotaxy
and phylo
genesEs.




upon this order as systematic only, and ideal;
1 he thinks

merely of arrangement or "taxonomy." We may say

that he deals with phylotaxy (called at that time tax

onoiny), not with phylogeuesis. He conceives that onto

genesis, the historical development of the individual

thing, throws light on the "mutual relations of organ

ised bodies
" 2

he wishes to make ontogenesis helpful

in taxonomy or in phylotaxy. This term did not then

exist, but it is useful in order to enable us to under

stand the change which came over natural science when

the attempts at phylotaxy were succeeded by the schemes

of phylogenesis, when reasons were established for taking

in real earnest the idea then fancifully put forward that

the natural order of living beings represented the order

in which they had developed out of each other in time.

These reasons did not at that time exist.

A suggestion in this direction had indeed been thrown

out, and an elaborate theory had been published about

In his later writings von Baer
notes especially the difference be
tween a purely ideal and a genetic
or genealogical relationship. See
'Reden, &c., vol. ii. p. 386 (2nd ed.)
2 'Entwickelungsgeschichte'

(1828), p. 231 ; transi., p. 221.
In a later publication of von

Baer's (see 'Reden, &c., 2 Theil,
No. V., "tJeber Darwin's Lehre")
the aged author tries to define more
exactly the part which his early
writings played in the gradual
establishment of a genetic concep
tion of nature. If Hailer arrived
ultimately at the dictum "es gibt
kein Werden," we may say that von
Baer as emphatically asserted the
opposite, that "es gibt kein Sein."
In Baer we have progressed from the
study of the "esse" (fixed forms) to




that of the "fieri" (processes of
change and development). See the
expositions in the introduction to
the article on Darwin. He there
also mentions Meckel and Oken as
the two principal exponents of the
extreme view then put forward and
opposed by himself, that the huuian
being in its development passes
through the different higher forms
of the animal creation, and he
maintains that Johannes Miller,
who had in the first edition of his
'PhyBiology' accepted this view,
struck it out in the second. He
also refers to a passage in a Memoir
of 1859, published just l,efove the
appearance of the 'Origin of
Species, in which he maintains his
belief "that formerly organic firLus
were less rigid."
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ten years before von Baer1 took up "the subject, which

then presented itself as the richest which an anatomist

could take up, the history of. development," and twenty

years before his first larger publication on this subject.

Laniarek's
C
Philosophie Zoologique' appeared in 1809.




Lamaick.
Though known to von Baer, it does not seem to have

ever been much appreciated by him, but it was the

first serious attempt to deal with phylogenesis, as von

Baer's researches were the first consistent studies in

ontogenesis.

It is of interest to inquire into the reasons which

induced Lamarek to form opinions so entirely different

from those which, through the influence and the authority

of Ouvier, were then prevalent among naturalists, and to

oppose the idea of variability and of descent to that of

Von Baer himself describes
using these words-how in the year
1819 the play of accident or good
fortune 'threw this subject into
his hands." Stieda, p. 67.

Since the interest in the specu
lations of .J. Baptiste de Lainarck
(1744 - 1829) has been revived

through the writings of Charles
Darwin, the historical antecedents
of his ideas have also been studied,
anti his as well as Geoffroy's
theories have been brought into
connection with the views contained
in Buffon's 'Epoques de la Nature.'
See especially the interesting an
alvsis in Edmond Perier's 'La
Phuloopliie Zoologique avant Dar
win,' 1884. "Ainsi surgissent,
1"S P' Bufiba, ce partisan d'abord
si resolu (le Ia fixit des espéces,
tous lea problèmes dont la solution
aura tS sans aucun doute la peusée
d,)lninant.e de h. seconde moitié de
ce siècle . . . . Et toutes ces
granclea idces que Buffon clevine en




quelque sorte, vera lesquelles ii eat
invinciblement entrain$ par la puis
sante et rigoureuse logique de son
gnie, sout prtci8ment celles ui
commencent aujourd'hui, appuyees
sur un ensemble itnposant de re
cherches, . trioxxipher de tous lea
scrupules" (p. 68). "Trois grands
hommes y vout poursuivre, par des
voies diverses, l'czuvre de Buffon:
Lamarck, Geoffroy St Hilaire, et
Cuvier" (p. 72). For the histori
cal connections of Lamarck'a ideas
see also Huxley's article in the 9th
ed. of the 'Ency. Brit.,' in which he
points to a great change which took
place in Lamarek's views between
1794 and 1809. In fact, the theories
which have given to Lamarck so
distinguished a position in the his
tory of the genetic view of nature
belong to the latter half of his long
life. I know of no other recent
example of so late a development of
quite original ideas except perhaps
the critical philosophy of Kant.
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the fixity and independence of species. And it is equally

interesting to mark the causes which militated against

the more general acceptance of his views, and which

cast the C
Philosophie Zoologique' into oblivion. To the

first question Lamarck has himself, in the introduction I

to his great work, furnished us with the means of reply

ing. He there tells us that when the real study of

natural history began, and each of the different king

doms of nature received the due attention of naturalists,

animals with a backbone-viz., mammalia, birds, reptiles,

and fishes-received the greater attention.' Being in

general larger, with parts more developed and more

easily determinable, they, as it were, obtruded them

selves on the attention of man, for whom they are both

more useful and more formidable. The other large group

of animals, classed together first by Lamarck himself as

"Invertebrates," are mostly very small, with organs and

faculties less developed, and thus much further removed

from man and his interests. Of this by far more numer

ous class of beings, those called insects had alone at the

end of the former century received considerable atten

tion, whereas all the others, classed together by Linnus

as "worms," formed a kind of chaos, an unknown land.

Lamarck's later genetic views
are contained in the 'Philosophie
Zoologique,' which appeared in
1809, and was republished with a

biographical notice by Charles
Martin in 1873. I quote from this
edition. His principal ideas are also
summarised in the introduction to
his great work, 'Histoire des
Animaux sans Vertèhre8' (1816),
which in fact he represents as con-




taming the pièces justificatives
de ce que j'ai publi dana ma

Philosophie Zoologique." This great
work was republished in 1837 by
Deshayes and Mime- Edwards. I

quote from this edition, which is
in three volumes.

2 See 'Philosophie Zoologii.1ue,'
Discours prliwinaire, vol. i. p. 29
also 'Animaux sans Vertèbres,'
Introduction, vol. i. p. 11.
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It was to some extent accidental 1
that Lamarck, after

having devoted himself for many years to the exclusive

study of plants, should on the occasion of the foundation

of the different chairs for the natural sciences at the

11 Museum" suggested by Lakanal, have allotted to him

the cultivation of this department, unknown to himself as

it was to others, and where even the systematising genius

of Linnus had abstained from trying to make order.

Thus it came about that Lamarek brought to the study

of the animal world a mind trained in a very different

region of science,
2
and that he approached this study

1 See the "Introduction Bio

graphique," by Martins, 'Philos.
Zool.,' I. xiii. "La Convention

gouvernait la France, Carnot or

ganisait la victoire. Lakanal entre

prit d'organiser lea sciences natur
dies: sur sa proposition, le Museum
d'bistoire naturelle fut créé. On
avait Pu nonimer des profes8eure
h toutes lea chaires, eauf pour la

zoologie; mais clans ces temps
d'enthousiasme le France trouvait
des hommes de guerre et des
hommes de science, partout obi elie
en avait be8oin. Etienne Geoffroy
Saint-Hilaire était âgé de vingt.et
un ane, ii a'occupait de mimralogie
sous la direction d'Hauy. Dauben
ton mi cUt: 'Je prends sur moi la

responsabilit6 de votre inexpé
rience; j'ai sur vous l'autorit d'un
pre; osez entreprendre d'en

seigner la zoologie, et un jour on

puisse dire que vous en avez fait
une science française.' Geoffroy
accepte, et se charge des animaux

SUl)6rieUrs. Lakanal avidt corn pris
qU'ui seul profe.sseur ne pouvait
suflire h la tLtche de ranger clans
les collections le règne animal tout
entier. Geoffroy devant ciasser 1e8




vertébrés seulement, restaient lea
invertébrés, h savoir lea insectes, lea

mollusques, lea vera, lea zoophytes,
c'eat4t-dire le chaos, l'inconnu.
Larnarck, dit M. Michelet, accepts
l'inconnu . . . ii avait tout ap
preudre, tout ? créer dana Ce monde
inexplorc, ou Linn6 avait. pour sinai
dire renoncé a introduixe l'ordre

mthodique qu'il avait su si bien
établir parmi lea aniznaux super
ieurs." Lamarck was accordingly
about fifty when he undertook this
novel study, which, as Huxley
pointed out, was to work such a

change in his views (loc. cit.)
2 He had written in six months

his 'Flore française,' which was
prefaced by his 'Cld dichotomique.'
This was in 1778. "Rousseau
avait mis la botanique It Ia
mode; lea gens du monde, lea
dames Wen occupaient. Buffon
fit imprimer lea trois volumes de
la 'Fiore française' t l'imprimerie
royale" (loc. cit. p. 11). Laniarck
had also qualified as a naturalist

by extensive travels in many Euro

pean countries as a companion to
Buffon's son.
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from that side which at the time was the least known,

and probably the least promising: he approached it,

as it were, from below. But this had the consequence

of giving to his original mind in two ways a special

direction. First of all, it enabled him to look at natural

objects from a more general point of view, not as a

zoologist or as a botanist, but as a naturalist and a

biologist-i.e., from the more general view of the pheno

mena of Life.1 Indeed he himself seems to have been

20. the first, if not to use, at least to introduce in his
The term

published writings, the term "biology."2 And secondly,

'Philos. Zool.,' Discours pré- chercher quelle eat la nature des
urn., p. 31: "Le vrai woyen de objets dont 118 s'occupent queues
parvenir bien connattre un objet, I

sont lea causes des modifications ou
méme dans aes plus petits details, des variations auxquelles ces objets
c'est de comniencer par l'euvisager sont tous asaujettis, quels sont lea
dana son entier; par examiner rapports de ces mêmes objets entre
d'abord, soit as. masse, soit son eux, et avee tous lea autres que
étendue, soit l'ensemble des parties l'on counait," &c.
qui Ic composent; par rechercher Lamarck in his 'Hydrogo-
queUe eat sa nature et son origine, logie,' in an appendix (p. 188)
queUes sont sea rapports avec lea which seems to be a rehearsal of
autres objets connus; en un mot, his opening lecture of 1801, an.
par le considérer sons thus lea i nounces a work, 'Biologie,' as a

points de vue qui peuvent nous sequel, being the third and last
éclairer sur toutes lea gCnéralités part of the Terrestrial Physics.
qui le concernent." P. 32; "La This work was not published, but
nécessitC reconnue de bien observer was probably comprised in his
lea objets particuliers a fait natre 'Philosophie Zoologique.' See Prof.
l'habitude de se borner . la con- A. S. Packard's excellent work on
aidération de ces objets et de leurs Lamarck, The Founder of Evolu-
plus petite details, de manière tion, his Life and Work,' London
qu'ils sont, devenue, pour la plu- and New York, 1901. A6 La.
part des naturalistes, le sujet prin- marck's writings are very scarce
cipal de l'Ctude. Ce ne serait and his teaching only imperfectly
cependant pas une cause réelle de understood, frequently uhisrepre-
retard pour lea sciences naturelles, sented, even by competent author-
si l'on s'obstinait ne voir dana lea it.ies, and in popular opinion sur-
objets observes que leur forme, rounded by mystery and sometimes
leur dimension, leur parties ex- treated with ridicule, the work of
ternes, mémes lea plus petites, Prof. Packard is motit
leur couleur, &c., et Si ceux qui It contains copious extracts-un-
se livrent a. une pareille étude fortunately all translated-from
dédaignaient de s'élever i des con- the earlier biological writings and
sidérations suprieures, comme de lectures, which are otherwise at-
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it introduced him to the study of animal life from that

side where organisation, the phenomena and the organs

of life were the simplest, rudimentary as it were, and

unformed. Here the great differences of form, the

morphological differences which the observation of the

higher and more developed creatures force upon our

attention, disappear; not the marked differences, but

the numerous relations, the endless varieties and re

semblances, seem to command our consideration. These

seem to be much more likely to "make us understand

the beginnings of all organisation as well as the cause

of its complexity and of its development."' Now in

descending in the scale of the living objects of nature,

Lamarck was struck by the fact that many of the

phenomena of life which in the higher animals seemed

to originate within were in the lower creatures produced

most inaccessible. According to

Huxley (Lecture "On the Study
of Biology," 1876, and "Evolution
in Biology," 'Ency. Brit.,' 9th ed.),
there were simultaneously three

independent attempts to treat the

phenomena of organic life as a
whole and in connection, emanat

ing from Bichat and Lamarck in
France, and from G. R. Treviranus
in Germany. The great but un
finished work of the latter, with
the title 'l3iologie oder Philoso

phic der lebenden Natur,' was

begun in 1796, when the author
was only twenty, but the first
volume was not published till 1802,
one year after Lamarek's 'Hydro
geologie.' Haeckel in his 'Natur
liche Schöpfungs gescbichte' gives
sotue account of Treviranus' ideas
(Band I. Vorlesung 4). Although
so much has been written about
"Biology," the definition of the
science is still uncertain. Prof.




Goebel Bays: "The word Biology
is one of those conceptions of
modern times which have not yet
arrived at a generally accepted
limitation. Some understand by
it the whole science of living
things, others only the doctrine
of the phenomena of life in con
trast to the purely descriptive
branches." (' Pfianzenbiologische
Schilderungen,' Marburg, 1889, vol.
1. p. 1). With Latuarek biology was
only one division of a general
science of nature, for he says
('Hydrogéologie,' p. 8): "Toutes
ces considerations partagent natur
ellement la physique terrestre en
trois parties esseutielles, dont Ia
prenhire doit comprendre la théorie
de l'atmosphère, la, MiStéorologie,
Ia seconde celle de la croüte externe
du globe, l'Hydrogéologie; Is troi
siènie enfin, celle des corps vivants,
Ia Biologie."

Phulos. Zoo]., vol. i. p. 30.
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21.
"Environ
ment."




or excited from outside, and he was thus led to the

conception that nature herself, through the environment,

did a great deal for the lower creatures which in the

gradual development of the higher ones she knew how

to make them do for themselves.' In fact, the idea is

worked out in the C
Philosophie Zoologique,' that if we

commence the study of living creatures from below, and

from the side of vegetable life, we are inevitably led

to the conviction that the surrounding conditions and

influences, the environment, are gradually and slowly

modifying the elementary organisms, and through habit

and inheritance' developing the higher ones, endowing

them with more specialised organs and more complex

powers and activities.

Lamarck is aware that these ideas sound strange and

novel, and he is quite prepared to admit in the reception

of them by his readers the same inevitable force of habit

which, as it only permits gradual modification of the forms

1 Philos. Zool., Avertissement,'

p. 13: "Ayant reinarqué que 1e8
mouveuients de8 animaux ne sont

janiais comrnuniqu8, niais qu'i18
sout toujours excites, je reCOnflU8

que la nature, obligCe d'abord d'em

prunter des milieux euvironnants
la puissance excitatrice de8 mouve
ment8 vitaux et des actions des
animaux iinparfaits, ant, en corn

posant de plus en plus l'organisa
tion anirnale, transporter cette

puissance dana l'intérieur mrne de
ces êtrea et qu'. la fin elle parvint
a. mettre cette niême puissance a la

disposition de l'individu." P. 12:

"Ayant considré 9ue sans lea
excitations de I'interieur, la vie
n'existerait point et ne saurait se
nutintenir en activité dana lea

vCgCtaux, je reconnus hientôt qu'




un grand nombre d'animaux de
vaiente e trouver dana le nirne
cas; et conirne j'avais eu bien des
occasions de rernarquer que, pour
arriver au ntême but, la nature
variait sea moyens, loraque cela
était nCcessaire, je n'eus plus de
doute cet egard."

2 Ibid., p. 13: "Je pus saisir le
Lii qui lie entre ellee lea causes
noinbreuses des phCnornénes que
nous offre i'organisation aniwale
clans sea développernenta et sa
diversité, et bientôt j'aperçus Vim
port.ance de ce nioyen cle la nature,

(jui consiste L conserver dans lea
nouveaux individus reproduit tout
cc que lee suites de la vie et des
circonstaticea influentes avait fit
acqu&ir dane l'organisation de ceux
qut leur out tran8mis l'oistencc."
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of nature, so also opposes a great resistance to any sudden

change of opinion. "But it is better," he says, "that a

truth once perceived should struggle a long time to obtain

merited attention than that everything that the ardent

imagination of man produces should be easily accepted."'

Whereby it may appear to us worthy of note that

Lamarek did not stop to reflect on the existence of those

sudden changes by which such powers as the "ardent

imagination of man" are continually breaking through

the slow action of habit. The doctrine of the mutability

and variability of species, of the influence of the environ

ment on the habits, and through them and inheritance

on the forms of living creatures, was thus opposed to

the prevalent doctrine of the fixity of species and the

permanence and recurrence of types. Through these

generalisations, and through the larger view which

Lamarck took of the phenomena of nature and of life,

he stepped outside of that school of natural studies

which was then dominant in his country, and approached

the teachings of the German philosophers of nature, such 22.
The "Nature

as Schelling, Oken, and Steffens, with whom Goethe is phi1oo
phie.

frequently associated, who, rather than limit themselves

to the patient study of detail, indulged in fanciful

theories on the origin of life, the genesis and metamor

phosis of forms, and the ideal significance of natural

phenomena and processes. A wide gap separated the

speculations of the author of the 'Flore française,' the

'Histoire des Animaux sans Vertèbres,' and the' Mmoires

sur les Coquilles fossiles des environs do Paris' from those

of the German school, yet it cannot be denied that in

1 Philos. Zool., p. 15.
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23.
Lamarck
and von
Baer.




many passages of the 'Hydrogtologie,' where he specu

lated oii matters of chemistry, geology, and meteorology

without the necessary foundation of facts, such as he

possessed in botany and zoology, he laid himself open

to the criticism and ridicule of his more cautious

opponents. Thus it happened that the most original con

tributions to science were forgotten or disregarded for

more than half a century, after which time Lamarekism

became a familiar term in speculative science, denoting

one of the great ideas with which the genetic view of

nature operates
- viz., the influence of environment,

adaptation, acquired habits, in the development of living

organisms.

In the history of the genetic view of nature, the

position of Lamarek may be regarded as, in a certain

sense, complementary to that of von Baer. Both brought

the study of living forms back to that of their origins

-Lamarck to the study of the lowest forms of animal

creation, the great variety and abundance of which he

was the first to attempt to put into some order; von

Baer to the study of the embryonic beginnings of the

higher organisms, on which important subject he was

one of the first to throw some light. Though widely

1 See, inter alia, what Cuvier
wrote in his 'FAoge de Lamarck,'
which was read posthumously in
the Academy by Silvestre, 26th
November 1832 ('Mem. de 1'Acad.
des Sciences,' vol. xiii. p. xx),
with omissions to tone down its
8everity: "Quelque iut4rêt que cea
ouvrages excitassent par leurs par
ties poditives, personue ne crut
leur partie ystcmatique asset
dangereuse pour auriter d'être
avtaquée; on la laisea dana la




meme paix que Ia th&wie chim.
ique"; and further on he touches
on one of the weakest points of all
genetic speculations (p. xxii) : "Le
temps sans borne qui joue Ufl Si
grand rOle dana la religion de3
wages, n'eu jouc pas un moms
grand dans toute cett.e physique
de M. de Lamarek, et. c'êtait sur
lui ciu'il se pait, pour calmer ses
propres doutes et pour rpoiidre
a tout.es le objections de sea
lecteurs."
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different in their mental attitude, the two men agreed

in looking for the advancement of natural science in

an understanding of the simpler, unspecified, and un

differentiated forms or stages of existence out of which

they conceived the more complex to have grown or de

veloped by a process of specialisation or differentiation.

Many other naturalists and philosophers contributed,

partly independently, partly through the influence of

Lamarek's systematic and von Baer's embryological

labours, to elaborate the same view and strengthen the

same tendency of thought and research. Nor were

there wanting suggestions as to the ultimate philo

sophical drift of the line of reasoning. It is doubtful

whether these speculations, like those of Oken in his

'Physio-philosophy,' did not retard rather than promote

the acceptance of the genetic view by scientific thinkers:,'

' On the position of Goethe and
Oken in the history of the genetic
view, see Cams, 'Geschiehte der
Zoologie.' p. 723; von )3aer,
'Reden und wissenschaft,liche Ab

haudlungen,' Bd. 11. p. 258, &c.
Both consider Lamarck as the real
originator of a scientific theory of
Descent. Von Baer gives an amus
ing account of the extent to which,
as early as 1829, actual genealogical
trees were given in Jacob Kaup's
'Skizzirte Entwickelungsgeschichte
und natürliches System der Eur

opaeischen Thierwelt..' Von )3aer
sums up his historical account in
the following words (p. 264): "In
general I believe that at that time,
when the succession of different
animals and plants in the history of
the earth-and generally from im
perfect to more perfect organisms
-occupied the thoughts of natural
its, and when, at the same time,
the study of development of single




organisms had taken a new start,
the notion of their Transformation
was pretty generally accepted."
The view expressed here by von
Baer would probably have to
be limited to German naturalists at
that date. It must, however, be ad
mitted that the fairest exposition
and criticism of the arguments of
Lamarok at that early date is prob
ably to be found in Lyell's 'Prin
ciples of Geology' (vol. ii. Bk. 111.
chap. i. to iv.) He there also con
siders the arguments derived from
embryology as contained in the re
searches of Thiedemaun, confirmed
by Serres ('Anatomie Comparte du
Cerveau,' 1824), and comes finally
to the result that-1. "There is a

capacity in all species to accommo
date themselves." 2. "That the
mutations thus superinduceci are

governed by constant laws." 3.
That "some acquired peculiarities
of form, structure, and instinct are
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they belong, therefore, more to the history of philo-

24.
The
Vestiges.'




sophical than to that of scientific thought. There is,

however, one instance of which it is necessary to take

a passing notice.

In the year 1844 a book appeared which in nine

years, up to 1853, ran through nine large editions. It

was anonymous,' and bore the title 'Vestiges of the

transmissible to the offspring." 4.
That "indefinite divergence" from
the original type is "prevented."
5. That "the intermixture of dis
tinct species is guarded against by
the aversion of the individuals com
posing theui to sexual union." 6.
That "it appears that species have
a real existence in nature, and that
each was endowed, at the time of
its creation, with the attributes
and orgauisation by which it is
now distinguished." The reviewers
of Lyell's work-such as Whewell
('Quarterly,' vol. xlvii. p. 113)
treat Lamarek with much less

gravity than Lyell himself, who
evidently had studied the 'Phioso

phie Znologique' carefully and with
much interest; which, I am afraid,
was not the case with many others
who then and long after only quoted
certain extreme passages and ex

amples which had been spread in

general literature in a garbled
fashion. Contrast in this respect
what Lyell wrote to G. Mantel in
1827 ('Life of LyeU,' vol. . p. 168),
where he admits having "devoured
Lamarck with pleaaure,"and though
disagreeing with him, admits that
it. is impossible to ay "what
changes species may really under
go," with the remarks of Charles
Darwin-otherwise so careful and
moderate-when he talks of "La.
marck nonsense" ('Darwin's Life
and Letters,' p. 23) and hi. "verit
able rubbish" (p. 29), and Attrib
utes to him statements which such
a careful student of his writings as




Prof. Packard had been unable to
trace (see his work on 'Larnarck,'
1901, p. 74). One would be in
clined to agree with Darwin that
such absurdities have done the sub

ject more harm than good, but to
attribute them rather to garbled
paraphrases and quotations by La
marek's crities(see Darwin toHooker,
1853, 'Life,' vol. ii. p. 39) than to
Lamarck himself. More than thirty
years after the publication of the

'Principles,' when, in consequence
of the appearance of the 'Origin of

Species,' the subject of Transmuta
tion was much discussed, Lyell
wrote to Darwin that he had re
read Lamarck, and admitted that,
"remembering when his book was
written, he felt he bad done him

[Lamarek] injustice" (' Life, &c.,
of Sir Charles LyeU,' 1881, vol. ii.
p. 365). In the same letter Lyell
states that forty years ago (1823)
Prévost, a pupil of Cuvier's, told
him his conviction "that Cuvier

thought species not real, but that
science could not, advance without
assuming that they were so."

1 The anonymity of the work was

long maintained, and though, after
various guesses a. to the author
ship-attributing it, e.q., to Lydil or
Darwin-had been made, it. wa




gen
erally believed that Robert Chain.
berg (1802-1871) was the author,
this was not publicly admitted till
Alex. Ireland-the last survivor of
the few friends to whom the secret
was committed - published (1SS4)
the twelfth edition of the book,
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Natural History of Creation.' This book contained a very

clear and popularly intelligible statement of the genetic

or development hypothesis as applied to cosmic, geolog

ical, and organic phenomena. The importance of the

book did not lie in its own original contributions, but in

the great controversy which it occasioned. In this con

troversy most of the arguments for and against the

with an introduction, in which he
"told for the first time" the "story
of the authorship." It is of interest,
after the lapse of hail a century, to
read the various-mostly hostile
criticisms of the book in the reviews
and magazines of the day. The
attacks came from two distinct
sides: from scientific authorities,
who-each in his own specific
branch-challenged the correctness
of single facts, mos.ly without in
quiring whether, in spite of many
misstatements, sufficient evidence
was not after all adduced to prove
the main thesis; and, secondly,
from both scientific and popular
writers, who used the well-known
arguments, that the teaching of the
book was unorthodox, both in a

religious and scientific sense. In
fact, they displayed in a great
degree scientific and religious dog
matism and intolerance, and in some
cases considerable temper. To this
larger section of the critical attacks
belonged the reviews in all the
leading periodicals of the day,
headed by the 'Edinburgh Re
view' (Adam Sedgwick), the' North
British' (Sir David Brewster), the
'Eclectic,' the 'North American'
(Bowen and Asa Gray), the 'Brit
ish Quarterly.' Tolerance and ap
preciation were, however, shown
by some of those more recent re
views which were professedly the
organs of freedom, enlightenment,
and progress, notably the 'Pros
pective' (F. W. Newman) and the
Westminster' in two articles, in




the first of which the genetic view
of the 'Vestiges' is suggestively
contrasted with the purely descrip
tive of the 'Kosmos.' Looking at
the whole controversy, the 'West
miuster Review' (xliii. 130) seems,
in the light of history, justified in
maintaining that, after "having
attentively considered the objec
tions which have been urged in
numerous able criticisms to the
theory and the arguments of the
author," after noting that " learned
men have discovered that he is less
familiar than they with the pedantry
of science," that "

they have
triumphed in the detection of slips
of the pen, mistakes in technicali
ties, and some inaccuracies of fact,"
the conclusion is nevertheless justi
fied that "these detract but little
from the merit of a work which
may be fairly characterised as the
most skilful generalisation that has
yet (1848) appeared of the results of
geological, astronomical, and physi
ological researches made to bear
upon the history of the first and
most momentous of all problems
the order and plan of creation."
It is known that some scientific
men of first rank, such as Baden
Powell of Oxford, and the
physi-ologistW. B. Carpent cr (who,
according to Huxley, was the only
authority in this country acquainted
with the 'Entwickeluugsgeschichte'
of von Baer), distinctly supported
the doctrine of the' Vestiges'; and
Darwin himself, who had studied
the 'Vestiges' with evident care
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genetic aspect, which have since become familiar, were

very ably stated by scientific as well as by popular

writers. :Earlier anticipations of the genetic view were

recalled, the historical sketch given in Lyell's 'Prin

ciples' was supplemented by reference to many great and

many forgotten authorities, who in more or less distinct

terms had given expression to their belief in a gradual

development of the existing forms and phenomena of

nature out of simpler beginnings, which they described

with more or less precision. It cannot be denied that

the enormous literature which accumulated during the

ten years following the publication of this book unsettled

25. the popular mind in this country, and prepared it for
Popular
ixithience. a really able, dispassionate, and exhaustive exposition of

the whole subject, and especially of the crucial problem

to which it was narrowed down, the question regard

ing the fixity or variability, the historical origin and

development or the sudden creation and persistence, of

animal and vegetable species. The genesis of the cosmos

as suggested by Laplace, the geological history of our

earth as worked out by LyelI, the fact of organic growth

and development as given by embryology, seemed clear

(see 'Life of Darwin,' vol. i. p. 333),
gave probably the fairest verdict on
the book in the historical preface
t the later editions of his own

great work, where he says: "The
work, from its powerful and bril
liant style, though displaying in the
earlier editions little accurate know

ledge and a great want of scientific
caution, immediately had a very
wide circulation. In my opinion,
it has done excellent service in this

country in calling attention to the

subject, in removing prejudice, and




in thus preparing the ground for
the reception of analogous views"

('Origin of Species,' 6th ed., 1872,

p. xvii). In a history of European
thought it is well to mention that
the 'Vestiges' had no influence on
the Continent, for reasons partially
stated in the text. A little later,
however, a similar "sctndale" (as
the 'Grande Encych)pedie has it
art. "It. Chambersand L. Büelmer")
arose in Germany on the publication
of' Kraft und StotI.'
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and plausible enough, but there remained the last strong

hold of the older view, the existence of definite forms of

animal and vegetable life. Were these to be merely classi

fied and reduced to separate types, as the morphological

view was contented to reduce them, or was the growing

evidence of variability to be interpreted in favour of a

gradual development of the higher out df the lower 'and

simpler forms of life? Above all, bow was the highest

type of all, man himself, to be regarded in such a com

prehensive scheme of development? In Germany many(,..
26.

etic view

great naturalists' were quite prepared for a consistent in Gemany
and France.

genetic or developmental view of nature; in France at

that time the question was not agitated at all, the sug

gestive writings of Lamarck and St Hilaire having been

1 This does not refer to the
earlier writings of Goethe, Oken,
Treviranus, and others, whose
merits, since the appearance of
the 'Origin of Species,' have been

variously estimated by Huxley in

England and by Haeckel in Ger
many: their speculationshad, with
the generalisations of the 'Natur

philosophie,' been swept away by
the inductive school represented in

botany at that time by von Mohi,
Nige1i, and Hofmeister; in zoology
by the embryological school with
von Baer at its head. Of W. Hof
meister (1824.1877), whose labours
begin about ten years before the

appearance of Darwin's great work,
Julius Sachs says: "The results of
his' Comparative Researches' (1849
and 1851) were magnificent beyond
all that, has been achieved before or
since in the domain of descriptive
botany, . . . the conception of what
Was meant by the development of
a plant was completely changed,

. . the reader was presented with




a picture of the genetic connection
between cryptogatns and phanero
gams which could not be reconciled
with the then reigning belief in the

constancy of species . . . . When,

eight years after Hofmeiéter's
'Comparative Researches,' Dar
win's theory of descent appeared,
the affinities of the large divisions
of the plant-world lay so openly, so

deeply founded, and so clearly be
fore the eyes of students of nature,
that that theory had only to recog
nise what had been made evident
in this line by genetic morph.
ology (6 Geech. ci. Botanik,' p. 215,

&c.) In another direction Nägeli,
by his mechanical theory of "the

growth and internal structure of

organisms," which he reduces to

"physical, chernical,and mechanical

processes" (1860), fell in with Dar
win's attempt to " reduce the earlier

purely formal consideration of or

ganic structures to a causal (genetic)
view" (ibid., p. 373).
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entirely overruled by the authority of Ouvier.' In

England, where geology and natural history were always

popular pursuits, the question was one of more than

scientific interest: it was one which had been appropri

ated by general literature,2 and the larger bearings of

1 Huxley describes the position
of France and Germany to the doc
trine of descent as follows: "In
France the influence of Elie de
Beaumont and of Flourens, to say
nothing of the ill-will of other

powerful members of the Institute,
produced for a long time the effect
of a conspiracy of silence.
Germany took time to consider;
Bronn produced a . . . translation
of the 'Origin' . . .; but l do not
call to mind that any scientific

notability declared himself publicly
in 1860. None of us dreamed that
in the course of a few years the

strength (and perhaps, I may add,
the weakness) of 'Darwinismus'
would have its most extensive and
most brilliant illustrations in the
land of learning. If a foreigner
may presume to speculate on the
cause of this curious interval of
silence, I fancy it was that one
moiety of the German biologists
were orthodox at any price and the
other moiety as distinctly hetero
dox. The latter were evolutionists
a priori already," &c. ('Life of Dar
win,' vol. ii. p. 186). The two men
abroad to whose opinion English
biologists of that day would prob.
ably attach the greatest value were
Karl Ernst von Baer and Mime
Edwards. The former "wrote to
Huxley in August 1860, expressing
his general assent to evolutionist
view8" (loc. cit., p. 186, note). It
was von Baer from whom Huxley
admits to Leuckart that he learnt
the "value of development as the
criterion of morphological viewt"
('Life ofHuxley,'voLi. p.163). Von
Baer later on qualified his adher-




ence, admitting development only
within the regions of the different

types which he had established (see
the second volume of his collected

papers). The opinions of the great
contemporary French zoologist,
Henri Mime-Edwards (1800-1885),
are fully given in the last chapter
of his very interesting 'Rapport. sur
lea progrès récents des Sciences
zoologiques en France' (]867),
where he also refers to the writings
of Isiclore Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire,
who in France continued to some
extent the line of research and
reasoning which, through his father,
Etienue Geoffroy, and Lamarck,
dates back to ]3uffou, Bonnet, and
other philosophical naturalists, of
whom, under the name of "Trans
formistes," M. Edmond Ptrier has
given a connected account in his
very valuable historical work, 'La
Philosophie zoologique avant Dar
win' (1884). Milne-Edwards re
mained to the end unconvinced by
the arguments of Darwin. He had
already in 1853 set forth his ideas
referring to the general problems
of zoology, and he repeated them in
1867 (loc. cit., p. 432 sqq.) It is,
however, well to note that ever
since 1827 (loc. cit., p. 453, note)
he had contributed largely to the
furtherance of the genetic view by
his principle that progress in nature
depends on division of labour. In
his subsequent writings lie dwells
with much success on this principle
of the "division of physiological
labour." (See Spencer, 'Biology.'
vol. i. p. 160.)

About ten years after the con
troversy about the '\'tiges' had
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which had been fully demonstrated to the educated and

reading public. There has always existed in this country

a class of literature which is almost entirely wanting, or

has died out, on the Continent. The value of this class

of literature has been differently gauged, but it never-

filled the columns of the foremost
British periodicals, we find in
Germany a similar agitation origin
ating through the publication of
several works which have since
been generally considered as the
purest expression of Materialism.
The controversy begins in 1852
with the publication of Rudolf
Wagner's 'Physiological Letters,'
Moleschott's 'Kreislauf des Le
bens,' and Carl Vogt's 'Bilder aus
dciii Thierleben'; it came to its
height after the appearance (in
1855) of L. Buchner's 'Kraft- und
Stoff,' and occupied the meeting of
scientific and medical men which
was held in Göttingen in 1854.
The subject belongs essentially to
the history of philosophical thought,
and can be studied in the very fair
and exhaustive 'History of Materi
alism '

written by F. A. Lange, with
a distinctly idealistic tendency
(English translation, three vols., by
Thomas, 1880). I mention the sub
ject in this connection, because in

Germany and England attempts
were made about the same time to
found a general philosophy of life
upon the teachings of science. This
had been done about two generations
earlier in France by the "Seusu
ahistes "and the "Idáologues." For
a French public neither the English
nor the German controversy pre
sented any essentially new feature,

. disclosed any novel argument.
The older orthodox conceptions had
been abandoned very largely in
France in the eighteenth century,
aud at once replaced by concep
tions derived from science. In
Germany a similar movement took




place, likewise during the eight
eenth century; but, instead of
exact science, it was the prevailing
idealistic philosophy which was
appealed to for the purpose of
gaining new foundations, and
science only came in when the
speculative restoration was gener
ally considered to have failed. In
England, which had really supplied
the beginnings both for the French
sensualistic philosophy through
Locke, and for German criticism
through Locke and Hume, the
older orthodox foundations were
not materially shaken before the
middle of the nineteenth cen
tury. The author of the. 'Ves
tiges' distinctly appeals to science,
though in a religious spirit, de
siring to make it helpful for a
general philosophical, and not
merely an industrial, purpose.
Again, the English movement,
which really culminated in Herbert
Spencer, differs from the German,
being more influenced by biological
conceptions, whereas in Germany
the extreme system of Büchner
took purely mechanical, though
ill-defined, ideas-force and matter
-as the shibboleth. It is signif
icant, as showing the great general
importance of Darwinism, that
through it both the controversy
over the 'Vestiges' in England
and that over 'Materiahismus' in

Germany were soon cast into
oblivion, though they had both to
some extent prepared the way (see
Lange, 'Gesch. des Mat.,' p. 570,
Ausg. 1867; and Haecke], 'Schtp
fuugsgeschichte,' vol. i. p. 98, 9
Aufi.)
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theless forms an important feature in the development of

English thought, if not also of English science. It is

27. the apologetic literature, those works which deal with

=1n what have been termed the "Evidences." In the absence
England.




of any scientific theology based upon accurate historical

research and philosophical criticism, such as has existed

with many good and some evil results since the end of

the eighteenth century in Germany, the need was felt

for defending or interpreting those answers to the great

problems of Nature, Man, and Life, which seemed bound

up with the Christian belief, or suggested by the sacred

writings. The teaching of science had not become, as in

France, a purely secular occupation; instruction was not

separated from education; apologetics had not become

doubtful through the bad faith and duplicities of cynics

like Voltaire, nor ridiculous through the puerilities of

shallow writers such as (Jampe in Germany. Many

serious minds were occupied with the growing dis

crepancies between scientific and popular religious teach

ing, and believing they could discern the drift of the

former, they made various more or less successful

attempts to effect a reconciliation between the moving

and developing conceptions of scientific thought and the

fixed and unalterable ideals of religious belief. Such

attempts must be doomed to failure, or at best they

offer an individual solution, interesting only if it

happens to be the inspiration of a poet or if it repre

sents the creed of one of the few great and soaring

intellects which appear once or twice in a century.

The conviction is gradually gaining ground that scientific

and religious thought emanate from two separate centres,.
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that although they inevitably come into frequent con

tact, the study of their independent origin and history

and their different psychological method is more valuable

than a temporary and merely ephemeral compromise of

their respective doctrines. Happily this country has

produced many great and a few thinkers of the first

order, in whom the greatest that scientific thought

has achieved was in harmony with a truly religious

spirit. In contemplating these illustrious examples,

and bowing before their greatness, t.he popular mind

will probably find its conviction of the possibility of

an ultimate reconciliation of both aspects more strength

ened than by leaning on the doubtful support of a

voluminous apologetic literature, which proposes to give

general proofs where only individual faith can decide.

I deemed it appropriate to offer these few remarks

on the whole of the voluminous literature' from Butler

The largest and best known with its accruing interest, was to
type of publication in this class of be paid to the person or persons
literature, which is practically un- selected by the President and ap-
known on the Continent, but which pointed to write and publish one
belongs to our period, is found in " thousand copies of a work with the
the Bridgewater Treatises "On the above title, -"illustrating such
Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of work by all reasonable arguments,
God, as manifested in the Creation." as, for instance, the variety and
The circumstances under which formation of God's creatures 11)
this series was published are set the animal, vegetable, and mineral
forth in the preliminary notice to kingdoms; the effect of digestion,
the first treatise. The Earl of and thereby of conversion; the
Bridgewater, heir to the title and construction of the hand of man,
fortune of Francis Egerton, third and an infinite variety of other
Earl of Bridgewater, who con- arguments; as also by discoveries,
structed from the plans of James ancient and modern, in arts, sciences,
Brindley, and in accordance with the and the whole extent of literature."
idea of his father, Lord Chancellor The series contained works by such
Egertuu, the first. of the large canals foremost men of science as Sir
in England, from his coal mines at Charles Bell, William Whewell,
Worsicy to Manchester and Liver- William Prout, and William Buck-
pool, left in his will to the Royal laud.
Society the sum of £8000, which,
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28.
Mansel and
Darwin.




to Drummond whilst I was dealing with the
C
Vestiges,'

because the latter is probably the last example of that

class of books in which purely scientific thinkers took

any great interest. Similar publications which have

since appeared have made no impression on the course

of scientific thought, though they may have won a

place in the popular literature of their day. To bring

about that complete separation and independence of

the scientific and the religious arguments in this country

which has been recognised during the whole of the

nineteenth century on the Continent, two books have

probably contributed more than any others: Dean

Mansel's Lectures,' 'On the Limits of Religious Thought,'

through its unanswerable logic; and Darwin's 'Origin of

Species,' through treating fearlessly a scientific argu

ment which was based upon observation and expanded

by legitimate inference without any reference to the

ulterior consequences which might be drawn from it.

It required some courage to attack a problem beset

with such difficulties and which had become hackneyed

It is a remarkable coincidence,
showing the general tendencies of
English thought about the middle
of the century, that Dean Mansel's
"Barn pton Lectures" appeared
just a year before the 'Origin of
Species.' The argument of the
Lectures "On the Limits of Re
ligious Thought" was that which
was elaborated by Sir William
Hamilton on the lines of Kant's
'Critique of Pure Reason' in his
celebrated article in the' Edinburgh
Review' on the "Philosophy of the
Unconditioned." A further ap
preciation of this line of reasoning,
which hail its beginning in Hurne's
sceptical writings a hundred years




previously, belong to a different
section of this 'History.' We shall
there see that in the negative por
tion of this analysis lie also the
germs of the ideas put forward by
Herbert Spencer and Huxley under
the well - known terms of the
"Unknowable" and "Agnosticism,"
and there is no doubt that both
Hamilton and Mansel had a, con
siderable influence in forming
Huley'e attitude in this respect.
He says, in 1863 (' Life,' vol. i. p.
242) : "I believe in Hamilton,
Mausel, and Herbert Spencer so
long as they are destructive, and
I laugh at their beards as soon as
they try to spin their own cobwebs."
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through periodical and popular literature. Others who,

before Darwin, treated similar controversial subjects, such

as Whewell, Babbage, Herschel, Lyell, Baden Powell,

and the author of the 'Vestiges,' had always taken

into account the possible inferences which might be

drawn from their scientific statements, and had often

times toned them down so as not to offend existing

opinions.' Darwin thought it more modest and more

becoming for an independent scientific thinker to state

his side of the question completely and simply, without

presuming to attack or to support a view of things

which lay outside of the dominion and the powers of

science. And this is not the least of the many reasons

why his work has created an era, especially in this

1 The position adopted by several
of the eminent forerunners of Dar
win is interestingly analysed by
Husley in the chapter on the "Re
ception of the 'Origin of Species'"
contributed to the second volume
of the 'Life and Letters of Charles
Darwin.' Of Lyell, who had come
nearest to the doctrine of unbroken
descent of species, Huxley says
(vol. ii. p. 193) : "I see no reason
to doubt that if Sir Charles Lyell
could have avoided the inevitable
corollary of the pithecoid origin of
man-for which to the end of his
life he entertained a profound
antipathy - he would have
advo-catedthe efficiency of causes now
in operation to bring about the
condition of the organic world, as
stoutly n.j he championed that
doctrine in reference to inorganic
nature." And Lyell himself wrote
to Darwin in 1863 (' Lire of Lyell,'
vol. P" 365) : "I remember that
it was the conclusion he [Lamarek]
came to about man that fortified
me thirty years ago against the
great impression which his argu-




ments at first made on my mind."
Treviranus, the author of the
'Biologie,' the contemporary of
Lamarck, was quite consistent in
his views of descent and mutabil
ity, for he declares against catas
trophism, believes in the evolution
of higher species from the zoophytes,
and even in that of a higher species
than man (see 'Biologie,' vol. ii.
p. 225, &c.) Neither in Germany
nor in France, at the beginning of
the century, did those prejudices
exist which in 1859 prevented even
Darwin from developing to the full
the consequences of his main thesis.
This was done in his later works.
See his letter to A. R. Wallace,
22nd Dec. 1857 ('Life,' vol. ii. p.
109): "You ask whether I shall
discuss 'man.' I think I shall
avoid the whole subject, as so sur
rounded with prejudices; though
I fully admit that it is the highest
and most interesting problem for
the naturalist. My work, on which
I have now been at work more or
less for twenty years, will not fix
or settle anything."
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country, not only in the region of scientific, but quite

as much in that of philosophical, thought

29. So far as the purely scientific aspect is concerned, the

Triumphof
the genetic 'Origin of Species' firmly established the genetic or
view.




developmental in the place of the morphological view, or

the earlier purely systematic and classificatory treatment

of the objects and processes of nature; and it is interest

ing to note how the period from the publication of the

Vestiges' to that of the 'Origin of Species,' the fifteen

years from 1844 to 1859, was also the period during

which Humbold,t published his 'Kosmos '-the résumé

of the labours of a lifetime. This was the consumma

tion of that aspect of nature which I have termed the

purely morphological one, and which in his mind was

expanded to the panoramic view: the attempt to unroll

before his readers a picture or panorama of the whole

world as the scientific mind was then able to see it.

Nature appeared mapped out in bold and characteristic

lines and colours, without allowing the questions of past

history or future development,- the origin, life, and

fate of the cosmos,-to present itself at all. The fact

that this latter question was professedly excluded as

foreign, or premature, is probably the reason why the

book attracted so little attention in this country, where

a new manner of treating all the problems of natural

science was being inaugurated; but it is interesting to

learn from Darwin that his whole life was influenced1

See 'Life and Letters of Charles
Darwin,' vol. i. p. 25: "During my
last year at Cambridge I read with
care and profound interest Hum
boldt's 'Personal Narrative.' This
work, and Sir J. Herschel's 'Intro-




duction to the Study of Natural
Philosophy,' stirred up in me a

burning zeal to add even the most
humble contribution to the u&.le
structure of natural 6cience. No
one or a dozen other books influ-
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and his studies directed by reading and re-reading

Humboldt's 'Personal Narrative.' The 'Kosmos' of

Humboldt closed the older, the 'Origin of Species'

of Darwin opened the new, epoch of natural science:

the former was retrospective, the latter prospective.

Both works owe their origin to a visit to the same

portion of the globe, to a study of the subtropical scenery

and life of South America




Humboldt having visited

the inland, Darwin specially the maritime and island

scenery.' It is further of interest to note how the

enced me nearly so much as these
two. I copied out from Humboldt
long passages about Teneriffe," &c.
Also vol. i. p. 337: "I never

forget that my whole course of life
is due to having read and re-read
as a youth Humboldt's 'Personal
Narrative.'"

Besides Darwin and Lycli, to
whom, of British naturalists as rep
resenting the genetic view in the
middle of the century, I have 80
far confined myremarks, there were
at that time two other eminent men

working in the same direction. The
views of these two were likewise
much influenced by travel and by
the study of plant and animal life
in distant countries. I refer to Sir
J. D. Hooker and Mr A. Russel
Wallace. The important part which
these men played in the gradual
conception and birth of the ideas
which were for the first, time com

prehensively set forth in the' Origin
of Species' is lucidly and imparti
ally told by Huxley in the well
known chapter which he con
tributed to the second volume of
the 'Life and Letters of Charles
Darwin,'edited by his son, Professor
Francis Darwin, in 1SS7. Few
episodes in the history of thought
have been treated with greater
mastery. Few botanists have




possessed a greater personal know

ledge of different and greatly vary
ing floras than Sir 3. D. Hooker,
who succeeded to the position and
labours of his father, Sir W. 3.
Hooker, at Kew. After having
accompanied Captain Ross on his
Antarctic expedition for the dis

covery of the South magnetic pole,
he became best known by his

'Himalayan Journal' (1854). It
was in constant correspondence
and intercourse with Hooker that
Darwin, from 1844 to 1859, wrote
his first. great work. The important
original contributions of Mr Wal.
lace are well known, and the story
how his paper, "On the Tendency
of Varieties to depart indefinitely
from the Original Type," reached
Darwin when he had got half
through the larger work which be
was then writing, how this coinci
dence hastened the publication of
the two papers by Wallace and
Darwin, which "contained exactly
the same theory," in the 'Journal
of the Linnau Society' (Zoology,
vol. iii. p. 45), has been told by
Lyell and Hooker (ibid., letter to
the secretary), and by Darwin him
self (Autobiography, in 'Life,' &c.,
vol. i. p. S4). No mystery lies

upon the history of the first enun
ciation of the doctrine of natural




30.
Humboldt's
'Kosmos'
and the
'origin of
Species.'
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same year which witnessed the appearance of the work

of Darwin was also that of the invention of Spectrum

Analysis, that great instrument by which astronomy,

doomed by the purely mathematical treatment to be

come simply "une question d'analyse," was once more

enrolled among the natural sciences; the means being

supplied for that natural history of the heavens which is

now one of the most progressive and fascinating branches

of science. The reader who has realised from the fore

going exposition how the genetic view of nature was

anticipated by earlier writers on cosmology, such as

Leibniz and Laplace, how it obtained in geology through

Hutton and LyeIl, how it became dominant in embryo

logy through von Baer, and how the morphological

treatment broke down through the recognition of the

variability of species and the impossibility of defining

clearly the landmarks of zoological and botanical classi

fication, will readily understand the importance and

timeliness' of Darwin's work, which proposed to deal

selection, no national or personal
jealousies obscure the issues which
were then at stake; neither of the
two great naturalists has ever put
forward any complaint that the
other has not fairly and generously
dealt with his own merit. Since
the death of Darwin Mr Wallace
has written the well-known book
which, under the title of 'Darwin.
ism' (London, 1889), gave to many
readers the first comprehensive
account 01 the celebrated theory
which is generously identified with
the sole name of only one of its
original propounders.1 Both propounders of the theory
of natural selection have in their
subsequent writings referred to
those who prepared the way be.




"
fore them, and Mr Wallace has
taken special pains to explain why
a doctrine which was so well pre
pared, and even anticipated, had
not been. more distinctly accepted
before the appearance of the' Origin
of Species' ("Darwinism," chap. 1.):

" "Notwithstanding the vast know
ledge and ingenious reasoning of
Lamarck, and the more general
exposition of the subject by the
author of the 'Vestiges of Creation,'
the first step had not been taken
towards a satisfactory explanation

i of the derivation of any one species
from any other. Such eminent
naturalists as Geoft'roy St Hilaire,
Dean Herbert, Professor Grant,
von Bueb, and some others, had
expressed their belief that species
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specially with the actual fact and the function of varia- 31.
"Vara-

tion in the domain of living beings. He pushed the tion."

problem of variation and variability into the foreground,

and discussed one of its main features-viz., its possible

effect and results. Since his time the eye of every

botanist, every zoologist, and every embryologist has

been directed towards the variability, transition; and

genesis of forms, to their history rather than to their

portraiture, whereas before him it was mostly attracted

by their seeming fixity and recurrence. Variations have

been studied on the large and on the minute scale in

geological strata at home and abroad, and the vexed

question has been raised as to their causes and laws,

Darwin having been mainly occupied with their existence

and operation, the results which they brought about, the

gradual alterations of the forms of living things. On

this side he tells us that he found an important clue

through reading a book which had appeared at the very

end of the eighteenth century, Maithus's 'Essay on the

Principle of Population.'
1

arose as simple varieties, and that
the species of each genus were all
descended from a common ancestor;
but none of them gave a clue as to
the law or the method by which
the change had been effected. This
was still 'the great mystery'" (p.
6). "Darwin, by his discovery of
the law of natural selection and his
demonstration of the great principle
of the preservation of useful varia
tions in the struggle for life, has
not only thrown a flood of light on
the process of development of the
whole organic world, but. also estab
lished a firm foundation for all
future study of nature" (p. 9).

1 Thi. essay appeared first in




1798, and in the enlarged and much
improved form in which it is now
known in 1803. Darwin seems to
have come upon it accidentally. In
his Autobiography ('Life,' vol. i.
p. 83) he writes: "In October 1838
-that i8, fifteen months after I had
begun my systematic inquiry-I
happened to read for amusement
'Maithus on Population,' and being
well prepared to appreciate the

struggle for existence which every
where goes on, from long-continued
observation of the habits of animals
and plants, it at once struck me
that under these circumstances
favourable variations would tend
to be preserved, and unfavourable
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The ideas and reflections contained in this celebrated
Maithue.




essay, which has played a prominent part in the philo

sophical literature of economics, could not have occurred

to any one who had studied human society or nature

merely in individual specimens or isolated cases; for

they referred not so much to the natural history of a

single being, as to the peculiar relations and complica

tions which arise in a community or society of beings,

some of these being applicable quite as much to animal

and plant life as to the life of men. In fact, it was a

chapter in the science of bionomics. Malthus, Darwin,

and Wallace were not "laboratory naturalists, to whom

the peculiarities and distinction of species, as such, their

distribution and their affinities, have little interest as

compared with the problems of histology and embryo

logy, of physiology and morphology."
1

The problem of

population, whether it refers to man or other living

creatures, is one that will force itself upon those who

study nature and mankind on the large, on the outdoor,

scale, not as does the collector or dissector of specimens.

How has the face of the earth been peopled by plants,

animals, and human beings? What are the forces which

ones to be destroyed. The result
of this would be the formation of
new species. Here, then, I had
at last got a theory by which to
work," &c. Prof. Haeckel, in his
'History of Creation,' has dwelt
exhaustively on this connection of
Darwin with Malthus, quoting a
letter of Darwin's to him, dated 8th
October 1864, in which he says that
for years be could not comprehend
how any form should be so emi
nently adapted to its special con
ditions of life, but that when
through good fortune Maithus's




book on Population came into his
hands, the idea of natural selection
came into his mind ('Schöpfuugs
geech.,' chap. vi.) In the first
paper which Darwin published in
the 'Journal of the Linuaan
Society' ("Letter to Asa Gray,"
vol. iii. M), he uses the term
"Natural Selection," and refers in
the abstract which he there gives
to Maithus; whereas Wallace (ibid.,
p. 56)introduces the term "Struggle
for Existence."

Quoted from Wallace, 'Dar
winism,' preface, p. vi.
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ensure the multiplication, what are those which check

the increase, of population? As all living things are

dependent on each other, forming the great household or

economy of nature or the smaller one of human society,

a certain adjustment must exist by which a definite place

and part are allotted to every individual and to every

class of individuals. Malthus had studied the problem

from a political point of view. Here it was felt to be

of human and social importance, but his principle was

applicable to all living creatures. For everywhere, even

in the remotest and only recently discovered countries,

we see at work the luxuriant and productive powers of

nature on the one side, on the other side the many

difficulties and obstacles by which they are forcibly and

automatically kept in check, resulting in the ever-recur

ring' spectacle of a CC
struggle for existence." The more 88.00

"Struggle
we penetrate into the hidden and remoter provinces of for est-

enCe.
nature, into the luxuriant "fauna and flora" of tropical

regions, or realise the enormous population among the

lower forms of life, the more the conviction forces itself

upon us that the apparent euilibriurn is only maintained

by the phenomenon of "crowding out" on a scale com

pared with which the spectacle unfolded by Maithus in

his special application to human societies is quite a minia

ture display. This process of "crowding out" must have

been at work during the untold ages which modern

geology has made known to us, and the effects of it

must indeed have been extraordinary, and well worthy

of study. That living beings, if left to their natural

instincts, multiply at an enormous rate, and would,

except. for certain automatic checks, in a very short time
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84.
Outdoor
studies.




people the whole habitable portion of the globe, is a

fact which has only been realised since Maithus, and,

on a much larger and more general scale, Darwin and

Wallace have drawn attention to it.' This being

generally admitted, the questions arise: What are these

automatic checks, and what results do they produce?

It is evidently quite a new line of reasoning, unknown

to former naturalists, or only sporadically and fragment

arily pursued by them; but it introduces us at once

into nature itself, away from the class-room and the

museum, where we hear of the forces and laws of nature

in their abstract mathematical development, or where we

behold specimens arranged peacefully and lifelessly side by

side. We are face to face with the fierce and continuous

conflict which is unceasingly going on around us, and

realise the endless changes which it must be producing.

Among the many influences which the Darwinian

view has had in opposite directions on the thought of

our age, none is greater or more fundamental than

this, that whereas before Darwin naturalists stepped

On the publication of the
'Origin of Species,' Darwin re
ceived many letters pointing out
earlier anticipations of his views.
The more important of these-bear

ing upon descent and change-have
been referred to in the present
chapter. The special principle of
natural selection seems to have
been already foreseen by Dr Wells
in 1813, and published in his
famous 'Two Essays upon Dew and

Single Vision' in 1818. "In this

paper he distinctly recognises the

principle of natural selection, and
this is the first recognition which
has been indicated" ('Origin of




Species,' historical sketch to later
editions). Another anticipation was
that of Patrick Matthew in 1831, in
his work on 'Naval Timber and
Arboriculture.' "Unfortunately
the view was given very briefly in
scattered passages in an appendix
to a work on a different subject, so
that it remained unnoticed until
Mr Matthew himself drew atten
tion to it in the 'Gardeners'
Chronicle' on April 7, 1S60.
He clearly saw the full force of the
principle of natural selection
(loc. cit., p. xvi). Neither of
these writings was known to
Darwin in 1859.
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out of doors only from curiosity, and in search of new

specimens, prompted by the love of travel and adven

ture, or as companions to commercial and colonising ex

peditions, they are now forced to do so, because one of

the greatest agencies in nature-" the struggle for ex

istence "-can only be studied in nature herself. Before

Darwin the study of nature was artificial; through his

influence it has become natural. From the point of

view of the history of thought, this is surely a much

greater result than any of the several theories or special

arguments which are connected with his name. These

are indeed numerous, each making, as it were, a dis

tinctly new departure in scientific reasoning, character

ised by that unmistakable sign' of all that is really

novel in the realm of thought, the creation of a new

vocabulary of distinct terms and phrases. Varieties

were known to botanists before Darwin, but who studied

"variation" and "variability"? or who spoke of the

"divergence of character"? Breeders of stock and

pigeon-fanciers knew what "selection" meant, but the

1 The late Hewett Cottrefl
Watson, author of the 'Cybele
Britannica'-one of a most valuable
series of works on the topography
and geographical distribution of
the plants of the British Islands
wrote to Darwin shortly after the

publication of the 'Origin of

Species,' 21st November 1859:
"I am tempted to write you the
first impressions, not doubting that

they will, in the main, be the
pernianent itn pressions. Yourlead

ing idea will assuredly become
recognised as an established truth
in science-i.c., 'Natural Selection.'
It has the characteristics of all

great natural truths, clarifying




what was obscure, simplifying what
was intricate, adding greatly to
previous knowledge. You are the
greatest revolutionist in natural
history of this century, if not of
all centuries. . . . Now these
novel views are brought fairly be
fore the scientific public, it seems
truly remarkable how so many of
them could have failed to see their
right road sooner. How could Sir
C. Lyell, for instance, for thirty
years read, write, and think on the

subject of species and their SILcCCS
sion, and yet constantly look down
the wrong road?" ('Life of Dar
win,' vol. i. p. 32, and vol. ii. p.
226.)
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"Natural
terms "natural selection" and "sexual selection" ap

ta1 peared for the first time in Darwin's writings. The

selection."
"struggle for existence," and the resulting "survival of

the fittest" individuals, represent definite processes always

going on consciously or unconsciously in nature and in

human society;. nor is it less significant that many other

phrases have been coined, by which the same idea has been

made useful in other domains of research. "Hybrids,"

"mongrels," "rudimentary organs," and "monstrous"

developments, which in earlier times were subjects of

mere curiosity, have been raised to scientific importance

as indicative of the concealed and mysterious agencies

by which natural forms are altered or maintained, and

natural processes encouraged or checked. "Environ

ment" and "adaptation" open out great vistas of in

quiry, whilst nearly all those different lines of search

and of reasoning have latterly become centred in the

great problem of "heredity "--the central question of

biological science. In addition to these, the older

terms of the naturalists and anatomists have received

new interpretations. It has been shown by Darwin

himself how the vague endeavours of system-makers,

since Linneus, after a "natural" as distinguished from

86. a merely "artificial system of classification" of living
Meaning of
natural beings, implied "something more" than mere resem
classifica
tion. blance, and that this something more is "propinquity

of descent-the only known cause of the similarity

of organic beings-it being the bond, hidden by various

degrees of modification, which is partially revealed to

us by our classifications." 1 In the light afforded by

' 'Origin of Specie;' 1M ed., p. 413.
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this idea, the whole work of classification has since

Darwin's time been taken up anew; and though it is

probably premature to fix upon any elaborate scheme

as likely to afford a correct view of the main lines

of descent in the two great realms of animal and

plant life, single pedigrees, such as those of the rhino

ceros and the horse, have, with the assistance of" the

geological record, been successfully worked out, the

missing links having unexpectedly turned up.'

In addition to this great service of directing the

glance of the naturalist outside, and of helping to over

come the bewildering effects which the aspect of nature

must produce on every one who is not prepared for

research by some definite aim and a distinct habit of

reasoning, the Darwinian spirit has further proved its

usefulness by the great increase of our knowledge of

the things and phenomena of nature which has taken

"It is certain that, before
the theory of descent was accepted
or even discussed, genealogical trees
were used to represent possible
relationships among human races,
or possible affinities among animals.
It was used as a 'graphic' way of

expressing classification, and was
true just in proportion as the
classification was true. The nat
uralist traveller, Peter Pallas, was
one of the first to use it to express
affinities among animals, though
it is possible he saw a deeper
meaning in his symbol. But when
the theory of descent took hold
on men's minds, the genealogical
tree became more than a graphic
register of affinities,-it was used
to express the supposed facts of
descent. To Ernst Haeckel be

longs the credit, or, as some critics
would say, the responsibility, of




introducing the use of genealogical
trees into zoology and botany.
In his 'Generelle Morphologie'
(1866) and in his 'Schopfungs
geschichte' (1868, 9th ed. 1897),
he displayed numerous genealogical
trees designed to show the descent
of various stocks and types of ani
mals and plants. There can be
no doubt that in so doing he
focussed the idea of descent into
vividness, and, by the very definite
ness of the notation, forced natural
ists to a criticism of the reality
of the supposed lines of descent.
Prof. L. von Graff says of Haeckel's
'Stammbiiume,' 'There is due to
them the immortal credit of having
given the first, impetus to the

grand revolution in the animal

morphology of the last decades"
(J. A. Thomson, 'The Science of
Life,' 1899, p. 15).
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place since the publication




of Darwin's works, by the

industry of friend and foe, with the object of prov

ing or of disproving and modifying Darwin's theories.

Whole chapters, such as those referring to the fer-

s. tiisation of plants through insects, to the part which
Fertilisation
of plantsand colour plays in the world of flowers or in the plumage
"Mimicry."




of birds and in the wings of butterflies and moths,

have been added to our handbooks of natural history;'

1 Two remarkable instances may
be mentioned. It was known to
Christ. Conrad Sprengel that many
flowers are "dichogamous "-i.e.,
that though the organs for self
fertilisation exist in the same flower,
nevertheless, because of a want of
timekeeping or for other reasons,
pollination is done by cros8ing,
wherein the visits of insects are in
strumeutal through elaborate exist
ing arrangements. "Variously col
oured spots serve as honey-guides
and pathfinders to the exploring
insects, hairs protect the nectar
from rain and yet offer no obstacle
to desirable visitors, other arrange
ments secure that the insects are
dusted with pollen" (J. A. Thom
son, 'The Science of Life,' p. 192).
Sprengel published his observations
in a remarkable book (1793) with
the title 'The Secret of Nature
discovered in the Structure and
Fertilisation of Flowers.' Such
was the enthusiasm of this true
naturalist, that he, "after being
ejected from the rectorate of Span
dau for neglecting his flock in
favour of flowers, settled down to
a frugal life in Berlin, and gave
lessons in languages and botany.
The commonest plant became new
by what he had to say about it;
a hair, a spot, gave him oppor
tunity for questions, ideas, investi
gations" (ibid., p. 191). Saclis
('Gesch.,' p. 449) considers Spren
gel'8 little work to contain "the




first attempt to explain the genesis
of organic forms out of definite
relations to their environment."
For sixty years this bionomical
classic was forgotten. Darwin in
1841 heard of it through Robert
Brown, who, according to Dr Gray
('Nature,' 1874, p. 80), "iii com
mon with the rest of the world,
looked on Sprengel's ideas as fan
tastic." The book impressed Dar
win, who in 1837 had written in
his notebook: "Do not plants
which have male and female organs
together, yet receive influence from
other plants?" as being

" full of
truth." (See

' Life of Darwin,' vol.
1. p. 90; vol. iii. p. 257.) The other
important research which has been
much stimulated by the two great
propoundera of Darwinism, is the
study of the meaning of colours
in plants and animals and the allied
subject of "Mimicry." "It is
the wonderful individuality of the
colours of animals and plants that
attracts our attention - the fact
that the colours are localised in
definite patterns, sometimes in
accordance with structural char.
acters, sometimes altogether in
dependent of them, while often
differing in the most striking
and fantastic manner in allied
species. We are thus compefle'l to
look upon colour not merely as a
physical but also as a biological
characteristic, which has been dif
ferentiated and specialised by
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the older division of zoology and botany having to a

large extent been removed by a study of the inter

dependence of the many forms of living things and

their connection with peculiarities of climate and soil.

The Darwinian attitude to the study of natural objects

has also introduced into the natural sciences the exact

spirit of research,-accurate measurements, together with

elaborate countings, being resorted to in order to decide

the range of variability of species, the rate of increase

in numbers, and the proportion of the surviving to the

lost or wasted specimens. A large amount of statistical

information
1

has thus been accumulated, and natural

history is becoming to some extent an exact science.

That it will ever be so to a very large extent is doubt

ful: it is one of the great merits of Darwin that he has

introduced a special method into the sciences of nature

the method of a judicious balancing of evidence. He 88.
The cial

was fully "aware that scarcely a single point was dis

cussed in his works on which facts cannot be adduced,

often apparently leading to conclusions directly opposite

to those at which he arrived, and that a fair result can be

obtained only by fully stating and balancing the facts

natural selection, and must, there- served as one of the most valuable
fore, find it. explanation in the illustrations and proofs of the
principle of adaptation or utility" theory of natural selection. The
(\Vailace, 'Darwinisiu,' p. 189). whole matter is admirably ex
The term "Mimicry" was first pounded by Mr Wallace in his
introduced by H. W. Bates in his long article in the 'Westminster
paper OD "Mimetic Butterflies," Review,' July 1867, reprinted in
read before the Linuaau Soc., Nov. his 'Contributions to the Theory
166 l, and hailed by Darwin ('Life,' of Natural Selection' (1870, pp. 45
vol. ii. p. 39) as "one of the most 129), and again in 'Darwinism.'
remarkable and admirable papers"

1 On the development of 8tati
he ever read. The subject had t.ical methods in the service of the
been passed over in the firsteditions theory of evolution, see chap. xii.
of the 'Origin,' but was introduced below.
in biter editions, and has always
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and arguments on both sides of each question." It is

quite a different process of investigation and method of

thought from that which the abstract sciences use, where

every agency is first considered in its isolated action and

mathematically calculated, and a complex effect is rightly

looked upon as merely the resultant of specific, well

defined forces, compounded according to rigid dynamical

formulae. That the whole of nature, as well as all

observable phenomena, are in reality only the result of

such a composition of definite simple actions, and can be

studied as such, may be quite correct; but that this

method, however useful in isolated cases, and especially

however fruitful in the application to artificial mechanisms,

will never lead to a just comprehension of any large

cluster of phenomena, or to an appreciation of the totality

of things which surrounds us, must be evident to any one

who at once appreciates the rigidity and universality of

mathematical calculations, and sees how soon they fail to

become of practical use when we attempt to attack any

complex problem through them. Now, all processes in

nature herself, as distinguished from the laboratory, are

eminently complex, and far transcend the powers and

grasp of the mathematical calculus, so far as the human

mind is able to employ it. In fact, the outdoor

naturalist must attack the problem of nature and life

by quite a different method: he must, like a judge, con

front and appreciate the evidence of many witnesses

who are speaking on all sides to him, and he must,

with an open and unbiassed mind, judiciously combine

such evidence in the sentences which he passes or the

1
'Origin of Species, 1st ed., p. 2.
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generalisations which he attempts. Absolute mathe

matical certainty is almost unknown in such cases: they

can only be made out with more or less clearness and

probability.

It seems to me that the new phase into which scientific Darwin and

thought has entered, mainly through the influence of Retoii

Darwin, has not been sufficiently appreciated by those of

his critics who have compared his methods with those of

earlier philosophers and naturalists. Darwin has been

called by some the Newton of the natural sciences,' and

again by others his method has been unfavourably con

trasted with that of Newton and Cuvier.2 Some of these

It is in many instances only
a façon de parler. Maxwell simi
larly called Ampere the Newton of
Electrodynamics; and Young has
been called the Newton of Optics.
Mr Wallace says ('Darwinism,' p.
9): "We claim for Darwin that he
is the Newton of natural history,
and that, just so surely as that the
discovery and demonstration by
Newton of the law of gravitation
established order in place of chaos,
and laid a sure foundation for all
future study of the starry heavens,
so surely has Darwin, by his dis
covery of the law of natural selec
tion and his demonstration of the
great principle of the preservation
of useful variations in the struggle
for life, not only thrown a flood of
light on the process of development
of the whole organic world, but also
established a firm foundation for all
future study of nature."

2 The most important publica
tion of this kind is the late Pro.
fes.sor Albert Wigand's work, in
three volumes, 'Der Darwinismus
und die Naturforsehung Newton's
u nd Cuvier's' (Braunschweig, 1874
1877). The author siguificantly
classes Humboldt. also among those




who belong to that period and
school of research which has-un
fortunately, in his opinion-been
superseded by the modern genetic
treatment (see vol. iii. p. 14). It is
not likely that a perusal of these
volumes will, in the mind of the
reader, change the current of
thought which is now, even more
than twenty-five years ago, running
in genetic lines, nor will it do any
thing towards diminishing the sense
of importance which attaches to
this modern movement. Never
theless, the book is valuable as
giving a very complete rdsumé of
what was eaid "pro and con" Dar
winism during the first fifteen years
of its existence. It is interesting
to see what a small part French
scientific opinion played during that
period as to the theories of descent
and mutability of species, which had
both their origin and their first great
exponents in France. The book
does not appear to have had much
influence in its time, but more
recently the criticisms of \\'igand,
von Baer, and other writers seem
to receive greater attention since
the central biological problems have
been pushed into the foreground. Of
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comparisons refer to the law of "natural selection,"

which is placed in parallel with Newton's law of

"universal gravity." Now, although "natural selec

tion," the automatic process which ensures the survival

of the fittest and the extinction of the less adaptive

members in a crowd of living beings, is a definite

formula which allows us to understand and clearly

define one of the many factors which are at work in

the development, in the genesis and growth, of living

beings, it is only one. It is not a prime mover or force,

like the force of gravity; it is a check upon the over

luxuriance of other existing forces of production and

development. These are only very imperfectly known;

whereas Newton not only discovered the "law of gravita

tion," but also the correct expression for the general and

all-pervading laws of motion which obtain, even where

gravitation or any similar force ceases to be a valid con

ception. Again, Newton's greatness does not rest on

the law of gravitation" alone, but much more on the

general foundations of dynamics and natural philosophy

which he has laid. So also Darwin's greatness is not

limited to the formula of "natural selection," but

depends on the novel conception which he has intro

duced into the study of nature on the large scale and as

a whole, viewing it as a scene of conflict and ceaseless

development. From this time dates the study of nature

as a whole 1 in contradistinction to that of natural

this I shall treat in the next chap
ter. See also the various writings
of Hans Driescb, such as 'Analyt,
ische Theorie der organiachen Ent
wicklung' (Leipzig, 1894) ; 'Die
Biologie ala selbständige Grund-




wissenachaft (1893), especially p. 7
of the latter.

Though this was prepared, ii,,,
Darwin himself points out, by A.
von Humboldt.
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objects and processes. The general laws which obtain

in this great field, and which would correspond to

Newton's laws of motion-the laws of variation and of

heredity-have not yet been discovered; but it is again

Darwin more than any other naturalist who has called

attention to these prime movers in the living universe.

He has pushed into the foreground the two great problems 40.
Unsolved

of "variation" and "heredity."' problems.

Darwin in his subsequent writ.
jugs urged another important prob
lem, to which he had already in his
first and greatest work drawn pass
ing attention. This is the agency
of "sexual selection." It, occupies
by far the larger portion of his
third great work, which appeared
in 1871 with the title 'The Descent
of Man and Selection in Relation to
Sex.' In the introduction he says,
"During many years it has seemed
to me highly probable that sexual
selection has played au important
part in differentiating the races of
man ; but. in my 'Origin of Species'
Icouteuted myself by merely allud
ing to this belief. When I came
to apply this view to man, I found
it indispensable to treat the whole
subject in full detail. Professor
Haeckel is the sole author who,
since the publication of the 'Origin,'
has discussed in his various works,
in a very able manner, the subject
of sexual selection, and has seen its
full importance." The problem of
"sexual selection "is introduced in
the 'Origin '(p. 87) in the following
words: "Inasmuch as peculiarities
often appear under domestication
in one sex, and become hereditarily
attached to that sex, the same fact
probably occurs under nature; and
it so, natural selection will be able
to modify one sex in its functional
relations to the other sex, or in
relation to wholly different habits
of life in the two sexes, as is some-




times the case with insects. And
this leads me to say a few words
on what I call Sexual Selection.
This depends not on a struggle for
existence, but on a struggle be
tween the males, for possession of
the females: the result is not
death to the unsuccessful com
petitor, but few or no offspring.
Sexual selection is thus less rigor
ous than natural selection." A
great deal has been written about
sexual selection, and in general it.
may be said that the question be
longs to quite a different category
from that of natural selection.
Some of the foremost champions of
the latter doctrine, notably Mr
Wallace, reject sexual selection as
unnecessary in the whole scheme.
The characteristic feature of natural
selection is this, that it. is a purely
automatic process, dependent on
overcrowding, whereas in sexual
selection it becomes much more
difficult to see how the process
works automatically. Nowadays
the question of natural selection
is hardly any longer doubtful; it
is a fact. As to sexual selec
tion, the statistical proofs that
there is a superabundance from
which to choose are still wanting.
To understand sexual selection,
or even to define it,, we need
to form some conception of the
reason and origin of sexual differ
entiation, and this cannot be ar
rived at without a theory of life
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And, besides this, it is well to remember that Newton

was condemned by some of his contemporaries on the

basis of the philosophy of Bacon; Fresnel and Young

were condemned on the ground of Bacon and Newton

combined. In like manner the novel line of reasoning

adopted or largely cultivated by Darwin has been

attacked as being opposed to Bacon, Newton, and other

great thinkers before him. In all these cases it is the

results, and not the theory, of the process of reasoning

which have justified its continued employment. Without

attempting to elaborate the parallel too minutely, we

may say that as Newton created Natural Philosophy

and took one brilliant step in fixing for all time one of

the great laws of the material universe, so Darwin has

founded the study of nature as distinguished from that

of the objects and processes of nature, and has enunciated

one of thö great factors which obtain in the living

portion of nature: through him a history of nature, the

genetic view of nature on a large scale as distinguished

from the older natural history, has for the first time

became conceivable. The word history indeed suggests

other analogies. Political history, what we ordinarily

term history proper, has in the course of our century

undergone changes and developments similar to those in

the history of nature. Confined once to a casual, un

methodical, uncritical, and incomplete record of isolated

which re8ts on something more
than the two purely statistical or
numerical facts of overcrowding
and of variation-i.e., the fact that
no two individuals are absolutely
alike. The importance of the
phenomenon of sex in the economy
of living nature has been studied,




and given rise to many theories.
A very good account of these will
be found in P. Geddes and J. A.
Thomson, 'The Evolution of Sex,'
1889. In the following chapter,
where I deal with the various
attempts to define "Life," I shall
revert to this subject.
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events or biographies, it has been gradually united and

organised as a whole, largely through the same judicial

sifting of manifold evidence and elaboration of critical

methods of research. Of this I hope to treat in a

different portion of this work: here I only wish to

draw attention to the enlarged aspect, which in both

instances has, through the same process of development,
41.

Genetieview
come over our studies. When once we rise from the Ige

contemplation and examination of details and single facts,

and grasp the connection and economy of the whole as

a subject worthy of special attention, we involuntarily in

troduce two new elements into our research-the element

of conjecture and the element of speculation. The former

is needed to fill up the many gaps which we find in the

actual records when we wish to string them together into

a united and intelligible whole; the latter is the inquiry

into the general principles which underlie any and every

development of the kind we have in view. The creation

by Darwin of the science and history of nature, as dis

tinguished from the science and history of natural ob

jects and single processes, has been accompanied and

strengthened by the appearance of conjectural and specu

lative attempts; just as the cultivation of the science

of general history has gone hand in hand with, and

has been supported by, the brilliant results of philo-

logical conjecture and the philosophy of history.' Of

1 In an eloquent passage Professor
Parker compares the work of the
naturalist of to-day with that of
the philologist. This passage occurs
in his Memoir on the Fowl (1868),
and is quoted in his book 'On the
Morphology of the Skull' (by Parker
and Bettany, London, 1877, p. 362):




"Whilst at work I seemed to my
self to have been endeavouring to
decipher a palimpsest, and one not
erased and written upon again just
once but five or six times over.
Having erased, as it were, the
characters of the culminating type
-those of the gaudy Indian bird
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these I shall treat elsewhere. It may be a question

capable of very opposite answers whether the philosophy

of history, such as it has been offered in the brilliant

42. generalisations of Kant, Herder, Hegel, and Buckle, has
Phi=-
Cal theories, really aided the science of history proper; whereas no

question can arise as to the indispensable service that

has been rendered to historians by the criticism and

conjectural emendation of texts and other monuments

of antiquity. With Darwinism the matter stands dif

ferently: no person who peruses the great and increasing

literature of the subject can deny the enormous assist

ance which the philosophical ideas of evolution have

rendered to the cause of Darwinism-how the latter,

when it appeared, found ready made, though then only

slightly appreciated, the philosophical canons and terms

which were so well fitted to its systematic enunciation

s. and literary misc en scene. This was the independent
Herbert




work of Mr Herbert Spencer.' The other well-known

-I seemed to be among the sombre
grouse; and then, towards iuc.uba
tion, the characters of the saud.
grouse and hemipod stood out be
fore me. Rubbing these away in
my downward work, the form of
the tinaniou looked me in the face;
then the aberrant ostrich seemed to
be described in large archaic char
acters; a little while and these
faded into what could just be read
off as pertaining to the sea-turtle;
whilst underlying the whole the
fish in its simplest myxinoid form
could be traced in morphological
hieroglyphics."

The part and position which
belongs to Mr Herbert Spencer in
the history of evolution as a scien
tific doctrine has not yet received
due attention or adeq'iate recogni-




tion. There is, however, no doubt
that the principal features of the
genetic view of natural phenomena
were clearly before his mind as
early as 1852, when he wrote his
short essay on "The Development
Hypothesis" in 'The Leader,' re
published in the first volume of his
'Collected Essays.' It has been
pointed out by Romanes ('Darwin
and After Darwin,' vol. 1. p. 257)
that though the attempts towards
a genetic conception of organic
nature were numerous, if not
abundant, before Darwin, yet this
view only broke through and be
came dominant on the appearance
of the theory of natural selection.
He says: "if we may estimate the
importance of an idea by the change
of thought which it effects, this
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name which is so frequently associated with Darwin,

especially in Germany, is that of Professor Haeckel, 44.
Haeckel.

whose
C
Generelle MorphoJogie' and 'History of Creation'

have done much to introduce the spirit of Darwinism

into German literature. These works also represent the

idea of natural selection is unques
tionably the most important idea
that. has ever been conceived by the
mind of man. Yet the wonder is
that it should not have been hit
upon long before ;" and after re
ferring to the forgotten antici
pations of Wells and Matthew,
Romanes proceeds: "Still more
remarkable is the fact that Mr
Herbert Spencer -notwithstand
ing his great lowers of abstract
thought and his great devotion of
those powers to the theory of evo
lution, when a.' yet this theory was
scorned by science-should have
wised what now appears so ob
vious an idea." In this connection
it is interesting to note how those
general eaiious of evolutionary
thought which were established by
Spencer before the publication of
the Origin' were brought into
general recognition by scientific
men only when the definite mathe
matical or statistical formula of
natural selection was announced,
and that, after the lapse of a whole
generation, it is not this precise
formula but the general conception
of evolution which, according to
tcany of the foremost. naturalists,
will obtain ; the part which natural
selection plays being uncertain and
variously estimated by the many
adherents of the theory of evolu
tion. See, inter alicz, the article on
"Evolution in Biology" by Huxley
in the 'Ency. Brit.,' 9th ed., vol.
viii. p. Thl : "How far natural
selection suffices for the production
of species remains to be seen. Few
can doubt that, if not. the whole




cause, it is a very important factor
in that operation. . . . The im
portance of natural selection will
not be impaired even if further
inquiries should prove that varia
bility is definite and is determined
in certain directions rather than in
others by conditions inherent in
that which varies." See also the
Address of Lord Salisbury at the
meeting of the Brit. Assoc. at, Ox
ford in 1894, and the subsequent
remarks of Huxley in seconding the
vote of thanks ('Life of Huxley,'
vol. ii. p. 378) : "The essence of
this great work (the 'Origin of
Species') may be stated summarily
thus: it affirms the mutability of
species and the descent of living
forms, separated by differences of
more than varietal value, from one
stock. . . . And yet it is also true
that if all the conceptions promul
gated in the 'Origin of Species'
which are peculiarly Darwinian
were swept away, the theory of
the evolution of animals and plants
would not be in the slightest degree
shaken." In fact, the general prin
ciples of mechanical evolution, as
first systematised by Mr Spencer,
received recognition only through a
definite formula, but may, after all,
survive that special doctrine. It
is further very evident how the
parallel with Newton's formula of
gravitation entirely breaks down if
we look at matters in this light;
every subsequent discovery having
only tended to confirm that special
mathematical relation, and proved
the all-important part it plays in
nature.
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first brilliant attempt to fill up conjecturally the broken

lines of development and descent as the Darwinian con

ception of living nature postulates them.' As a first

and daring approximation, they deserve to have assigned

to them a prominent place in the history of the scien

tific thought of our age. In elaborating his pedi

grees, Professor Haeckel has taken up and more clearly

defined the analogy between the development of the

embryo in the higher organisms and the supposed transi

tion from lower to higher forms which is found in the

classification of the genera or species of animals and

plants. He has termed this analogy the great law of

biogenesis, of the development of life in the individual

0b'v), and the species or tribe (r Xov), expressed

also as the parallelism of ontogenesis and phylogenesis.

Long before Darwin and the appearance of the theory of

descent this analogy
2
was pointed out in a restricted

The later editions of the 'Origin
of Species' contain the following
reference to Haeckel (6th ed., p.
381) : "Prof. Haeckel, in his 'Gen
erelle Morphologie,' and in other
work; has brought his great know
ledge and abilities to bear on what
he calls pbylogeny, or the lines of
descent of all organic beings. In
drawing up the several series he
trusts chiefly to embryological char
acters, but receives aid from homo
logous and rudimentary organs, as
well as from the successive periods
at which the various forms of life
are believed to have first appeared
in our geological formations. He
has thus boldly made a great be
ginning, and shows us how classi
fication will in the future be
treated." And Huxley (art. "Evo
lution," p. 752) says: "Whatever
hesitation may not unfrequently




be felt by less daring minds in
following Haeckel in many of his
speculations, his attempt to sys
tematise the doctrine of evolution,
and to exhibit its influence as the
central thought of modern biology,
cannot fail to have a far-reaching
influence on the progress of
science."

As to the early anticipations of
this so-called "law of biogenesis,"
they are given with more or less
completeness by many modern
writers, such as Huxley in his
article on Evolution (1878, 'Eucy.
Brit.'), P. Geddes (ibid., art. "Re
production "), Yves Delage ( L'Hér
édit,' &c., p. 159), J. A. Thomson
('The Science of Life,' p. 133, &c.)
The most important earlier state
ment. is that quoted by Huxley
from Meckel's 'Entwurf einer Par
stellung der zwischen dem Embryo-
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sense by Meckel, von Baer, and Serres. It has some

times been termed von Baer's law, though von Baer

very carefully guarded himself against many popular

versions of the analogy, applying it only within the

limits of the four great groups or plans of organisation

into which he divided the animal kingdom.1 In his

zustande der hiheren Thiere mid
dem permanenten der niederen
st,attfindenden Parallele' (1811):
"There is no good physiologist who
has not been struck by the observa.
tion that the original form of all
organisms is one and the same, and
that out of this one form all, the
lowest as well as the highest, are
developed in such a matner that
the latter pass through the per
manent forms of the former as
transitory stages. Aristotle, Hai
ler, Harvey, Kielrneyer, Autenrieth,
and many others, have either made
this observation incidentally, or,
especially the latter, have drawn
particular attention to it, and
drawn therefrom results of per
manent importance for physiology."
Louis Agassiz, in his celebrated
"Essay on Classification

"
(1859),

though rejecting the doctrine of
descent, "insisted, nevertheless, on
the correspondence between stages
in embryonic development and the
grades of differentiation expressed
in the classification of living and
extinct animals" (Thomson, 'The
Science of Life,' p. 134).

1 "A careful examination of von
P.aer's 'laws' shows that he did
not accept the recapitulation with
out many saving clauses. He be.
lieved in it much less than many
a modern embryologist, such as F.
M. Balfour or A. Mimes Marshall"
('rhnsoi, p. 133). Before the
publication of Haeckel's 'Generelle
Morphologic' the naturalist who
seems to have most dearly ex
pressed the recapitulation theory




was Fritz Miller, who in 1864
published his famous tract 'Für
Darwin,' which appeared in 1868
in an English translation by Dallas,
with the title 'Facts and Argu
ments for Darwin.' The work of
Fritz Miller, who for many years
lived in the Brazils, isolated and
secluded, and devoted to scientific
observation, was welcomed by Dar
win as one of the first. and greatest
supports to his doctrine: the
author was singled out by him as
the "prince of observers," and
frequently referred to in the later
editions of the 'Origin of Species.'
Delage considers him to have first
expressed the fundamental bio
genetic law ('L'Hrédité,' pp. 159,
469), and this is in agreement with
Raeckel's own declaration in the
13th chapter of the 'History of
Creation.' It is, however, well to
mention that the recapitulation
theory has found little favour with
botanists; that Haeckel himself
admits that the parallelism be
tween ontogenesia and phylogenesis
is general and not exact; that there
is a tendency to abbreviation; that
recent adaptations (called by him

"kainogenetic") may mask more
ancient ("palingenetic ") features,
&c. See J. A. Thomson, 'The
Science of Life,' p. 135. Ziegler,
in his recent excellent review of
the 'Present Position of the Doe
trine of Descent' (Jena, 1902, p.
12), admits that the theory of par
allelism has "perhaps not realised
all the expectations" which were
cherished thirty years ago.
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time also no attempt was made to bring phytogenesis

-the genesis of plant-life-into line and order with

zoogenesis, the genetic arrangement of animals. It is

Haeckel's undoubted merit to have attempted for the

first time to carry out this general scheme' on a large

scale, and by means of detailed pedigrees, beginning

with the undefined organisms in which as yet the

peculiar characters of aHirnal- and plant-life do not

appear to be differentiated, and ascending in two great

trunks into the vegetable and animal kingdom, and

thence through many ramifications into the several

classes, families, genera, species, and varieties of living

things, to construct the supposed real natural system

for which systematists had been unconsciously searching

since the age of Ray and Linmeus. For the purpose of

elaborating this great scheme he employs not only the

great law of heredity, according to which ancestral

characters are reproduced in development, but also the

older law of adaptation to the existing environment, as

45. pointed out by Lamarek. Haeckel, in fact, combines the
Combines
Darwin and views of Darwin and Lamarck, which other naturalists
Lamarek.




are more or less inclined to keep apart, whence has

arisen the well-known division into the two great schools

of the neo-Darwinians and neo-Lamarckians.' Though

Natural selection being an ad
mitted fact among living things,
like gravitation in the physical
universe, three distinct problems
arise: First, how far does it reach?
the scope of the principle. The
subsequent writings of Darwin were
mainly occupied with this question,
though-as we shall see later-he
also ventured upon an important




suggestion as to the underlying
problem of inberitance. Secondly*'
the fact or principle itself requires
to be traced to deeper-lying causes.
We may say natural selection i
vera causa, but not a prinui ca usa :
it is a true but not a prime cause.
The investigations regarding "varia
tion " and "heredity" work along
this line of research, and form the
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Haeckel's work is, as he himself admits, highly con-

jectural,1 it has done much to extend and popularise the

whole domain of modern post
Darwinian biology. The problem
is far from being solved, though it
is perhaps nearer a solution than
the question as to the cause of

gravitation. Thirdly, there is the
ambitious attempt to construct a

general philosophy of life by means
of the new principle, or some modi
fication or amplification of it. After
Newton had discovered universal

gravitation, the attempt was made

by Boscovich and the French school
of mathematical physics to use the
idea of attraction at a distance as a
general physical theory. Of those
who, before or after Darwin, at

tempted the more ambitious task,
we may take Herbert Spencer, Ernst
Haeckel, and Nageli as three dis
tinct representatives. They, how
ever, agree in one point-viz., in

considering natural selection to be
insufficient, and in admitting other

agencies, which are largely drawn
from the suggestive writings of
Lamarek. The section of these
philosophical writerd who consider
Lamarck's principles to be more
fundamental than Darwin's, and
who are largely represented by
American naturalists (notably E.
D. Cope and A. Hyatt), are called
neo-Lamarckians. The best account
of their views will be found in the
last chapter of Professor I'ackard's
book, 'Lttmarck, the Founder of
Evolution' (1901). The following
passage quoted there (p. 391) from
a much earlier memoir (1877) gives
a very clear account of the reason
ing of this school : "Darwin's
phrase, 'natural selection,' or Her
bert Spencer's term, 'survival of
the fittest,' expresses simply the
final result, while the process of
the origination of the new forms




which have survived, or been
selected by nature, is to be ex

plained by the action of the physi
cal environments of the animals,
coupled with inheritance- force.
The phrases quoted have been mis
used to state the cause, when they
simply express the result of the
action of a chain of causes which
we may, with Herbert Spencer,
call the 'environment' of the

organism undergoing modification;
and therefore a form of Lamarek
ianism, greatly modified by recent
scientific discoveries, seems to meet
most of the difficulties which arise
in accounting for the origination of

species and higher groups of organ
isms." It is also well to note that
MrWallace, though not a Lamarck
ian, considers the principle of nat
ural selection insufficient especi
ally to explain the higher develop
ments of mental life. (See 'Dar
winism,' p. 463, &c.)

1 "It is evident that our 'phyl
ogeny' is and remains an edifice
of hypotheses in the same way as
her sister, historical geology. For
she tries to gain a connected view
of the course and causes of events

long past, the direct investigation
of which is impossible. Neither
observation nor experiment can

give us direct information regard
ing the endless processes of change
through which the existing animal
and plant-forms have emerged out
of lengthy ancestral stages.
The empirical documents of our

history of descent will always
remain largely incomplete, however
much through continued discoveries
our region of knowledge of individ
ual things may increase." (Haeckel,
'Systeinat.ische Phylogeiiie,' 1894,
vol. i. preface, p. vi.)
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genetic view of nature, drawing likewise into this circle

of ideas the great departments of anthropology and

geography; in fact, it amounts to rewriting the 'Kosmos'

of Humboldt on genetic instead of on purely descriptive

lines. But in perusing these and similar writings of

modern times, we feel on the one side that we are

gradually getting out of the depths of science, not only

into the domain of conjecture, without which a know

ledge of the past cannot be gained, but also into the

46. regions of philosophical thought, which proceeds on

other lines than those prescribed to science, and which
lems.

will claim our attention in a special portion of this

work. On the other side, in using so confidently the

ideas of descent and adaptation, we feel that we are

appealing to two great empirical facts, the facts of

heredity and of variation of living things, on which the

genetic view of nature, when applied to the living

portion of creation, rests, but which are scarcely even

defined in clear terms, much less explained. In fact,

we are face to face with the problem and definition of

life itself. Neither the morphological nor the genetic

view of nature is limited tO the living world, although

both views originated there, and were from thence ex

tended to the larger domain of inorganic and cosmical

phenomena. Into these larger views which try to

grasp the forms of nature in their apparent rest or in

their endless change and history, the phenomena of

life have been fitted by the help of three definite con

47. ceptions -the conception of the cell as the morpho
Problem of

logical basislife, logical basis or unit of all life, and the two concep

tions of inheritance and variation, by which living
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forms are partially maintained and continuously altered.1

These three conceptions deserve and have received special

attention by a class of students who, since the begin

ning of the nineteenth century, have termed themselves

biologists. On what lines of reasoning their studies

have been conducted, and to what general results they

have led, I propose to discuss in the following chapter,

which might be appropriately entitled the "Biological

view of Nature" in the narrower sense of the term.

In order to distinguish the studies which I shall have

to deal with in that chapter from those which have

occupied us in this and the last chapter, which deal

largely but not exclusively with living things, I have

preferred to give to it the title, "On the Vitalistic
Z

To these - according to some
naturalists - might be added the
factor of adaptation, so prominent
]y put forward by Lamarck and I
his followers. But adaptation is
one of the causes of variation, as
natural selection is a consequence.
The latter is a physical necessity I
wherever overcrowding exists;
whereas the scope of adaptation,
which is an undeniable fact so far
as individuals are concerned, is,
so far as it regards inheritance
i.e., the development of the race
a much controverted question. It
comes under the larger problem
of the influence of environment,
and will occupy us again in later

chapters. Among the most valu
able contributions to this subject
are Mr Herbert Spencer's articles
on the "Factors of Organic Evolu
tion," published in the ' Nineteenth
Century' in 1886, and separately,
with additions, in 1887. In these
essays he also shows how Darwin
himself in his later writings in
cludes the influence of environ
ment as an important factor in




development. (See p. 29 sqq. of
the reprint.)2 As the two terms "biological"
and "vitalistic" might, according
to their etymology, mean the same
thing, it may be appropriate to
offer some explanation of the
reasons which have induced me
to adopt the latter term for the
purpose indicated in the text.
Biology means the science of life.
This can only be studied in living
things. Living things, however,
are formed entirely of the same

elementary substances as we find in

inorganic or not living things, and
are very largely formed through the
same chemical and physical pro
cesses as we find among the latter.
And as our scientific -i.e., exact,
accurate, and useful- knowledge
has all begun with the study of

inorganic phenomena, it is natural
that biologists should have attacked
the problems of living nature from
the side of the similarity or same
ness which they presented when

compared with lifeless nature.
The main progress in physiology
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view of Nature." Clearly both the morphological and

the genetic views of nature remain incomplete unless

they embrace the forms and the processes of life. It

is the problem from which both started and to which

both lead. They, as it were, presuppose its possible

solution. Let us see what has been done in the course

of our century to effect it.

Before we do this it is well to draw attention to

the great strengthening which the genetic or develop

mental view of nature has received, since the time of

Darwin, from other quarters- notably from that of

general physics and chemistry in their application to

geology and astrophysics.'

and medicine during the last hun- although the outcome of his phil.
dred years has come from that osophy may be considered to be

quarter. This large class of studies the destruction of metaphysics in
can be carried on without facing the sense which was current in
the problem of life at all; and thus his age.
it happens that we may have a very A general scheme of evolution,

large biological literature in which or of development as it was more
the word life hardly occurs, and frequently termed, which would
in which we seek in vain for a embrace equally cosmical and ter.
definition of life. We must, there- re8trla] processes, the lifees and
fore, have a term which singles out living world, was clearly before the
from the enormous mass of bio- mind of Schefling and his followers,
logical literature that smaller por- notably Oken and Steffeus. The
tion which professedly deals with vagueness and extravagaucies of
those properties and phenomena i this school brought the idea into
which are peculiar to the living as discredit, and the remedy applied
distinguished from the lifeless creft- by Hegel, to put a logical process in
tion. I have chosen for this purpose the place of fanta'tic suggestions,
the term vitalistic; but I may ruined it. utterly in the eyes tif the
note that in using it I do not limit cultivators of exact research. Only
myself to that class of thinkers very few of the great students of
who are usually termed "Vitalists," orianic development, but among
because they are led to, or start them the greatest., von Baer, re-
with the assumption of, a special tamed a just appreciation of the
vital principle. Even those who, great altos of Schelliug. The study
in studying the phenomena of life, of development abroad was almost
arrive at or start from the denial of entirely limited to embryology. In
such a principle are included under other sciences the "statical" aspect
the vit.alistic view, just as Kant is ruled supreme. In the face of this
rightly termed a metaphysician somewhat retrograde movement
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In the second chapter of this volume, which treated of 48.

the physical view of nature, and developed the various
Ueñeticvlew
strenth.

ideas which cluster around the term "energy," I showed
ened oy
physics and

how, in the middle of the century, through the intro-

duction of these ideas, a new clue was gained wherewith

to penetrate the connection of natural phenomena in

time and space. Before that time the conservation of

matter, the rule that matter can neither be lost nor

created, guided research by trying to account for the

apparent loss or gain of matter whenever and wherever

changes take place in the material world. The science

of chemistry with its instrument the balance was built

on the foundation of this axiom. When, through the

labours of Mayer, Helmholtz, and Joule, the further

axiom became established that, besides matter, there

exists in the material universe a second quantity (or

substance) termed "energy," which, like matter, can be

changed, but which, like matter, can neither be created

nor annihilated, the questions began to be asked, "If we

abroad, the merit of Mr Spencer
in urging the "dynamical"aspect
long before the 'Origiu of Species'
put forward a definite mechanical
agency is so much greater, and he
himself says ('Factors of Organic
Evolution,' p. 5) : "Of the few

who, espousing the belief in
a continuous evolution, bad to ac
count for this evolution, it must be
said that though the cause assigned
(viz., the modification of structures
resulting from modification of func
tifln3) was a true cause, . . . it
left unexplained the greater part
'f the fact.s. Having been myself
one of these few, I look back with
surprise at the way in which the
facts which were congruuu with
the espoused view monopolised con-




sciousness and kept out the facts
which were incongruous with it
conspicuous though many of them
were." Mr Spencer was also
probably the first who defined in
mechanical terms, applicable to
cosmical, lifeless, and living pheno
mena alike, the process of develop
ment, adopting the term evolution.
This fitting of the process of or
ganic development into the general
formula of evolution, and the sub
sequent announcement by Darwin
of the mechanicnl agency of over
crowding and selection, has had
the effect of strengthening hut
mensely the genetic view of nature,
but also of obscuring and pushing
into the background the special
problem of life.
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receive energy, where does it come from? if we lose

energy, where does it go to?" It was recognised that

the great store of energy on which we at present depend

is the heat of the sun, which is partly used or wasted by

daily radiation, partly stored in the separated energies

of chemical substances, such as were produced by the

agency of solar heat in bygone ages; the deposits of

coal in the bowels of the earth being a prominent

and important example. Where does the heat of the

sun come from, and how is it maintained? These were

some of the questions which began to be asked. The

genesis of the cosmos, as suggested by Laplace and fanci

fully elaborated by popular writers, had taken note only

of the matter in the sun and in the planetary system,

and had disregarded the heat' or energy which the sun

supplied, and on which the historical changes on the sur

face of our globe have almost entirely depended. But

physical laws are for our mental vision," as Helmholtz

says, "like telescopes which penetrate into the farthest

night of the past and the future." 2
Shortly before the

pioneers of the mechanical theory of heat published their

1 "When Playfair (in his 'Illus
trations of the Huttonian Theory')
spoke of the planetary bodies as
being perpetual in their motion,
did it not occur to him to ask,
What about the sun's heat? Is
the sun a miraculous body ordered
to give out heat and to shine for
ever?" (Lord Kelvin in 1868, "On
Geological Time," 'Popular Lec
tures and Addresses,' vol. ii. p. 45.)
"The old nebular hypothesis sup
poses the solar system and other
similar systems through the uni
verse which we see at a distance as
stars to have originated in the con-




densation of fiery nebulous matter.
This hypothesis was invented be.
fore the discovery of thermodyna
mics, or the nebuke would not have
been supposed to be fiery; and the
idea seems never to have occurred
to any of its inventors or early
supporters that the matter, the
condensation of which they sup
posed to constitute the sun and
stars, could have been other than
fiery in the beginning" (id., 1871,
ibid., vol. i. p. 184).2 See 'Vortruge und Reden,' 3
Aufi., vol. i. p. 57.
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first theoretical and experimental essays, experiments had

already been made by Sir John Herschel at the Cape,

and independently by Ponilet in France, with the object

of measuring the annual expenditure of heat by the 49.
The beat of

sun. They had found it to be an enormous quantity.1
tile sun.

They represented it popularly by the thickness of a crust

of ice on the surface of the earth, which the heat radiated

annually by the sun would be able to melt, and they

found this to be about :30 metres or 100 feet. Mayer

was the first who seems to have put the question

definitely: How is this enormous expenditure of heat

defrayed, which would, if not in some way compensated,

have resulted, even in historical times, in a great lower

ing of the temperature of the sun, and hence also of that

on the surface of our globe, such as is contradicted by all

historical evidence? The answer which Mayer gave to

this question was based upon an application of his con

ception of the equivalence of heat and the energy of

mechanical motion. As the sun, according to the cos

mogonic hypothesis
2 of Laplace, was originally formed by

These measurements were made
in 1837, and very nearly agreed.
The resulting figures can, of course,
only be considered as rough ap
proximations: they have been con
siderably increased by more recent
observations. See A. Berry, 'A
Short History of Astronomy,' p.
397.




It does not appear that Mayer
brought his "meteoric" hypothesis
of the generation and maintenance
of the heat of the sun into connec
tion with the nebular hypothesis of
Kant and Laplace. In fact, in his
1Irt mention of it, in his com
munication to the Paris Academy
in 1846 he says simply : "En con-




sidraut le grand nonibre que
nous voyons, comme bolicles ou
toiles ton]bantes, nous ne pouvons

pas doubter qu' tout moment des
myriadea c1'atéroides semblables ,.
une grêle épftisse se jettent clans
tons les sens sur le soleil oiz Us
perdeut. la force vi ve de leur mouve
ment" (Mayer's 'Schriften und
Briefe,' p. 264); and M. Faye re
marks that the fact that Mayer's
ideas are opposed to Laplace's theory
of the origin of the solar system
explains how it came about that.
his theories were never reported on
or explicitly mentioned. Leverrier
also seems to have ridiculed the
meteoric hypothesis, according to
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the gathering up of cosnilcal matter which, under the

force of gravitation, was in rapid motion-so the heat of

the sun originated through the conversion of the energy

of this arrested motion into heat. This process of gather

ing up of cosmical or meteoric matter is still going on,

and it makes up for the loss or expenditure of solar heat

through radiation. Helmholtz, in the sequel of his

investigation into the conservation of energy, likewise

takes up this problem, and while admitting to some

extent Mayer's theory,' shows that even without th

accession of cosmical matter, the mere contraction through

gravitation of the gaseous substances of the sun would

result in a continual production of heat. His calcula

tions show that the amount of this contraction, resulting

in a diminution of the sun's apparent diameter, would not

be great enough to be perceptible during historic ages.

The theory of Helmholtz has in general been accepted as

which the sun's heat was kept up
by breakfasting and dining on
meteorites. (See Wolf, 'Handbuch
derAstronQmie,' vol. ii. p. 433.) It
i8 on the other side equally interest
ing to see how Herbert Spencer, for
whom the nebular hypothesis was
a principal example of cosmic
evolution, failed to avail himself
of the strengthening support it re
ceived through thermodynamics (see
'Essays,' vol. i., "On the Nebular
Hypothesis," 1858). Had Mayer
brought his ideas into connection
with Laplace's cosmogony, be prob
ably would have hit. upon the
correcter version, the contraction
theory, which it was reserved for
Helmholtz to propound in 1854.

The subject was about the same
time taken up by William Thomson
(Lord Kelvin), first in a paper "On




the Mechanical Energies of the
Solar System" (Trans. Edin. Roy.
Soc., 1854), and continued in a
series of papers and addresses,
reprinted in his mathematical, &c.,
papers (vol. ii.) in the Ist volume
of lii 'Popular Addresses,' and in
an appendix to Thomson and Tait's
'Natural Philosophy.' He shows
that the form of the meteoric theory
propounded by Mayer, and
inde-pendentlyby Waterston (Brit.
Assoc., 1853), is as little able to
explain the maintenance of the
sun's heat through known historic
ages as the chemical theory of com
bustion, which was already aban
doned by Mayer in 1S46, and finally
adopts Hehnholt'h's form of the
meteoric theory as the most likely.
('Pop. Lect.,' vol. i. p. 365, &c.; p.
373. &c.)
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a valid explanation of the maintenance of solar heat. In

fact, "as to the sun, we can now go both backwards and

forwards in his history upon the principles of Newton

and Joule." 1

But further means for testing the correctness of these 50.
Spectrum

theories were afforded by the invention, in 1859, of AtlalySI8.

Spectrum Analysis. It was found that the compbsition

of the light of luminous bodies, as revealed by prismatic

scattering in the spectrum, enabled us to tell a good deal

about the nature of the body itself from which the light

emanated. We can tell whether the body is shining

with its own or with reflected light, what are the con

stituents of the incandescent body, whether it is an

incandescent solid or an incandescent gas; also whether

the body is in motion or not. The nebular hypothesis

supposed that the planetary system owed its origin to

incandescent, perhaps gaseous, matter, which, through the

force of attraction, was collected in different centres: the

discoveries of thermodynamics and of spectroscopy have

enabled us to expand and correct some of the assump

tions of this theory, aud to add new features to its

minuter elaboration. It is not necessary that the matter

which was originally scattered through space and was

gathered into attracting centres should be itself incan

descent or gaseous; it may have been cold and solid like

dust; rising in temperature and becoming incandescent

only through the conversion of arrested motion into heat,

which again was maintained for some time through acces

sion of new matter or progressive shrinkage, but which

must in a calculable time be radiated away, leaving a

1 Lord Kelvin, loc. cit., vol. ii. p. 131.
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61.
OeneRi8 of
the cosmos
-Faye and
Lckyer.




cold, heavy, lifeless, and lightless body behind.' The

action of attractive power would sometimes reveal the

existence of cold bodies, with specific gravity much in

excess of our earth, as in the case of the satellite of

Sirius, and the spectroscope would reveal clusters of

-stars or nebuke in the various stages of development,

such as the nebular hypothesis suggested as making up

the genetic process of our planetary system. Much

uncertainty and much conjecture must of course exist

in these chapters of science, which those who are in

full possession of the accumulated and yet very iiii

perfect facts may venture to elaborate in a more or

less plausible or fanciful manner. Such attempts to

write the history of the universe have been made in

an original fashion by M. Faye in France' and Sir

Norman Lockyer in this country. They have tried

1 See Helmholtz, 'Vorträge und
Reden,' vol. IL, 3rd ed., p. 88, &c.

'Sur 1'Origine du Monde,' 2nd
ed., Paris, 1885. The author,

finding the celebrated cosmogonic
hypothesis of Laplace in "full
contradiction" with the actual
state of science, takes up an original
theory of Descartes, that of vortices,
in order to characterise not the
actual, but the initial, stage of the
solar system (see Preface): "Autre
fois, je veux dire ii y a une vint
aine d'années, on avait lea coudees
franches pour imaginer un système
coswogouique: ii suffisait de l'ac
commoder aux notions contem
poraines d'Astrouomie solaire et
de m6canique c6leste. Ii i'en est

plus de même aujourd'huz, car la
thermodynamique assigne i. notre
Soleil une provision liwit,e de
chaleur, l'Analyse spectrale nous
révéle la constitution intime des
astres les plus 6loigns, et la pale-




ontologie nous fait remonter t des
époques oh ii n'y avait, sur notre
globe, ni saisous, ni climats."

Whereas M. Faye has ingen
iously modified the original and
older nebular hypothesis so as to
account for the anomalies in the
movement of some of the members
of our planetary system, which
were unknown or unexplained in
Laplace's time, and has t.rie'i to
account for the phenomena of loss
and supply of heat which thermody
namical theory and pahontological
records reveal, Sir Norman Lockyer
has during more than thirty years
been occupied with the elaboration
of a special theory which tries to
harmonise the revelations of the
spectroscope as to the chemical
constitution of the sun aud ('tiler
stars with the more recent develop
ments of the atomic theory
suggested by chemical and electrical
phenomena observed in our labora-
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to do what Professor Haeckel has done in the more re-

stricted field of the history of the living creation. Whilst

these attempts are by many scientific authorities con-

tories. His speculations, based
upon his own observations as well
as those of many other European
and American authorities, such as
Secchi, Dumas, Kayser and Rungs,
Rutherford, Rowland, Young, and,
above all, of Sir W. Crookes and
the late Professor Preston,-all of
which, as well as many others, he

generously quotes,-were given in
three works 'The Chemistry of the
Sun' (1887), 'The Meteoritic Hy
pothesis' (1890), and 'The Sun's
Place in Nature'(1897). He has
latterly collected the whole evidence
in a brilliant and fascinating volume
entitled 'Inorganic Evolution as
studied by Spectrum Analysis'
(1900). The central idea contained
in these books, and elaborated with
increasing detail and clearness, was
suggested as early as 1873, when
Sir N. Lockyer pointed out "that
many of the difficulties would
vanish if it were conceded that
the 'atoms' of the chemist were
broken up or dissociated into finer
forms by the high temperatures
employed in the new method of
investigation" ('Inorg. EvoL,' p.
73). This" dissociation" hypothe
sis has been much criticised, and
can only be firmly established by
patient and prolonged research in
that borderland which unites
chemistry and astronomy. As the
author says: "The chemist has
little interest in an appeal to
celestial phenomena, and astrono
mers do not generally concern
themselves with chemistry. The
region investigated by the chemist
is a low temperature region,
dominated by monatomic and poly
atomic molecules. The region I
have chiefly investigated is a high
temperature region, in which mer-




cury gives us the same phenomena
as manganese. In short, the
changes with which spectrum analy
sis has to do take place at a far
higher temperature level than that
employed in ordinary chemical
work." It is well to note that
during and since the time when
the dissociation hypothesis was first
prominently put forward researches
conducted on entirely different
lines have led to similar views
i.e., to a further elaboration of
the atomic hypothesis. M. Berthe
lot wrote in 1880: "L'ttude ap.
profondie des proprittés physiques
et chimiques des masses élémen.
taires, qui constituent nos corps
simples actuels, thud chaque jour
d'avantage h lee assimiler, non
des atomes indivisibles, homogènes
et susceptibles d'éprouver seule
nient des mouvenients d'ensemble

ii est difficile d'imaginer un
mot et une notion plus contraires
h l'observation; mais a des edifices
fort complexes, doués d'une archi
tecture spcifique et anims de
mouvements intestins trés vari4s"
(quoted in 'Inorg. EvoL,' p. 28).
The first chemical confirmation of
the dissociation hypothesis came
in 1883 through the "beautiful
researches on the rare earth Ytt.ria,"
contained in Sir Win. Crookes's
Bakerian Lecture to the Royal
Society. "In the lectures he gave
a sketch of the train of reasoning
by which he had been led to the
opinion that . . . this stable mole
cular group had been (by a l)IOCe
termed 'fractionation ') split up into
its constituents" (ibid., p. 116) ; and
already, in 1879, Sir Win. Crookes
had provisionally accepted the
"dissociation" hypothesis (p. 74).
Anomalies also in the periodic
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sidered to be premature,' they have contributed much to

impress on the thought of our age the genetic or

developmental view on a large as well as on a minute

scale.

law of Meudehef were explained
by utilising this hypothesis (p. 165),
and in the sequel other authorities,
such as Brodie and Rydberg, ex
pressed themselves in the same
sense (p. 164). These, and quite
recently the electrical researches
of Prof. J. J. Thomson (referred
to supra, p. 192), support.the view,
originally suggested in a cruder
form by Prout, that what we call
elements are realty compounds or
aggregations or complexes, built up
"from similar particles associated
with the presence of electricity"
('Inorg. Evol.,' pp. 167, 190; also
J. 3. Thomson, 'Discharge of Elec
tricity through Gases,' p. 198 sqq.)1 It would be unfair not to state
that many works on astronomy are
still written in which all genetic
hypotheses are left out, the II stat
ical" view being still the pre
dominant one. Especially in Ger
many, it seems as if "inorganic
evolution" is not very popular;
though a large amount of the best
work in spectrum analysis of the
stars has been done there by H. C.
Vogel, Kayser and Runge, Schemer,
and many others. Dr Schemer, in
his valuable work (translated with
the title 'A Treatise on Astro
nomical Spectroscopy,' by Prof.
Frost of Dartmouth College, U.S.A.,
1894), has some important criti
ciszns on hypotheses and solar
theories (see Preface, and the dis
cussion of the Meteoritic Hypothesis
in the German edition, Part ii.
chap. 1.) In his 'Bau des Weltalls
(Leipzig, 1901) genetic views are
not discussed. The older very
valuable works of R. Wolf ('Gech.
d. Astronomie,' 1877, 'Handbuch
der Astronoinie,' 2 vols., 1890.92)




give only slight attention to
"genetics," and consider even the
"statics" of the universe though a
possible yet a difficult problem (see
the last-named work, § 298, 299).
The latest and excellent 'History
of Astronomy,' by Mr A. Berry
(1898), is likewise reticent about
the evolution of the universe, ad
mitting only a general, fairly well
founded presumption in favour of
a modified nebular hypothesis (p.
409). It would, therefore, be
doubtful whether a history of
science should, at the end of the
nineteenth century, give much room
to these modern genetic theories in
astronomy. It is different with a
history of scientific thought. How
ever premature and venturesome
it may appear to purists in science
to elaborate such hypotheses, there
is no doubt that the genetic argu
ments and lines of reasoning have
got a firm hold of many great
thinkers in the physics of the
universe as well as in biology, and
that the genetic view of nature
in general has received very strong
support from the several trains
of reasoning and the rapidly in
creasing revelations of spectrum
analysis of cosmical and terrestrial
objects, as set forth in Sir N.
Lockyer'8 interesting volumes.
Already thirty years ago Lord
Kelvin said of the spectroscope
"It is not merely the chemistry
of sun and stars, as first suggested,
that is subjected to analysis by the
spectroscope. Their whole laws of
being are now subjects of direct
investigation; and already we have
glimpses of their evolutional history
through the stupendous power of
this most subtle and delicate test.
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It is intelligible that these different lines in the

genetic view of nature-the different trains of reason

ing which, in the course of our century, have started

independently in astronomy, in geology, and in natural 52.
Paheonto-

history-should, as they develop and expand, come into logy and
geophysics.

contact, and in the event either support or invalidate

each other. The former was the case when the geological

record, the discoveries of pa]ieontology, were brought in

to throw light on the history and development of species;

the stories of nature, as written from the point of view

of the embryologist, the systematic zoologist and botanist,

and the pakeontologist, seemed more and more to confirm

and support each other. The same cannot be said if we

write the history of our earth from the point of view of

the geological record on the one side and from that of

the purely physical data afforded by thermodynamics

on the other. Lord Kelvin has shown that the untold

We had only solar and stellar
chemistry: we now have solar and
stellar physiology" (Pre$id. Address,
Brit. Assoc., 1871. See 'Popular
Lectures and Addresses,' vol. ii. p.
180).

The literature of the subject
begins with Lord Kelvin's Address
to the Geological Society of Glas
gow, February 27, 1868, which had
been preceded by a paper read be
fore the Royal Society of Edinburgh
in 1S65. briefly refuting the "Doc
trine of Uniformity in Geology."
The address began with the words:
"A great reform in geological
speculation seems now to have be
come necessary," and in the sequel
stated : "it is quite certain that a
great mistake has been wade-tlat
P.rttish popular geology at the pre
sent, time is in direct opposition
to the principles of natural philo-




sophy." These papers are reprinted
in the 2nd vol. of 'Popular Lec
tures and Addresses' (see pp. 10
and 44). The attack was taken
up by Huxley in his Address to
the Geological Society for 1869,
reprinted in 'Lay Sermons,' &c.,
1891, p. 198. In a rejoinder to
this, delivered in the same year
at Glasgow (loc. cit., p. 73), Lord
Kelvin shows how the current
geology was in the habit of look
ing upon geological time as "an
element to which we can set no
bounds in the past any more than

know of its limits in the future"
(quoted from Page's 'Text-book'),
that Darwin'sarguments themselves
involve an almost unlimited dura
tion of the conditions admitting of
the operation of natural selection,
since, in his view, "in all probability
a far longer period than 300 million
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53.
Dissipation
of energy.




ages with which geologists, since the time of Lyell, have

been accustomed to reckon, are not supported by our

present knowledge of the periods during which the so

called secular cooling of the earth has been going for

ward-the period which has elapsed since the "consis

tentior status" of Leibniz set in. He has thus put

before natural philosophers a problem-the reconcilia

tion of the geological and the thermophysieal record

in which the genetic view of nature must be greatly
interested. But even more important than all this is

the doctrine of the dissipation of energy, referred to in

the second chapter of this volume-a doctrine of which

years has elapsed since the latter
part of the secondary period"
('Origin of Species,' 1st ed., p. 287).
He shows that Hutton and the uni
forinitarian8 were misled by a be
lief in the so-called stability of the
solar system, which took no notice
of the effect of tidal friction, nor
of the phenomena of radiation and
cooling in the past, still less of the
law of dissipation of energy, and
maintains that the modern ideas of
evolution are in a sense a return to
the older conceptions of Leibniz,
Newton, and other more recent
geologists (loc. cit., p. 111). Since
the subject was thus brought
prominently forward, astronomers,
physicists, and geologists have not
only-as Huxley expected them to
do (see

' American Addresses,' 1886,
p. 93)-adduced arguments in order
to arrive at an approximate idea.
how long the earth may have been
able to maintain organic life, but
biologists have been induced to re
vise the postulates of the extreme
-almost infinite-slowness, and of
the uniform continuity of organic
changes, originally contained in the
Darwinian theory. The influence
of these researches upon biological




and genetic reasoning has been to
emphasise the sudden changes, the
ruptures in the continuity of de
velopuient. In England the great
work of Mr William Bateson
('Materials for the Study of Varia
tions,' 1894) has familiarised us
with the idea of "Discontinuity
in the origin of species. On the
Continent the rapid or even sud
den appearance of variations is not
a new idea, though the original
suggestion of Maupertuis (174S),
which was taken up and elaborated
by Geoffroy St Hilaire (see Yves
Delage 'L'Hér6dit,' p. 291), was
forgotten. In quite recent years
the reconciliation of the "pereist
ence of species" with their "varia
bility," and of the "geological"
with the "biological" records, has
been much furthered by the theory
of "Mutation" of the celebrated
Dutch botanist de Vries. His view
is that "every species has its be
ginning and its end; it. behaves in
this way like an individual." He re
fers to the experiments on heredity
and crossing of butterflies of Stand
fuss, who has been led to maintain
the existence of sudden or "ex
plosive

" transformations ; and he
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the mechanical and cosmical importance was clearly fore

seen by Lord Kelvin in 1852, but which is hardly

assimilated yet by scientific, much less by popular,

thought.

The two doctrines of the conservation of matter and

of energy would lead to the idea that nature is a kind

of perpetnum inoinle, nothing in the way of matter or

energy being lost; and that such a reversal of her pro

cesses is possible as we are accustomed to deal with in

purely mechanical contrivances. But a closer examina

tion. of the processes of nature, as distinguished from

those of artificial machines, revealed the fact that,

speaks of "periods of mutation"

i.e., of rapid change of species, of
which he gives various instances.
He concludes that " as many steps
as the organisation has taken since
the beginning, so many periods of
mutation

'
must have existed."

He considers the vital processes to
he built p out of "units." "Of
such units there are probably in
the higher plants several thousands,
and their ancestors must have run
through a many periods of mu
tation." He concludes with the
following words: "Although such
calculations are naturally exposed
to much criticism, they neverthe
less lead on very different roads to
identical results. Lord Kelvin,
who a few years ago collected and
examined critically the various data
referring to this subject, arrives at
the conclusion that provisionally,
and with all reservations, the dura
tion of life on the earth can be
placed at 24 millions of years. We
accordingly take this figure for our
biochronic equation. And as we
can with great probability estimate
the number of elementary pro
perties in one of the higher plants




at some thousands, it follows that
the interval of time between two
periods of mutation must have
lasted eeveral thousands of years."
(See de Vries's Address to the Ger
man Assoc. of Science at Hamburg
in 1891, 'Verhandelungen,' &c., p.
202, &c.; also Lord Kelvin (Phil.
Mag. (5.) 47, p. 66). Mr Wallace
has, from an entirely different point
of view, been led to the conclusion
that "certain definite portions of
man's intellectual and moral nature
could not have been developed by
variation and natural selection alone,
and that, therefore, some other in
fluence, law, or agency is required
to account for them." This would
account for an apparent, though
perhaps not an actual, break in the
continuity of all natural processes,
which, in the dictum natura non.
facit salturn, has received a very
general expression and acceptance.
This dictum-supported by the
authority of Leibniz-is, however,
by some modern thinkers de
nounced as a scholastic and anti
quated aphorism. (See Yves
Delage, 'L'Hértdité,' &c., p. 266.)
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though matter and energy be indestructible, the succes

sion of phenomena, the changes and processes which we

call the genesis or history of things, are dependent on the

condition in which energy exists; it being a general

tendency for energy not to be lost, but to become un

available; change and action, the life of things every

where, depending on an equalisation of existing differ

ences, say of level or temperature, or quicker and

slower motions. This great property of natural, as dis

tinguished from purely mechanical, processes, explains

the fact that the processes of nature are irreversible,

that the clock cannot be turned back, that everything

moves in a certain direction. Various attempts have

been made to explain mechanically' this remarkable

property of all natural processes, which seems to lead

us to the conception of a definite beginning and to

shadow forth a possible end-the interval, which con

tains the life or history of nature, being occupied with

the slow but inevitable running down or degradation

of the great store of energy from au active to an in

active or unavailable condition.

54. This doctrine of the degradation or dissipation of
Mystery of
the actual energy leads us one step farther towards an understand
orocese of
mature.

ing, or at least a description, of the processes of nature,

but also of their mystery. It has been urged that, as

we always only deal with a small portion of existing

things, we have no right to apply conceptions which are

based upon a restricted observation to the totality of

things in the universe. For instance, we know nothing

of what becomes of the energy radiated away into empty

space. This is a reflection we should ,always bear in
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mind. We have also been reminded that the theories of

the so-called stability of the planetary system which

were propounded in the earlier years of our century,

and which have found their way into popular treatises

on astronomy, are only approximations. On the other

side, we have daily before our eyes the ever-recurring

instances of the building up and running down of natural

forces in smaller systems. These we term organisms, the

living things of nature. It is from and through them

that we first learnt to look upon the whole of nature

as having a history and a life. Imperceptibly we have

been led to study life, the genesis of things, on the large

scale and in the abstract, and in doing so have lost sight

of the life which goes on around and near us. Both the

morphological and genetic views of nature started with a

biological interest, but have gradually lost sight of it.

It is time to come back to it and to see what real

progress has been made during our century in the study

of life itself-the truly biological view of nature. This

will be the object of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER X.

ON THE VITALISTIC VIEW OF NATURE.

IN the foregoing chapters, where I have treated of the

several distinct aspects of nature which have become

helpful in science, I have always used the word nature

in its widest sense as comprising everything which is

revealed to us by our external senses, directly or in

directly.

The title of the present chapter may suggest to some

of my readers that I am now narrowing down the mean

ing of the word,-the vitalistic view of nature being

possible only where life is present. The astronomer

might say, Life is only known to exist in an infini

tesimally small portion of the universe, on the surface

of our planet. This infinitesimal area has nevertheless

for us the greatest importance, inasmuch as all that

we know of the larger outlying world is only won by

inference from observations made in this restricted por

tion. Independently of this, the conception of life itself

has always fluctuated between the two extremes of con

sidering it as a universal property of all matter, or on

the other hand as quite a casual and accidental occur

rence attached to conditions which, from a wider point of
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view, are extremely rare and exceptional. Between these

two views, the cosmical and the terrestrial, the wider 1

and the narrower views of life, biological theories have

fluctuated even in our century, and are still fluctuating

1 One of the foremost. upholders
of the wider conception of anima
tion as a universal property of all
matter is the celebrated German
naturalist, Prof. Ernst Haeckel of
Jena. See, inter alia, his Address
"Ueber die heutige Entwickelungs
lebre im Verltiltuisse zur Gesammt.
wisseuschatt," 1876, reprinted in
'Gesamnielte populiire Vortriige,'
&c., part ii., Bonn, 1879, p. 119:
"The recent controverRies regard
ing the properties of the Atoms,
which we must accept in some form
or other as the ultimate elemen
tary factors of all physical and
chemical processes, seem to be most
easily settled by the assumption
that these smallest particles of mass,
as centres of force, possess a per
manent soul, that every atom is
endowed with sensation and mo
tion," &c., p. 109: "Arriving at
this extreme psychological con
sequence of our monist,ic doctrine
of development, we attach ourselves
to those ancient conceptions as to
the animation of all matter which,
in the philosophy of Democritus,
Spinoza, Bruno, Leibniz, Schopen,
hauer, have already found varied
expression." The cosmical origin
of life has also been put forward by
such authorities as fielmholtz and
Lord Kelvin, as long ago as 1871.
(See Helmholtz's lecture "On the
Origin of the Planetary System,"
Fopul. Vortriige,' &c., vol. ii. p.

91, and Lord Kelvin's celebrated
address to the Brit. Assoc. at Edin
burgh in 1871, reprinted in 'Pop.
Lets.,' &e.. vol. ii. p. 199, &c.)
This theory of "Panspermia," of
the CosLnical or ubiquitous nature of
the germs f life, ha also been pro
posed by l'iologist.s such as H. E.




Richter (1865), and has been more
fully elaborated by Prof. W. Preyer
since the year 1880: it has received
further support in the genetic
theories of the chemical elements
and compounds put forward by
him in 1891 ('Die organischen
Elemente und ibre Stehlung ml
System,' Wiesbaden), and in 1893
('Das genetische System der chem
ischen Elemente,' Berlin). Of the
fourteen elements which are
common to organic substances, he
says (p. 49) "that they belong to
the oldest, elements"; that "they
admit of more varied relations,"
and "agree with the assumption
that, before being condensed as at
present on the surface of the earth,
they formed at higher tempera
tures more stable protoplasms
which might be in other places the
carriers of life"; and he has no
doubt "that there existed before
the present terrestrial phytoplasma
and zooplasma another plasma,
which ultimately came from the
sun" (p. 50). In fact, Prof. Preyer
asks whether, instead of living
being evolved from dead matter,
the latter is not rather a product
of the former. See also the refer
ence to organic evolution as &
cosmical process in Sir N. Lockyer's
'Inorganic Evolution' (1900, 1.
168). In many of the writings of
the celebrated German physicist
and philosopher, Gustav Theod.
Fechner, the fact is emphasised
that we never see the organic de
veloped out of the inorganic, but
that everywhere the living gener
ates not only the living but more
frequently the inanimate. See
Lasswitz, '0. T. Fechner,' Stutt
gart, 1896, p. 130, &c.




1.
The cofimi
cal and the
terrestrial
views.
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No theory of the nature and origin of life has gained

universal acceptance: the very alphabet of biology, or

the science of life, has still to be written. We fancy

we possess some knowledge of certain forms or processes

which are common to all living matter, but the descrip

tion of these has to be kept in the most general, not to

say the vaguest, terms: quite unlike the rudiments of

other scientific theories which deal with mathematically

defined conceptions expressed in distinct language and

formuhe.

2. For instance, if we take one of the best founded of
Vagueness
of biological modern biological theories-the cellular theory' of
theories.




living matter-we notice that the pretty definite

description which the early supporters of this theory

Schleiden and Schwann-gave of this morphological

unit of vegetable and animal structure has been dis

placed by much vaguer descriptions. Scheiden and

The history of the cellular
theory has been written from vari
ous points of view in all the three
languages. I give the titles of a
few out of the great abundance
of excellent treatises. Foremost
stands the work of Prof. Oscar
Hertwig of Berlin, 'The Cell:
Outlines of General Anatomy and
Physiology.' English transi. by
Campbell (1895). Then there is
the more recent book by Prof.
Valentin Hacker of Freiburg,
'Praxis und Theorie der Zel.
lea- tad Befruchtungelehre' (Jena,
1899). In the French language
we have the great compendium of

biological theories by M. Yves
Delage, 'La Structure du Proto
pla8ma et les Theories sur l'Hér
&hté,'&c. (Paris, 1895). In English
we have the valuable treatise of
Proi. E. B. Wilson, 'The Cell




in Development and Inheritance'
(1896), and the excellent little work
of Prof. James Arthur Thomson,
'The Science of Life' (1899). Of
high importance are also the older
works of the great master and
brilliant expositor in biological
science, Claude Bernard, notably
his celebrated lectures entitled
"Leçons stir Jes Phénouiiies cle Ia
vie commune aux animaux et aux

vCgétaux" (187S and 1879), which
every philosophical student of
biology should read, a well as his
excellent posthumously published
little work, 'La science experi.
meutale,' 1890. Of him M. Dunias
says that, be has "&pui6 ses forces a.
I'ét.ude du grand inystère de Ia vie,
Sans prtendre a. l'''' toutetois
so!) nrigiue et son essence" ('Sc1.
Exper.,' p. 6).
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Schwaun defined the cell as "a small vesicle with a

firm membrane enclosing fluid content." 1 But the

cellular theory was gradually replaced by the proto

plasmic theory of Max Schultze, the distinct membrane

was found to be frequently absent, and there only

remained "a small mass of protoplasm endowed with

the attributes of life." The cell, which had once been

compared to a crystal, became a very complicated and

indefinite thing: it became, in the conception of

biologists, an "organism." Further, the nucleus or

kernel to which Schleiden attached great importance
in his cellular theory was, for a while, quite lost sight

of-it being for a long time held that there exist non

nucleated cells. Elaborate theories, such as that of

Haeckel,3 were founded upon this view, till in more

1 Ø" Hertwig, 'The Cell,' p. ! n.
Treatises on the subject now

usually begin with an apology, the
word cell being coustdered mislead
ing. Thus Hertwig says (loc. cit.,
p. 8), "It is evident that the term
'cell' is incorrect. That it has,
nevertheless, been retained may be
partly ascribed to a kind of loyalty
to the vigorous combatants who
conquered the whole field of his
tology under the banner of the
cell-theory, and partly to the cir
cuu.istanee that the discoveries
which brought about the new re
form were only made by degrees,
and were not generally accepted at
a time when, in consequence of its
having been used for several de
cades, the word cell had taken
firm root in the literature of the
subject."

"Since, in consequence of the
inadequacy of former methods, no
nuelci had been discovered in many
of the lower organisn1, the exist
euce of two kinds of elementary




cells was assumed-more simple
ones, consisting only of a mass of
protoplasm, and more complex ones,
which had developed in their in
terior a special organ, the nucleus.
The former were called cytodes by
Haeckel (1866), to the simplest
solitary forms of which he gave the
name of Monera; the latter he
called cellulte, or cytes. But since
then the aspect of the question
has been considerably changed.
Thanks to the improvements in
optical instruments and in staining
methods, the existence of organisms
without nuclei is now much ques
tioned." (Hert.wig, 'The Cell,' p.
54. See also Hiicker, p. 39.) On
the other side M. Delage says
('L'HSrédité,' p. 37), 'Après avuir
thcouvert un noyau chez Ia plupart
des monères et ties cyttides et
méme chez les Bactries, on a, par
une induction mon sens un peu
hItive, rii 1'e.' istence d'organ isines
sans Uoyau."
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recent times, owing to improvements in the microscope,

the existence of organisms without nuclei has become

doubtful. To complicate matters still more, to the

nucleus have been added the nucleolus, the vacuoles, the

central or pole corpuscles of the cell, &c. It is quite

evident from this short reference to the changes which

the definition of the morphological unit of living matter

has undergone, that no complete and accurate descrip

tion lending itself to measurement and calculation could

be based upon it. The conception, useful as it may

be, has therefore not permitted of predictions, such as

mechanical, physical, and even chemical science, abound

s. in. Has one ever," says Delage, "in a single instance
Impossi-
bility of pre. divined in advance the least of those structures which
diction.




the microscope has unveiled? Has one divined the

transverse striation of muscles, the cilia of vibratile

epithelia, the prolongations of nerve-cells, the action

of the retina or the arcades of Corti, the chromosomes

of the nucleus, the centrosome of the cytoplasma ? "1

Or, to take an example not from the morphology but

from the physiology of organic cellular bodies. It is

a very general and a very useful property of cells that

they readily absorb substances; in fact, this property

is one of the most valuable aids in microscopic exam-

I 'L'Hridité,' &c., p. 746.
Prof. Weismann, in his celebrated
'Essays upon Heredity' (Eugi.
transi. by Poulton, &c., p. 255),
claims for the theory of descent
that "it has rendered possible the

prediction of facts, not indeed with
the absolute certainty of calcula
tion, but still with a high degree of

probability. It has been predicted
that man, who, in the adult state,




only iosse1es twelve pairs of ribs,
would be found to have thirteen or
fourteen in the embryonic state;
it has been predicted that, at. this
early period of his existence, he
would possess the insignificant
remnant of a very sumli hone in
the wrist, the so-called os ccnerak,
which must have existed in the
adult condition of his extremely
remote ancestor."
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ination, insomuch as the different behaviour of different

parts of the cellular body towards organic staining

solutions reveals to the observer differences of structure

otherwise indistinguishable. Yet Professor Pfeffer,' who

has studied the absorbing powers of cellular substances

with much care, states that these cannot in the least

be foretold, but can only be determined empirically;

nor is the fact that cells require some substances for

their life, while others are harmful, sufficient to

enable us to predict that either will be absorbed or

rejected. Again, hybridisation has been much studied

by gardeners and breeders, and also, since the time of

Darwin, by naturalists; nevertheless, the result of cross

fertilisation of individuals belonging" to different families

or species, or even only to different varieties," cannot be

theoretically foretold, but C can only be discovered by

means of experiment."
2

This ignorance in which we are still placed as to the

forms as well as functions of living matter, has been a

subject of much comment by biologists all through the

See \V. Pfeffer, Ueber Auf
nahme von Anilinfarben in lebende
Zellen.' Untersuchungen aus dem
botanischen Institut zu Tübingeu.
Quoted by }Iertwig, 'The Cell,' p.
136.

2
Hertwig, 'The Cell,' p. 310.

Another point, strongly urged by
Claude Bernard, is, that a knowledge
of structure in living beings-i.c.,
anatomical knowledge-in no wise
suffices to explain thefunctions, does
not lead to physiological knowledge.
See 'La Science Exprinientale, p.
105, "L'itnpuissance de l'anatomie t
none appreudre lee fonctions organ
iques devient eurtout videute dane
lee cas particuliers oi elle est




réduite \ elle - niême, Pour lee
organes sur lee usages desquels
la physiologie expérirnentale n'a
encore rien dit, l'auatomie reete
absolunient muette. C'est ce qui
a lieu par exemple pour la rate,
lee capsules surrénales, le corps
thyrolde, &c., tous organes dont
nous connaissous parfaitenient la
texture anatornique, mais dont
none ignorons cornplètenient lee
functions. De métxie, quand sur
un animal on dcouvre Un tissu
nouveau et sans analogue clans
d'autres organiemes, l'anatoniie est
incapable (Veil dvoi1er lee pro.
pritts vitales."
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century, nor can it be stated that uniformity of opinion

exists even yet as to the cause of this ignorance. The

enormous progress which has been made in our know

ledge of the diflèrent properties of living things has had

an effect on the minds of those searchers to whom

we are mostly indebted for it, similar to that produced

on a wanderer who ascends an unexplored and distant

peak. Ever and anon, after scaling the eminen'ce just

before him, he beholds a new and greater one rising

into view, which he contemplates with mixed feelings

of discouragement and of eager desire for advance.

But whereas our wanderer must know that the very

greatest height or distance is none the less a measurable

and attainable quantity,' what hope has the biologist to

encourage him on his way? No other-as it appears

to some-than the assurance that he is all the time ex

ploring an unknown country, whereas the final achieve

ment is impossible to him through the inaccessibility

of the position or the limitation of his own powers.

Others, indeed, from time to time have not taken this

despondent view, but, elated by the triumphs which

every new step has afforded them, have persistently

maintained that some day the last step will be taken

and the central peak really gained.

4. The history of biological thought, as distinguished
Oscillation
of biological from bioloica1 knowledge, presents us with the spec-thought.




tacle of a repeated oscillation between these two ex

treme views: on the one side the continually recurring

conviction that the problem of life is insoluble, and,

on the other, the assertion that it is soluble, though.
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it is admittedly as yet unsolved. Biological know

ledge itself has progressed on the same lines as chem

ical, physical, and mechanical knowledge; it registers

the progressive conquest of new regions of phenomena

exhibited by living matter through the methods which

have been discovered in the abstract sciences: but it has

generally been felt that this knowledge does not ex

haust the subject; that there is some principle involved

which we know not; and that we cannot think about

the living portion of creation without consciously or un

consciously admitting the existence of this principle.

The unknown-nay, possibly, the unknowable-element




The n-

or factor must be admitted to exist, and it involuntarily
kn
factor.

governs our reflections on that which we know. To

show the difference between reflections on biological and

on other phenomena, which, though equally unknown,

yet do not contain an admittedly unknown factor, it

may be useful to refer to the scientific way of deal

ing with meteorological phenomena. The science of

meteorology is probably as young as that of biology,

if not younger. Prediction of the weather is probably

even more uncertain than the prognosis of a physician

at the bedside of a patient suffering from a malignant

disease. Yet no one would suggest that there is a

special meteorological principle involved, as in the case

of the phenomena of life and death there is a special

biological principle. We are quite satisfied that purely

mechanical and physical and possibly chemical pro-

cesses make up the whole of the weather problem,

and that the difficulty of the latter is simply one of
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complexity and intricacy.




A similar1 attitude has in

the course of our century frequently been taken up

with regard to the problem of life, but it has always

been abandoned again.2 We are still told that "in

See, for instance, what Huxley,
who, in his earlier writings, might
be termed a vitalist (cf. his ad
dress "On the Educational Value
of the Natural History Sciences,"
1854, and his own criticism thereof
in the preface, dd. 1870, in 'Lay
Sermons and Addresses'), says in
his article "Biology," 1875, in the
'Ency. Brit.,' vol. iii. p. 681: "A
mass of living protoplasm is simply
a molecular machine of great com
plexity, the total results of the
working of which, or its vital
phenomena, depend-on the one
hand, upon its construction, and
on the other, upon the energy
supplied to it; and to speak of
'vitality' as anything but. the
name of a series of operations, is
as if one should talk of the 'hor
ologity' of a clock." Similarly
Claude Bernard, in his '

Leçon8 sur
lea phénomènes de Is vie,' &c., vol.
1. p. 379, says: "En un mot, ]e

phénomène vital eat pré-établ i
dana as forme, non dana son ap
parition. . . . La nature eat in
tentionelle dana son but, mais

aveugle dana l'êxecution." Both

Huxley's comparison of an organism
with a clock and the quotation
from Claude Bernard suggest a

parallel between the dictum of
Archimedes: "5ds uot irou crr& scaZ
rv ,cóouov Kg)1cTw," and a possible
one of a biologist: "Give me an

organism, and I will explain its
action mechanically." In another

place Claude Bernard says (be. cit.,
ii. p. 524): "L'élément ultime du

phéuomène eat physique; l'arrange"
ment eat vital."

2 Examples of this could be

multiplied indefinitely. I take
one from an entirely different




field. Prof. Kerner von Marilaun,
the celebrated botanist, says ('The
Natural History of Plants,' trausi.
by Dr Oliver, 1894, vol. i. p. 52):
"In former times a special force
was assumed-the force of life.
More recently, when many phen
omena of plant life had been suc
cessfully reduced to simple chemical
and mechanical processes, this vital
force was derided and effaced from
the list, of natural agencies. But
by what name shall we now desig.
nate that force in nature which is
liable to perish whilst the proto
plasm suffers no physical alteration,
and in the absence of any extrinsic
cause; and which yet, so long as
it is not extinct, causes the proto
plasm to move, to inclose itself, to
assimilate certain kinds of fresh
matter coming within the sphere
of its activity and to reject others,
and which, when in full action,
makes the protoplasm adapt its
movements under external stim
ulation to existing conditions in
the manner which is most ex
pedient? This force in nature is
not electricity nor magnetism; it
is not identical with any other
natural force, for it manifests a
series of characteristic effects which
differ from those of all other forms
of energy. Therefore I do not'
hesitate again to designate as vital
force this natural agency, not to
be identified with any other, whose
immediate instrument is the proto
plasm, and whose peculiar effect
we call life." Another example
is that of Prof. Virchow, to whom
we are indebted for the great rev
olution which the application of
the novel conceptions of the cell
ular theory has worked in the
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accepting a mechanical conception," we must not "fall

into the very common mistake of trying to explain vital

processes as being due directly to mechanical causes."

It has been quite as impossible to banish the word

life from the biological vocabulary as it has been to

banish the word "ought" from the ethical. Biological

knowledge has become purely chemical, physical, and

mechanical, but not so biological thought. The question

"What is life?" still haunts us. Let us see what posi

tion the foremost representatives of modern biological

research have taken up to this question. We find that

they can be divided into two classes.

First, there are those who have studied the pheno- o.

mena of living matter solely by the means which the




aspect.
clentifl

advancing sciences of dynamics, physics, and chemistry

have placed at their command. To them biology is an

applied science. The question "What is life?" is., ac

cording to their view of method, only to be solved by

degrees, by bringing the forms and processes manifested

in the living world more and more under the sway

of observation, measurement, and possibly calculation.

The central problem as to the essence of life and the

field of pathology. After having
assisted in banishing the older
vitalism, he, to the dismay of
many of his own school, reintro
duced the conception of a vital
principle in a well-known review
entitled "Old and New Vital
ism," in his own journal (vol.
ix. p. 20). "Indeed, the living
body consists, so far as we know,
of substances of the same kind
as we find in 'lifeless nature,' and
these substances have not only
no other properties and powers in




the living body, but they do not
even lose any of them. . . . Never
theless, we cannot see how the
phenomena of life can be under
stood simply as an assemblage of
the natural forces inherent in those
substances: rather do I consider it
necessary to distinguish as an es
sential factor of liFe an impressed
derived force in addition to the
molecular forces. I see no ob
jection to designating this force by
the old name of vital force."
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consensus of many mechanical, physical, and chemical

processes in the living organism does exist, but it can

only be answered by attacking it from all sides and

reducing it to ever narrower issues. The stronghold in

which life is intrenched is to be conquered by surround

ing it on all sides by the attacking forces of dynamics,

physics, and chemistry. It will have to yield some day,

though that day. may be far off. The number of those

who treat biology in this way has increased very much

ever since Descartes,' and still more Lavoisier, applied

1 The claims of Descartes to be
considered as one or the founders
of modern physiology are put for
ward by Euley in several of his
addresses, notably in that of 'On
Descartes' Discours,' &c., 1870
('Lay Sermons,' &o., p. 219); and
in that on 'The Connection of the
Biological Sciences with Medicine,'
1881 ('Science and Culture,' p.
325). In the latteraddress he say,-:
"Now the essence of modern, as
contrasted. with ancient, physio
logical science, appears to me to
lie in its antagoni.;m to animistic
hypotheses and animistic phrase-
ology. It offers physical
explana-tionsof vital phenomena, or frankly
confesses that it has none to offer.
And, so far as I know, the first
person who gave expression to this
modern view of physiology, who I
was bold enough to enunciate the I
proposition that vital phenomena,
like all the other phenomena of the
physical world, are, in ultimate
anaLysis, resolvable into matter and
motion, was René Descartes. .
And as the course of his specula
tions led him to establish an
absolute distinction of nature be
tween the material and the mental
worlds, he was logically compelled
to seek for the explanation of the
phenomeru of the material world




within itelf" (p. 335). It is in
teresting to contrast with this
announcement of the banishment
of the animistic aspect from modern
physiology what Prof. Bunge says
in the introductory chapter to his
well-known 'Text-book on Physio
logical and Pathological Chemistry'
(Engl. transl. by Woolridge, 1890):
"The mystery of life lies hidden in
activity. But the idea of action
has come to us, not as the result of
sensory perception, but from self
observation, from the observation
of the will as it occurs in our
consciousness, and as it manifests
itself to our internal sense" (p. 7).
"Physiological inquiry must com
mence with the study of the most
complicated organism, that of man.
Apart from the requirements of
practical medicine, this is justified
by the following reason, which leads
us back to the starting-point of our
remarks: that in researches upon
the human organism we are not
limited to our physical senses, but
also possess the advantage afforded
by the 'internal sense' or self
observation" (p. 11). "The essence
of vitalism does not lie in being
content with a term and abandon
ing reflection, but in adopting the
only right path of obtaining know
ledge, which is possible, in starting
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the purely scientific or exact method to the study of

the organism.

But biology is not only a subject of purely scientific" Influence of

interest. There is a second and larger class of students medicine.

- those who study biology as the basis of the art of

healing, the medical profession. To them the question

of life and death, of the normal or abnormal coopera

tion of many processes in the preservation of health

or the phenomena of disease, is of prime interest: the

knowledge of the mechanical, physical, and chemical

properties and reactions of living matter, of the con

struction of the organs and their functions, is only the"

means to an end. Before the time of Lavoisier, with the

solitary exception of Descartes, biology was studied only

by medical men; indeed to them both the existence and

the progress of the science were entirely clue. For them

the paramoun t questions must always be, "What is life?

What is its origin? What is death? What are its

causes? What is disease?" To this class of students we

are indebted for again and again bringing forward and try

ing to answer these fundamental, these central questions.'

By the other, the smaller yet increasing class of purely

scientific biologists, we are being continually told that

these questions are premature or metaphysical,' and

from what we know, the internal
world, to explain what we do not
know, the external world" (p. 12).

See, for example, the two very
interesting an ci suggestive addresses
iw Prof. Ed. von Rindflei8ch of
\Vurzhurg, 'Arztlich Philoso
phie' (Wurzburg, 1SS8), and 'Neo
\'italismus' (VerhanciL d. Gee.
deutseher Naturforscher und Arzte
zu Litbeck. 1895, vol. i. p. 111).




See Claude Bernard, 'La Science
Expérimentale,' 3rne ed., p. 211
"La vie eat l'idée directrice ou l;
force évolutive de l'êt.re; . . . mai
l'erreur serait de croire que cette
force métaphysique eat active h Ia

façon cl'une force physique.
La force m6taphysique tvoiutive par
laquelle none pouvoim caracteriser
la vie est inutile ?. is science,
parce qu'tant en dehors des frce
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that the answer which we may give to them is of no

scientific importance and of no scientific value. The

question, "What is electricity? Mat is the ether?"

cannot yet be answered; nevertheless the sciences which

deal with the properties of the ether or of electrical

bodies are advancing daily. So also-we are told

does the science of biology progress, even though we

leave the question "What is life?" unanswered. This

would be a tenable position if the living organism were

like an electrical or an optical apparatus, constructed by

man himself with the modicum of knowledge which he

possesses. But the living organism, the eye that can

see or the nervous system that is in action, or even the

smallest "autonomous" cell, visible only with the micro

scope, are each an apparatus constructed by nature with

the employment of all the intricate agencies which are

at her command. In dealing with such an apparatus,

we are again and again tempted to ask, "What is life?

On what does the normal and healthy co-operation of

all parts in the living organism depend? In what, does

it consist?" Fragmentary knowledge may be well

enough so far as it goes, but every medical practitioner

must painfully feel it to be altogether insufficient.

Where practical interests are involved we cannot in

definitely postpone our answers. Science can wait and

physiques elle ne peut exercer
aucune influence sur elles. It taut
donc id séparer le rnonde méta

physique du monde physique phi
nominal qui lui sert de base, mais

qul n'a rica . Jul emprunter.
En résumé, 8i DOUS OUVOfl8 délinir
la vie i. Faide d'une conception
inétaphysique spéciale, it Wen reste




paws moms vrai que lei; forces m.
caniques, physiques, et chimique,
sont seules 1e8 agents effectifs de
l'organisme vivant, et que la physio
logiste ne peut avoir t teuircotnpte
que de leur action. Nous dirons
avec Descartes: on pense mta
physiquement, nials on vit et on
agit physiqueuieut."
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content itself with the known and the knowable. Prac- 8.
Practice

tice is placed face to face with the unknown and the urges the
question:

unknowable.' Thus the question will again and again
Is

be asked, "What is life?" And for the benefit or

injury of mankind theories will exist which profess to

handle this delicate problem successfully, even as

weather-prophets will always exist though the neóessary

knowledge for accurate prediction is still wanting.

One of the first in time and eminence in the course of




Bichat.
the nineteenth century to whom we are indebted, not

See what Theoci. Bischoff, one
of the first and foremost German
anatomi.ts of the new school, says
in his Eloge of Liebig (Mitnehen,
1874),1). 60. "Inorganic science is
not any way induced and is much
less obliged to forsake the road
from the known to the unknown.
But what would have been the
result, what would still be the
result, if, in all our researches into

organised nature, and yet more in
all our actions which have refer
ence to our state of health or ill
health, we had proceeded, or were
now to proceed, only from data

firmly established as to cause and
connection? Could we then 80 much
as take a morsel into our mouths
or treat a cold otherwise than with
fear and trembling? Physiologist.,,
and doctors have surely always been

ready to proceed according to the
methods of exact science so far as
this was developed. But so long as
this gave but a stone instead of
bread, acceptance could not, be

thought of; necessity compelled
us to make some attempt towards
the solution of questions, to invent
ac'uie language in order to gain an

understanding ; and through this

frequently an erroneous procedure
has ariex which outlives the means
for its correction." "Physiology,"




says Du Bois-Reymond (Eloge of
Jolt. Muller, 'Reden,' vol. ii. p.
199), "is the only science in which
one is obliged to speak about things
which one does not know. Chem
istry need not treat of unknown
compounds, nor physics of undis
covered forces; botany and zoology
do not mind what kind of animals
may still move about unknown
among unknown vegetation in un
explored regions. But in physi
ology, even if we confine ourselves
to man, a definite number of things
is given which must be dealt with.
The spleen, the thyroid gland, the
thymus, the suprarenal capsules;
many parts of the brain, ganglia,
nerves, the labyrinth of the ear-all
these are there, and must, according
to the customary view, be there for
something. Manifold suppositions
as to the functions of these parts,
seemingly supported or invalidated
by pathological experience, have
put in the place of absolute dark
ness a twilight which is richer in
delusions though not in certainty.
The expounder of our science is

obliged to lead his pupils through
this twilight on an anxious path,
and then meet in return with that
discouragement winch really is

owing to the subject itself."
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indeed for the name, but for the modern science and

direction of biology, was Xavier Bichat, who during the

short period of his remarkable career (1771 to 1802)

remodelled biological studies. He approached the sub

ject from the side of )nethcille and in a philosophical

spirit. In 1800 there appeared two treatises, one

on the membranes and tissues, and another entitled

"Itecherches physiologiques sur la vie et la mort."

These by their titles already reveal the twofold aspect

of biological science which drew the attention of Bichat

and his school. First, the attempt to reform biological

and medical knowledge by a close anatomical examination

of organic tissues in their normal and diseased states, for

the purpose of which he, within a very short time, ex

amined six hundred corpses. The fuller account of his

researches is given in the four volumes of the 'Anatoinie

Géntrale' (1801) and in the posthumous five volumes

of the 'Anatomie Descriptive,' completed by some of

his numerous pupils and followers after his death. In

these works Bichat created the science of histology

without resorting to the microscope, which was to do

such good service in the hands of those who came

after him, and without that application of physical and

chemical principles which during his time (notably

by Lavoisier and his school) had been applied with

much success in the theory of animal combustion and

in the foundation of another new science-that of

organic chemistry. The reasons which inclined Bichat

to distrust the microscope were the delusive nature of

the revelations of the imperfect instruments then in use.

They disappeared when, in the course of the next thirty
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years, the instrument was gradually improved. The

reasons which prevented Bichat from treating biology

as an application of physics and chemistry lay deeper,

and were rooted in the second great idea which governed

hini and his school-his "Vitalism." As stated above,
H18

those who have studied the phenomena of life can be

divided into two classes. There are those who have

been struck by the resemblance of the processes and

phenomena in living matter with those in dead or

unorganised matter: their attention has been directed

more and more to establishing a parallelism between

organic and inorganic nature, and they have fre

quently ended in the conviction that their parallelism

warrants us in asserting their ultimate identity. There

have been others who have been impressed with the

essential and fundamental difference between organic

and inorganic processes and phenomena. To them, all

attempts to reduce the living process to a mechanism

seen to have failed, and however much they have ap

preciated the insight gained by the other class of

students, they have deemed it equally important to

emphasise the essential difference-the independence,

originality, and incommensurability of the phenomena of

life. The latter can be called Vitalists in the broadest

sense of the term. Bichat belonged to them. As the

former class of students have frequently arrived at the

thesis that organic and inorganic processes are ultim

ately identical, so the latter have frequently arrived

at the thesis that they are fundamentally opposed and

antauonistic. Bichat gives expression to this view in ii.0 Z5 H delhi!-
his celebrated definition of life, as the totality of those tion of life.
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functions which resist death. He adopts, on the one

side, the method of looking for the explanation of the

phenomena of matter in the properties of matter. In

the introduction to the 'Anatomie Générale,' he says:
1

"The connection of the properties as causes with the

phenomena as effects is an axiom which has become

almost tiresome to repeat nowadays in physics and

chemistry: if my book establishes an analogous axiom

in the physiological sciences, it will have fulfilled its

purpose." But being convinced of the essential difference

of the object with which the physiologist is concerned,

Claude Bernard (1813-78), from periweutalist. The founder of this
whose various writings the passages purely experimental school in
of Bichat are mostly taken, has very France was Magendie (1783-1855).
fully analysed the theoretical views It is interesting to note that prior
of his eminent predecessor. The to Magendie in France, Charles
following books belong to the best, Bell in London had led up to
in substance and notably in style, experimental physiology in Eng-
that have been written on the sub- land by his famous distinction be-
ject.: 'La Science Exprinientale,' tween sensory and motor nerves
3 ed., 1890; especially : 'Defini- (1811). But, according to Claude
tion de la vie,' p. 149, &c. : 'Leçons Bernard, this anatomical distinction
sur lea Phénomènes de la, vie corn- required experimental verification
muns aux animaux et. aux vgé- in a living animal. Magendie
taux,' 1878, especially vol. i. p. 57, furnished this in 1822, and, together
&c. ; 'Rapport sur lea progrès et with this corner-stone of modern
la marche de la Physiologic gnrale physiology, laid the foundations of
en France,' 1867. Introduction. the.art of vivisection, with all its
Although Bichat was a vitalist, he wonderful discoveries and its dis-
took a first and important step in favour in certain quarters. There
the direction of getting out of the is no doubt that for many years
vitalistic conceptions which be in- Paris became, through this in-
herited from Hailer, and which had novation, the centre of medical
assumed a special form in the teaching on the Continent. As to
Montpellier school. Through his the distinctive merits of Bell and
foundation of physiological research Magendie, see Claude Bernard's
upon an anatomical study of tissues, exhaustive examination ('Physiol.
he localised the problem of physi- gn.,' p. 11, &c.), but also Du Bois-

ology. Had he proceeded further Reymond's Eloge of Joliannes
on the lines he himself started, he f Muller ('Reden,' vol. ii. p. 176,
would have thrown off, like his &c.) According to him the
successors, notably Magendie, the "Thesis" of Bell was not generally
hypothetical distinction between . considered to be proved till after
physical, chemical, and vital pro- Miller's experiments in 1831.
perties, and become a pure ex-
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he does not advance to the position that the same

method will lead to parallel results. "There are," he

says, in nature two classes of things, two classes of

properties, two classes of sciences. Beings (things) are

organic or inorganic, their properties are vital or non

vital, the sciences are physical or physiological." He

did not anticipate that a faithful examination of the

properties of organised matter, of membranes and tissues

-which should not be limited to lifeless corpses-would

more and more reveal that their properties, the forces

acting on and in them, could be analysed into the

same forces as those we find in the inorganic world.1

According to Claude Bernard
('Physiol. gén.,' p. 5, &c.), three
things were wanting at the be
ginning of the nineteenth century
to place physiology on a satisfactory
basis. The first-anatomical know
ledge of the structure of living
matter-was brilliantly established
by Bichat. But Bichat was not a
physiologist: he neglected the
second requisite, the study of the
continual conflict between the liv
ing organism and the mechanical
influences of the "milieux," the
environment. "II faudra "-says
Bernard-" tenir corupte de deux
ordres de conditions: 10, des con
ditions anatotniques de la matière
organisée qui (lonnent la nature
ou Ia forme des phénomènes
physiologiques; 20, des conditions
physico - chimiqucs ambiantes qui
déterininent et reglent let; mani
festations vitales." A third im
pulse was wanted in physiology :
"ii fallait la rainener definitive
ment , la méthode ties sciences
expCrimentales; ii fallait la pousser
avec vigueur dana la direction des
experiences sur lea organismes
vivants, afin de la dCtourner de la




voie des hypotheses et des explica
tions prématuréea dana laquelle
elle s'Ctait si souvent égarée.
Un grand physiologiste françai8,
Magendie, moo maitre, eat venu,
au commencement de cc siècle,
exercer cette action gCnérale aur
la science physiologique, en même
temps qu'il l'enrichissait. par sea
propres découvertea. Magendie fut
élevé dana l'école anatomique do
Paris, mais ii n'était point dispose

suivre lea succeaseure do Bichat
dana leurs explications hypothé
tiques. DouC d'un esprit précis
et pénétrant, sceptique et in
dCpendant, ii fut lie de boone
heure avec Laplace, qui le patronna.
Par cette influence ii se trouva
encore fort.iflé dams son antipathie
innée pour lea explications physi
ologiques dana lesquefles on ne
se payait que do mots. Puis,
par une tendance spontane de
reaction qui, a cette Cpoque, fut
très utile i. la physiologic, ii
a'arrta t\ l'expérimentatiou em
pirique, c'est-à-dire au résult.at
brut de l'expérience cousidCrée en
dehors do toute interpretation et
de tout raisonnement."
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Bichat, as Claude Bernard has told us,1 thus clearly and

eloquently found the expression or "formula for the

fleeting ideas of his age. All the ideas of his con

temporaries regarding life, all their attempts to define

it, are, in a way, only the echo and paraphrase of his

doctrine." We find it repeated by surgeons like Pelletan,

who practised in the Hotel Dieu, and by great naturalists

like Cuvier, who founded comparative anatomy. To both

of these life was a contest, a struggle, as it is at the end

of the century to the Darwinians; but it was a struggle

of the living forces against the dead, whereas nowadays

it is the struggle of the living for supremacy amongst

each other or a process of adaptation to external condi

tions. Whilst there is this great difference between

12. these two views characterising respectively the begin-
Vitallamand
Darwinlam.

fling and the end of our century, they have one point

in common-they both emphasise the unrest, the con

tinued change, the extreme mobility which distinguishes

living matter. But even this distinction has ceased

during the course of the century to impress us so

much as it did Bichat; since the stability of the solar

system proclaimed by Laplace has ceased to charm

astronomers, and the dictum of ancient science has

been refuted: "materiam ccBli esse inalterabilem."

1 'Ia Science Expérimentale,'
p. 164.

2 Claude Bernard (lc. cit., p.
172, &c.) dwells on this point with

great eloquence. "Aujourd'hu
l'esprit de8 astronoixies eet familiar.
lee avec l'idée dune mobilité et
d'une evolution continuelle du
monde sidéral. Lea astres Wont,

pas toujours existC, dit M. Faye;
lie ont eu une ptriode do for-




mation; jig auront pareiilemeut
uue périocle do déclin, suivie d'une
extinction finale . . . . Lee as
tronomes, avant de connaitre lea
lois des mouvenients des corps
céleetee, avaient imagine' de puis
sances, des forces sidérales, comme
lee physiologistee reconuaissaient
dee forces et des puissances vitales.
Kepler lui- mérne adinettait un
eapriti recteur sidéral par l'influence
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After the age of Bichat, and largely through his

influence,-i.e., through the cultivation of anatomical

researches-the pendulum swung in the direction of

proving more and more the parallelism of organic and

inorganic processes. It reached its maximum swing
in that direction about the second third of the

century. Since then it appears to have again returned

in the opposite direction. Let its follow this movement

somewhat more closely, and see how the stronghold in

which the innermost secret of life is intrenched has

been attacked from all sides by all the processes and

methods of the mechanical, physical, and chemical

sciences, and how it has persistently refused to sur

render.' There was a time when the leading repre-

duquel lea planètes suivent dana
l'espace des courbes savantes sans
heurter lea astres qui fournissent
d'autres carrières, sans troubler
l'harmonie régle par le divin
geomètre." Another property which
was once thought peculiar to and
characteristic of living organisms,
that of regeneration after mutila
tion, of "reclintegration," is now
known to exist also in lifeless struc
tures: "M. Pasteur asignalé des faits
de cicatrisation, de rdintgration
cristalline, qui mritent toute notre
attention . . . . Ces faits . . .
rapprocheut complètement de ceux
que prsentent lea tres vivants
lorsqu'on leur fait une plaie plus
ou moms profoude ",(ibid., p. 173).

Bischoff, in his Eloge of Liebig,
who remained all his life a vitalist,
says (p. 57): "We must, indeed, as
in the exact sciences, guard against
letting a mere word step in as an
explanation, wherever our insight
into the conditioning causes has
been insufficient, as was indeed re
peatedly done formerly, when a
word W48. considered to be a suffi-




cient reason. We must consider it
to be the continual duty of organic
science to wage, as it were, a con
stant war against this organic force,
and to dispute it. territory where
soever possible. If, for example, a
talent like his succeeds in deducing
many morphological traits of the
higher animal organisms from the
mechanical conditions of growth in
the embryo, &c., we shall grate
fully accept the proof; but we
must all the while not forget to
ask the further question, by whom
these mechanical conditions have
been brought together. If it be
further true that the cells of the
embryo perform the most extra
ordinary wanderings, in order to
arrange themselves into the various
tissues and organs of the animal
body, we shall welcome this as a
very interesting and remarkable
phenomenon in the obscure region
of development; but we have re
ceived no light on the question who
acts as guide to the wandering cells.
Similarly, if chemistry should some
day succeed in forming albumen ar-
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Is. sentatives of the medical profession considered it
The extreme
vftaliam.

unworthy and degrading to treat the human frame

as a mechanism, and to approach it by the methods

used in other sciences. "For the vitalist physician,"

says Helmholtz,1 "the essential part; of the vital pro

cesses did not depend on natural forces which act

according to fixed laws. What these could do ap

peared of secondary importance, and a study of them

hardly worth the trouble. He thought to be face to

face with something soul-like,"-the anima of Stahl,

the vital force of the vitalists,-" which had to be met

by a thinker, a philosopher, a man of spirit. . . . Aus

cultation and percussion were practised in the bos-

pitals,2 but I have heard it said that these were crudei

ticiafly, we shall probably be able
to date from that day an entirely
new period in natural science, but
this artificial production of albumen
will never be feasible through the
simple affinities of the elements,
but only by producing a new
arrangement in organic substances
already formed by the plant. We
shall gratefully receive all such
increase of our knowledge: we do
not require wonders and belief in
miracles for the vital force, but
only a name for the effects of
which we do not know the
causes. . . . Neither the ancient
primreval ooze nor the modern

Bathybius, neither the remote
monads nor the recent monera,
neither protoplasm, nor nucleus
and cell and their development,
confessedly so simple and easily
understood up to self -conscious
man, give us the smallest clue
to the forces at work and their

origin. This induces us to ascribe
them to a force, regarding the
essence of which we indeed know




no more than we know of any
cause that cannot be further an
alysed. But we admit in doing
80 the imperfection of our know
ledge, and do not deceive others
by suggesting that mechanical
science could solve the secret of
organised nature."

'
Vorträge und Reden,' vol. ii.

p. 179.
2 Chr. Fried. Nasse (1778-1851),

since 1822 professor at Bonn,
where, together with Waither,
Joh. Muffler, and others, he cul
tivated the physiological method
in medicine, "was, as it seems,
the first German doctor in whose
clinical institute physical diagnosis
was introduced. From 1820 on
ward percussion was practised;
since 1821 the stethoscope was
regarded as an indispensable in
strument" (Haeser, 'Geschichte
der Meclizin,' 3rd ed., Jena, 1881,
p. 912). "The thermometer was
first used extensively at the bed
side by James Currie (1756-1805).
His 'Medical Reports oil the efeet
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mechanical devices which a physician with a clear

mental vision did not require: moreover, the patient

would thereby be degraded and treated as a machine.

Feeling of the pulse was the most direct method of

ascertaining the reactive power of the vital forces, and

was delicately practised as the most important process.

Elderly practitioners considered counting with a second

watch as hardly good taste: taking the temperature

was not thought of. As to the eye-mirror, a highly

celebrated surgical colleague told me he would never

use the instrument, it being dangerous to throw brilliant

light into suffering eyes: another declared the mirror

might do well for oculists with poor sight; he himself

possessed very good eyes and did not need it. . . . A

celebrated professor of physiology had an argument with

his colleague in physics regarding the images in the

eye. The professor of physics invited him of physiology

to come and see the experiment. This was indignantly

refused: a physiologist should have nothing to do with

experiments, which might do well enough for a physicist."

The first great attack upon the organic system of 14.
Attack from

forces, upon the citadel of life, was made by chemistrthe side of
y,

and was led by Lavoisier and the great school of chemists

which continued his work. In consisted in the applica

tion of the theory of combustion, in which oxygen played

such an important part, to the processes of respiration,

of water, cold and warm, as a
remedy in fever and other diseases,'
London, 1797, "contains observa
tions on the variations of the
body-temperature. . . . But these
attempts had little success. Not
till the middle of the nineteenth




century was the importance of
medical thermometry recognised,
first through the classical work
of von Thirenaprung (1S51), then
through that of Traube, but
mainly through Wunderlich
(ibid., p. 930).
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nutrition, and the generation of animal heat.' Already in

1783 Lavoisier and Laplace had presented a memoir to

the Paris Academy of Sciences, in which they attributed

the generation of animal heat mainly to a process of

combustion which took place by the conversion of oxy

gen into fixed air during the process of respiration.

Lavoisier continued his researches on these and other

similar physiological processes, such as perspiration,

along with Séguin. They presented a joint memoir

on the subject in 1790. It is also known, through

the posthumous publication of Lavoisier's scientific

papers in 1862, long after Liebig had brought out his

series of researches on this matter, that the former had

entertained very correct; views on the economy of organic

life as it exists in the balance of the animal and vege

table creations. After Lavoisier, the application of the

new science of chemistry to questions of the individual

and collective life of organisms was extended in a series

The two great discoveries of ' dc l'homme' (1798), by J. P. T.
oxygen and of the electric cur- Baumes of Montpellier, against
rent at the close of the eighteenth which Fourcroy aimed his criticisms
century were not long in being in a letter to Humboldt. On these
applied to the reform of medical extravagances see Haeser, 'Ge-
doctrine. In both instances exag. schichte der Medicin,' vol. ii. p.
gerated theories were not wanting. 737, &c. ; also Dr A. Hirsch,
Fourcroy, himself a medical student 'Geach. d. medicin. Wissenschaften
by profession and one of the most in Deutsehiand' (Müncheu, 1893,
ardent followers and promoters of p. 567). There is no doubt that
the new chemistry, who, moreover, opposition to this one-sided ap.
edited a journal with the title 'La plication of some chemical or
médecine éclairée par lee sciences physical theory, or of some special
physiques '(1790-92), found it never- therapeutic method, which might
theless necessary to give warning be valuable to a limited and re-
against the premature introduction stricted degree, partly accounted
into medical teaching of the new for the fact that the more thinking
ideas of chemistry. Of this many members of the profession clung
instances eist.ed, both in France to the notion of a vital force or
and Germany, such as the 'Essal principle, as yet undefined but
d'un systrne chimique de in science nevertheless existent..
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of very valuable but unconnected researches in all the

different countries where chemistry was cultivated.

Priestley, in England, had noticed the purifying effect

of plants on air; Do Saussure, in a series of remarkable

experiments, carried on in the last years of the eighteenth

century at Geneva, established the fact that in sunlight

plants increase the quantity of carbon and other con

stituents in their tissues. Ingenhousz in Holland and

Senebier in France had shown that in the presence of

sunlight bubbles of oxygen gas are given off by plants

when plunged under water, and had traced this oxygen

to its source, the carbonic acid in the atmosphere. Sir

Humphry Davy had applied chemistry to agriculture;

and, much later, German physiologists like Tiedemann

and Johannes Miller had recognised the necessity of

explaining the processes in the living body chemically.

All these labours, however, were detached, and their

value was little known. It was therefore a very timely

proposal which issued from the British Association in

18:39, that a report on the present state of organic

chemistry should be drawn up. For this task no less

a person than Justus Liebig was selected.1 The event

The sources of information on
Liehig's great work in revolutionis
ing the science of life through his
application of organic chemistry to
agriculture and physiology are nu
merous. In particular there are
two addresses by Vogel and von
Bischoff, delivered in the Munich
Academy in 1874, Hofmann's "Fara
day" lecture, delivered in the Royal
Institution in 1875, and a very
able summary, drawn mainly from
these sources by Mr W. A. Shen
stone, in Cassell's '

Century Science'
Series (1895), entitled "Justus von




Liebig, his Life and Work." Bis
choff's address contains a very full
discussion of Liebig's vitalietic sym
pathies. His great influence was
established as much by his special
scientific discoveries as by his
method of teaching,-by his early
attempts to popularise science and
make it an educational power
through his well-known 'Familiar
Letters.' He was in this respect a
pioneer, as after him Helmholtz and
Du Bois.Reymond were pioneers in
spreading scientific ideas by means
of popular lectures and addresses.
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marks an epoch equally in the science of organic chemistry

proper and in the life-work of Liebig. The necessity

of collecting and systematising the scattered labours

of chemists and physiologists in this department was

simultaneously felt in France, where Liebig's friend and

rival, Dumas, published his 'Essai de Statique chimique

des Etres orgauiss' as a conclusion to his course of

Liebig broke through the barriers
which in his age separated science
in Germany from general culture,
and the university professor from
the man of the world. From France
be learnt the merit of a clear style,
and from England the higher art of
popularisation. His fame did not
grow slowly and surely like that of
Helmholtz, spreading almost imper
ceptibly from narrower into ever
wider circles: he took the world
by surprise, and stirred up every
where inquiry, opposition, and con
troversy. He ventured on great
and sweeping generalisations and on
daring experiments and prophecies,
with the result that in the final
establishment of truth his oppon
ents had frequently as great a share
as himself. Notable instances are
his so-called "mineral theory"
of manuring and his theory of fer
mentation. Through the former
the great division which separated
the processes in the living from
those which obtained in the inani
mate (mineral) world was broken
down; and through the latter the
modern notions of the ubiquity and
continuity of life were to a large
extent, established, as will be seen
in the sequel of this chapter. The
correct notions which he enter
tained as to the necessity of the
mineral ingredients (phosphoric
acid, lime, potash, &c.) in plant.
manures, which he started in op
position to the older "humus" or
"vegetable mould" theory, was on
the point of being refuted by his




insistence on making his chemical
fertilisers insoluble, ignorant as he
then was of the absorbing and re
taining function of mould; but, a
generation. after, the prevailing pre
dilection for soluble manures was
again much modified by the intro
duction of the "Thomas slag," and
the enormous improvements in the
process of extreme pulverisation.
Prof. Vogel in his above-mentioned
address gives many extracts from
Liebig's writings, referring to the
final and corrected expression of
the chemical theory of fertilisation.
These are so characteristic of
Liebig's habit of thought and his
whole mental attitude, that I tran
scribe them: "When I knew the
reason why my fertilisers would not
act, I felt like a man who had re
ceived a new life, for through this
all processes of agriculture were
explained, and now that the law
is known and lies clearly before
our eyes, there remains only the
wonder that we did not see it long
ago: but the human mind is a
queer thing,-what does not fit into
the circle of ideas once given, does
not exist for it,. . . . I had sinned
against the wisdom of the Creator,
and for this had received merited
punishment. I wanted to improve
His work, and in my blindness I
thought that in the wonderful
chain of laws which bind life to
the Rurface of the earth, one link
WaS missing which I, a helpless
worm, could supply" (loc. cit., p.
34).
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chemistry at the Medical School of Paris in 1841.

With him was associated Boussingault, the man who,

next to Liebig, did most for the elaboration of the true

principles of agricultural chemistry.

To Liebig, organic chemistry did not mean the chemis-

try of the carbon compounds as it is defined nowadays,

and has largely become since Dumas himself introduced

into science the fruitful method and idea of substitution.

This idea extended the facilities of the laboratory chemist

enormously,' but also marks the altered view which has 15.
Change in

since taken hold of organic chemistry, the alliance with organc
chemistry.

arts and industries rather than with an understanding

of the economy and the phenomena of living organisms.

From the moment of that alliance dates the division

of organic chemistry into the two great branches of

the chemistry of carbon compounds and the chemistry

1 It is well known that organic
chemistry during Liebig's lifetime
outgrew the canons and the circle of
ideas in which he moved, and that
he complained of not being able to
understand the papers in his own
periodical, the 'Annalen,' &c.
Liebig originally opposed Dumas'
ideas on substitution, but in the
end admitted himself defeated,
when, through Hofniann, he became
convinced "that the character of a
chemical substance does not depend
so much as he had supposed on the
nature of its constituent atoms,
and depends very largely also on
the manner in which these atoms are
arranged. Some years afterwards,
at a dinner given by the French
chemists to chemical visitors to the
Exhibition of 1867, Liebig made his
defeat on this occasion the source of
a happy retort to Dumas, who had
asked him why of late years he had
devoted himself exclusively to agri-




cultural chemistry. "I have with
drawn from organic chemistry," said
Liebig, "for with the theory of
substitution as a foundation, the
edifice of chemical science may be
built up by workmen: masters are
no longer needed" (Shenstone, 'J.
von Liebig,' 1895, p. 61). Already,
in 1838, Liebig and Wöhler, in their
investigation on uric acid and its
derivatives, prophetically suggested
the twofold development which
organic chemistry was destined to
take: "From these researches the
philosophy of chemistry must draw
the conclusion that the synthesis
of all organic compounds which
are not organised must be looked
upon not merely as probable, but as
certain of ultimate achievement"
('Annalen,' &c., vol. xxvi. p. 242).
In fact, we have now a chemistry
of organic and one of organised
substances.
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of organised nature. From this organic chemistry of

the modern school Liebig turned away-continuing to

lead research in the older and less fashionable direc

tion. This choice is explained by the peculiarity of

his great mind, which, while investigating details, never

lost sight of the organic whole of natural processes,

and which allowed itself many a flight of imagina

tion into unexplored regions. In fact, if we review the

16. work of Liebig from the side of the history of thought
Influence of
Liebig. rather than from that of science, we must assign to

it a very great and lasting influence. He was prob

ably the first man of science who conceived the two

fold meaning which belongs to the words, life and

organism, a meaning which was known and appreciated

by practical men, but which had, at that time, hardly

received scientific recognition.1 Life is not only defined,

as Bichat put it, by the contrast with death; it is just as

much defined by the idea of co-operation or solidarity:

life is not only the property of individual beings, but

also of the collection or society of several individuals in

a larger organism. As such, political economy had con

ceived it long before Liebig's time, but Liebig was prob

ably the first scientific thinker who studied the economy

of nature, who fully realised the interdependence of

animal and plant life, and tried to reduce this larger life

of living things to scientific data and laws. Through

him and his school two terms have become current in

scientific and popular literature which, especially in the

1 The idea of the dependence ofLamarck (see p. 314 supra) ; but the
living things on the environment, philosophical ideas of that great
on the "milieu," was indeed fully thinker were then unknown and
recognised and emphasised by disregarded.
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German tongue, have characterised the new ideas then

introduced into science, and have brought them home

to the intelligence of the educated classes. These two

terms have only been inadequately rendered' in any

other modern language: they are the words "Stoff- 17.

wechsel" and "Kreislauf des Lebene." The former de-
"Stotr
wechsel"

notes the continual change of matter connected -with
and "Kreis

II

maintenance of form in all living things; the latter

denotes the continual interchange which exists between

the separate members and the different provinces of the

living creation, the circulation of living matter and living

processes. Liebig looked upon nature on the large and

on the small scale as an economy, as a household, and

he applied himself to study the conditions of its exist-

ence, of its normal and abnormal states. Through Liebig

chemistry entered into close alliance with political

economy, or, as it is termed abroad, national economics.

We shall see immediately how the progress of science

has, in the further course of the century, tended to

emphasise this twofold aspect and define it more clearly;

how the individual organism, the bearer of life, has been

traced to smaller and smaller dimensions and units, and

how, correspondingly, life as we see it on the larger scale

has more and more revealed itself as consisting in co-

operation, in the collective action of societies made up

of individuals. We have on the one side the doctrine

of the "Autonomy of the Cell," so eloquently proclaimed is.

by Professor Virchow; on the other side the doctrine of
"Autonomy
of the Cell."

We shall see farther on how ism" and "Catabolism," 18 even
the word "Metabolism," with its more expressive than the German
two subordinate terms "Analx,l- term "Stofi\vechsel."
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"Division of the "Physiological Division of Labour," the happy ex-
Physiologi-
cal Labour."

pression invented by the great French zoologist, Henri

Mime-Edwards.

Whilst Liebig was working at the great problems of

the economy of life, and making chemistry subservient

to the interests of agriculture, physiology, and pathology;

another influence was exerted-mainly in Germany-on

the study of the processes which take place in the living

organism. This influence had its source in an application

of the principles of dynamics and the more modern teach

ings of physics.' It emanated from two distinct centres

from Leipzig, where the brothers Weber2 taught how to

In many passages of his inter
esting and brilliant "Addresses"
Du Bois-Reymond has dwelt on
the great revolution which came
over physiological studies about the
middle of the century, characteris
ing it as a special German achieve
ment. Claude Bernard has given
us an interesting account of a
corresponding, but not identical,
change of ideas in the great medical
schools of Paris. Quite recently Sir
Michael Foster has created in this
country an interest in the history
of medicine, notably of physiology,
and has on various occasions given us
masterly summaries of the results
of his historical research. I may
refer specially to his very lucid and
fasciuating monograph on Claude
Bernard (London, 1899, in Fisher
Unwin's 'Masters of Medicine'
Series). Another authority in
modern physiology, Prof. M'Keu
drick of Glasgow, has treated in a
companion volume of Helmholtz,
dwelling mainly on his physiological
labours, based upon his brilliant
application of physics and mathe
matics. The two monographs ex
hibit very clearly two distinct in
fluences which have been at work




in remodelling the science of phy
siology and the conceptions of the
phenomena of life.

2
Regarding the position and in

fluence of the three brothers AV, eber,
I may refer to former passages of this
history (vol. i. p. 196; vol. ii. chap.
vi. passim). The greatest of the three
-ErnstHeinrichWeber (1795-1878)
-occupies a unique position in the
development of the" science of life"
in Germany. He seems never to
have come under the influence of
the then prevalent "philosophy of
nature," and he had accordingly,
unlike Liebig and Johannes Miller,
nothing to unlearn. See pn this
point Du Bois-Reymond's Eloge of
Muller in 'Re4eu' (vol. ii. p. 216),
also Ludwig's hloge of Weber (Leip
zig, 1878, p. 10). Weber represents
in the purest form the influence
which physics, based upon experi.
ment and measurement, had upon
the development of the study of
organic form and function, as Liebig
represents in the purest. form the
influence of chemical research and
reasoning. In this respect Liebig
was more nearly related to the
Paris school, Weber to the Berlin
school, which he greatly influenced.
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apply strict experimental research, combined with actual

measurements, to physical, organic, and psychical pheno,

niena, which had so far escaped all exact treatment;

and from Berlin, where in the person, and still more in

the school, of Johannes Miller, the great and complex 19.
Jobartnes

phenomenon of life in the higher organisms was analysed

into various mechanical and physical processes, each

connected with some well-defined organ which was

more and more recognised as possessing the properties

of a physical apparatus. A great deal of the work of the

numerous members of this school consisted in unravel

ling with the microscope the structure of such organic

apparatus, and studying its action by physical measure

ments and experiments. As examples and models of

this kind of work we have Du Bois-Reyinond's 'Re

searches in Animal Electricity' (1848), and Helmholtz's

'Physiological Optics' (1867, second edition, much en

larged, 1896), and 'Physiological Acoustics' (1862).

In the course of these labours it was found that the

older ideas of "Stoffwechsel," and the conception of

the circulation of matter as it was taught in the school

of Liebig, required to be corrected and extended. I have

referred in an earlier chapter' to the interesting circum

stances under which our modern notions of the conserva

tion of energy first dawned independently upon Mayer

and Helmholtz whilst studying the phenomena of heat

in the animal organism. In the school of Liebig we

meet with an occasional attempt to extend the idea

of "Stoffwechsel," the exchange of material or of

elementary matter in the living body of animals and

See supra, chap vii.
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plants, so as to embrace likewise the imponderables

heat, light, electricity, &c. We find Mohr treating of

heat and animal energy as substances which must be

counted among the elements or prime materials known

to chemists-just as the French chemists of Lavoi

sier's school enumerated the imponderable along with

the ponderable elements of nature: even Liebig's first

edition of the 'Chemical Letters' is not quite averse

to such an interpretation. The ideas on this matter

were, however, vague, and needed defining. When

Mayer attempted a first step in this direction, Liebig did

not see the value of it. The subject was only cleared up

when Helmholtz, in 1847, showed that all so-called

living forces were the different manifestations of a

certain quantity of power to do work- later termed

energy
- and that this power could show itself in

actual change and motion, or be stored up in tensions

in the system, later called "potential energy." After

this, "Stoffwechsel" appeared not only s an exchange

of material, but also as a change in the form of energy,

whereby potential or latent energy could be accumulated

in the organism and let loose, as the latent power of

an explosive substance is let loose by the pulling of

a trigger.

One of the immediate consequences of these varied

researches-all tending to show how the conception

formerly established in chemistry, physics, and dynamics

could be utilised in the description of the phenomena of

living matter, how the complex phenomenon of life

could be split up into a number of separate chemical

and physical processes, which could be imitated in
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the laboratory, and how the living organism could

be analysed into a complex of separate apparatus or

machines, acting on intelligible mechanical and physical

principles-was a radical change of the conception of

vital force and the vital principle. It ceased in the 20.

opinion of many to be opposed to other non-living forces,
Influence of

of

as it was with Bichat; according to others it was non-
energy.

existent, or at all, events useless; others again reduced

it to a purely regulative function, or even a mere

idea. A popular philosophy founded upon the unknown

principle of matter, and the equally unknown and

even less clear principle of force, promulgated the

notion that science had succeeded in banishing all

spiritual entities, and was able to explain everything on

purely mechanical principles. Vitalism and animism. 21.

were at an end; there only remained mechanism and
Mechani8nl.

materialism. It is well to note that none of the great

men to whom we are indebted for the real extension of

our knowledge of biological phenomena favoured or

embraced this view. The reasons which kept them

from drawing what seemed to some the inevitable con-

sequences of their discoveries were manifold.

As I stated before, there are two ways of approaching

the problems of nature, and two interests by which our

researches can be gtded. The one is the abstract

mathematical method, which begins with the simplest

definable and measurable elementary processes, and tries

to imitate the complicated phenomena of nature by more

and more intricate combinations of these elementary pro-

cesses. The other is the more concrete method inspired

by practical interests. The mechanical, physical, and
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chemical methods of analysis and synthesis follow the

former way, and they generally arrive at satisfactory

explanations of isolated parts of the actually existing

phenomena, or of special and simple cases. Notably,

they create the artificial world of manufactured things,
such as instruments, machines, chemical and mechanical

compounds. They may at times make it appear as if

this process of putting together, continued indefinitely,

would ultimately reach the real things which we behold

in inorganic, organised, and even in animated nature.

At all events no other way, it might seem, is open to

science, and the only thing that delays our progress
is the bewildering intricacy and complexity of things
natural. At the beginning of our century, when,

through Laplace and his school, many seemingly com

plicated phenomena of nature, notably those of physical

astronomy, yielded to the processes of analysis just de

scribed, there seemed for the moment a possibility of

building up a complete philosophy of nature on such

a groundwork. Laplace himself indulged in a fre

quently quoted prophetic vision of this kind. When, in

the middle of the century, some molecular phenomena,

notably those of light, had likewise yielded to the

calculus, and when correcter views as to the nature of

forces had further brought anothertand different world of

phenomena into a calculable form, it seemed likely that

even the mysterious processes of living organisms might

be subjected to similar reasoning. It seemed time to

abandon the familiar conception of a special vital force,

and to hand over physiological problems likewise to the

physicist, the chemist, and the microscopist. A regular
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crusade was accordingly started in Germany by philoso

phers, as well as by naturalists and biologists, against the

vitalists-those who believed in a special principle of life;

and an impression was created in the minds of thinking

outsiders that a purely mechanical explanation of life and

mind was finally decided on, and within possible reach.

Among those who assisted in bringing about this im-

pression, I need only single




out two names-those of

Eerrnann Lotze,1 the philosopher of Göttingen, and of

1 The position which Lotze oc
cupies in the history of the con
ceptions of life or of vitalism is
peculiar. If we read works deal
ing specially with the history of
medicine, such as those of Haeser
or Hirsch, we do not come across
the name of Lotze at all, and it is
only in quite recent times, fifty
years after the appearance of Lotze'8
writings dealing with vitalism, that
experts in physiology have re
verted to his discussion of the
subject. See notably the follow
ing: 1. Rauber, "Formbildung und
Formstirung in der Entwickeiung
von Wirbeithieren" (l Morphol.
Jahrbuch,' Band vi.), 1880. 2.
Wilhelm Roux, "Einleitung zu den
Beitriigeu zur Entwickelungsme
chanik des Embryo," 1885 (re
printed in 'Gesammelte Abhaud
lungen,' vol. ii. p. II, Leipzig,
1895). 3. 0. Hertwig, 'Zeit und
Streitfragen zur Biologie' (Heft 2,
Jena, 1897), pp. 23-29. 4. Carl
Hauptmann, 'Die Metaphysik in
der uiodernen Physiologie' (Jena,
194), . 3. These and many other
recent references go back to 1otze's
article, "Leben und Lebenskraft,"
in Rud. Wagner's' Handwörterbuch
der Physiologie,' 1842; and to his
larger publications, 'Aligemeine
Pathologie uudTherapie als mechan.
isehe Naturwissenschaften' (Leip
zig, 1842), and 'Aflgemeine Physi-




ologie des Körperlichen Lebene'
(Leipzig, 1867). The reasons why
Lotze's expositions were so little
regarded at the time were prob
ably twofold. He taught that
the phenomena of life consti
tuted a mechanical problem. This
was enough to dismiss in the
eyes of many empirical naturalists
the further, but not easily com
prehended, statement of Lotze that
life was not merely a mechanical
problem. The definition and solu
tion of the second part of the
problem was much more difficult,
aud Lotze delayed his expositions
on this side of the question for
ten years, when he published his
'Medicinische Psychologie oder
Physiologie der Seele' (1852),
which contained a metaphysical
introduction apparently little in
harmony with the supposed purely
mechanical or even materialistic
standpoint of his earlier writ
ings. In the meantime several
important works had appeared
which carried out in wider or
narrower regions the purely me
chanical or inductive and experi
mental treatment, and quite revolu
tionised physiological and medical
studies. I need only mention such
works as Jacob Henle's 'AUgemeine
Anatomie' (1S40), and his 'Hand
buch der rationellen Pathologie'
(1846-53). Herile, as von Kölliker




22.
Lotze and
Da Bols
Reymond.
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Du Bois-Reymond, the eminent physiologist of Berlin.

The former owed much of his scientific training to the

school of Ernst Heinrich Weber in Leipzig, the latter

to that of Johannes Muller in Berlin. Both agreed

in denouncing the conception of a vital force-as it

was then called-as illogical, and moreover as scienti-

fically useless. But whilst Lotze distinctly stated that

his criticisms on this subject were only addresssd to

scientific thinkers, and promised a further philosophical

says, "correctly saw that the work
of Bichat had to be remodelled on
the foundations laid by Schleiden
and Schwann," an undertaking in
which von Kölliker himself laboured
with the greatest success. But
above all must be mentioned the
appearance of Rud. Virchow's
'Cellular Pathology' (1858, Engl.
transi. by Chance, 1860), "in which
he himself explains that he does
not give a system but & general
biological principle," and in 80
doing lays the foundation for the
entire exact treatment of patho
logical cases. It is, however, well
to note that Virchow does not

regard life as a purely mechanical

problem. The works of such
authorities as Henle and Virchow

give as much or as little philosophy
and discussion of general principles
as physiologists of the exact school
required for about thirty years.
Those masters, indeed, had them
selves grappled with the philo
sophical problem, and had arrived
at a formulation which sufficed to
lead research into fruitful paths
for a new generation of experts
who themselves were not philo
sophically educated. The term
vital force disappeared, and in the

specialist medical literature of a

lengthy period even life itself was

hardly any longer discussed. Thus
a firm basis was laid on which




mechanics, physics, and chemistry
could be usefully applied. A similar
silence as to general problems
reigns in the great school which
for two centuries built on the
principles laid down by Newton
in natural philosophy. Similarly
in chemistry, the foundations laid
by the atomic theory sufficed for
the greater portion of the century
following its enunciation. We
have seen in earlier chapters of
this work how, even in these
much more firmly established me
chanical sciences, our century has
witnessed before its end discus
sions again arising as to funda
mental questions and leading prin
ciples. A similar fate has come
over biological science, and with
it a renewed interest in the writ
ings which stand at the entrance of
that epoch which was so rich in
the unravelling of definite and
special problems. Authorities like
Prof. 0. Hertwig warn us now of
that "other extreme which sees
in vital processes nothing but
chemico-physical and mechanical
problems, and thinks it finds the
true science of nature only in so
far as it is possible to reduce
phenomena to the motions of
attracting and repelling atoms,
and to submit them to calculation"
('Die Lehre voni Organibinus,' an
Address, Jena, 1899, p. 8).
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investigation of the question, Du Bois-Reyniond gave
the impression, in his earliest deliverance, that the

Du Bois-Reymoud's position in
the vitalistic controversy is inter
esting and instructive, inasmuch
as he considerably modified his
opinions in course of time. His
first. deliverance on the subject is
to be found in the preface to his
celebrated 'Untersuchutigen über
Thierische Elektricitä,t' (March
1S4S). This discussion of the
subject followed soon after the
cleliverances of men like Berzelius
(1S39), Schwann (1S39), Schielden
(1842), Lotze (1342), on the same
subject, which are stated to have
been "ineectual." After the
lapse of twenty -four years Du
Bois - Reymond approached the
subject again in his celebrated
address at the German Association
of Sciences at Leipzig, 1872, en
titled "Ueber die Grenzen des
Naturerkenuens." This deliverance
created a great sensation: the
pamphlet appeared in many
editions and translations, and
only in this country failed to
get adequately noticed. A further
explanation of the views ex
pounded in it, was given by the
author (1880) in an oration at
the meeting held annually ii
honour of Leibni?, in the Berlin
Academy on the 8th of July. It
bears the characteristic title "Die
sieben Weltrithsel," These docu
ments together contain the author's
"Philosophical creed," which ends
in "Pyrrhonism," out of which
there seems no escape except,
through "Supernaturalism," which,
however, begins where science
ends. (See note 1 to the last
mentioned address.) All three
documents are reprinted in the
two volumes of 'Reden' (Leipsic,
ISS6-87), from which I quote. In
the interval of a quarter of a cen
tury which lay between the first and




second deliverance great changes
had come over scientific thought.
The mechanical view, which had
been put forward in an extreme
form in 1848, when it was prophe
sied that 11

physiology, giviiig up its
particularistic interest., would dis
appear in the great united estate
of natural philosophy, would be
entirely dissolved in organic
physics and chemistry" (vol. ii. p.
23), had had time and opportunity
to show its power and its limits.
It had gained through greater
facility of application (such as
Ludwig's automatic curve - plot
ting), through the larger con
ception of "Stoffwechsel" as
denoting "metabolism' of matter
and energy. The author himself
had introduced a new definition
of life as a "dynamical equi
librium " in the place of older
descriptions (vol. II. p. 25); and.
above all, Darwin had shown the
possibility of a mechanical explan
ation of 80 - called "final causes"
in nature. The author himself
was one of that. great school,
emanating from Johannes Miller,
but now represented by the still
greater Helaiholtz, which had
pushed the mechanical or exact
treatment to its furthest limits,
to the analysis of the phenomena
of the nervous system in its high
est activity, those of sensation
and perception. It is therefore
highly significant that, instead of
confirming the earlier dirbtum, that
the exact treatment would halt
only at the most advanced point
viz., the manifestation of "free
will,"-the author is now forced to
admit that not only is the "origin"
of all motion quite obscure, but
likewise the lowest forms of
auiwat,ion or consciousness are
not to be explained mechanically,
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question was definitely settled and the road quite

clear for research. To those-and they comprised the

second class of thinkers referred to above-who were

unwilling or unable to follow Lotze and Du Bois

Reymond into the details of their criticism of the

illogical conception of force as employed in the term

"vital force," but who looked at the great facts of

economy, design, and recurrent order which are exhibited

in the living creation, these criticisms had little that

was convincing. If the term "vital force" was illogical,

some other term such as "vital principle" might be

substituted. The enormous difference between the

phenomena of living and of dead matter remained and

impressed itself on them. Liebig, and many naturalists

in France and Germany, had approached the study of

nature from the practical side. Their methods were not

mathematical but rather experimental, and very fre

quently not limited to the laboratory and dissecting-room,

but carried out in the workshop of nature itself. In

spite of his successful attempts to establish clearer views

regarding the economic processes of living nature and

the application of chemical analysis, Liebig' to the end

the mystery which attaches to
all beginnings as well as to the

great transitions in the ascending
scale of natural phenomena being
further emphasised and forcibly
driven home in the last-named
address, which, as has been said,
bears the title "The Seven Enig
mas." The three deliverances of Du
Bois.Reymond, together with the
copious notes and references which
he gives in the latest reprint,
serve as a very good and lucid

exposition of the inherent diffi
culties of the problem, and should




be studied by every one who desires
to be at home in the ancient and
modern literature of the subject.
The position of the author has
been many times criticised. See,
inter aiia, Kaufmann, 'Die Meta.
physik in der moderuen Biologie'
(Jena 1894), passim.1 Lord Kelvin in his essay "On the
Dissipation of Energy" (reprinted
in 'Popular Lectures,' &c., vol. iii.
p. 464) has the following interesting
note: "The influence of animal or
vegetable life on matter is infinitely
beyond the range of any scientific
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of his life never satisfied himself that the phenomena of 23.

life can be mechanically explained: he remained, in the

face of much criticism, a Vitalist. So did Wöhler in

Germany-so did most of the eminent physiologists in

France and in England. The crusade against Vitalism,

which was started in Germany, seems to have had little

influence on them. In 1854, six years after Du Bois

Reymond's essay on Vital Force, and twelve years after

that of Lotze, Huxley
1 could still, in the first of his

'Lay Sermons' "On the educational value of the natural

history sciences," express opinions on the difference be

tween living and not-living bodies which were distinctly

vitalistic, maintaining, much in the same way as Liebig

did in the later editions of his chemical letters, that "the

phenomena of life are dependent neither on physical nor

on chemical, but on vital forces"; and if, in 1870, he

could himself state that he had long since grown out

of this view, it is interesting to discover what were

the arguments which brought about this remarkable

change. I will at once state what seems to me to be

the great influence which combated Vitalism in this

country, which greatly strengthened the anti-vitalistic or

mechanical views in Germany, but which, as little as the

methematical and philosophical criticism of Lotze and

Du Bois-Reymond, ever took real hold of biological thought

inquiry hitherto entered on. About
twenty - five years ago I asked
Liebig if he believed that a leaf or
a flower could b formed or could
grow by chemical forces. He
answered, I would more readily
believe that a book on chemistry
or on botany could grow out of
dead matter by chemical processes."

The address referred to was re-




.printed in 1870 in the well-known
volume, entitled 'Lay Sermons,
Addresses, and Reviews,' with a
"prefatory letter" to Tyndall,
in which the following passage
occurs: "The oldest essay of the
whole contains a view of the nature
of the differences between living
and not-living bodies, out of which
I have long since grown."
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24.
Darwin.




in France, where a modified kind of vitalism still pre-

vails-1 It is the far-reaching influence of the reasoning

which sprang out of Darwin's theory of descent.

I The older ideas of vital forces
have in all the three countries been
combated by authorities of the very
first order, but, characteristically,
in a very different manner- the
phenomena of living bodies having
been attacked from different sides.
In Germany the mechanico-physical
school was for a time the dominant
one. In France the dominant school
was the so-called experimental, also
termed the vivisectional, school,
founded by Magendie. Between
these two extreme positions, both
equally opposed to the older
vitalism, there stood in the middle,
with a less strongly pronounced
antagonism to earlier conceptions,
those who, like Liebig in Germany,
Dumas and Boussiogault in France,

approached the phenomena of life

mainly by the methods and reason
ing of the new science of chemistry.
Thisschool hadaprofoundly modify
ing influence on theextreme views of
the experimental school in France.
It made itself felt. mainly through
Claude Bernard. In Germany this
influence was felt later, after that of
Darwinism had somewhat subsided.
In England it was the doctrine of
descent pure and simple which com
bated the older vitalism:. the ques
tion became one of origins, and vital
isui, as such, could be temporarily
ignored. The facts of variation,
overcrowding, natural selection, and
inheritance, presented such a mass
of material, waiting to be sifted and

arranged by exact methods, that
the problem of the essence of life
and its beginnings was set aside.
Accordingly, the attempts both of
Darwin and Huxley to grapple with
the central and final problem of
vitalism are very few ; the latter

only repeating what had been said




long before him by thinkers of a
very different school. The question
was not answered, because, for the
progress of the sciences and for their
successful application in medicine,
it did not require to be answered.
It became a purely philosophical
question, and the only English
writer of authority who seriously
grappled with it was Mr Herbert
Spencer in his Principles of
Biology.' Darwin in 1863 wrote to
Hooker ('Life,' vol. iii. p. 18): "It
is were rubbish thinking at present
of the origin of life; one might as
well think of the origin of matter."
Huxley, in a letter from the year
1884 ('Life,' vol. ii. p. 67), compares.
life with a whirlpool, a favourite
simile of Cuvier's (see supra, vol. i.
p. 129), but is doubtful as to compar
ing it with a machine. M. Delage
names Chevreul ('Considerations
générales sur l'analyse organique et
ses applications,' 1824): "Ilaeu le
mérite d'Ccrire que la Force vitale
n'explique rien, qu'elle aurait beoin
elle-znêixte d'être expliquée avant de
prétendre expliquer autre chose, et
que les phénoinènes de la vie ant
leur cause dixecte dans les principes
immédiats constitutifs de la matiêre
organisée. Ii u'tablit cepenchtnt
sur cette donnée une thorie de Ia
vie, car ii couclut, au con traire,
que, eat-on ratnenC les phCuoinènes
vit,aux h leurs causes prochaines et
aui forces qut rCgissent la matière
inorganique, on ne serait pas encore
en Ctat de cornpreudi'e comment
l'être organisé en se reproduiant
répète avec une ci)ustance si ye

marquable les caractères de son

espèce." Even Frauçois Magendie,
the great founder of the purely
experimental school of physiology,
says of Bichat's celebrated 'Recher-
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In order to enable my readers to comprehend clearly

the great change which has come over biological thought

through Darwin's writings and reasonings, I must now

introduce an idea which I have so far intentionally

avoided in discussing the various scientific views of

nature. This is the idea of final causes, the apparent
existence of a purpose (in German Zweck), or an end

(in German Ziel) in all processes of nature, but pre

eminently in those of the living portion of creation. In

all writings prior to Darwin a great deal is made of

final causes in nature, of the teleology of living processes.

The phenomena of life seemed safely intrenched in the

citadel of final causes: no mechanism could explain
them away. The very fact that organisms were com

pared with machines, admitted the existence of a definite

end and purpose; for it is the peculiarity of every

humanly constructed machine or instrument that it

serves a definite purpose which, in the mind of the

inventor or maker, suggested the peculiar arrangement or

organisation which we behold. The criticisms of Lotze 1

ches,' &c. : "Les esprits stSvères et
amis des progrès des sciences . *
ont regretté que l'auteur oppost
sans cease la vie aux lois physiques,
conime Si lea étree vivans n'taient
pas de corps, avant d'etre des vg6
tau ou des auiznaux" ("avertisse
ment" to the 4th ed. of Bichat'B
'Recherches,' &c., 1822).1 The lengthydicussions of Lotze
contained in the writings quoted
above are not easy to understand,
and it is not surprising that, be
yond the elimination of the con
ception of vital force as useless to
the purely scientific student, his
real meaning was at the time not
grasped at all. In fact, we may




say that Lotze, though ceasing to
be a vitalist, remained an animist.
Discarding vital force, he retained
the conception of a soul in a
manner which drew upon him the
ridicule of those whom, like Carl
Vogt, he had converted to pure
materialism. This has had the
consequence, that in more recent
times his whole philosophy has
been stigmatised as dualistic, and
that he has been accused of having
halted half-way. His real meaning
can be gathered more easily from
his later and more mature writ
ings: for his contemporaries it
must have remained to a great
extent enigmatical. See C. Haupt-
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and Du Bois-Reymond1 did not do away with this very

evident property of living things, but only maintained

mann ('Die Metaphysik in' der
Physiologie,' 1894, p. 7): "How.
ever convincingly Lotze destroyed
the conception of a vital force, he
had no desire to criticise in a sim
ilarly destructive manner the prin
ciple of a soul, though both have
grown up in the same climate, in
the fertile country where sub
stances blossom, &c. . . . And
although he emphatically, and in
many ways, urged that all organism
is a definite form and arrangement
of mechanism, lie nevertheless
accorded to the principle of in
herent disturbances (soul, will) a
partial control over the functions
of the animal body," &c. Accord
ingly this view set only the physi
ology of plant-life quite free for a
purely mechanical treatment, which
it received-after the suggestive
beginnings made by Schleiden
mainly at the hands of Julius
Sache, from whose 'Lectures on
Plant Physiology' (1887) Kauf
mann gives the following very char
acteristic extract: "The organism
is only a machine put together
out of different parts; . . . in a
machine, even if ouly made by
human hands, there lies the result
of deepestand most careful thought,
and of high intelligence, so far as
its structure is concerned," &c. (p.
623).

' The two great facts which stare
every unbiassed student of nature
in the widest sense in the face,
and which always upset a purely
niechanical view, are Purpose and
Will. Lotze recognises both, and
in all his writings never forgets or
ignores them. Naturalists, who
for the nonce are deeply interested
and fully absorbed in the analysis
of some definite organ, or some
special chemical power in the
organism, may usefully ignore




these two facts, of which the first
only intrudes itself if we rise to a
general, a comprehensive aspect;
the second is a result of individual
experience. Nor did Du Bois
Reymond ignore these facts. It
is interesting to see how he deals
with them in his earlier and later
writings. In the earlier period
he eliminates the problem of free
will as not a scientific problem
at all, and gets over the question
of purpose by a reference to the
evident existence of purpose in in
animate nature also,-an idea which
really comes ultimately back to an
assumption of a general animation
of the whole of nature, such as
has been maintained by many phil
osophers and naturalists in very
various forms. See, for instance,
the further remarks of Julius Sache
in the passage quoted above. But
there is no doubt that this method
of viewing the teleology of nature did
not really satisfy Du Bois.Reymond,
for in thereprint of his paperon vital
force he refers to it as superficial
('Reden,' vol. ii. p. 26), having in
the meantime adopted the explana
tion of Darwin, whose "highest
title to glory" will, "so long as
philosophy of nature exists," be
this, that he to "some extent
allayed the agony of the intellect
that ponders over the problems of
existence" (' Reden,' vol. i. p. 216).
In 1887 he holds that what he
wrote as late as 1859, before the
appearance of the 'Origin of
Species ',-for instance his cele
brated Eloge of Johannes Muller
is antiquated, though it still gives a
valuable picture of the "tormenting
confusion of those who could not
free themselves from the embarrass
ing fetters of the fixity of species,
the incompleteness of the pahonto.
logical records, and, more than all,
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that this end or purpose was attained by purely

mechanical processes, that no new force, called vital

force, need be assumed to exist, that it was the adequate

and sole object of science to disclose the mechanism by

which the various ends of life were. attained. The very

idea of life, the vitalistic element or factor, was chased

away beyond the region of the knowable, and remained

merely an idea in the realm of thought, as it was for

Descartes and Leibniz, and as it has remained, up to

recent times, for von Baer and for Claude Bernard, and




25,
for all those who do not accept the Darwinian explana- Lotznd

Claude
tion. For Lotze, Du Bois-Reymond, and Claude Bernard

1
ei.

of final causes; in one word, of all
pre-Darwinian Darwinians "(vol. ii.
p. 299).

Du Bois-Reymond ('Reden,' vol.
ii. p. 557) claims that the greater
part of the progress in modern physi
ology belongs to Germany, in spite
of the great talent and originality
of Claude Bernard. He thus de
scribes the different position of
the three countries: "One branch
of physiology especially emanated
from Germany -general physics
of muscle and nerves. Whereas in
England experimental physiology
lay fallow, while it moved in France
in vivisection and zoochemistry,
being held down in both countries
by vitalism, German science was
the first to advance to the in
vestigation of the surviving organs,
especially of the frog, looking
upon them as apparatus built up
by nature, extremely complicated,
yet conceivably only machines."
This was spoken in 1880. Since
that time a certain change has
come over physiological reasoning,
notably even in the very centre of
the physico . chemical school at
Berlin. In 1899 Prof. 0. Hertwig
warns us of the other extreme,




opposed to the older vitalism,
"which would lead us to a one
sided and equally inadequate con
ception of the vital process - -
which would see in it merely a
chemico -physical and mechanical
problem, and would recognise the
genuine science of nature only so
far as it is possible to reduce
phenomena to motions, . . . and
to subject them to mathematical
calculation" ('Die Lebre vom
Organismus,' an Address, Jena,
p. 8). How far Du Bois-Reymond
in later years modified his earlier
notions, we can to some extent
see from his published addresses.
\\Te know that the French school,
with. Claude Bernard as its most
illustrious representative, never fell
into the mistake of looking at the
living organism as a physico.chemi
cal machine, and we may be inclined
to attribute this to a large extent
to those experiments on the living
organism which were first institut
ed by Magendie, which, under the
hands of Claude Bernard, led to
the discovery of the action of the
pancreatic juice, of the glycogenic
function of the liver, of vaso-motor
nerves, and of the effects of poisons:
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purpose exists in nature, notably in living nature; it

is its very characteristic, its definition-the very "quid

proprium" of life,' but it is useless as a scieutific concep-

tion. It remains a problem for the philosopher, but the

all of them epoch - making dis
coveries which revolutionised
physiological science, and which it
is difficult to conceive of as having
been made without vivisectional
methods. We have also a remark
from the pen of the late Prof. Qeorg
Wiedemann, that Helmholtz him
self, that greatest master in the
line of mechanico-physical reason
ing on the processes and organs
of the higher senses and the nerv
ous system, foresaw the necessity
of resorting for further progress
to vivisectional research, to which
he had a ersonal dislike. (See
Wiedenianu s Introduction to the
third volume of Hehnholtz's
'Wissenschaftliche Abhandluugeu,'
p. x'iv.)

In many passages of his later
writings Claude Bernard has dealt
with the definition of life: most
fully in the posthumously pub
liahed volume entitled 'La Science
Expérimentale' (3rd ed., 1890).
He there arrives at the final state
ments (p. 207): "Je pense, quant

moi . . . que lee phênomènes
chimiques dane l'organisme sont
exécutés par des agents ou des
procéds spéciaux; mais eels
ne change rien . Ia nature pure
ment chiinique des phênomènes,
&c. . . . Lee agents des phénom
ènes chimiques dana lee corps
vivanta ne se bornent pas pro
duire des 8yLithèsea chimiques,
male us lea organisent. . . . Parmi
ces agents . . . le plus puissant et
le plus merveilleux est. sans con
tredit l'ccuf, Ia cellule primorcliale
qui con tient le germe, principe
organisateur de tout le corps.
Nous nassistons pas . la creation
de l'couf ex nilulo, ii vient dee




parents, et l'origine de sa virtualité
évolutive nous est cachCe. . . . II
y a comme un dessin vital qui trace
le plan de chaque étre et de chaque
organe; . . . ile semblent dirigés
par quelque condition invisible dans
la route qu'ils suivent, dane l'ordre
qui lea enchalne. . . . C'eat cette
puissance ou propriét évolutive que
nous nous bornons it Cnoncer ici qui
seu]e constituerait le quid propriiwm
de la vie, car ii est clair que cette
propriCt évolutive de I'ceuf, qui
produira un mamniifère, un oiseau
ou un poisson, n'eet ni de la
physique, ni de la chimie.
En disant que la vie est l'idée
directrice ou la force évolutiue de

nous exprinlons siinplement
l'idée d'uue unit dane la succession
de tons lee changementa morpholo
giques et chimiques accomplis par
le germe depuis l'origine jusqu'à
in. fin de In. vie. . . . La forcela
inétaphysique Cvolutive par laquelle
nous pouvons caractériser la vie est
inutile ft la science, parce qu'étant
en dehors des forces physiques elle
ne peut exercer aucune influence
sur elies. II faut done id sCparer
le monde mCtaphysique du monde
physique phenomenal qui lui sert
de base mais qui n'a rien a liii
eruprunter. Leibniz a expriint
cette delimitation dana lee parole8:
'Le corps se dCvelnppe mcauique
meat, et lee lois wécaniques ne sont
jamais vioites clans lea mouvements
naturele; tout se fait clans lee tunes
coinme s'il n'y avait pas de corps,
et tout se fait dana le corps, comtne
s'il n'y avait pas d'àmes.' . . . Nous
dirons avec Descartes: O? pence
rniitaphysiqvenient mais on vit et
on agit physiqucment."
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naturalist may neglect it, or at best can only use it as an

"heuristic" help, as an indication where to look for the

special mechanical contrivances which he is trying to

unravel. It seems to me that the position which such

thinkers take up towards the objects or individuals of

living nature is similar to that of a mathematical student

who clearly comprehends the solution of an algebraical

problem, but who himself would be unable to find it.

He may all his life remain in this attitude without being

able to find any solution himself: he has got complete

hold of the mechanism, but not of the idea, of mathe

matical reasoning. The student of nature could thus

hope eventually to understand the mechanism of life, but

the idea is beyond his comprehension. This can be ex

pressed by saying: the mechanism of life is ultimately

comprehensible, though highly intricate; the idea of life

is transcendental, incomprehensible. Let us not trouble

ourselves about the manner in which life first originated,

but let us study the mechanical processes by which it is

maintained, by which its various ends are accomplished.

Let us study the mechanism of the clock, though this

may not tell us the story of its maker nor the process

of its manufacture. Those who cling to the conception

of a vital force or principle would probably not even

admit as much as this. It is doubtful whether Liebig

to the end, whether Huxley in his earlier period, and

Du Bois -Reymond in his later writings, would have

admitted even this position.

We are now prepared to understand the novel position 26.
Darwinism

which the Darwinian conception of natural processes and final
cftueR.

introduced so far as the teleology of nature is concerned,
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-how it dealt with final causes, with the apparent exist

ence of a purpose, an end in the processes of nature,

notably of the living organism.

It must here be remembered that the question how

living things come to exhibit traces of design and pur

pose has really nothing to do with the nature and pro

cesses of life: it is not necessarily a biological question.

Every machine shows the same marks of design, but is

not therefore alive. The influence of Darwin's principle

of natural selection, of overcrowding and consequent

struggle for existence and survival of the fittest speci

mens, has therefore not been in the direction of explain

ing any of the vital processes which are at work in the

individual organism. It is at best merely a statistical

relation, a peculiar phenomenon occurring only in a large

or congested group of living and self-multiplying beings:

it presupposes the facts of reproduction, heredity, and

variation; it does not explain them. Hence I dealt

with Darwin's ideas in the last chapter, and did no

introduce them under the present heading of Biological

Thought. As we shall see later on, Darwin did re

cognise the necessity of attempting also a biological

explanation.

The possibility of explaining the marks of design as

merely apparent depends on the conception of the genetic

process acting on a large, a gigantic scale: individual

things put forth ever new developments by which they

eventually overtop their neighbours, ultimately advanc

ing to such a degree of excellence and individual per

fection that to an outside beholder the few surviving

specimens give the impression of having been origin-
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ally designed. In fact, they only exist because those

numberless individuals which could not grow in a suffi

cient degree perished in the struggle. Only those in

dividual specimens survived in whom, in one or a few

directions, something specially excellent was produced

at the expense of development in other directions. In

the mass, the crowd are sacrificed-i.e., automatically

crushed, in favour of the few: in the individual, one

special growth is automatically pursued at the expense

of a general but less enduring-i.e., self-assertive--de

velopment. The end-the seeming purpose-is pro

duced in the process of production, it being merely

something more enduring-i.e., something better. It

conveys the impression to an outside beholder of having

been consciously set at the term of the process of devel

opment;; in reality it was produced simultaneously. The

mountain peak which towers above its neighbours, and

gives a distinctive rounding off and finish to a landscape,

may be conceived as having been built up by the selective

action of the natural artist who brought together the best

materials and placed them in their most enduring posi

tions: in reality it owes its existence only to one out of

the numberless throes of nature which happened to take

place with stronger materials and in more stable forms

of arrangement and grouping, or it is due to the denuda

tion of the strata surrounding it. The end and purpose 27.
"Natural

of any natural development is that which it can itself result "

against

automatically produce and endow with most distinctive

and enduring characters, for this only survives at the

expense of weaker productions: there is a natural result;

in development, but there need not be a purpose. The
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contemplation of the result may permit us to trace

backward the process by which it was brought about;

but we are not warranted in assuming that it existed

independently, like the plan of a building or the purpose

of an instrument. In the place of a growth according to

a prearranged plan, Darwin put the conception of an

automatic adjustment called "natural selection"; in the

place of a conscious end or purpose he put the concep

tion of a mere result, a product, the "surviving fittest."'

The development and proof of Darwin's ideas gave a

new impetus to biological research, as it did also to the

science of the history and economy of nature. The fact

that the phenomenon of selection, or rather of automatic

crowding out, presupposes intimate relations and contact

of every living thing with numberless other similar and

dissimilar beings, led naturalists into the open air, to

A very full appreciation of the so-called regenerative power, and-

great change that has come over what is allied to it -the natural
the sciences of nature through the power of healing : this may now be
influence of Darwin will be found seen in the healing of wounds, in
in the various writings and ad- the delimitation and compensation
dresses of Prof. Haeckel, notably of morbid processes, or, at the
in his address to the German As- farthest end of the series, in the
sociation:in 1877 at Munich, "Ueber re - formation of an entire fresh-

Entwickelungelehre" (reprinted in water polyp out of one of the two
'Gesanimelte populáre Vort.rage,' halves into which it had been
vol. ii. p. 97). A more critical exam- divided. This artifice could surely
ination, referring specially to the not have been learnt by natural
central biological problems, is the selection, and here it appears imu-
address by Du Bois-Reymond, de- pobsible to avoid the assumption of
livered in 1876 in the Berlin Acad- formative laws acting for a pur-
emy, and reprinted in 'Reden,' vol. pose. They do not become more
i. p. 211, with valuable literary intelligible by the fact that the
notes. He there discusses how far regeneration of mutilated crystals,
the principle of natural selection, observed by Pasteur and others,
in addition to the general doctrine points to similar processes in maui-
of descent, has been adopted or op. mate nature. Also the ability 01

posed, and refers to the outstand- organisms to perfect themselves by
ing difficulties. "One of the great- exercise haR not found sufficient
eat difficulties," he says (p. 226), appreciation with regard to natural

"presents itself in physiology in the selection."
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outdoor research, into the arena of real life. On this

I dwelt in the last chapter. Ideas of a cognate kind

had already emanated from other schools, such as that

of Liebig,-the circulation of life in the different pro

vinces of nature, the interdependence of different species

of living things. Isolated investigations, like those of

Gartner and Sprengel, of Huber and Lubbock, on insect

life, or of bacteriologists like Pasteur and Boussingault

on fermentation and fertilisation, received a fitting place

as important chapters in the economics of nature. The
Orgawsation

problem of life became twofold-the life of the corn

munity and the life of the individual: organisation and

individuation. Two great questions presented them

selves: What is an individual? what is a society of

individuals? Physiologists were from of old accustomed

to ask the former; economists like Rousseau and Adam

Smith had asked the latter question. Both now became

questions for the biologist. Physiology and economics

joined hands. In isolated instances, as in those of Liebig

and von Baer, these two interests had already been united.

The real meaning and reason of this union now became

clear to every one: it revealed itself as founded on the

two characteristic features of life-individuality and co

operation. With the exception of the strong emphasis 29.
Biology and

put by Liebig on the latter side of natural, notably
econo'inic8.

organic processes, biologists before Darwin had mainly

studied the phenomena of individual life. In two special

directions-in embryology and in the cellular theory

they had made great progress. I have already treated

of these advances in their bearing upon morphology, the

study of forms, and upon genesis, the study of change
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and development. Let us see how they affected biology

proper-the study of life.

The early propounders of the cellular theory were

evidently much influenced by the then existing theories

which explained the constitution of inorganic chemical

substances by atoms and by the processes of crystal

lisation. The progress of science, however, was in the

direction of showing more and more that these borrowed

conceptions are quite inadequate. Reasoning or thinking

on organised matter is quite different from that which

refers to unorganised substance. Chemists and physicists

deal with atoms as imaginary units, which form the ideal

groundwork for constant arithmetical proportions or for

the action of calculable mechanical forces measured

by observable movements. Biologists, whether dealing

with plants or animals, approach the cells which they

regard as the units of living matter with the micro

scope-an instrument which, till quite recently, has only

been sparingly used in chemical research. The units

of the chemist far transcend our powers of vision; the

units of the biologist are to some extent accessible to

our senses. All organisms have been found to be

analysable by the aid of the microscope into similar

morphological constituents called cells, which present

very similar forms and functions. This has had the

advantage of permitting the phenomena of life to be

analysed into a few fundamental processes common to

all living things; the great diversity of the larger

organisms, and the more conspicuous phenomena of life,

being conceived as put together in various ways out of

these elementary units, which exhibit in varying degrees
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of intensity the living processes common to all. Just

so a state or human society is made up of a large

number of individuals, all having the same human

nature, who carry on the different functions peculiar

to each with varying degrees of efficiency. The concep- so.
The cellular

tion of the cell as the unit or type of all living theory.

matter, and the further discovery that there exist uni

cellular beings which are not essentially different from

the constituent living elements of the most complicated

organisms, has brought physiological research to a focus.

The difficulties in the study of biological phenomena

have vanished as those of the organic chemist did on

the introduction of the conception of valency, of the

saturating powers of chemical substances. Accordingly,

if we compare a text-book of these subjects written in

the middle of the century with one belonging to the

latter part of it, we find an enormous difference of

treatment. It is instructive to contrast the introduction

given in Johannes Muffler's 'Elements of Physiology'

and that of Professor Michael Foster's 'Text-book.' The

former represents the most advanced knowledge obtain

able at the end of the thirties-the latter that of a

generation later. The former contains a lengthy intro

duction on general physiology-the latter a short one

on the physiological properties of a living amceba,' a

'
Already, in 1835, K. E. von theless is nourished, grows, feels,

Baer pointed out how the study moves, and multiplies,-bow it can
of one small animal can revolution- even be divided, each part form.
ise our entire reasoning. "Ninety ing a whole: he observes it with
years ago a naturalist discovers much wonder for nine years with
the hydropolyp, an insignificant untiring perseverance. At that
slimy animal, not larger than a time many would, no doubt, con
peppercorn, and how, without eider such an occupation childish
head, sense-organs, muscles, nerves, and unworthy, yet these diligent
blood, and sexual organs it never- observations have slowly but ma-
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unicellular organism which is taken as a type, a model

of all the phenomena of life. The former consists of

philosophical and abstract generalisations, gathered from

many sources; it treats of life in general, of the vital

force, of the difference between animal and plant life,

&c.: the latter sums up the whole matter of the treatise

under a few heads, taken from the life of the simplest

living thing. The generalisation has become an actual

observable example. This transition from the abstract

to the concrete, from the idea to the thing itself, is owing

mainly to those definite conceptions which in Miller's

time were being slowly elaborated: these were the cellular

theory, the larger conception of "Stoffwechsel" as con

tained in the term "metabolism," and the conception

of "differentiation of tissue" connected with division

of labour. The two former are already very clearly

foreshadowed in Theodor Schwann's microscopical re

searches; the latter takes us back to K. E. von Baer's

embryological researches, to which the Darwinian idea

of a struggle for existence, and the consequent tendency

to one-sided development of form and function, have

given an additional importance. Of the first and third

of these definite modern conceptions I have treated

above. The cell is the morphological unit of living

matter. The process of differentiation was recognised

terially influenced physiology, the
basis of medicine, and hence also
the latter; and it, is incalculable
what many of those here present
have gained through such influence
in days of sickness or may still gain.
Whoever carefully studies the de

velopment of physiology, will be
convinced that it is mainly Trein

bly's observations of the hydro-




polyp that have changed the former
aspect of things, and that the trans
formation of the general views of
life has altered the theory of sensa
tion, circulation, &c., very materi
ally, and is still active" ("Blicke
auf die Eutwickelung der \Visen
schaft," an address, reprinted in
'Reden,' vol. i. p. 109).
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in the examination of dead embryos in various stages

f development, and the idea of the division of labour

is one flowing from the premises of the Darwinian

theory-the facts of variability and overcrowding. The

second conception, that of "metabolism," touches im

mediately upon the processes of life, and demands

special treatment in the present chapter which deals

with biological Thought.

The conception of a continuous exchange or circulation

of matter and of energy iu every living organism, and

the study of this elementary typical form of the living

process in the morphological unit of all living or

ganisms, in the cell, seens to have originated with

Theodor Schwann,1 and is laid down in his 'Micro- $I.
Schwann.

scopical Researches,' published in 1839. On it is based

the whole simplification and unification of biological

thought which distinguishes the second from the first

half of our century. The study of the cell-its

' On the change which came that the first instance in which
over general physiology about 1840, an "evidently vital phenomenon
and the part he himself played, was submitted to mathematical,
Theodor Schwaun has expressed numerical" rule, was his measure-
himself in a letter addressed to inent of the carrying power of
Du Bois-Reymoud, which is given a muscle in relation to its con-
in the notes to the latter's Eloge traction in 1836. The purely
of Muffler, reprinted in the second physical view of vital phenomena
volume of his 'Reden,' pp. 143.334. exhibited in this example was not
It forms one of the most im- adopted by Muller, nor yet the
lortant historical documents. The quickly following general principle
Eloge itself should be read together of the cellular theory. Schwaun
with Claude Bernard's 'Rapport,' refers to the third section of his
&c., mentioned above (p. 384 n.), 'Microscopical Researches,' in
which gives the history of the great which he discards "vitalism," but
change from a more exclusively admits in man ("on account of
French point of view. In the his freedom") an immaterial prin.
letter mentioned above, from which ciple, and claims that this assump-
also the quotations given in the tion divides him distinctly from the
text are takeu, Schwann claims materialists.
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formation, growth, division, and maintenance of form

amidst change of matter and alternation of function

constitutes the "prolegomena" of physiology, and a com

parison of Prof. 0. Hertwig's recent publication on the

cell" with the introduction to Johannes Miller's C
Phys

iology' marks well the change of ideas which half a

century has produced. And we must so much the more

admire the clear anticipation of Schwann, as he was not

in possession of the full conception of energy in its

two interchangeable forms of kinetic and potential

energy, which was developed in the course of the two

decades following his publication. Schwann not only

conceived the cell to be the morphological unit of all

living matter, but he also saw that '
cell formation

must be the general principle of organic development,

and that there can be only one such principle." In

the third section of his Microscopical Researches' he

founds on this "his theory of organisms, and rejects

distinctly therein all teleological explanations based upon

a vital force acting according to final purposes." He

thus showed "that the only essential property of all

living matter-viz., growth-is not inaccessible to a

physical explanation," and he did this at a time "when

Liebig had not yet taught physiologists the chemical

changes which take place in living tissues." These ideas

were only partially adopted by Johannes Muller and

other leading physiologists of the day. Schwann's view

could only he consistently elaborated in proportion as
32.

Cirou1atioi to the older conception of a "Soffwechsel" (a chem-
of matter
and energy. ical process) there was added that of a "ICraft "- or
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"Euergie-wechsel"
1
(a physical process). Bio-chemistry

had to be supplemented by bio-physics. With a clear

anticipation of the correcter and fuller view, Schwann

introduced the Greek term "metabolê." It is the merit

of Prof. Michael Foster to have domiciled this useful

and all-comprising technical term in English physiological

Du Bois-Reymond ('Reden,'
vol. ii. p. 220) mentions this as the
third important gain which phys
iological science had to register
since the appearance of Miller's
book; the first and second being
the cellular theory and the mech

anico-physical method, both largely
owing to Schwaun. This was
written just before the great
influence of Darwin began to be
felt. In the ideas introduced by
Heluiholtz, which clarified the con

ception of force, be sees the "key
which opens a comprehension of
the 'Stoffwechsel' in plants and
animals." The term "Stoff
wechseI," also "Stoffumsat,z," or

simply "Umsatz," has been quite
familiar in German physiological
literature during the whole of the

century. I cannot find any gener
ally accepted term in English liter
ature before the introduction of
Schwaun'8 term "metabolic phen
omena," which, I believe, was first

adopted by Sir M. Foster, and
is now quite domiciled in English
text-hooks and translations. The

passage in Schwann's 'Microscop
ical Researches' is as follows

('Syclenhani Society's Translation,'

p. 193) : 'The phenomena attend

ing the formation of cells may be

arranged in two natural groups:
first, those which relate to the
combination of the molecules to
form a cell, and which may be
denominated the plastic phenom
ena of the cell ; secondly, those




which result from chemical changes,
either in the component particles
of the cell itself or in the sur
rounding cytoblastetca, and which

may be called metabolic phenomena
('rh j.LEraf3oAsKo'v, implying that
which is liable to occasion or to
suffer change)." It will be seen
later on that the term metabolism
i a peculiarly happy one, as it
lends itself by a slight change in
the prefix to denote the twofold

process of building up and of run

ning or falling down, which con
stitutes the changes peculiar to
protoplasm as the constituent
element of all organised substance.
It is, accordingly, somewhat sur
prising that the term has found
so little favour abroad. In France,
where this twofold movement has

long ago been recognised as one
of the characters of the living
process, the terms "composition
et dcomposition" (de Blainville),
11
organisation et désorganisation"

(Claude Bernard), "assimilation et
désassi milation,"havebeen variously
adopted (see Claude Bernard, 'Phéu
omènes de le vie,' vol. i. p. 36,
&c.) M. Yves Delage (' L'Hrédité,'
p. 53) says: "Les Anglais out sub.
stitu a ces expressions si signi
ficatives : nutrition., assimilation,
d4sassimilation., une terminologie
qui a d1 leur paraitre bien belle,
car us l'ont thus adoptee avec
un empressement remarquable;
c'est celle de intabolisme," &c.
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literature, to have placed it at the entrance of his text

book of physiology, and thus to have given the student

a somewhat more detailed description of the elementary

functions of living matter than was afforded by the older

term "vortex," employed by Cuvier.

$s. These merits of Schwann, which attach more to the
"Metabol.

conception of "metabolism" than to that of the cell,

are not reduced by our having to state that the latter

conception has been entirely changed since his time.

The cell of to-day is not the cell as Schwann conceived

it. Of the pretty clearly defined structure or organ

isation of that biologist, with its wall (membrane),

its kernel (nucleus), and its fluid contents (cell sap),

nothing has remained but the cell contents, termed

protoplasm by von Mohi; and the living process can no

longer be considered as the function of a well-defined

organ or machine. It is rather the fundamental property

of an almost homogeneous substance, the mass of proto

plasm, in which the kernel is the only recognisable

differentiated portion. The immediate effect of this de

structive analysis of the early conception of the cell was

to destroy the idea that the living processes carried on in

any special cell or organ are a result of its organisation,

as the function of an apparatus is dependent upon the

arrangement and combination of its parts. It has pro

moted the view that-for our understanding at least

the first thing to learn is the nature of the processes

themselves. We have to look upon the visible structure

of special cells and organs merely as "mechanical con

trivances, serving only to modify in special ways the

results of the exercise of these fundamental activities,
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and in no sense determining their initial develop-

ment." 1

It seems, then, that we can date back to Schwann's

'Researches' the origin of two distinct courses of Thought

which in the second half of our century obtain in

biological science. The first we may call the morpho

logical or structural school of biology. It is based on




structmi
the theory of the cell or some modified conception, and 01

attempts to explain the fundamental processes which

go on in living organisms from the structure of the

elementary parts. As the most minute particles of

See Sir Michael Foster'a excel
lent article on" General Physiology"
in the 19th vol. of the' Ency. Brit.,'
9th ed., p. 12. In this connection
a passae from an early review of
Huxley s, "On the Cell Theory,"
has been frequently quoted, ac
cording to which cells may be
"no more the producers of the
vital phenomena than the shells
scattered in orderly lines along the
sea beach are the instruments by
which the gravitative force of the
moon acts upon the ocean. Like
these the cells mark only where the
vital tides have been and how they
have acted" (1853, in the 'Brit.
and For. Med. Chirurg. Review,'
reprinted in the first volume of
'Scientific Memoirs,' p. 277). Ac
cording to this view, which has
been further developed in more
recent. times, the celia would be
"indications, "not instruments, of
the vital phenomena, which "are not
necessarily preceded by organiaa
tion, nor are in any way the result
or effect of formed parts, the
faculty of manifesting them re
siding in the matter of which living
bodies are composed, as such-or,
to use the language of the day,
the 'vital forces' are molecular




forces." It is interesting to quote
together with this passage from
Huxley, what was said forty years
later by an eminent living physio
logist, Prof. Max Verworn of Jena:
"The fact has been established that
a fundamental contrast between
living organisms and inorganic
bodies does not exist. In. contra
distinction to all inorganic nature,
however, organisms are character
ised solely by the possession of
certain highly complex chemical
compounds, especially proteids"
( General Physiology,' transi. by
F. S. Lee, 1899, p. 126). "We
can summarise our considerations
and give simple expression to the
problem of all physiology. The life
process consists in the meaboiism
of proteid.s. If this be true, all
physiological research is an experi
ment in this field: it. COfl8ist5 in
following the metabolism of proteids
into its details. and recognising the
various vital phenomena as an ex
pression of this metabolism which
must result from it with the same
inevitable necessity as the pheno
mena of inorganic nature result
from the chemical and physical
changes of inorganic bodies '(ibid.,
p. 136).
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living matter, revealed by the most powerful microscope

aided by all the elaborate processes of staining, still

appear to be endowed with the fundamental properties

of life, such as irritability, contractility, and metabolism,

i.e., change in form and chemical constitution, the

object of this line of research, viz., the investigation

of the initial structure of the elements of living matter,

can only be reached by indirect means or by conjecture.

Structural chemistry and stereo-chemistry proceed by

similar methods of investigation, and have succeeded

by means of the atomic, molecular, and kinetic theories

of matter in bringing order and unity into a very large

portion of our knowledge of chemical combinations. The

morphological or structural biologist pictures to himself

very much more complicated arrangements of molecules

than the carbon tetrahedron of van 't Hoff or the benzine

ring of Kekulé, yet formed on similar principles; and

by continuing in his mind these combinations which,

as they become more complex, also become more un

stable, he arrives ultimately at a very complex and

continually changing chemical structure, which he imag

ines might be the beginning of the living process, the

element of organisation. This conception, so far as I

can find, was first introduced into biological literature

by Herbert Spencer. He has termed this element

of living matter "the physiological unit." The con

ception has been varied in endless ways by many sub

sequent biologists, all of whom have invented special

names for these elementary units of life out of which

they hope to put together the many observable proto

plasmic and cellular tissues of the plant and animal
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organism as Hauy attempted to build up crystals out

of his "molecules intégrantes." The most elaborate an

alysis of this conception is put forward in the 'Micellar

Theory' of the celebrated botanist Nageli, which in

Germany has found favour with many eminent bio

logists as a provisional programme of the various

problems involved. It is clear that the conception of

the physiological unit opens out two distinct lines of

research. We can approach it on the one side by

artificially producing in the chemical laboratory more

and more of those chemically stable compounds which

we find in the living organism. After Wöhler had s5.
Synthesis of

produced urea artificially in 1828, the number of

these artificial syntheses greatly increased, and we are

specially indebted to M. Berthelot for having shown

how all the simpler chemical compounds contained in

the organism can be put together by inorganic processes.

Some of the more complex substances have likewise

subsequently yielded to this synthetic method. "It is

possible," we are told, "that after a time our know

ledge of chemistry may have advanced sufficiently to

enable us to produce albuminous bodies artificially by

synthesis."' "We are already able artificially to build

up, atom for atom, out of their elements a series of

organic compounds, some of a very complicated char

acter. We no longer doubt that all the rest, even

the most complex, will be thus produced; it is only

a question of time." 2 But the ways in which the

See 0. Hertwig, The Cell,,' p. Chemistry,' transi. by Wooldridge,
16. p. 313.

2 See 0. Bunge, 'Physiological
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chemist puts together these substances in the laboratory

are rarely the methods adopted by nature in the

living organism, and in many cases the product itself,

though apparently the same, is yet essentially different.'

1 This touches on a very im
portant point, which is much
emphasised in all the best modern
treatises on the subject. Claude
Bernard in all his writings insisted
on the fundamental difference be
tween the processes going on in the
organism and those that go on in
the laboratory of the organic chem.
ist, though the two produce fre
quently the same apparent result.
"Si lea forces que l'être vivant met
en jeu clans sea manifestations vi tales
ne lui appartiennent pas et rentrent
toutes clans lea lois de Ia physico..
chimie g6nrale, lea instruments et
lea procéd . l'aide desquels ii lea
fait apparaitre lui sont, certainement
apeclaux. En effet, l'organisme
rnanifeste ses phnomènes physico.
chimiques on mécaniques l'aide
des htnents histologiques cellu
lai res, épithliaux, musculaires, ner
veux, &c. 11 emploie done do pro
céds, c'est.à.dire des outils organ
iques qui n'appartiennent qu' lul.
C'est pourquoi le chimiste, qui pent.
refaire, dana son laboratoire, lea
produita de la nature vivante, ne
saurait jamais imiter sea procda,
paràe quill ne pent pas créer lea in
struments organiques élémentaires
qui les excutent. Cela revient b
dire que tous lea appareils des êtrea
orgaulsés out une morphologie qui
leur est. propre" ('Rapport,' &c.,
i8$7, p. 135). Quite recently
Bunge (loc. cit., p. 313) has said,
"All our artificial syntheses can
only he achieved by the application
of forces and agents which can never
play a part in vital processes, such
as extreme pressure, high tempera
ture, concentrated mineral acidR,
free chlorine-factors which are
immediately fatal to the living




cell. . . . It follows that the animal
body has command of ways and
means of a totally different char
acter, by which the same object is
gained." Avery interesting specu
lation, referring specially to this
point, was put forward by the
eminent physiologist, Prof. E.
PflUger of Bonn, in the year 1875.
It is fully discussed in Verworn's
frequently quoted work on General
Physiology (pp. 304, 311, 4S2).
The theory is based upon the re
markable part which the compound
radicle cyanogen seems to play in
the organism. Pfluger starts from
the fundamental characteristics of
the substance called proteid, with
which life is inseparably con
nected. Proteid is known to exist
in a stable form in food-stuffs, for
instance in egg albumen. But this
is not the same as the proteid con
tained in living matter. In the
latter it is not stable, but is being
continually decomposed. The de
composition was found to be due
to the oxygen that occurs in the
living proteid molecule. This oxy
gen, which is intramolecular, being
continually received from outside
by respiration, transforms the more
stable molecule into an unstable
labile molecule. In further follow
ing the clue Worded by this pro
perty, and comparing the decotu
position products of living proteici
with those obtained by artificial
oxidation of dead proteid, Pfluiger
is led to the conclusion that the

presence of the radicle cyanogen in
the living proteid will explain the
difference. In the formation of
cell-aubstance-i.c., of living proteici
-out of food proteid, a change of
the latter takes place, the atoms of
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Another way of inquiry is to analyse the existing

organic tissues still further by microscopic and chemical

methods, in order to find out how they are built up.

As the result of such inquiries we have a framework

theory of protoplasm, a foam theory, a filament theory,

a granular theory; and the attempt has been made to

define living protoplasm as a colony of still mal1er

structural units termed "bioblasts." By this twofold

method-by synthesis and by analysis-the biologist

may attempt to approach the physiological unit, the seat

and stronghold of the vital process.'

nitrogen entering into a cyanogen
like relation with the atoms of
carbou, probably with the absorp
tion of considerable heat." Cyano
geu being a radicle possessing a
great quantity of internal energy,
the addition of it to the living
molecule "introduces into the living
matter energetic internal motion."
The interest which attaches to the
theory lies in this, that it allows us
to form some conception how living
matter originated. This problem is
indentified with the problem, How
does cyanogen arise? This we
know is formed at an incandescent
heat.. "Accordingly, nothing is
clearer than the possibility of the
formation of cyanogen compounds
when the earth was wholly or par
tiidly in a fiery or heated state.
If, now, we consider the immeasur
ably long time during which the
cooling of the earth's surface
dragged slowly along, cyanogen,
and the compounds that contain
cyanogen and hydrocarbon sub
stances, had time and opportun
ity to indulge extensively their
greats tendency towards
transfor-mation,. . . and to pass over, with
the aid of oxygen, and later of
water and salts, into that self
destructive proteici, living matter.




" . . The first proteid to arise was
living matter, endowed in all its
radicles with the property of
vigorously attracting similar con
stituents, adding them chemically
to its molecule, and thus growing
ad iizfinitwm." This theory is in
teresting, as it is, so far I know,
the only attempt to reconcile the
existence of living matter with the
fact of the high temperature which
once existed on the earth.

A description of these several
theories on the structure of proto
plasm, among which the micellar
theory of Nägeli, the foam theory
of Butschli, and the "bioblasts
of Aitmaun, have been elaborately
developed, will be found in Prof.
0. Hert.wig's work on 'The Cell'
(Engl. trans]., p. 19, &c.), as also
in M. Yves Delage's great work,

'L'Hrédité'(pp. 299-310). Ver
worn (Zoo. cit., p. 87) draws special
attention to the "alveolar" or
"foam" theory, which, built upon
investigations of Prof. Quincke,
has "completely clarified our ideas

upon the real nature of the proto
plasmic structures so much ob
served. . . " As a result of these
recent investigations the following
picture can be formed of the finer

morphological structure of proto-
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There is, however, a second way open to the student

of the phenomena of life, and this may be termed

36. the "physical method," as opposed to the "structural."The
"physical" Thus chemists and physicists first establish the general

laws of motion and change in dynamics and enei'getics,
and subsequently apply them to special problems, such

as those of physical astronomy or the chemistry of

electrolysis and solution. Similarly the physiologist

may study the processes common to all living matter,

and look upon the action of a definite cell, tissue, or

organ merely as an application of these general processes.
From this point of view structural biology, like struc

tural chemistry, only furnishes illustrations, not an ex

planation, of the vital processes: the special structure

or organ is a result of the process or function

not its cause. As Prof. Michael Foster says, "We may
throw overboard altogether all conceptions of life as

the outcome of organisation, as the mechanical result

of structural conditions, and attempt to put physi

ology on the same footing as physics and chemistry,
and regard all vital phenomena as the complex pro
ducts of certain fundamental properties exhibited by
matter, which, either from its intrinsic nature or from

plasm. Protoplasm consists of a
ground mass in many cases com
pletely homogeneous, in most cases
very finely foam-like or honeycomb
like, in which lies embedded a
greater or less quantity of very
various solid elements or granules.
In the foam like protoplasm the
granules always lie at the corners
and angles where the foam-vacuoles
come together, never in the liquid
of the bubbles themselves." Some
physiologists think that none of




the descriptions of protoplasmic
architecture help us much, and
"hold to the fundamental principle
that living matter acts by virtue of
its structure, provided the terul
structure be used in a sense which
carries it beyond the limits of ana
tomical investigation-i.e., beyond
the knowledge which can be at
t-ained either by the scalpel or the
microscope" (Bur don Sanderson,
'Address,' Brit. Assoc., 18149, p.
607).
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its existing in peculiar conditions, is known as living.

matter."

Thus, instead of trying to penetrate to the physio-
37.

Prnpertles
of the livinglogical units and construct them through a process of substance.

imagination, this latter class of biological thinkers con

fine themselves to the task of describing in the simplest

manner and as completely as possible the various proper

ties of the living substance-i.e., its functions.' And

I 'Eucy. Brit.,' article "Phy8i
ology," vol. dx. p. 12. See also an
address delivered by Prof. Burdon
Sanderson at the meeting of the Brit.
Assoc. at Newcastle in 1889 ('Re.
port,' p. 604) : "

During the last ten
or fifteen years histology has carried
her methods of research to Ruth a
degree of perfection that further
improvement scarcely seems pos
sible. As compared with these
subtle refinements, the 'minute

anatomy' of thirty years ago seems
coarse-the skill for which we once
took credit seems but clumsiness.
Notwithstanding, the problems of
the future from their very nature
lie as completely out of reach of the
one as the other. It is by different
methods of investigation that our
better. equipped successors must
gain insight of those vital processes
of which even the ultimate results
of microscopical analysis will ever
he as they are now, only the out
ward and visible signs" (p. 608).

As. Prof. Burdon Sauderson puts
it in his 'Address,' it is a reversion
to a position which is not new in
the history of physiology. "The
departure from the traditions of
our science which this change of
direction seems to imply is indeed
more apparent than real. In tracing
the history of some of the greatest
advances, we find that the recogni
tion of function has preceded the
knowledge of structure. Hailer's
discovery of irritability was known




and bore fruit long before anything
was known of the structure o
muscle "

(p. 607).
" . . . In much

more recent times the investigation
of the function of gland-cells, which
has been carried on with such re
markable results by Prof. Heiden
ham in Germany, and with equal
success by Mr Langley in this
country, has led to the discovery
of the structural changes which
they undergo in passing from the
state of repose to that of activity;
nor could I mention a better ex
ample than that afforded by Dr
Gaskell's recent and very important
discovery of the anatomical differ
ence between cerebro.spinal nerves
of different functions" (ibid.) What
has to a great extent worked this
important change in the methods
and reasoning in physiology is there
cognition of "plurality of function
with unity of structure," a principle
urged strongly by the experimental
school of medicine, with Claude
Bernard as its greatest representa
tive. Notably this was the effect of
his "demonstration that the liver
had other things to do in the animal
economy besides secreting bile.
This, at one blow, destroyed the
then dominant conception that the
animal body was to be regarded as
a bundle of organs, each with its
appropriate function-a conception
which did much to narrow inquiry,
since when a suitable function had
once been assigned to an organ
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ss. here we meet first of all with the great fact that a living
Environ.
menU, thing cannot be conceived to exist alone; it is dependent

upon its environment, and upon other living things of

similar, never quite identical, and mostly very different

nature. As a consequence of the conception which

gided Lamarck in contemplating the living worldul

especially the crowd of living things which before

him had remained unobserved- the influence of en

vironment plays a greater and greater part in the

study of every form of life. The further funda

mental property of all living matter-that it absorbs

through intussusception other matter which surrounds

it, that it grows and multiplies by division, casting

off some portions of its own substance as useful

secretions or cumbrous and useless excretions-has the

twofold result that every living thing modifies its own

surroundings and that it creates a society of its like which,

through an automatic process of crowding-out, exercises

a kind of selection among its members, they being forced

to accommodate themselves to circumstances and to each

other.1 The process suggested by Darwin as the rationale

there seemed no need for further in
vestigation. Physiology, expounded
as it often was at that time in the

light of such a conception, was apt.
to leave in the mind of the hearer
the view that what remained to be
done consisted chiefly in determin
ing the use of organs such as the

spleen, to which as yet no definite
function had been allotted. The
discovery of the glycogenic function
or the liver struck a heavy blow
at the whole theory of functions."
(Sir M. Foster in 'Claude Bernard,'

p. 90.) On the necessary condition




of the experimental as distinguished
fromthe anatomical method, namely,
that it deals with the organism
whilst it is alive, see the conclud
ing remarks in Sir M. Fosters
article on "General Physiology" in
the 'Ency. Brit.,' vol. xix.

1 The relations of living things
to each other and to their environ
ment admit of being contemplated
in two ways, which miiay be best
distinguished by a reference to
human society, exhibiting as it does
the two phenomena of co-operation
and of competition. The former
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of variation and development is more and more coming

to be recognised as an inevitable property of all growing

and multiplying living things. So far as the influence

on the environment, the medium in which it lives, is

concerned, we owe to the great French biologist, Claude

Bernard, the helpful conception of the inner medium,' as

is based upon harmony, the latter
upon conflict. The former aspect
is more particularly emphasised by
the French school of Lamarck, de
Blainville, and Claude Bernard;
the latter more by the English
school of Malthus and Darwin;
each starting apparently without
any reference to the other. Claude
Bernard in particular says (' Phéno
mèneade la vie,' vol. i. p. 67): "Pour
nous is, vie résuite dune conflit,
d'une relation étroite et harmon
ique ent.re les conditions extérieures
et Is constitution pré.ftablie (le

l'organisme. Ce n'est point par
une lutte contre lea conditions
cosmiques clue Vorganisrne se d&
veloppe et se maintient; c'est,
tout au contraire, par une adapta
tion, un accord avec cellea-ci.
L'ètre vivant ne constitue pas une
exception . la graude harinonie
naturelle qui fait que lea choses
s'adaptent les unes aux autres; ii
ne rompt. aucuu accord; ii n'est en
contradiction ni en lutte avec les
forces cosmiques gn*rales; bien
loin de th., ii fait partie du concert
universel des choseM, et Ia vie de
Vanimal, par exemple, West qu'un
fragment de la vie tot.ale de l'uni.
vers."

Although the biology of Claude
Bernard does not, contain the
principle of descent and evolution
which so powerfully influenced the
contemporary writings of English
and German naturalists, one is
nevertheless reminded of the ideas
of Lamarck in reading the second




of his lectures on the 'Phnumena
of Life' (vol. 1. pp. 65-124),
Lamarck had expressed the idea
that in the graduated scale of
living things we recognise an in
creasing independence with regard
to the external environment. (See
supra, chap. vii. p. 315.) Claude
Bernard says (p. 67): "Le mode
des relations entre l'étre vivant et
lea conditions cosmiques ambiantes
nous permet de considérer trois
formes de la vie, suivant qu'elIe eat
dans une dépendance tout fait
étroite des conditions extérieures,
dans ude dpendance moindre, ou
dane une ind6pendance relative. Ces
trois formee de Ia vie son t: j0, La
vie latente; vie non mauifeste.
20, La vic oscillantc; vie manifes
tations variables et dpeudantes du
milieu extérieur. 30, La vie coii
stante; vie h manifestations libres
et indpeudautes du milieu ex
t&ieur." Examples of the "vie
lateute" are to be found in the
vegetable and animal creation alike.
Grains of seed, desiccated animals,
germs, eggs, ferments, yeast, &c.,
are examples. All vegetables belong
to the class of the vie osciiiante, also
among animals all invertebrates,
and among the vertebrates those
with cold blood. These depend on
cosmic conditions, the cold of
winter, and the reviving heat of
summer, &c. The higher animals
with warm blood whose tempera
ture is constant are not in the
same way subject to the influence
of the external medium. They
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it were the inner atmosphere which any large assembly

of living units must necessarily create for itself. All

larger organisms are complex societies of living units

which depend not only on the external but also on the

internal medium which bathes them. It was one of

Claude Bernard's happiest generalisations to look upon

the blood, not as a living tissue but as a means of com

munication of the living tissues of the organism, as

39. an internal medium which bears the same relation to
The
"internal the constituent tissues that the external medium, themedium.

atmosphere, does to the whole body.

One of the principal functions of this artificial medium

or atmosphere which the larger organisms possess, create

and maintain for themselves during their life, is to

enable a particular elementary substance to get access

to every living cell or tissue of the organism. This

substance is oxygen, without which the continuance

of life in the higher organisms seems impossible.

That life is a process of combustion is accordingly a

possess
II Un milieu intricur per

fectionné" (p. 104). But they
begin their existence as beings
with an oscillating life when they
are in the form of eggs. Of the
vie constantc ou li&re Claude Bernard
nays: "Je crois avoir le premier
insisté sur cette idée qu'il y a pour
l'auimal réellement. deux milieux;
un milieu eztdrieur dana lequel eat

place l'organieme, et un milieu
intérieu'r dana lequel vivent lea
éléments des tissue. L'existence
de l'étre se passe, non pas dans le
milieu extérieur, air atmosphrique
pour l'étre aérien, eau douce ou
salée pour lea animaux aquatiques,
mais dan8 le milieu liquide in-
térievr form par le liquide




organique circulant qul entoure et
baigne tous lea 1ments anatom
iques des tissus; c'est la lymphe
ou le plasma, la partie liquide du
sangqui chez lee animaux supérieurs,
pnètre lea tissue et constitue
l'eneemble de tous lea liquides in
terstitials, expression de toutes lea
nutritiona locales, source et cou
fluent de tous lea Cchauges l
mentaires. Un organisme complexe
doit We considCré conune une
reunion d'étres simples qui sont
lea Cléments anatotniques et qui
viveut dana le milieu liquide in.
t5rieur. La jixiU du milieu in
Uricur cat la condition de la vie
libre independantc" (p. 113).
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definition which has been put forth in various ways
ever since Lavoisier's time, when he and Laplace tried

to explain the existence of animal heat in this manner.

The progress of science in the course of the century,

which followed Lavoisier has more and more confirmed

the importance of the role which oxygen plays, but has

also shown how very complex are the products of

oxygenation in the living organism,-how the living

processes are indeed chemical processes, but are quite

different from those of the chemical laboratory. As

Claude Bernard says, "The chemistry of the laboratory

is carried on by means of reagents and apparatus

which the chemist has prepared, and the chemistry

of the living being is carried on by means of reagents

and apparatus which the organism has prepared."
1

One of the great performances of living matter is

the production, another is the storing up and distri

bution, of oxygen. But though we know that the

chlorophyll -containing cells of green plants, under

the influence of sunlight, are able to decompose that

very inert body, carbonic acid, breathed out by both

animals and plants, into free oxygen and carbon, allow

ing the carbon to be retained or utilised in the form

of more or less complex carbohydrates, and though

See especially the extensive ex
planations in the 'Rapport sur 1e8
p'is de la Phy8iol. gdn.' (1867,rogm
p. 133 s?q.): "Lea phdnombues
physico-chiuiiques qui se paseent
dana les corps vivants sont exacte.
ment lee names, quant . leur nature,
quant aux. lois qui lea rgissent et
quant leurs procLuits, que ceux
qui se passeut dane lea corps bruts;
ce qui diffère, ce 8ont seuletnent lea




procde et lea appareils b. l'aide des
quels us sont manifests . . . . Ii
eat d6jb prouv qu'un grand nombre
de ph6nomènes qui s'accompliseent
dana lee corps vivants peuvent être
reproduita artificiellement, en do
hors de l'organieme, dana le monde
niinral. Mais ce que Von ne peut
pas reproduire, ce sont lee procds
et lea outils spéciaux de l'organisine
vivant" (p. 222). -
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we also know that the red blood corpuscles in verte-

brate animals convey oxygen in a concentrated form 1

through all the organs, giving it up wherever it may

be wanted, the real chemical process concerned in the

action of chlorophyll is not cleared up;
2
and "no one

has been able hitherto to explain, by a reference to

physical laws, the active functions of the heart and

muscular wall," by which the circulation of the blood

is effected.8

In the explanation of many physiological phenomena

no idea has proved more fruitful than the con

ception of natural selection, introduced by Darwin to

explain the growing diversity and the purposeful

ness of organisms. Coupled with the cellular theory,

which looks upon every living organism as a society

of self-accommodating individual units or cells, forced

by circumstances into differentiation of form and into

divided labour or function, it relieved biologists of that

spectre of vitalism which still survived after Lotze

and Du Bois-Reymond had placed the creative and

formative influence outside of the mechanism-as the

watchmaker lives outside of the watch, which exhibits

only mechanical contrivances. That which puzzles the

spectator of the watch, as it does the spectator of every

' See Bunge, 'Physiological
Chemistry,' p. 276.

2 "Iron plays an importautpart in

vegetable life: we know that chlo

rophyll granules cannot be formed
without it. If plants are allowed
to grow in nutritive solutions free
from iron, the leaves are colourless,
but become green- as soon as an
iron salt is added to the fluid in
which the roots are immersed. It




is even sufficient merely to brush
the surface or the colourless leaf
with a solution of an iron salt to
cause the appearance of the green
colour in the part thus painted.
Chlorophyll itself contains no iron,
and we do not know in what way
the iron is concerned in its
produc-tion" (Bunge, loc. cit., p. 2). See
also Hertwig, 'The Cell,' . 153.

Bunge, p. 7; of. also p. 275.
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organism, is the apparent design and purpose, without

which neither could be conceived to have been formed.'

Here, then, the idea that it was a process of natural

choice, of automatic adjustment, which produced the

apparent end and purpose at the moment when the

structure itself was produced, came as a great relief.2

It explained how it comes about that nature, even

with unloaded dice, so often-yet not always-throws

doublets. It permitted naturalists and physiologists

to use purpose and final cause, not as an explana

tion, but as an indication where to look for causal

that is, for mechanical-connections. Accordingly the

first systematic attempt to use natural selection in 40.
Natural

the explanation of the adjustment of the internal selectfon
within the

parts of an organism, which is due to Prof. Wilhelm Organism.

"The main problem which the
organic world offers for our solu
tion is the purposefulness seen in
organisms. That 8pecies are from
time to time transformed into new
ones might perhaps be understood
by means of an internal trans
forming force, but that they are
so changed as to become better
adapted to the new conditions
under which they have to live is
left entirely unintelligible" (Weis
mann on Niigeli's

" Mechanisch
Physiologisohe Theorie der Ab
sthnimungslehre" in 'Essays upon
Heredity,' Engl. transi., p. 257).

See Du Bois-Reymond' Ad
dress, " Darwin rerus Galiani
('Iteden,' vol. i. p. 211, &c.)
Here is the knot, here the great

difficulty that torture the intellect
which would understand the world.
Whoever does not place all activity
wholesale under the sway of Epi
curean chance, whoever gives only
his little finger to teleology, will
inevitably arrive at Paley's dis-




carded 'Natural Theology,' and 80
much the more necessarily, the more
clearly he thinks and the more in
dependent his judgment. . . . The
physiologist may define his science
as the doctrine of the changes
which take place in organisms from
internal causes. . . . No sooner has
he, so to speak, turned his hack on
himself than he discovers himself
talking again of functions, per
formances, actions, and purposes
of the organs. The possibility,
ever so distant, of banishing from
nature its seeming purpose, and
putting a blind necessity everywhere
in the place of final causes, appears
therefore as one of he greatest
advances in the world of thought's
from which a new era will be dated
in the treatment of these problems.
To have somewhat eased the torture
of the intellect which ponders over
the world-problem will, as long as
philosophical naturalists exist, be
Charles Darwin's greatest title to
glory" (p. 216).
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Roux in his work on the 'Struggle of the Parts in

the Organism,' was hailed by Darwin as "the most

important book on development that has appeared

for some time." 1 In modern books on physiology the

process of selection is a familiar conception; but if in

natural history, in the life of plants and insects, there

still remain many extraordinary instances of selection

1 The work appeared in 1880,
and is referred to by Darwin in
a letter to Romanes ('Life and
Letters,' vol. iii. p. 244; 16th
April 1831), where lie suggests
also a similar consideration of
plant life and structure. It
has been republished in Roux's
'Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur
Entwickelungsmechauik der Organ
ismen' (Leipzig, 1895, 2 vole.), with
au interesting preface (vol. i. p.
139, &c.), and many historical and
critical digressions. It originally
emanated from the earliest school
of Darwinism in Germany, repre
sented by Haeckel, Gegenbaur, and
Preyer, at Jena. It has been
found very suggestive, and has
been the beginning of a very
large controversial literature in
Germany, in which the funda
mental problems of biology have
been discussed, and have received
new formulations. The idea of the
struggle of individuals for survival,
suggested by Darwin, is applied by
Roux to the different parts and
organs within the developing or

ganism. Du Bois.Reymond almost
contemporaneously published his
brilliant and celebrated address
on "Exercise" ("Ueber die
Uebung," 'Reden,' vol. ii. p. 404).
In England Roux's suggestive treat
ise does not seem to have been
much noticed, and Prof. Roux
himself attributes this to the in

adequate notice of the book by
Romanes in 'Nature' (vol. xxiv.
p. 505), in which hiM doctrine




was erroneously compared with
Spencer's ideas of "direct equi
libration." Prof. J. A. Thomson,
in 'The Science of Life,' refers
to the importance of Roux's work
(pp. 138, 229), and of his 'Archir
für Entwickelungsmechanik.' Roux
has been classed by some of
his critics among the "orgaui.
cists," a school represented in
France chiefly by Claude Bernard.
The main thesis of this view
seems to be that the phenomena
of life consist in the play of two
factors-the organisation and the
environment of the living thing.
Roux applies the process of natural
selection and consequent adapta
tion, which Darwin sees at work
in a crowd of living things, to the
organisation of the individuals
themselves, each of which is a
microcosm, a society of auton
omous units, say of cells. He
has accordingly gone a step
farther back than the older
"organicists," studying the de
velopment, the genesis of the
organism on Darwinian lines. M.
Delage accordingly dates from him
a new school of "organicism."
"L'organicisme commence, a mon
sene, avec Descartes (1642), se
continue avec Bichat, Claude
Bernard, et arrive avec Roux
(1881) une théorie si l)rOfO1d
ment modifi6e, bien qu'elIe derive
du mme principe, qu'elle peut.
être considCrCe corn we toute
moderne" ('L'HCrCdit,' p. 408).
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for which no teleological mechanism has been invented,

still more are we baffled by the apparent "autonomy

of the living cell," in consequence of which it is, e.g.,

"able to select its food, retaining what is useful and

rejecting what is harmful." 1 And what shall we say

of the so-called "wandering cells, which are actually

sent out by the organism in order to absorb in the

alimentary canal food-stuffs, notably fat, returning with

it into the blood, or to receive into themselves malig

nant bacteria, making them innocuous by a process of

digestion?
"2 No mechanical physico-chemical explana

tion of this process is imaginable, and the word

selection," with which Darwin charmed away so many

mysteries, has revealed new ones in their place.3

' See the very interesting and

frequently quoted address by Prof.
0. l. Rindfieisch (Wurzburg, 1888),
entitled 'Arztliche Philosophie,'
p. 13.

2 Rindfieisch, loc. cit., p. 15.
In this connection itis interesting

to refer to a discussion which was
raised by the suggestive address of
Prof. F. It Japp, entitled, "Stereo
chemistry and Vitalism" ('Brit.
Assoc. Report,' 1898, p. 813). It
refers to the discovery by Pasteur
of "cliirality" in solutions of
certain crystallised organic salts,
on which I reported in vol. i.

p. 4&O. "Pasteur regarded the
formation of asymmetric organic
compounds as the special pre
rogative of the living organism.
Most of the substances of which
the animal and vegetable tissues
are built up-the proteids, cell
ulose-are asymmetric organic
compounds." Now, in his ex

periments on fermentation Pasteur
found that "the asymmetric living
organism selected for its nutri-




ment that particular asymmetric
form" out of a mixture of two
enantiomorphous compounds held
in solution -" which suited its
needs-and left the opposite form
either wholly or, for the most
part, untouched" (p. 817). Prof.
Japp proceeds to consider the
opinion then formed by Pasteur,
"that compounds exhibiting optical
activity have never been obtained
without the intervention of life"
(p. 818). This view, to which
Pasteur adhered, and which he
defended against eminent op
ponents, has been frequently
challenged, and seemed definitely
set aside by the explanation of
Prof. Emil Fischer of Berlin, and
by Jungfieisch's synthesis of race
uiic acid and its resolution into
dextro- and kevo - tart.aric acids.

"Consequently, the overwhelm
ing marjority of chemists hold that
the foregoing synthesis and separ
ation of optically active compounds
have been effected without the
intervention of life, either directly
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41. Another property of all ]ivino matter which has been
Mobility
of living seized upon to furnish a definition of life is its extremematter.




mobility. It has been stated that the great difference

between living and non-living matter is this-that the

former is in a state of movable or dynamical equilib
rium, whereas the latter tends always to a condition

of rest or of statical equilibrium. This was especially

urged by the late celebrated Du Bois-Reymond of

Berlin, to whom we owe the greater part of our know

ledge of the physical and chemical changes exhibited

in the active nervous system. In comparison with

this property of a dynamical equilibrium, explained by
the analogy of a fountain of water or a vortex which

change their substance whilst maintaining their form,

other older distinctions which had been drawn between

organised and unorganised bodies sank into insignificance.1

or indirectly" (p. 824). Prof.
Japp and Prof. Crum Brown of
Edinburgh are of the opposite
opinion, inasmuch as in the view
of the former "the action of life,
which has been excluded during
the previous stages of the pro
cess, is introduced the moment
the operator begins to pick out
the two enantiomorphs," as was
done by Jungfleisch.1 Among the older discussions
of the best way of defining life
which belong to the second
third of the century, we have
in Germany the various writings
of Du Bole- Reymond ('Reden,'
notably vol. ii. p. 25) ; in France
those of Claude Bernard ('Phuo
mènes de la vie,' notably vol. i. p.
21, &c.); in England the 'Biology'
of Mr Herbert Spencer. The two
last-named authors examine with
some care the definitions of earlier
writers. All three should be read




and re-read by any one who desires
to arrive at a clear understanding of
the subject. Du Bois-Reyinoud's
definition shows the preponderat
ing influence of the ideas which
governed the Berlin school of
physiology, and which centred in
Helmholtz's tract on the Conserva
tion of Energy. Claude Bernard
defines life by the words "La vie,
c'est Ia cratiou." Organisation
and disorganisation are the two
sides of this process, orgauisatton
and environment the two factors.
The doctrine of evolution goes a
step farther back, and attempts to
analyse "organisation." The pro
ce8s of creation is to Mr Herbert
Spencer a process of development.
The word creation in the older sense
ceases to have a meaning. Of more
recent. date are the dISCUSSiOUS of
the subject in the very interesting
work of Carl Hauptmanu, 'Die
Metaphysik hider iuodernen Physio-
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It is true that not all parts of a higher organism are

subject to this continued change, but those that are not

-such as the skeleton of an animal or the trunk of a,

tree-are automatically deposited by the living organism
for the purpose of external or internal support, protection,
or communication. They are the permanent mechanism

by which the economy and administratio. of the society
of living units or cells are kept up. These it has been

possible, in many instances, to analyse into stable

chemical compounds, which have been reproduced in

logie' (Jena, 1894, neue Aufi.), which we found cannot be repre-
especially the last chapter. Still sented as an independent vital
more recent is the very careful principle, we now find cannot be
analysis contained in the new represented as a principle inherent
edition of Mr Spencer's 'Biology,' in living matter. If, by assuming
notably vol. i. p. 111 sqq. The its inherence, we think the facts
final conclusion arrived at by these are accounted for, we do but cheat
two latest philosophers has much ourselves with pseudo-ideas.
in common. Both strive after a It needs but to observe how even
dynamic conception of life; both simple forms of existence are in
confess that such is at present un- their ultimate nature incompre-
attainable-a desideratum, not an hensible, to see that this most,
achievement. Hauptwann says (p. complex form of existence is in a
386): "The most primitive life, sense doubly incomprehensible.
from which alone the living world While the phenomena (of life) are
on this earth can have sprung, can accessible to thought, the implied
only be assumed to be a species the noumenon is inaccessible, .
members of which varied in manifold only the manifestations come within
ways and propagated themselves, the range of our intelligence, while
Here we have to do already with that which is manifested lies be-
an eminently complex interaction of yond it" (p. 122). There seems
elementary processes. . . . We still ample evidence that under differ-
absolutely lack every conception of ent forms of words Claude Bernard
such a dynamical system. . . . and Du Bois-Reyruond, in his later
Likewise the origin of the simplest writings, arrived at similar con-
living substance is mechanically clusione. See 'La Science Ex-
quite unknown and uncompre- primentale,' p. 210, and "Die
hended. . . . The individual forms sieben Welträthsel" ('Reden,' vol.
of life stand in the midst of a i. p. 381). "The mystery is the
yet unintelligible higher order of more profound the more it is
the material world." Similarly brought into contrast with the
Mr Spencer (loc. cit., p. 120) : exact knowledge we possess of sur-
"We are obliged to confess that rounding conditions "(Prof. Burdon
life in its essence cannot be con. Sanderson, 'Brit. Assoc. Report,'
ceived in physico.cheniical terms. 1889, p. 614).
The required principle of activity,
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the chemical laboratory by processes which were like

or unlike those going on in the organism itself. But

such stable compounds are not the bearers, they are

merely the collateral products, the accompaniments, of

the living process. The artificial production of organic

compounds, beginning with Wöhler's production of urea,

and ending with the production of albumen, do not

approach the problem of the production of living matter.

Could the chemist produce protoplasm, it would not be

living; or were he fortunate enough to hit upon one of

its many metamorphoses, it would die the next moment,

not having the inner structure or the external and

internal environment necessary for its self-conservation

and activity. Nor do we seem to get any nearer the

real secret by analysing more closely the chemical and

physical changes, the metabolism, the rhythmical processes

which constitute this activity. We call it nutrition or

respiration, assimilation and disassimilation, oxidation and

reduction-storing up and letting loose of energy. We

picture to ourselves the building up of more and more

complicated chemical molecules, containing thousands of

atoms, in a temporary and easily disturbed equilibrium,

and the subsequent breaking down again of these complex

structures by gradual decomposition or by sudden explo

sions due to external stimuli, or by the still more mysteri

ous directive action of conscious will: we liken them to

the pulling of a trigger, or the gathering up and letting

loose of a destructive avalanche by the motion of a flake of

snow on the top of a peak. We see how this metabolism,

this "Stoff- und Kraft-wechsel," goes on in the smallest

amceba in rhythmical movements, and how, in higher
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organisms, it is divided into many stages, allocated to

special cells or to quite distinct classes of beings, some

of which, like plants, take upon themselves the first

important steps of the anabolism, so that others-the

animals-may carry it a stage higher, preparing a dis

charge, or catabolism, which becomes more and more

effective, till it reaches the unique nervous function

which accompanies the highest phenomenon of animal

activity-the mental process. Claude Bernard 1 has

put into classical words the rationale of this process.

"If, in the language of a mechanic, the vital phenomena

-namely, the construction and destruction of organic

substance-may be compared to the rise and fall of a

weight, then we may say that the rise and fall are

accomplished in all cells, both plant and animal, but

with this difference, that the animal element finds its

weight' already raised up to a certain level, and that

hence it has to be raised less than it subsequently falls.

'Phénomènes de la vie,' &c.,
vol. ii. p. 513. It is one of Claude
Bernard's greatest merits to have
corrected the earlier formula in
which the circulation of matter had
been expressed. Dumas and Bous.
singault had said: "L'oxygène en
lev par lee animaux eat restitue
par lee végétaux. Les premiers
con8olnment. de l'oxygène; lea
seconds procluisent de I'oxygène.
Lee premiers brftlent du carbone;
les seconds produisent du carbone.
Lea premiere exhalent de l'acide
carbonique; lea seconds fixent. de
l'acide carbonique." On this pass.
sage Claude Bernard has the fol
lowing comment: "Cette loi qui
SOUB Ia forme pnScSdente exprime
avec vrit4 Ic inécanisme d'une des
plus grandes harmonies de la nature
eat une loi cosnique et non une loi




physiologique. Applique en phy
siologie, elle n'explique pas lea
phénoinènes individuels: elle ex
prime comment l'ensemble des
animaux et l'ensemble des plantee
se comportent en df1nitive par
rapport au milieu ambiant. La loi
établit Ia balance entre la somme
de tons lee phénomènes de la vie
animale et de la vie végtale: elle
n'est point l'expression de ce qui
se passe en particulier dana un
animal on une plante donnés" (p.
512). This false direction, which
had been introduced into physio
logy a generation earlier, Claude
Bernard corrected by the view that
the circulation of matter takes
place not only between the two
kingdoms of nature but in every
elementary organism.2 Or its potential.
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The reverse occurs in the green plant cells. In a word,

of the two movements, that of descent is preponderant

in the animal, that of ascent in the vegetable." No one

has done greater service to the fixing of our ideas

on this subject than Dr Gaskell when he analysed the

whole process, called "Metabolism" by Professor Michael

Foster after Schwann, into the two complementary pro

42. cesses of Anabolism the upward, and Catabolism the
Anabolism
and Cata- downward, movement - the winding up and running
bolisni.

down of the clock, the preparation and loading of the

explosive and the discharge of the gun.1

1 The introduction of these terms
is, however, connected with a
special view-differing somewhat
from that suggested by the formula
of Claude Bernard-which is now
very generally adopted in text
books of physiology. Prof. Burdon
Sanderson has given a lucid state
ment of this difference in his
Address, entitled "Elementary
Problems of Physiology," before
the Brit. Assoc. in 18S9 ('Report,'
p. 613). He there says: "A char
acteristic of living process . - - is
that it is a constantly recurring
alternation of opposite and comple
mentary states, that of activity or
discharge, that of rest or restitu
tion. Is it so or j8 it not? In the
minds of most physiologists the
distinction between the phenomena
of discharge and the phenomena
of restitution (Erliolung) is funda
mental, but beyond this unanimity
ceases. Two distinguished men
Prof. Hering and Dr Gaakefl
have taken, upon independent
grounds, a different view to the
one above suggested, according to
which life consists not of alterna
tions between rest and activity,
charge and discharge, loading and

exploding, but between two kinds
of activity, two kinds of explosion,




which differ only in the direction
in which they act, in the circum
stance that they are antagonistic to
each other. Now, when we com
pare the two processes of rest . -
and discharge . . . with each other,
they may further be distinguished
in this respect, that whereas resti
tution is automatic, the other is
occasional-i.e., takes place only
at. the suggestion of external influ
ences. . . . It is in accordance with
the analogy between the alternation
of waking and sleeping of the whole
organism, and the corresponding
alternation of restitution and dis
charge, of every kind of living
substance, that physiologists by
common consent use the word
stimulus (Reiz), meaning thereby
nothing more than that it is by
external disturbing or interfering
influence of some kind that energies
stored in living material are dis
charged. Now, if I were to main
tain that restitution is not auto
nomic, but determined, as waking
is, by an external stimulus, that it
differed from waking only in the
direction in which the stimulus
acts-i.e., in the tendency towards
construction on the one hand,
towards destruction on the other
I should fairly and as clearly as
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The modern theories of the cell, of metabolism, and

selection, have also greatly influenced and modified our

conceptions concerning the last and most important pro

perty of all living matter-viz., that it is self-reproductive.

Older text-books on physiology treated of the great 43.
Reproduc

problem of generation-i.e., the origin of a new individual tion.

--as a Phenomenon of organised life which stood quite

isolated; and although the sexual difference in plants

and animals had early led to certain analogies, to similar

terminology, and to vague inferences, the mysterious

phenomena of generation, and especially of sexual genera

tion, were not brought into line with the general pro

perties of all living matter till about fifty years ago.

Even Johannes Muller in his great text - book on

Physiology, which takes a much wider view of the sub

ject than any work before it, treats of the reproduction

of tissues and of generation in quite separate, seem

ingly disconnected, parts of his work. Into this un

certainty only little light was thrown by the original

propounders of the Cellular theory, who, misled by the

supposed analogy of cells and crystals, imagined that

cells originated out of the surrounding cell sap, as

crystals solidify out of the solution or mother liquor.

Correcter views were gradually elaborated by botanists.

Mohi emphasised the important part which protoplasm

plays in the formation of cells. Nageli established the

process of intussusception as against external accretion;

anatomists like Max Schuize and Brticke joined hands,,

possible express the doctrine which which, being interpreted, means
Dr Gaskell and Prof. Hering have I winding-up, and 'catabolism,' run
embodied in words which have now

J fling down-are the creation of Dr
become familiar to every student. Gaskell."
The words in question-' anabolism,' I
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and the year 1863 is usually given as that in which

the protoplasmic theory was established. According to
The proto.
p1asc this view protoplasm is the element or unit of all living
theory.




substance: it grows through assimilation (intussusception

and excretion), and multiplies (i.e., gives rise to other

living units) by subsequent division. This process was

found to be fundamental: it describes the growth of

the simplest and the most complicated organisms as

beginning alike with a unit cell, which may or may

not grow by division; it is the formula of growth,

restitution, and generation (whether sexual orasexual);

and, what is equally important, it prevails also in patho

logical cases-i.e., in the formation of diseased tissues.

In fact, the great generalisation which followed Harvey's

celebrated dictum, "omne vivuin ex. ovo," was put forth

by the late Professor Rudolf Virchow, the eminent

founder of cellular pathology, in his formula, "omnis

cellula e cellula." The formula has in more recent

times been further elaborated on the same lines of

thought in proportion as the importance of the nucleus

or cell kernel has been recognised, or as the granular

structure of protoplasm has been maintained; leading

to analogous formula, such as "omnis nucleus e nucleo"

"omne granulum e granulo." These formula-, are the

1 See Roux ('Gesammelte Ab.

handlungen,' vol. i. p. 393): "Un-

interrupted durability is the

in-dispensablecondition of all that is

organic, although this does not
involve a distinction from inorganic
processes. This fact is expressed
by the fundamental theses: Omne
vivum ex ovo (Harvey), Omnis
ceflula e cellula (Virchow), Omnis
nucleuM e nucleo (Flemming)."




Hauptmann ('Die Metaphysik,'
&c., p. 334) Bays: "Aitmanu for
mulates for himself in analogy
with these biological principles the
further principle, 'Omne granuluni
e granulo.'" On Alttnann's theory
of the "bioblasts" as elementary
organisms, see Yve Delage,
'L'Hrdit4' p. 498, &c., Hertwig,
The Cell,' p. 24.
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expression of anatomical observations and theories repre

senting an enormous amount of research, labour, and in

genuity, but they involve no new line of reasoning, and

they belong, accordingly, more to the history of Science

than to that of Thought.

The first to attempt a mechanical explanation of the 45.0
Spencers

process of cellular division was Mr Herbert Spencer,1
law of limit
of growth.

who, in his 'Principles of Biology' (1863), pointed out

that there exists a limit of growth through assimilation

or intussusception, inasmuch as volume and mass increase

at a greater rate than the

which communication with




surrounding surface through

the environment is afforded.

A resultant tension brings about an increase of surface

through rupture, and restores the balance between the

contained mass and the surface. In his analysis of this

process of readjustment, Spencer has given mechanical

1 The principle here referred to
sometimes goes under the name of
the Leuckart-Spencer principle, it
having been suggested independ
ently by Rudolf Leuckart, Herbert
Spencer, and Alexander James. It
requires, of course, a great many
qualifications. See the 'Principles
of Biology,' vol. i. part 2, chap. i.
But "it follows from these con
siderattous that the cell can never
surpass a certain size; for if the
disturbance of metabolism that
arises because of the increasing
disproportion between the more
superficial and the deeper layers
has reached a certain extent, the
cell can no longer continue living
in its existing form. Thus the
remarkable fact is explained very
simply, that no cells of constant
form are known that are larger
than a few millimetres in diameter,
and thus we are made to under
stand why the development of




large organisms is only possible
by the arrangement of the living
substance into an aggregate of
small cells instead of into a single
cell, for example, of the size of a
man. . . . If, therefore, the living
substance of such a cell is not to
perish by growth, at some period in
its growth a correction of this d18
proportion between mass and sur
face and of the disturbance of
metabolism conditioned by it must
come in: such a correction is realised
in the reproduction of the cell by
division. The reproduction of the
cell by division is accordingly to be
considered merely as a result of
growth, and the morphologists for
a long time have rightly termed
reproduction a continuation of

growth, 'a growth beyond the
measure of the individual" (Ver
worn, 'General Physiology,' Engi,
ransl., p. 530, &c.)
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46.
Fusion
of two
elements.




biologists a formula which, like his physiological units,

has helped to give precision and direction to reasoning
on these subjects. But as growth has a natural limit

and leads to division, so reproduction through division

appears to have a limit also. "Only the very lowest

organisms, such as fission fungi, appear to be able to

multiply indefinitely by repeated divisions: for the

greater part of the animal and vegetable kingdoms the

general law may be laid down that, after a period of

increase of mass through cell division, a time arrives

when two. cells of different origin must fuse together,

producing by their coalescence an elementary organism
which affords the starting-point for a new series of

multiplications by division." I Fertilisation is now

known to be a cellular problem. As such it has been

studied in favourable cases which permitted of direct ob

servation, and what has been ascertained in those cases

-exhibiting in general the same common features and

phases of development-has by inference under the great

generalisations of the cellular theory been extended to

all living things in which sexual differentiation exists,

be they animals or plants.' The male and the female

Hertwig, 'The Cell,' p. 252.
The process may be looked at as an
instance of the cyclical order of
change. "The multiplication of the
elementary organism, and with it.
life itself, reolvcs itself into a
cyclic process . . . . Such cycles are
termed generation cycles. They
occur in the whole organic king
dom in the most various forms."
Similarly Sir M. Poster ('Text-book
of Physiology,' 5th ed., p. 1555), as
quoted, supra, p. 289. We may
add that from a still broader stand.
point, which we iay call that of




biouoniics - in distinction from
biology - the cycle never repeats
itself, but, owing to overcrowding
and selection, something different,
more complex-i.e., externally or
internally better endowed-is pro
duced. Philosophically we call this
progress.

There exists no more remark
able instance of the extension of
natural knowledge by a process of
very incomplete induction than the
gradual firm establishment of the
now universally adopted doctrine of
fertilisation, nn more brilliant refu-
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elements concerned have both been recognised to be

cells, both have been found to undergo, before what is

termed the stage of maturity, similar preparatory changes.

The changes represent, as it were, the last stages of their

independent existence as living cells. After these

changes have taken place they can only enter into a

new cycle of existence, exhibiting new powers of growth

and division by a process of fusion where each supplies

what in the other is wanting to start on a new cycle of

life-'i.e., of differentiation and development.

Thus the vague theories of former times, which reach

far into the nineteenth century, the speculations of the

Spermatists and the Ovists, have during the last thirty

years, beginning with Pringsheim's observation in 1869

of the pairing of the swarm-spores of certain aIge,

tation of the purely enumerative,
or all-case method. The number
of instances in which the process
of fertilisation, with its various

preparatory stages and its conse

quences, can be actually observed
is infinitesimally small compared
to the number of different species
and varieties in which it is end

lessly repeated on lines which no

biologiat doubts to be essentially
the same. M. Yves Delage says:
"C'est une chose remarquable
corn-Mencertains Urea, par des particu.
larités en apparence Bans intérèt
out facilitd is, solution de certains

I)rOblèrfles presque insolubles en
dehors d'eux. L'Asctzris mcgalocc"
pluda [the round . worm of the
horse, first observed by van Beiie
den in 1883], par le petit nombre
de see chromosomes, les Echino
dermes {se urchins, &c.] par Ia
facilitd avec laquelle us accept.ent
la fécondation artificielle, out fait
faire, en dix ans, plus do progrès




aux questions relatives la fconda
tion que n'ont fait avant ou depuis
tons lea autres animaux runis.
Dane l'Ascaride, le testicule fornie
un long tube et lea diverses phases
de Ia spermatogénèse s'acconiplis
sent dane les regions diffCreutes de
l'organe: ii y a une zone a aper
matogonies, une zone h spermato.
cyt.es en voie d'accroissemeut, une
zone oh se font lea divisions r6.
ductrices et une enfin oh lea sper
matides se transforment en sper.
matozoIdes" (L'H&édité,' p. 133).
See on the variety of objects which
have lent themselves to the gradual
unravelling of the processes of cell
division, nuclear division, fusion of
nuclei, cleavage and embryonic de

velopment, notably the volume of
Prof. Val. Haecker, 'Praxis und
Tlieorie der Zellen. und Befrucht
ungslehre' (Jena, 1899). A very
lucid summary is contained in J.
A. Thomson's 'The Science of Life'
(1899).
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and centring in van Beneden's discoyery,1 been replaced

by definite conceptions capable of typical description.
This typical process consists in the fusion of certain

parts of the male and female cells, - the nuclei or

kernels playing an important if not the essential part.

Many biologists of the foremost rank, notably in

Germany and France, have contributed to make clearer

the various lines in this typical picture of the most

mysterious process in the physical organism, whilst

every new discovery has brought with it new and

unanswered questions or given a novel aspect to older

problems.

47. Of these problems, those of heredity and variationNew
broblem8. are at present by far the most important. Both

the cellular theory of living matter and the theory
of natural selection, including the principles of

differentiation and of the division of physiological

labour, converge upon these two great faces of

modern biology. The theory of natural selection pre-

See last note. "Since the female parent; and that, regarded
researches of 0. Hertwig and as a mass of molecules, the entire
others in 1875, it had been clear organism may be compared to a
that each parent contributes a web, of which the warp is derived
single germ-cell to the formation from the female, and the woof
of the offspring; but the masterly from the male" (J. Arth. Thom-
researches of E. van Beneden ou, 'The Science of Life,' p.
(1883) showed that every nucleus 129). Another theoretical antic-
of the offspring may contain nuc- ipation is, according to Haecker
lear substance derived from each (loc. cit., p. 133), the "Idioplasma"
of the parents, a conclusion which of Niigeli: "The heritable sub-
is visibly demonstrable for a few stance, organised, possessing a Corn-
of the first steps in cleavage. In plex structure, transmitted from
fact, van Beneden to some extent one generation to auother," which
proved, what Huxley had foreseen was "about the same time identi.
when he said, in 1878, 'It is fled by Stras8burger, 0. Hertwig,
conceivable, and indeed probable, von Kölliker, and Weismanu, with
that every part of the adult the chromatin substance of the
contains molecules, derived both I nucleus."
from the male and from the
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supposes the fact of heredity-that is, the transmission

of characters peculiar to the parents (be they acquired

by them or not), and the fact of variation, but it does

not explain them. It does not give any intelligible

description of the means which nature uses to secure

that continuity of change which is marked on the one

side by a faithfulness to certain typical forms, and on

the other by a gradual development. The cellular

theory permits us to comprise, under the general

categories of cell-growth, cell-division, and cell-fusion,

the great facts of the history of all living matter, but

it does not explain how that apparent sameness of

structure which the ultimate morphological unit, the

cell, presents to our view, develops into that variety
of recurrent forms which make up the wealth and

the order in the world of natural objects. The older

naturalists were divided into two distinct schools: one

believed in pre-formation with development--the older

meaning of "evolution"; the other in after-formation,

or cc
epigenesis." The former foundered on the difficulty

of explaining or making plausible how all the germs

of hundreds of succeeding generations could be contained

in the first ancestor; the latter failed to explain how

nature was able to build up by mechanical forces out

of unorganised matter a structure resembling the parent

structures. The suggestion of a "nisus formativus,"

which we owe to the celebrated Blumenbach, is only

a definition of the difficulty, not an explanation.

The three distinct ideas represented by these historic

terms occur again in modern biology, though altered to

suit the vast extension of actual knowledge of facts, and
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the three great generalisations mentioned above. Out

of the three ideas of pre-formation, after-formation, and

the directive principle, the three generalisations, namely,
the cellular theory, natural selection, and metabolism,

and the enormous number of facts collected by micro

scopists and naturalists of all kinds, many more or

less ingenious theories of life have been put together.
None of them has obtained, though some have had a

very marked influence on biological science, and even

48. on popular thought. Of these Prof. Weismann's theories
Weismann
on heredity. of heredity are probably the best known. Without en

tering upon the enormous array, of biological facts which

have been marshalled by supporters and opponents alike,

it will be of interest to point out the novel aspects
and lines of reasoning which have come into prominence

through the voluminous discussion belonging to this

subject. They were prepared before the appearance of

Weismann's writings by the changed and enlarged con

ceptions which the discoveries of the middle of the

century introduced concerning the general phenomena

of Life, Death, and Disease. Three distinct convictions

regarding these three main aspects of the living portion

of creation have been forced upon the scientific and

popular mind. First, we have the modern doctrine of

the ubiquity of organisms and germs, at least so far

as our planet is concerned: beyond this sphere we

can say, that we know no more of the existence

of living matter than past generations. Secondly, we

have the generally recognied doctrine that spontan

eous generation of living out of not-living matter is

unknown and inconceivable under such conditions as
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we can realise or imagine. And thirdly, hand in hand

with the conviction of this unique but ubiquitous character

of life, the impression of the mutual interdependence of

living creatures has gained ground, and has especially in

fluenced our ideas of the cause and treatment of disease.

In one of those luminous addresses in which he 49
Biogenesis.

has rivalled the combination of literary with scientific

clearness characteristic of the French genius, the late

Prof. Huxley has written the history of Biogenesis
l

-i.e., of the theories of the origin of life from

the time of the Italian Redi down to Pasteur, show

ing how experiment and theory alternately supported
and contradicted the doctrine that living matter could

be formed out of not -
living matter, till the great

French biologist, by his refined experiments, entirely

banished from the provinces of science and practice

the once admitted, fact that, after exclusion or destruc

tion of all living germs, phenomena peculiar to life, such

as fermentation and putrefaction, could be generated.

Those great departments of medical practice, the anti

septic and aseptic treatment, with their enormous de

velopment of prophylactic arid antitoxic methods, form

the daily and ever-growing argument against abiogenesis
1 In his presidential address to

the British Association in 1870,
reprinted in 'Critiques and Ad
dresses,' p. 218 sqq. A very
readable and much earlier deliver
ance on "The Diffusion of Life"
is that by K. E. von Baer, before
the Academy of St Petersburg in
1838, reprinted in the first volume
of his 'Reden,' &c., p. 161 sqq.
In the preface of 1864 to this
reprint, the illustrious author tells
us that between 1810 and 1830




there were probably few naturalists
who "did not consider the gener
ation without parents of inferior
organisms as proved, or at least
as highly probable," and he him
self would not at that time (1838)
"declare it to be non-existent "

(p. 173). In 1864 he describes the
theory as having almost vanished,
leaving the problem of the first
beginnings of life in the number.
leAs varieties, even after Darwin's
hypothesis, unsolved (p. 177).
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-i.e., the generation of living out of dead or not-living

matter.

But in proportion as abiogenesis or spontaneous

generation has disappeared from our scientific text

books, life being recognised as a phenomenon between

which and dead matter there exists no intelligible

and no practical transition except that of destruction,

60. the ubiquity of life has forced itself more and more
The ubiquity
of life, on our attention. Not long ago, as Huxley

1
tells us,

the adherents of spontaneous generation urged as an

argument on their side that if biogenesis be true,

innumerable facts and experiments prove "that the air

must be thick with germs; and they regarded this as

the height of absurdity. But nature," as Huxley con

tinues, "occasionally is exceedingly unreasonable, and

Professor Tyndall has proved that ordinary air is no

better than a sort of stirabout of excessively minute

solid particles." It is now, after a generation has passed,

hardly necessary to refer to any special experiments of

Tyndall or of others, when the daily press brings us

records of the number of billions of germs contained in

a cubic inch of the atmosphere of large cities, precisely

as it does of the mortality of their population. The

cellular theory of disease has been succeeded and ampli

fied by the bacillar theory, and no modern scientific fact

has fastened on the popular mind with a stronger hold

than the ubiquity of the micro-organisms, which, with

beneficent or fatal results, assist everywhere-chiefly in

the larger organisms-in the struggle for existence.

It is, moreover, only a logical inference that if living

1
'Critiques and Addresses,' p. 233.
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matter is not being continually formed out of not-living

matter, while it is an undeniable fact that living

matter is continually and everywhere passing out of

existence, the preservation of life is dependent upon

an enormous self-overproduction which, combined with

the process of natural selection, secures its permanence

and the development of the highest forms of which it is

capable. The continuity-i.e., the interdependence-of 51.
The con

all living forms in time and space guarantees the non-ex- tinnity of
b b living forms.

tinction of this phenomenon, which, for all that we know,

is of a unique character. The modern scientific and popular

view of life is that it is a unique phenomenon, that it is

a ubiquitous phenomenon, at least within the area of

what we call our" world, and that it is a continuous

phenomenon. The unique character or singularity of

life has been directly demonstrated by the sameness of

the ultimate units of all living matter, the cells, indirectly

by the refutation of the older theory of spontaneous

generation; and has been enormously strengthened by the

doctrine of descent, the phenomena of overcrowding, and

the possibility of natural selection. The ubiquity of life

within certain limits-has been revealed directly by the

microscope, and indirectly by the modern theories of

disease, and of many forms of growth.' The continuity of

1 There is a striking passage in
Nausen's 'Farthest North,' Vol. i.
p. 445, showing the ubiquity of
organic germs: "When the sun's
rays had gained power on the sur
face of the ice, and melted the
snow, so that pools were formed,
there were soon to be seen at the
bottom of these pools small yellow
ish brown spots, so small that. at
first one hardly noticed them. Day




by day they increased in size, and
absorbing, like all dark substances,
the heat of the sun's rays, they
gradually melted the underlying
ice and formed round cavities often
several inches deep. These brown
spots were . . . alge and diati)lns.

I actually found bacteria,
even these regions are not free
from them."
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life has-as an inevitable corollary-come more and

more into prominence. It has been the subject of

much discussion, as a phenomenon which is felt to

require a mechanical explanation.

The problem of the continuity in time of the forms

and properties of living matter forced itself on the great

propounder of the modern theory of Descent, on Darwin.

He looked upon the principle of" Reversion '-this, power

of calling back to life long-lost characters-as the most

wonderful of all the attributes of inheritance."

52. At the end of his second great work, ten years after
"Pan
genesis." the appearance of the' Origin of Species,' he ventured on

a hypothetical explanation, his theory of "Pangenesis,"

"which implies that the whole organisation, in the sense

of every atom or unit, reproduces itself; hence ovules

and pollen-grains, the fertilised seed or egg, as well as

birds, include and consist of a multitude of germs thrown

off from each separate atom of the organism."
2 This idea,

as the author himself admitted, and as has since fre

quently been pointed out, was not fundamentally new: it

had been anticipated by Buffon in his celebrated" organic

molecules," and since Darwin it has been restated and

adapted in various modified forms. It is hardly an

explanation, but it is a statement which emphasises the

great fact of modern biology,-the fact brought out by

the cellular theory, that the units of life are not the large

visible organisms which were formerly studied by prefer

ence, but the innumerable, infinitesimal living beings

1 'Animals and Plants under Domestication,' chap. 27, vol. ii.
Domestication,' vol. ii. p. 372. p. 3&8.

2 'Animals and Plants under
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called cells which, through growth and reproduction by

division and fusion, maintain life as a continuous unique

phenomenon.

Into this view, which under the special form of

pangenesis has not found much favour, but which,

nevertheless, in some form or other, forces itself more

and more on our attention, Professor Weismann has

imported a further distinctive feature, not prominently

brought out by Darwin, though it also dates farther

back' than the present generation.

1 The history of the knowledge
and theory of sex and heredity has
been written in English by Profs.
Patrick Geddes and J. Arthur
Thomson, in a book entitled 'The
Evolution of Sex' (let ed. 1889) ; in
French by M. Yves Delage, in his
much-quoted work, 'La Structure
du Protoplasma, et lea Theories Bur
l'HéréditC et lea grands problèmes
de la Biologie' (1895). The latter
work contains elaborate criticisms,
and finally inclines towards a theory
of life termed in France "Organi
cisme," the main idea of which is
the assumption of two distinctive
factors in all the phenomena of
living matter-viz., "Organisation
and Environment." This view,
according to the author, has not
yet gained sufficient strength to
form a definite current of thought
like the three earlier views de
fined by the terms "Animisme,"
"Evolutionisme," " MicromCris me."
The first. of these centres in the idea
of vital force, the second in the
older school of evolution; the last
begins with Buffon, and comprises the
modern theory of Evolution with
Spencer, Darwin, Haeckel, Weis
mann. Of the last M. Delage
says: "Ce clernier eat, pour le
moment, l'ouvrage le plus parfait
cr5 pour expliquer l'Hrdité et




i'Evoiution. Nous croyons avoir
montré qu'il eat b.ti d'hypothèsea
fragiles, invraieemblables, et, tout
en rendant justice an talent do
Bon architecte, nous conseillons de
l'admirer de loin et do construire
ailleurs" (p. 837). "Organicisme"
is represented by W. Roux, Driesch,
and 0. Hertwig, and is historically
traced back to Descartes (p. 838),
and to von Baer and Claude Bernard
(p. 720). To the theories of the
others, "los Organiciates opposent
le concours d'une determination
modSr66 et des forces ambiantes
touj ours agissantes, toujours flce8
saires, non comme simple condition
d'activit6, mais comme elment
essentiel de Ia determination finale"
(p. 720). As in this account the
names of Roux, Driesch, and 0.
Hertwig are placed together, it is
well to remark that since that time
the two last-named authorities have
in various polemical publications
signified the divergence of their
fundamental conclusions from the
later attitude which Prof. Roux
has assumed. For those of my
readers who desire to get some
insight into the drift of this most
recent and advanced controversy,
in which questions of principle, of
scientific and philosophical method,
alternate with discussions of minute
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Growth by intussusception and assimilation has long
been recognised as the characteristic property of all

living matter, of every living cell. Mechanical causes

suffice to explain the further process of division as a

necessary consequence of continued growth, the forma

tion of new cells out of existing ones, the process of

reproduction. Only in the lower organisms, however,

does reproduction exist simply as multiplication by

division. In all higher organisms at least, reproduction

by division seems connected with the phenomenon

of death of a portion of the dividing organisms: a

differentiation seems to set in between the new cells,

some gradually losing their power of self-multiplication

by division, and thus being doomed sooner or later

to arrive at the end of their organic existence; while

others retain this power or regain it by uniting with

others-the process of fusion of male and female elements

-and seem thus to be specially endowed with the work

of reproduction-i.e., the preservation of the continuity of

life. The great morphologist Richard Owen, about the

middle of the century, in a tract on Parthenogenesis,

remarked that "not all the progeny of the primary

impregnated germ-cell are required for the formation of

the body in all animals: certain of the derivative germ

cells may remain unchanged and become included in

embryological development, assisted
or disturbed by experiments carried
on in microscopic dimensions, I re
commend, besides the larger works
of Hertwig and Roux, already re
ferred to, the highly Muggest.ive
writings of Hans Driesch, notably
his 'Analytische Theorie der or
ganiechen Entwickelucg' (1894),




and 'Die Biologie als seibstandige
Grundwis8euschaft,' (1893). As a
very helpful introduction to the
original views of this writer,
English readers will welcome the
concluding chapter of Prof. E. B.
Wilson's book, 'The Cell in Develop
ment and Inheritance' (1896).
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that body, . . . so included, any derivative germ-cell or

the nucleus of such may commence and repeat the same

processes of growth by imbibition, and of propagation by

spontaneous fission as those to which itself owed its

origin."' We have here the first enunciation of that 59.
Germ-sub-

idea of a differentiation between the germ-substance and stance and
body-sub

the body
- substance, between that portion of living

sta3lce.

matter which is destined to preserve the continuity of

life, and that other portion which, destined to differen

tiate more and more into the aggregate of living cells,

each bearing a special form and carrying out a special

function in the economy of the higher organisms, is at

the same time doomed to death, gradually losing, as it

does, its power of assimilation, growth, and division-i.e.,

of self-preservation. Prof. Haeckel in 1866, and Dr

Jäger in 1877, elaborated the idea further, pointing out

that the "germinal" element or substance was that

portion which in the process of division is reserved

for the preservation of the species (the iAo,', hence

termed the phylogenetic portion), whereas the
"
personal"

element or substance goes to form the body or individual

(the 6v, hence termed the ontogenetic portion).2

Darwin quotes this passage in
a historical note to his theory of

Paugenesis" in the concluding
chapter of his 'Animals and Plants
under Domestication' (vol. ii. p.
375). He acids further, "By the
agency of these germ-cells Prof.
Owen accounts for parthenogenesis,
for propagation by self -division
during suecessive generations, and
for the repairs of injuries. His
view agrees with mine in the
assumed transmission and multi-
plication of his germ-cells, but
ditrers fundamentally from mine in




the belief that the primary germ
cell was formed within the ovarium
of the female, and was fertilised by
the male. My gemmules are sup
posed to be formed, quite independ
ently of sexual concourse, by each
separate cell or unit throughout the

body, and to be merely aggregated
within the reproductive organs."

2 Complete references to the
earlier statements of this theory,
which, through the various writings
of Prof. Weismammn (since 1881,
when he read a paper, "On the
Duration of Life," before the
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This provisional statement, which emphasises the now

generally recognised difference between the germ-sub
stance and the body-substance, requires, however, two

further qualifications in order to embrace the great
characteristic facts of life and death as modern em

bryology and the phenomenon of descent have unfolded

them.

Only in rare instances can we observe the continuity
of cells-i.e., of those organisms which, so far as our

knowledge goes, form the ultimate units of living matter.

Weismann recognised, as did the great botanist Nàgeli,
and long before both of these the philosopher Herbert

Spencer, that though in the cell, with its nucleus and

protoplasm, we may have arrived at the last microscop

ically visible independent units of life, we must-with

the atomic theory in chemistry-assume the existence

of much smaller units in all living matter, compared with

which even the nucleus of the cell is a very complex

aggregate. If the continuity of life is dependent upon

that of an underlying living substance, this substance

must be only an infinitesimal portion of any visible cell

54. or nucleus. The conception of a continuous germinalGerm-

=I
a and Substance has thus taken refuge in the more refined

YM
Plasma. conception of a germ-plasma, as distinguished from the

body or somatic plasma: the former is immortal within

the limits of the conditions of organic life, the latter is

Naturforeclier - versammiung at
Salzburg, reprinted in 'Essays upon
Heredity,' transi. by Poulton and
others, Oxford 1889; see also the
'Studies in the Theory of Descent,'
transi. by Meldola, 2 vols., 1882,
and the earlier essays of Weismaun
mentioned in the preface, p. viii.),




has become both scientifically and
popularly recognised and debated,
are given in Geddes and Thowson,
'The Evolution of Sex,' p. 93; also
in M. Delage's great work, p. 349,
&c., and in Wilson, 'The Cell,' p.
295, &c.
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perishable, mortal, doomed, after temporarily serving the

purposes of individual development, to disappear from

the category of living matter.

And secondly, it appeal's that the germinal substance 55..
Differentia-

or germ
-
plasma, when once differentiated from the

personal substance or body-plasma, cannot, as a rule,

perform unaided the function of continuous preservation

of the species or phylum. In all the higher animals

the germ-substance appears in two distinct seemingly

complementary forms, and only by the fusion of these

does the development of the germ-substance become

possible.

The great difficulties which stand in the way of

applying these conceptions (which have found an ex

haustive exposition in Prof. Weismann's 'Essays on

Descent and Heredity') to the vegetable kingdom have

been pointed out, and have prevented their general

adoption by biologists;
1 nor have the elaborate modifi

cations introduced in Prof. Weismann's later writings

tended to make them more acceptable; the idea, never

theless, of a fundamental difèrentiation of the elements

of living matter into germinal and persona] has got hold

of the scientific mind at the present day, and cannot be

On the objections of Prof. Stras

burger, who points to the fact. that
in the case of begonias the frag
ment of a, leaf planted in moist sand
can reproduce the whole plant; of
Prof. Vines, who shows that whole

groupsof champigoons, which propa
gate annually, are nevertheless rich
in genera and species, which have
evidently descended from one an
other, see Yves Delage, 'L'Hér6dité,'

p. 526, &c.; 'Nature,' vol. x. p. 621;
also 0. Hertwig, 'The Biological




Problem of To-day,' transl. by P.
C. Mitchell (1896), p. 40, &c. On
the diEcovery of Weismann "that
in parthenogenetic ova only one
polar globule is formed, while there
are always two in ova which are

impregnated," and the "minent

ary" presumption in favour of his

theory which it afforded, see Essays
on Heredity,' p. 333, &c. ; Geddes
and Thomson, 'Evolution of Sex,'

180, &c. ; and Delage, 'L'Hér
dit,' p. 151.
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passed over in a history of Thought. Moreover, it has

made itself felt by giving rise to two separate views of

the cause of variation-i.e., of that phenomenon in the

living creation on which the entire modern theory of

descent is founded.

If it be true that the preservation of the species, the

continuity of living forms, is dependent on the germ

plasma, whereas the somatic plasma, from this point of

view, only serves individual ends and is a receptacle or

temporary dwelling-place for the germs which it trans

mits but does not create, the experiences of the body, its

changes and development, can have little or no influence

on the hidden germs and their further history. Thus

66. Weismann is led to a denial of the influence of en-
WeilmlAnn V.
I*mrck. vixonment, of habit and acquired characters, except in

those cases where, as in the lower organisms, no dif

ferentiation has set in between the germinal and the

personal substance. This amounts to a negation of those

modifying influences which Lamarck emphasised, and

which play such a great part in the theories elaborated

by Darwin, Haeckel, and especially by Herbert Spencer.

On the other side, it has led Weismann to lay a much

greater weight upon sexual selection and the effects

of crossing in the process of descent and the pheno

mena of heredity. But for sexual selection, and the

endless combinations of different germ
-
plasmas, there

would, according to Weismann, be no variation, and

hence no development of the higher forms of life. The

controversy turns mainly upon the inheritance of acquired

characters, of which indeed no genuine and autheuti-
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cated case seems to have been established.1 On the other

side the influence of crossing, of the repeated division

and fusion of different germ-plasmas, to which Darwin

in his later writings attached more and more importance,

and on which Weismann relies exclusively for an ex

planation of variation and natural selection, is denied

by some biologists to tend in the direction of the

gradual growth of definite characters: they point rather

to the obliterating and diluting influence of such pro

miscuous fusion, and they maintain that the presence of

an environment which always acts in a constant manner 2

is indispensable.

If we now look back for a moment on the funda

mental change of ideas which the century has brought

about in the biological aspect of nature, we are bound

truly to halt in astonishment. In no department of

thought have comparatively small beginnings and de

tailed discoveries, referring to infinitesimally small

phenomena, led to such revolutionary ideas concerning

those phenomena which most intimately affect our

personal interests-the problems of life and death, of

conduct and of health. The whole of this change has

been brought about by introducing and extending those

It is needless to give special
references, as all the recent works
on the subject, which have been

largely quoted in this chapter, deal
with this point. See, however,
Yvea Delage, 'L'HSr6dité,' p. 196,
for a very complete bibliography.
He concludes as follows : "11 n'est

pas d4imoutré que lea modifications

acquises sous I'influence des con
ditions de vie soieut généralemeut




hrditaires, mais ii paralt bien
certain qu'elles le sont que]quefois.
Cela dtSpend sans doute de leur
nature. Dailleurs on ne sait pas
queue est clans ce r6sultat la part
de la transmission des modifications
somatiques aux cellules gerrfliflale8
et celle de l'action directe des con
ditions ambiaiites sur celles-ci" (p.
221).

2 Hertwig, 'The Cell,' p. 319.
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methods of investigation and reasoning which have

been learnt in the mechanical, physical, and chemical

sciences: the processes of observation, measurement,

and calculation. And yet it may be asked, have we

come nearer an answer to the question, What is Life?

At one time, for a generation which is passing away,

we apparently had. But a closer scrutiny has convinced

most of us that we have not. The study of life has

indeed been transferred from the higher and more com

plex forms to the lower, the minutei', and the simpler;

and now lingers by preference among cells, germs, and

primitive organisms, out of which we have learnt to

consider the higher ones as put together on the prin

ciples of co-operation, division of labour, and mutual

67. accommodation. The problem "What is Life?" has
Two sPects
of the in all this gained a twofold aspect. Wherein consists
problem
°1' the peculiarity of the smallest unit of living as com

pared with not-living matter? In organisation we are

told, in growth through intussusception, in metabolism;

but we are far from being able mechanically to describe

these phenomena or processes. The spectre of a vital

principle still lurks behind all our terms-1 On the other

If we broadly summarise the
properties peculiar to living things
which the nineteenth century has
dwelt on in an original manner
under the three conceptions of adap
tation (fitness), selection (natural or
sexual), and organisation (order or
harmony), the question presents it
self, Is any of these much-used terms
intelligible or definable without
refereuce to something which is ex
traneous to the object we treat of,
this reference existing in our own

thinking or contemplating mind,
and, if actually pre6eut in natural




olijecta themselves, then also indi
cative of the existence of some im
material principle? Though this is
manifested in w echaiiICaL contriv
ances which it has left behind with
its signature upon them, it is never.
thieles vaguely analogous to the
selective, purposeful, or orderly
performances of a human intellect.
The exclusive study of detail on the
one side, the aspect of the whole on
the other, will alwiysind uceopposite
anHwers to this qucdion. In addi
tion to the literature given in the
notes to this chapter, 1 may refer
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side, the union or co-operation of many essentially similar

units in a complicated organism brings out more and

more, as we ascend in the scale of living things, a new

phenomenon, a new kind of unity, that which we term

individuality," the wealth of an inner self-conscious life,

to which the older school of biologists attached primary

importance. Life accordingly has now for us two sides

-first, the life of the smallest, the most primitive unit

of living matter, say the cell, the amceba, or, if you will,

the idioblast, the gemmule, the germ-plasma, the physio

logical unit. Secondly, the life of the complex society of

cells, the higher organism in which the inner world with

all its mental phenomena has become manifest. How

is the unity of this higher complex possible? In what

does it consist? What can we know of it? Neither

the physiological nor the psychological unity is in

telligible to us. An eminent biologist, to whom we

owe the creation of an entire new science, the late

Professor Virchow, the founder of Cellular Pathology,

has told us recently that only since biologists have

ceased to try to understand the unity of life in the

higher organisms, the psychological unity, and have

realised the fact that the unity of life is in the

autonomous cell, has biology in theory and practice

made much progress. Be it so. It seems likely that

the progress of biology depends entirely on the culti

vation of the mechanical view; but from another and

to the following tracts which deal
specially with the problems of
mechanism and vita1ism. Hans
Drieseh, 'Die mathematisch - me
chanisebe Betrachtung morpholog
ischer Probleme der Biologic' (Jeiia,




1891) ; 0. Bütschli, 'Mechanismue
und Vitalismus' (Leipzig, 1901);
Eugen Albrecht, 'Vorfragen der
Biologie' (Wiesbaden, 1899).

1 In the Huxley Lecture of 1898.
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equally legitimate aspect, the unity of the complex as

the bearer of all the phenomena of higher or inner life

is equally important. In many ways it is a counter

part of the other, showing a peculiar continuity of its

own, that continuity which I have made the special

subject of this work. In proportion as the biological
view of nature has become the science of the cell,

another science has grown up which sets itself to study
this higher phenomenon of living matter, the pheno
menon of mind, directly by the methods of the exact

58. sciences. This is the modern Science of Psycho-physics.Transition
to psycho- Even the microscopist and biologist of the most modern
physics.




type are occasionally startled by phenomena akin to

those which commonly are only visible in the highest

organisms. Psychical existence, an inner side to the

external phenomena of motion, has accordingly been

attributed by eminent representatives of the mechanical

view of biological phenomena to the lowest, the most

primitive, unit of living matter. Another school of

science has set itself to study this inner side of liv

ing organisms in its more perfect, as it were full

grown, manifestations, and by appealing in addition to

the facts only known by introspection or self-conscious

ness. With the history of this movement, so far as it

belongs to exact science, I propose to deal in the next

chapter under the general title of the Psycho-physical

View of Nature.
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CHAPTER XI.

ON THE PSYCHO-PHYSICAL VIEW OF NATURE.

IN the three foregoing chapters I have attempted to trace
Abstract

the development of the different aspects under which our and concrete

knowledge of the real things which surround us, and of

nature as a whole, has been extended in recent times. I

have brought these different aspects which respectively

consider things natural according to their forms, their

genesis, or their life and purpose, under the general name

of the biological as distinguished from the abstract view,

with which I dealt in the four previous chapters. The

abstract view tries to arrive at the general properties of

all things, which it has succeeded in our times in sum

ming up under the great generalisations of Attraction,

Atomism, Kinetics, and the doctrine of Energy. The

biological view is interested not so much in general

properties as in real specimens-the things, beings, and

phenomena in which we see the general properties ex

emplified and become real and in their actual union or

totality which we call nature. The abstract sciences

started on their modern career with mathematics, and

progressed through the development and application of
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the mathematical methods to the data furnished by
observation and experiment; the biological or concrete

sciences began with a study of living things, and have

progressed immensely in our times by viewing these not

in isolation, but in their relations to each other and to

the surrounding lifeless world-the so-called environ

ment. An exact treatment, that to which the term

"scientific" has been pre-eminently applied, seems here

also to depend largely, if not exclusively, on the degree
to which the mathematical processes of numbering and

measuring can be applied, and on the utilisation of the

general results arrived at in the abstract sciences.

2. The method of the abstract sciences is that of buildingTheir
different up from small beginnings, by the process of summationmethods.




or integration, intricate complexes which not infrequently

are found to correspond to phenomena of actual experi

ence. It has at its command the unlimited resolving

powers of the calculus, and the well-established assump

tion that things natural are made up of numberless

particles entering into innumerable combinations. The

whole is thus for the mathematical view the sum of its

parts. The concrete or natural sciences, on the other

hand, start with the ready-made things or creatures of

nature, or on a larger scale with the great order and

economy of our world or the universe, and only descend

into the minutie of the observatory, the dissecting-room,

or the laboratory, with the hope of better understanding

the great and complicated objects of their study. The

greatest progress in the abstract sciences has been made

by those minds that could concentrate their atten

tion on special points, not infrequently expressed in
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mathematical formula-,A, and expand their view through

applications: the greatest progress in the natural sciences

has been made by those who started with a large and

comprehensive view of things natural, and gradually

descended into detail. Newton, Lagrange, Fresnel, and

Helmholtz are good examples of the former; Humboldt,

von Baer, Claude Bernard, and Darwin of the latter..

Now, it is a frequent experience that in the study

of things natural, through the unavoidable process of

dissection and analysis, the subsequent synthesis or sum

ming up has not carried the student back to the real

thing from which he started, but to some artificial pro

duct differing essentially from the natural object. The

real essence of the thing seemed lost when its parts were

examined by themselves or in their apparent aggrega

tion. A prominent example of this kind is to be found

in the living organism. Theories have accordingly been

formulated which looked upon life as a special prin

ciple to be superadded to any conceivable aggregation of

mechanical processes, in order to raise them from the

lifeless into the living order of things. The last chapter

dealt with the various biological hypotheses, of which

three are conspicuous: the purely mechanical, according

to which the living organism is merely a very compli

cated chemical molecule; the vitalistic, which establishes

an essential difference between the action and constitu

tion of a living and a lifeless unit of matter; and an

intermediate view, which looks upon organisms as manu

factured machines built up according to some plan, de

sign, or idea, the nature of which can be further inquired

into, but which does not try to throw any additional
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light on the mechanism itself, the working of which,

like that of a clock, can be described on purely mechani

cal lines and without reference to the idea which preceded
its construction.

According to many prominent naturalists, the evident

design and purpose which characterise so many pheno

mena of living matter are explained on purely mechan

ical lines by the inherent or forced teleology of living

things, which through over-production have to submit to

an automatic process of selection or survival. To others

this automatic process does not seem to suffice, and

they assume a principle of progress which acts in a

regulative manner. This vitalistie view is further sup

ported by taking into account an extensive class of

phenomena which I have, so far, hardly noticed

the marvellous properties of the higher creations of

the animal world which exhibit the phenomena of

s. consciousness or of an inner experience. That these
Inner
experience, phenomena belong to the realm of natural science as

much as any other properties of living things cannot

nowadays be doubted. The division into natural and

mental science can no longer be upheld, or only with

a very different meaning from that which it had for a

bygone age.

It will be my object in this chapter to give an account

of the various and changing aspects which this great

phenomenon of an inner or conscious life has presented

to naturalists-i.e., to those who have approached the

phenomena of Mind from the side of nature, and of the

different lines of research and reasoning along which

they have dealt with it. I shall comprise the whole of
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this section of scientific thought under the general term

of Psycho-physics.' It refers to the borderland or 4.
Psycho

common ground where physical and mental or psychical physics.

phenomena meet or interact.

Although the term psycho-physics is quite modern, the

idea of a special science dealing with the relations of

mind and body, or of the physical and mental life of the

human organism, has been prominently before the scien

tific world ever since Cabanis published his celebrated

'Rapports du Physique et du Moral de 1'Homme,' in

which the well-known passage occurs which has been

frequently repeated, modified, and quoted with varying

approval or reproach:
2 "In order to arrive at a correct

The term was first used by
0. T. Fecbner in the well-known
work bearing this title, of which I
shall have more to say in the course
of the chapter. This work, deal
ing mainly with a certain numerical
relation, narrowed the term down
to a special investigation, whereas
the larger problem, the study of
the interaction of mind and body
by the methods of the exact
sciences, was variously designated
as physiological psychology, mental
physiology, psycho. physiology or
physiology of the soul. As there
is a tendency to regard physiology
more and more as the physics of
the living organism, it is evident
that. physics is the larger term; and
in dealing with the relations of the
physical and the psychical in the
widest sense, the term psycho
ph'sics seems the more appropriate.

'uvres completes' de Cabanis
(1834), vol. iii. p. 159. The simile
has attained a sort of historical
celebrity through the drastic ver
sion which was given to it. by Karl
Vogt in his 'Physiologisehe Briefe'
(1847). p. 206, where, witha




distinct intention of rousing an
esthetic disapproval, he compares
the function of the brain with the
secretion of bile by the liver and
of urine by the kidneys. This
dictum, which he repeated in his
controversy with Rudolph Wagner,
led in the middle of the century,
as Du Bois-Reymond tells U8, to a
kind of systematic championship of
the soul, the comparison with the
kidneys being looked on as a
degrading offence. "Physiology,
however, has no knowledge of such
grades of dignity. As a scientific
problem the secretiQu of the
kidneys is to her of the same
dignity as the investigation of the
eye or the heart or any other so
called noble organ." Vogt used
the simile as an illustration of his
purely materialistic view. Lange
('Hist. of Materialism,' vol. ii.
p. 242) shows that with Cabanis
the dictum is by no means bound
up with such a view, as he really
was a pantheist. The mistake,
says Du Bois-Reymond, does not
lie in the comparison, but in the
implied suggestion, that psychical
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idea of those operations from which thought arises, we

5. must consider the brain as a particular organ, destined
Cftbanla'8
81mb.

specially to produce it in the same way as the stomach

and the intestines are there to perform digestion, the

liver to filter the bile, the parotid, maxillary, and sub

lingual glands to prepare the salivary juice."

The argument which led Cabanis to draw this parallel

between the functions of the brain and those of other

organs of the human body was based upon the philo

sophy of Locke, which had been domiciled in France by

Condillac and Helvetius. This philosophy, in its popular

version, taught that all our thoughts and ideas were

ultimately made up of sensations.' On the other side;

activity could be "explained
through the structure of the brain,
as secretion can be explained from
the structure of a gland" ('Reden,'
vol. i. p. 129).

1 Cabanis (1757-1808), in the pre
face to the 'Rapports,' &c., p. 11,

gives a list of contemporary French
writers who, following in the line
of Locke, to whom "philosophy is
indebted for the greatest and the
most useful impulse," have taken

up different aides of the doctrine.
Of their writings a very clear and
exhaustive analysis will be found
in M. Picavet's 'Lea Ideologues,
E8aai sur l'histoire des id6es et
des theories sc3entifiques, philoso
phiques, religieuaea, &c., en France

depuis 1789' (Paris, 1891). Ca
banis's own position is very clearly
defined (p. 16) when he says that
"Lea operations de l'intelligence et.
de la volonté se trouveraient con.
fondues 2. leur origine avec lea
autres rnouvement8 vitaux: le prin.
cipe des sciences morales, et par
consequence ces sciences elles
méznea rentreraient dan8 le domaine
de La physique; ellea ne seraient




plus qu'une branche de l'bistoire
naturelle de l'homme: l'art d'y
verifier lea observations, d'y tenter
lea experiences, et Wen tirer tous lea
résultats certains qu'elle8 peuvent
fournir, ne différeraient en rien
des moyens qui sont jouruelle
ment eniployés avec la plus entière
et. la plus juste confiance dans lea
sciences pratiques dont la certitude
eat, le moms contest4e." This was
written in 1802. M. Picavet. says
of Cabanis with much truth:
"Le contiuuateur d'Hippocrate, de
Descartes et des philosophes (In
XVlIImc siècle, a Ad Un prcurseur
de Lewes et de Preyer, de Schopen.
hauer et de Hartinaun, comme de
Lawarck, de Darwin et de bien
d'autres peuseurs qui appartien
nent aux ecolea lea plus différeutes,
et ne soupçonnent quelquefiis
méme pas que lea idées dont us
sont partis laura sout venues in
direct.ement, inais par des inter
mCdiaires authenticiues, de l'auteur
des 'Rapport.s du physique et du
moral '"

('Lea Iclo1ogues,' p. 264).
M. Picavet also gives valuable ex
planations how it came about that
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the physiologists of the eighteenth century, notably

Hailer, had demonstrated that the properties of the 6.
Preparediby

physical organism culminated in those of the nervous Locke and
Hailer.

system-irritability and sensibility. The phenomenon

of sensibility, of producing and combining-as it were

digesting-sensations, was thus the function of the brain,

or the central organ of the nervous system, as other pro

cesses were the functions of other organs or physiological

apparatus. Cabanis was led on from medical' studies,

as Locke had been before him, to the study of mental

and moral subjects, and he formed the conception of a

science of Man, or Anthropology,' divided into Physio

logy, the Analysis of Ideas, and Morals, which would

ultimately be of as much use for the practical purposes

of education and government as the exact study of other

natural phenomena then cultivated in France for the

purposes of medicine, industry, and material civilisation.

Although it may be admitted that Cabanis created -3

physiological psychology, and that he cast far-reaching

glances into the neighbouring departments of animal,

the line of philosophical thought
so clearly indicated by Cabanis
was not more systematically de

veloped in France at the time,
and, like many other lines of re
seirch which originated in that
country, had to be re-discovered
fifty years later in other countries.
The question is important, and
may occupy us later on. See,
however, regarding the disfavour
into which the "moral" sciences
fell owing to political reasons, vol.
i. P. 149 of this work.

Cabani. blames in Coudillac and
Helvet.iu8 that they knew noth
ing of physiology. "S'ils euBsent




micux connu l'6conomie aniniale,
le premier aurait-il Pu soutenir le
système de l'égalité des esprith? le
second n'aurait-il pas Benti que
l'tme, telle qu'iI l'euvisage, eat une
faculté, mais non pas un être; et
que, Si c'est Un être, è. ce titre die
ne saurait avoir plusieurs des
qualits qu'il lui attribue" (ibid.,
p. 66).

2 "C'e8t ce que lea Allemanda
appellent l'anthropologie; et sous
Ce titre ils coniprennent en effet
lee trois objets principaux dont
nous parlons" (Cabanis, 'Euvres,'
vol. iii. p. 40).

Picavet, loc. cit., p. 292.
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embryological, and morbid psychology, from which he

expected much assistance, his ideas remained vague, as

did those of the contemporary school of the "Idologues,"

among whom Destutt de Tracy
1 deserves honourable

mention as having conceived the plan of a psychological

treatment of grammar. Their merit lay more in drawing

the plans of the new science of psychology as a natural

science in its largest sense, and of urging its scientific

and exact treatment, than in making a real and fruitful

beginning on special lines.

It is a remarkable fact that the first attempt to

analyse in detail one of the special instances of psycho

physical interaction came about a hundred years earlier

from that successor of Locke who has always been

counted as the extreme idealistic development of English

Berkeley's




speculation. Bishop Berkeley's 'Essay towards a New

'Pbeorof Theory of Vision' (1709) has been called "the
vent-Vision.

able historical starting-point of psycho-physical investi

gation."
2

Although averse to any exact theory of the

universe, deeming it "beneath the dignity of the mind

to affect exactness," 3 and at war with the mathema-
1 Picavet (p. 398) says of Destutt 2 Dr Edmund Montgomery, in

de Tracy (1754-1836):
' Venu par his very interesting and valuable

lee sciences Is philosophie, D. critical analyAis of 'Space and
de Tracy a donn l'idologie un Touch,' three memoirs contained
nom et un caractère positif. S'il in the tenth volume of the first
a cru, a. tort, qu'il pouvait la series of 'Mind' (1885), P. 385.
constituer de toutes pièces, ii a See 'A Treatise concerning the
fort bien vu que, pour devenir Principles of Human Knowledge,'
une science indépendante et corn- § 109: "As in reading other
plète, elle devait 8'SppUyer Hur Ia books, a wise man will choose to
physiologie et. la pathologie, aur fix his thoughts on the sense and
l'étude des enfante, 8ur celle dee apply it. to use, rather than lay
fous et sur celle des animaux. II them out in grammatical remarks
l's unie intimement a. la grammaire on the language; so in perusiig
et. a Is logique, a. la morale et a. the volume of nature it seen
l'6conomie politique, a. Is légl8lation beneath the dignity of the mind
et a. la politique." . to effect an exactness in reduc-
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ticians,1 as Hobbes had been before him, Berkeley had a

clear conception of the following definite problem: By
what succession of physical and mental experiences, by
what "organic and vital data," do we become aware of

space and of body or matter? His answer, which makes

tactile sensations the base, has been advocated and quoted

by English psychologists of the Association school up to

the present day, and forms the text for their various

explanations.

The genesis of space perception was much discussed

in the circle of Locke's friends, Molyneux proposing
the celebrated query2 named after him, and Cheselden

describing at length, in the Philosophical Transactions,

the experiences of an adult blind patient who had

received his sight by couching. The eighteenth century

brought other isolated researches of an experimental or

mathematical nature, which may be regarded as the

beginnings of an exact treatment of the relation of psy-

ing each particular phenomenon to
general rules, or showing how it
follows from them. We should
propose to ourselves nobler views,
such as to recreate and exalt
the mind," &c. In the following
paragraph Berkeley refers to the
'Principia' as "the best grammar
of the kind" he was speaking of.

' A very full account of this con
troversy will be found in a paper
by Prof. Geo. A. Gibson in the
'Proceedings of the Edin. Math.
Soc.,' vol. xvii.

2 The query is given in Locke's
'Essay,' Book IL cli. ix. 8, as
follows: "Suppose a man born
blind, and now adult, and taught
by his touch to distinguish be
tween a cube and a sphere of the
same metal and nighly of the same

bigness, so as to tell when he felt




one and the other, which is the
tube and which the sphere. Sup
pose, then, the cube and sphere
placed on a table, and the blind
man made to see: Query, whether
by his sight, before he touched
them, he could now distinguish,
and tell, which is the globe, which
is the cube? To which the acute
and judicious proposer answers,
No." For a full analysis of actual
cases, such as that of Cheselden,
and more recent ones, see Wundt,,
'Physiologische Psychologie,' vol.
ii. p. 233. That Berkeley was,
however, neither a psycho-physicist
nor a physiological psychologist in
the modern sense, is well remarked
by Campbell Fraser in his eseay
on Berkeley (Blackwood's "Philos.
Classics," 'Berkeley,' p. 45, &c.)
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chical with physical phenomena. Fechner, the founder

of psycho-physics as an independent doctrine, refers

notably to two 1 such instances. They were contributed

8. by two great mathematicians, Daniel Bernoulli andBernouui
and Ealer. Leonhard Euler. The former pointed out that the value

which we attach morally to the addition to any material

possession is not measured by the actual magnitude of

such addition, but by the relation it bears to that which

we already possess. The first sovereign earned by a

poor and starving labourer has an almost infinite value

compared with what it has for a person already possessed
of a million. Laplace and Poisson referred to this state

ment of Bernoulli, and introduced the terms "fortune

physique," "fortune morale," showing that they stand

in a simple mathematical relation. The same relation

was shown by Euler to exist between our estimate

of musical intervals in the harmonic scale and the

difference of the number of vibrations of the strings
which produce the two notes. It was above a cen

tury before Fechner correlated these isolated remarks

with observations of modern psycho-physics in his

celebrated law, of which more anon.

On the whole, little progress was made during the

eighteenth century in the department of research I am

now dealing with; but the end of the eighteenth and

the beginning of. the following century brought several

important discoveries, some of which were at the time

much over-estimated, whilst others were for a long time

forgotten or overlooked.

The first is the accidental discovery by Galvani in

1
'PRychophysik,' 1860, vol. ii. p. 548, &c.
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1786, followed, fifteen years after, by Volta's greater
Auimal

invention. The late eminent Prof. Du Bois-Reymond, electricity.

in various passages
1 of his scientific and literary writ

ings, has told us of the recurrent fascination which the

fcda morgana of Electricity has exercised over those

interested in the explanation of the phenomena of

innervation; how this seductive clue has been, in the

See vol. ii. pp. 212, 386, 528 of
Du Bole - Reymond's 'Reden,' also
his 'Untersuchungen über thier
ische Electricitat' (1848), vol. i.

pp. 30-128. One of the first to
take up in the interests of nervous
physiology the due which Gavani's
discovery afforded was A. von
Humboldt, who published in 1797,
three years before Volta's discovery,
his valuable "Versuche über die

gereizte Muskel- und Nervenfaser,
nebst Vermuthungen tiber den
chemisehen Process de8 Lebens
in der Thier- und Pfiauzenwelt."
A lucid account of Humboldt's
work is given by Prof. Wundt in
the third volume of the German
edition of Brubus' 'Life of Hum
boldt,' p. 301 sqq. It is diffi
cult," he says, "to picture to
oneself nowadays the excitement
which the observations of Galvani

produced in the scientific world.
Such experiments had almost

become a general subject of enter
tainment in cultured circles. . *
It almost appeared as if shat
at. that time was looked upon as
the most general property of living
matter, irritability, were by the
experiment of Galvani to be for
the first time unveiled in its real
essence. . . - At the time when
Humboldt made his experiments
the contest was still going on
between the followers of Galvani
and Volta." This referred to a

physiological or purely physical
explanation of the phenomenon.




"Barely three years after the
publication of Humboldt's work
the discovery of Volta's pile put
an abrupt end to all theories
which were based upon the phys
iological origin of galvanic phen
omena. The brilliant development
of physical galvanism from that
moment puthed the physiological
aspect of electricity for a long
time into the background.
Humboldt's work was forgotten"
(p. 310). In the meantime Hum
boldt had travelled in South Amer
ica, where he bad -inter alia
observed the "natural electro
motors which stand in such ex
traordinary connection with the
nervous system" of the electrical
eel (Gymnotus electricus), giving a
thrilling description of a battle
between the horses and the eels
which he witnessed in the waters
of Calabozo. (See Humbo'dt's
'Personal Narrative,' vol. iv. p. 345
sgq.; also 'Ansichten der Natur,'
'vol. i. p.33.) Interest in the subject
of animal electricity was again re
vived by Italian physiologists about
the year 1835. Nobili, Marianini,
Santi - Linari, Matteucci repeated
and enlarged the experiments of
Galvani, and through the influence
of Humboldt and Johannes Miller,
the study of the whole subject
was comprehensively taken up at
Berlin by Du Bois.Reymoncl about
1840, and exhaustively treated in
his great work on the subject (vol.
i. 1848, vol. ii. 1860).
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course of more than a century, alternately taken up

with enthusiasm, and abandoned as misleading. At the

turn of the centuries the mania for animal electricity

was at its height. Men like A. von Humboldt took up

the study with eagerness, and sovereigns like Napoleon

offered special prizes, in the hope that here at last the

secret of life and consciousness would he revealed. The

school of the "Naturphilosophie" in Germany seized

upon the suggestion of polarity and polar forces con

tained in the phenomena of galvanic action, and, sup

ported by the still more mystical processes of the

so-called animal magnetism which had been exhibited

by Mesmer twenty years earlier, worked up these

vague indications into fanciful theories of vitalism and

animism. This brought the whole line of thought

into discredit, drove away the soberer, more scientific

students of nature, and retarded real progress in the

knowledge of the electric phenomena of the muscular

and nervous system for fully a generation. At length

in the school of Johaunes Miller the subject was again

approached and was put on a firm scientific basis by

Helmholtz, and notably by Du Bois -
Reymond. It

is now known that, as in inorganic, so also in organic

systems, the energy proper to them can appear under

the different forms of mechanical, thermal, electric or

chemical energy, but also that in none of these can be

found pre-eminently the principle of life, still less that

of consciousness.

10. Another important line of research which has had
Phrenology. "

an equally fluctuating development, being sometimes

enormously exaggerated, to the damage of sound pro-
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gress, sometimes repudiated and treated with whole-

sale contempt, was that started by Gall, who from the

year 1805 onward, and latterly in conjunction with

Spurzheim,' started on an anatomical description of the

brain as the centre of nervous and conscious mental

1 The two most prominent
teachers of phrenology were Franz
Joseph Gail (1758.1828) of Pforz
helm, and Job. Christ. Spurzheim
(1776-1834) of Trier, the former
an excellent doctor, the latter a
skilled anatomist. Their influence
was centred in Vienna and Paris.
In England and America phren
ology dates its popularity from
George Combe (1788-1858). The
term phrenology was suggested by
George Forster about 1815, ten

years after Gall had started his
'Schädellehre' or 'Craniology.'
Of eminent medical authorities,
the great Broussais in France (1772
1838) and C. 0. Carus (1789-1869)
in Germany were both phren
ologists, the latter attempting to

give the doctrine a more scientific
foundation. Though phrenology
was never popular in France, where
the Academy of Sciences from the

beginning assumed a very sceptical
attitude (see above, vol. i. p. 136
note), the opponents of Gall have

always given him full credit for
his ability, and for the great im

pulse he gave to anatomical science
of the brain. Floureus, one of the
most formidable critics of the doc
trine of the special faculties, and

consequently of the separate phren
ological organs and their location,
nevertheless says: "Gall fut un
observa.tcur profond, qui nous a
ouvert, avec guie, l'étucle de
l'auatoune et de Ia physio]ogie du
cerc'eau . . . . Je u'oublierai jamais
l'impression que j'5prouvai la

premiere fois que je vis Gall disé

quer un cerveau; ii me sernblait

quo je u'avais pas encore vu cet or-




gane" (quot. by Langlois, 'Grande

Encyclop.,' vol. xxvi. p. 801). Some
what earlier than phrenology the
science or art of physiognomies,
which was known already and
practised by the ancients, had a
representative in Caspar Lavater
of ZUrich, who, from 1772 onward,

published his 'Physiognotuieche
Fragmente,' a work which, accom
panied by engravings by Chodo
wiecki, created a great sensation
in philosophical, literary, and artis
tic circles, the whole of Europe
being divided into followers and
critics of Lavater. Among the
latter was the celebrated Lich
tenberg of Gottingen. Among
scientific men were Camper in
Holland, and later Charles Bell in
England; the former putting for
ward the well-known theory of
the "facial angle" as an external
measure of intelligence, the latter

publishing his 'ES2ay on the Ana

tomy of Expression' (1806). In
more recent times no less an
authority than Charles Darwin
took up the subject in his work
on the 'Expression of Emotions'
(1872). Shortly before Ph. Piderit

published his 'Wissenschaftliches
System der Mimik mid Physiog
nomik' (1867); Duchesue (1862) his
'Mcanisme de la physionomie hu
maine'; and more recently the Ital
ian Mantegazza his 'Physionomie
et l'expression des sentiments'
(French transl., 1885). A very
readable essay on the subject will
be found among Prof. Wuncit's

'E8says' (1885). See also his

'Pbysiologische Psych ologie' (vol.
ii. p. 598, &c., 4th ed.)
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action. The scholastic notion of the older psychol

ogists which divided the mental life into different powers

or faculties as the body was dissected into parts and

organs, lent itself to the idea of a localisation of these

faculties or powers in different spheres of the brain,

which Gall by a hasty generalisation maintained to be

distinguishable on the external surface of the skull.

Though these popular and practical applications, which

form the basis of phrenology, were speedily and easily

refuted, having always been regarded with suspicion by

the medical profession, the anatomical labours of Gall

were taken up and continued by others. Opinions

fluctuated between the different views of Flourens, who

insisted upon the unity of the central organ, as did

Herbart in psychology on the unity of the mind; of

G. H. Lewes, who assigns to the spinal cord together

with the brain an important and initiatory role in

conscious life; and of Hermaun Munk and Friedrich

Golz, who by carefully devised experiments on living

animals, by electrical irritation, and by systematic re

moval of parts of the brain, have to some extent suc

ceeded in delimiting the special "spheres in which the

various sensory nerves deliver their messages, and where

the latter are transformed into conceptions and mentally

stored." l Paul Broca had already, about forty years

ago, succeeded in localising the powers of speech.

Du Bois-Reymond, 'Reden,' vol.
ii. p. 558: "Though there is, in prin
ciple, no hope that the causal
connection between material pro.
ceses in the brain and consciousness
will ever become clear to us, this
does not hinder our penetrating
deeply into a knowledge of those




processes, or prevent, such know-
ledge being of the grettest
import-anceand of fascinating interest. As
a first step in this direction there

presents itself naturally to our

understanding the localisation of
the different faculties into which
we naturally and systematically
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Whilst animal electricity and the examination of the

brain were taken up with ardour, over-valued by popular

isers, and developed into fanciful theories which postponed

for a long time the sober inquiries of science, another very

fruitful vein of reasoning and research was struck early

in the century, but left unexplored for fifty years. Since

then it has been followed with success and profit.

divide mental activity. Out of
the desire for such localisation
there sprang up the fundamental
idea of the phrenological follies;
but, as so often, here also scien
tific superstition contained a kernel
of truth. In the same cortex
of the brain in which Gall and
Spurzheirn located their badly
chosen thirty-five mental faculties,
Munk now describes the spheres in
which the various sensory nerves
deliver their messages, and where
the latter are transformed into con
ceptions and stored. Thus, for the
first time in the domain of sensa
tion and intellection, a local basis
of mental activity has been demon
strated, as had been clone before
by Paul Broca in the domain of
volition, in the localisation of the
faculty of speech.' Most modern
psycho-physicists would probably
accept this statement with slight
modifications; it is therefore well
to note that one of the foremost
and most original workers in this
field of research, Prof. Fr. Goltz,
takes a different view of the result
of the experiments of himself and
others. He does not consider
Munk's teachings as the foundation
of a physiology of the brain, but
looks upon them as a system of
error, and "hopes to see the day
when all the beautifully elaborated
modern hypotheses of circumscribed
centres of the cortex will be laid in
the same grave in which Gall's
phrenology rests" (quoted from




Goltz's memoirs, 'Uber die Verrich
tungen des Grosshirns,' in Pfluger's
Archly, by Carl Hauptmann, 'Die
Metaphysik in der modernen Blo
logie' (1804), p. 240). Prof. Fer
rier, whose 'Functions of the
Brain' (2nd ed.) is a standard
work in the English language, takes
up a less negative position; yet he
says (p.23): "We are still on the
threshold of the inquiry, and it
may be questioned whether the
time has even yet arrived for an
attempt to explain the mechanism
of the brain and its functions. To
thoughtful minds the time may
seem as far off as ever." Prof.
William James of Harvard, in his
excellent 'Principles of Psychology'
(2 vols., 1891), gives, in his first
chapter, a succinct account of the
"localisation-question," which, he
thinks, "stands firm in its main out
line" (vol. i. p. 162). The standard
work in the German language is
Prof. Wundt's 'Physiologieche
Psychologie' (2 vols., 4th ed.,
1893), which gives in the first divi
sion (chaps. 4, 5) a very exhaustive
account of the experimental and
theoretical work on localisation.
Prof. Wundt himself takes up a

position lying between the doctrine
of sharp delimitation and that of a
denial of local distinctions (vol. i. p.
159), but admits that the whole

question is still highly contro
versial, though latterly the appar
ent differences of opinion have been
much toned down (vol. i. p. 240).
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ii. The beginnings of this line of reasoning are to beDr Young's
colour found in the writings of Thomas Young, who here, as

in several other directions, "marched far in advance of

his age."
1

During the last decade of the eighteenth

century Young had been occupied with the study of

the phenomena of Light and Colours; and, being a

student of medicine, he had given equal attention to

the physical phenomena and the physiological sensations

of Light, going back to the beginnings laid in Newton's

writings on these two important branches of Optics.2

I have treated of his epoch -
making discoveries in

physical optics in an earlier chapter. As to the physi

ological problem of colour sensations, he likewise reviewed

Newton's work, and especially took up the remarkable

fact noted by Newton, that it appears possible to refer

the great variety of colour sensations to three primary

elements, out of which the whole wealth of the colour

scale-varying in intensity, tint, and saturation-can

be made up. In two distinct points he made a definite

1 Note, in many passages of
Helmholtz's 'Physiologische Optik'
(2nd ed., Braunschweig, 1896), and
his often-quoted 'Vortriige und
Reden,' the high esteem in which
he held the work of Young.2 A very succinct and exhaust.
ive account of how Young arrived
at his colour theory is given in
a paper by A. M. Mayer, of New
Jersey, in the 'Phil. Magazine' for
1876 (5th series, vol. i. p. lii).
Young first selected red, yellow, and
blue as the three simple colour
sensations, but later modified his
view in consequence of the experi
ments of Wollaston between the
years 1802 and 1807. How little
Young's theory was thought of may
be seen from the words of Helm-




holtz, quoted by Mayer (p. 314):
"The theory of colour, with all
these marvellous and complicated
relations, was a riddle which
Goethe in vain attempted to solve;
nor were we physicists and phyiol.
ogists more successful. I include
myself in the number: for I long
toiled at the task without getting
any nearer my object, until at last
I found that a wonderfully simple
solution had been discovered at the

beginning of this century, and had
been in print ever since for any one
to read who chose. This solution
was found out. and published by
the tame Thomas Young who first.
showed the right method of arriving
at the interpretation of Egyptian
hieroglyphic.
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advance upon Newton. For the three primary colours

of the older opticians he substituted red, green, and

violet; and for the remarkable fact that the simple

colours of the rainbow can be compounded out of these

three, he suggested a physiological reason-viz., that the

eye possesses three distinct colour-sensations or three

distinct senses in relation to light, dependent upon some

peculiarity of nervous structure or function. Young

did not elaborate his ideas, but it is clear that in the

short passages in his 'Lectures on Natural Philosophy'

and earlier papers, there were contained a variety of

definite problems and hints which were destined to

lead research for a long time after.

The next great step in advance, which has revolu- it
OharleaBell.

tionised and permanently, fixed our ideas on the action

of the nervous system, was taken about the year 1810

by Charles Bell, who discovered the anatomical difference

between the anterior and posterior roots of the nerves

of the spine, and also went a long way towards show

ing their different functions. The point as regards

functions was established by means of experiments on

living animals by Magendie, and independently by

Johannes Muller.' Upon the combined labours of these

three masters of anatomy and experimental physiology

is based the distinction between sensory and motor

nerves-namely, that the anterior nerves of the spine

are employed to carry the nervous stimulus outward

to the different organs (efferent or motor nerves), the

posterior and better protected nerves serving to carry

1 On the respective merits of Claude Bernard and Du Bois-Rey.
Charles Bell, Mageudie, and Jo- mond, referred to supra, p. 384 of
hannes Muller, see the writings of this volume.
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13.
Muller's
"8)OCifiC
energies."




the peripheral stimuli of the senses inward to the

nervous centres (sensory or afferent nerves).

About the same time Johannes Miller, under the

influence of Goethe's observations on the subjective

colour-sensations and of Kant's doctrine of the innate

forms of perception,' introduced another important dis

tinction into the theory of the action of the sensory

nervous apparatus. This doctrine is known by the

name of the "specific energies." It has for a long time

governed all physiological reasoning on the subject of

our sense perceptions. In the words of Helmholtz, who

more than any other has lent the great weight of his

authority to an elucidation of this theory,
CC
physiological

experience has found that by the stimulus of any single

sensible nerve-fibre, only such sensations can be pro-

1 The doctrine of the "specific
energies" of the sensory nerves, one
of Joh. Muller's earliest speculations,
which has governed a large section
of psycho - physical research, at
least in Germany, has grown out of
the philosophical discussions in the
'Kritik der reinen Vernunft,' and
the sthetic treatment in Goethe's
'Farbenlehre,' both of which deal
with the subjective element in our
sense-perceptions. In this regard
the reform of physiology in Germany
contrasts with the contemporaneous
reform by Magendie in France,
whose extreme experimentalism
Muller even ridiculed. See on the
historical origin of Muller's psycho
physics, Du Bois-Reymond's excel
lent "Eloge of Miller" ('Reden,' vol.
ii. p.159), also He]mholtz'8 lectureon
"Goethe's Naturwissenschaftliche
Arbeiten" ('Vortrage und Reden,'
vol. i. No. 1, 1853), and his address
before the Goethe Society in 1892.
He]mholtz finds the cause which




misled Goethe in his optical experi
ments to be the same which misled
Brewster.-viz., the difficulty of ob
taining really pure homogeneous
light of any special tint. He worked
with impure light and dull media.
Helmholtz experienced great diffi
culties in obtaining the neces
sary purity in his own labours.
Goethe, however, was not, alone in
studying with predilection the sub
jective colour-sensations. Du Bois
Reymond mentions Erasmus and
Robert W. Darwin in England, and
Purkinje in Germany, as working
in the same field (loc. cit., p. 160).
Miller's work is contained priucip.
ally in the treatise, l Zur vergleieh
enden Phy8iologie des Geicht
sinnes des Menschen und der Thiere
nebst einem Versuche fiber (lie
Bewegungen der Augen und fiber
den meuachlichen BUck' (1826), and
in his larger work on Physioligy.
See also on Goethe's merits Helm
holtz, 'Physiologische Optik,' p. 249.
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duced as belong to the qualitative-or order-region of

one definite sense, and that every stimulus which can at

all affect this nerve fibre produces only sensations be

longing to this definite order."' This means that, for

instance, any effective stimulus of the optic nerve

apparatus produces only and always the sensation of

light, whereas the same stimulus would in the auditory

nerve apparatus, if effective, produce the sensation of

sound. 'The same vibrations of the ether which the

eye perceives as light, the nerves of the skin perceive as

heat. The same vibrations of air which the latter per

ceive as a tremor, the ear perceives as a musical sound." 2

The quality of our sensations does not depend on the

stimulus but on the nervous apparatus.

Helmholtz has said' that the law of the specific

energies forms the most important advance which the

physiology of the senses has made in recent times, and

has even compared it with the discovery of the law of

gravitation.' As we shall see immediately, he has him-

1 See Helmholtz, 'Haudbuch der

Physiologischen Optik,' 2te AufL,
1896, p. 233.

Helmholtz, 'Vortrge und Re
den,' vol. ii. p. 224; also 'Physiolo
gisehe Optik,' p. 249: "Muller's law
of the specific energies marks an
advance of the greatest importance,
for the entire doctrine of the sense
perceptions has since become the
scientific foundation of this doctrine,
and is, in a certain sense, the em

pirical exposition of the theoretical
discussion of Kant on the nature
of the intellectual process of the
human mind." Cf. also . 584.

'Vortrage und Reden, vol. i. p.
378; vol. ii. p. 181.

This excessive appreciation of
Muffler's theory is, however, very




much limited to Germany, and there
also almost entirely to what may
be called Mitllers school, in which
Helmholtz is the central figure. In
England the doctrine was subjected
to a full criticism by George Henry
Lewes, an important thinker, whose
writingscontain many original views,
which have in some instances since
been independently put forward by
other authorities. See his 'Physi
ology of Common Life' (1860, chap.
8); 'Problems of Life and Mind'
(vol. i. p. 135, 1874); 'Revue Philo
sophique' (Paris, 1876, No. 2) ;
'The Physical Basis of Mind' (1877,
p.184). Without knowiogofLewes's
criticisms, Prof. Wundt was led to
a criticism of the doctrine from
the physiological side in the first
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self made a very important application of it, by bringing

it into connection with Young's colour theory. But

before I refer to this, it will be well to note the different

lines of research which were opened out by Miller's

formula, and how they have led in many ways to very

fruitful expansion of natural knowledge. In this respect

it is indeed permissible to compare Miller's formula with

that of gravitation, which, as we saw above, through

the different ideas which it introduced, helped to guide

research for fully a century. Miller in the original

statement of his views had made use of the term "specific

energy," and had applied this term to the process or

sense of sight: he spoke of the seeing substance or

apparatus of sight. Now this apparatus is a complicated

one, consisting mainly of three parts-the external or

edition of his great work on Physi
ological Psychology in 1872. See
the note on p. 332, vol. L, of the
4th German edition (1893). Wundt
says (p. 331): "Historically, the
doctrine . . . is to be traced to the
fact that the philosophical founda
tion of modern science, and especi
ally of the science of sensation, rests
on Kant. In fact, that doctrine
is nothing else than a physiological
refiexion of Kant's attempt to find
the conditions of knowledge which
are given a priori, or, what was
mostly considered to be the same,
subjectively. This is very evident
in the case of a foremost repro.
sentative of that doctrine-viz.,
Johannes MUller." In opposition to
Muller and his school, Lewes and
Wundt put forward a view which
has been termed the doctrine of
indifference of the function of the
nervous elements. The difference
between the two views is very clearly
stated in an excellent paper by E.




Montgomery in the fifth volume of
'Mind' (1880): "According to the
doctrine of functional indifference,
the various qualities-i.e., our well.
known sensations-are merely due
to differences in the stimulating
rhythm, to differences, therefore, of
motion communicated from outside
to the chemically uniform nerve
substance, and the whole complex
make-up of our consciousness is,
consequently, thought to result
from the coexistence and subse-
quent combination of such
stim-ulatedmotions. According to the
doctrine of specific energies, the
varieties of sensation are due to pre
existing differences in the sub.
stratum in which they respectively
arise, and all their manifold combin
ations to higher products are be
lieved to be realised in materially
higher - i.e, specifically pre - en
dowed - ranges of nervous sub
stratum" (p. 4).
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terminal organ, the connecting fibre or nerve, and the

central or percipient organ situated somewhere in the

brain. How are these different parts of the combined

apparatus anatomically constituted, and what are their

respective physiological functions-in particular, where

does the specific energy reside? The answer to these

questions as regards not only the process of seeing, but

likewise that going on in other sense organs, involved

an enormous amount of detailed anatomical and physio

logical, analysing and experimenting work. With this

work many great names are connected-first of all,

Helmholtz, who in his two great treatises on Physio- 14.
Relmholtz.

logical Optics' and C
Physiological Acoustics," has laid

the foundation of those two psycho-physical sciences

which bring us nearest to an understanding of the inter

action of mind and body. Like Young before him, for

whom he expresses the greatest admiration, Helmholtz

had approached the study of nature from the side of

medicine: from this he was, by the peculiarity of his

genius, driven to mathematico-physical studies on the

one side, to psychological on the other. The exact

methods of the mathematical, the experimental methods

of the medical sciences; the mental analysis of Kant

and Fichte, as well as the logical methods of J. S.

Mill, were equally familiar to him. Inventions of his

own, like that of the eye-mirror, or of others, like

'Die Lehre von den Tonemp
fiiidungen; Phy8iologische Grund.
lage für die 'rheorie der Musik,'
1st ed., 1863. 'Handbuch der
physiologischeu Optik,' 1867, 2nd
ed., much enlarged. A succinct
and very lucid exposition of the




principal contents of those two
great treatises, by an authority in
the same domain of science, will be
found in chap.i. x. to xii. of Prof.
J. 0. M'Kendrick's volume in the
"Masters of Medicine" Series on
H. 'on Helmholtz, 1899.
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the stereoscope of Wheatstone; pathological cases, like

those of colour-blindness; a host of ingeniously de

vised experiments, as well as the gift of an exception

ally musical ear,-all these factors, and innumerable

others, contributed to the production of these two

monumental works, which form an epoch in the history
of science as well as of philosophy and psychology.

They form the first magnificent examples of the com

prehensive application of exact methods to phenomena

which had before been treated only fragmentarily, and

where the influences of taste, fancy, and belief, the

vagueness of metaphysics and the difficulties of nomen

clature, had created a confusion which to many must

have appeared hopeless. This confusion of language

and of terms, of objective observations and subjective

fancies, of the data of experience and the prejudices of

theory, Helmholtz has done more than any other thinker

to unravel.

In his two great treatises on the psycho-physics of the

Eye and the Ear, of Vision and of Music, he has drawn

two elaborate and detailed charts, which for a long time

to come will have to be consulted by those who, in the

interests of physics, philosophy, or asthetics, enter into

these mysterious domains. Many celebrated theories or

definite aspects and lines of reasoning invented by others,

his forerunners or contemporaries, were adopted, but

mostly with important modifications. It may be of use

to enumerate briefly the principal ones, beginning with

the most mathematical and exact and ending with the

more general and metaphysical. In the beginning of the

century Fourier had shown how any forces of motion in
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two dimensions-however complicated or irregular that

motion might appear to be-could be mathematically

represented or calculated by the superposition or addition

of a larger or smaller number of simple periodic motions;

as it were analysed and dissected into these simple move

ments, just as any number can be looked upon as made

up by the addition of others-say of prime numbers.

Now, it was also known that sounds were produced by

wave-like tremors of the air set going by the vibrations

of strings or other sounding musical instruments; further,

that definite musical notes were absorbed or transmitted

by neighbouring sounding bodies according as these were

in or out of tune with the vibrating source of sound.

This is the well-known phenomenon of resonance. Ohm1

had applied Fourier's mathematical analysis to the ex

planation of the partial notes, the ground tone and the

harmonic overtones (or upper partial tones), of which

musical 2 sounds are made up. Helmholtz invented a

1 Geo. S. Ohm, the same to
whom we are indebted for the
well-known law which obtains in
electric currents, published in 1843
a paper in Poggendorf's 'Annalen'
(reprinted in 'Gesammelte Ab
handlungen,' 1892, P. 575), "On
the definition of a tone and the
theory of the siren," in which he
applied the mathematical methods
introduced by Fourier in his 'The.
one analytique de la Chaeur'
(1822); as he had already done in
his earlier work on the galvanic
current (1827). In fact, Ohm was
one of the first to recognise the
value of Fourier's conceptions in
contrad iti notion from Laplace's,
which were bound up with certain
hypothetical notions as to the
molecular constitution of bodies.




See the introduction to his treatise
on tle galvanic current ('Gee.
Werke,' p. 63).

2
Cagniard de la Tour had in

vented (1819) and Seebeck the
younger had improved (1841) the
first mechanical counter for the
frequencies of musical sounds, the
siren; and the latter as well as
Duhamel had studied the com
position of such sounds out of their
elements or simple notes. A
sug-gestionhad been thrown out as to
the part played by the upper
partial tones which accompanied
the ground tone. Helmholtz treats
first of this subject in a lecture
(1857), reprinted in 'Vorträge und
Reden,' vol. i. p. 79, dealing with
"the psychological causes of musi
cal harmony."
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15.
"Timbre"
defined.




series of simple but ingenious apparatus by which these

partial notes could be analysed, isolated, and made speci

ally audible, or by which the ground tone could be

purified, and thus led up to his conception of the human

ear-the different parts of which he analysed anatomic

ally and acoustically-as a most delicate resonator which

separately absorbed the different elementary periodic

movements that constitute musical sounds, the different

nerve-fibres carrying them separately to the central

organ of perception-'

distinc-tions,

On the bases of these

Helmholtz succeeded in giving an accurate defini

tion 2 of that property of musical notes termed "timbre"

by the French, "Klangfarbe" by the Germans-that

peculiar colouring or texture which characterises the

same note if produced by different instruments. He

1 See 'Die Lehre von den
Tonernpflndungen,' let ed., 1863,
pp. 92, 95, 97. "The main result
of our description of the ear can
be thus stated, that we have found
that everywhere the ends of the

auditory nerve are connected with
special auxiliary apparatus, partly
elastic, partly solid, which under
the influence of external vibrations
are made to vibrate correspond
ingly and then probably atlèct
and agitate the nerve-substance
(p. 212).

Helmholtz was the first to give
a positive definition of "timbre."
As he himself says (p. 114), before
him it meant all the peculiarities
of a musical sound which are not
defined by its intensity or its posi
tion in the scale-i.c., its "pitch."
Of these he eliminates all such as
are connected with the beginning,
rising, and dying away of sounds,
and deals only with sounds which
are uniformly maintained (p. 116).

The terminology of acoustics




and of music has been considerably
changed, especially in this country,
through scientific literature, in
which the work of Helmholtz
forms a kind of epoch. Accord
ing to Lord Rayleigh ('Sound,'
vol. i. 22, 1st ed.), the word
"tone" in the English language
has been adopted by Tyndall to
denote a musical sound which
cannot, be further resolved. The
word was used before, but in a
general sense, not limited only to
sounds, and where now "tone" is
used in works on acoustics, the
word "note" was more usually
employed. Sir John Herel eL
('Encyclop. Metrop.,' article
Sound," 1845) does not con

sistently use the word "tone"
as an equivalent for the Gerwau
"'run," but ixiakes use of "sound
or "note" or "tone" promiscu
ously. Still more uncertain was
the terminology by .which to ex-
press the quality of a musical
sound other than loudness and
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entered into an analysis of the processes by which vocal

sounds and notes are produced, and showed their im

portance in musical and linguistic theories. Combined

with all these deductions and applications, which started

from Fourier's mathematical analysis of compound move

ments, Helmholtz's anatomical dissection of the organ of

hearing leads him to the conclusion that there "must

exist in the ear different parts which are set in vibration

by notes of different pitch, and which have thus a sensa

tion of these notes."' And here he takes up a different

line of reasoning-that suggested by Johannes Miller's

theory of the specific sense energies. In his studies

in physiological optics he had already accepted Young's

hypothesis that there exist in the eye three distinct

kinds of nerve-fibres, to which belong distinct modes

of colour-sensation. Something analogous exists in the

ear.' The differences in notes-namely, pitch and 16.
Analogy

colour [or character]-are reduced to differences of the between
sound and

sensitive nerve-fibres, and for each nerve-fibre there exists colour.

only the difference of the intensity of the stimulus."

This brings the action of the sensory nerves into line

with that of motor nerves: everywhere the nerve itself is

pitch. and, to the present day,
the English tongue has no equiv
alent for the French "timbre" or
the German "Klangfarbe." Everett I

used the word character, and so
does Lord 1leigh. Dr Young,
in his LC

Essay on Music" (1800,
Miscell. Works,' vol. i. No. 5),

speaks of the quality of sound,
sometimes called its tone, register,
colour, or timbre (p. 118). In the
most recent scientific work on
sound in the English language
(Poyntiug and Thomson's 'Text. i




Book of Physics,' Sound, p. 69) we
read, "It is convenient to use the
term note for an ordinary com
pound sound to which a definite
pitch may be assigned, and the
term tone for each simple harmonic
constituent which goes to form it."
There is an important note on the
terminology by Alex. T. Ellis, the
learned translator of Helmholtz's
'Sensations of Tone' (1875, p. 36).

I 'Tonemplindungen,' p. 215.
Ibid., pp. 220, 221.
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indifferent to the stimulus, which it carries in or out like

a telegraph wire; which, whilst acting in every case in

the same way, may, according to its terminal connection,1

"deliver messages, ring a bell, explode a mine, decompose
water, create or move magnets, produce light, &c. The

same with the nerves. The state of irritation is, so far

as the isolated nerve-fibre is concerned, everywhere the

same, but in accordance with the nature of different

parts, be it of the brain or of the external portions
of the body, it produces motion, secretion, increase or

decrease of blood, of heat in different organs, or lastly,

sensations of light, sound," &c.

The physiology of hearing had its brilliant application
in a clearer understanding of the elements of language,
of the formation of the vowel sounds, and in the study of

the development of music-that art which, more than

any other, seems founded on definite rules.' In analysing

1
'Tonempfindungeu,' p. 222.
"From the time when Pythag

oras is said to have discovered the
arrangement of tones in an octave,
by observing that the sounds of the
blacksmith's hammer in the forge
produce a fourth, a fifth, and an
octave, and was then led to obtain
harmonic proportion between the
strings of the heptachord, all who
investigate musical tones know that,
although these are fleeting sensa
tions, they depend physically on
numerical relations between various
kinds of movements; but it was
Helmholtz, more than any other
philosopher, who examined the
whole range of the phenomena,
physical as well as physiological,
and whose work will for generatiou8
remain an enduring monument to
his genius" (Prof. M'Kendrick in
the Helmholtz volume of the




"Masters of Medicine" Series, p.
168).

-

Since the appearance of the last
edition of Helr.nholtz's great work,
of which there exists an excellent
English edition with valuable notes,
many of the points first investi
gated by Helrnholtz have been taken
up by other experimentalists as well
as by psychologists. The invention
of the phonograph by Edison in
1877 gave a great impetus to exact
research in the problems of audi
tion, and various facts and theories
have been advanced confirming or
modifying the views put forward
by Helmholtz. On these see the
last chapter of Lord Rayleigh's
'Treatise on Sound,'2ud ed., 1894.
On the psychological side see the
2nd volume of Prof. Wundt's
'Physiologieche Psychologie,' pp.
47-96.
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these Helmholtz is led into iesthetical and psychological

discussions, clearly distinguishing between such principles

as are inherent in natural, physical, and physiological

relations, and such others as depend on the inventions of

genius and the gradual changes brought about by exter

nal requirements and ingrained by habit and education.'

The physiology of seeing had yet more remarkable

consequences for the history of Thought. We may say

that through Helmholtz's analysis of the formation of

our space perceptions by the eye in connection with the

tactile and muscular senses, psychology and metaphysics

were brought into immediate contact with physics and

physiolociy. It is here that Helmholtz takes up an 17.
Helmholtz

entirely different, and, previously, isolated line of reason- and Kant.

ing, which centres in Kant's theory of space and time as

innate forms of perception-the so-called subjectivity or

ideality of time and space. The studies of this subject

had been somewhat prepared by the writings of Herbart

and Lotze. The teachings of Kant have had an influence

in the direction indicated through two distinct channels,

-through Johannes Miller's Physiology and through

Herbart's Psychology: the latter seems to have had

' See the closing words of the
13th chapter of Helmholtz's work:
"As the fundamental principle for
the development of the European
tonal system, we shall assume that
the whole mass of tones and the
connection of harmonics must 8tand
in a close and always distinctly
perceptible relationship to some
arbitrarily selected tonic, and that
the mass of tone which forms the
whole composition must be de
veloped from this tonic, and must
finally return to it. The ancient
world developed this principle in




homophonic music, the modern
world in harmonic music. But it
is evident that this is merely an
asthetical principle, not a natural
law. The correctness of this prin
ciple cannot be established a prior-i.
It must be tested by its results.
The origin of such astbet.ical prin
ciples should not be ascribed to a
natural necessity. They are the
inventions of geniu, as we pre
viously endeavourcd to illustrate

by a reference to the principles of
architectural style."
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little influence over the Berlin school of physiology, but

it has had a considerable influence on several members of

the Leipzig school. In this school Lotze was educated.

Locke had taught, and his followers had accepted, the

doctrine that the so-called secondary qualities of sensible

things, such as colour, sound, hardness, &c., were sub

jective. Speculative physics had prepared this view by

translating such properties into special forms of aggrega

tion or periodic motion, leaving only extension and re

sistance as the primary properties inherent in things.

Kant had gone a step further, and maintained that

space and time were likewise only subjective forms of

our perceiving sense apparatus. Two problems grew out

of this view, which are not clearly stated in Kants

writings. First, How does the perceiving mind arrive

at the elaborate and systematic space conception which

is peculiar to us human beings?-i.e., out of what per

ceptive elements, and by what psychical processes, is it

gradually built up? Secondly-What is it that locates

our sensations at definite places in space? There is a

third question which Kant put and answered, that re

ferring to the nature and validity of the geometrical

axioms. According to his view the axioms of geometry

are innate, expressive of the inborn nature of our space

conceptions; in fact, the truths of geometry formed in

his view the only instance of knowledge gained not by

experience but a priori-before or outside of experience.

IS. An entirely independent series of psycho-physical in-
The brothers
Weber. vestigations was started even before Johannes Miller,

by Ernst Heinrich Weber of Leipzig, who, with his two

brothers, Wilhelm and Eduarci, may be considered as
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the centre of the Leipzig school of Anatomy, Physiology,

and Physics.' After having been among the first to

import the exact methods of research into physiology,

and having carried on a variety of investigations refer

ring to physiological optics and acoustics,2 he approached

the subjective phenomena of sensation: recording, for

example, with what degree of accuracy different parts

of the surface of the skin on face, arm, leg, &c., per

ceive the distance between two points which touch the

skin -say the two points of a pair of compasses;

recording also the relation of the smallest increase

of any given sensation to the corresponding increase

of stimulus. In the latter series of experiments, he

arrived at what has been termed Weber's Psycho

physical law. He did not call it so himself; he simply

showed by experiment that in a variety of cases the

stimulus had to increase in proportion to its own initial

intensity in order to produce a just perceptible increase

of sensation. These experiments did not attract much i.
Fechners

attention till Gustav Theodor Fechner took them up,
Psyc

building upon them his celebrated "Principles of Psycho

physics." Before referring more in detail to these, I

must mention a third line of reasoning which, as stated

above, had a considerable influence on the Leipzig school

of Psycho -physics, though probably it had as little

1 On the labours of the brothers
Weber, see the references given
above, vol. 1. p. 196, also the present
volume, p. 31, note.

2 E. H. Weber published in 1817,
'Anatomia comparata nervi 8yIfl-
pathici;' in 1820, 'De aure et
auditu hominis et animalium ;'
from 1827 onward, 'Annotationes




anatomica et physiologice,' in
which, in 1831, there appeared hi8
celebrated treatise "Tastsinn und
Gemeingeftihi." Joh. Muller's' Ver
gleichende Auatomie des Gesicht
sin nes' appeared in 1826.

By Fechner in his 'Elemente
der Psychophysik

'
(2 vols., Leipzig,

1860).
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influence on E. H. Weber as the earlier philosophy of

nature, to which it formed a pronounced opposition.
20. Herbart was not an experimental philosopher; never

Influence of
Herbart. theless a place m a history of scientific Thought belongs

to him. Indeed, his philosophy, like that of Kant, and,

in quite a different way, of Schelling, has had a marked

influence on many thinkers and men of science who have

prepared the ground for an exact treatment of the pheno

mena of Life and Mind. Among exact psychologists I

need only name Volkmann, Drobiseh, Lotze, and in our

time Professor Wundt' of Leipzig. It is therefore of

interest to mark the precise point where Herbart's in

fluence comes in.

Although an exact school of psychology might aim at

studying psychical and psycho-physical phenomena with

out reference to any general theory of the soul as the

supposed centre and substance of these phenomena,

the existing ideas and theories as to soul and mind

have nevertheless always played a great part in these

researches, just as it has been found impossible to free

biological research altogether from some theory of life.

Older psychologists were consciously or unconsciously

governed by the conception of a number of distinct

mental faculties. Even Kant's philosophy is still

embarrassed by this view, which reigned supreme in

the teaching of his predecessor Wolf. The attempt of

1 This is not the place to speak
about the Herbartian school, which
is almost entirely confined to Ger

many. I have referred to Prof.
Wundt because, in spite of a run

ning critici8lfl,ifl the 'Physiologi6che
Psychologie,' of Herbart's special




doctrines, the author of that im
portant and comprehensive work
himself declares (Preface to the 1t
ed., 1874) that for the formation
of his own views he is, next to
Kant, most indebted to Herbart.
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Herbart, therefore, to overthrow the so-called faculty

psychology, and to insist on the essential unity and

simplicity of the inner life, must have made a great

impression on all who came under the influence of his

philosophy. It did this in two ways.1 It first of

' Besides Herbart. (1776-1341),
whose psychological writings date
from 1813 to 1825, another German
psychologist is usually mentioned as
having helped to overthrow theolder
faculty-psychology. Beneke (1798
1854), a younger contemporary of
Herbart, conceived of psychology
as a natural science. His principal
work, 'Lehrbuch der Psychologie
als Naturwisseuschaft' appeared
in 1833, and has been several times
republished, the fourth edition ap
pearing in 1877. Beneke worked
in opposition to Hegel at Berlin,
his historical forerunners being the
German philosophers, Jacobi, Fries,
and Scbleiermacher, as well as the
English philosophy of the so-called
Association - school. An account
of his philosophy does not belong
to a chapter on psycho-physics ex
cept in as much as he introduced
into the study of the inner life not
indeed the facts and data of physical
-i.e., physiological- science, but
the physical method. He was the
purest representative of the psycho
logy of the "inner sense." Whilst
Herbart based his psychology alike
on experience, metaphysics, and
mathematics, Beneke accepted only
the first, and discarded the latter.
Standing thus outside the all
powerful school of Hegel and the
increasing influence of Herbart,
Beneke had during his lifetime
only a limited audience, and re
ceived due attention in a wider
circle, first and principally through
Ueberweg, who was greatly im
pressed by him. In fact, his
influence was felt in Germany




about the same time as that of
the English and Scottish philo
sophers. Ueberweg, in his well
known 'History of Philosophy,'
vol. ii. pp. 281-29 (Engl. transi.
by Morris, 1874), gives a full ac
count of Beneke. Prof. Erdrnann
gives a very full account also in
his excellent 'Grundriss der Ge
sebiclite der Philosopbie (3te Aufi.,
1878, vol. ii. pp. 628.641). The fact
that Beneke's method is intro
spective, brings him not only into
contact with the English school,
but. also with French thought,
which has always been character
ised by subtle psychological anal
ysis. This explains the fact that
M. Marion (in the 'Grande Encyclo
pédie') calls Beneke "Un des prin
cipaux phiosophes Allemands du
siècle,"-a designation which would
hardly be echoed either in Germany
or in England. The best account
of Beneke's position in the de
velopment of psychology extant in
the English language is that of Dr
G. F. Stout, in his article
"Herbart compared with English
Psychologists and with Beneke,"
in the 14th volume of the 1st
series of 'Mind' (1889). M. Ribot,
in his well-known book on 'Modern
German Psychology' (Engl. trausi.
by Baldwin, 1899), does not say
much about Beneke, but his .ac
count of Herbart and his school,
and their position in psycho-physi
cal thought., 18 concise and much
to the point. Dr Stout's articles
on Herbart in 'Mind' (vols. 13, 14)
are also much to be recommended.




21.
His attack
on the
"faculty
psycho!
ogy."
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all liberated them from the trammels of an antiquated

and misleading terminology; and secondly, it impressed

them with the necessity of giving an answer to the

question how the multiplicity of sensations or the flow

of ideas was held together in the unity of an inner

existence. Thus it is a characteristic of all psycho

physical writers who have come under the influence

of Herbart, that however much they may be occupied

with detailed description of physiological processes, with

the analysis of sensations or the dissection of the data

of experience, they never lose sight of the underlying

mental unity which is the central phenomenon of psy

chology and of psycho-physics, just as it must be the

central problem of biology to arrive at some definition

of life. Had the investigations of psycho-physical pheno

mena remained where Weber or even Helmholtz left

them, we should have brilliant chapters on the phenomena

of touch, of seeing, hearing, and other processes where

the outer and inner worlds come into contact, but no

attempt to sum up these brilliant contributions in a

connected view of the inner and higher life-the most

22. remarkable and unique phenomenon in nature. It seems

Unity of .
mental life, to me that, in Germany at least, it is through Herbart,

more than through any other thinker, that we have

been preserved from a threatening disintegration of

psychological research. It is the more necessary to

recognise this, as most of those writers who at one

time came greatly under Herbart's influence have found

it necessary, after having become thoroughly saturated

with this one great truth in his philosophy, to abandon

almost the whole of the more detailed expositions eon-
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tamed in his works.' Herbart was quite as correct

in his ideal of what psychology should be, as he was

unfortunate in the particular manner in which he

elaborated it.

Psychology was to be founded on experience, meta

physics, and mathematics. Kant had studied the inner

activity of the mind as it is compounded of sensation,

perception, and apperception; of understanding, judgment,

and reasoning. In opposition to this Herbart went back

to the position taken up by

the inner life of a conscious

a complex of mental

perceptions. How is

mental being preserved

flow of ideas? how is




and simplicity of this

in the midst of this continuous

it regained as often as it is in

danger of being lost? His investigations start at the

point where the inquiries of the association school of

psychologists started in England. Having, however,, the

mechanics and dynamics of physical forces more promin-

1 Dr Stout has given an ac
count of the Herbartian school
in the 14th volume of 'Mind,' p.
353 sqq. He confines himself to
Drobisch, Waitz, and Volkmann,
the psychologists proper. M.
Ribot (loc. cit.) has dwelt more
on the development of the Herbart
ian school in the direction of an
thropology and ethnology; he
mentions specially Waitz, as well
as Lazarus and Steinthal. He
contrasts their work and their
positions with those of the great
anthropologists of the English
school, such as Tylor, Lubbock,
and Herbert Spencer, and notes,
in the German school, the absence
of Darwinian ideas. It is import
ant to observe that both in the case

faculties, b

the unity

Locke and Hume, looking at

mental being or soul, not as

ut as a flow of ideas or

of Prof. Wundt of Leipzig and of Mr
Spencer in England-that is, in the
case of the latest outcome of the
Kant-Herbartian philosophy on the
one side and of the Association phil
osophy in England on the other
and in each case under the influence
of the exact and biological sciences;
philosophy ends in elaborate treat
ises on Anthropology, which with
Spencer 18 conceived under the
name of Sociology. Similarly, the
school of Hegel ended in elaborate
historical treatises. Hume turned
from abstract philosophy to politi
cal economy and history, and
Herder-as we shall see later on
-anticipated much of all this
movement in his History of
Mankind.
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ently before his mind than they had, he was tempted
to try how far the conceptions of equilibrium of motion

and of the composition of forces could be applied to the

inner play of ideas which chase, oppose, and displace

each other, preserving all the time a kind of dynamical
28. equilibrium. His elaborate mathematical calculations in

Mathe-matical the first part of his greater work on psychology do not
psychology.




specially refer to the purely intellectual process;' they

refer rather to all inner processes which oppose each

other, which come into conflict, restraining each other in

proportion to their contrast, creating a tendency towards

reversion to former conditions. Such a play of oppos

ing forces is to be found likewise in the larger field of

human society; this is accordingly quite as much a case

for the application of those psychical mechanics which

Herbart aimed at establishing.

In a history of scientific Thought, which aims at

showing by what gradual steps the various provinces

of phenomena have been brought under the methods of

exact treatment, the psychology of Herbart has an im

portant as well as a unique and isolated position. It

' Herbart himself says of his
mathematical chapter, that the re
sults therein given "do not follow
immediately from the conception
of a thinking being; but they re
fer to the mutual arrangements of
any things, in so far a they are
opposed and as they collide, re
stricting each other in proportion
to their contrast, tending to revert
to the previous condition, the
unrestricted portions being fused
into complex forces. The forces
which are active in society are
doubtless originally psychological
forces. They meet in so far as they




appear in language and in actions
in a common sensual world. In
the latter they restrict each other:
this is the universal spectacle of
conflicting interests and social
frictions. Also the fusion no doubt
exists. . . . We therefore as-muie
that among men living together
the same conditions appear which
exist, according to or view, amung
the ideas in one and the same coil
sciousness. We examine the re
suit of their mutual restrictive
action" ("Pychokgie als \Visen
schaft,'' ' Werke,' ed. Hartenstein,
vol. vi. p. 31, &c.
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led psychologists to consider more closely the conditions

under which a mathematical treatment is at all possible,

and to recognise that exact and accurate measurements

must precede all application of an abstract calculus.

Herbart's ideal was that of a psychical mechanics; he

opposed
1 the idea of a union of physiology and

psychology. And yet this was just the direction in

In a very interesting note at
the end of the introduction to the
second part of his larger work on
psychology, Herbart explains his
position with regard to physiological
psychology. It refers to certain
extracts which he makes from
Rudolph's 'Grundriss (ler Physiol
ogie,' in which that eminent physi
ologist. referred to Herbart's 'Lehr
buch der Psychologie.' "It is not
only a metaphysical but also a
logical error to confound psycho
logical and physiological research.
Psychological phenomena are not
in space, but space itself, with all
that appears in it, is a psycholog
ical phenomenon, and, indeed, one
of the first and most difficult facts
for psychology, which, in the treat
ment of it, would behave very im

properly if it began by discussing
the forces in the nerves; for the
question is not, where sensations
come from, but how sensations
acquire the form of space. Now, I
maintain further, that the differ
ence between lifeless and living
matter-that is, between physics
and physiology-cannot be under
stood until we know mind by means
of psychology, for in all the count
less elements of the organised body
-in plants as well as in animals
there is an analogue of mental de
velopment which cannot possibly
be found on the surface of phen
omena. We observe internally a
fragment of our own mental exist
ence. This fragment is developed
into scientific knowledge through




speculative psychology based on
metaphysics. This knowledge
meets another equally metaphy
sical science, natural philosophy,
with its conception of matter
that is, of such matter as we know
through chemistry and dynamics.
Then only can the question be put,
how such matter must be con
stituted, so that its separate ele
ments are determined, not only
through their original quality, but
also through a development analo
gous to the mental one," &c. The
section closes with the following
characteristic passage : "Those
who favour empiricism can learn
from the present state of pbysi
ology how much, or rather how
little, mere experience can do.
Physiology, as an empirical doc
trine, has attained a height which
nobody can despise. Moreover, it
proceeds in the light of modern
physics. Nevertheless, it has
eagerly sucked up, as the sponge
sucks up water, that philosophy
of nature which knows nothing,
because it began by construing the
universe a. priori. Towards this
error no science has proved so
weak, so little capable of resist
auce, as physiology. The talk
about life has become the Dead
Sea in which all spirit of philo
sophical research is drowned, so
that, if a resurrection is at all to
be hoped for, it must be born anew
in quite unbiassed minds" ('Werke,'
vol. vi. p. 65. &c.)
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24.
Lotze's
Physiology
of the soul.




which an exact or scientific treatment of mental phe

nomena could meet with any success at all. It was in

the schools of physiology, in those of Johannes Miller

and of Weber, that philosophers had to learn how to

attack the borderland of bodily and mental phenomena.

The first who approached the subject from this point

of view was Hermann Lotze. He was a disciple of

E. H. Weber, and had been led to psychological re

searches from two independent starting-points: first from

the study of the medical sciences which, under the hands

of his great master, had largely benefited by the ap

plication of the exact methods of the physical, the

measuring, and calculating sciences, but also from an

entirely opposite quarter. "A lively interest in poetry

and art had led him to philosophy." He was attracted

by that great body of ideas which, through the systems

of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, had become permanently

domiciled in German culture. In this great realm he

could move "with some freedom," for it had not be

come crystallised into a definite system of doctrine;

exact studies had, moreover, easily convinced him "how

absolutely untenable was t.he form into which Hegel had

cast that valuable possession."

1 The quotations in the text are
taken from Lotze's polemical pam
phlet., 'Streitschriften' (Leipzig,
1857), pp. 6, 7. As already men
tioned(supra,p.4O7 note), Lotze had
been misunderstood by his critics,
of whom some represented him as
a materialist, others as a follower of
Herbart. In refuting the latter
charge he explains his position to
wards the idealistic systems of the
first half of the nineteenth century.




He acknowledges two great personal
influences, that of C. H. \Veisse,
which, as it were, touches the
kernel of his convictions, and that.
of the study of medicine, which,
in his case, was intimately con
nected with that of the physical
sciences. He admits, as did Her
bart, having paed through the

magnificent portal of Leibu it's
Mouadology to a general arrange
ment of his philosophical opinions.
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We must bear in mind this twofold source of Lotze's

reflections if we want to estimate correctly the value of

his early criticisms regarding the then prevalent treat

ment of such questions as life and mind in the medical

sciences. On the one side he had the object of clear

ing the way for purely mechanical explanations. We

learnt in an earlier chapter how he was one of those

who successfully chased out of biology the vague idea of

a vital force. And when he approached the problem
of mind and body, we find him insisting on the presence
of a

psycho-physical mechanism which rules' the inter-

' The opinion of Lotze regarding
the relation of soul and body, or
rather of psychical and physical phe
nomena, has been stated by him,
variously, as paralleli3m, occasional
ism, pre established harmony, and
was ultimately crystallised in the
term psycho-physical mechanism.
The question is fully discussed in
the articles, "Leben und Lebens
kraft," " Instinct," "Seele und
Seelenleben," which he contributed
to R. Wagner's 'Handwbrterbuch
der Physiologie.' They are reprinted
in Lotze's 'Kleine Schriften,'
ed. D. Peiper8, 4 vole. (Leipzig,
1885.91). He there says, "The
conception of a psycho, physical
mechanism can be stated as fol
lowe: As ideas, vdlitions, and other
mental states cannot be compared
with the quantitative and special
properties of matter, but as, never
theles, the latter seem to follow
upon the former, it is evident that
two essentially different, totally
disparate, series of processes, one
bodily and one mental, run par
allel to each other. In the intensive
quality of a mental process, the
extensive clefmoiteness of the material
process can never be found; but if
the one is to call forth the other,




the proportionality between them
must be secured through a connec
tion which appears to be extrinsic
to both. There must exist general
laws, which ensure that with a
modification a of the mental sub
stance a modification b of the bodily
substance shall be connected, and it
is only in consequence of this inde
pendent rule, and not through its
own power or impulse, that a
change in the soul produces a
corresponding one in the body"
(vol. i. p. 193). Lotze destroyed
the idea of vital force, but he
only chased the conception of
the soul beyond the limit of the
psycho-physical mechanism, and he
maintains that natural and medical
science have no interest in pursuing
the question beyond that limit,
"however interesting the further
discussion of this subject may be to
speculative psychology" (vol. 1. p.
197)-" for it is quite indifferent to
medicine, wherein the mysterious
union of body and soul consists, as
this is the constant event which
lies equally at the bottom of all
phenomena. But it is of the
greatest interest to medicine to
know what affections of the soul
are connected in that mysterious
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action of external and internal phenomena, of stimulus

and sensation.

25. There existed indeed another side-that which we
TWO 81d08 of
Lotze's may call the philosophical; it does not at present enter
doctrine.

into the course of our narrative, which deals only with

the extension of scientific or exact thought, and with

mental phenomena and the inner life in so far as they

form a province-perhaps a very restricted province-of

the whole of nature. This province Lotze was among

the first to proclaim distinctly to be one which natural

science had to conquer and to cultivate. He is careful

to explain that it does not cover the whole ground of

psychology, and at the end of his long discourse on the

"soul and its life," which formed an important con

tribution to the great physiological encyc1opedia pub

lished in the middle of the century, he clearly marks

out "physiology of the soul as an exposition of the

physical and mechanical conditions to which, according

to our observation, the life of the soul is attached,"'

one of the several problems of psychology. It formed a

counterpart to the physiology of the body, of the physical

side of our existence, and was, like it, to become a natural

-i.e., a mechanical-science. Subsequently he collected

the whole of his reflections belonging to these two de

partments in two treatises on the 'General Physiology

of Bodily Life' (1851), and on
C
Medical Psychology' or

The Physiology of the Soul' (1852).

As little as it now enters into our programme to

manner with what affections of less speculations referring to that
the body. Unfortunately, medical counect,ion itself" (p. 197). Cf. also
science has only too often lost sight 'Mediciniscbe Psychologie,' p. 78.
of this its proper problem over fruit- 'K.leine Werke,' vol. ii. p. 204.
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follow up the philosophical reasonings of Lotze beyond
the limit of the psycho-physical mechanism, so little

were these at the time of their appearance heeded by

many of his readers, some of whom he seems to have

converted to or confirmed in a purely materialistic con

ception of the phenomena of the inner or mental world.

Lotze had banished "vital forces" from biology; why

not follow him, and banish all other higher principles,

and revive-as Carl Vogt did 1-the dictum of Cabanis

about the analogy between the functions of the brain

and the kidneys? Why should the "anima" of Stahl

not have the same fate as the "vital force" of Bordeu

and Bichat?

This was a misconception of what Lotze had intended.

He had, indeed, banished 2 the principle of life as a

factor useless in physiological explanations; but not the

principle of organisation, which must have presided over

the beginning of all organic forms. This might be

neglected by physiologists, who had nothing to do with

origins but only with existing relations. It was quite

different with mental phenomena, which, manifesting

themselves alongside of physical processes, required to be

dealt with and recognised as actually existing and con

current events.3 Herbart's psychical mechanism might

1 On this, see the account given
in Lange's 'History of Materialism'
(Engi. transi., vol. ii. p. 285) and
Lotze's reference to it in 'Med.
Psychol,' p. 43.

"There is no doubt that a
legitimate attack upon 'vital force'
has marked in our days that line of
reasoning, which has by the law of
inertia carried many of our con
temporaries far beyond the correct




limit on to a negation of the exist
ence of a soul" (ibid., p. 41).

These various points are very
fully discussed in Lotze's earliest
philosophical work, 'Metaphy8ik'
(Leipzig, 1841), pp. 251, 265, 259;
and again in the 'Med. Psychologie'
(1852), p. 78. Referring to the
last chapter, in which I dealt with
the development of the theories of
life and organisation, two points
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be an unrealisable ideal in that it dealt with inner

phenomena as unconnected with outer ones: a psycho

physical mechanism was a nearer approach to a true

description of reality, and could not be narrowed down

to a purely physical occurrence; moreover, the unity

of mental life was a special property which had to

be recognised and defined.

26. Lotze himself, after formulating the conception of a
The Dsycho-
pysics of

psycho-physical mechanism, and utilising the elaboratevision.




and fundamental experiments and observations of Weber

as illustrations of what was meant, made an important

contribution towards an analysis of a compound physico

psychical process. He took up the problem which

Berkeley had attacked, of the formation of our space

perception. It had been introduced into German

psychology mainly through Herbart with reference to

the Kantian doctrine that space is a subjective form.

Through Lotze, and subsequently through Helmholtz, it

has been shown to have not only a psychological but

likewise a physiological importance: it is a problem of

psycho-physics.

There exists a peculiar difficulty in bringing home to

the popular mind the fact that a special problem is in-

may be noted. First, it is clear
that Lotze was an "organicist"
before Claude Bernard and other
more recent thinkers mentioned
above. Secondly, it is very evident
that Lotze belongs to the pre.
Darwinian school of thought. In
fact, he does not relish the genetic
aspect. The historical beginnings
of ideas are for him no indication of
their value and correctness. He
says on this point: "The genesiB of
a conception i8 no argument for its




validity ; in the ever indistinct
manner in which language operates
in forming its words, it may form
the correctest conceptions in just
as iucorrect a manner as the most
erroneous ones. What is important.
is whether the conception, formed
anyhow, can justify itself" (' Med.
Psychol.,' p. 41). I shall on
another occasion have to refer
more fully to this marked absence
of the historical sense in Lotze.
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volved in the manner in which our senses of sight and

touch combine and arrange simple sensations into the

whole of a well-ordered perception of space; for we do

not become able to appreciate the fact of the slow

and gradual growth of this perception, which takes

place in the early days of our infancy, till long after

we have actually gained full possession of it. Some

thing similar exists with regard to language and

thought: we only hear of grammar and logic long

after the main difficulties of speech and thinking have

been unconsciously mastered, and if it were not for

the existence of other languages than our own, and

of an erroneous logic as exemplified in errors of cal

culation and of measurement, it is doubtful whether

grammar and logic would have been so early developed.

As it is, the physiological problem of the formation of

our space perception was actually first forced upon

naturalists by the observation of pathological cases, such

as the acquisition of sight in later life through couching,

the existence of colour blindness, and a variety of optical

delusions which still serve as indispensable test cases for

the various theories that have been propounded. Only

when something turns out to be palpably wrong do we

begin to inquire what constitutes the right side of many

things.

Thus the cases of Cheselden and Wardrop and the

colour "blindness of Dalton set physiologists thinking

about the genesis of our space and colour perceptions.

A very great impetus-perhaps the most valuable of all 27.
V heat

-was given by Wheatstone's invention of the stereo

scope in 1838; an instrument which, as it were through
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a kind of deception, gave to perfectly fiat surfaces the

vivid appearance of depth and distance. And here we

may note, in passing, how it was almost entirely left

to foreign thinkers to utilise this remarkable invention

for the benefit of the theory of vision and the science

of psycho-physics;
' Whewell having characteristically

omitted this epoch-making fact, as in his well-known

history he omitted to notice many other contemporary
British contributions to science.

Philosophers, who are accustomed to find hidden

problems where ordinary persons only see common-sense,

had already approached the question of the genesis of our

space perception from two definite points of view, which

we may, for the sake of convenience, identify with the

names of Kant and Herbart. The genetic view associ

ated by the physiologists with the name of Kant, and

supposed to have been prepared by Locke, Berkeley, and

Hume, was this, that what we know of external things

depends upon the peculiarities of our own perceiving

1 Sir Charles Wheatstone (1302
1875), to whom several inventions
of equal scientific and practical
interest are due, invented the
mirror - stereoscope in 1833. A
notice of it was given in Mayo's
'Outlines of Human Physiology,'
but neither its theoretical nor its
practical importance was recognised
till Wheatetone published his paper
in the 'Phil. Trans.' in 1838. He
there refers to Leonardo da Vinci as
having been the only one before him
to notice the difference of binocular
and monocular vision. Since
Theatstone's invention became

known and was perfected by
Brewdter, Moser, and others, and
especially since Helmholtz entered
the field with his extensive and




original researches in optics, it has
been found that ancient as well as
more recent philosophers had ap
proached the subject very closely;
and many references are given in
the new edition of the 'Physio.
logische Optik' (1896), p. 840.
The invention of photography about
the same time (1835, by Daguerre,
after extensive and prolonged ex
periments by himself and Niepce,
published in 1839 by Arago), which
was of great importance to optical
theory, was also for some tiwe
singularly little appreciated by
theorists. See Rosen berger, 'Geseb.
d. Physik,' vol. iii. p. 316. See also
Helmholtz'8 lecture "Ueber das
Sehen des Mensehen" (1855).
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and thinking self, on sensations, and on their arrange-

ment or orderly presentation. The sensations them- 28.
Localisation

selves are the substance, the spatial arrangement
of
sensa-tions.

of them the form, of our perception of external

things. The question was gradually put more and

more clearly, How we come to localise certain of our

sensations at definite places in the totality of a spatial

arrangement? Herbart added another important reflec

tion, which really dated from Leibniz. Impressed with

the unity of all mental existence, and claiming this as

the characteristic property of our inner life, he asked the

question, How can the oneness or simplicity of this inner

existence, as it were, expand itself without losing its

unity, into the orderly variety of a spatial contemplation?

For the purpose of an answer to this question he fixed

on the phenomenon of motion. The conception of an

orderly arrangement of sensations or things in space is

gained in great measure by the aid of definite move

ments of the sensitive organs, which are accompanied

by definite sensations of motion - e.g., by muscular

sensations.

The first of these two questions may be expressed in

the words, Given the subjective form of a space percep

tion, either complete in its geometrical arrangement (the

iiativistic hypothesis) or gradually acquired in the early

moments of our conscious life (the empiric hypothesis),

how do we make ourselves familiar with, and at home in,

this form of perception? And secondly, By what special

properties or local signs do we localise or place each

single sensation in its right and orderly position? The

first is the problem of space construction, the second
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29.
IJntze's
"local
signs."

so.
Fechner.




that of localisation of things in space. Lotze was one of

the first to attempt detailed answers to these questions.

In particular he propounded the theory of "local signs,"

which with certain modifications has been adopted by

subsequent writers on the subject. The combination

of physiological, optical, and psychological investigations

in Hehnholtz's great work on 'Physiological Optics'

has brought definiteness and mathematical precision

into many of the questions suggested by philosophers

and naturalists before him. Through it and its great

companion, the 'Physiological Acoustics,' psycho-physics

has to a large extent become an exact science.

A great step in the direction of drawing psychical

phenomena into the circle of the exact sciences was taken

independently by Gustav Theoclor Fechner;
1
in fact, it. is

1 G. T. Fechner (1801-1887) was
a unique figure in German liter
ature, science, and philosophy.
Beyond his own country he is only
very imperfectly known and appre
ciated. He was self - taught, and
living all his life somewhat outside
the conventional categories of Ger
man academic activity, he made
a position for himself which has
only become intelligible to a larger
public through the issue-after
his death-of Prof. Wundt's ora
tion, Prof. KUtZC'B (his nephew's)
charming biography (1892), and
Prof. Lasswitz's monograph on
Fechner (Stuttgart, 1890), in
which for the first time a co
herent exposition of his philo
sophical teaching is attempted.
Prof. Wuudt ha al&, in many
passages of his work on p8y
chology, and through the second
edition of the 'Psychophysik,' con
tributed largely to a better under
standing of Fechner's views and
merits. He descended on both




sides from ancestors whose position
was "that of highly esteemed Pro
testant pastors; he studied medi
cine like Lotze, and was the friend
and colleague of Lot.ze's teachers,
Weber and Weisse. In his auto
biographical record, communicated
by Kuntze, he confesses having be
come almost an atheist under the
influence of his medical studies,
until he became acquainted with
the philosophy of Schelling, Oken,
and Steffens, which dazzled him,
touched the poetical and mystical
side of his nature, and, though he
hardly understood it, had a lasting
influence on him. The simultan
eous occupation with the best
scientific literature of the day (he
translated French text-books such
as those of Biot and Thánard, and
verified Ohm's law experimental Is),
however, forced upon him the
beeptical reflection whether, "or all
the beautiful orderly connection
of optical phenomena, so clearly
expounded by Biot, anything could
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to him that we are indebted for the term Psycho-physics,

which in the present chapter I have used in a more

general sense. Fechner worked independently of Lotze

and Helmholtz on the lines of E. H. Weber. He does

not seem to have been much influenced by either Kant

or Herbart. In 1860 he published his 'Elemente der

Psychophysik,' which was to be an exact treatise on the

relations of "mind and body," founded upon a measure

ment of psychical quantities.

Herbart's attempt to submit psychical phenomena to

the exact methods of calculation had failed through the

want of a measure for psychical quantities. Lotze had

suggested the idea of a psycho-physical mechanism

i.e., a constant and definite connection between inner

and outer phenomena, between sensation and stimulus.

E. H. Weber in his important researches on "Touch and

Bodily Feeling" had made a variety of measurements of

sensations, and shown that in many cases stimuli must

be augmented in proportion to their own original inten

sity in order to produce equal increments of sensation.

These observations lent themselves to an easy mathe

matical generalisation. Fechner was the first to draw

have been found out by Oken
Schelling's method-?" This mix
ture or alteration of exact science
and speculation, of faithfulness and

loyalty to facts as well as to theory,
rune through all Fechner's life,
work, and writings. Much of his
poetry, of his fanciful and para
doxical effusions, is meant seriously,
and is really more coherent than
it appeared to his realer,:, some of
whom knew him only under his

pseudonym of Dr Mises. He lived,

thought, and worked truly on the
borderland of nature and mind, of




this world and another, of science
and poetry, of reality and fiction.
Like Lotze, he wanted the genuinely
historical sense. Like Lotze, too,
he received from others only sug
gestions which he elaborated in

dependently in his own original
fashion. As little as Lotze does
he seem ever to have attempted
to realise and understand any other

philosophical system than his own.
To both, the ultimate problem was

capable only of a subjective solu
tion. Cf. vol. i. p. 200.
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the attention of philosophers to the existence of this re

lation in a variety of instances, and collected a large

number of facts to prove its general correctness. He

conceived the idea of measuring sensations by their

accompanying stimuli, a mode of measurement based

upon that relation which, under the name of Weber's

law or formula, he introduced as a general psycho

physical proposition. The intervals in the numerical

scale, the differences in the magnitude of stars, the

facts established by Weber relating to our estimate of

differences of touch, of weight, and of temperature;

lastly, the relation of "fortune physique" and "fortune

morale," known to Eu]er and Lagrange, could all be

utilised towards proving the general accuracy, within

certain limits, of the psycho
-
physical formula. The

work gave rise to many discussions 1 as to the mean

ing of the term quantity applied to psychical pheno

mena, as to methods of measurement, and as to the

significance to be attached to the new branch of research

I In addition to the 'Elemente
der Psychophysik' (1860), of which
a second edition appeared in 1890,
the author enlarged, discussed, and
defended his special ideas and
theories in three further publica
tions. The'year 1877 produced 'In
Sachen der Peychophy&ik,' the year
18S2 the 'Revidion der Hauptpunkte
der P8ychopbysik, and shortly be
fore his death (1887) there ap
peared, in the 'Philosophische
Studien' of Prof. Wundt, his last
contribution, "Ueber die psychi
schen Maasprincipien und das
Webersehe Gesetz," which Prof.
Wundt declares to be "the clearest
and most complete exposition of
the problem which he gave in the
course of the forty years during




which he was occupied with it."
(Seethe obituary oration, reprin ted
in Kuutze's 'Biography,' p. 360.)
The attacks on Fechuer came from
many quarters. In the polemi
cal treatise of 1877 he notices
how the views of his critie
Helmholtz, Aubert, Mach, Bern
stein, Plateau, Delbouf, Bren
tano, Hering, Langer - agree as
little awong themselves as with
his own. He sums up with lint
humour : "The tower of Babel was
not finished, because the builders
could not agree how to build it;
my psycho-physical structure my
remain btaudiug, because the vrk
men cannot agree how to pull it
down" ('In Sachen,' &c., p. 215).
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as well as to the interpretation of the Weber-Fechner

law of psycho-physical dependence.

We are indebted to Prof. Wundt of Leipzig for a 31.
Wundt

complete and exhaustive examination of the new

province of exact science.' He enlarged its boundaries,

I The psychological school, of
which Prof. Wundt can be con
sidered the head or centre, has been
contrasted by M. 1{ibot, in his
'Psychologie Allemande Contempo
raine' (1st ed., 1879), with the
English school, and, in the ex
position in the text, I have taken
a similar view. It would, how
ever, be unjust not to note that in
England, prior to the publication of
Prof. Wunclt's principal writings, a
development of psychology in the
same direction had already begun.
The principal representative of this
development is Prof. Alexander
Bain (born 1818), whose two great
work,,, 'The Senses and the intel
lect' (1855) and 'The Emotions
and the Will '(1859), appeared even
before Fechner's 'Psychophysik,'
and were characterised by J. S.
Mill as "an exposition which de
serves to take rank as the foremost
of its class, and as marking the
most advanced point which the a
posterior! psychology has reached,
being the most genuinely scientific
aualyticl exposition of the human
mind which the a posdcrori psy
chology has up till this time p o
duced" ('Edinb. Rev.,' October
1S59, reprinted in 'Dissertations
and Discussions,' vol. iii. pp. 99,
100). Bain carried out what had
been called by Thomas Brown '" the
physical investigation of the mind,"
and was probably the first English
psychologist who enriched the older
associational psychology by an ex
tensive use of the teachings of physi
ology ; the germ of his theory being
contained in a passage cited by him
from Johanues Muffler : in fact, he




appreciated the well-known dictum
of the latter, "psyc1iolous nerno
nisiphysiologus." Shortly after the
appearance of Prof. Bain's works,
the overmastering influence of the
evolutionist school in England,
headed by Mr Spencer and sup
ported by Darwin, and the pro
nounced opposition with which the
psycho-physical school started in
Germany, cast somewhat into the
shade the steady development, in
this country, of the exact science of
psychology by those whoformed the
direct succession to the older, purely
introspective, school of Scottish
thinkers. As I am not, in the pres
ent chapter, treating of psychology
and philosophy, but of the attempt
to gain, by the methods of the
exact sciences, a conception of the
phenomena of animation and con
sciousness, I leave for another oc
casion the appreciation of the
English school of psychology. The
members of this school considered
physiology as an aid to psychological
research, whereas most of the rep
reentatives of the modern German
school were, to begin with, physi
ologists or physicists, and only
became subsequently psychologists
or philosophers. Characteristic of
this cltool are two points: the
opposition they made from the
start to the existing ziiet.hods, and
their prominent use, not only of ob
servation, but of experiment. The
less ostentatious development of

English thought would, no doubt,
have led in the end, but for the
reasons given above, to like results.
An opposition similar to that so
marked in Germany was, however,
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taking in the ground covered by Lotze's medical

psychology as well as by Helmholtz's physiology of

hearing and seeing; added a large number of measure

ments of his own, some of them quite original, such as

those referring to the time-sense, many of them in con

firmation and extension of Fechner's collection of facts;

invented new methods and new apparatus; brought the

whole subject into connection with general physiology, as

also with the more exclusively introspective psychology
of the older, notably the English and Scottish, schools;

and pointed to the necessary completion which these in

vestigations demand from the several neighbouring fields

$2. of research. Through his labours "physiological psychoPhysio
logical logy" as an independent science has for the first time
psychology.




become possible. The influence of his great work on

this subject, as also of his teaching and demonstra

tions, has been very stimulating. With its place in the

history of philosophical thought I shall have to deal in a

later portion of this history. At present I will merely

refer to the leading ideas and contributions it contains to

our scientific reasoning on the psycho-physical problem.

Wundt approached psychological research from the

side of physiology ;' his earlier writings referred to the

taken up in England in single in
stances-e.g., by G. H. Lewes and
Dr H. Maudsley, the former in
favour of Positivism, the latter on
the foundation of his 'Physiology
and Pathology of Mind' (18t ed.,
1867).

The researches of Wundt and
the earlier work of Fechner re
mained practically unknown in
this country up to the time of
the appearance of the periodical
'Mind,' edited by Prof. Croom




Robertson, in 1876, under the
generous patronage of Prof. Bain.
Even Lotze and Herbart. were
hardly known in this country.
A similar disregard of English
psychology existed in Germany.
The foremost writers on the his
tory of modern philosophy, such as
Erdmanu and Ueberweg, wrote as
if modern philosophic-including
psychological - thought existed
only in Germany. Even the
singularly impartial and unbiassed
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physiology of the senses, to physiology proper, and to

such phenomena of psychical or inner life as can be

traced, not only in man, but also in the brute creation.

He thus seems to have approached psychology with the

true instinct and methods of an exact student of nature.

In the course of years his psycho-physical studies took

more and more the character of an experimental psycho

logy, and in the latest edition of his great work he

describes it as such, maintaining that the designation of

physiological psychology has rather a historical meaning.1

author of the 'History of Material
ism,' Albert Lange, does only scant
justice to the labours of the Eng
lish school, .J. S. Mill being, in
fact, the only English philosophical
writer of the middle of the
century who was appreciated in
Germany. The last twenty-five
years have entirely altered this
state of things. French and
American writers such as M.
Ribot, Prof. M'Cosh, and more

recently Prof. James, treat im
partially of the rival claims of
German and English thinkers.
'Mind' has preserved its fairness
in admitting contributions from
opposite sides; and latterly there
has been started by the publishing
house of Frommaun of Stuttgart,
under the editorship of Prof.

Falckenberg, a series of very use
ful monographs on recent thinkers,
whose voluminous or scattered.
writings make it difficult to arrive
at a comprehensive and just ap
preciation of the main drift of
their doctrine. Ever since some
provinces of philosophy were con
quered by exact research, unity
of plan has been to a great ex
tent sacrificed ; the natural science
of mind is becoming split up into

fragments like that of life. Prof.
Lasswitz has given us for the
fir8t time a coherent account of




Fechner's philosophy, and although
Prof. Wundt had already put forth
in his 'System der Philosophie'
(1st ed., 1890) a statement of his
systematic views, the monograph by
Edmund Konig (1901) is very help
ful in fixing the historical position
of Wundt and the genesis of
his doctrine. I refer to these
volumes for a bibliography of
the thinkers discussed.

In the introduction to the
'Phyaiologische Psychologie' (4te
Aufi., vol. 1. p. 9) Prof. Wundt
says, "The conception of experi
mental psychology has been ex
panded beyond its original limits,
as we now comprehend under it,
not only those parts of psychology
which are directly accessible to
experiment, but the whole of
psychology; as it makes a direct
use of the experimental method
wherever this is possible, and an
indirect use in all other instance3
through applying the results gained
in the former, and through render
ing internal observation more acute.
" . . The designation of physio
logical psychology, which originated
in the peculiar historical anteced
ents of our science, is one-sided.
" . . The centre of gravity of the
experimental method lies in this,
that it alone makes reliable inner
observation possible."
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Whilst his methods are exact and definite, his aim isv,

nevertheless, wide and comprehensive; for not only is the

animal creation studied as a valuable field for enlarged

psycho-physical research, but also the psychology of

infancy and of human societies (ethnical psychology) are

drawn into the circle of a scientific psychology. At the

same time his exposition is directed towards the totality
'

of the phenomena of life and mind, it being his ultimate

object to arrive at some appropriate conception of the

whole of human existence. In this respect his scientific

labours form a counterpart to those of naturalists like

Humboldt and Darwin, who did so much to direct the

attention of natural science to the whole of nature, her

history and economy. It seems to me that Prof. Wundt

has similarly introduced into the psycho-physical study

of nature the prominent consideration of the mental side

of life in its totality, starting, as Darwin and Humboldt

did, from a large accumulation of detailed observations.

This regard for the whole problem distinguishes

Wundt's writings from those of other eminent psycho

physicists, such as Helmholtz, who deals brilliantly and

exhaustively with certain special problems, or Fechner,

who relegated the discussion of the fundamental ques

tions to a series of half-poetical treatises, which are full

of suggestion rather than close scientific reasoning. But

' 'Physiologische Psychologie totality of the phenomena of life,

(4teAufl.,vol. i.p. 2): "Our science and, if possible, to gain in this
has accordingly the task, first, to way a comprehensive conception of

investigate those vital phenomena human existence." See also his
which, lying in the middle between essay "Philosophie und \Vissen
outer and inner experience, require schaft" in a volume of 'Esays'
the simultaneous application of both (Leipzig, 1885), p. 1; also 'Die
methods of observation, outer and Aufgaben der experiinente]len
inner; and secondly, to throw light Psychologie,' ibid., p. 127, &c.
from the points thus gained on the
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Wundt differs quite as much from Lotze, who also strove $s.
Wnndt,

to arrive at a view of the totality of human life and its Fecblier,
and Lotze

significance. Lotze belonged, in spite of the original
compared.

and independent view which he took of the psycho

physical problem, to the older school of philosophers.

Wundt belongs quite to the modern school.1 Fechner

forms the transition. Lotze begins his psychology, and

even his physiology of the soul, with a lengthy disserta

tion on the unity of the soul as a special being, just

as Herbart begins his psychology with metaphysics.

This metaphysical introduction, these definitions relating

to the essence of the soul, its unity, and its location, are

absent in the modern psychology. Instead of founding

psychology on experience, metaphysics, and mathematics,

Wundt founds it on experience (including experiment),

physiology, and mathematics. In consequence of this

altered foundation a new problem has arisen, precisely

as a new problem arose for biologists when they dis

carded vital force as a meaningless and useless encum

brance. For the older biologists life was the exhibition

See the preface to the second
edition of the 'System der Philo
sophie' (Leipzig, 1897), P. ix: "I
have always tried to co-operate in
the endeavour to secure for psycho
logy an independent position as
an empirical science outside of
philosophy, and to see that she
should not lack the support of the
scientific method in so far as this
could be transferred to her.
As I started from natural science
and then came to philosophy
through occupation with empirical
psychology, it would have appeared
to me impossible to philosophise
in any other way than in corre

spondence with this sequence of




the problems. But I quite well
understand that the position may
be different for him who begins with
philosophy and then makes occa
sional excursions into the regions
of science or psychology." Com
pare with this what Lotze says in
the Introduction to his 'Streit
schrifteu' (1857), or the following
passage from one of his last essays
('Contemp. Rev.,' January 18S0),
"Except in rare cases, a prolonged
philosophical labour is nothing else
but the attempt to justify, scientif
ically, a fundamental view of things
which has been adopted in early
life."
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of vital force. This having been dropped, the question

arose for modern biology, What is life? We thus find

thinking biologists of the modern, exact school aiming at

a mechanical definition of life. Many answers have been

attempted, such as that it is the action of a very com

plex chemical molecule, of dynamical equilibrium, of meta

bolism, of a special form or organisation, &c. Similarly,

when the word soul dropped out of psychology in its

older metaphysical meaning as a separate being or entity,

when it was used to mean only the sum-total of the

inner or psychical phenomena, a new problem arose for

the psycho-physicist or experimental psychologist. The

problem now was to give some definition of the unity

and unified totality of all inner or mental phenomena.

The older metaphysical psychology, as also for the most

part the so-called empirical psychology, answered this

question by placing the conception of an independent

entity, the soul, person, or self, at the opening of their

discussions. Modern exact psychology cannot do this.

For it the unity of the inner life and its unified totality

has become a problem. This problem Prof. Wundt faces

34. fully and fairly. He asks himself the question, WhereinThe unity of
conscious- consists the unity of consciousness, wherein the totalityns.




of all mental life, individual and collective? Armed

with the methods of exact research, he tries to extract

from the whole array of mental phenomena an idea of

their essence as distinguished from external or natural

phenomena, and of their collective meaning and signif

icance. In so doing he enters the domain of philosophy,

and his results belong to the realm of philosophical

thought. When dealing with that large section of my
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subject I shall have to take up Wundt's theories where

I now leave them.

Through the efforts and widespread influence of Prof.

Wundt, the inner or psychical phenomena have been

drawn into the circle of exact research; a large portion

of psychology has become natural science. It is quite

consistent with this that some of the disciples of the

modern school should have assumed towards the new

branch of natural science the attitude which has be

come habitual among those who cultivate other natural

sciences. All these sciences are based upon observation,

aided if possible by experiment; none of them, however,

has succeeded in rising to the rank of an exact science

without the aid of some generalisation which admitted

of clear expression in a few definite conceptions, being

the more valuable in the degree that it lent itself to

a clothing of mathematical language. In the course of

the last centuries, notably the nineteenth, several of

these fundamental principles-such as the laws of

motion, gravitation, atomism, vibratory motion, the con

ception of energy, natural selection, metabolism-have

attained in various degrees, some almost perfectly, to

this state of definiteness, and the sciences built up

by their aid have accordingly acquired the character

of certainty. Psycho-physics having through Weber,

Lotze, Fechner, and Wundt gradually evolved the notion

of a partial parallelism of physical and psychical pheno

mena, the conception of a mathematical dependence or

of function could be introduced between the measur

able external processes and the hidden internal events

which we term mental; the whole of the latter being
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looked upon as concomitant occurrences, as "Begleit

erscheinungeu" or "Epi-phenomena" of the more ac

cessible though very complex phenomena of the nervous

system and its centres; whereby it had to be noted,

that whilst the external visible processes exhibit that

continuity in time and space which is characteristic of

all physical phenomena, the epi-phenomena were subject

to discontinuous appearance and disappearance, to sudden

growth and collapse. Having got hold of this partial

formula, which in some cases admits even of a rigorous

mathematical expression, psycho-physics had no pressing

need of investigating its meaning any further, or of in

quiring into the supposed independent existence or signif

icance of the "epi-phenomena" as such; similar general

inquiries into the origin of gravitation, of atoms, of the

essence of energy or inertia, having proved to be of little

or no use in furthering astronomy, chemistry, thermo

dynamics. It cannot be denied that this is a perfectly

tenable scientific attitude. Such an attitude has notably

been taken up by Dr Hugo Munsterberg, and by what

we may term the Freiburg school of psycho-physics.

Also there is no doubt that through a series of very

cleverly contrived experiments-particularly those re

ferring to the muscular sense and the time sense-a

good deal of light has been thrown upon such mental

processes as association of ideas, attention, apperception,

and voluntary effort, which have thus been brought

into closer correspondence with changes taking place in

35. the nervous system. In fact, a parallelism of neurosis
Doctrine of
paralleUsm. and of psychosis has been more and more established.

This doctrine of psycho
-
physical parellelisin, also
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called the conscious automaton theory, is the central

conception in psychology as a natural science, or, as

I have termed it, of the psycho-physical view of

nature. It was prepared' by earlier thinkers, such as

Descartes, and, in a different form, by Spinoza,2 and by

Leibniz's doctrine of pre-established harmony.3 It has

been strengthened by the physiologibal theory of reflex

action,4 and, independently, by psycho-physics in the

narrower sense of the word, as founded by Weber and

Fechner. But the possibilities of the automaton theory

were not scientifically tested till towards the end of

the nineteenth century. In this country, two thinkers

The doctrine of psycho-physical
parallelism and its historical genesis
is given by Huxley in his address
before the British Association Meet
ing at Belfast in 1874, "On the

Hypothesis that Animals are Auto
mata, and its History," in which he
goes back to Descartes and Charles
Bonnet. A good account of the
theory is also given by Prof. Wm.
James in the 5th chapter 0f his

'Principles of Psychology'; and it.
is fully discussed by Prof. James
Ward in his Gifford lectures,
'Naturalism and Agnosticism,' vol.
ii. pt. iii.

2 The passage from Spinoza which
is constantly quoted, and, as Prof.
Ward says, usually in ignorance of
the context, is in 'Ethica,' part ii.

prop 7: "Ordo et connexio ide
arum iclem est ac ordo et connexio
rerum."

Leibniz, as Huxley (loc. cit.)
tells us, also invented the term
"automate spirituel" and applied
it, to man.

Du Bois - Reymonci, in his

"}loge" of Johanues Mti.ller, has
shown that the principle of reflex
action dates hack to Descartes,
who also introduced the term re-




flex. Next in time came Willis
('De motu musculari,' Amsterdam,
1682). The subject seems to have
been overlooked to such an extent,
that Prochaska (1784) got for a
long time the credit of having
established the notion of reflex
action, and even his work had to
be rediscovered by Eduard Weber
(1846), after the principle o the
transition of a reaction from the
afferent to the efferent nerves in
the central organs had been prom
inently put forward by Legallois
(1811), Marshall Hall (1835), and
Johannes Muller (1835). In more
recent times, Prof. Pfluger's "Laws
of Reflex Action," and his and 0.
H. Lewes's theory of the presence
of consciousness in the spinal cord,
have formed the subject of much
discussion and much experimental
work. A good historical account
will be found in the 13th Leçon
of M. Ch. Richet'8 'Physiologie
des Muscles et des Nerfs' (Paris,
1882), and a discussion of the whole
subject in Prof. Wundt's 'Physi
ologische Psychologie,' ch. xxi.,
where especially the difference be
tween automatic and reflex move
ment is brought out.
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of eminence, Huxley and Clifford,' have made the theory

accessible to the popular understanding, without, however,

taking a comprehensive view of the study of mental

phenomena, inasmuch as they approached the subject

from the side of natural science-the former more from

that of physiology, the latter from that of the mechanical

sciences. Prof. Wündt treats the subject exhaustively

in many passages of his

chapter of his great work on

in which he broadly defines

as that view which starts from

works, notably in the last

'Physiological Psychology,'

the psycho-physical view

the empirically well-

established thesis, that nothing takes place in our con

sciousness which does not find its foundation in definite

physical processes. The simple sensation, the connection

1 Although neither Huxley nor
Clifford added anything new to the

conception of parallelism as con
tamed in the writings of many ear
lier Continental philosophers, the
fact that they were driven from
their purely scientific positions to
discuss the subject, and were not
psychologists and metaphysicians
by profession, gave their exposi
tions, which are otherwise as fresh
as they are immature, a peculiar
charm. Being both masters in
style.. they at once enriched the

vocabulary with new terms which
have since become classic. The
word "epi-phenomenon," an equiv
alent for the German 'Begleit.
eracheinung,' which is of independ
ent origin but expresses Huxley's
view, is a real enrichment of
thought. It is also the direct
way to bring home the absurdity
of the whole theory. The things
of nature being first considered
as "phenomena

"
-i.e., as "ap

pearing" to some one,-the some
one is next looked upon as a

secondary phenomenon, an epi-




phenomenon. Clifford actually in
his psychological atomism goes the
length of saying, "Reason, in
telligence, and volition are pro
perties of a complex which is made
up of element,, themselves not
rational, not intelligent, not con
scious" (see

' Mind,' vol. iii. p. 67).
In the phyaical theory of atoms it
has been truly said that you cannot
get anything out of the atoms that
you have not, to begin with, put. into
them. Clifford's dictum rewinds
one of Carlyle's definition of the
object of political economy, which
has to solve the problem, "Given
a community consisting of fools and
knaves, how to produce efficiency
and honesty by their combined
action?" Clifford's solution of the
psychological deadlock is the "Mind
stuff" theory, the theory that all
matter is the phenomenal correlate
of the elements of mind. Clif
ford's essay "On the Nature of
Things in themselves" is reprinted
in 'Lectures and Eays' (1879),
vol. ii. p. 71 sqq.
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of sensations and perceptions, their associations, finally,

the processes of apperception and volition, are accom

panied by physiological nerve-processes. Other bodily

processes, such as the simple and complex reflex actions,

do not enter directly into consciousness, but they

form important auxiliary processes of the phenomena of

consciousness.1 It is, accordingly, quite consistent,

from a purely scientific point of view, to test this

central conception of exact psychology, and to refrain

from introducing any purely psychical conceptions so

long as the possibilities of the ctnception, that mental

phenomena are only concomitant occurrences of changes

which take place in the nervous system and centres,

have not been exhausted. Investigations, with or

without this definite purpose, have been very largely

prosecuted in the course of the nineteenth century, and

have been in part purely anatomical, in part physio

logical, the latter again either referring to pathological

or to normal cases. Systematic courses of experiments

have been begun at Leipzig and taken up, according to

a well-defined special programme, by Dr Miinsterberg at ". 86.
Munster

Freiburg, who in the researches of his laboratory has, berg.

more distinctly than any other philosopher, adopted the

theory as a working hypothesis.'

I
'Physiologieche Psychologie' (4

Aufi.), vol. ii. p. 644.
The principal writings of Dr

MUnsterberg, in which his psycho
physical researches are contained,
are: 1, ' Die Willenshandlung,'
Freiburg, 1888; 2, 'Beitráge zur
Experimentellen Psycho1ogie,' 4
parts, 1889-92; 3, 'IJeber Aufgaben
und Methoden der Psychologie,'
being part 2 of the 'Schriften der




Gesellscbaft für Psychologiache
Forechung,' 1891. These writings,
although starting from the position
prepared by the Leipzig school of
psycho-physical research, are largely
polemical, and directed against
some of Prof. Wundt's principal
theories. They have received a
considerable amount of attention
in Germany and America and in
this country, and also a good deal
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It can hardly be said that this course of study has

done more than make a start, and even those who are

inclined to consider it a very one-sided attempt are

bound to admit that it has a promising future. Thus

Prof. Wm. James, whose 'Principles of Psychology' treat

of the subject from many and very different points of

view, refers to these experiments in a characteristic

passage as follows: "Within a few years, what one

may call a microscopic psychology has arisen in Germany,

carried on by experimental methods, asking of course

every moment for introspective data, but eliminating
their uncertainty by operating on a large scale and taking

statistical means. . . . Their success has brought into

the field an array of experimental psychologists, bent on

studying the elements of mental life, dissecting them

out from the gross results in which they are embedded,

and, as far as possible, reducing them to quantitative

scales. . . . The mind must submit to a regular siege, in

which minute advantages, gained night and day by the

of opposition. The late editor of
'Mind,' Prof. Croorn Robertson,
reported pretty fully uponMunster
berg's work in the 15th volume
of the first series of 'Mind,' and
drew especial attention to the
confirmation which certain views
contained in the writings of the
British Associationist school have
received through Dr Miuisterberg's
expositions. Prof. E. B. Titchener
criticised Dr Miiusterberg'e ex
periments and theories somewhat
severely in the 16th volume of the
first series of 'Mind,' p. 521 3.
As the subject is still under dis
cussion, and as in more recent writ
ings of Dr Münsterberg, who is now
professor at Harvard University,
his studies have shown quite a




different side from that exhibited
by the above-named earlier writ
ings, it is impossible in this history
to do more than refer to them
as marking a distinct phase in
modern psycho -physical thought.
It does not appear that Prof.
Wuudt agrees with much of the
outcome of the important move
ment he originated; see his article
in 'Philosophieche Studien,' vol. vi.
p. 382, and a very valuable paper by
Prof. J. Ward ('Mind,' 2nd series,
vol. ii. p. 54 8qq.), entitled "Modern
Psychology: a Reflexion." As these
discussions refer more to the philo
sophical value than to the purely
scientific aspect of psycho-physics,
they would lead us beyond the
regions of purely scientific thought.
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forces that hem her in, resolve themselves at last into

her overthrow. There is little of the grand style about

these new prism, pendulum, and chronograph philo

sophers. They mean business, not chivalry. What

generous divination and that superiority in virtue which

was thought by Cicero to give a man the best insight
into nature have failed to do, their spying and scraping,
their deadly tenacity and almost diabolical cunning, will

doubtless some day bring about. . . . The experimental
method has quite changed the face of the science, so far

as the latter is a record of the mere work done."

It is, however, only fair to remark that it. has never

been the object of any science, and can, therefore, no

more be the object of exact psychology, to deal with

everything at once, and that psycho-physical science has

quite as much right to postpone the question, What is

mind? 1 as biological science has had to postpone, or

even to eliminate, the question, What is life? But this

comparison reveals also the essential difference between

the exact science of life and the exact science of mind.

Of life we know only through the observation of living

beings, but of mind we have not only the apparent

knowledge of its unity, which introspection forces upon

1 "Sensation, Retentiveness, As-
sociation by Contiguity,-these are
to be our ultimate and sufficient
psychological conceptions : the
facts of feeling and conation are
resolved into facts of sensation
and all mind-processes held to be
not merely conditioned, but ex
plained by brain-processes, which
they accompany as epi-phenomena
or ']3egleit-erecheinungeu! It is
not so long since the world was




shocked at Lange's mot about a psy
chology without a, soul, but the
'modern' psychology is a psychol
ogy without even consciousness.
'Content of consciousness' as much
as you like, but consciousness itself,
consciousness as activity, is not our
affair; we leave that to metaphy
sics, say our 'modern' teachers."
(Prof. J. Ward, on "Modern Psy
chology," 'Mind,' 2nd series, vol. ii.
p. 55).
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us, but we have also a large array of external facts which

have been appropriately defined by the term "the ob

jective mind." There are, in fact, two properties with

which we are familiar through common-sense and ordin

ary reflection as belonging specially to the phenomena

of our inner self-conscious life, to the so-called "epi

phenomena" of the higher organic or nervous systems,

and these properties seem to lie quite beyond the sphere

and the possibilities of the ordinary methods of exact

37. research. The first of these properties is the peculiarPhenomenon
centraUsa.

unity exhibited by the higher forms of organic existence,

and still more evident in the phenomena of mental or

inner life. Instead of unity, it might perhaps be better

to call it centralisation. Now, the more we apply mathe

matical methods, the more we become aware of the im

possibility of ever arriving at a comprehensive unity by

adding units or elements together. The sum of atoms or

molecules, however artfully put together, never exhibits

to our reasoning that appearance of concentration which

the higher organisms or our conscious self seem to exhibit.

In this circumstance lies the difficulty of ever arriving at

any really satisfactory definition of life-which definition

eminent physiologists have, as we have seen, felt com

pelled ultimately to relegate to the realm of the idea.

In the last chapter I showed how modern research into

the phenomena of life has impressed upon our thoughts

the ubiquity, the continuity, and the unique character or

singularity of life, without being able to fix upon any one

satisfactory mechanical definition of life. But as we

ascend in the scale of living things we become aware of

another property: they are centred-i.e., they exhibit a
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special kind of unity which cannot be defined, a unity
which, even when apparently lost in the periods of un

consciousness, is able to re-establish itself by the wonder

ful and indefinable property called "memory "-a centre

which can only be very imperfectly localised-a together
which is more than a mathematical sum; in fact, we rise

to the conception of individuality-that which cannot

be divided and put together again out of its parts.

The second property is still more remarkable. The

world of the "epi-phenomena," of the inner processes

which accompany the highest forms of nervous develop

ments in human beings, is capable of unlimited growth;

and it is capable of this by a process of becoming ex

ternal: it becomes external, and, as it were, perpetuates $8.
Externalisa-

itself in language, literature, science and art, legislation,
tion and
growth of

society, and the like. We have no analogue of this in mind.

physical nature, where matter and energy are constant

quantities, and where the growth and multiplication of

living matter is merely a conversion of existing matter

and energy into special altered forms without increase or

decrease in quantity. But the quantity of the inner

thing is continually on the increase; in fact, this increase

is the only thing of interest in the whole world.

Now, no exact scientific treatment of the phenomena

of mind and body, no psycho-physical view of nature, is

complete or satisfactory which passes by and leaves un

defined these two remarkable properties of the inner life,

of the epi-phenomena of nervous action, of consciousness.

And it seems to me that Prof. Wundt is the only psycho- s.
Wundt's

physicist who, starting from science and trying to pene- teatnon
of central

trate by scientific methods into the inner or psychic
problem.
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world, has treated the subject comprehensively, and fairly

and fully tried to grapple with these two facts peculiar

to the inner world-its centralised unity and its capacity

of unlimited growth through a process of externalisation.

He has done so by his philosophical theory of "ap

perception and will," and of the "growth of mental

values," two conceptions which lead us into the realm

of philosophical thought.1

But, before closing this chapter, which deals with the

study of the phenomena of an inner life and the inter

action of body and mind by the methods of exact research,

it is well to note that long before psychology existed as

a natural science, a large amount of knowledge had been

accumulated by a different method. Especially in this

country-ever since the time of Locke-there has existed

a very large and influential school of thinkers who studied

the inner phenomena by what has been appropriately

termed the inner sense; every observer recording his

own inner experience and leaving it to others, by doing

the same, to confirm or correct his statements. Psy

chology, carried on through self-observation or by the

It would serve no good pur
pose to string together a list of

quotations from Prof. Wundt'8
voluminous writings in which these
two central ideas of his philosophy
find expression, especially as there
is no one passage to be found in
which his highest abstractions and
final conclusions find an adequate
expression, still less one which could
be conveniently rendered in the

English language. Konig has, it
seems to me, done much to make
Wundt's view more easily under
stood, and I must content myself
at present with referring to his little




volume, notably to the extract
given on pp. 134, 141, and 167,
which explain more clearly the
theory of apperception and will.
On the theory of the "growth
of mental values," see especially
Wuudt, 'System der Philosophie'
(2 Aufi., pp. 307, 596), "Mental
life is, extensively and intensively,
governed by a law of growth of
values: extensively, inasmuch as the
multiplicity of mental developments
is always on the increase; inten
sively, inasmuch as the values
winch appear in these develop
menUs increase in degree" (p. 304).
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introspective method, had crown to large dimensions in 40.
Introepec.

Scotland and in England, long before Herbart and Beneke tive method.

in Germany gave it a similar direction. In fact, most

.of the writings of the introspective school in Germany,

which dates from the middle of the century, is con

cerned with the material accumulated by British psycho

logists. And even the psycho
-
physical method itself

would carry us only a little way if its results and obser

vations could not continually be checked, supplemented,

and interpreted by what we already know by introspec

tion. One of the foremost representatives of the Eng

lish school of psychology has said, and many will agree

with him,' "in our desire to know ourselves-to frame

some conception of the flow of our feelings and thoughts

-we work at fir by introspection purely; and if at a

later stage we find means of extending and improving

our knowledge, introspection is still our main resort

the Alpha and Omega of psychological inquiry: it is alone

supreme, everything else subsidiary. Its compass is ten

times all the other methods put together, and fifty times

the utmost range of psycho-physics alone."

A history of Thought must accordingly contain some

account of the view which our century has taken of the

introspective method and the value of the inner sense as

a means of enlarging our knowledge.2 This discussion

See Prof. Bain's essay iu' Mind,'
2nd series, vol. ii. p. 42: "The
respective Spheres and mutual
Helps of Introspection and Psy
cho-physical Experiuienv in Psy
chology."

One resultof the modern psycho
physical view, or of the doctrine of

parallelism of physical and mental




states, has been no only to develop
a clearer view of physiological psy
chology, but also to define more
clearly the object of psychology
proper- that is, of the science
which deals with the facts revealed
by introspection. When, in the
middle of the century, the physiol
ogy of the senses attracted the
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will, in a future volume, form one of the appropriate

links which join science to philosophy-which lead us

on from exact to speculative thought. At present I have

to refer to another and very extensive field of research,

into which the natural as well as the speculative

philosopher have been led from opposite sides, and which

especially affords a hopeful prospect for an enlargement

of the psycho-physical view of nature. If the natural

philosopher cannot consistently and fairly enter into the

mysteries of an inner consciousness from which his

opponent-the speculative philosopher-starts; he may

perhaps do so by a roundabout way or a side-door.

As I stated above, the inner world, the psychosis,

which intermittently accompanies the neurosis, the epi-

attention of psychologists in all the
three countries, it became custom

ary to introduce purely psycholog
ical treatises by an exposition of
the psycho-physical relations, in

troducing into psychology chapters
from physiology. The consequence
of this has been that modern works
on psychology have grown to in
ordinate length, and frequently
exhibit a dual aspect and method.
Quite recently it has therefore been
insisted on that psychology can
be written either from the physio
logical or from the purely psycho
logical point of view. A good
example of the latter is Prof. G.
F. Stout's 'Analytic Psychology'
(2 vole., 1896). "Physiological re
sults," he says (vol. i. p. 37), "are

likely to be valuable only in pro.
portion as they are controlled and
criticised by psychological analysis.
This holds good apart from con
sideration of such metaphysical
questions as whether the brain

process is the sole real agency, and
consciousness a mere function, or

consequence, or epi . phenomenon;




or whether consciousness is the
reality of which the correlated
brain-process is a phenomenon, or
whether they are two aspects of
the same fact. Whatever may be
our attitude to such questions, the
psychologist has still his own work
to do on his own lines; and for the
sake of physiology itself, so far as
it entertains the hope of throwing
light on the mechanism of brain
processes, he must attempt to do
it. It is idle to require psychol
ogy to wait for the progress of
physiology. Such a demand is
logically parallel to a demand that
history or biography, or the prac
tical estimate of character and
anticipation of men's actions in
ordinary life, shall come to a stand
still until they have a sufficient,
physiological basis. On this view,
Carlyle should have abstained
from writing his 'French Revol
ution,' because he did not know
what precise configuration and
motion of brain particles deter
mined the actions of the mob who
stormed the Bastille."
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phenomenon which lies on the other side of the phe
nomenon, is not only characterised by a peculiar unity or

centred connectedness which we look for in vain in the

external and physical world; it has also become external 41.
The "objec.

or objective, it has detached itself from the subjective tive mind."

and hidden source from which it sprang, and can be

studied as such in the great creations of language, litera

ture, society, science, art, and religion. Why not study

its nature and its life in these great and undeniable

manifestations, and instead of beginning at the hidden

source, the unknown and indefinable centre, try to reach

this by beginning at the periphery, measuring out the

great circle and learning what it contains?

Ancient philosophy, which found its consummation in

the writings of Aristotle, had already begun this work,

and, in establishing the rules of grammar and logic, had

furnished the material for many modern speculations.

What the ancients had only begun, modern thinkers of

the most opposite schools have been induced to continue

on more methodical lines, and with the more or less

distinct object of learning something definite regarding

that mental life and unity which they have, with little

success, tried long enough to reach by various direct

roads, such as introspection, speculation, physiological

and psycho-physical experiment. Accordingly we find

springing up almost simultaneously in the three coun

tries, ever since the latter part of the eighteenth century,

the study of mankind or of human culture in all its

historical forms. Hume and Adam Smith, Montesquieu,

and the French physiocrats, studied society and the great

fabric of industry and commerce; Cabanis and the "Idéo-
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logues" pointed to the importance of the philosophical

study of language and grammar; the idealistic school in

Germany ended by leading to the study of the objective
mind in history, art, and philosophy; the school of

Herbart in Waitz, Lazarus, and Steinthal led into

"Völkerpsychologie" and "Sprachwissenschaft"; and it

is well known how in our days the synthetic philosophy
of Mr Herbert Spencer in England has entered on the

study of sociology on the large scale. We hear on all

sides of natural histories of mankind, of society, of re

ligion, &c., and they appear either in the modest attire of

the other and older natural histories which we have been

accustomed to, preparing the ground by patient and

unbiassed collection of facts, or they attach themselves

to certain philosophical theories, such as are furnished by

the dialectics of Hegel, or by the evolutionary doctrine

of Darwin and Spencer, in connection with which we shall

meet them in a future section of this work. For it has

been found here, as it had been in the older natural

histories, that the accumulation of facts and materials

was of little use unless some leading idea was at

hand by which it became possible to regulate and

arrange them.

Thus we see how the psycho-physical problem-the

question of the interaction of mind and body, of soul and

nature, of the inner and the outer worlds-is being

attacked from two entirely different sides,-froin the

side of the individual and from that of the collective

life of the human being: the mental principle is being

studied in its inner and hidden existence as the unifying

and centralising factor of individual life, or in its ex-
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ternal manifestations in




history, society, science, art,

industry, and religion,-in fact, in the history of culture

and civilisation. If Bishop Berkeley has, with some

propriety, been called "the historical starting-point" of

psycho-physical investigation of the first kind, the im

portance of that of the second and wider kind is

nowhere more clearly and definitely expressed than

over a century ago-in the writings of Johann Gott-
42.

its study

fried Herder.' His influence in this direction was very
prepared by

erder.

1 The influence of Herder (1744
1S03) on German literature and
thought was fully acknowledged by
his contemporaries, as is testified
by the frequent references to him
in the biographies of nearly all the
eminent men who lived at the end
of the eighteenth and the beginning
of the nineteenth centuries, as also
in the voluminous correspondence
which be carried on with many
eminent coiiteinporaries. Had it
not been for the overpowering and
one-sided influence which the criti
cal, and, later, the transcendental,
schools of thought gained, not
ably at the German universities,
Herder's ideas would have been
more generally acknowledged as
forming, to a very great extent,
the starting-point of many lines of
research which were not exclus
ively controlled by the ruling
philosophies, and which gradually
and imperceptibly united at a later
date to form the more modern
current of German thought.
Herder was much more allied
with the historical studies refer
ring alike to nature, literature,
and culture, than with the critical
and metaphysical systems, being
also well acquainted with con
temporary English thought., as,
intcr a1ic, with the curious writ
ings of Lord Monboddo. Through
Madame de Stal, who was in-




timate with Herder, his writings
were early known in France,
whereas Carlyle's studies in
German literature, though most
valuable and original in their
way, do not give that prominence
to Herder's writings which they
deserve. In more recent times,
after the indefatigable Dtintzer,
through the publication of his
correspondence, had done much
to revive the interest in Her
der, full justice has been done
to his great merit by Rudolf
Haym, whose great work, Herder
nach seinern Leben und seineD
Werken' (2 vols., Berlin, 1885),
is a. perfect mine of luforina
tion. The side of Herder's influ
ence which is not sufficiently
dwelt on by Haym, but which in
terests us most at present,-what
we may call his anthropological
view,-had already been exhaust
ively dealt with by Dr Heinrich
Boebmer in his little - known
Geschicbte cler Eutwickelung der

Nat,urw issenschaftlicheu Welt.an
schauung in Deutsehiand' (Gotha,
1872), who especially draws at
tention to the psycho-physical ideas
of Herder. It has been truly said
that. there is hardly any modern
idea which has found widespread
application that cannot be traced
in the writmgs of Herder; but
Herder had no method, having
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great, and would have been greater had he not lived at

a time when the study of the human mind by the purely

introspective or speculative methods had absorbed all

philosophical interest in England and Germany. His

opposition to the (abstract) subjective philosophy of

Kant and Fichte made him unpopular; he was only

half understood at the time; and only towards the end

of our century have his ideas been recognised as con

taining the dear conception of psycho-physics on the

large scale-i.e., of the natural, history of humanity, the

genesis and evolution of the objective mind.

Herder was a pupil of Kant during his pre-critical

period. He was still more influenced by great

naturalists like Hailer, Buffon, Camper, Somrnering,

Forster, and Blumenbach, who through physiology, com

parative anatomy, and ethnology, attempted to bring the

study of the human race and its mental development into

connection with that of the brute creation, of the

surrounding plant-life, of the characteristics of climate

and soil, and of the great natural features of sky and

landscape. He did not believe that we could study

the great forces of nature and mind from inside or in

the abstract-he desired to follow Hailer's physiology, to

complete and continue it into psychology. Irritability,'

characteristically maintained that
method j8 frequently only a con
vention, and he was deficient in
critical acumen. The German mind
had to go through the severe dis
cipline of the school of mathemati
cal and critical thought, and to
amass an enormous volume of ex

perimental and historical know
ledge, before the brilliant conception
of Herder in his great work 'Ideen




zur Geschichte der Menschheit' (4
pts., 1784-87) could be partially re
alised by A. TOfl Humboldt in his
'Kosmos' (1841.59), and by Lotze
in his 'Microcosinus' (1856.64).
See especially the preface to the
latter.

See above, p. 471, on a similar
development of Hailer's teaching
through Cabani8 in France some
what later in time.
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the highest physical phenomenon of matter, was to be

the starting-point of this psychology. In an early

essay on understanding and sensation (1778) he wrote:

"According to my thinking there is no psychology

possible which is not at every step definite physiology.

Hailer's physiological work once raised to psychology,

and, like Pygmalion's statue, enlivened with mind, we

shall be able to say something about Thought and

Sensation."
1

But this psycho-physiological view was not limited to

the study of the individual: it widened out and em

braced the whole of mankind; nature on a large scale

had to be observed; historical records had to be collected

on all sides; origins had to be studied and the elementary

forces followed up in the beginnings of poetry, art, and

religion. Materials were gathered everywhere from his

torians, chroniclers, travellers, primitive records, and the

voices of the peoples." All this was to furnish the

materials for a "History of Mankind." "In many

"Vom Erkennen und Emp
finden der znenschlicheu Seele"
(1778), in the 9th vol. of the
Works of Herder ('Abtheiluug
ur Philo8ophie und Geschichte'
1828). To give an idea of Herder's
anticipation of modern views, see
p. 10: "We cannot penetrate
deeper into the genesis of sensa
tion than to the remarkable phen
omenon called by Hailer 'Reiz.'
The irritated fibre contracts and
expands again; perhaps a 'stamen,'
the first, growing sparklet of sensa
tion, towards which dead matter
has purified itself by many steps
and stages of mechanism and or
ganisation." Many passages could
be quoted from Herders 'Ideeu,'
&c., and other writings, anticipating




modern Darwinian ideas, such as
those of the struggle for existence,
and even of automatic selection. See
Prof. J. Sully's appreciative article
on Herder in the 'Ency. Brit.'
(9th ed.), and notably Fr. von
Bärenbach, 'Herder als Vorgiuger
Darwin's' (Berlin, 1877). Haym
('Herder,' vol. ii. p. 209) objects to
this extreme view of Herder as a
forerunner of Darwin on the ground
that, according to the former, no
animal in its development ever for
sook that adjustment of organic
forces peculiar to it, nature having
kept each being within the limits
of its type. Accordingly, Herders
evolutionism would be more akin to
that of K. E. von Baer than to
that of Darwin and Haeckel.
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43. parts," he says,1 "my book shows that one cannot as
His 'Histon,
of Mankind'

yet write a philosophy of human history, but that per

haps one may write it at the end of our century or

of our chiliad."

And indeed the whole of our own century has been

busy in carrying out this prophetic programme of

Herder's, consciously as planned by him in Germany

unconsciously and independently in other countries. As

a counterpart to the introspective labours of Kant and

their followers, a large array of naturalists, historians,

philologists, and ethnologists have in the spirit of Herder

ransacked every corner of the globe and every monument

of history with the distinct object of tracing there the

physical basis and the workings of that inner and hidden

principle which we call the human mind. In doing this,

they or their numerous followers, who belonged to a

generation which knew not Herder, have strayed far away

from the common starting-point, and have frequently lost

themselves in the bewildering details of special research.

Above all, in the country to which Herder belonged, a
44.

Separation separation set in early in the century between what have
of natural
and mental been termed the natural and the mental sciences. The
sciences.




former came more and more under the sway of the

mathematical spirit, which, as I showed in an earlier

chapter, turned the eyes of its votaries away from their

own national scientific literature to that of their neigh

bout's-first to France, latterly to England. The mental

sciences, on the other hand,-history, philology, the social

sciences,-came under the influence of exactly those phil

osophical ideas which Herder never understood nor assimi-

See the preface to the first part of the 'Ideeii,' 1784.
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lated:
1
the critical spirit of Kant, and the constructive

canons of his successors, each of these distinct and separate

movements, supplied exactly what was wanting in the"

prophetic, not to say dithyrambic, utterances of Herder;

they supplied coherence and method. Earlier chapters
of this book have shown how the mathematical spirit

has permeated and revolutionised the natural sciences,

and latterly how it has, in the science of psycho-physics,

led philosophers back to the problem which Herder had

adniubrated at the end of the previous century. A

second large department of my task will consist in

showing how what in Germany are called the mental

sciences have been developed independently of the

natural sciences, how the study of the mind as such-

1
During the latter part of his

life Herder was occupied to a great
extent with those publications in
which he gave expression to the
opposition which he consistently
maintained to the critical writings
of his master Kant. His two princi
pal works referring to this are 'Eine
Metakritik zur Kritik der Reinen
Vernunft' (2 parts, 1799) and 'Kal
ligone' (1800). Kant had reviewed
the first volume of Herder's greatest
work, the 'Ideen,' anonymously
criticising the absence of logical
acumen and clear definitions, and
also the attempt towards a genetic
as opposed to a critical treatment
of the intellect, the former being
an enterprise "which transcends
the powers of human reason, whe
ther the latter gropes with phy8i
ology as a leader, or attempt.s to
soar with metaphysics." In the
second part of the 'Ideen' Herder
had taken up a polemical attitude
to Kant's teachings, and Kant had

again reviewed it, dwelling upon
the uncritical manner in which
Herder had built up his hypotheses




on unsifted material gathered from
all sides. In the 'Metakritik'
Herder, irritated by what he con.
8idered the arrogance of the Kant
Ian school, undertook to put into
systematic form his criticism of
Kant's principal work, following
to a great extent the suggestions
thrown out by a mutual friend of
himself and Kant, Johann Georg
Hamanu (1730-80), and falling back
upon the earlier philosophies of
Spinoza and Leibniz on the one
side, and upon the common-sense
philosophy of the Scottish school on
the other, seeking for a solution
of the problems raised by both,
not in abstract reasoning, but in
the realism of the concrete and the
historical sciences, in the 'Kal
ligone,' Herder similarly attacks
Kant's csthetfcal philosophy ('Kri
tik der Urtheiiskraft,' 1790), which
had been enthusiastically received
in Herder's immediate neighbour
hood by Schiiler. A full account of
these controversies will be found in
the 2nd vol. of Haym's work.
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in its individual aid collective existence-has proceeded

when separated from that of nature. This survey will

start with exactly that movement ? thought which was

so distasteful to Herder, the critical inquiry of Kant,

and it will follow this up to the point when in our days

a junction has again been attempted, not unlike in spirit

to that dreamt of by Herder, though very much more

accurate and precise in method. There is, moreover, one

special problem where this has been markedly the case;

one phenomenon stands out pre-eminently; it belongs

equally to the realm of nature and of mind. After

being independently attacked by philosophers, naturalists,

travellers, philologists, and latterly by physicists, it has

revealed itself as the psycho-physical problem par ex

cellence; and it is exactly that which Herder himself

45. treated with special attention. This phenomenon is that

of human speech-the problem of language.'

The problem of language and
the question of its origin inde

pendently occupied thinkers in the
three countries in the latter half of
the eighteenth century. In France
the followers of Locke, notably
Condillac ('Essai our i'origine des
connaiseances humaines,' vol. ii.),
wrote on the subject, while Rouaeau
opposed them ('Sur l'inégalit
parini lea hommes,' 1754). In

Germany the Pastor Süssmilch, of
whom I shall have more to say in
the next chapter, wrote an elab
orate work to prove the divine
origin of language ('Beweis (lass
der Ursprung der Menschiichen
Sprache Göttlich eel,' Berlin, 1776).
In order to settle the question the
Academy of Berlin offered, in the
year 1769, a prize in the following
terms: "En eupposant lee horn nie
abandonnéa Ii leurs facultSs natu-




relies, sont-ils en t,at d'iuventer
is langage? et par quels inoyens
parviendront-ilsd'eux-mérnes a.cette
invention?" a problem which Her
der characterised as a "truly philo
sophical one, and one eminently
suited for me." He had already
following Hamanu-thought much
about the subject, and he proposes,
in his prize essay, which was sub
sequently crowned by the Academy.
to prove the necessary genesis of

language as a firm philosophical
truth." A short time after Her
der had written his essay (1771),
there appeared in England, by
James Burnett, Lord Monboddo, a
work 'On the Origin and Progress
of Language' (1773), in which he
refers to the ideas of James Harris
in his work 'Hermes; or a Philo
sophical Enquiry concerning Lan
guage and Universal Grammar'
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In no department of knowledge has the scientific

spirit worked a greater change than in the science of

language. With the exception of suggestions by Leibniz,

who clearly saw the necessity of founding the theory of

language on a broader basis than the small number of

classical and modern tongues then current afforded,

and of some glimpses of a correcter view such as those

contained in the much ridiculed writings of Lord Mon

boddo, we find, up to the end of the eighteenth century,

hardly any attempt towards a methodical treatment of

the great problem. Philosophical theories and vague

etymologies, amounting frequently to little more than

punning with words, brought the subject into ridicule.

Herder has the great merit of having urged the im

portance of the study of language and literature in

primitive forms 1 as the great gateway into anthropology

(1751). The question attracted con- to avail himself of a knowledge of
siderable attention, partly through Sanskrit.
the eccentricities of Lord Mon- 1 This refers to the second great-
boddo, of which it has been well eat work of Herder, his collection
said that they appeared more of popular songs, published under
ridiculous to his own than they the 8ignificaut title of "Voices of
would to the present age, partly the Peoples" ('Stimmen der Völker
through the controversy which in Liedern,' 1778), a work which
arose shortly after on the publi. had the greatest influence on
cation of Home Tooke's celebrated German literature as well as on
wE7rEa lrrEpóEv'rci, or the Diversions modern philological studies. See
of Purley' (1786). Herder was Benfey, be. cit., p. 316, &c. That
acquainted with Monboddo's work, the publication of the 'Percy
having occasioned a translation of Ballads' (1765), of Macpherson's
it to be made and written a preface 'Ossian,' and of Lowth's 'Lectures
(1787) ; but he does not seem to on Hebrew Poetry' (1753), formed
have taken any notice of Home a great stimulus to Herder in his
Tooke (1736-1812), who, as the historical and poetical studies is
historian of the science of ]ang- shown by Haym in many extracts
uage (Theodor Benfey, 'Gescbichte and passages, also in the prefaces
der Sprachwisseuschaft,' Mtinchen, of Herder himself and of his

1869) says, would, for his novel editor, Job. von MUller (Herder's
ideas and method, deserve to be 'Werke,' 1828, 'Zur schonen

put at the entrance of the modern Literatur und Kunst,' vols. vii.

linguistic epoch, had he been able and 'iii.)
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and the science of humanity. Through his writings

there rose two distinct views both fruitful for thought,

the phiosophico-historical and the strictly scientific. His

immediate successors, or rather those who unconsciously

imbibed the spirit of his writings, took up the former

line. The great development of classical philology in

the school of Wolf, the discovery of Sanskrit and the

new field of oriental philology, for a time threw the

purely scientific aspect into the background. Yet at

the same time with Wilhelm von Humboldt and his

philosophical interests in comparative philology, we find

his brother Alexander giving a large share of his atten

tion to the unknown languages of the New World, of

which he has been called "the scientific discoverer."

But the real beginnings of an exact treatment of the

treatment problem
Its

of speech were laid by one who did not come

under the conscious influence of Herder, though he came

under that of Goethe. By Johannes MUller it was

carried further, and it was completed by some of his

most illustrious pupils and followers-Bonders, Brucke,

Helmholtz, and Ozermak of Vienna. Through the

anatomical and physiological labours of these and other

naturalists, joined to the physical analysis of musical

notes and sounds contained in the great work of

Helniholtz on Acoustics, aided by such instruments as

the laryngoscope or throat-mirror, and the wonderful

inventions of the phonograph and phonautograph, the

organ of speech is now known to be a complicated wind

instrument by which pure notes and an almost infinite

variety of nasal, labial, dental, palatal, guttural, and other

sounds can be produced which form the phonetic ele-
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ments of speech. Simultaneously the discovery by Broca,

in 1861, of the speech centre in the brain marked an

epoch on the physiological Bide-1 A new science, called

Phonetics or Phonology, has sprung up, and is now 47-
Phonetics.

universally admitted to have created the modern science

of language.
2 In addition to this physiological and

physical basis, the superstructure of the science of

This localisation places the
speech centre in "a very circum
scribed portion of the cerebral

hemispheres, and more especially
of the left. This portion is situate
on the upper edge of the Sylvian
Fissure, opposite the island of
Reil, and occupies the posterior
half, probably only the posterior
third, of the third frontal convolu
tion" (Brcica, 'Bulletins de la
Sociét anatomique,' 186]). The

discovery resulted from the ex
aminatiou of the brain of patients
who had been afflicted with "aph
asia," which is accompanied with
"a lesion of the posterior half of
the thud, left or right, frontal con
volution, nearly always-nineteen
times out of twenty-of the left
convolution." The phenomenon
of aphasia has ever since been
one of the great psycho-physical
problems bringing together the
most refined and intricate physi
ological, psychological, and linguis
tic analyses. To begin with, we
have to distinguish n.otor aphasia
and cnsorij aphasia. "Our know

ledge of this disease has had three

stages: we may talk of the period
of Broca, the period of Wernicke,
and the period of Charcot. Wer
nicke (1874) was the first to dis
criminate those cases in which the

patient cannot crcn understand
speech from those in which he can
understand, only not talk; and to
ascribe the former condition to
lesion of the temporal lobe. The




condition in question is word-deaf.
'ness, and the disease is auditory
aphasia. . . . The minuter analy
sis of the facts in the light of
individual differences constitute
Charcot's contribution towards
clearing up the subject" (James,
'Principles of Psychology,' vol. i.
. 54).
2 In the modern science of lan

guage we have one among the
many cases where a historical or
philosophical science is becoming
an exact science by attaching itself
to physics and physiology. On
the other aide we have the great
movement initiated by Darwin in
the purely natural sciences, which,
as was shown above, relies on the
historical collection of facts and
the judicious critical sifting of evi
dence. "It is phonology," says
Prof. Sayce ('Introduction to the
Science of Language,' 2 vols., 1880,
chap. iv.), "which has created the
modern science of language, and
phonology may therefore be forgiven
if it has claimed more than right
fully belongs to it or forgotten that
it, is but one side and one branch
of the master science itself.
It is when we pass from the out
ward vesture of speech to the
meaning which it clothes, that the
science of language becomes a his
torical one. The inner meaning
of speech is the reflection of the
human mind, and the development
of the human mind must be stud
ied historically."
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language has likewise been stated to be no longer a

historical or a philosophical, but to have become a

physical, science. It is true that, as with other natural

sciences, so also in this case, the morphological, genetic,
and biological aspects can be specially studied; also

analogies can be drawn betweeen geology and glossology
as to their mode of inductive reasoning. The great

authority who first took up this novel position was the

late Prof. August Schicicher of Jena, and the same has

to a great extent been simultaneously adopted by Max

Muller in his celebrated 'Lectures on the Science of

Language.' It is interesting to note that Schleicher

wrote on the 'Morphology of Language' in the same

year in which the 'Origin of Species' appeared, and that

he recognised very early the importance of Darwin's

work for the science of language.1 This became still

more evident on the publication, twelve years later,

of the 'Descent of Mau,' and of 'The Expression of the

On August Schleicher (1821
68) see a very valuable article in
the 'Ailgemeine Deutsche Bio
graphie' (vol. xxxi. p. 402 sqq.) by
Johannes Schmidt. Very different
currents of modern thought, such
as we shall in the sequel frequently
have to represent as opposed to
each other, the study of the classical
and of the modern languages, of
critical and comparative philology,
the historical and the exact spirit,
Hegelianism and Darwinism-i.e.,
logical and mechanical evolution
-the influence of Grimm, Ritachi,
and Bopp, of botany and gram
mar, combined to generate in this
remarkable man the conception
of linguistic as a natural science
in contradistinction from phil
ology as a historical science. The




principal works in which he de
veloped his original view were:
'Die deutsche Sprache' (1860);
'Compendium der vergleicbenden
Grammatik der indogermaniechen
Sprachen'(1861); 'Die Darwin'sche
Thenrie und die Sprachwissenchaft'
(1863); and 'Ueber die Bedeutung
der Sprache für die Naturgeschichte
de8 Meuschen' (1865). Scbleichers
ideas have been taken up in France,
notably by Abel Hovelacque ( La
Liuguistique,' 4° ed., 1857), who
says of him that "he had com
pletely liberated himself from meta
physical aspirations" (p. 6). On
the one-sidedness of the purely
physical theory of language see
Sayce, 'Introd. to the Science
Language' (1880), vol. i. p. 76.
&c.
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Emotions in Man and Animals' a year after. These

writings did more than any others to impress upon

philosophers the genetic or historical view, the existence

of an unbroken chain or transition from the lower to the

higher and the highest forms of animal structures, and

culminated in the well-known expression of Darwin, that

"in a series of forms graduating insensibly from some

ape-like creature to man as he now exists, it would be

impossible to fix at any definite point when the term

man' ought to be used."' This dictum has been the

theme on which endless variations have been played

down to the present day-Prof. Ernest Haeckel's address

to the Congress of Zoology at Cambridge in 1898 being

the latest summary of the physical aspect of the problem.

But the problem has also a psycho-physical side, and this

"aspect is concentrated in the problem of language. Even

those philologists who, like August Schleicher and Max

MUller, look upon the science of language as a natural

science, bring in at this point the accumulated and

weighty evidence of the historicaj, psychological, and

philosophical researches into the growth and development

of human speech and human thought, as absolutely

neoativing the possibility of a gradual tinsition from the 4s.
The dividing

brute to the human creation. To the latter, language, line between
man and

which he considers to be the union of definite concepts
brute.

with definite names, is the Rubicon which cannot be

crossed,2 the chasm which divides that portion of the

1 'Descent of Man,' 1st ed., vol.
i. p. 235.

See Max Muller, 'The Science
of Thought,' passim, notably chap.
iv. p. 177, where he quotes and
maintains his dictum of 1861 ('Lec-tures




on the Science of Language,'
vol. 1. p. 403): "Language is our
Rubicon, and no brute will dare to
cross it." Referring to Schleicher,
he says (p. 164) : "Professor
Schleicher, though an enthusiastic
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living creation which is capable of an unlimited develop

ment and an external realisation of its inner life from

that which has no mental history or development: it is

the point of discontinuity in the physical development.

The study of language in its physical and mental aspects

-i.e., in phonetics and in sematology-affords, accord

ing to this view, the only means of penetrating from

outside into the inner world of thought: it is the

psycho-physical problem par excellence-the "Science of

Thought."

Inasmuch as in this latest development of psycho

physics the whole of the accumulated material and

most of the arguments have been drawn from the his

torical and philological researches of such thinkers as

Schiegel, W. von. Humboldt, Bopp, Grimm, and their

followers, who were without exception trained, not in

the mathematical but in the philosophical schools of

Thought which ruled in the earlier part of our century,

the further consideration of their ideas belongs properly

to that portion of this work which will deal specially

with philosophical thought and its application in such

separate branches as are presented, inter alia, by the

historical sciences.

admirer of Darwin, observed once
jokingly, but not without a deep
irony, 'If a pig were ever to say to
me, "I am a pig," it would ipso
facto cease to be a pig.' This shows
how strongly he felt that language
was out of the reach of any animal,
and constituted the exclusive or
specific property of man. I do not
wonder that Darwin and other
philosophers belonging to his school
should not feel the difficulty of




language as it was felt by Prof.
Schleicher, who, though a
Dar-winian,was also one of our best
students of the science of language.
But. those who know best. what
language is, and still more, what
it presupposes, cannot, however
Darwinian they may be on other
points, ignore the veto which, as
yet, that science enters against the
last. step in Darwin's philosophy."
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It now only remains for me to sum up in a few words 49.
Snmmftry

the leading conceptions which the psycho-physical view of

nature has forced upon us. In the last chapter I showed

how the study of life has in the course of our century

more and more brought out the conviction that life is a

continuous, a ubiquitous, and a unique phenomenon;

an exhaustive or even a working definition of life being

so far hardly possible. In this chapter we have learnt,

by following the psycho
-
physical lines of research, to

distinguish another and peculiar side of the higher forms

of living matter, that which is commonly called the

mental, inner, or self - conscious side. This appeared,

when viewed externally, as a discontinuous epi-pheno

menon-" eine Begleiterseheinung "-of some very com

plex physiological processes and anatomical arrangements

of living matter, and as such it exhibits a property with

which we are otherwise not familiar in the visible pheno

mena of nature-namely, discontinuity. Viewed exter

nally, the inner phenomena, which we comprise under

the term "mind," appear and disappear, their continuity

being preserved in association with the permanence of

the external substratum or basis to which they are

attached, and internally regained by the indefinable pro

perty of memory. But inasmuch as we have not only an

external but also an internal knowledge of at least some

of these epi-phenomena, we have had forced upon us an

entirely different view of this inner life, of mind. To

the inner view there exists in self-conscious beings a

centre of relatedness-a special kind of unity which we

call individuality or personality; and this inner unity is

capable of being externalised or made objective in the
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mental life of mankind, language being the great instru

ment by which this is accomplished. In this external

or objective existence-which, however, is only intel

ligible to beings which form a part of it-that con

tinuity is regained which in the existence of every

individual is continually being interrupted and in danger

of being lost. Psycho-physical research reveals to us

the existence of a unity different from that visible in

merely external or physical nature,-a centred unity

which is something else than the sum of parts in a

mathematical whole. Through this process of cen

tralisation and externalisation there has been formed

in the physical world, or in nature, a new world

the world of mind, which is continually growing in

contrast to the former, which only changes without

increasing or losing its two constituents, matter and

energy.

This new world within the old one, this creation of

man, forms indeed a portion of nature-it is the micro

cosm in the macrocosm. It might be investigated by

the usual methods of exact research; and the science of

anthropology, with its many branches, proposes to study

it in the same way as natural history in modern times

has studied the social life of certain animals, such as

bees, ants, and beavers. Inasmuch, however, as the exact

methods do not lead very far, and have continually to

appeal to the interpretations of psychology, gained by

personal experience and introspective methods,' it seems

Prof. E. Hering ('Ueber das the physiologist is only a physicist
Gedichtnis ale eine aligemeine he ttauds in a one-sided position
Funktion der organischen Materie,' to the organic world. This one
Vienna, 1870) says: "So long as sidednesa is extreme but quite
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more practical to range the whole of these researches

within that great realm of thought which starts with a

distinct recognition of conscious individual life as its

source and centre. As such, in fact, these researches

have been till quite recently carried on, and the main

lines of their recent development belong accordingly to

philosophic as distinguished from scientific or exact

thought.

The three great facts, however, which even the exact The'
facts im.

treatment of mental phenomena has impressed upon us pressedby

-namely, the existence of centralised material systems,

termed "individuals," the discontinuity of their inner

life as viewed from outside, and the phenomenon of its

growing external manifestation - have driven natural

philosophers to form some explanation, or at least to

venture upon a definition of this hidden principle,

which shows itself in the highest forms of living matter,

and which, though discontinuous to the external observer,

acquires in the aggregate of human society a continuous

and ever growing reality and development. Two dis-

legitimate. A the crystal to

the mineralogist, the vibrating

string to the student of acoustics,
so also the animal, and even man,

is to the physicist only a piece of

matter. That the animal experi
eUce3 pleasure and pain-that with

the material life of the human

frame are connected the joys and

sorrows of a soul and the vivid

intellectual life of a consciousness;
this cannot change the animal and

human body for the physical
student into anything other than

it is -a material complex subject
to the unalterable laws which

govern also the stone and the

eubstance of the plant, a material




complex whose external and in
ternal movements are causally as
rigidly connected amongst each
other, and with the movements
of the environment, as the work.
ing of a machine is with the
revolution of its wheels (p. 4).
Thus the physiologist as physicist.
But he stands behind the scene,
and while he painfully examines
the mechanism and the busy doings
of the actors behind the drop.
scenes, he misses the sense of the
whole which the spectator easily
recognises from the front. Could
the physiologist not, for once,
change his position?" (p. 5.
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tinet views have been evolved by modern science on

this matter.

The one emphasises the fact of the discontinuity of

mental-i.e., conscious-life, regards it as an ultimate

fact, as a mystery beyond which we cannot travel. This

idea presents itself in various forms, and has been

notably insisted on-with very varying philosophical

inferences-by Du Bois-Reymond in Germany, by Mr

A. R. Wallace, and quite recently by the late Prof. St

George Mivart in England.

The other takes refuge in the hypothesis of un

conscious or subconscious mental life, and again with

very different philosophical inferences assumes that all

physical existence has an inner side which only under

certain favourable conditions rises into the light of self

knowledge or consciousness. The late W. K. Clifford's

"mind-stuff" theory, as also the speculations of Fechner

and of Prof. Haeckel, are types of this view, which has

been consistently and connectedly elaborated in Hart

mann's 'Philosophy of the Unconscious.'

These speculations can be summed up under the title

The Creed of Science," and as such will occupy us later

on in one of the chapters on the Philosophical Thought
of the century.

By many natural philosophers it is felt that the time

has not yet come to arrive scientifically at any definite

i. conclusions on these last questions. Sufficient facts have
Transition
tO8ttistic8. not been collected; or even if collected, they have not

yet been classified and tabulated. This is especially the

case with the vast materials referring to the collective

life of mankind. Leibniz had in his time foretold the
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necessity of extensive statistical information before

building theories. In one instance, that of language,

his advice was followed with signal success.

But even some of the purely physical sciences, like

meteorology, are still almost entirely limited to statistical

information.

Statistics have thus become a very important depart

ment of knowledge, and before taking leave of the exact

lines of thought, it will be well to note more precisely

the part which these have played in our age, as also the

methods by which they proceed. This will be the

object of the next chapter, which will accordingly deal

with the Statistical View of Nature.
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CHAPTER XIL

ON THE STATISTICAL VIEW OF NATURE.

I HAVE now treated of the several grand and general

aspects under which the objects of nature can be

scientifically regarded, and have tried to show how

these aspects, not unknown to former ages, have never

theless, in the course of the nineteenth century, become

more definite, and accordingly more useful, as means for

describing, measuring, and, in many cases, predicting

phenomena. It is true that the two last chapters,

which dealt with the phenomena of Life and Mind,

had to take notice of a principle or of principles which

have hardly yet received any scientific definition at all,

and which in the progress of the sciences which deal

with them have played rather a negative part. It

has been mainly by eliminating the conceptions of life

i. and of mind as special agencies, factors, or entities that
Life and
Mind as the scientific study of living and conscious beings has
limiting 0
conceptions.

progressed; by showing more and more how an accurate

and useful knowledge of much of their nature and

behaviour can be gained with the aid of the methods

adopted in other scientific inquiries, which we may
call mechanical.
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Scientific inquiry in biology and psycho-physics has

thus advanced on the lines indicated in the earlier

chapters, where it was shown how several positive
scientific conceptions have been gained, defined, and

applied. These conceptions are all generalisations based

upon definite observable facts of nature, such as attrac

tion, atomic constitution, motion (rectilinear, periodic,
and rotational), energy, form, and change of form,' and

they have given rise to great branches of science, con

taining special methods of thought and reasoning. They
have all shown themselves accessible, in a greater or

less degree, to mathematical treatment, and have con

sequently been the means of introducing the exact

scientific spirit into large fields of research, into ever

The statement in the text is
not strictly correct; for of the six
definite conceptions mentioned we
really, even in single cases, only
see two exemplified-viz., motion
and form. Neither attraction, nor
the atom, nor energy, nor
develop-mentis, even in single cases,
observable, though, with the ex
ception of energy, they are very
early and very familiar abstrac
tions. This remark may suggest
that motion and form are, at least
for the present, the simplest and
most obvious conceptions into
which we can analyse or resolve
all external observations, and that
consequently kinetics and mor
phology may be the fundamental
sciences, the first. in natural phil
osophy, the latter in natural his
tory or biology in the widest sense.
That. a kinetic view will gradually
supervene in natural philosophy
is, I think, generally admitted.
It seems less generally conceded
that morphology will supervene in
biology; especially as all the rage




is just now for evolution and de
velopment. But as development
must start from something, it is
likely that it will lead back to
morphology. As tending in this
direction I read the expositions of
Lotze, Claude Bernard, and the
"Organicist8." Organisation must
mean a certain arrangement, and
arrangement 18 ultimately the same
as order, structure, or form. It
may mean something more-viz.,
unity or centredness; but this is a
conception not capable of a purely
mechanical or geometrical defini
tion; we know of it only through
introspection. A great deal has
been written on Morphology and
Morphogenesis by that very sug
gestive author, Hans Driesch; see
a list of his writings, supra, p. 456
note. I here only refer to them;
for, being myself unable clearly to
apprehend his main drift, I hesitate
to quote him as confirming the
argument of this note. The reader
must judge for himself.
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widening circles of phenomena and events. This has

been most decidedly the case with the sciences in which

the law or formula of gravitation has become the leading

principle. As we advanced on the other lines of

thought, marked by the conceptions of atomism, of

the various forms of motion and of energy, this sub

jection to precise formulae became less perfect, more

complicated and hypothetical, whilst the study of the

typical forms of natural objects, and even more of

their genesis and developments, opened out a field

for much conjecture and fanciful reasoning, amid which

little more than the general outlines of a definite theory

could be established. Lastly, in applying these various

conceptions to the phenomena of the living and self

conscious creation, we have struck upon the limiting

ideas of life and mind, of which, from a purely external

point of view, little more can be said than that they

indicate to us the existence among natural objects of a

unity of a different kind from that which we can under

stand mechanically as the sum of many parts. In the

higher forms this unity revealed itself to us through the

analogy of our own inner life as a peculiar kind of

centralisation, discontinuous when viewed from outside,

but possessing, when viewed from another side, a con

tinuity, connectedness, and capacity of unlimited growth

of its own which is the special object of the psycho

logical and historical sciences. These characteristics

belong to the great realm of philosophical as dis

tinguished from exact scientific thought.

ReuI Before entering on this other great branch of our
abstmet

subject, we may well pause for a moment and cast
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a general and unbiassed glance at the world outside,

leaving our study, our observatory, our laboratory, our

dissecting- or our measuring-room, and ask ourselves

the simple question, By the work carried on in these

various secluded places, in the "sapientum templa
serena," how much of the world outside have we really
learnt to comprehend, or even only to describe and

picture to ourselves correctly and completely? The

answer is hardly encouraging. The first thing we

notice in stepping out of our door is a phenomenon
still as incalculable as it has ever been, and yet bound

up with the enjoyment of our lives and the success

of our work as much as ever-the weather. What do

we know of it which is practically reliable and useful?

The reply must be, "Next to nothing." Some general
astronomical and some more detailed physical and

chemical relations permit us to describe a few general

meteorological and a few recurring seasonable events, but

scarcely with more practical detail and certainty than the

unscientific ancients or the untaught children of nature

of to-day. We know in general the cause of storms, of

changes of temperature, of the seasons, of rain, hail,

drought, and cold, but we do not know much more of

the exact when and where of these various changes
than did our forefathers. The natural atmosphere and

climate which surround us are still elements of con

jecture and uncertainty.

Assume, however, that we go a step further, and

having accustomed ourselves to take the weather, good

or bad, as it is, enter into the artificial atmosphere and

surroundings of practical life, of industry, trade, and
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commerce, of politics and society, in which most of us

have to spend the larger portion of the working hours of

our existence. We can again put the question, What do

we know with certainty of the changes and vicissitudes

of this artificial atmosphere which surrounds us; what

of the chances of a fall or rise in prices, of increased

or lessened demand, of impending labour troubles, of the

risks even of famine, fire, shipwreck, disease, or war?

Again we may say that in general we know the proxi
mate causes, natural or artificial, which may bring them

about, but the exact when and where of their occurrence

is so slightly known to us that such knowledge is of little,

if of any, practical value, and proceeds, moreover, where

it exists, more from general good sense and practical

experience than from the discoveries of science. Indeed,

the latter have, through the wonderful applications in

the inventions of arts and crafts, tended to make our

artificial atmosphere more complex, liable to more rapid
and more drastic changes, and accordingly its features

less permanent and less calculable and reliable.

8. Thus, in spite of the wonderful increase of scientific
Uncertainty .
in the con- knowledge and the general diffusion of scientific thoughtcrete.




in the course of the century, uncertainty is still the

main and dominant characteristic of our life in nature

and society; the atmosphere and climate of each are as

fickle and changeable, as incalculable and unreliable, as

ever. Neither the great law of gravitation nor the

fixed proportions of chemistry, neither the intricate

doctrine of undulations nor the conception of energy,
neither the knowledge of typical forms of nature nor that

of their orderly evolution, has, in the hands of those who
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govern, regulate, and fashion the practical work of life

and society, become an instrument of personal use and

daily importance. Statesmen, legislators, organisers of

men, captains of industry, contractors, practical engineers,

colonisers, pioneers, and leaders of all kinds are still

mostly ignorant of these scientific ideas. They regard

them from a distance, themselves relying mainly on

common-sense, on personal experience, or on the innate

but indefinable impulses of individual genius; pro

fessional, scientific knowledge is only one, and hardly the

most important, of the many agencies with which they

deal and which they have to take into account.

And yet, in spite of this fact that the ordinary routine 4.
Scientific

of life is a very different process from the ways of spirit in
business.

science, we must admit that the scientific spirit very

largely pervades the business of to-day. You cannot

enter any commercial, shipping, or general trading office

without being struck with the number of carefully pre

pared charts, tables, and statistical registers of all kinds

of curves showing the rise and fall of prices, the produc

tion and consumption, the stocks and values of metals,

coal, grain, chemicals, cotton, and produce of every kind;

and in quite recent years, not only material things of all

sorts, but the intangible thing called energy-after

supplanting the older term horse-power-has become the

subject of elaborate tabular and graphical registration.

The streets of even the smaller towns in every civilised

country show, besides the sign-boards of shops, offices,

and banks, an increasing array of insurance firms, whose

whole business depends on elaborate calculations, based

on long tables of births, deaths, marriages, shipwrecks.
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and other casualties. The daily newspapers bring us

weather charts with isothermic, isobaric, and other lines,

on which they found weather predictions or storm

warnings. Surely, if counting, measuring, and culculat

ing are the elementary processes of the scientific method,

it must be admitted that the latter has permeated our

practical life to an enormous extent. Thus the question
can be asked, If the calculating spirit is so general, how

does it come about that in its application to life and

commerce it has led to so much grasp but to so little

certainty; whereas in science itself it has led to so much

actual and reliable knowledge? How does its application

in practice differ from that in theory? The answer to

this question is not far to seek, and it will introduce us to

a special branch of science, to a special form of scientific

thought which again is, if not a creation of the nineteenth

century, yet one of its characteristic developments.

That which everywhere oppresses the practical man

is the great number of things and events which pass

ceaselessly before him, and the flow of which he cannot

arrest. What he requires is the grasp of large numbers.

The successful scientific explorer has always been the man

who could single out some special thing for minute and

detailed investigation, who could retire with one definite

object, with one fixed problem into his study or labor

atory and there fathom and unravel its intricacies, rising

by induction or divination to some rapid generalisation

which allowed him to establish what is termed a law

or general aspect from which he could view the whole

or a large part of nature. The scientific genius can

"stay the moment fleeting"; he can say to the object
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of his choice, "Ah, linger still, thou art so fair"; he

can fix and keep the star in the focus of his telescope,

or protect the delicate fibre and nerve of a decaying

organism from succumbing to the rapid disintegration

of organic change. The practical man cannot do this;

he is always and everywhere met by the crowd of facts,

by the relentlessly hurrying stream of events. What

he requires is grasp of numbers, leaving to the pro- 5.
The science

fessional man the knowledge of detail. Thus has arisen of large
numbers.

the science of large numbers or statistics,1 and the many

methods of which it is possessed. It will form the

subject of the present chapter.

I Gottfriecl Achenwall (1719
1772) is commonly termed the
"father" of statistics. This, how
ever, is hardly correct, either in
relation to teaching or to the
practical part of the subject, or even
so far as the name is concerned.
In connection with administration
statistics existed in antiquity.
They were taught by the celebrated

professor, Conring, the elder con

temporary and rival of Leibniz,
and the name occurs in the
seventeenth century in the 'Micro
scopium statisticum, quo status
imperil Romano - Germanici rep.
r&csen tatur auct. Heleno Politano'
(1672). By Achenwall and his
suceesor, Ludwig August Schlözer
(1735.1809), statistics were treated
in connection with history. The
latter says, "Statistics are history
standing still, and history is sta
tistics put in motion." See on
this subject, Wegele, 'Geschichte
dei' deutschen Historiographie'
(Mttncheii, 1885), p. 793 ; also
Rocher, 'Gesehiclite der National
Oekonomik' (ibid., 1874), p. 466.
A very valuable and exhaustive
account. of the etymology and




gradual change of meaning of the
words "statist" and statistics will
be found in Dr V. John,
'Geschichte der Statistik,' 1. Theil.
(Stuttgart, 1884), pp. 3 - 14. He
divides the history of the subject
down to Quetelet into that of the
"German University Statistics,"
following in the lines of Conring,
Achenwal], and Schlözer, also called
the "Gottingen School," and that
of statistics as an exact, an
enumerative science, which he calls
the modern science of statistics. It
appears that in English also the
two meanings of the word are ex
emplified in the older use of the
term "statist" by Shakespeare
(" Hamlet," v. 2. ; "Cymbeline," ii.
4.) and Webster, in which sense it
meant simply "statesman"; and the
modern title 'Statist,' for a 8tatis
tical and financial periodical. Nor
must we forget that England has in
her 'Liber judiciarius seu censualis
Willelmi I., regis Auglic,' called
'Domesday - book' (1083-86), as
David Hume says, "the most
valuable piece of antiquity pos
sessed by any nation" ('fist. of

England,' chap. iv.)
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The grasp of large numbers, the methodical array of

figures and the registration of events, would in itself be

of little use were it not for a fundamental assumption
which appeals to common-sense and has been confirmed

by science, though it is hardly anywhere expressly stated

-namely, the belief in a general order, in a recurrent

regularity or a slow but continuous change and orderly

development of the things and events of the world.

Science, in the different aspects which we have so far

passed in review, tries to give a definite expression to

this general Order, to this all-pervading rule and regu

larity. Statistics and the practical use of them limit

themselves to the bare fact that such order and regular

ity do exist, though the formula or reason for them

may be unknown or unknowable. It may also be well

to note that this belief in a general order is common to

all schools of thought, be they ancient or modern, pagan
or Christian, religious or scientific, optimist or pessimist.

a. The dictum, "est modus in rebus," is the fundamental
Belief in
general axiom of all thought and all practice; and the statisticalorder.

view of nature, which merely puts into form and figure
this general axiom or truism, has accordingly been ap

pealed to as much by those who uphold a divine order

of things as by others who insist on a natural or

mechanical one. In the school of Quetelet, through
whose influence statistical knowledge has been so

greatly furthered in the course of our century, the

regular recurrence of events and the stability of large

numbers has been sometimes used as the basis for a

fatalistic and pessimistic view, whereas nearly a hundred

years before Quetelet, statistics had been elaborated by
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the Pastor Süssniilch in Prussia, in a celebrated book

bearing the title
C
On the Divine Order,' with a tendency

towards optimism, and as a proof of an overruling

Providence.1

Although it is generally admitted by writers on stat

istics that in the narrower sense of the word they have

existed ever since the existence of governments which re

quired to know the number of their population, the nat

ural resources of the country, and its means of subsist

ence or defence, there is a general opinion current that

what we now call the statistical methods in science and

in practice were introduced, or at least expressly recom-

mended, by Lord Bacon under the name of the "Method 7.
Bacon's

of Instances." This method, which consisted in a kind

of tabulating of numbers of facts referring to any

special subject under investigation, has been criticised

The difference seems to narrow
itself down to this, that one class
of writers refers everything to a

physical, the other to a moral,
order. M. Maurice Block, an
eminent writer on statistics, dis.
cusses this question, passing a num
ber of modern authors under
review in the fifth chapter, § 3,
of his excellent 'Trait.4
et pratique de Statistique' (20
dd., Paris, 1886). Referring to
the theological statistician, A. von

Oettingen, and comparing him with
Quetelet, he says (p. 146): "Sous
certains rapports, l'opinion de M.
le professeur de thSologie Alex
andre d'Ettingen, pourra paraitre
l'oppose de celle de Quetelet,
inais elle nous semble en différer

beaucoup moms que le savant pro.
fesseur ne le croit. . . . Nous

pouvons caract4riser en peu de
mots ce que MM. d'Ettingen et

Quetelet ont de commun et corn-




merit Us different: us ont de
comniun le fond de Ia science; its
constatent l'un et l'autre la ré
gularit du mouvernent des faits;
us ne different que par l'inter
prétation: Quetelet volt des lois
naturelles lt oti M. le professeur
d'(Ettingen voit des lois morales
institutées par Dieu. Aussi l'un
nomme . t - ii son hivre Physique
sociale, et l'autre Ethique sociale.
M. d'Ettingen eat un croyant qui
airne . a'appuyer sur la science.
Ii dit, page 13 de la premiere
edition: 'Daus lea sciences comme
dans ha religion, ce que l'hom&ne
invente ne peut We que faux,
tandis que lea véritCs qu'il dC
couvre, sont uniquement dec3 faits
on des lois qui rayonnent du
Créateur." The reconciliation of
either physical or moral order with
the existence of freewill is not
a statistical but a philosophical
problem.
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by writers like Whewell, von Liebig, Stanley Jevons,

and many others, and shown to be of very doubtful

value; the example given by Bacon himself-the re

search into the nature of heat-being especially un

fortunate and badly chosen. In spite of this, it

is noteworthy that, up to quite recent times, the

Baconian method is continually referred to, mainly by

writers who are desirous of introducing what they call

the exact methods of research into other sciences

than those of external nature. A good example of this

kind is given by Walter Bagehot, and as it serves to

make an important point more intelligible than a gen

eral statement would, I will here give it in full. He

speaks of the Enumerative, or, as he calls it, the "All

case method," and then continues: "A very able Ger

man writer 1 has said of a great economical topic

banking-' I venture to suggest that there is but one

way of arriving at such knowledge and truth, namely,

a thorough investigation of the facts of the case: by

the facts I mean not merely such facts as present

themselves to so-called practical men iii the common

routine of business, but the facts which a complete
historical and statistical inquiry would develop. When

such a work shall have been accomplished, German

economists may boast of having restored the principle

of banking-that is to say, of German banking, but

not even then of banking in general. To set forth

principles of banking in general, it will be necessary

to master in the same way the facts of English, Scottish,

French, and American banking
- in short of every

1 Prof. Cohn in 'Fortnightly Review,' Sept. 1873.
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country where banking exists. . . . The only, but let us

add also the safe, ground of hope for political economy,
is following Bacon's exhortation to recommence afresh

the whole work of economic inquiry. In what condi

tion would chemistry, physics, geology, zoology be, and

other branches of natural science which have yielded

such prodigious results, if their students had been linked

to their chains of deduction from the assumptions and

speculations of the last century?'" To this Bagehot

replies: "The method which Mr Cohn suggests was

tried in physical science and failed. And it is very

remarkable that he should not have remembered it as

he speaks of Lord Bacon, for the method which he

suggests is exactly that which Lord Bacon himself

followed, and owing to the mistaken nature of which

he discovered nothing. The investigation into the

nature of heat in the 'Novum Organum' is exactly such

a collection of facts as Mr Cohn suggests, but nothing
comes of it. As Mr Jevons well says, Lord Bacon's

notion of scientific method was that of a kind of scien

tific book-keeping. Facts were to be indiscriminately

gathered from every source and posted in a kind of

ledger, from which would emerge in time a clear balance

of truth. It is difficult to imagine a less likely way of

arriving at discoveries."
I

' 'The Postulates of English I
Political Economy' (18S), p. 17,
&c. He further remarks: "If we
wait to reason till the 'facts' are
complete, we shall wait till the
human race has expired. I think
that Mr Cohn, and those who think
with him, are too 'bookish' in this
matter. They mean by having all




the 'facts' before them, having all
the printed facts, all the statistical
tables. But what has been said
of nature is true of commerce.
'Nature,' says Sir Charles Lyell,
'has made it no part of her con
cern to provide a record of her
operations for the use of men';
nor does trade either-only the
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In fact, the eight chapters of this work which have

dealt with the various abstract views from which natural

phenomena have been considered in recent times, form

an elaborate refutation of the so-called Baconian, of the

enumerative or "all case," method. It was the light of

the idea which brought life and order into the "rudis

indigestaque moles" of badly collected facts, and in

many cases even led for the first time to their useful

and intelligent enumeration. But now we come to a

further important question. Allowing that in certain

large but nevertheless secluded spheres of science a few

general ideas have been found to apply and work

wonders of calculation, prediction, and useful applica

tion, how about those complicated phenomena which

form our natural and social environment, and where so

far no scientific formula has proved powerful or com

prehensive enough? Are all these elaborate enumer

ations and graphical representations in meteorology, in

sociology, commerce, industry, and finance, to which we

have instinctively and increasingly had recourse during

the whole of the century, of no value? Is no useful

smallest of fractions of actual Stanley Jevons ('Principles of
transactions is set down so that Science,' Preface, p. vii), says:
investigation can use it. Litera- "Within the last century a reaction
ture has been called the 'fragment has been setting in against the
of fragments,' and in the same way purely empirical procedure of
statistics are the 'scrap of scraps.' Francis Bacon, and physicists have
En real life scarcely any one knows learnt to advocate the use of
more than a small part of what his hypotheses. I take the extreme
neighbour is doing, and he scarcely view of holding that Francis
makes public any of that little, or Bacon, although he correctly in-
of what he does himself. A corn- sisted upon constant reference to
plete record of commercial facts, experience, had no correct notions
or even of one kind of such facts, a to the logical method by which,
is the completest of dreams. You from particular facts, we educe
might as well hope for an entire laws 'if nature."
record of human conversation."
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result to spring from them? Had they been conducted

under the influence of no useful general idea, our answer

would indeed have to be in the negative. But if, as 8.

practice shows, they have been of use, if, in fact, they

General Idea
underlying

prove to be in many cases quite indispensable, we may

enumera
tlOfl.

ask, What is the idea, the abstract thought, which

dominates them? I will give the answer at once and

then fix the aspect with which the present chapter has

to deal. It is the conception and doctrine of averages. 9.

Although to the general reader nothing may seem to
Doctrine of
averages.

be simpler than a process of counting and of registration,

the science of statistics, the systematic collection of large

numbers, and the fixing of averages, is comparatively

young: it dates from the beginning of the seventeenth

century, when Sully in France, followed by Richelieu

and Colbert, had organised what may be called the first

statistical bureau.' It emanated from the same spirit

which called into existence the Paris Academy of

Sciences. Characteristically for the two other nations

with which we are mainly concerned in this history, the

1 M. Block (loc. cit., p. 25) says:
"En France Sully avait d6j or

ganist, vers 1602, un cabinet corn
pict dc polieique Ct de finances, qul
peu êre considér comme le

premier bureau de statistique.
Le8 rapports que Sully demandait
enibrassaient l'armée, la marine,
lea finances et Ufl grand nombre
de branches de l'administration,
et le r6sultat de sea investigations
se trouve expose dans l'ouvrage
(juL a St6 .wuvent réiniprimé SU8
le titre de 'Mnioires de Sully.'
Richelieu et. Colbert se sont ga1e
ment. fait adresser des rapports,
auxquels on a puise, dane ces




derniers temps, bien des éléments
utiles t. l'histoire et que la statis
tique pourrait également utiliser."
The Romans, who in antiquity may
be regarded as the forerunners of
the French in administrative ability
and business-like conduct of State
affairs, seem also to have developed
an extensive system of registration.
The question has been fully treated

by the late Prof. Hildebraud of
Jena in the 'Jahrbuch für Nationale
Okonomie und Statistik' (1866), in
an article entitled "Die Amtliche

Bevolkerunge - statistik im alLen
Rom."
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lo. labour of statistics was taken up in Germany by the
Statistics in
France, Ger- Universities, whereas in England it fell to the lot chieflymany, and
England. of a single person-the celebrated Sir William Petty,

the creator of the term "Political Arithmetic." Thus, as

in science generally, so in statistics, France marched

ahead with her systematic and administrative genius;

Germany followed in the person of Professor Conring,'

who introduced the matter as a subject of university

teaching; whilst Sir William Petty
2 wrote his essay

with the practical object of disproving an opinion then

much current in England, and which has periodically

cropped up in the writings of journalists at home and

abroad-the threatened decline of the English nation.

Herrnann Conring (1606.81),
Professor of Medicine and P1311-
osophy at Helmstiidt, lectured on
"Staat.skunde, Notitia Rerum Pub.
lienrum," from about 1660.

2 About the same time when
lectures on "The Science of the
State" were begun in Germany by
Conriug, Sir William Petty (1623
87) in England, one of the founders
of the Royal Society, occupied him
self for practical reasons with similar

subjects, collecting his views in a
tract called 'Political Arithmetic'
about the year 1677. besides con
tributing various papers to the

'Philosophical Transactions' and
publishing several 'Essays' (1681
86). The 'Political Arithmetic'
would have been printed, but for
the French policy of Charles IL, to
whom it was presented in manu
script. It was not published till
1690, after the author's death, on a

permission "given at the Court
of Whitehall on the seventh clay
of November," by Lord She!
burne, the son of the author.
In the preface, he characteristic-




:Ily
says: "I have thought fit to

xamine the following Persuasions;
which I find too current in the
world, and too much to have
affected the minds of some, to the
prejudice of all-viz., That the
rents of land are generally fallen;
that therefore, and for many other
reasons, the whole kingdom. grows
every day poorer and poorer. That
formerly it abounded with gold;
but now, there is a great scarcity,
both of gold and silver. That there
is no trade, nor employment for the
people; and yet that the land is
under-peopled. That taxes have
been 'many and great. That Irc
land and the Plantations in
America, and other additions to
the crown, are a burden to E,ig
land. That Scotland i. of iw ad
vantage. That trade, in gem-rat,
doth lamentably decay. That the
Hollanders are at our heels, in the
race for naval power; the French
grow toofast upon both: and. appear
so rich and potent, that it is but (heir
clemency that they do not devour
their neighbours."
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And as in science, so also in statistics, Germany in time

followed the example of France by introducing organis
ations similar to that of the "Cabinet complet de poli

tique et de finances" of Sully. It was notably during
the reign of Frederick the Great that the population

statistics were regularly and systematically collected in

Prussia, this enterprise being greatly stimulated by the

publication of J. P. Siissmilch's 1 'Treatise on the Divine

Order.' In England-with a notable exception to be

mentioned immediately-the line of research opened out

by Sir William Petty was not followed up, and Mac

Culloch, when publishing, at the beginning of our cen-

Johann Peter Süssmilch (]707
67) published, in the year 1741, a
book with the following title: 'Die
gottliche Ordnung in den Verander
ungendes menschlichen Geschlechts,
aus der Geburt, dem Tode und der
Fortpflanzung desselben erwiesen
von Johann Peter SUssmilch, Pre.
d.iger beyni hochlöblichen Kalck
steiui8chen Regiment. Nebst einer
Vorrede Herrn Christian Wolifens.'
The book, as well as the author,
was for a long time but little ap
preciated; for although the former
was dedicated to Frederick the
Great, and must presumably, to
judge from the several editions
which appeared, have been made
use of in the statistical laboure of the
Prussian administration, the author,
not having been connected with any
university, had, for a long time,
little influence on the so-called
"university school" of statistics.
In the course of the last. fifty years,
all prominent writers on statistics,
such as Wa.ppäus, Roscher, von
Oettingen, Knapp, and V. John, in
Germany, M. Block and others in
France, as also Italian writers on
statistics, have taken increased
interest in the book. Dr V. John




('Geschichte der Statistik,' vol. i.
p. 241, &c.) gives an exhaustive
analysis of the work. He calls the
author "the first statistician in the
modern sense," the precursor of
Quetelet, and says, moreover, "It
is easily explained how the philos
opher Siissmilch would vanish into
the background as soon as the con
ception of the encyclopedists, that
only matter in motion exists and
no mind, came to be generally
accepted, and that the politician
Sussmilch should utterly disappear
in the turmoil of the French
Revolution." Von Oettingen, who,
on the other side, agrees in accept
ing with SUssmilch the existence
of a Divine or morl order, says of
the latter, that "he has become,
through his magnificent labours,
the founder of the science which
we now call moral statistics," inas
much as he, "for the first time,
recognised the intrinsic regularity
in the apparently most accidental
human phenomena and actions, and
tried to establish it by inductive
methods" ('Moraistatistik,' 3rd
ed., 1882, p. 21). That. he was
known to Herder and appreciated
by him, we saw supra, p. 536 note.
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tury, his 'Statistical Account of the British Empire,'

had hardly any similar work to refer to during the

whole of the eighteenth century.

The exception just referred to was "The Tables of

Mortality," which date back to the middle of the six

teenth century, and in a more regular form to 1603.

ii. They were analysed by John Graunt, captain, in 1661,
John Granut
and Halley. in a tract with the title 'Natural and Political Obser

vations upon the Bills of Mortality.'
1 Of Graunt's

2

work, M. Maurice Block says that the difficulties of

preparing such a table at that time were so great

that it might welinigh be considered a performance

of genius. The invention once made, improvement

1 The tract was presented to the
Royal Society in 1662, and printed
by order of the latter in 1665, the
author becoming a fellow at the re
quest of the king. V. John gives
a full account of the book, and as
much of the author as he could
collect from the scanty records
of him which exist (too. cit., pp. 161
178). He was born in 1620, was a
man of business, and latterly became
connected with the Gre8ham College
and with sundry matters pertaining
to the administration of the City.
He died in 1674. In 1676 a new,
sixth, edition of the tract was pub
lished by Sir W. Petty, whom both

Halley and Evelyn erroneously
referred to as the author.

2 'Statistique,' p. 194. Siissmilcb,
a century after Graunt, says that
the material for the determination
of the 'Divine Order' existed in
the parish registers since the time
of the Reformation. "But who," he
exclaims, "made use of it for this

purpose before Graunt? The dis

covery was just as easy as that of
America, but the Columbus was




lacking" (quoted by V. John, loc.
cit., p. 177). The author, however,
who suggested to Sussmilch the re
searches which led to the celebrated
'Divine Order,' was not John
Graunt, but Dr William Derbam
(1657.1735), an eminent divine and
natural philosopher, who published
in 1713 his 'Physico-Theology; or
a Demonstration of the Being and
Attributes of God from His Works
of Creation,' a book which ran
through six editions in ten years,
being translated into French and
several times into German. This
book contained, as Siissmilch him
self says, besides numerous notes.
a collection of the observations of
other English authors on the lists
of births, deaths, and marriage..
On following up the clue given by
it he arrived ultimately at Graunt
and Petty, of whom the former
had, as he says, broken the ice,
whereas Petty had mainly dis
cussed the influence of the changes
of population in politics (V. John,
'Statistik,' p. 243).
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was easy; the invention was the difficulty. The

next great name connected with this subject was

the astronomer and mathematician Edmund Halley,'

who had before him, in addition to John Graunt's

work, the figures of birth and mortality during

the five years 1686 to 1691 collected by Kaspar

Neumann for the city of Breslau, capital of the

province of Silesia. Tables of mortality, based upon

several thousands of life annuities, were prepared in

Holland by order of the Grand Pensioner, John de

Witt, and used in 1671 as the basis for a loan in

the form of annuities.' The growing practice of

life insurance, as is well known, attaches a great

interest to these tables of mortality, which have been

slowly perfected in the course of the last hundred

and fifty years; it having been reserved for the labours

I For a long time is was not
known how Halley came into

possession of Kaspar Neumann's
mortality -tables; but, in recent
times, mainly through examination
of the local records of the city of
Breslau by Bergius and others, and

notably by the aid of S. Grätzer
('Edmund Halley und Kaspar
Neumann,' Breslau, 1883), it has
become almost certain that Neu-
mann's registers were
communi-catedto the Royal Society by no
less a person than Leibniz, who

corresponded with Neumann on
the one side as well as with the
secretaries of the Royal' Society on
the other. Some of the original
documents have been traced in
the archives of the Society by Dr
Bond and Prof. Burdon Sanderson.
It is well known that Leibniz him
self attached great importance to
accurate statistical knowledge of




all kinds, and considered the collec
tion of such to be one of the main
duties of the various academies
which he planned or founded.

2 "Le grand pensionnaire de
Hollande, Jean de Witt, se fondant
sur lea calculs tie probabilités en
seignés par Cbrétien Huygens, se
servit, comme lments d'obaerva
tion, des rsultats constats sur
quelques milliers de rentiers via
gers. fl presenta as. table aux
ét.ats g6néraux le 25 avril 1671,
pour servir do base un emprunt
fait sous la forme d'annuités via
gères. Cette table cite par M. de
Baumhauer, se trouve dans lea
registres ties tats de Hollande,
anne 1671" (Block, loc. cit., p.
196). A translation of this docu
ment appeared in 'Contributions
to the History of Insurance' by
F. Hendriks, 'Ass. Mag.,' vol. ii.,
1852.
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of quite recent writers
1

to place the whole matter

upon a thoroughly scientific basis. But it is not these

necessary technical refinements that interest us most

at present; rather let us take note how the needs of

governments, as well as the uncertainty and risks of

life, have automatically led to the definition and study

of three distinct statistical conceptions, which in our

age govern a very large part of all our practical

12. enterprises. These three conceptions are the proba-
Probability,
Coop.ra. bility of future events based upon long series of pasttrnn, 1quit.

01stri- experiences, the idea of reducing or averaging risks

by "amicable" co-operation, and the "equitable" dis

tribution of the burdens of such co-operation according

to the individual units who co-operate.' It will at

1 is generally admitted that Statistik' (Leipzig, 1869). A his-
Prof. 0. F. Knapp created a. kind torical and critical review of these
of era in the more rigorous mathe- and older writings is given in the
rnatical treatment of the subject

'
last - named work of Knapp, p.

by his various publications, dating 53, &c. See also Prof. Lexis's
from the year 1868 with his tract 'Einleitung in die Theorie der
'Ueber die Ermittelung der Sterb- Bevolkerungu-statistik' (Strasburg,
lichkeit aus den Aufzeichuuogen 1875).
der Bevolkerungs statist.ik.' M. " This is not the place to dis-
Block (loc. cit., p. 232) says: "Ce cuss the social and moral aspects
livre a fait une vritab1e sensation of co-operation, which by future

parmi lee hommes spéciaux; non historians will possibly be looked

que l'auteur alt apport beaucoup upon as one of the very few novel
de nouvelles pierres b. 1'difice, mais , political ideas which our century
ii a donné ces pierres une ordon- has evolved or at least elaborated
nance, une disposition qui les con- in a practical form; the older co-
stituent un monument." In the operative attempts, such as were

year 1874 he published his 'Theorie made under the influence of the
des Bevolkerungswechsels.' Many ideals of the great Revolution by
other writers have followed in the Fourier, Saint Simon, and Babeuf
new track, among whom I will only f in France, and by Robert Owen in
mention Becker, Zeuner, and Leis. this country, not having contained
The graphical method as largely the elements of permanent success.

employed by these authors, amongst These elements seem to heloug
whom Zeuner resorts to a rel)re- almost exclusively to the line of
sentation in three dimensions with development started by the Rocli-
some very elegant results. See hie dale Pioneers."
'Abhandlungen zur matheinatiachen
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once be seen how all arrangements which are based

upon these three conceptions -viz., probability, co

operation, and equitable distribution -lead us away
from the study of individual cases to that of totals

and averages; how they merge the interests of single

persons and the peculiarities of single cases in those

of the aggregate of a large number and the properties

of the average event or the "mean" man. Their

value and success depend on the consideration and

participation of large numbers, and they have accord

ingly only arisen during the latter days which have

witnessed the steady growth of modern populations

and the bewildering complication of modern business.

The moral or social aspect which has simultaneously

been evolved during our period does not for the

moment concern us. We are concerned at present

only with the fact that statistics as the science of

large numbers and of averages has been increasingly

drawn into use. In fact, we might call our century

-in distinction from former centuries-the statistical

century.

The necessity of having recourse to elaborate countings,

to registrations of births, deaths, and marriages, to lists

of exports and imports, to records of consumption and pro

duction of food-stuffs and many other items, forced upon

those who were entrusted with the gathering and using of

these data the observation that all such knowledge is in

complete and inaccurate. Owing to the variability, within

certain limits, of recurring events and the errors of count

ing and registration, we have to content ourselves always

with approximation instead of certainty. Error bulks
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is.
The science
of Chances.




very largely in all statistics, and vitiates them; and as

regards coming events, our minds are in a state of ex

pectation rather than of assurance. But events can be

more or less probable, errors can he greater or smaller,

cumulative or compensatory, and our expectations may

be well- or ill-founded. And so there has arisen the

science of Probabilities and of Chances, and the Theory

of Error, two subjects intimately interwoven. The

former arose in the seventeenth century out of the

frivolous or vicious practice of betting and gambling,'

whilst the latter was founded when astronomical observa

tions accumulated, and the question presented itself how

to combine them so as to arrive at the most reliable

result. The greatest mathematicians and philosophers,

such as Pascal, Huygens, and Leibniz, the Bernoullis, De

Moivre, Laplace, Gauss and Poisson, have bestowed much

thought on the subject,' which has nevertheless been very

differently judged-praised beyond measure by some, and

ridiculed by others; sometimes pronounced to be. merely

common-sense put in figures, and then again wrapped up

1 See supra, vol. i. p. 120 sqq.
2 In addition to the references

given in vol. 1., the following are of
importance. The history of the
Theory of Probabilities, as stated
above, has been written by Isaac
Todhunter. This history brings
the subject down to the writings
of Laplace, whose two works
mentioned in the text. still re
main the two standard works
6n the science. In quite recent.
times the history has been written
and brought up to date by Prof.
Emanuel Czuber in his 'Ent.wick.

elung der Wahracheinlichkeits
Theorie und ihre Auwendungen,'




contained in the seventh volume
of the '.Jahreshericht der Deut"
schen Mat.hematiker Vereinigung'
(Leipzig, 1899). The latter work is
written on a different principle from
that of Todhuuter. Whereas Tod
hunter deals in separate chapters
with the work of the foremost
niatheti iaticians on this subject,
Prof. Czuber gives an independent
historical and critical analysis of
the di Uèrent. developments of the
theory and its applications. Quite
recently the 8anle author has pub
lished an independent, treatise (in
the Bubjeet (Leipzig, 1902).
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in appalling mystery.' There is, however, no doubt that

the Theory of Probability increasingly pervades scientific

as well as statistical work in our age, and that in the

In spite of the encomium on
the theory of probabilities quoted
in vol. i. p. 123, Sir John Herschel
gave only a qualified adherence to
one of its principal applications
(see 'Brit. Assoc. Rep.,' vol. i. p.
165). The two foremost adverse
critics of the theory were Auguste
Comte in France and John Stuart
Mill in England. In the second
volume of the 'Philosophie Posi
tive' (1st ed., 1835, p. 371) the
former explains why he omitted
to deal with so important a subject
in his mathematical philosophy.
"Le calcul des probabilités ne me
semble avoir été rée)lement, pour
ses iflustres inveoteurs, qu'un texte
commode it d'ingénieux et. difficiles
problèmes numriques, qui n'en con
servent pas moms toute leur valeur
a.bstraite, comme les theories ana"
lytiques dont ii a Ctt ensuite l'oc
casion, Oil, 81 Yon veut, l'origine.
Quant a Ia conception philoso
phique sur laquefle repose une telle
doctrine, je Ia crois radicalement
fausse et susceptible de conduire
aux plus absurdes coIls&Iuences.
Je ne pane pas settlement de
l'application évidemment illusoire
qu'on a ouvent. tentC d'en faire
au prCtendu perfectionnenient, des
sciences socialeP.: ces esais, neces
sairement ehimCriques, seront car
actérisé dans Ia dernière part.ie de
cet. ourrage": and in the fourth
volume (1839, p. 512), "La seule
aberration de cc genre . . . c'est
la vi-tine prCtention d'un grand
nombre de géomètres a rendre
positive les etudes sociales d'après
tine subordination chimérique a.
l'i Ilusoire tbCorie mathématique
des chances . . . . Quelque gros
sière que soit videmment une
telle illusion, elle ét.ait nCanmoins




essentiellement excusable, quand
l'esprit éminemment philoophique
de l'illustre Jacques Bernoulli
con cut, le premier, cette pensée
génCrale, dont Is production, a. une
tefle époque, constituait réellement
le précieux et irrécusable symptóme
du besoin prématuré pour ce temps,
mats qui n 'y pouvait être éprouvé
même ainsi que par une intelligence
vra.iment supérieure." John Stuart
Mill, in the second volume of his
'Logic,' has devoted a whole chapter
to the subject, in which he corrects
a statement made by him in the
first edition of his book, attributing
a "fundamental fallacy" to the
arguments of Laplace and other
mathematicians, but nevertheless
takes an unfavourable view of the
usefulness of the calculus. In
more recent times the subject has
been exhaustively treated from a
logical point of view by Mr John
Venn in his work, 'The Logic of
Chance' (3rd ed., London, 1888),
and by Stanley Jevons in 'The
Principles of Science' (vol. i. ch. x.)
The doubts with which Mill, and
still more Comte, regarded the
subject, seem to have been dis
pelled in works on Logic; and the
increasing use to which the methods
for the correction of error have
been put in many branches of
science have convinced mathema
ticians of its applicability. The
ninth edition of the 'Ency. Brit.'
contains an excellent article on
"Probabilities" by M. W. Crofton.
Among the clearest and safest
guides in this intricate subject
must be counted the late Prof.
Augustus de Morgan, whose pro
found treatise in the 'Ency.
Metrop.' (vol. ii.), as well as his
'Essay on Probabilities' (London,
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course of the last hundred years much has been done to

make it more easily understood.

James Bernoulli had already in his celebrated book

which bears the title, 'De arte conjectandi,' promised

to show the application of the mathematical doctrine

of probability to political, moral, and economical sub

jects,' but the fourth and last part of the book which

was to give this, remained unfinished. It was left to

his successors, notably to Daniel Bernoulli, to take up

this side of the question. But the first practical states
14.14.

Condorcet. man who-as we are told by Condorcet 2-held the

1838), still rank with the best
that has been written. Stanley
Jevons sums up his opinion in the
words: "This theory appears to me
the noblest creation of the human
intellect, and it passes my concep
tion how two men possessing such

high intelligence as Auguste Comte
and J. S. Mill could have been
found depreciating it, or even

vainly attempting to question its

validity. To eulogise the theory
is as needless as to eulogise reason
itself ('Principles of Science,'
vol. i. p. 227).

' James Bernoulli (1654-1705)
was the eldest of the celebrated

family of mathematicians. Daniel,
his nephew, lived half a century
later (1700.82). The 'Are Con

jectandi' was published posthum
ously in 1713 by Nicholas, another

nephew of the author. In a letter
to Leibniz the author Bays: "Ab
solvi jam maxitnam libri partem,
sed deest adhuc prccipua, qua
artie conjectandi principia etiam
ad civilia, moralia, et ueononnca

applicare doeeo." Daniel Bernoulli,
as we saw above (vol. i., chap. v. p.
434), was the father of the kinetic

theory of gases, of which more
hereafter. He was also the first
to make a distinction between




mathematical and moral expecta.
tion, - a difference which led

Laplace to distinguish between
"fortune physique" and "fortune
morale," to which reference was
made in connection with Fechuer's

psycho-physical measurements.
2 'Esai sur l'applicatiou de

l'Aualyse la Probabilité des D.
cisions, Rendues K la pluralité
des voix' (Paris, 1785): "Un
grand homnie, dont je regretterai
toujours lee leous, les exemples,
et surtout l'amitié, tait persuadó
que lea vérité des sciences morales
et politiques, sont susceptibles de
la méme certitude que celles qui
forment le système des sciences
physiques, et méme que les
branches de ces sciences qui, comLue
l'astronowie, paroissent approcher
do la certitude wathmatique.
Cette opinion lui tait. chi're, parce
qu'elle conduit K lesp6rauce con
solant.e que l'espèce hunmiiie fera
utcessairemeut des progs vers le
bonheur et la perfection, coinme
elle en a fait clans la connois
ance de la virit." It i evident
from this extract that Coudorcet.
(1743-94) thought that hi friend
Turgot shared his own well-known
opinions as to the unlimited per
fectibility of the human race.
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view that morals and politics might derive the same

benefit from the science of calculation as the physical
sciences had already experienced, seems to have been

Turgot. To show the importance of this view, Con

dorcet wrote his much quoted but little read essay on

the application of analysis to decisions based on the

plurality of votes. In his Introduction the author

laments that his friend,, on whose suggestions he had

commenced his work, did not live to see it finished.' It

would have been interesting to know whether so emi

nent a practical philosopher as Turgot is considered to

have been, would have been encouraged by his friend's

specimen of political algebra, or whether he would have

held the opinion of Mill, who saw ir these "appli

cations of the calculus of probabilities . . . the real

opprobrium of mathematics." 2

1 (Loc. cit., p. i.) "Si l'humanité
n'eCtt pas eu le maiheur, longtemps
irreparable, de le perdre trop tot,
cet ouvrage eAt été moms impar
fait: éclairé par ses conseils, j'aurois
vu nhieux ou plus loin, et j'aurois
avanc avec plus de confianee des
principes qui auroient .Ste les siens.
PrivC d'un tel guide, ii tie me reste
qu' faire h sn znmoire l'hounnage
de won travail, en faisant tous mes
efforts pour le rendre moms indigne
de 1'a.nitiC dout ii zn'honoroit."

There is no doubt that the
writings of Condorcet, through the
useless accumulation of formuhT
with very little substance behind
them, contributed to bring the
whole theory into discredit. An
other still more eminent contem
porary mathematician, D'Aleiubert,
after having occupied himself at
considerable length with problems
in probabilities, formed an un
favourable opinion of the usefulness




of the calculus. Gouraud (quoted
by Todhunter, p. 293) says: "Quant
au reste des mathématiciens, ce tie
fut que par le silence ou le dédaint
qu'iI rpondit aux doutes que
d'Alembert &était permis d'émettre.
Mépris injuste et maihabile ot. tout
le monde avait a perdre et qu'une
postéritt moms prévenue ne devait

point sanctionner." It is interest
ing to note that Laplace, in his
historical account at the end of his
'Essai Philosophique,' does not
refer either to Condorcet or to
D'Alembert. 3. S. Mill ('Logic,'
vol. ii. p. 66) says: "It is obvious,
too, that even when the proba
bilities are derived from observa
tion and experiment, a very slight
improvement in the data, by better
observations, or by taking into
fuller consideration the special cir
cumstances of the case, is of more
use than the most elaborate appli
cation of the calculus to probabil-
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15. So far as the formal part of the subject was con-
Laplace.




cerned, it was left to Laplace to place it on the founda

tion upon which it has ever since rested. He brought

together the ideas of his predecessors, notably of

De Moivre, the two Bernoullis, Stirling, Bayes, and

Lagrange, as well as his own extensive researches, in

his great analytical theory of Probability, which ap

peared in 1812, and, with several editions and an

elaborate introduction, in two subsequent editions during
his lifetime. This work has been justly considered a

monument of human genius, and stands worthily beside

the great 'Mcanique O1este' of its author. The

S




ities founded on the data in their
previous state of inferiority. The
neglect of this obvious reflection
has given rise to misapplications of
the calculus of probabilities which
have made it the real opprobrium
of mathematics. It 18 sufficient to
refer to the applications made of it
to the credibility of witnesses, and
to the correctness of the verdicts of
juries." I have already referred to
the position which Conite took up.
De Morgan, with his usual clear
ness and wisdom, at the end of his
"Theory of Probabilities" ('Ency.
Metrop.,' vol. ii. p. 470), whilst
reducing to a very narrow province
these applications of the calculus
of probabilities, says : "There are
circumstances connected with the
mathematical theory of independ
ent evidence which it maybe useful
to examine. In this, as in several
other preceding investigations, it is
not so much our wish to deduce
and impose results, as to inquire
whether these results really coincide
with the methods of judging which
our reason, unassisted by exact
comparison, has already made us
adopt. The use of the process is,
that both our theory and our pre-




conceptions thus either assist or
destroy each other: in the former
case we feel able to trust this
science for further directions; in
the latter, a useful new inquiry i8
opened. For when we consider the
very imposing character of the
first principles of the science of
probabilities, and the mathematical
necessity which connects those
simple first principles with their
results, we feel convinced that,
even on the supposition that the
main conclusions of the present
treatise are altogether fallacious,
there must arise a necessity for
investigating the reason why a
Tnethodiccii treatment of certain
notions should lead to results in.
consistent with the vague appli
cation of them on which we are
accustomed to rely. For it must
not be imagined that opposition to
the principles laid down in this
treatise is always conducted on
other principles: on the contrary, it
frequently happens that it is only
a result of themselves obtained
without calculation, which is ar
rayed against an themetical deduc
tion."
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labours of mathematicians since Laplace in the field of

probabilities have consisted mainly in commentaries on

and simplifications of his expositions, and in a great

improvement in the formal methods, due mostly to

English workers.1 At present we are not interested

in the purely mathematical side of the subject, which

for some minds has a great fascination, but rather in

the question: To what extent have the anticipations of

such men as Condorcet, Turgot, and Laplace, as to the

practical value of these researches, been realised? in how

far have they proved to be "the happiest supplement

to the ignorance and weakness of the human mind" ? 2

This idea, though ridiculed by some, has as often cropped

' The problems suggested by the
calculus of probabilities gave rise,
collaterally, to several important
mathematical developments, not

ably the combinatorial analysis,
the calculus of finite differences,
and, in the hands of Laplace, the
theory of generating function and
the recurrent series. A large part
of Laplace's great work is taken
up with this purely mathematical
device. It has in more recent
times been supplanted, especially
under the hands of English mathe
maticians, by the calculus of oper
ations, of which the germ is to be
found, according to Laplace, in a
suggestion of Leibniz (see 'Essai
Philosophique sur lea Probabil.i
tés,' p. 65).

2 "La thóorie des probabthts
n'et, au fond, cjue le bon sens
réduit au calcul: elle fait apprécier
avec exactitude ce que lea esprits
justes sentent par une sorte cl'in
'tinct, sans qu'ils puisent souvent
Wen rendre compte. Elle De laisse
rien d'arbitraire clans le choi des

opinions et des partis . prendre,
toutes lea fois que l'on peut, it son




moyen, dterminer le choix le plus
avantageux. Par l, elle devient
le supplement le plus beureux a.
l'ignorance et a. la faiblesse de

l'eprit humain. Si l'on considère
lea méthodes analy tiques aux
queUes cette théorie a donné
naissance, Ia vérité des principes
qui lui servent de base, Is logique
fine et delicate qu'exige leur emploi
dana la solution des problèmes, lea
6tablissemens d'utilité publique qui
s'appuient eur elle, et l'extension
qu'elle a reçue et qu'elle peut
recevoir encore, par son application
aux questions lea plus importantes
de Ia Philosophie naturelle et des
sciences morales; si l'on observe
ensuite que dana lea chosea mmes

qui ne peuvent être soumises au
calcul, elle donne lea aperçus lea

plus ars qui puissent nous guider
dana nos jugemeus, et. qu'efle ap
prend IL se garantir des illusions

qui souvent nous égarent, on verra

qu'il West point de science plus
digne de nos mditationa, et qu'il
suit plus utile de faire entrer
daus le système de l'instruction

publique" (loc. cit., p. 273 et seq.)
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up again in the course of the century, and is at present

occupying the attention of distinguished thinkers. It

will be interesting to give some account of these prac
tical applications.

16. Of these, four notably attract our attention. First,
Four ap-
plications. the theory of error, prominently associated with the

name of Gauss. Secondly, the writings of Adoiphe

Quet,elet, and the great impetus given by him to

statistical research. Thirdly, the peculiar development

of the Atomic theory known as the Kinetic theory

of gases, which gave to many scientific investigations

what Clerk-Maxwell termed the statistical, in oppo

sition to the historical or descriptive, character. Lastly,

the Darwinian ideas which deal with the great and

increasing numbers of living things, and the changes

inherent in their growth and development. These

have led to statistical enumerations and registrations

which, beginning with Mr Francis Galton's researches

into the phenomena of heredity, are at the present

moment being continued on special lines by Prof. Karl

Pearson.

17. That Error is subject to law, or, to express it mathe
Theory of
Error. matically, to regularity, is a reflection which forced itself

upon the attention of thinkers who occupied themselves

with the doctrine of chances, and of statisticians who

collected registers of large numbers of events. Let

special known sources of error be eliminated or allowed

for in every instance, there still remains a very large,

practically an infinite, number of unknown sources of

error which-where we have to do with simple magni

tude-may increase or reduce our result by mutually
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destroying or augmenting each other. The repeated

rñeasurement of a physical quantity, of the position of a

fixed star; the arrangement of the bullet marks on a

target; the grouping of " the impressions made on the

sand by a stone let fall vertically from the same point

at a considerable height; eten the countings by a large

number of skilled persons of the same number or the

estimates of the same distance or height of an object, of

the weight of a heap of materials: all these statements

will show a certain regularity around the mean number

which we consider to be the most probable or correct

one. Small errors will be more frequent than large ones;

very large ones will be practically absent; and the mean

will be the result of a mutual destruction or compensa

tion of many small sources of error acting both ways.

Mathematicians, from the time of Lagrange and

Bernoulli, have tried to put into a mathematical

formula this regularity in the distribution of error;

and, since Laplace and Gauss approached the subject

from different points of view, they have arrived at

a definite analytical expression
1 for the distribution

of errors of increasing magnitude around a fictitious

centre or mean which is considered in every instance

to be the most probable quantity. Practical trials

on a very large scale have been made by Bessel,

Encke, Quete]et, Faye, and others, and they have in

every case yielded a satisfactory approximation to the

figure given by the theoretical formula; so that at

present little doubt as to its usefulness exists in the

minds of those who employ it for the purposes of

This is the well-known "curve of Error."
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18.
Method of
Least
Squares.
Gauss.




elaborate calculations in astronomy, geodesy, and in

various physical and statistical researches.

Bound up with the theory of Error is the celebrated

method of least Squares, first used by

published by Legendre




in 1805




Gauss in 1795,

in his memoir 'On a

New Method of Determining the Orbit of a Comet,' and

elaborately discussed by Laplace, Gauss, and many sub

sequent writers to this day.' It may be looked upon

as an extension or generalisation of the common-sense

1 In addition to the references

given in the notes to pp. 120 and
183 of vol. L, I can now recommend
two excellent summary accounts
of the history and theory of the
method of least squares-the one
in Prof. Czuber's 'Bericht,' quoted
above (pp. 150 to 224) ; the other
in Prof. Edgeworth's article on
"The Law of Error" in the Sup
plement to the last edition of
the '

Ency. Brit.' (vol. xxviii.,
1902, p. 280, &c.) Prof. Cleve
land Abbe, in a "historical note
on the method of least squares"
('American Journal of Mathe
matics,' 1871), has drawn attention
to the fact, that already in 1808
Prof. R. Adrain of New Brunswick
had arrived at an expression for the
law of error identical with the
formula now generally accepted,
without "knowing of Gauss's and
Legendre's researches. See a paper
by Prof. Glaisher in the 39th vol.,
p. 75, of the 'Transactions of the
Royal Astronomical Society.' The
logical and mathematical assump
tions upon which the method is
based have been submitted to re
peated and very searching criti
cisms, many rigid proofs having
been attempted, and every sub
sequent writer having, seemingly,
succeeded in discovering flaws in
the logic of his predecessors. In
connection with another subject.,




I may have occasion to point
out how nearly all complicated
logical arguments have shown
similar weakness, and how, in many
cases, the conviction of the correct
ness or usefulness of the argument
comes back to the self-evidence of
some common -sense assumption,
which cannot be proved, though it
may be universally accepted. Many
analysts have tried to prove the
correctness of the everyday process
of taking the arithmetical mean,
but have failed. Prof. Uzuber says,
inter alic (loc. cit., p. 1-59) : "The
fact that Gauss, in his first
demon-strationof the method of least
squares, conceded to the arithmeti
cal mean a definite, theoretical
value, has been the occasion for a
long series of investigations concern
ing the subject, which frequently
showed the great acumen of their
authors. The purpose aimed at.
viz., to show that the arithmetical
mean is the only result which ought
to be elected tiS pos.,essing Cogent
uecessiy, hereby giving a firm
support to the intended proofs, has
not been attained, because it cannot
be attained. Nevertheless, these
investigations have their worth be
cause they afford clear insight into
the nature of all average values and
into the position which the arith
metical average occupies among
them."
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method of taking the arithmetical mean in determining

what figure to accept in a number of slightly differing

computations. Where more than one quantity is to be

determined-for instance, where from a series of obser

vations dotted on a chart the continuous curve which

marks the course of a planet or comet is to be deduced

-the simple method of averaging cannot be applied.

Every set of three complete observations suffices, as

Gauss has shown, to determine the elements or con

stants of an elliptical orbit. But astronomers try to

get as many observations as possible, and none of these

is a repetition of the same observation-as, for in

stance, are the repeated weighings of a substance in

chemistry, of the measurings of a length in surveying,

or the counting of a number in statistics: on the con

trary, each is the independent ascertainment of definite

positions in a moving object. It is clear that the

method of averaging must be more general than the

common-sense method of taking the arithmetical mean,

but must-where the latter is applicable- coincide

with it. It has been shown that the following rule

answers this purpose. Fix the average constants or

elements so that the sum of the squares of the differ

ences between the observed and calculated positions is a

minimum. In mathematical language this results in the

algebraical determination of the constants in an equation.

Whereas the labours of Gauss and the school of

astronomers which he headed in Germany were mostly

occupied in the mathematical proof of this rule, and

in its applications in astronomical and geodetic com

putations, the doctrine of probabilities acquired a larger
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meaning and attracted much popular attention in France

19. and Belgium through the dominating influence of La-
Laplace.




place. He had not only collected in his abstract and

very difficult 'Analytical Theory of Probabilities' all

that himself and others had done in this line of research,

but he had in a similar manner to-that adopted in his

'Celestial Mechanics' tried to bring the substance of

the theory home to the non-mathematical student in

his 'Essai Philosophique sur les Probabilits.'

The analytical formuk of probabilities can, he main

tained, "be regarded as the necessary' complement of the

sciences which are founded on a mass of observations

which are subject to error. They are indeed indispens

able for solving a large number of questions in the

natural and moral sciences. The regular causes of

events are mostly either unknown or too complicated to

be submitted to calculation: frequently also their effect

is disturbed by accidental and irregular causes, but it

always remains impressed on the events produced by

all these causes, and it brings about changes which

a long series of observations can determine. The

analysis of probabilities shows these modifications: it

assigns the probability of their causes, and it indicates

the means of increasing their probability more and

more." 1 Then, referring to the phenomena of the

weather, Laplace proceeds: "Moreover, the succession

of historical events similarly shows us the constant

action of the great moral principles in the midst of

the diverse passions and interests which agitate society

in every direction. It is remarkable how a science

'Eeai Philosophique,' p. 271.
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which began with the consideration of play has risen

to the most important objects of human knowledge."
In 1823, soon after the appearance of the works of 20.

Quetelet.
Laplace and other French writers, this application of

the theory of probabilities was taken up by Adoiphe

Quetelet, who collected his researches in his cele-

brated work, 'Sur 1'Homme et le Développement de see

Facultés, ou Essai de Physique sociale.' 1
Quetelet

In addition to this work, which
was published at Brussels in 1836
in two small volumes, and which
Quetelet (1796-1874) describes as
a 'résumé de tons mes travaux
antérieurs sur la atatistique,'
.be published, besides a great
number of memoirs, a series
of 'Lettre8 sur la Thorie des
Probabilit48' (begun in 1837, pub.
1845, Eng. trans. by 0. G. Domes,
1849), and as a continuation of
the former work in 1848, 'Du

Systéme social et des Lois qui le
regisseuL' Less known than those
of Quetelet, but about the same
time, and independently, there ap
peared in France the writings of
A. M. Guerry, beginning with the
publication in 1829-in collabora
tion with A. Balbi-of 'Statistique
comparée, et 1'état de l'instruc
tion et du nornbre des crimes,'
and in 1833, 'Essai sur la eta
tistique morale de Ia France.'
The term "moral statistics" ap
pears here for the first time.
Quetelet, was the inventor of the
term "Social Physics." Guerry
employed graphical methods, and
published in 1864 'Statistique
morale de l'Augleterre comparée
avec Ia statistique morale de la
France.' M. Block ('Statistique,'
p. 43) attributes to Guerry and
Charles Dupiii the general intro
duction of the graphical method
in statistics; geometrical represent
ation having been adopted at the




end of the eighteenth century by
Wm. Playfair in England, and,
before him, by Crome, professor
at Giessen, in 1782, and tabular
synoptical statements going back
to the Danish writer J. P.
Anchersen, in his 'Descriptio
Statuuni Cultioruin in Tabulis'
(Copenhagen and Leipzig, 1741);
see V. John, 'Geschichte der
Stat.istik,' p. 88. Referring to
Guerry, V. John (p. 367) says:
"Quetelet is incontestably to be
regarded as the founder of the
new science (viz., moral statistics),
for the rival works of the
French lawyer Guerry appeared
only partly before Quetelet's, and
are excelled by the latter in the
use made of the material. In
dependently of this formal dif
ference, the two authors have

quite different conceptions of the
new science. Guerry regards its
object as consisting mainly in col
lecting data in order to gain an

opinion of the moral status of a
country. Thus he looked upon
moral statistics as auxiliary to the
history of civilisation. Quetelet
went beyond this, inasmuch as he
was the first to inquire into the
cause of the moral level of a

population, and in as much as in
his criminal statistics of Belgium,
1833, he had already given ex

pression to the fundamental idea,

'Society bears the germs of crime
in itself.'"
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was astronomer-royal of Belgium and the founder of

the Observatory at Brussels. Having opened his career

by some memoirs on geometrical subjects, he directed

his attention to questions of meteorology and statis

tics, which he was probably the first to extend

into the region not only of the physical but also

of the moral attributes of man, studying the phe

nomena of crime, suicide, and disease as revealed by

the criminal courts in France, the Netherlands, and

other countries.

Subsequently it was mainly through his influence that

a series of international statistical congresses was held

in the principal cities of Europe, and a greater uniformity

in the methods of research and registration attempted

and partially attained.

21. Quetelet's statistical inquiries centre in the conceptionThe "mean
man." of the average or mean man who, in a very geometrical

fashion, is looked upon as an analogue of the centre of

gravity
1 of a body, being the mean around which the

social elements oscillate. If one tries," he says, "to

1 Quetelet defines the object of
his work as follows (' Sur l'Homme,'
vol. i. p. 21): "L'objet de cet

ouvrage eat d'tudier, dane leura
effete, lea causes, oit naturelleB,
soit perturbatricee qui agissent Bur
le développement de l'homme; de
chercher . mesurer l'influence de
ces causes, et le mode d'après lequel
ellee 8e modifient mutuellement.
Je n'ai point en vue de faire une
théorie de l'homrne, mais seulement.
de constater lee faits et lea phnom
ènes qul le concernent, et. d'esayer
de eaisir, par l'observation, lee Me

qui lient ces phnomènea ensemble.
Lhomme clue je considre ici est,




dana la eocit4, l'analogue du centre
de gravit.6 dana lee corps; ii eat la
moyenne autour de lacjuelle oscillent
lee 6lmena eociaux: ce sera, si l'on
veut, un tre fictif pour qui toutes
lea choses se passeront. conformé
ment aux rsukats nioyens obtenus
pour la soci6té. Si I'crn cherche
tablir, en quelque sorte, les ba8es
d'une physique socvdc, c'est Jul
qu'on dolt considérer, sans s'arrêt.er
aux cas particuliers UI aux anofli
alien, et sans rechercher si tel in
(lividu peut preudre un dveloppe
went plus ou moms grand dane
l'une de see facult$s."
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establish in some way the foundation of Social Physics,
it is the mean man whom one must consider without

stopping at particular and anomalous cases and without

investigating whether some individual can take a de

velopment more or less great in one of his faculties.'

After having considered man at different epochs
and among different peoples, after having successively
determined the different elements of his physical and

moral condition, . . . we shall be able to fix the laws

to which he has been subjected in different nations

since their birth-that is to say, we shall be able to

follow the course of the centres of gravity of every part
of the system."' In an astronomical fashion Quetelet

speaks of the perturbing forces and variations, and of

the "stability of the social system," and compares the

new science of society to the mechanics of the Heavens.4

The influence of Laplace and his school is evident in

every page of Quetelet's work. Whilst speaking of the

"variability of the human type and the mean man

among different peoples and in different centuries," he

'Sur l'Homme,' vol. i. p. 22.
2 Ibid., p. 23.

Ibid., p. 26.
Vol. ii. p. 338. Quetelet speaks of

the annual and diurnal periods, and
continues: "Les causes régulièrea
et périoo1iques, qui dependent on de
la périude annuelle ou de Is periode
diurue, exercent sur la socit,6 des
effets plus prononca et qui varient
clans des limites plus larges, que
les effets combinCs non périodiques,
produits annuellement par le con
cours de toutes lee autres causes
i.iui agis3ent sur la societe; en
d'autres termes, le système social,
dana as rnanière d'être, paralt ôtre




plus dissemblable 1 lui- xnéme
pendant le coure d'une année ou
même pendant l'espace d'un jour,
que pendant deux année8 con
sécutives, si l'on a égard li l'ac
CrOi8semeflt de la, population. La
période diurne semble exercer une
influence un peu plus prononcée
que Is période annuellc, du moms
en ce qui concerne lea naissances.
La pCriode annuelle produit des
effete plus sensibles dana lea
campagnes que dans lea villes, et
ii paralt en We de mêrne des
causes en gCnCral qui tendent
li modifier lea faits relatifa
l'homme."
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anticipates discussions which came fifty years later.'

His aim is to arrive at a precise knowledge of things

hitherto vaguely known and merely sketched by artists

and literary persons; but he evidently looks beyond the

study of the average man to that of individual departures,

as of special interest to the physician,' for instance,

in the case of disease, and he significantly recommends

what he calls the "study of maxima."
3

He regards the

mean man in the circumstances in which he is placed

as the type of all that is beautiful and all that is

1 Vol. ii. p. 270: "Lea anciens
ont reprsent avec un art, infini
l'homrne physique et moral, tel
qu'il exitait alors; et Ia plupart
des modernes, frapps de la perfec
tion de leurs ouvrages, ont cru
qu'ils n'avaient rien de mieux
faire que de lea imiter servilement;
il n'ont pas compris que le type
avait changé; et que, tout en lee
imitant pour la perfection de Part,
il avaient une autre nature h
tudier. De lb., ce en universel,
'Qui none d1ivrera des Grecs et des
Romains!' Do 14 cette scission
violente entre lea classiques et lea
romantiques; de ii. enfin, le besoin
d'avoir une litt4rature qui füt vent
ablement 1'epression de la sociétd.
Cette grande revolution West ac
cornplie, et elle fournit la preuve Ia
plus irrécusable de la vaniabilit.4 du
type humain ou de I'homme moyeu
chez lea differens peuplee et dane
lea différena sièeles." It is inter
esting to see from this quotation
that the opposition to a one-sided
classical education emanated at
that time from the romantic move
ment, whereas in our days it is the
scientific movement which forms
the opposition.

2 Vol. ii. p. 281: "Comzne dana
le plus grand nombre de cas, Ic
malade ne peut prCsenter aucune




observation satisfaisante fal te sur
sa propre personne, xli aucune des
elemens qui lui sont part.iculiere,
le mCdecin se t.rouve force de la
ramener h l'Cchelle commune, et de
l'asaimiler 'a l'homme moyen; ce
qui an fond semble presenter le
moms de difficultés et d'incon
veniene; mais pent causer aussi de
graves méprises daus quelques cir
constances; car c'est encore le cas
de faire observer ici que lea lois
générales relatives aux masses sont
essentiellement fausses Ctant ap.
phquées b. des individus: ce qui
ne veut pas dire cependant qu'on
ne pout lea cousulter avec fruit: et
lea écarta sout toujours consider
ables.'!

Vol. ii. p. 284: "Ii ne faut pas
confondre lea lois de dCveloppement
tie I'homme inoyen b. tefle ou telle
époque, avec lea lois de dCreloppe
meut de l'hutnanité. Elles n'int
en général que peu de rapport entre
cUes: ainsi je serai trs dispostS it
croire que lea lois tie dCveloppement
tie I'homme nzoyen restent a peu
pros lea mômes nux ithrens siècles,
et qu'elles iie varient que par la
grandeur des maxima. Or, ce sout
justement ces uzaxiina, relatif ii.
l'homme dveloppe, qui donnent,
dana chaque siOcle, la inesure du
dCveloppement. tie I'hurnanitC.'
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good." And further, "one of the principal things

accomplished by civilisation is to draw closer and

closer the limits within which the different elements

oscillate which are characteristic of man."
2

There was, however, another idea besides that of 22.
Social at.at-

the mean man which followed in the course of this istics and
freewill.

mathematical or astronomical treatment of social

statistics-namely, the seeming negation of the scope

of freewill and of moral responsibility, which seemed

inconsistent with the regularity of the statistical rec

ords. In his treatise, 'Sur l'Homme,' Quetelet had

drawn attention to the regular recurrence of crime

-of the tendency to crime-as one of the most

remarkable features in society; which, through its

physical and moral contitution, "prepares crime, the

guilty being only the instrument which carries it

Vol. ii. p. 287: "J'ai cit pr
cdemment que l'homme moyen de
chaque poque représente le type du
développerxient de Phumauit6 pour
cette époque; j'ai dit encore que
l'homrne moyen tait toujours tel

que le comportalent et qu'exi
geaient les temps et lea ]ieux; quo
ses qualités se d6veloppaient clans
un juste équilibre, dane une par
fai te harmonic, galem ent 1oignée
de$ excès et des dfectuosits de
toute espSce; de 8orte que, dana
le circoustauces otL II 80 trouve, on
cloit le consiclérer comme le type de
tout ce qui est beau, de tout cc qui
esL bien." P. 289: "Un individu

qui re8ulneratt en lui-même, a. une

6poque clonne, toutes lee qualités
de l'homuie inyen, reprsen terait

Ia, fois tout ce qu'il y a de grand,
de beau et de Men."

2 Vol. ii. p. 342: "Un des pin
cipaux fails de Ia civilisation est de
resserrer, de plus en plus, lee limites




dane lesquelles oscillent lee différens
lémens relatifs h. l'hornme. Plus

lea lumières se rpandent, plus lee
écarta de Ia moyenne vont en
diminuant; plus, par consequent,
nous tendons . nous rapprocher de
cc qui eat beau et do ce qui eat
bien. La perfectibilité de l'eapèce
humaine résulte comme une consé
quence nécessaire de toutes nos
recherches. Lea défectuosités, lea
monstruosités disparaissent de plus
en plus au physique; la frequeuce
et la gravité des maladies se
trouvent cowbattues avec plus
d'avantage par lea progrèa des
sciences medicales; lea qualités
morales de l'homme n'éprouvent
pas de perfectionneniens moms
sensibles; et plus flOU8 avancerons,
moms lea grands bouleversemens
politiques et lea guerres, cea fléRux
de l'humanité, seront h craindre
dans leurs effets et dana leurs

consequences.




"
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out"; society, as it were, exacting a certain proportion

of crime, as it does of suicide, poverty, physical and

mental disease, for the maintenance of its equilibrium

and as an "alarming"
2

tribute to its stability. The

extreme consequences which seemed to flow from this

doctrine were not drawn by Quetelet, who believed in a

gradual though slow development of human society, and

in moral as well as physical causes and influences. They

were drawn, however, by what we may term the mathe

matical school of social philosophers, who relied greatly

upon the figures collected by Quetelet and confirmed by

others. In this country the statistical labours of Quetelet

were made known by Sir John Herschel in a brilliant

article' in the 'Edinburgh Review' on the "Translation

of Quetelet's Letters to Prince Albert on the Theory of

Probabilities." They do not seem to have been regarded

as detrimental to the moral aspect of human history till

23. Henry Thomas Buckle, in his celebrated 'History of
Buckle.




Civilisation," made use of Quetelet's statistics in sup-

1 'Bur l'Homme,' vol. ii. p. 241.
2 Cf. Vol. ii. p. 262; also

'Système Social' (1848), P. 95,
and the 'Mémoire sur la Statistique
Morale' (1848).

Vol. xcii. p. 18.
The 'History of Civilisation,'

Vol. 1., appeared in 1857, and was
very soon translated in Germany,
running in a short time through
five editions. There the statistical
theories of Quetelet had not made
that impression which they made
in some other countries. This 18
explained by the fact that the
philosophy of Kant, to which
Buckle himself referred in a long
passage in his "Introduction," had
long before Quetelet accustomed




thinkers to abandon the popular
conception of freewill, which sees
in it merely the absence of causal
determinateness, in favour of the
causal connection of so-called free
actions with the motives and the
moral character. The subject has
been very fully discussed by F. A.
Lange in his well-known 'History
of Materialism' (Eng. trans. by
Thomas, vol. iii. p. 196, &c.)
Lange refers to a remark of the
well - known political economist,
Prof. Adolph Wagner, who, in his
work 'Die Geetzmiissigkeiv in den
cheinbar willkiihrhichen mench
lichen Haudlungen' (Hamburg,
1864, p. xiii, &c.), mentions the
fact that Quetelet's writings had
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port of one of his favourite theses- viz., that the

course of historical progress depends on the combined

action of the external physical surroundings and of

the intellectual side of human nature. Apart from

intellectual modifications the moral side is a con

stant. In the course of the discussions following

the appearance of Buckle's History, especially in Ger

many, it was conclusively shown that statistical

figures prove neither one view nor the other: indeed,

one of the most complete and exhaustive treatises

on moral statistics comes from the orthodox pen of

Alexander von Oettingen, a Professor of Theology, just

as we saw that the first great work on political arith

metic in Germany came from the pastor Süssmilch

a century earlier. Philosophical writers like Lotze'

not received the attention merited:
"This reproach does not quite
hit the right point. . . Wagner
might, in fact, have been led by
Buckle . . . to see that German

philosophy in the dotrine of the
freedom of the will has for once
an advantage which permits it to re

gard these new studies with equan
imity; for Buckle supports himself
above all upon Kant, adducing his

testimony for the empirical neces

sity of human actions, and leaving
aside the transcendental theory of
freedom. Although all that ma
terialism can draw from moral
statistics . . . for the practical
value of a materialistic tendency
of the age as against idealism has
thus been conceded by Kant, it
is by no means indifferent whether
moral statistics, and, as we may
put it, the whole of statistics, is

placed in the foreground of an

thropological study or not.; for
moral statistics direct the view
outwards upon the real measurable




facts of life, while the German

philosophy, despite its clearness as
to the nullity of the old doctrine
of freewill, still always prefers to
direct its view inwards upon the
facts of consciousness."

1 Lotze's deliverances on this
subject will be found in the third
chapter of the seventh book of
the 'Microcosmus' (Eng. trans. by
Hamilton and Jones, vol. ii. p. 200,
&c.), and also in the 'Logik' of
1874 (Book II. chap. 8). In the
former passage he says: "The dis
like with which we hear of laws
of psychic life, whilst we do not
hesitate to regard bodily life as
subordinate to it own laws, arises

partly because we require too
much from our own freedom of
will, partly because we let our
selves be too much imposed upon
by those lawi. If we do not find
ourselves involved in the declared

struggle between freedom and

necessity, we are by no means
averse to regarding the actions of
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24.
Criticism of
pretension
of statistics.




and Drobisch
1
have long ago reduced to their proper

measure the pretensions of




statistics, and it is now

generally admitted that in the sciences dealing with

human nature and society, as in those which inves

tigate purely physical phenomena, observations, figures
and measurements rarely if ever suffice to establish a

valid generalisation; but that, if such be suggested by
other processes of thought, notably through attentive re

flection on, and analysis of, single and accessible cases,

statistics supply the indispensable material by which

men as determined by circum
stances: in fact, all expectation of
good from education and all the
work of history are based upon
the conviction that the will may
be influenced by growth of insight,
by ennoblement of feeling, and by
improvement of the external con
ditions of life. On the other side,
a consideration of freedom itself
would teach us that the very
notion is repugnant to common
sense if it does not include sus
ceptibility to the worth of motives,
and that the freedom of willing
can by no means signify absolute
capacity of carrying out what 18
willed." And, further, he remarks
on "the extreme overhastiness
with which the statistical myth
has been built up from deductions
which cannot be relied upon. We
have yet to obtain from exacter
investigations the true material
for more trustworthy conclusions
-material which should take the
place of the statistical myth above
referred to."

Before Lotze, and as early as
1849, M. W. Drobisch, the Her
bartian, had reviewed Quetelet's
Memoir, 'Sur Ia Statist ique morale,'
&c.; and later (1867), after the
publication of A. Wagner's work, he
came back to the subject in an im-




portant tract, 'Die moralische Stat.
istik und die menschliche Willens
freiheit,' which should be read by
every one who desires .o form just
views on the subject. "In all
such facts," says Drobisch, "there
are reflected not natural laws pure
and simple, to which man must
submit as to destiny, but at the
same time the moral conditions of
society, which are determined by
the mighty influences of family
life, of the school, the Church,
of legislation, and are, therefore,
quite capable of improvement by
the will of man" (Zeitsch. für
exacte Philos.,' vol. iv. p. 329).
After all that has been said by
Quetelet, Buckle, and others, the
words of Schiller ('\\Ta1lenst.ein'
Tod,' ii. 3) still remain the best.
statement of the problem :-

Des 1!ensvhen Thaten utad (h'dankcn,
wlsst I

Bind nicht wie Meeres blind bewegtc
Wellen.

Die iiinre V't1t, sein Microcosmus, 1st.
Der tiefe 8ehncbt, ati tleiii sic ewig

que11tii.
Sic mind n'ithwendig, wie des Baunics

Frucht;
Sb kLLnu dt'r Wall gaukelud niclit

rirwandeln,
Hab'ic.Ii des Menscheu Kern erst unter

sucl,t,
So %v.'ks ich auch sein VoUeu und scm

Hcn'leIn.'
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these generalisations can be tested, elevated to the rank

of leading canons of thought and research, and in rare

cases to that of the expression of a law of nature. So

far, therefore, as the complicated phenomena presented

in meteorology, agriculture, and economics are concerned,

the suggestions leading to so-called laws have in every

case been got elsewhere-from astronomy, chemistry,

psychology, history, &c.; and the work of science has

subsequently consisted largely in gathering the necessary

statistical materials by which to prove, amplify, curtail,

or refute them. In many cases it has been found that

even elaborate series of observations had not been per

formed in such a manner' as would permit of the

necessary inferences being drawn from them. Similarly

biologists after Darwin have had to rearrange the collec

tions made by those who came before the epoch marked

by that great name.

This refers as much to statist
ical figures as to the knowledge
accumulated in many of the natural
sciences. Especially it. refers to the
statistical material upon which
Quetelet based his startling and
epoch-making assertions: the earlier
critics had, as V. John observes
('Geschichte der Statistik,' p. 364),
dealt with the deductions which
Quetelet had drawn, without deal
ing with the empirical material
itself. It was therefore of great
importance that Prof. Rehnisch of
Gttiugen for the first. time sub
mitted the figures themselves to a

searching analysis. He did this
in the years 1875-76, in his articles
in the ' Zeitschrift Mr Philosophie
und Philosophische Kritik,' through
which it became evident that the
inferences were, as Lotze had
iready suggested, to say the least,




premature. "In the memoir 'Sur
le Penchant. au Crime '

(1831), only
four years, and in the work 'Sur
l'Homme,' only six years 1826-31)
of the 'compte général,' furnished
the data upon which the astound
ing regularity with which crime
repeats itself was maintained" (V.
John, p. 365). Rehnisch adds many
other examples of the extreme in
completeness of the records upon
which the theory of Quetelet is
built up. More recent labours
have therefore been to a large
extent directed towards gathering
more complete statistical data, as
well as towards improving the
mathematical methods themselves
to which not only these but also
the population and mortality
statistics have been submitted, for
the purpose of arriving at average
figures.
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With the scientific treatment of the phenomena of

human society, the name of Adoiphe Quetelet will

always be associated; yet the mathematical or exact

school was not the only one which in the course of

the first half of the century had approached the subject.

25. Notably in Germany, under the ruling influence of
Historical
criticism, philosophical, historical, and critical studies, a school

of research had grown up calling itself the his

torical. If the centre of gravity of the mathematical

view lies in the conception of a certain uniformity

and stability of social phenomena, the other school

looked more to historical changes. and developments,

opposing the doctrine of the movement or of the

dynamics to that of the statics of society. Its in

spiration came from a different quarter, and will

occupy us in a later portion of this work. For the

moment it suffices to remark how here also, in the

study of economics and social phenomena, the develop

mental or genetic view has gradually dispelled the

earlier search for recurrent forms and regularities,

which we may term the morphological aspect: the

physiology has succeeded the anatomy of society.

But statistical methods, with the accompanying doc-

trines' of probability and averages and the theory of

error, have not only been extensively and usefully

employed where large numbers of similar facts and

events crowd in upon our observation, and, as it were,

overwhelm us by their multitudes, as in astronomy,

meteorology, economics, and political arithmetic: they

have also shown themselves applicable by what we

may term the inverse method. Quetelet, when deal-
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ing with long columns of human statistics, felt a

relief in studying the average or mean man. Is it

not possible that in many instances what nature and

experience show us is only the average itself -our

senses and our intellect being too coarse to penetrate

to the numberless individual cases out of which the

sum or the average is made up? May not even the

simplest phenomenon or thing in nature be in fact 26.
Application

an aggregate, a total, and its apparent behaviour and s1cs.

properties merely a collective effect? Both the kinetic

and the atomic view of natural objects and phenomena

seem to favour this way of regarding things,- the

former showing us in many cases motion and unrest

where at the first glance we saw only rest, and the

latter dissolving apparently continuous and homogene

ous structures into crowds or assemblages of many

particles.

Thus the apparently steady pressure of gases is now

known to be in reality the violent bombardment of

the wall of the containing vessel by their mole

cules; and the most homogeneous and transparent

crystal is revealed, by its optical properties, as an

assemblage of very minute particles, held together by

forces which may be overcome by mechanical or

chemical agencies. Regarded from this point of view,

our knowledge of natural objects is merely statistical:

it deals with aggregates; it is a collective knowledge.

And if we further consider that the sameness of the

numberless constituent particles is by no means proved,

this collective knowledge turns out to be merely con

cerned with averages: it is statistical, not individual,
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information that we seem to possess; it resembles the

knowledge which an economist may possess of the

statistics of a society or of the properties of the

'mean" man. If such be the case, the theory of

large numbers and the calculus of probabilities must

be applicable and useful in dealing with those

phenomena which, through their minuteness and great

number, elude our detailed examination.

The first to introduce this conception of treat

ing a very large assemblage of moving things by the

method of averages was Joule,1 who, adopting Daniel

Bernoulli's conception, calculated the average velocity

which a particle of hydrogen gas must possess in

order to explain the total effect which shows itself

as a definite gas pressure at a definite temperature.

His result was that this average speed must be 6055

feet per second in order to be equal to the pressure

of one atmosphere at the zero temperature of the

Centigrade scale. The speed of the particles, however,

cannot be assumed to be equal, owing to continual

encounters; and we are indebted to Clausius and

27. Clerk-Maxwell for introducing the more refined statis
Clausius
and Clerk tical methods of the theory of probabilities. TheyMaxwell.

calculated the mean free path, and showed that

former calculations of the average speed were in the

main correct. The kinetic theory of gases afforded an

opportunity of brilliantly applying the conceptions of

averages or means and of the differences of frequencies

as the measure of the probability of certain occurrences.

In this case-as was first shown by Joule's figures-we

See supra, vol. 1. p. 434, and vol. ii. p. 110.
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have to do with billions and trillions of particles, moving

with velocities varying from zero to many thousands

of miles per second: we have therefore to do with

numbers which practically mean infinity-that is to

say, we have to do with that condition of things

where alone the laws of probability become strictly

correct.1

In this case, any deductions which can be made as to

the average condition or collective behaviour of an in

finitely large assemblage of particles, whose individual

members move about with infinitely varying velocities

at infinitely varying speeds in infinitely varying direc

tions, must be realised in the well -known laws of

gaseous bodies referring to pressure, volume, expansion,

molecular structure, and heat, assuming the latter to be

merely the sensible effect on our nerves of very numer

ous impingements of infinitesimally small particles. It

is one of the greatest triumphs of the mathematical

methods applied in one of the most difficult instances,

that the average behaviour and collective properties of

1 P. G. Tait ('Heat,' 1884, p.
355) says: "It is to Clausius that
we are indebted for the earliest

approach, to an adequate treatment
of this question. He was the first
to take into account the collisions
between the particles, and to show
that these did not alter the pre
viously obtained results. He has
also the great credit of introducing
the statistical methods of the

theory of probabilities, and of thus

giving at least approximate ideas as
to the probable length of the mean

free path-i.e., the average distance
travelled over by a particle before
it impinges on another, and thus




has its course changed. He thus

explains also the slowness of diffu
sion of gases, and their very small
conductivity of heat. Clerk-Max
well shortly afterwards improved
the theory by introducing, also from
the statistical point of view, the
consideration of the variety of

speed at which the different par
ticles are moving; Clausiu8 having
expressly limited his investigations
by assuming for simplicity that all
move with equal speed. Clerk
Maxwell explained gaseous friction,
and gave a more definite determina
tion of the length of the mean free

path."
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such moving crowds turn out to be exactly those laws

28. which Boyle, Charles, Gay-Lussac, Dalton, and Avoadro

Mathe-matical rep- had found out by direct experiments with gaseous bodies.
resentation

laws. James Clerk - Maxwell was the first to recognise the

great importance of the statistical methods, and to

apply them in an exhaustive manner.' And we witness

here the same spectacle which presented itself in the

history of the theory of probabilities. Problems which

are to be solved by the mere application of a few rules

dictated by common-sense and an exercise of common

logic, present in their complexity such a multitude

of traps, snares, and pitfalls, that it required the suc

cessive application of the highest intellects to free the

reasoning from insidious errors, and put the results on

1 The manner in which Joule
dealt with the problem of a large
crowd of moving particles in his
uiemoir of 1851 was not strictly
statistical, inasmuch as he dealt
with an average velocity of the
molecules, and assumed that all the
molecules of a gas moved with the
same velocity. Clausius, in his
memoir of 1857, made use of as
umptions which were more in
Conformity with nature: he had,
accordingly, to employ the calculus
of probabilities. Clerk - Maxwell's
"ccupation with the subject dates
from the year 1859, when lie read
his paper, "Illustrations of the
Dynamic Theory of Gases," Part I.
(published in the 'Phil. Mag.,' 4th
series, vol. xix. p. 19, reprinted in
'Scientific Papers,' vol. i.) He
showed that "the velocities are
distributed among the particles
according to the same law as errors
are distributed among the observa
tions in the theory of the method
of least squares. The velocities
range from 0 to but the number




of those having great velocities is
comparatively small." If we leave
out Joule's imperfect attempt to
employ the statistical method, one
of the first applications of the
method of averages to a physi
cal problem is to be found in
Sir G. G. Stokes's paper "On
the Composition of Streams of
Polarised Light from different
Sources" ('Camb. Phil. Trans.,'
1853), where he shows "what
will be the average effect of a very
great number of special sources
of light thus giving one of the
earliest illustrations of the use, in
physics, of the statistical methods
of probabilities. . . . From this
point of view the uniformity of
optical phenomena, becomes quite
analogous to the statistical species
of uniformity, which is now found
to account for the behaviour of the
practically infinite group of particles,
forming a cubic inch of gas" (P.
0. Tait, 'Light,' 2nd ed., 1889, p.
237).
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undisputed and indisputable bases.' In proportion as

this has been done the calculated results have proved

to be in closer and closer accord with observed facts. I

will here mention only one of the latest achievements

in this line of research and reasoning. Assuming

as the atomic and kinetic theories do-that all external

phenomena of bodies can be reduced to the collective

or mean effect of a practically infinite variety of tur

bulent movements of a very large number of particles, it

must be possible to give a mechanical explanation of

that remarkable property of all phenomena of nature, 29.
Irreversi.

first noticed by Lord Kelvin, that they are essentially bility of
natural

irreversible-i.e., that, with very rare exceptions, they
processes.

take place in a certain direction which we may define as

an equalisation of existing differences of level, tempera

ture, electric pressure, and similar inequalities. In order

to fix this remarkable property of all natural phenomena,

physicists found themselves obliged to injroduce, along

side of energy and mass (which are both assumed to

conserve or maintain their total quantity), a third some

thing which is the measure of the degree in which an

existing distribution of mass and energy can be con

sidered to be capable of external, visible, finite activity

1 Those who are interested in

seeing how difficult it is to link

together the common-sense argu
ments of the theory of probabilities
in a consistent chain of unimpeach
able logic, should read the report
on the various attempts to prove
Clerk-Maxwell's law (mentioned in
the foregoing note) contained in
Prof. 0. E. Meyer's 'Kinetische
Theorie der Gase' (2nd ed., Breslau,

1899), especially p. 46, &c., and




'Mathematical Appendix,' p. 17;
and the great number of memoirs
referred to on p. 60 of that book.
Nevertheless Tait speaks of the still

remaining difficulties in the kinetic

theory of gases as having been

"greatly enhanced by an apparently
unwarranted application of the

theory of probabilities on which
the statistical method is based."

('Properties of Matter,' 2nd ed.,
1890, p. 291.)
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-i.e., of its availability to do work.' The infinitesimally

small motions of an immense crowd may be exerted in

such a way as to total up to a finite movement per

ceptible to our senses and accessible to our handling, or

they may so mutually annul each other as to present in

their finite sum and aggregate the appearance of rest and

inaction, however turbulent their behaviour might appear

to an observer gifted with powers of perception millions

$o. of times more delicate than ours. Lord Kelvin intro
Lord
Kelvin. duced the conception of the availability of energy,

2

Clausius that of entropy (or energy which is hidden

away), to measure this condition of any natural system.

Has the statistical view any conception to put at the

base of this remarkable property of natural phenomena?

It has, and we must assign to Clerk-Maxwell' the

See supra, chap. vii. p. 128,
&c.

2 Or of "motivity" (i.e.,
"energy for motive power "),
this being "the possession, the
waste of which is called dissi
pation." See supra, chap. vii.
p. 168; also Thomson (Lord
Kelvin), 'Popular Addresses,' vol.
i. p. 141.

The contributions of Clerk
Maxwell to this topic are notably
two, independently of the larger
view which he took of statistical,
as compared with historical, know
ledge, of which I treat farther on
in this chapter. First, in the con
cluding remarks of his treatise on
the 'Theory of Heat' ("On the
Limitation of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics") he introduced
his famous conception of a "sort
ing demon," the meaning of which
fanciful device was, to impress upon
the student of the dynamical theory
of heat, first, the fact that the




loss of availability of the energy of
molecular motion is owing to the
coarseness of our senses; and second,
that the restoration of ditfèrences
of temperature, or of availability
of energy, is simply a matter of

arrangement or order, not of an
increase of the intrinsic energy
of the system. The subject. has
been frequently referred to, notably
by Lord Kelvin, who says ("On the

Sorting Demon of Clerk-Maxwell."
Royal Institution, February 187.4.
Reprinted in 'Popular Lectures
and Addresses,' vol. i. p. 137. &c.)

Dissipation of energy fellows in
nature from the f'rtuitou C011-
course of atoms. The lost motivity
is essentially not restorable other
wise than by an agency dealing
with individual atoms ; and the
mode of dealing with the at-ms
to restore motivity is essentially a
process of assortment, sending this
way all of one kind or class, that
way all of another kind or class
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credit of having first indicated, and to Prof. Boltzmann 1

-aided by many other eminent natural philosophers
-that of having definitely established, this highly

suggestive explanation or illustration. The doctrine

of chances, to which artifice the statistical view of

(p. 139). "The conception of the
'sorting demon' is merely mechan
ical, and is of great value in purely
physical science. It was not in
vented to help us to deal with
questions regarding the influence
of life and mind on the motions
of matter, questions essentially be
yond the range of mere dynamics"
(p. 141). The other contribution
through which Clerk - Maxwell's
name has become celebrated in this
connection is to be found in the
so-called Maxwell-Bolt.zmaim law of
the distribution of kinetic energy
in a mass of moving particles.
The discussion of the subject
dates from the first memoir of
Clerk-Maxwell, quoted above; and,
after Prof. Boltzmann had treated
of the same subject in 1868,
and Mr Watson in 1876, Clerk.
Maxwell returned to it in a paper
"On Energy in a System of
Material Points" ('Camb. Phil.
Soc.,' vol. xii.) In the year 1894
Prof. Bryan presented the 2nd
part of his Report on "Our
Knowledge of Thermodynamics"
('Brit. Assoc. Rep.,' 1894, p. 64,
&c.), in which he gives an account
of all the different investigations
referring to this subject, up to
that date. This was followed by
a long discussion of the subject
in the pages of Nature' (vol. ii.),
in which Messrs Bryan, Boltzmann:
Burbury, Culverwell, Larmor, and
H. \V. Watson took part, and
winch gave Prof. Boltzwann the
opportunity of giving a final ex
pression of his opinion (p. 4Th).

1 Prof. Boltzmann's investiga
tions connected with the second




law of thermodynamics and the
kinetic theory of gases cover the
last thirty - five years. He has
succeeded in putting the whole
problem more and more into a
strictly accurate, as also into a
popularly intelligible, form. Un
fortunately his very numerous con
tributions are scattered in various
periodical publications, and have
not yet appeared in a collected
edition. Most of them appeared
in the Proceedings and Transac
tions of the Vienna Academy,
among which the Address delivered
on the 29th May 1886 can be
specially recommended. Since then,
and after the correspondence in
'Nature' referred to in the
last note, he has published his
lectures 'Vorlesungen über Gas.
Theorie' (2 vole., Leipzig, 1896-98).
He there (vol. ii. p. 260, note)
gives a list of the most important
literature on the subject, and also
a general summary regarding the
application of the theory of prob
abilities to the distribution of the
kinetic energy of a crowd of
moving particles. In this con
nection he also deals with the
consequences of the atomic hy
pothesis, the irreversibility of all
natural processes, and the applica
tion of the second law to the
history of the universe. He there
says (p. 253) : "The fact that
the closed system of a fluite
number of molecules, if it had
originally an orderly condition, and
has then lapsed into a disorderly
one, must finally, after the lapse
of an inconceivably long period,
assume again orderly conditions, is
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phenomena reduces us, distinguishes between probable

and improbable events or arrangements of a crowd

of elements-i.e., between such as are of an average

and such as are of an exceptional character. Any

highly improbable arrangement-though possible-will

be followed by a gradual settling down to more prob

able or average arrangements. And as in nature you

are forced to introduce the conception of availability, so

in the calculus of chances you can introduce a certain

mathematical quantity which is the measure of the. proba-

bility. The more improbable, 'i.e., exceptional, the begin-

not a refutation, butaconfirmation,
of our theory. But one must not
consider the matter thus: as if
two gases . . . which were initially
unmixed, then became mixed, after
a few days again unmixed, then

again mixed, &c. We find, rather,
that . . . only after a period
which, even compared with 10 10 0

years, is enormously great, a per
ceptible unmixing would take place.
That this is practically equivalent
to never, we see, if we consider
that in this period there would
be, according to the laws of prob
ability, many years in which, by
mere chance, all the inhabitants of
a large city would, on the same
day, commit suicide, or fire break
out in all its buildings; whereas
the insurance comp&nies are in so
good an agreement with facts that
they do not consider such cases at
all. If even a much smaller im
probability were not practically
identical with impossibility, nobody
could rely upon the present day
being followed by night and the
latter again by day." And further
(p. 255) : "If we, therefore, repre
sent the world under the figure
of an enormously large mechanical
system, composed of enormously




numerous atoms, which started
from a very perfectly ordered
condition, and exist still mainly
in an orderly condition, we arrive
at consequences which actually
stand in perfect harmony with
observed facts"; and (p. 258),
"That in nature the transition
from a probable to an improbable
condition does not happen as fre

quently as the reverse, can be
explained by the assumption of a

very improbable initial state of
the whole surrounding universe, in

consequence of which any arbitrary
system of interacting bodies is, in
general, in an improbable condition
to begin with. But one might
say, that here and there the
transition from probable to im
probable conditions must., after
all, be observable. . . . From the
numbers regarding the inconceiv
ably great rarity of a transition
from probable to improbable con
ditions, happening in observable
dimensions and during an ob
servable period, it is explained
how such a process within what
we, cosmotogically, call a single
world, or, specialty, our world, is
so extremely rare that any experi
ence of it is excluded."
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fling you choose, the greater your distance from the

average or most probable condition into which, in the

long-run, things must settle down; the more play for

the equalising and levelling down of coming events.

The world-or at least that part of the world accessible

to our observation, and the playground of our activity

shows a large amount of available energy, or, expressed

in a purely statistical manner, it started from a highly

improbable condition, and it is descending or running

down into a more probable or average condition. The 81.
"Avail-

doctrine of availability or of its reverse, of entropy ability'" it
theorem in

-i.e., of the loss of availability-turns out to be a probability.

theorem of probabilities; and the refined mathematical

researches of Prof. Boltzmann a!ld others show that

these two conceptions can be made to cover each other.

Moreover, we can bring home to the popular under

standing the difference between the exceptional con

dition, with its large amount of available energy, and

the average condition, with its large amount of self

destructive and wasted energy (or entropy), by the

simile of order and disorder. For every arrangement of

a crowd of things or beings which is orderly, there are

innumerable arrangements which are disorderly; every

one knows how easily the orderly arrangement lapses

into disorder, and nobody expects by mere haphazard

or chance movements to produce order out of disorder.

There are thousands of ways by which a stone can fall

from the peak of a mountain to the lower levels, but

only one direction which would take it up again to the

top. A tree has been suggested as the picture of the

course that natural movements take: for the one position
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in the trunk, where all branches and all roots meet,

there are in both directions numberless ways of rami

fication or dissipation into the twigs or the root-fibres.

The statistical view measures the chances of an orderly

arrangement compared with disorder, of a commanding

unique position compared with the average or mean

position, by saying the odds are infinity to one against

it. The orderly exceptional position and arrangement
of a crowd does not possess more actual energy, but its

energy is directed, arranged, it has become available

get-at-able.

$2. And what is it that changes disorder into order? It
"Selection"
as conceived is a process of selection. Maxwell imagined a sortingby Maxwell.




demon endowed with powers of perceiving and dividing
the immeasurably small movements of a gaseous body

i.e., of a crowd of particles in turbulent to and fro move

ment. Such a being could, by mere selection and

separation of the slow and fast moving particles, bring
order into disorder, converting the unavailable energy
into available energy. It would be a process of mere

sifting and arranging, such as is apparently carried out

in the living creation and by organic structures.' And

Maxwell went a step further, and conceived the idea

See supra, chap. x. p. 437, note,
where the selective action of certain
organisms is referred to in con nec
t,iun with Prof. Japp's Address to
the Brit. Assoc. in 1898. Lord
Kel-vinsays (" On the Disipatiou of
Energy," 1892, 'Popular Lectures
and Addresses,' vol. ii. p. 463, &c.) :
"it is conceivable that animal life
might have the attribute of using
the heat of surrounding matter, at
it natural temperature, as a source
of energy for mechanical effect.




The influence of animal or vegetable
life on matter is infinitely beyond
the range of any scientific inquiry
hitherto entered on. Its power of
directing the motions of moving
particles, in the demonstrated daily
miracle of our human free- will,
and in the growth of generation
after generation of plants from
a single seed, are infinitely clif
feL'eut frwn any possible result
of the fortuitous concourse of
atoms."
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that, after all, the whole of our knowledge of natural

phenomena and natural things may be only statistical,

not historical or individual. "In dealing," he says,'

with masses of matter, while we do not perceive the

individual molecules, we are compelled to adopt the

statistical method of calculation, and to abandon the

strict dynamical method in which we follow every
motion by the calculus. It would be interesting to

inquire how far those ideas about the nature and the

methods of science which have been derived from

examples of scientific investigation in which the

dynamical method is followed, are applicable to our

actual knowledge of concrete things, which, as we have

seen, is of an essentially statistical nature, because no

one has yet discovered any practical method of tracing

the path of a molecule, or of identifying it at different

times." And elsewhere 2 he says: "The statistical

method of investigating social questions has Laplace

for its most scientitlc and Buckle for its most popular

1
'Theory of Heat,' 8th ed., p.

329.
2 'Life of Clerk- Maxwell by

Campbell and Oarnett.' Chap. xiv.
contains a paper with the title,
"Does the progress of Physical
Science tend to give any advantage
to the opinion of Necessity (or
Determinism) over that of the

Contingency of Events and the
Freedom of the Will?" In it (p.
435) there occurs the following
passage: "Tile doctrine of the
conservation of energy, when ap
plied to living beings, leads to the
conclusion that the soul of an
animal is not, like the mainspring
of a watch, the motive power of
the body, but that its function is




rather that of a steersman of a
vessel-not to produce, but to
regulate and direct, the animal
powers." He then speaks of the
"powerful effect on the world of
thought" which the developments
of molecular science are likely to
have, considering the "most im
portant effect on our way of think
ing to be that it forces on our
attention the distinction between
two kinds of knowledge, which
we may call for convenience the
Dynamical and Statistical." The
paper from which the extracts in
the text are taken is dated 1873.
Clerk-Maxwell was then forty-one
years of age.
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expounder. Persons are grouped according to some

characteristic, and the number of persons forming the

group is set down under that characteristic. This is

the raw material from which the statist endeavours

to deduce general theorems in sociology. Other

students of human nature proceed on a different

plan. They observe individual men, ascertain their

history, analyse their motives, and compare their ex

pectation of what they will do with their actual con

duct. . . . However imperfect this study of man may

be in practice, it is evidently the only perfect method in

principle. . . . If we betake ourselves to the statistical

method, we do so confessing that we are unable to

follow the details of each individual case, and expecting

that the effects of widespread causes, though very differ

ent in each individual, will produce an average result on

the whole nation, from the study of which we may

estimate the character and propensities of an imaginary

being called the Mean Man. Now, if the molecular

theory of the constitution of bodies is true, all our

33. knowledge of matter is of a statistical kind. A con
tatstical .

knowledge stituent molecule of a body has properties very different
of nature.

from those of the body to which it belongs. The

smallest portion of a body which we can discern con

sists of a vast number of molecules, and all we can

learn about the group of molecules is statistical in

formation. . . . Hence those uniformities which we ob

serve in our experiments with quantities of matter con

taining millions of millions of molecules are uniformities

of the same kind as those explained by Laplace and

wondered at by Buckle, arising from the slumping to-
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gether of multitudes of cases, each of which is by no

means uniform with the others. . . . Much light may
be thrown on some of these questions by the consider

ation of stability and instability. When the state of

things is such that an infinitely small variation of the

present state will alter only by an infinitely small

quantity the state at some future time, the condition

of the system, whether at rest or in motion, is said to be

stable; but when an infinitely small variation in the

present state may bring about a finite difference in the

state of the system in a finite time, the condition of the

system is said to be unstable. It is manifest that the

existence of unstable conditions renders impossible the

prediction of future events, if our knowledge of the

present state is only approximate and not accurate. It

has been well pointed out by Prof. Balfour Stewart that

physical stability is the characteristic of those systems

from the contemplation of which determinists draw their

arguments, and physical instability that of those living

bodies, and moral instability' that of those developable

souls which furnish to consciousness the conviction of

free-will."
2

There is an awkward misprint
in the first edition of 'The Life,'
which is corrected in the second
edition.

2 clerk-Maxwell frequently re-
verts to this subject. In an article
on "Molecules," contributed to the
ninth edition of the 'Ency. Brit.'

(reprinted in 'Scientific Papers,'
vol. ii.), he contrasts historical and
statistical knowledge as follows (p.
373): "The modern atomists have

adopted a method which i. I
believe, new in the department of




mathematical physics, though it
has long been in use in the section
of statistics. When the working
members of Section F (of the Brit.
Assoc.) get hold of a report of the
census, or any other document con
taining the numerical data of
economic and social science, they
begin by distributing the whole
population into groups according to
age, income-tax, education, religious
belief, or criminal convictions. The
number of individuals is far too
great to allow of their tracing the
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The conceptions involved in the atomic and kinetic

views of natural processes, and the statistical manner of

dealing with these crowds of moving particles, have thus

introduced into natural philosophy two distinct and novel

considerations not known to former ages: first, the con

sideration that our knowledge of things and phenomena

in nature is not historical, but that it is that of the

mean or average and of the total effects produced by an

immensely large number of singly imperceptible events

upon our senses which are too coarse to receive or deal

with individual occurrences; secondly, the consideration

that our knowledge is not purely mechanical, inasmuch

history of each separately, so that,
in order to reduce their labour
within human limits, they concen
trate their attention on a small
number of artificial groups. The
varying number of individuals in
each group, and not the varying
state of each individual, is the

primary datum from which they
work. This, of course, is not the

only method of studying human
nature. We may observe the con
duct of individual men and com

pare it with that conduct which
their previous character and their
present circumstances, according to
the best existing theory, would lead
us to expect. Those who practise
this method endeavour to improve
their knowledge of the elements of
human nature in much the same
way as an astronomer corrects the
elements of a planet by comparing
its actual position with that de
duced from the received elements.
The study of human nature by
parents and schoolmasters, by his
torians and statemen, is, there
fore, to be distinguished from that
carried on by registrars and tabu
lators, and by those statesmen who

put their faith in figures. The one




may be called the historical and
the other the statistical method.
The equations of dynamics com
pletely express the laws of the
historical method as applied to
matter, but the application of these
equations implies a perfect know
ledge of all the data. But the
smallest portion of matter which
we can subject to experiment con
sists of millions of molecules, not
one of which ever becomes sensible
to us. We cannot, therefore, ascer
tain the actual motion of any one
of these molecules; so that we are
obliged to abandon the strict his
torical method of dealing with large
groups of molecules. The data of
the statistical method, as applied
to molecular science, are the sums
of large numbers of molecular quan
tities. In studying the relations
between quantities of this kind, we
meet with a new kind of regularity,
the regularity of averages, which
we can depend upon quite suffi
ciently for all practical purposes,
but which can make no claim to
that character of absolute precision
which belongs to the laws of
abstract dynamics."
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as besides the purely mechanical movements and their

summation, it must contain a reference to the nature of

our own faculties-a principle which indicates to what

extent the elementary movements come under our control

or escape it. There must be a principle which measures

the availability and usefulness-for ourpowers-of natural

processes, marking off what is orderly for our senses and

accessible to our powers, from what is disorderly and in-

accessible. This principle the founders of the science of

Thermodynamics-Rankine, Clausius, and Thomson-had

empirically established; Thomson having foreseen its

far-reaching importance in the economy of nature and

the applications of industry. The statistical view of 84.

natural phenomena forced upon us by atomisrn and
A8 opposed
to historical

kinetics has shown us that it is not a purely me-
and mechan
cI know-

chanical 1
principle. It is one belonging to the theory

ledge.

of averages and probability. The scientific view of

nature is thus, as Clerk-Maxwell says, neither purely
historical nor purely mechanical-it is statistical.'

To this view of the scientific treatment of natural

phenomena Clerk-Maxwell has attached a further con-

1 Clerk-Maxwell, in a review of
TaiL's "Thermodynamics" ('Scien
tific Papers,' vol. ii. p. 670) : "The
truth of the second law is therefore
a statistical, not a mathematical,
truth, for it depends on the fact
that the bodies we deal with consist
of millions of molecules, and that
we never can get hold of single
molecules."

2
Any on who has had occasion

to observe the internal work of any
large industrial or manufacturing
organisation, will have noticed the
twofold way in which important
occurrences are looked at by the




commercial and the technical
chiefs. As regularity is in many
instances the condition of success,
any break of its routine is care
fully examined and criticised. In
such cases the technical man will
look to the proximate mechanical
causes for an explanation, whereas
the commercial man, unable to
reflect on the technical and mechan
ical conditions of the special case,
will always refer to his statistics of
the past as a guide in judging the
immediate difficulty that is before
him.
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sideration, which is interesting inasmuch as it shows

that that which I called above the inverse method of

statistics does not involve ideas identical with those

which the direct method -as applied in ordinary

economic and social statistics-involves. In the direct

processes of statistics, which we may class under the

all-case or enumerative method, we rise, from a large

number of individual facts and data which are all

different, to the conception of certain uniform averages,

to recurring, or continuously and slowly changing, totals,

such as we handle daily in sciences like meteorology,

in moral, economic, and industrial statistics. The

averages are nowhere represented by the individuals,

and the regularity of the totals does not appear in

dealing with single instances, or with such restricted

numbers as come under the personal control of any

of us; hence the general uselessness of statistics in

handling individual cases or predicting special occur

rences. But the statistical view of natural phenomena,

as applied to the atomic constitution of bodies, leads

us ultimately to the conception that the smallest con

stituents of matter, the atoms, exhibit a regularity and

recurrent uniformity of structure which reminded Sir

John Herschel of manufactured articles. The attempt

to reduce the somewhat numerous types of these ulti

mate elements to purely geometrical configurations of

the homogeneous elements of one substance has indeed

failed, though it is being continually revived. But

allowing that there exist some sixty or seventy distinct

forms of matter or atomic structures, these structures

seem to be alike and stable wherever we meet with
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them; our observations ranging over very large distances

in space and time, from the particles immediately before

us in artificial flames to the vibrations of atoms of distant

stars, which must have taken millions of years to reach

us. "I do not think," says Clerk-Maxwell,' "that the

perfect identity which we observe between different por

tions of the same kind of matter can be explained on the

statistical principle of the stability of the averages of

large numbers of quantities, each of which may differ

from the mean. . . . For if the molecules of some sub

stance, such as hydrogen, were of sensibly greater mass

than others, we have the means of producing a separation

between molecules of different masses, and in this way

we should be able to produce two kinds of hydrogen,

one of which would be somewhat denser than the other.

As this cannot be done, we must admit that the equality

which we assert to exist between the molecules of hydro-

1 'Theory of Heat,' p. 329, &c.
Cf. also many passages in the
articles on "Atom," "Molecule,"
"Constitution of Bodies," &c., re

printed in the second volume of
'Scientific Papers'; inter aiicz, p.
483: "But the equality of the
constants of the molecules is a fact
of a very different order. It arises
from a particular distribution of
matter, a collocation, to use the ex

pression of Dr Chalmers, of things
which we have no difficulty in

imagining to have been arranged
otherwise. But many of the or

dinary instances of collocation are

adjustments of constants, which are
not only arbitrary in their own
nature, but in which variations

actually occur; and when it is

pointed out that these adjustments
are beneficial to living beings, and
are therefore instances of benevolent




I design, it is replied that those varia
tions which are not conducive to
the growth and multiplication of
living beings tend to their destruc
tion, and to the removal thereby of
the evidence of any adjustment not
beneficial. The constitution of an
atom, however, is such as to render
it, so far as we can judge, independ
ent of all the dangers arising from
the struggle for existence. Plaus
ible reasons may, no doubt, be as

signed for believing that if the
constants had varied from atom to
atom through any sensible range,
the bodies formed by aggregates of
such atoms would not have been so
well fitted for the construction of
the world as the bodies which

actually exist. But as we have
no experience of bodies formed of
such variable atoms, this must re
main a bare conjecture."
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gen applies to each individual molecule, and not merely

to the average of groups of millions of molecules."

And Clerk-Maxwell goes on to show how the fact that

the molecules all fall into a limited number of classes

or species with no intermediate links . . . to connect

one species with another by uniform gradation, produces

that kind of speculation with which we have become so

familiar under the name of theories of evolution, it being

quite inapplicable to the case of the molecules. The

individuals of each species
2 of molecules are like tuning

forks all tuned to concert pitch, or like watches regulated

to solar time."

1 'Theory of Heat,' p. 380.
2 ibid., p. 331.
The passages quoted from Clerk

Maxwell's writings, and the infer
ences drawn by him, were criticised
by Clifford in a lecture delivered
in 1874 with the title, "The
First and the Last Catastrophe.
A Criticism of some recent Specula..
Cons about the Duration of the
Universe" (reprinted in 'Lectures
and Essays,' vol. i. p. 191 3qq.); and,
quite recently, Prof. Ward has, in
his Gifiord lectures, reviewed both,
Maxwell's and Clifford's arguments
('Naturalism and Agnosticism,' vol.
i. p. 99, &c.) As Prof. Ward says,
the ideas of Herschel and Clerk
Maxwell "are far more due to theo
logical zeal than to the bare logic of
the facts." It is, therefore, out. of
place to discuss here the philosophi
cal consequences of the ideas of the
immutability or of' the gradual
evolution of the ultimate elements
of matter. In a. former chapter i
(see pp. 360 and 369, note, of
this volume) I referred to the
theories of the evolution of the
clifterent. chemical elements as

they have been put forward by
various scientific authorities. The




interest which attaches to the pas
sages quoted from Clerk-Maxwell
is, that in them, for the first time,
an instance was given of the
application of statistical methods
in the domain of abstract science.
The reader may gather from a
perusal of the writings mentioned
above, as also of the present
and foregoing chapters of this
history, that there is an inherent
contradiction (or as Kant would
say, antinomy) between the logi
cal methods and the highest ob
jects of scientific reasoning. The
methods all tend in the direction
of reducing existing differences in
the things and phenomena of nature
to a small number of data. which
are easily grasped and calculated.
whereas the observation of things
natural forces increasingly upon us
the existence of ever greater differ
ences, changes, and varieties. The
question presents itself, Is it likely
that a process the principle of which
is unification and simplification, will
ever lead to a comprehension of
that which increasingly reveals
itself to be infinitely complex and
varying? Dr Laruior has some
remarks which bear on this subject
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The progress of modern science has, however, given 35.
Sameness

a great impetus to the development of statistical or

enumerative methods, and notably to the graphical

registration of these results, through the importance

which the phenomena of variation attained in all theories

of evolution, and chiefly in those based upon natural

selection. Quetelet had already pointed to the study of

the maxima of the possible deviations from the mean and

average, as of special interest and value. Nevertheless,

the centre of gravity of the aspect unfolded in the

writings of Quetelet and his followers was the idea of

uniformity and average sameness. The conception of

change and development did not fit naturally and logi

cally into their scheme.' It was not till after the

('iEther and Matter,' p. 288):
"The processes by which our con

ception of the uniformity of Nat
ure is obtained essentially involve
averaging of effects, and lose their
efficacy long before the individual
molecule is reached. Mechanical
determinateness thus need not in
volve molecular determinateness;
then why should either of them
involve determination in the en

tirely distinct province of vital
activity? . . . Every vital process
may conceivably be correlated with
a mechanical process, as to its pro
gress, just to that extent to which
it is possible experimentally to
follow it,, without lending any
countenance to a theory that would

place its initiation under the control
of any such system of mechanical
relations. In other terms, there is
room for complete mechanical co
ordination of all the functions of an

organism, treated as an existing
material system, without requiring
any admission that similar prin
ciples are supreme in the more




remote and infinitely complex
phenomena concerned in growth
and decay of structure."

1 A fate overtook the theories and

writings of Quetelet and Buckle
similar to that which I had occasion
to notice above in referring to the
great work of A. von Humboldt.
Through the influence of the evolu
tionist movement, prepared by
Lamarok, von Baer, Spencer, and
others, centring in Darwin, the
statical or morphological view had
in every department of science to
give way to the kinetic or genetic
view. This explains why some
names, once celebrated, like Hum
boldt and Buckle, sank rapidly
into oblivion. Grant Allen, in
his somewhat one-sided but spirited
monograph on Darwin ('English
Worthies,' 1888), has drawn atten
tion to this. I give here the
striking passage, reserving for the
sequel of this work the liberty to
differ in detail from much in it
that is too drastically expressed:
"There is no department of human
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86. publication of the 'Origin of Species' that the phenomena
Darwin.




of variation-i.e., of deviation from the existing type

or average-forced themselves upon naturalists and

statisticians as requiring to be specially observed, de

scribed, and accounted for. Since that time a new

branch of science has sprung up, unknown before even

by name-the study of variation in nature. This, as we

have seen in a former chapter, is one of the great and

important aspects of nature brought prominently before

the thinking naturalist by Darwin's and Wallace's dis

coveries, and strongly urged forward by the independent

arguments of Mr Herbert Spencer. It involves the

great problems of Inheritance and Adaptation. What

are the facts, and what the causes of variation, of the

moving and propelling principle in natural selection and

evolution? The latter is a physiological problem-the

former is one of statistics.

thought or human action which ation of the dynamic and kinetic
evolutionism leaves exactly where element in universal nature.
it stood before the advent of the Spencer and Hartmanu, Haeckel
Darwinian conception. In nothing and Clifford, had the field to them-
is this fact more conspicuously seen selves for the establishment of their
than in the immediate obsolescence essentially evolutionary systems.
(so to speak) of all the statical Great thinkers of the elder genera-
pre-Darwinian philosophies which tion, like Bain and LyeU, felt bound

ignored development, as soon as to remodel their earlier conceptions
ever the new progressive evolu- by the light of the new Darwinian

tionary theories had fairly burst hypotheses. Those who failed by
upon an astonished world. Dog- congenital constitution to do so,
inatic Conite was left forthwith to like Carlyle and Carpenter, were,
his little band of devoted adherents; philosophically speaking, left hope-
shadowy Hegel was relegated with lessly behind and utterly extin-
a bow to the cool shades of the f guished. Those who only half
common-rooms of Oxford; Buckle . succeeded in thus reading them-
was exploded like an inflated wind- selves into the new ideas, like

bag; even Mill himself,-magiwn Lewes and Mx Muffler, lost ground
Ct vcnerabilc nrn.cn,-with all his immediately before the eager on-

mighty steam-hammer force of slaught of their younger com-

logical directness, was felt instinct- petitors" (loc. cit., P. 197).
ively to be lacking in full appreci-
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The first who seems to have fully grasped the Dar-

winian problem from this point of view is Mr Francis

Galton,' who in a series of papers, and notably in his $.
Oaltou.

well-known works on 'Hereditary Genius' (1869) and

on 'Inheritance' (1889), made a beginning in the statis

tical treatment of the phenomena of Variation. The

novel point of view which was thus introduced into

natural science was perhaps somewhat obscured by its

immediate application to a most difficult and unique

problem, which can hardly be discussed without im

porting what may be called a sentimental bias. This

was the question of the connection through descent

of those rare occurrences in human nature which we

term genius. Mental phenomena had been almost

entirely passed over 2
by Darwin. The results which

Mr Galton arrives at, so far as the phenomena of genius

are concerned, are of minor importance compared with

the general methods which he introduced or suggested

for dealing with statistics of heredity. In these he

combined the ideas of Quetelet with that remarkable

Mr Francis Galton (born 1822, genius," which was "usually
a grandson of Erasmus Darwin) scouted." He rightly claims "to
had, like his celebrated cousin, be the first to treat the subject in
begun his career as a medical a statistical manner, to arrive at
student, and then become a well- numerical results, and to introduce
known traveller and explorer, the 'law of deviation from an
Subsequently he devoted himself average' into discussions on
to meteorology, where he drew heredity" (Preface to 'Hereditary.
attention to the existence and Genius,' published one year after
theory of anti-cyclones. His first Darwin's great work in which was
publication, referring not to physi- put. forward the hypothesis of
cal but to human statistics, ap. Pangenesis).
peared in 'Macmillan's Magazine'

2 As stated by Darwin himself.
in 1865, in the shape of two ; See 'Animals and Plants under
articles on "Hereditary Talent Domestication' (1868), vol. ii. p.
and Character." Here he intro- 353.
duced the "theory of hereditary
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$8.
ran_

genesis."




speculation of Darwin's which he put forward at the

end of his work on 'The Variation of Animals and

Plants under Domestication' (1868)-the theory of

Pangenesis." "This hypothesis implies that the whole

organisation, in the sense of every separate atom. or unit,

reproduces itself. Hence ovules and pollen-grains, the

fertilised seed or egg as well as buds, include and consist

of a multitude of germs thrown off from each separate

atom of the organism."
1 These germs he calls gem

mules, and admits that they agree to some extent with

Buffon's organic molecules, only that neither in these nor

in Spencer's physiological units does it seem clear that

each "independent or autonomous" organic unit, say

each cell, throws off or contributes its free gemmule (or

gemmules), which is capable of reproducing a similar

cell.2

The theory of Pangenesis has not found much favour

with biologists.' For their purposes it would be neces-

1 Loc. cit., vol. ii. p. 358.
2 "Physiologists agree that the

whole organism consists of a multi
tude of elemental parts, which are
to a great extent independent of
each other" (loc. cit., vol. ii. p.
368). Darwin then quotes Claude
Bernard (1866) and Virchow (1860)
on the doctrine of the "autonomy"
of cells: "I assume that the gem
mules in their dormant state have
a mutual affinity for each other,
leading to their aggregation either
into buds or into the sexual ele
ments" (p. 374). "Physiologists
maintain, as we have seen, that
each cell, though to a large extent

dependent on others, is likewise, to
a certain extent, independent or
autonomous. I go one small step
farther, and assume that each cell




casts off a free gemmule, which is
capable of reproducing a similar
cell" (p. 377). "As each unit, or
group of similar units throughout
the body, casts off its gemmules,
and as all are contained within the
smallest egg or seed, and within
each spermatozoon or pollen-grain,
their number and minuteness
must be something inconceivable"
(p. 378).

Grant Allen dismisses the
whole speculation in the fol
lowing words: "The volume on
the variation of animals aud
plants contained also Darwin's one
solitary contribution to the pure
speculative philosophy of life-his
'Provisional Hypothesis of Pan.
genesis,' by which he strove to
account, on philosophical principles,
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sary to define somewhat more clearly what those units

or gemmules are. This has accordingly been attempted

in several other hypotheses put forward about the

same time or somewhat later; each thinker having

elaborated, when so inclined, his own fanciful picture,

following consciously or unconsciously in the line of

Spencer's physiological units. We have in Germany

Nageli's micellar theory, Haeckel's kinetic hypothesis,

Prof. Weismann's idioplasma theory, and Prof. Pfiuiger's

theory of the compound organic molecule. All these

theories attempt to bring biological phenomena into

closer connection with the firmly established concep

tions current in physics and chemistry, where atomism

and kinetics have been so successfully used in analysing

and, to a smaller extent, in putting together the com

plex processes of nature. Of this I treated in former 39.
Lends Itself

chapters. But the hypothesis of Darwin is capable of tostatLatical
treatment.

another treatment. Wherever we have to deal with a

large, an immense number of single elements or units,

which in their totality form certain phenomena, there

for the general facts of physical
and mental heredity. Not to
mince matters, it was his one

conspicuous failure, and is now

pretty universally admitted as
such. Let not the love of the

biographer deceive us; Darwin
was here attempting a task teitra
vircs. As already observed, his
mind, vast as it was, leaned rather
to the concrete than to the
abstract side: he lacked the

distinctively metaphysical and

speculative twist. Strange to say,
too, his abortive theory appetred
some years later than Herbert

Spencer's magnificent all-sided con

ception of 'Physiological Units,'




put forth expressly to meet the
self-same difficulty. But while
Darwin's hypothesis is rudely
materialistic, Herbert Spencer's
is built up by an acute and
subtle analytical perception of all
the analogous facts in universal
nature. It is a singular instance
of a crude and essentially un
philosophic conception endeavour
ing to replace a finished and
delicate philosophical idea" (loc.
cit.,. p. 126). See also many
references to the unfavourable
criticisms of Paugenesis in the
third volume of the 'Life of
Charles Darwin.'
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is room for the statistical treatment. This treatment

entirely ignores the definite nature of the component

units, and merely investigates those properties which

depend upon aggregation in large numbers, the average

or mean results, and the chances of deviations or vari

ations. Now, if organic beings are supposed to be made

up of immeasurably large numbers of units transmitted

to them by inheritance, and capable of self-multiplication,

they must be subject to certain regularities, to regular

deviations or recurrent changes; and, under the influ

ence of selection, be it artificial or automatic, to

certain developments which can be studied without a

precise knowledge of the biological, chemical, or physi

cal nature of these units themselves, or of the mechan

ism of their movements. Economics, meteorology, the

kinetic theory of gases, deal in this way with complex

phenomena, the exact individual history of which they

are quite incapable of narrating. As in the case of the

kinetic theory of gases we had to translate into statis

tical language the phenomena of pressure, temperature,

volume, available or hidden energy, &c., so in dealing

statistically with biological phenomena, such as inherit

ance, on the basis of the theory of Pangenesis, we have

to translate into statistical language such phenomena as

"types, sports of nature, stability, variation and in

dividuality." "The word man," as Mr Galton says,1

when rightly understood, becomes a noun of multitude,

because he is composed of millions, perhaps billions, of

cells, each of which possesses in some sort an independ

ent life, and is parent of other cells. He is a conscious

1 'Hereditary Genius' (1892), pp. 349, 350.
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whole, formed by the joint agencies of a host of what

appear to us to be unconscious or barely conscious

elements. . . . The doctrine of Pangenesis gives excellent

materials for mathematical formulas, the constants of

which might be supplied through averages of facts."1

Mr Galton does "not see any serious difficulty in the

way of mathematicians in framing a compact formula,

based on the theory of Pangenesis, to express the com

position of organic beings in terms of their inherited

and individual peculiarities, and to give us, after certain

constants had been determined, the means of foretell

ing the average distribution of characteristics among a

large multidude of offspring whose parentage was

known.' . . . In short, the theory of Pangenesis brings
all the influences that bear on heredity into a form that

is appropriate for the grasp of mathematical analysis."

Evidently in the mind of Mr Galton the problem of 40.
Problem of

heredity divides itself into two distinct problems; and Heredity.

he has himself laboured at the solution of both. We

may call the one the "historical" or the "mechanical"

problem, the other the "statistical" problem, following

the distinction which Maxwell drew when dealing with

the kinetics of gases. The historical problem would

involve a more detailed account of the nature of those

organic units which the theory of Pangenesis, in common

with other similar theories, like those of Buffon and

Nigeli, assumes, and of the mechanism by which they

unite and are transmitted. If this is impossible, or at

all events highly hypothetical, the actual following up

by observation and experiment-of the phenomena of

''Hereditary Genius' (1892), p. 356. 2 Ibid. - p. 358.
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variation in special instances would at least allow us to

accumulate many interesting life-histories of families of

living creatures, and might some day lead to important

generalisations. Mr Galton has himself made an

attempt to modify and further elaborate the hypothesis

of Pangenesis
' and Mr William Bateson has given us,

1 Mr Galton in 1871 advanced
certain objections to the theory
of Pangenesis, based upon experi
ments made with the transfusion
of blood, and tending to show that
blood cannot be the carrier of the
germs or gemmules. See a paper
read before the Royal Society,
March 30, 1871. Darwin did not
think Pangenesis had "received its
deathblow, though from presenting
so many vulnerable points, its life
is always in jeopardy" ('Life of
Darwiu,'vol. iii. p. 195). In 1875 Mr
Galton published an article in the
'Contemporary Review,' vol. xxvii.
p. 80, entitled "A Theory of Hered
ity," in which he put what may be
termed the atomic theory of life
and its propagation into a form in
which it might serve as a working
formula for statistical research.
It i8 a mistake to look upon any
such theory as a biological,
mechanical, or historical explana
tion. For statistical purposes only
the scantiest data need be borrowed
from biology. There i, however,
one very important biological con
ception which Galton introduced,
which is not contained in Darwin's
"provisional hypothesis," and which
somewhat later became celebrated
mainly through the writings of
Prof. Weisrnann. This is the dis-
tinction between the germ-plasma
and the body-plasma, the former
preserving the continuity of life
and inheritance, whereas the latter
forms the character of the indi
vidual, and is probably sterile. In
fact, Galton, from a purely statis-




tical point of view, anticipated-as
several other naturalists did, from
various other aspects-the theory
of the differentiation of the ger
minal from the personal portions
or aggregates of life units in the
"8tirp" or sum - total of organic
units of some kind which are to be
found in the newly fertilised ovum.
Prof. J. A. Thomson ('The Science
of Life,' p. 147) gives the following
succinct statement of the couceli
tion of "stirps" : " First. Only
some of the germs within the stirp
attain development in the cells of
the 'body.' It is the dominant
germs which so develop. Second.
The residual germs and their pro
geny form the sexual elements or
buds. The part of the stirp
developed into the 'body' is almost
sterile . . . . The continuity is kept
up by the undeveloped residual
portion. Third. The direct descent
is not between body and body, but
between stirp and stirp. The stirp
of the child may be considered to
have descended directly 1roui a
part of the stirps of each of its
parents; but then the personal
structure of the child is no more
than an imperfect representation of
his own stirp, and the personal
structure of each of the parents is
no more than an imperfect
repre-sentationof each of their own
stirps. This is a definite expresu
of the notion that the germinal cells
of the offspring are in direct con On
uity with those of the parents. The
antithesis between the 'soma' and
the chain of sex-cells is emphasised."
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in his Materials for the Study of Variation,' a remark- 41.
MrBateson's

able specimen of the historical treatment of the problem.
historical
treatment.

But the aspect we are at present specially interested in

is the other one which, in the course of Mr Galton's

studies, has presented itself to him with increasing clear

ness, namely, the bearing which the general laws of

averages and statistics have on the facts of inheritance.

Thus, in his second main contribution to the subject,
which appeared in 1889, twenty years after the earlier

work, the statistical problem comes out much more

clearly, and quite separated from the mechanical or the

historical one. The hypothesis of Pangenesis is retained

only as a general scheme which suggested "the idea

though not the phrase of particulate inheritance." It

was felt. to be no longer necessary, for the purpose of

the problem, "to embarrass ourselves with any details of

theories of heredity beyond the fact that descent either 42.
"Particul-

was particulate or acted as if it were so."
1

And what atc"daecent.

is meant by "particulate" (i.e., "bit by bit") is illus-

trated in the following expressive manner:
2
"Many of

the modern buildings in Italy are historically known to

have been built out of the pillaged structures of older

days. Here we may observe a column or a lintel serving

the same purpose for a second time, and perhaps bearing

an inscription that testifies to its origin; while as to the

other stones, though the mason may have chipped them

here and there and altered their shape a little, few if

any came direct from the quarry." "This simile gives a

rude though true idea of the exact meaning of Particulate

Inheritance-namely, that each piece of the new structure

1 'Natural Inheritance,' p. 193. 2 Ibid., p. 8.
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is derived from a corresponding piece of some older one,

as a lintel was derived from a lintel, a column from a

column, a piece of wall from a piece of wall. " " e We

apear to be severally built up out of a host of minute

particles of whose nature we know nothing, any one of

which may be derived from any one progenitor, but

which are usually transmitted in aggregates, considerable

groups being derived from the same progenitor. It would

seem that while the embryo is developing itself, the

particles more or less qualified for each new post wait,

as it were, in competition to obtain it. Also that the

particle that succeeds must owe its success partly to

accident of position and partly to being better qualified

than any equally well-placed competitor to gain a lodg

inent. Thus the step-by-step development of the embryo

cannot fail to be influenced by an incalculable number of

small and mostly unknown circumstances." 1

Now, wherever we have to do with a very large

number of unknown elements which combine to produce

a result, we are introduced to those conditions with

which the theory of averages and probability deals. The

curve of error discovered by Laplace and Gauss to

picture the distribution of a large number of observations

around the average or mean position, which is taken as

the most probable or correct one, comes in a a valuable

aid, not in studying the errors of natural growth, but as

the graphical illustration of the deviations or variations

which cluster around what we call the normal, or with

Quetelet the mean, figure. Only the interest is now

attached not so much to specifying and defining the

'Natural Inheritance,' p. 9.
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hovvme nwyen as to studying the deviations from ,this

ideal standard. "How little," says Mr Galton,' "is con

veyed by the bald statement that the average income of

English families is £100 a-year, compared with what we

should learn if we were told how English incomes were

distributed." A crowd of data furnish for the astronomer

the material out of which he has to choose the most

probable, the correct figure; a crowd of observations

furnish for the naturalist the material from which he

has to learn how nature deviates from her types and

exhibits variations which are the factors of change and

development. Thus, under the hands of Mr Galton, the

Law of Error becomes a Law of Distribution, and the

whole machinery of the doctrine of probabilities," excogi

tated for the use of astronomers and others who are

concerned with extreme accuracy of measurement, and

without the slightest idea, until the time of Quetelet, that

they might be applicable to human measures,2 become

the only tools by which an opening can be cut through

the formidable thicket of difficulties that bars the path

of those who pursue 'the science of man."

Hence while most people regard statistics as dull,

they become for the naturalist and student of human

nature "full of beauty and interest";' there is scarcely

anything so apt to impress the imagination as the

wonderful form of cosmic order expressed by the

"law of frequency of error." "It would have been

personified by the Greeks, and deified if they had

known of it."

1 'Natural Inheritance,' p. 35. Ibid., p. 62.
2 Ibid., pp. 55, 62. Ibid., p. 66.
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43. . Every mathematical instrument, when applied to a
Application
of theor3 of novel purpose for which it was not originally in-
error.




vented, "derives as much benefit in its development

as it confers through being made use of." Thus Mr

Galton's application of the theory of error to the

facts of distribution and variation not only enabled

him to bring method and order into such questions

raised by the Darwinian theory' as natural selection,

1 It is perhaps premature to
speak with great confidence of the
actual results which have been
gained by this novel branch of
scientific inquiry, or of the practical
importance which these results may
have in the future with regard to
some of the great social questions.
Still, in a history of thought it is
of importance to note how, through
Mr Galton's writings, the problem
of Inheritance has acquired quite
a new aspect. This finds expres
sion in his famous so-called "law
of filial regression," which goes
against "the current belief that
the child tends to resemble its

parents" (p. 104). In fact, all
opinions and theories which had
been propounded before Galton,
either popularly or scientifically,
were based upon a one-sided re
gard to the more visible portion
of the ancestry-viz., the parents;
whereas, if any general theory like
that of "pangenesis," or of "

stirps,"
or of the "differentiation of the
germ-plasma and the body-plasma,"
be made the basis of discussion, the
whole ancestral tree must be con
sidered to contribute to the for
mation of the characters of any
individual. In fact, we have be
fore U8 not one pair, but an endless
line of pairs which are, as the
terms of a series, connected by
the powers of the number two;
and it is then easily seen, without




going into refinements (which, how
ever, in the further elaboration of
the problem, may become very
important), that the first term of
the series, which represents the
parents, contributes only one-half
of the whole, that is, each parent
one quarter. It is also evident, if
each patent only contributes on
the average one quarter, that, an
exceptional bias in any direction
communicated by tlit-m would be
balanced in the long- run by the
opposite action of the remaining
ancestry, and that, contrary to
ordinary belief, inheritance would
operate in the direction of bring
ing each individual back to the
average of the whole lineage. Mr
Galton first observed this law of

regression to the average by definite
countings with seeds and "a com

paratively small number of ob
servations of human stature": and
he remarks that if it was only by
these experiments and
observa-tionsthat the law of regression had
been established, it could not have
been expected that the truth of
the apparent paradox would be

recognised. When, however, the
rule was once expressed, it was

"easily shown that we ought to
expect filial regression, - . . two
diflérent reasons for its occurrence"
existing-" the one connected with
our notions of stability of type, the
other as follows: the child inherits
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regression, reversion to ancestral types, extinction of

families, effect of bias in marriage, mixture of in

heritance, latent elements, and generally to prepare

the ground for the combined labours of the naturalist

and the statistician; he was also able to put novel

problems to the mathematician.

To understand this latter point we must realise the

partly from his parents, partly
from his ancestry. In every pop
ulation that intermarries freely,
when the genealogy of any man is
traced far backwards, his ancestry
will be found to consist of such
varied elements that they are
indistinguishable from a sample
taken at haphazard from the
general population." As to the
mathematical problem referred to,
it was submitted by Mr Galton in
a definite form to Mr J. D. H.
Dickson, whose solution is given
in the appendix to 'Natural In
heritance.' On this solution Mr
Galton remarks: "The problem
may not be difficult to an ac
complished mathematician, but I
certainly never felt such a glow
of loyalty and respect towards the
sovereignty and ride sway of
mathematical analysis as when his
answer arrived, contirxniug, by pure
mathematical reasoning, my vari
ous and laborious statistical con
clusions with far more minuteness
than I had dared to hope, because
the data ran somewhat roughly,
and I had to smooth them with
tender caution . . . . It is obvious
from this close accord of calcula
tiou with observation, that the law
of Error holds throughout with
suftivient precision to be of real
service, and that the various results
of my statistics are not casual and
disconnected determinations, but

strictly interdependent" (p. 202).
Another passage indicating how
much the inferences from the law




of regression run contrary to
popular opinions on inheritance is
the following: "The law of Re
gression tells heavily against the
full hereditary transmission of any
gift. Only a few out of many
children would be likely to differ
from mediocrity 80 widely as their
mid-parent, and still fewer would
differ as widely as the more excep
tional of the two parents. The
more bountifully the parent is
gifted by nature, the more rare
will be his good fortune if he be
gets a son who is as richly endowed
as himself, and still more so if he
has a son who is endowed yet more
largely. But the law is even
handed; it levies an equal succes
sion-tax on the transmission of
badness as of goodness. If it dis
courages the extravagant hopes of
a gifted parent that his children
will inherit all his powers, it no
less discountenances extravagant
fears that they will inherit all his
weakness and disease" (p. 106).
Prof. Karl Pearson ('The Grammar
of Science,' 2nd ed., p. 479) says
of the law of ancestral inheritance:
"If Darwinism be the true view
of evolution-i.e., if we are to
describe evolution by natural selec
tion combined with heredity-then
the law which gives us definitely
and concisely the type of the off

spring in terms of the ancestral

peculiarities, is at once the founda
tion-stone of biology and the basis

upon which heredity becomes an
exact branch of science."
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"44. great difference which exists between dealing with a
Differencein

to living
vast number of lifeless and of living units. This

lifeless difference becomes evident if we consider that in the

former case the number of units is unalterable and

the units are indestructible; in the latter the elements

or units are subject to enormous increase and corre

sponding destruction, generally with a preponderance of

the first. In the kinetic theory of gases we have to

consider, in every finite system, the conservation or

persistence of mass and motion, the two units we

deal with. To these two properties of an immensely

large crowd we have to reduce the various phenomena

of pressure, temperature, volume, available or unavail

able energy. In the vast crowd of gemmules which

build up a new organism or regenerate an existing

one, we have to deal with a continual influx or

creation of new units and a continual extinction and

ejection of old or dead ones. Without venturing on

any theory as to how this state of things has come

about, we may see that the mathematics and statistics

of such crowds must be different from those referring

to stable, lifeless assemblages. The twofold task

arises of formulating the new problems and solving

them. To the extent that this is possible we shall

be able to deal mathematically with the great prob

lem of variability; and for the practical application of

these mathematical formula.- we shall have to collect

long series of facts and data of measurements-the

material which has to be statistically arranged and

sifted, and which is to confirm the conclusions and

test the results which calculation has brought out.
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Mr Galton found ready, or instituted himself, vari

ous countings of large numbers, which formed valuable

material for his mathematical schemes, and which

confirmed them in a surprising degree. Some very

elaborate series of measurements of the varying dimen

sions of individual members in large crowds of animals

were published by Prof. Weldon, whose monograph on

Crabs will always remain an historical documQnt.' It

was noticed about the same time that the attempt to

bring the measured deviations from the average into

a symmetrical arrangement on the sides of more or

less was impossible, and the fact had to be realised

and mathematically expressed that special influences

tending towards change on the intermixing of different

varieties produced an asymmetrical distribution or fre

quency:
2 in fact, nature works with loaded dice, pro

ducing a bias in certain directions; this is the favour

which, according to Darwin, Wallace, and Lamarek's

ideas, must meet the better fitted individuals and

exact from them a smaller tribute in the inevitable

process of destruction and removal.

We owe it to Prof. Karl Pearson to have first grasped 45.
Prof. Pear.

clearly and comprehensively the mathematical problem tei-

involved, and to have solved it in a manner useful for cat problem,

1 See the 'Proceedings of the

Royal Society' since 1890, notably
vol. lvii., 1895, p. 360 sqq.

2 "An asymmetrical frequency
curve may arise from two quite
distinct classes of causes. In the
first place the material measured

may be heterogeneous, and may
consist of a mixture of two or
more homogeneous materials.




The second class of frequency
curves arises in the case of homo
geneous material when the tend
ency to deviation on one side of
the mean is unequal to the tend
ency to deviation on the other
side" (Karl Pearson, "On the Ma
thematical Theory of Evolution,"
'Trans. Roy. Soc.,' 1895, p. 344).
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biological research.' He has thus put into the hands of

naturalists an instrument wherewith to describe graphi

.cally the observed facts of variation and other allied

1 A considerable literature has
already accumulated in this novel
branch of exact inquiry. The
complete 118t of it is given in a

pamphlet by Georg Duncker, en
titled' Die Methocle der Variations
stati8tlk' (Leipzig, 1899). From
this list. (p. 60) it will be seen that
one of the earliest workers in the
field of biological statistics was
the botanist F. Ludwig, whose
'Abschnitte der Mathematischen
Botanik' have appeared in various

periodicals abroad since the year
1883. The philosopher, however,
to whom we are most indebted for
the mathematical foundations of the
whole theory, is, as noted above,
Prof. Karl Pearson, whose "Con
tributions to the Mathematical
Theory of Evolution" have been
appearing since the year 1893 in
the Trans. of the Royal Society.
Very helpful abstracts of these
contribution?, covering a large
field of mathematical theory, and
cuitaining elaborate discussions of
many of the terms recently in
troduced into biological science,
such as regression, reversion, in
heritance, panmixia, selection, &c.,
viU be found in the Proceedings of
the Royal Society (1893, onwards).
Also in his collected essays, 'The
Chances of Death and other Studies
in Evolution' (2 vols., 1897) ; and,
lastly, in the later chapters of the
second edition of his 'Grammar of
Science' (1890). From the latter it.
will be seen what far-reaching infer
ences may eventually be drawn
from the quantitative treatment
and mathematical discussion of

biological data; notably the rebuke
SO far gained "lead us to consider
variation as a permanent attribute
of living forms, which can hardly




have been substantially modified
since the beginnings of life. In the
same manner we find heredity in
timately associated with variation
in the individual, and not differing
very substantially as we pass from
one character to a second, or from
one to another form of life. We
conclude that variation and inherit
ance rather precede than follow
evolution; they are, at present, one
fundamental mystery of the vital
unit" (p. 502). Prof. Pearson,
whose training was that of a
mathematician and a lawyer, ap
proached the problems of biology
from the exact point of view, and
it is interesting to see how, in many
ways, he comes to results similar to
those arrived at by one of the other
great representatives of modern
biological research, Mr Wm. Bate
son. See his 'Materials for the
Study of Variation, treated with
especial regard to the discontinuity
in the Origin of Species' (1894). 11
I understand him rightly, his re
searches have led him to the con
clusion that variation cannot be
the work of natural selection, since
he has given "such evidence as t
certain selected forms of varia
tions" as to afford "a presumption
that the discontinuity of which
species is an expression has its
origin, not in the environment, nor
in any plmeiorueuon of adaptation,
but in the intrinsic nature of
organisms themselves, manifested
in the original discontinuity of
variations" (p. 567). This "dis
poses, once and for all, of time
attempt to interpret all perfection
and definiteness of form as the
work of selection. it suggests,
in brief, that the discontinuity of
species results from the discontinu-
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phenomena, such as correlation, heredity, regression and

panmixia, and he has shown

cal tracings so as to indicate

out of which they are comp




how to analyse these graphi-

the several possible elements

ounded. renrentincr senaratA

agencies which are

cal inventions of Fourier had similarly enabled physicists
to analyse the complicated periodicity of tidal curves

into their elements, and, under the hands of Ohm and

Helmholtz, to resolve the harmonies of music.

We have here arrived at the last stage of the devel

opment of the statistical view of nature. It has been

variously judged by biologists according to the special
views they take of their problems, and also according

ity of variation "(p. 568). Mr Bate
son expecta great assistance from
the statistical methods. "There
is," he says, "no common shell or
butterfly of whose variations some
thing would not be learnt, were
some hundreds of the same species
collected from a few places and
statistically examined in respect of
some varying character. Any one
can take part in this class of work,
though few do" (p. 574). Not
withstanding the general resem
blance noted above between the
ideas of Mr Bateson and of Prof.
Pearson, they differ so much in
detail as to be led to confess
that they do not understand one
another's languages. Cf. W. Bate
son, "Heredity, Differentiation, and
other Conceptions of Biology,"
'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' vol. Nix. pp.
193.205; K. Pear8on, "On the
Fundamental Conceptions of Biol
ogy," 'Biometrika,' vol. i. pp. 320.
314. Prof. Pearson'8 view is that,
for the working out of the theory
of evolution, "biological conceptions
cau be accurately defined, and so
defined measured with quaut.ita-




tive exactness" (loc. cit., p. 324).
Mr Bateson, on the other hand,
regards them as to some extent
out of the reach of mathematical
definition and measurement. "Dis
continuous variation" in Mr Bate
son's special sense-by which we
may perhaps understand great as
distinguished from small but num
erous deviations from the average
-Prof. Pearson regards as "statis
tically negligible for the purpose
of vital statistics" (pp. 333, 334).
He, in fact,, holds closer to Dar
winism as understood by Darwin,
who never looked with much
favour on Huxley's view, for ex
ample, that "sports," as distin
guished from the sum of small
differences in individuals, might
furnish an appreciable part of the
materials for natural selection.
Mr Bateson's view found favour
with Huxley, as may be observed
in the 'Life and Letters.' On the
novelty and value of Prof. Pearson's
methods, see also the Address by
Prof. Weldon to the Zoological
Section of the British Association
in 1898.
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to the degree in which they appreciate and are able to

grasp mathematical methods. The subject is still under

discussion, and will belong to the History of Thought of

a coming age. It is enough to have indicated the latest

lines of reasoning which our century has marked out,

and to notice how they form. a new and remarkable

instance of the growth and diffusion of the exact or

mathematical spirit in a department of research hitherto

almost untouched by it, prepared though it has been for

such treatment by one among whose great endowments

a grasp of mathematical reasoning hardly formed a dis

tinctive feature. In former chapters I have had occasion

to show how Charles Darwin introduced into the science

of nature two novel points of view-the genetic view

and the process of judicial sifting of evidence. We may

now add that he has indirectly, more than directly,

furthered quite as much the statistical view of natural

phenomena through which we have learned to find and

trace law and order in great realms of phenomena and

events usually supposed to be governed by what is

termed blind chance. The study of this blind chanee

in theory and practice is one of the greatest scientific

performances of the nineteenth century.

46. But whilst acknowledging the great importance which
statistical
knowIede the statistical treatment of phenomena has acquired in
one-sidea.




our age, and the value of the statistical view of many

large departments of natural processes which escape

almost every other mode of dealing with them, we

must not forget that it is essentially one-sided.

Clerk-Maxwell has suggestively opposed it alike to the

mechanical and the historical views, of which the former
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tries to describe the general mechanism under which,

the latter the individual steps and incidents by which,

special events or phenomena proceed and are character

ised. Earlier chapters of this narrative attempted to

give an account of the former, whilst the essentially
historical treatment belongs to another portion of the

work. The word history has generally been reserved for

records which deal with those events in which human

consciousness has played a large, if not an overwhelming,

part, and has been able to assist the observer by its own

accounts and representations. What should we know of

human life and human interests without them, and how

helpless-in spite of minutest observation-do we still

appear to be in understanding the life of the brute

and mute creation, even of the domestic animals, our

daily friends and companions? But if history, as opposed

to statistics, really seems only possible where the living

voice or the surviving narrative of those who have de

parted helps us to a true understanding of its incidents

and its meaning, it also imposes upon us the task of sift

ing its value and trustworthiness critically. Mathe

matics, logic, and statistics may do something to exclude

the actually impossible or the highly improbable from

a vast mass of material; but more delicate criteria are

required in dealing with the accumulated testimony of

bygone ages. With an unerring instinct of what, in

addition to mathematical measurements, may be required

in order to accomplish this task, the nineteenth century

has not only nursed the scientific spirit and cultivated

its methods, but with equal diligence and originality

those other methods which lie at the foundation of
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47. all recent philosophical thought
- the methods tf

Critical
methods. criticism.

And yet, before taking leave of science and entering

on a comprehensive appreciation of the workings of

the Critical Spirit with which all our thought seems

to be permeated, I owe to my readers the attempt

to answer one remaining question. If it be true,

as the foregoing narrative has abundantly insisted,

that through the increasing application of mathematical

methods of measuring and calculating, our thought has

become truly scientific and our knowledge accurate and

useful for describing and predicting phenomena, as also

for manifold practical applications, we may be curious to

know whether the refined instrument, mathematical

thought itself, has been subject to such change and

development as has been undergone by the various

branches of science to which it has been applied. In

fact, we have to ask the question, How has mathe-

48. matical thought itself fared in the course of the nine-
The instru
mentof teenth century? The concluding chapter of the present
exact re.
search. volume will try to give a reply to this question.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL THOUGHT DURING

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

IN venturing upon the last and most abstract portion of




History of
the great domain of Scientific Thought of the century, it thought.

may be well to remind the reader that it is not a history

of science but a history of thought that I am writing.

When dealing in the foregoing chapters with mani

fold discoveries, drawn promiscuously from the various

natural sciences, I have done so only to show how the

scientific mind has, in the course of the period, come

to regard the things of nature from different points of

view, and to think and reason on them differently.

Such changes have frequently been brought about by

the discovery of novel facts, but this alone has not

generally sufficed to mark also a change in the manner

of reasoning on and thinking about them. The increase

in the number of natural species, of the chemical ele

ments or of the smaller planets, has not necessarily

made us think differently about these things in them

selves: the theory and point of view may change without

any change in the object towards which they are directed,
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for they mark more the attitude of the beholder than

the things which he regards. It is true that a very

small addition to our actual knowledge of facts, like the

sudden appearance of some characteristic feature in a

landscape, may sometimes entirely alter the whole aspect,

induce us to abandon our accustomed views, and call up

suddenly an unforeseen train of ideas; in such a case,

perhaps, this insignificant discovery becomes historically

interesting, although it is mainly by the altered trains

of thought which it has evoked that it has become

important to us.

2. The difference of scientific knowledge and scientific
Difference
between thought is thus owing to the two factors which are
thought and
knowledge. involved-the facts of science or nature on the one side

and the scientifically thinking mind on the other. Now

it might appear as if this difference vanished when we

approach the abstract science of mathematics, or at least

that of number; for in numbering and counting we

have really only to do with a process of thought, and it

would seem as if the science of number were itself the

science of thought, or at least a portion of it. In fact,

the question arises, Is there any difference between

mathematical science and mathematical thought? Some

considerations might induce us to think that there is

not. On the other side, I shall try to show in this

chapter that there is, and that the development of

mathematics during our period has brought this out

very clearly and prominently.

Popular
There is an opinion current among many thinking

persons who have not occupied themselves with mathe
m

prejudices

athe- . .
matics. matical science, though they may be very efficient in
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calculating and measuring, that there is really nothing

new in mathematics, that two and two always make

four, that the sum of the angles in a triangle always

make two right angles, and that all progress in mathe

matics is merely a question of intricacy, a never-ending

process of increased complication by which you can

puzzle even the cleverest calculator. To them the his

tory of mathematics would be something analogous to

the history of games like whist or chess, the resources and

complications of which seem to be inexhaustible. So they

think
1
that the intricacies and refinements of elementary

and higher mathematics will supply endless material for

training the minds of schoolboys or trying the ingenuity

"Some people have been found
to regard all mathematics, after the
47th proposition of Euclid, as a
sort of morbid secretion, to be
compared only with the pearl said
to be generated in the diseased
oyster, or, as I have heard it de
scribed, 'une excroissance maladive
de l'esprit, humain.' Others find
its justification, its raison. d'étrc, in
its being either the torch-bearer
leading the way, or the handmaiden
holding up the train of Physical
Science; and a very clever writer
in a recent magazine article ex
presses his doubts whether it is, in
itself, a more serious pursuit, or
more worthly of interesting an in
tellectual human being, than the
study of chess problems or Chinese
puzzles. What is it to us, they
say, if the three angles of a triangle
are equal to two right angles, or if
every even number is, or may be,
the suni of two primes, or if every
equation of an odd degree must
have a real root? How dull, stale,
fiat, and unprofitable are such and
such like announcements! Much
more interesting to read an account




of a marriage in high life, or the
details of an international boat
race. But this is like judging of
architecture from being shown some
bricks and mortar, or even a quar
ried stone of a public building, or of
painting from the colours mixed on
the palette, or of music by listening
to the thin and screech sounds pro
duced by a bow passed haphazard
over the strings of a violin. The
world of ideas which it discloses or
illuminates, the contemplation of
divine beauty and order which it
induces, the harmonious connexion
of its parts, the infinite hierarchy
and absolute evidence of the truths
with which it is concerned, these,
and such like, are the surest grounds
of the title of mathematics to
human regard, and would remain
unimpeached and unimpaired were
the plan of the universe unrolled
like a map at our feet, and the
mind of man qualified to take in
the whole scheme of creation at a
glance" (Prof. J. J. Sylvester,
Address before Brit. Assoc., see
'Report,' 1869, p. 7).
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of senate-house examiners and examinees, without for a

moment considering the question whether mathematical

thought as distinguished from mathematical problems is

capable of and has undergone any radical and funda

mental change or development.

Closely allied with this is the further question as t9

the use of mathematics. Two extreme views have always

existed on this point.' To some, mathematics is only a

measuring and calculating instrument,' and their interest

1 Of the two greatest mathemati
cians of modern times, Newton and
Gauss, the former can be considered
as a representative of the first, the
latter of the second class ; neither of
them was exclusively so, and New
tion's inventions in the pure science
of mathematics were probably equal
to Gauss's work in applied mathe
matics. Newton's reluctance to
publish the method of fiuxions in
vented and used by him may per
haps be attributed to the fact that
he was not satisfied with the logical
foundations of the calculus; and
Gauss is known to have abandoned
his electro-dynaic speculations, as
be could not find a satisfactory
physical basis (see supra, p. 67).
Others who were not troubled by
similar logical or practical scruples
stepped in and did the work, to the
great benefit of scientific progress.
Newton's greatest work, the 'Prin
cipia,' laid the foundation of mathe
matical physics; Gauss's greatest
work, the 'Disquisitiones Arith
metica that of higher arithmetic
as distinguished from algebra.
Both works, written in the syn
thetic style of the ancients, are
difficult, if not deterrent, in their
form, neither of them leading the
reader by easy steps to the
results. It took twenty or more
years before either of these works
received due recognition ; neither




found favour at once before that
great tribunal of mathematical
thought, the Paris Academy of
Sciences. Newton's early reputa
tion was established by other
researches and inventions, notably
in optics; Gauss became known
through his theoretical rediscovery
of Ceres, the first of the minor
planets (see above, vol. i. p. 182).
The country of Newton is still pre
eminent for its culture of mathe
matical physics, that of Gauss for
the most abstract work in mathe
matics. Not to speak of living
authorities, I need only mention
Stokes and Clerk-Maxwell on the
one side, Grassmann, Weierstrass,
and Georg Cantor on the other.

Huxley said: "Mathematics
may be compared to a mill of
exquisite workmanship which grinds
you stuff of any degree of fineness:
but, nevertheless, what you get out

depends on what you put in; and
as the grandest mill in the world
will not extract wheat-flour from
peas-cods, so pages of formuhu will
not get a definite result out of
loose data"; and on another occa
sion he said that mathematics "is
that study which knows nothing of
observation, nothing of induction,
nothing of experiment., nothing of
causation." The former statement
was endorsed by Lord Kelvin
('Pop. Lectures,' &c., vol. ii. p.
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ceases as soon as discussions arise which cannot benefit

those who use the instrument for the purposes of

application in mechanics, astronomy, physics, statistics,

and other sciences. At the other extreme we have

those who are animated exclusively by the love of pure

science. To them pure mathematics, with the theory of

numbers' at the head, is the one real and genuine

science, and the applications have only an interest in

so far as they contain or suggest problems in pure

mathematics. They are mainly occupied with examin

ing and strengthening the foundations of mathematical

reasoning and purifying its methods, inventing rigorous

proofs, and testing the validity and range of applicability

of current conceptions. We may say that the former

are led by practical, the latter by philosophical, interests,

and these latter may be either logical or ontological,2

102) ; the latter was energetically
repudiated by Sylvester in his
famous Address to the first. section
of the British Assoc. at. Exeter
(1869, 'Report,' &c., p. 1, &c.)

Gauss considered mathematics
to be "the Queen of the Sciences,
and arithmetic the Queen of Mathe
matics. She frequently conde
scends to do service for astronomy
and other natural sciences, but to
her belongs, under all circum
stances, the foremost place" (see
'Gauss um Gedächtniss, by Sar
torius von Waltersbausen, Leipzig,
1856, p. 79). Cayley's presidential
Address to the British Association.
1883, has been frequently quoted:
"Mathematics connect themselves
on one side with common life and
the physical sciences; on the other
side with philosophy in regard to
our notions of space and time and
the questions which have arisen as
to the universality and necessity of




the truths of mathematics, and the
foundation of our knowledge of
them. I would remark here that
the connection (if it exists) of
arithmetic and algebra with the
notion of time is far less obvious
than that of geometry with the
notion of space" ('Mathematical
Papers,' vol. mi. p. 130). In addi
tion to founding higher arith
metic, Gauss occupied himself with
the foundations of geometry, and,
as he expected much from the
development of the theory of num
bers, so he placed "great hopes on
the cultivation of the gerimetriz

in which he saw large unde
veloped tracts which could not be
conquered by the existing calculus'
(Sartorius, loc. cit., p. 88).2 To this might be added the
psychological interest which at
taches to mathematical concep
tions. The late Prof. Paul Du
Bois - Reymond occupied himself
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inasmuch as number and form are considered to be

the highest categories of human thought, or likewise as

the ultimate elements of all reality. These two interests

existed already in antiquity, as the word "geometry"

much with the question. See the
following works: 'Die Ailgemeine
Functionentheorie,' part i., Tub
ingen, 1882; 'Ueber die Grund
lagen der Erkenntniss in den ex
acten Wissenschaften,' TUbingen,
1890; and his paper "Ueber (lie
Paradoxien des Infinitiu-calciils"
('Mathematische Aunalen,' vol. ix.
p. 149). In addition to the two
main interests which attach to
mathematical research, and which
I distinguish as the practical and
the philosophical, a third point of
view has sprung up in modern
times which can be called the
purely logical. It proposes to
treat any special development of
mathematical research with the
aid of a definite, logically
con-nectedcomplex of ideas, and not
to be satisfied to solve definite
problems with the help of any
methods which may casually pre
sent themselves, however ingenious
they may be. In this way the
great geometrician, Jacob Steiner,
e.g., refused the assistance of ana
lysis in the solution of geometrical
problems, conceiving geometry as
a complete organism which should
dolve its problems by its own
means. This view has been much
strengthened by the development
in modern times of the theory of
Groups; a group of operations
being defined as a sequence of such
operations as always lead back
again to operations of the same
kind. Mathematical rigorists in
this ease would look upon the
1z8e of mixed methods or opera
tions not belonging to the same
group with that kind of disrarour
with which we should regard an




essayist who could not express his
ideas in pure English, but was
obliged to import foreign words
and expressions. It 18 interesting
to see that the country which has
offended most by the importation
of foreign words - namely, Ger
many-is that in which this puriui
in mathematical taste has found
the most definite expression. (See,
inter alia, Prof. Friedrich Engeis
Inaugural Lecture, "Der Gesch.
mack in der neueren Mathematik,:
Leipzig, 1890, as also Prof. F.
Klein's suggestive tract, 'Ver
gleichende Betrachtungen iiber
neuere Geometrische Forschungeu,'
Erlangeu, 1872.)

1 The literature of this subject
is considerable. I confine myself
to two works. The late eminent
mathematician, Hermann Hanke!,
of whom more in the sequel of
this chapter, besides showing much
originality in the higher branches
of the science, took great interest
in its philosophical foundations
and historical beginnings. In 1870
he published a small but highly
interesting volume, 'Zur Ge
schichte tier Mathematik in Alter.
thum mid Mittelalter' (Leipzig,
Teubuer). We have, besides. the
great work of Prof. Moritz Cantor,
'Vorlesungen über Gesehiclite der
Mathematik,' in three large volumes
(Leipzig, Teutiner). It brings the
hist4ry down to 175$. Referring
to the two interests which led to
mathewat ical investigath nis, Hauke I
says (p. KS): " From the moment
that Greek philosophers begin to
attract our attention through their
mathematical researches, the as
pect which mathematics present
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and the well -known references to mathematical ideas

in the schools of Pythagoras and Plato indicate. An

ancient fragment' which enumerates briefly the Grecian

mathematicians, says of Pythagoras, "He changed the oc

cupation with this branch of knowledge into a real science,

inasmuch as he contemplated its foundation from a

higher point of view, and investigated the theorems

less materially and more intellectually;
"2 and of Plato

it says that "He filled his writings with mathematical

discussions, showing everywhere how much of geometry

attaches itself to philosophy."

This twofold connection of mathematical with other

pursuits has, after the lapse of many centuries, come

prominently forward again in the nineteenth century.

We have already had to record a powerful stimulus to

mathemaica1 thought in almost every chapter in which

we dealt with the fruitful ideas which governed scientific

work, and we have now no less to draw attention to the

philosophical treatment which has been bestowed upon

the foundations of science and the inroad of mathematj-

changes radically. Whilst among
the earlier civilised nations we only
meet with routine and practice,
with empirical rules which served

practical purposes in an isolated
manner, the Grecian mind on the
other side recognised, from the
first moment when it became

acquainted with this matter, that
it contained something which tran
scended all those practical ends,
but which was worthy of special
attention, and which could be ex

pressed in a general form, be

ing, in fact, an object of science.
This is the high merit of the Greek
mathematicians; nor need one fear




that this merit should be
dimin-ishedby admitting that they bor
rowed the new material from the
ancient Egyptian civilisation."

The fragment referred to is
preserved by Procius, and is given
in full in Cantor's work (vol. i. p.
124 sgq.) He calls it an ancient
catalogue of mathematicians. It
is generally attributed to Eudemus
of Rhodes, who belonged to the
peripatetic school of philosophy,
and was the author of several his
torical treatises on geometry and
astronomy (Cantor, vol. i. p. 108).

Cantor, vol. i. p. 137.
Ibid., p. 213.
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cal into philosophical thought;' so much so that this

closing chapter on the development of mathematical

thought forms a fitting link with the next great depart

ment of our subject-the Philosophy of the Century.

We are told that mathematics among the Greeks had

its origin in the Geometry invented by the ancient

Egyptians for practical surveying purposes. The first

mathematical problems arose in the practice of men

suration. Modern mathematical thought received in

an analogous manner its greatest stimulus through the

Uranometry of Kepler, Newton, and Laplace: through

the mechanics and the survey of the heavens new

methods for solving astronomical problems were in

vented in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

and the nineteenth century can be said to have at

tempted to perform towards this new body of doctrine

the same task that Euclid, three hundred years before

the Christian era, performed towards the then existing

mathematics. As Proclus tells us,
"
putting together

the elements, arranging much from Eudoxus, furnishing

much from Th&etetus, he, moreover, subjected to rigorous

proofs what had been negligently demonstiated by his

predecessors."' What one man, so far as we know, did

for the Grecian science, a number of great thinkers in

1 Thus, for instance, the recent
investigations and theories of the
"manifold," as they have been
set forth by Prof. Georg Cantor
of Halle, constitute, as it were,
a new chapter in mathematical
Bcience, whereas they were for.
nerly a subject merely of 1)1)i1o180
phical interest. See a remark to
this effect by B. Kerry at the end i
of his very interet.ing article on




Cantor's doctrine in the 9th
vol. of Arenarius' 'Zeit,.chrift.
für wieseuschaitliche Phulosopiiie'
(1885), p. 231, where lie refers to
Kant'M coniparkon of philosophy
to a Hecuba "tot geueri nn.tisiiue
poten-.' Quoted by Cantor, vol. i. p.
247. See also Hankel, ?C. cit.,
p. 381 s''q.
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our century, among whom I




only mention Gauss, Cauchy,

and Weierstrass, attempted to do for the new science

which was created during




the two preceding centuries.

As Prof. Klein says, "We are living in a critical period,,

similar to that of Euclid."
1

See 'The Evanston Colloquium,
Lectures on Mathematics delivered
in August and September 1893,' by
Felix Klein, notably Lecture vi.
In this lecture Prof. Klein explains
his view (to which he had given
utterance in his address before the
Congressof Mathematics at Chicago:
'Papers published by the American
Mathematical Society,' vol. i. p.
133. New York, 1896) on the
relation of pure mathematics to
applied science. This view is based
upon the distinction between what
be calls the "naive and the refined
intuition." . . . "It is the latter
that we find in Euclid; he carefully
develops his system on the basis of
well - formulated axioms, is fully
conscious of the necessity of exact
proofs, clearly distinguishes be
tween the commensurable and the
incommensurable, and so forth.
The naïve intuition, on the other
hand, was especially active during
the period of the genesis of the
differential and integral calculus.
Thus we see that Newton assumes
without hesitation the existence, in
every case, of a velocity in a mov
ing point, without troubling him
self with the inquiry whether
there might not be continuous
functions having no derivative.'
In the opinion of Prof. Klein
the root of the matter lies in the

fact that, the naïve intuition is not
exact, while the refined intuition is
not properly intuition at all, but
arises through the logical develop
ment from axioms considered as

perfectly exact."
In the sequel Prof. Klein shows

that the naïve intuition imports




into the elementary conceptions
elements which are left out in the
purely logical development, and that
this again leads to conclusions which
are not capable of being verified by
intuition, no mental image being
possible. Thus, for instance, the
abstract geometry of Lobatcbevsky
and Riemaun led Beltratni to the
logical conception of the pseudo
sphere of which we cannot form
any mental image. Similar views
to those of Prof. Klein have been
latterly expressed by H. Poincart
in his suggestive volume 'La
Science et l'Hypothèse' (Paris,
1893). He there says (p. 90)
". . . L'expérience joue un role
indispensable dane Is geuèse de la
géométrie; mais ce serait une
erreur d'en conclure que la
marie eat une science expri
mentale, mOme en partie. . . . La
gtométrie ne serait. que l'.tude des
mouvemeuts des solide8; mais elle
ne s'occupe pas en réa,lité des solides
naturels, cue a pour objet certains
solid es idtaux, absolumeut invari
ables, qui u'en sout qu'une image
simplifiée et bien lointaine. . . - Ce
qui est I'objet. de Ia gtomttrie c'eat
l'étude d'un 'groupe' particuhier;
mais he concept gnéral de groupe
pr6existe dane notre esprit au
moms en puissance. . . . Seule.
ment, parmi tons lea groupes
possibles, 11 faut choisir celui qui
sera pour ainsi dire l'ttalon auquel
nous rapporterons les pli6nouiènes
natureiR." This distinction be
tween the mathematics of intuition
and the mathematics of logic has
also been forced upon us from quite
a different quarter. The complica.
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7. It is right to place the name of Gauss at the head, for
Gauss.




his investigations regarding several fundamental and

critical questions in arithmetic and geometry date from

the last years of the eighteenth century, long before

Cauchy's influence made itself felt. This is now abund

antly clear through the publication of Gauss's works, and

from much of his correspondence with personal friends,

notably with the astronomer Bessel. We can now

understand how those who knew him regarded him as

a kind of mathematical oracle to whom 'nothing in

theory existed that he had not looked at from all sides,"'

and who anticipated in his own mind the development

which mathematical thought was to take for a long

time after him. And yet it was not to him primarily

that the great change was due which came over mathe

inatical reasoning during the first half of the century.

Gauss was not a great teacher. In fact, there existed

in the first quarter of the period only one great training

8
school in advanced mathematics, and that was Paris.

Cauchy. There it was that Augustin Cauchy-first as lecturer,

tion of modern mathematics and
the refinement of the modern
theories have brought about the
desire "to create an abridged
system of mathematics adapted to
the needs of the applied sciences,
without passing through the whole
realm of abstract mathematics"
(Klein, loc. cit., p. 48). In this
country Prof. Perry has made a
beginning by publishing his well
known work, 'Calculus for En
gineers,' which has been welcomed
by Prof. Klein in Germany, and
which has led to an extensive
correspondence in the pages of
'Nature'; it being recognised by
many that a quicker road must. be




made from the elements to the
higher applications of mathematics
in the natural sciences than the
present school system, beginning
with Euclid, admits of. The
separation of the logical and prac
tical treatment of any cieue. 2-u;
likewise the independent. develup"
ment in Germany of the piilv
technic school alongside of the uni
versity, has, however, its dangers.
as is recognised by Prof. Klein
('Chicago Mathematical Papers,' p.
136).

See Bessel's letter to Gauss.
27th December 1810, in ' Brief
wechsel zwischeu G. and B., Leipzig,
1880, p. 132.
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then as professor-exerted his great influence in the

famous cole Polytechnique, in the Sorbonne, in the

Collage de France.' In contrast with Gauss-who was

self-contained, proud, and unapproachable, whose finished

and perfect mathematical tracts were, even to those who

worshipped him, an abomination,
2
owing to their unin

telligible and novel enunciation, who hated lecturing

-Cauchy possessed the enthusiasm and patience of

the teacher,3 spent hours with his pupils, and pub

lished his lectures on the foundations of the Calculus

for the benefit of the rising mathematical generation.

Thus he has the merit of having created a new school

of mathematical thought-not only in France but also

abroad, where the greatest intellects, such as that of

Abel,4 expressed themselves indebted to him for hav

ing pointed out the only right road of progress. It

will be useful to define somewhat more closely wherein

this new school differed from that preceding it, which

culminated in the great names of Euler, Lagrange, and

Laplace.

The great development of modern as compared with

ancient mathematics may be stated as consisting in the in-

See Valson, 'La Vie et lea gnie des Euler, des Lagrange, des
Travaux du Baron Cauchy,' Paris, Laplace, des Gauss, des Jacobi,
1S6S, vol. 1. p. 60 l'arnour do l'enseignernent porte

2 "On disait que am manière juBqu' lenthouaiaeme, tine rare

d'exposer Ct,ait mauvaise, ou encore bont& une simplicit6, une chaleur

qu'il faisait, comme le renard, qui de cur qu'il a cnnservCes jusqu'b
efface avee sa queue lea traces de sea la fin de sa vie" (Combes, quoted

pas sur le bable. Crelle dit, selon by Valson, vol. i. p. 63).
Abel, que tout ce qu'écrit Gauss I See Bjerknes, 'N.-H. Abel,' p.
west qu'aboinination (Gräuel), car 48 sqg.; p. 300. Cauchy's 'Cours

c'est si obscur qu'fl eat presque d'Analyse' appeared in 1821 ; the

irnposibc d'y rien corn prendre" 'R.surnC de8 leçons sur le calcul

(Bjerknes, 'Niels Henrik Abel,' infiuiti.sinia,' to which Abel refers

Trad. française, Paris, 1885, p. 92). in a letter to Holrnboe, dated 1826,

"C'est que Cauchy allialt all appeared in 1823.
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troduction of algebra or general arithmetic, in the applica

tion of this to geometry and dynamics, and in the invention

of the infinitesimal methods, through which the rigorous

theorems of the older geometricians which referred to the

simpler figures-such as straight lines, circles, spheres,

cones, &c.-became applicable to the infinite variety of

curves and surfaces in which the objects and phenomena

of nature present themselves to our observation. Logic

ally speaking, it was a grand process of generalisation,

based mostly on inference and induction, sometimes

9. merely on intuition.1 Such a process of generalisation
Proem of




has a twofold effect on the progress of science.

The first and more promineut result was the greatly

increased power of dealing with special problems which

the generalised method affords, and the largely increased

field of research which it opened out. We may say that

the century which followed the inventions of Descartes,

Newton, and Leibniz, was mainly occupied in exploring

the new field which had been disclosed, in formulating

and solving the numberless problems which presented

themselves on all sides; also, where complete and

rigorous solutions seemed unattainable, in inventing

methods of approximation which were useful for prac

tical purposes. In this direction so much had to be done,

so much work lay ready to hand, that the second and

apparently less practical effect of the new generalisations

receded for a time into the background. We may terni

1 "On se reportait inconscieni
ment au modèle qui nous est
fourni par lea fonctions conBidere8
en mécanique et on rejetait tout
ce qui s'&artait de ce uiodèe; on
ntait pa guiIé par une détiuitirni




claire et rignureuse, iimis par une
aQrte d'intuit,iun et C1IbSeUI iii
etiuct" (Poincaré, " Lteuvre uiztt.h.
de \Veierstrass," 'Aeta Matheiiia.
tica,' vol. xxii. p. 4).
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this second and more hidden line of research the logical

side of the new development. It corresponds to the work

which Euclid performed in ancient geometry, the framing

of clear definitions and of unambiguous axioms; pro

ceeding from these by rigorous reasoning to the theorems

of the new science.' But the translation of geometrical

and mechanical conceptions into those of generalised

arithmetic or algebra brought with it a logical problem

of quite a novel kind which has given to modern mathe

matics quite a new aspect. This new problem is the re

translation of algebraical-'i.e., of general-formul into

geometrical conceptions-the geometrical construction of

algebraical expressions. It is the inverse operation of io.
Inverse

the former. In this inversion of any given operation opt-rations.

lies the soul and principle of all mathematical progress,

both in theory and in application.
2

The invention of

I Referring tpecially to the
definition of a "function" or
mathematical dependence, a con
ception introduced by Euler, but
not rigorously defined by him,
M. Poincaré Pays, loc. cit.: "Au
commencement du siècle, l'ide
de fouction était une notion b.
In. fois trop restreinte et trop
vague. . . . Cette definition, ii
fallait, Ia donner: car l'analyse ne
pouvait qu'. ce prix acquerir la
parfatte rigueur." In its generality
this task was performed in the
last third of the century by
Weier8tras, but the necessity of
this criticism of the formuhe in
vented by modern mathematics
dates from the appearance of
Cauchy's 'MCmoire sur Ia thorie
des intégrales définies' of 1814,
which Legeucire reported on in this
sense, but which was not published
till 1525.




The operations referred to are
generally of two kinds: first, there
is the operation of translating
geometrical relations, intuitively
given, into algebraical relations;
and, secondly, the -operation of
extending algebraical relations by
going forward or backward in the
order of numbers, usually given
by indices. In each case the
new relations arrived at require
to be interpreted, and this inter
pretation leads nearly always to
an extension of knowledge or to
novel conceptions. A simple ex
ample of the first kind presents
itself in the geometrical construc
tion of the higher powers of
quantity. Having agreed to define
by a the length of a line, by a2
an area, what is the meaning of
a.3 a4 . . . a? Can any geomet
rical meaning be attached to these
symbols? An example of the
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the seventeenth century afforded two grand occasions

for such progress, and the creation through it of novel

mathematical ideas. The translation of geometrical con-

second class is the following
having defined the symbols

dy d.2y
:' dZ

an operation suggests itself in the
inverse order, the indices or their

reciprocals (inversions) being taken
negatively. Can any meaning be
attached to these latter symbols?
Further, if the operation denoted

by going on from one of these
symbols to the next is known and
feasible, how can the inverse oper
ation be carried out? In the first
class of problems we proceed from
an intuitively given order to a

purely logical order, and have in
the sequel to go back from the
purely logical order to an intuitive
order of ideas. In the second
case, having followed a certain
logical order, we desire to know
what the inversion of this order will
produce and how it can be carried
out. The view that the direct and
indirect processes of thought form
the basis of all mathematical
reasoning, and an alternation of
the two the principle of progress,
has been for the first time con
sistently expounded by Hermanu
Hankel in his 'Theorie der Corn
plexen Zahlen - Systeme,' Leipzig,
1867. But it had already been
insisted on by George Peacock in
his "Report," &c., contained in
the 3rd vol. of the 'Reports of
the Brit. Assoc.,' 1833, where he
says (p. 223): "There are two
distinct processes in Algebra, the
direct and the inverse, presenting
generally very different degrees of
difficulty. In the first case, we

proceed from defined operations,
and by various processes of de.
nionstratiye reasoning we arrive
at results which are general in




form though particular in value,
and which are subsequently gen
eralised in value likewise; in the
second, we commence from the

general result, and we are either

required to discover from its form
and composition some equivalent
result, or, if defined operations
have produced it, to discover the

primitive quantity from which those

operations have commenced. Of
all these processes we have already
given examples, and nearly the
whole business of analysis will
consist in their discussion and

development, under the infinitely
varied forms in which they will

present themselves."
It. is extraordinary how little in

fluence this very interesting, com

prehensive, and up - to -date re

port on Continental mathematics,

including the works of Gauss,

Cauchy, and Abel, seems to have
had on the development of English
mathematics. But the latter have

through an independent, movement
-viz., the invention of the
Calculus of Operations-led on
to the radical change which has
taken place in recent mathematical
thought. This change, which can
be explained by saying that the
science of Magnitude must. be

preceded by the doctrine of Forms
or Relations, and that the science
of Magnitude is only a special
application of the science of Forms,
was independently prepared by
Hermann Grassnan, of whom
Hankel says (loc. cit., p. 16) : "The
idea of a doctrine of Forms which
should precede a doctrine of Mag
nitude, and of considering the
latter from the point of view
of the former, . . . remained of
little value for the development
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ceptions into algebraical language suggested the inverse

operation of interpreting algebraical terms by geometrical

conceptions, and led to an enormous extension of geo

metrical knowledge.' Further, the infinitesimal methods

through which curves and curved surfaces were conceived

as being made up of an infinite number of infinitesimally

small, straight-i.e., measurable-lines, led to the in

verse problem; given any algebraical operations which

obtain only in infinitesimally small dimensions-i.e., at

the limit-how do they sum up to finite quantities and

of mathematics, so long as it
was only used to prove theorems
which besides being already known,
were sufficiently though merely
empirically proved, it was H.
Grassmanu who took up this idea
for the first time in a truly
philosophical spirit and treated
it from a comprehensive point
of view." Hankel also refers
to Peacock as well as to De
Morgan, whose writings, however,
be was insufficiently acquainted
with (ibid., p. 15). In quite
recent times Mr A. N. Whitehead
has conceived "mathematics in
the widest signification to be the

development of all types of formal,
necessary, deductive reasoning,"
and has given a first instalment
of this development in his 'Treatise
on Universal Algebra' (vol. i.,
Cambridge, 1898). See the preface
to this work (pp. 6, 7).

1 A good example of the use of
the alternating employment of the
intuitive (inductive) and the log
ical (deductive) methods is to be
found in the modern doctrine of
curves. The invention of Descartes,

by which a curve was represented
by an equation, led to the intro
duction of the conception of the

"degree" or "order" of a curve
and its geometrical equivalent;




whereas the geometrical concep
tion of the tangent to a curve led
to the distinction of curves ac
cording to their "class," which
was not immediately evident from
the equation of the curve but
which led to other analytical
methods of representation where
the tangential properties of curves
became more evident. A third
method of studying curves was
introduced by Pucker (1832), who
started from "the singularities"
which curves present, defined
them, and established his well
known equations. A further study
of these "singularities

" led to the
notion of the "genus" or "de.
ficiency" (Cayley) of a curve. The
gradual development of these and
further ideas relating to curves is
concisely given in an article by
Cayley on "Curve" in the 6th vol.
of the 'Encyclopadia Britannica,'
reprinted in Cayley's collected
papers, vol. xi. This article fur.
nishes also a good example of the
historical treatment of a purely
mathematical subject by showing,
not so much the progress of mathe
matical knowledge of special things,
as the development of the manner
in which such things are looked at
-i.e., of mathematical thought.
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figures? What are the properties of these finite figures

as inferred from the properties of their infinitesimally

small parts? The infinitesimal methods evidently corre

sponded with the atomistic view of natural objects,

according to which the great variety of observable

phenomena, the endlessly complicated properties of

natural objects, could be reduced to a small number

of conceivable properties and relations of their smallest

parts, and could then be made intelligible and calculable.

The general reader who is unacquainted with the

numberless problems and intricate operations of higher

mathematics can scarcely realise how in these few words

lie really hidden the great questions of all the modern

sciences of number and measurement; the trained mathe

matical student will recognise in a process of inversion

not only the rationale of such extensive doctrines as the

integral calculus, the calculus of variations, the doctrine

of series, the methods of approximation and interpolation,

but also the application of analysis to geometry, the

theory of curves of higher order, the solution of equations,

&c. All these various branches were diligently cultivated

by the great mathematicians of the eighteenth century,

mostly, however, with the object of solving definite

problems which were suggested by the applied sciences,]

' In general it can be stated that
the impetus given to mathematical
research by the problems set by
the applied sciences has been
ii-measurablygreater than that which
can be traced to the abstract treat
ment of any purely mathematical
subject. We have a good example
of this at the beginning of the
nineteenth century in the great
work of Laplace as summed up,




for the most part., in the '

canitjue Celeste' and the 'T1ntie
ties Probabilit~s,' which contain
the beginnings and the develop
ment of a great number of purely
mathematical theories suggested
by problems in astronomy, physics,
and statistics. On the other side
we have at the same time the so
called '' Combinational School " in
Germai y, whose members and
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notably astronomy-not infrequently also as objects of

mere curiosity without any practical purpose whatever.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century the need

was felt of putting the new science into a compre
hensive system. The attempts to do this-notably the

great text-books of Leonhard Euler in Germany and of

Lacroix in France-revealed how uncertain were the

foundations and how paradoxical some of the apparent
conclusions of the reasoning which, in the hands of the

great inventors and masters, had led to such remarkable

results.

As in other cases which we dealt with in former

chapters of this work, so also in the present instance we

may find a guide throughthe labyrinth of modern mathe

matical thought in the terms of language atound which

cluster the more recent doctrines. Two terius present 11.
Modern

themselves which were rare or altogether absent in older terms in-themselves
of

treatises: these terms are the "complex quantity" and

the "continuous." To these we can add a third term

which we meet with on every page of the writings of

mathematicians since Newton and Leibniz, but which has

only very recently been subjected to careful analysis and

rigorous definition,-the term "infinite." Accordingly we

may say that the range of mathematical thought during

their labours are almost forgotten,
although in their elaborate treat
ises there are to be found many
formuhe which had to be redis
covered when, fifty years later,
the general theory of forms and
substitutions began to be sys
tematically developed, and proved
to be an indispensable instrument
in dealing with many advanced
mathematical problems. See on




the latter subject an article by
Major MacMahon on "Combin

F
ational Analysis" ('Proc., London
Math. Soc.,' vol. 'xviii. p. 5, &c.),
as also the chapters on this subject
and on "Determinants" in the
first vol. of the 'Encyclopädie der
Mathematjschen Wissenachaften'
(Leipzig, 1893). Also, inter aliz, a
note by J. Muir in 'Nature,' vol.
lxvii., 1903, p. 512.
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the last hundred years has grown in proportion to the

methodical study and stricter definition of the notions of

the complex quantity, of the continuous, and of the infinite.

And these conceptions indicate three important logical

developments which characterise modern mathematical

12. reasoning. The conception of the complex quantity or
complex
quaDtitios. the complex unit introduces us to the possible extension

of our system of counting and measuring, retaining or

modifying, the fundamental rules on which it is based..

is. The conception of the continuous and its opposite, the
The con-
tinuous. discontinuous, introduces us to the difference of numbers

and quantity, numbers forming a discontinuous series,

whilst we conceive all natural changes to be made up of

gradual-i.e., of imperceptibly small-changes, called by

Newton fiuxions. The discussion, therefore, of the con

tinuous leads us ultimately to the question how our

system of counting can be made useful for dealing with

continuously variable quantities-the processes of nature.

'". The conception of the infinite underlies not only the
The infinite.




infinitesimal methods properly so called, but also all the

methods of approximation by which-in the absence of

rigorous methods-mathematical, notably astronomical,

calculations are carried out.

Problems involving one or more of these concep

tions presented themselves in large number to the

analysts of the eighteenth century: there were notably

two great doctrines in which they continually occur

the general solution of equations,' and the theory of

1 As it may not be immediately publication by Gauss, in 1799, con
evident how the ideas of continuity taming a proof of the fundamental
have to do with the general solution theorem of algebra, and its republi
of equations, I refer to the first . cation fifty years later (see Gauss,
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infinite series. The solution of an equation being called

finding its roots, it was for a long time assumed that

-every equation has as may roots as are indicated by

its degree. A proof of this fundamental theorem of

algebra was repeatedly attempted, but was only com

pleted by Gauss in three remarkable memoirs, which

prove to us how much importance he attached to rigorous

proofs and to solid groundwork of science. The second

great doctrine in which the conceptions of the continuous

and the infinite presented themselves was the expansion

of mathematical expressions into series. In arithmetic, is.
Doctrine

decimal fractions
1
taken to any number of terms were of series.

quite familiar; the infinite series presented itself as a

generalisation of this device. A very general formula

Werke,' vol. iii. pp. 1 and 71). A

-very good summary of this proof
is given by Hankel ('Complexe
Zablen-Systeme,' p. 87). A purely
.algebraical demonstration of the
same theorem, not involving con
siderations of continuity and ap
proximations, was also given by
Gauss in the year 1816, and re

produced by others, including
George Peacock, in his Report,'
quoted above, p. 297. Hankel

(loc. cit., p. 97) shows to what
extent Gauss's proof supplemented
the similar proofs given by others
-before and after.

' Decimal fractions seem to have
been introduced in the sixteenth
century. Series of other numbers,
formed not according to the decimal
but to the dyadic, duodecimal, or
other systems, were known to the
ancients, and continued in use to
the middle agee. The dyadic sys
tem was much favoured by Leibniz.
It was also known that every
rational fraction could be de

veloped into a periodical decimal




fraction. Prominent in the re
commendation of the use of deci
mal fractions was the celebrated
Simon Stevin, who, in a tract
entitled 'La Disme' attached to
his 'Aritbmétique' (1590, trans
lated into English, 1608), described
the decimal system as "enseiguant
facilement expédier par nombres
entiera sans rompus tous comptes
se rencontrans aux affaires des
horumes." Prof. Cantor ('Gesch.
der Math.,' vol. ii. p. 616) Rays,
"We know to-day that this pre
diction could really be ventured
on-that indeed decimal fractions
perform what Stevin promised."
At the end of his tract he doubts
the speedy adoption of this device,
connecting with it the suggestion
of the universal adoption of the
decimal system. The best account
of the gradual introduction of deci
mal fractions is still to be found in

George Peacock's' History of Arith
metic` ('Ency. Metrop.,' vol. i. p.
439, &c.)
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of this kind was given by Brook Taylor, and somewhat

modified by Maclaurin. It embraced all then known and

many new series, and was employed without hesitation

by Euler and other great analysts. In the beginning of

the century, Poisson, Gauss, and Abel drew attention to

the necessity of investigating systematically what is

termed the convergency
1

of a series. As a specimen

of this kind of research, Gauss published, in 1812, an

investigation of a series of very great generality and

importance.' We can say that through these two isolated

memoirs of Gauss, the first of the three on equations,

published in 1799, and the memoir on the series of

1812, a new and more rigorous treatment of the in

finite and the continuous as mathematical conceptions

was introduced into analysis, and that in both he showed

the necessity of extending the system of numbering and

measuring by the conception of the complex quantity.

But it cannot be maintained that Gauss succeeded in

impressing the new line of thought upon the science of

' A very good account of the
gradual evolution of the idea of
the convergency of a series will be
found in Dr R. Reiff's 'Geschichte
der unendlichen Reihen' (Tubin
gen, 1899, p. 118, &c.) Also in
the preface to Joseph Bertrand's
'Traité de Calcul Différentiel'
(Paris, 1864, p. xxix, &c.) Accord
ing to the latter Leibuiz seems to
have been the first to demand
definite rules for the convergency
of Infinite Series, for he wrote to
Hermann in 1705 as follows:
"Je no demande pas quo l'on
trouve Ia valeur d'une eerie quel.
conque sous forme finie; un tel
problème surpasserait lee forces
de8 g6omtres. Je voudrais seule.
ment que I'ou trouvt moyen de




decider i la valeur expriwée par
une strie est possible, c'est.t-dire
convergente, et cela sans counaitre
l'origino de la eerie. Ii est néces
saire, pour qu'uue série ind$tiuie
represente une quantit finie, que
l'on puisse ckmoutrer sa converg
ence, et que l'ou s'assure iju'en la
prolongean t su flisamment l'err cur
devient ausi petite clue Ft.'n veuL"
In spite of this, leibniz, through
his treatment of the series of
Grandi, 1 - 1 + 1 - 1, &c., the um
of which lie declared to be A. seems
to have exerted a baneful influence
on his successors, including Euler
(see Rei loc. cit., pp. 118, 158).2 The memoir on the Hypergeo
metrical series.
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mathematics in general. This was done about fifteen or

twenty years after Gauss had begun to publish his

isolated memoirs, in a comprehensive treatment of the

subject by Cauchy, who, before 1820, delivered lectures

on Analysis at the cole Polytechnique and in other 16.
Caucliy's

colleges, and commenced their publication in 1821. In 1Y"

this course of lectures the discussion of the notions of the

infinite, of the continuous, of the convergence of series,

and of the extension of our conception of quantity

beyond the ordinary or real quantities of algebra, is

put in the foreground, and the illicit habit of using the

generalisations of algebra without defining the conditions

of their validity severely criticised.1 It is also evident,

from the extensive notes which Cauchy added to the

"cours" of 1821, that he felt the necessity of a revision

of the fundamental notions of algebra. The publication

of 1821 was followed by others on the Calculus, and it

is through these treatises mainly that a new spirit was

infused into general mathematical literature, first in

The earliest labours of Cauchy comme des induction8 propres h
were geometrical, and he evidently faire pressentir quelque fois la
acquired through them an insight vérit4, mais qui saccordent peu
into the contrast between the avec l'exactitude si vante des
rigour of the older geometrical sciences math6watiques. On doit
and the looseness of the modern méme observer qu'elles teudeut ,
algebraical methods. In this re- faire attribuer aux formules al-
gard he says: J?ai cherché b. leur gébriques une étendue indéfinie,
donner toute la rigueur qu'ou tandis que, dans Is réalit,i, la plu.
exige en gometrie, de manière a. part de ces formules subsistent
ne jamais recourir aux raisons uniquement sous certaines condi-
tir6es do la généralit6 de l'algèbre. tions, et pour certaines valeurs des
Les raisons de cette espèce, quoique quantités qu'elles renferment. En
assez conimunement adniises, sur- dterminant ces conditions et ces
tout dana le passage des s6ries con- valeurs, et en fixant d'uue manière

vergentes aux s6ries divergeutes, preci8e le sens des notations dont
et des quautitSs réelles aux ex- je me sers, je fais disparaltre toute

pressious ilnaginaires ne peuvent incertitude" ('Cours d'Analyse,'
We consicltrés, cc me semble, que 1821, Introd., p. ii).
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France, somewhat later also in England and Germany.

In the latter country, the highly original writings of

Abel, and the independent labours of Jacobi, opened out

an entirely new branch of higher mathematics, beginning

with the discovery of the property of double periodicity of

certain functions.' This extensive and fruitful province of

analysis for a time retarded the revision and extension of

the groundwork of mathematical reasoning which Cauchy

had begun, and upon which Gauss evidently desired to

make the extension of higher mathematics proceed-2

1 Before the discovery of the
functions with a double period,
functions with one period were
known: the circular and expon
ential functions-the former pos
sessing a real, the latter an imagin
ary, period. The elliptic functions
turned out to "share simultaneously
the properties of the circular func
tions and exponential functions, and
whilst the former were periodical
only for real, the latter only for
imaginary, values of the argument,
the elliptic functions possessed both
kinds of periodicity." This great
step became clear when it occurred
to Abel and Jacobi independently
to form functions by inversion of
Legendre'8 elliptic integral of the
first. kind. The two fundamental
principles involved in this new
departure were thus the procest of
iflvereion and the use of the imagin
ary, as a necessary complement to
the real, scale of numbers. The
share which belongs independently
to Abel and Jacobi has been clearly
determined since the publication of
the correspondence of Jacobi with
Legendre during the years 1827-32
(reprinted in Jacobi's 'Gesammelte
Werke,' ed. Borchardt, vol. i.,
Berlin, 1881), and of the complete
documents referring to Abel, which
are now accessible in the memorial




volume published in 1902. A very
lucid account is contained in a

pamphlet by Prof. Konigsberger,
entitled 'Zur Geschichte der Theorie
der Elliptiachen Trauscendenten
in den Jabren 1826-29' (Leipzig,
1879).

Of the four great
mathema-ticianswho for sixty years did the

principal work in connection with
elliptic functions-viz., Legendre
(1752-1833), Gauss (1777-1855),
Abel (1802.29), and Jacobi (1804
51), each occupied an independent
position with regard to the subject,
-suggested originally by Euler, and
important for the practical applica
tions which it promised. Legendre
during forty years, from 1786 on
ward, worked almost alone: he

brought the theory of elliptic in

tegrals, which had occurred origin
ally in connection with the compu
tation of an are of the ellipse, into
a system, and to a point bevolid
which the then existing methods
seemed to promise no further ad
vance. This advance was, however,
secured by the labours of Jacobi
through the introduction of the
novel principles referred to in the
last note. Two years before .Jacohi's
publication commenced, Abel had
already approached the subject from
an entirely different and much more
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That such a revision had become necessary was seen, 7.
Revision

slowly if in many quarters but it did not become aener- or funda-
mentals.

ally recognised till late in the century, when thinkers of

general point of view. "Abel," as
Monsieur L. Sylow says ('Memorial
des etudes d'Abel,' p. 14), "etait
avant tout algCbriste. 11 a dit lui
mème que la thCorie des equations
iétait,son sujetfavori,ce qui d'aileurs
apparalt. clairemeut dane see auvres.
Dana sea travaux sur lea lonctions
elliptiques, le traitemeut des di
verses equations algCbriques dont.
cette théorie abonde est mis forte.
meut en évidence,et. dana le premier
de ces travaux, la resolution de ces
equations eat métne indiquee comme
étant le sujet principal. Qui plus
eat, la théorie des equations Ctait
entre se mains l'instrument le plus
efficace. Ce fut ainsi sane aucun
doute Ia resolution de l'équation de
division des fonctiona elliptiques qui
tout d'abord le couduisit h Ia thCorie
de la transformation. Elle joue
encore un role capitale dan8 sa d5
monstration du thCorème dit. t.hCo
réme d'Abel, et dana lea recherches

genérales sur lea intCgrale8 des diffCr
entielles algdbriques qui se t.rouvent.
clans son dernier mémoire Ic 'Précis
d'une ThCorie des fonctions ellip
t.iques.'" But whilst Abel certainly
took a much more general view
than either Legendre or Jacobi, both
of whom came to a kind of dead
lock on the roads they had chosen
(Jacobi, when he attempted to ex
tend the theory of the periodicity
of functions), it is now quite clear
that Gauss viewed the whole sub

ject almost thirty years before Abel
and Jacobi entered the field from a
still more general point of view.
Already, in 1798, when he was only
twenty-one, hemust have recognised
the necessity of enlarging and defin

ing the fundamental conceptions of

algebraand of functionality ormath
ematical dependence; and it is very
likely that the magnitude of the




undertaking, for which his astron
omical labours left him no time,
debarred him from publishing the
important results which be had
already attained, and which covered
to a great extent the field cultivated
in the meantime by Abel and
Jacobi, leaving only the celebrated
theorem of the former (referring to
the algebraical comparison of the

higher non - algebraical functions)
and the discovery of a new
function on the part of Jacobi
(his Theta function) as the two
great additions which we owe to
them in this line of research (see
Königaberger, loc. cit., p. 104).
In this recognition of the funda
mental change which mathematical
science demanded, and its bearing
upon these special problems here
referred to, Gauss must have for a

long time stood alone; for his great
rival Cauchy, to whom we are

mainly indebted for taking the first
steps in this direction, did not for

many years apply his fundamental
and novel ideas to the theory of

elliptic functions, which up to the
year 1844, when Hermite entered
the field, were almost exclusively
cultivated by German and Scandi
navian writers (see R. L. Ellis,
"Report on the recent Progress of

Analysis," Brit. Assoc., 1846 ; re
printed in 'Mathematical and other

Writings,' p. 311). Nor could it
otherwise be explained how Cauchy
could keep the manuscript of Abel's
great memoir without ever occupy
ing himself with it, and thus delay
its publication for fifteen years after
it had been presented to the Acad

emy. (See the above - mentioned

correspondence between Legendre
and Jacobi, 1829; also Sylow, p.
31.)
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the highest rank, who for some time had lived apart

in the secluded regions of sublime analysis, descended

again into the region of elementary science, both pure

and applied, where they speedily remodelled the entire

mode of teaching. England possessed very early a writer

of great eminence who represented this tendency, and

whose merits were only partially recognised in his day

Augustus de Morgan.

is. It will now be necessary to explain more definitely
Extension of
conception what is meant by the extension of our conception of
of number.




number and quantity through the introduction of com

plex numbers or complex quantities. This extension

first forced itself on analysts in the theory of equations,

then in the algebraical treatment of trigonometrical

quantities -i.e., in the measurement of angles, or, as

it is now called, of direction in geometry. The first

extension of the conception of number lay in the intro

duction of negative numbers. These admitted of corn

paratively easy representation arithmetically by counting

backward as well as forward from. a given datum;

practically in the conception of negative possessions

such as debts, geometrically by the two opposite direc

tions of any line in space. In algebra, where the simple

operations on quantities are usually preserved in the

result and not lost in the simple numerical value of

the result as in arithmetic, compound quantities were

looked upon as generated by the processes of addition,

resulting in the binomial (of which the polynomial was

an easy extension), and further by the multiplication

with each other of different binoniials or polynomials,

through which process expressions of higher order or
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degree were arrived at. The forward or direct process

was easy enough, though even here assumptions or arbit

rary rules were included which escaped notice for a long

time; but the real labour of the analysts only began

with the inverse problem-viz., given any compound

quantity, similar in structure to those directly produced

by multiplication of binomials, to find the factors or

binomials out of which it can be compounded. Now

it was found that as in the arithmetical process of

division, the invention of fractional quantities; as in

that of extraction of roots, the irrational quantities

had to be introduced: so in the analysis of compound

algebraical expressions into binomial factors, a new

quantity or algebraical conception presented itself. It

was easily seen that this analysis could be carried out

in every case only by the introduction of a new unit,

algebraically expressed by the square root of the nega

tive unity. There was no difficulty in algebraically

indicating the new quantity as we indicate fractions

and irrational quantities; the difficulty lay in its inter

pretation as a number. Since the time of Descartes

geometrical representations of algebraical formuke had

become the custom, and it was therefore natural when

once the new, or so-called imaginary, unit was formally

admitted, that a geometrical meaning should be attached

tO it.

Out of the scattered beginnings of these researches 19.
The geo-

two definite problems gradually crystallised: the one, metrical and
the logical

a purely formal or mechanical one -viz.., the geo- problems.

metrical representation of the extended conception of

quantity, of the complex quantity; the other, a logical
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or philosophical one-viz., the clearer definition of the

assumptions or principles

and algebraical reasoning.




which underlie arithmetical

And if algebraical, then also

geometrical reasoning. Both problems seem to have

presented themselves to the youthful mind of Gauss,

as is evident from his correspondence with Bessel and

Schumacher, and from his direct influence on Bo1yai,

Möbius,. and Von Staudt, perhaps also indirectly on

Lobatchevsky.3 It does not, however, appear as if he

1 See especially the letters of
Gauss to Bessel, dated November
and December 1811 and May 1812
('Briefwechsel,' Leipzig, 1880, p.
151 sqq1)

Bolyai, the elder (1775-1856),
was a student friend of Gauss in
the years 1797 to 1799, and kept
up a correspondence with him dur
ing half a century. This correspon
dence has now been published by
F. Schmidt and P. Stäckel, Leipzig,
1899, with a supplement containing
some information about this extra
ordinary man. His son, Johann
Bolyai (1802-60), is the author of
the celebrated "Appendix, scien
tiani spatii absolute veram e-
hiL.ens," which was attached to
his father's 'Tentamen, juven
tutem . . . in elementa matheseos
puree . . . introducendi,' ]832.
The tract seems to have been
written in 1823. A translation,
with introduction, has been pub
lished by Dr G. Bruce Halted
('Neomonic Series,' vol. iii. 4th ed.,
Austin, Texas, 1896). When the
elder Bolyai sent to Gauss in the
year 1831 to 1832 a copy of his
son's tract and of his own work on
Geometry, Gauss expressed great
surprise at the contents of the
former. (See his letter of March
6. 18.32.) His remarks that the
ylsunger Bolyai had anticipated
oi,ie of his own ideas on the




subject, remind one of a similar
remark which he made, May 30,
1828, to Schumacher with refer
ence to Abel's "Memoir on Elliptic
Functions" in vol. ii. of Crefl&s
'Journal' (see Gauss, 'Werke,' vol.
iii. p. 495). In both cases he felt
himself relieved from the necessity
of publishing his own results,
though, so far as those referring
to the foundations of geometry are
concerned, it does not appear that
his ideas had arrived at that state
of maturity which the publication
of his posthumous papers has
proved to have been attained in
his treatment of the higher func
tions. Indeed little or nothing of
prime importance has been found
among his papers referring to the
principles of geometry : and he
stated to Bolyai that though he
had intended to commit his views
to paper, so that they should not
be lost, he had not intended to
publish anything during his life
time.

It is doubtful whether Gauss's
speculations had any influence on
the younger Bolyai's theory, and
still more so as regards Lobat
c1tevky, whose first tract ap
peared in the 'Kazan Messenger,'
1829 to 1830, but dates back
probably to 1826. Inasmuch,
however, as the younger Bolyai
must have become acquainted
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had arrived at any finality in his speculations, and,

beyond occasional hints which have only subsequently
become intelligible, the love of finish exhibited in all

his published writings prevented him from giving to the

world the suggestive ideas which evidently formed the

groundwork of his mathematical labours. There is no

doubt that-like Goethe in a very different sphere

Gauss anticipated individually the developments in the

sphere of mathematical thought down to the end of the

century. The interpretation of the complex quantity
had been given by Wessel, Buée, and Argand in the

early years of the century; but it remained unnoticed

till it received the sanction of Gauss in a celebrated

memoir referring to the theory of numbers, and until in

through his father with the 8pecu
lations of the youthful Gauss, and
as Lobatchevsky was a pupil of
another student friend of Gauss
in the person of Prof. Bartels. it is
not unlikely that the interest which
these thinkers took in the subject
can be originally traced to the
same source. (See Dr Haisted's ad
dress on Lobatchevsky, 'Neonionic
Series,' vol. i., 1894.) A complete
bibliography of the earlier papers,
referring to the so-called "non
Euclidean "literature down to 1878,
is given by Dr Haisted in the
first two vols. of the 'American
Journal of Mathematics': the most
recent publications are those of
the Hon. B. A. W. Russell in
his work, 'The Foundations of

Geometry' (1897) and his ex
cellent article on "Non-Euclidean

Geometry "in the 28th vol. of the

'Ency. Brit.' See also Klein's

lithographed lectures on 'Nicht
Euklidische Geometrie,' Gottingen,
1893.

1 The first somewhat exhaust
ive historical statement as to the




geometrical representation of the
complex or imaginary quantity
was given by Hankel in the above
mentioned work (see above, note)
p. 645), p. 82. He there says, after
discussing the claims of others,
notably of Gauss, - that Argand
in his 'Essai' of the year 1806
(re-edited by Hoüel, 1874) "had so
fully treated of the whole theory
that later nothing essentially new
was added, and that, except a
publication of still earlier date
were found, Argand must be con
sidered the true founder of the
representation of complex quan
tities in the plane." Such an
earlier publication has indeed been
met with in a tract by Caspar
Wessel, which was presented to
the Danish Academy in 1797, and
published in 1799. Having been
overlooked, like Argand's 'Esai,'
it has now been republished at,
Copenhagen, 1897, with the title
'Essai sui la representation de la
direction' (see 'Encyk. Math.
Wissenechaften,' vol. i. p. 155).
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20.
'Quater-
.fliOfl8.




this country the labours of Do Morgan and of Sir William

Rowan Hamilton gave the matter a further and very

important extension.1 It was also in this country that

the second problem, the critical examination of the

principles which underlie the process of legitimate

generalisation of algebra, received distinct attention. To

George Peacock, and to the




school of algebraists which

followed him, is due the merit of having brought out

clearly the three fundamental laws of symbolical reasoning

now generally admitted in text-books on the subject

the associative, distributive, and commutative principles.

That these principles were to a great extent conventional,

or empirically adopted from ordinary arithmetic, and in

consequence not necessarily indispensable for a consistent

system of symbolical reasoning, has been generally ad

mitted ever since Sir William Rowan Hamilton, after

ten years of labour, succeeded in establishing a new

calculus-the method of quaternions, in which the corn

mutative principle of multiplication is dropped. This

I Far more important than the

suggestions or artifices mentioned
in the foregoing note, and which
since the time of Argand and
Gauss have been variously modified,
is the conception that our com
mon numbers do not form a
complete system without the ad-
"dition of the imaginary unit, but
that with the introduction of a
second unit "numbers form a
universe complete in itself, such
that, starting in it, we are never
led out of it. There may very well
be, and perhaps are, numbers in a
more general sense of the term;
but in order to have to do with
such numbers (if any) we must
start with them" (Cayley in art.
'
Equation," 'Eucy. Brit.'; 'Coil.




Works,' vol. xi. p. 503). There
seems little doubt that this con
ception was first clearly established
in the mind of Gauss, and that
none of the contemporary writers
can be shown to have had a
similarly clear insight. Since this
has become generally recognised
and we owe this recognition prob
ably to the independent labours
of Grassmanu and Riemanu
the discussion of the whole sub
ject has been raised to a much
higher level, as may be seen by
comparing the Report of Peacock,
quoted above, with the discussion
of Haukel (loc. cit.), and still more
with the exhau.dive article by Prof.
E. Study in vol. i.,

l
Encyk. Math.

Visa.,' pp. 147-134.
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calculus was shown to be of special use in expressing
the relations of spherical trigonometry. Two terms ex

pressing definite notions special to geometry, by which

science has been enriched and practical application greatly

simplified, are an outcome of this line of research. These

are the terms "vector," to express the notion of directed

magnitude-i.e., of direction and magnitude combined as

distinguished from magnitude and position alone; and

the notion of an "operator" which changes direction and

magnitude as an ordinary multiplier changes magnitude

only.' It was shown by Argand and others that the

These two notions, which have
their origin in the writings of
Hamilton on the one side and
the Calculus of Operations on the
other, belong to this country and to
a period during which mathematical
researches were carried on in a

fragmentary manner, and much out
of contact with the contemporary
mathematics of the Continent.
Both the Calculus of Quaternions
of Hamilton and the Calculus of
Operations were looked upon for a
long time as curiosities (as was also
the Barycentric Calculus of Möbius
in Germany). Gradually, however,
the valuable ideas which were con
tained in them became recognised
as much from the practical as from
the theoretical point of view. In
the former interest the application
of Vector Analysis or the Algebra
of Directed Quantities received a

great impetus when the need was
felt of having an algebra of

"physical quantities." This found

expression in the writings of Clerk
Maxwell. (See his 'Treatise on

Electricity and Magnetism,' vol. i.

p. 8, 2nd ed., as also his paper on
"The Mathematical Classification of
Physical Quantities," 1871. 'Coll.

Papers,' vol. ii. p. 257.) In the prac
tical application of electrical theories




these notions have since become in
dispensable, and the subject hasre
ceived increasing attention, notably
in America, which holds a foremost
place in the development of elec
trical science and its application.
Mathematicians of the first order,
such as J. Willard Gibbs, have pub
lished text-books on the subject,
whilst other electricians of emin
ence, such as Mr Oliver Heaviside,
have elaborated special forms of the
Directional Calculus to serve their
purposes. In Dynamics the Dublin
School, represented after the death
of Hamilton by Sir Robert S. Ball
(in his 'Theory of Screws,' 1876),
has had an important influence in
the introduction of novel and more
appropriate methods which have
gradually permeated the general
treatment of the subject. Whilst
there is no doubt that for a long
time the Calculus of Quaternions
was the only methodical elaboration
of these novel and useful ideas, it
was overlooked that simultaneously
and quite independently H. Grass.
mann of Stettin (see above, vol. i.
p. 243) had worked out a much
more comprehensive and funda
mental calculus, ofwhich the method
of quaternions and all the different
forms of Vector Analysis can be
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arithmetic based upon two units instead of one-ix,

the arithmetic of couples or complex quantities-could

be completely and consistently represented by choosing as

axes whereon the separate units were counted, the two

perpendicular axes of Cartesian geometry. An attempt

to extend this' geometrical representation into space led

Hamilton to the invention of his method, Gauss having

very early satisfied himself that within the limits, of

ordiiary algebra no further extension was necessary

or possible.

The examination into fundamental principles was not

limited in the mind of Gauss to those of algebra: he

early applied himself likewise to those of geometry and

of dynamics. The great French mathematicians, such

21. as Lecendre and Lagrange, were also occupied with such
Foundations
of geometry. speculations. They have been carried on all through

the century, but have only towards the end of the

period been brought into connection and shown to be

of importance for the general progress of mathematics.

The secluded, and for a long time unappreciated, labours

of isolated but highly original thinkers have accordingly

considered as merely special in- Grassmann's works is being pub.
stances. This has now been abund- lished by Teubuer. Those who are

antly proved through the writings interested in seeing howthe notions
of mathematicians in all countries, underlying the directional calculus

among whom I will only mention are gradually becoming clarified,and
Hankel and Dr V. Schiegel in Ger- theterminologyanduotationsettled,
many, Clifford, Prof. Henrici, and may read with profit the controverby
latterly Mr Whitehead in England, carried on in the pages of 'Nature,'
Prof. Peano in Italy, and M. Burali vols. xlvii. and xlviii., between Prof.
Forti in France. See on the whole Macfarlane, Willard Gibbs, Mr 0.
subject, on the fate of Grassmann Heaviside, Mr A. M'Aulay, and Dr
and of his great work, V. Schiegel, Knott; also Dr Larmor'8 review
'Die Grassmann'sche Ausdehnungs- of Hayward's 'Algebra of Coplanar
lehre,' Leipzig, 1896; also, by the Vectors' (vol. xlvii. p. 266), and
same author, a short biography Sir R. S. Ball's reference to the
of Grassmann (Leipzig, Brockhaus, 'Ausdehuungslehre' of Grassmann
1878). A complete edition of (vol. xlviii. p. 391, 1893).
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received tardy recognition. Such speculations can be

carried on either as fascinating exercises of mere

ingenuity, or for practical purposes to improve the

refined instruments of mathematical calculation, or in

the philosophical interest of arriving at the fundamental

processes of human thought and intuition. Many

persons think that only the second of these three in-

1 Already Euler had remarked on
the differentinterests that prompted
mathematical research. Referring
to the writings of Count Fagnano,
he says in the introduction to
the first of his memoirs on Elliptic
Integrals (1761, quoted by Brill &
Nöther in 'Bericht der Deutschen
Mathematiker-Vereinigung,' vol. iii.
p. 206): "if one looks at mathe
mtival speculations from the point
of view of utility, they can be divided
into two classes: first., those which
are of advantage to ordinary life
and other sciences, and the value
of which is accordingly measured by
the aniountof that, advantage. The
other class comprises speculations
which, without any direct. advant
age, are nevertheless valuable be
cause they tend to enlarge the
boundaries of analysis and to exer
cise the powers of the mind, lime
much as many researches which
promise to be of great use have to
be given up owing to the inade
quacy of analysis, those speculations
are of no little value which promise
to extend the province of analysis.
Such seems to be the nature of
observations which are usually made
or found a pO3tcriOri, but which
have little or no chance of being
discovered a priori. Having once
been established as correct, methods
more easily present themselves
which lead up to them, and there
is no doubt that through the search
for such methods the domain of
analysis may be considerably ex-




tended." The school of mathema
ticians headed by Abel and Jacobi
pursued mathematics from purely
scientific interest, and was criti
cised on this ground by eminent
contemporary mathematicians in
France: see a letter of Jacobi to
Legendre, dated July 2, 1830, in
which he refers to a Report of
Poisson on his great work, but
adds: "M. Poisson n'aurait pas
di reproduire dane son rapport
une phrase peu adroite de feu M.
Fourier oh ce dernier none fait.
des reproches, t Abel et a Oi, de
ne pas nous être occup6s de pré
férence du mouvement de ha chaleur.
11 est vrai que M. Fourier avait
l'opinion que le but principal des
mathématiques tait l'utilit pub
lique et l'explication des phéno
mènes naturel8; mais un philosophe
connie lui aurait dlt savoir que le
but unique de la science, c'est
l'honneur de l'esprit humain et que
sous ce titre, une question de
nombres vaut autant qu'une ques
tion du système du monde." In the
sequel he adds: "Je crois entrevoir
que toutes ces transcendan tee "(i.e.,
the elliptic and Abehian functions)
"I
Jouissent des propriétês admir

ables et inattendues auxquehles on
peut We conduit par he t.hèoréme
d'Abel. . . . J'ai réfléchi ausi de
temps en temps sur une mthode
nouvelle de traiLer Jes perturbations
c6leetes, niéthode dana laquelle
doivent entrer lea theories uou
velles de8 fonctions ehhiptiques."
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ducements is likely to prove fruitful for the progress of

science; they look upon the first as an amusing pastime,

and upon the third as empty and not devoid of danger.

In recognition of the partial correctness of this view, I

will follow up the practical stimulus in its fruitful in

fluence upon the development of the lines of mathe

matical research.

This stimulus came in the closing years of the pie

ceding century through the lectures of Gaspard Monge

at the École Normale, and has become popularly known

22. through his invention of Descriptive Geometry, the first
Descriptive
Geometry, modern systematic application of purely graphical methods

in the solution of mathematical problems. As Cauchy

was the founder of the modern school of analysts, so

Monge, together with Carnot, founded the modern school

of geometricians; Dupin, Poncelet, and Chasles being

among his most illustrious pupils. The aim of this

school was to give to geometrical methods, such as

had been practised by the ancients,1 the same generality

and systematic unity which characterised the analytical

methods introduced by Descartes.

Not long after the introduction of the latter, Leibniz

1 These methods had been parties. Carnot s'at.tacha ..\ prouver
largely used in this country by qu'une seule démoiisratiou ap
Newton, Robert Simeon, and plique i. un ótat assez gtháral
Stewart. They were systematised de la figure devait sutlire pour
by L. N. M. Carnot. Chasles thus lea autres cas; et II mont re
(" Dicours d'inauguration, &c.," comment, par des chaugements
1846, 'Gométrie Supérieure,' p. de signes de ternies, clans lea
lxxvii) says: "Dana le siècle formules démontres par une
dernier, B.. Sinison et Stewart figure, ces forinules s'applicuaient
donnaient, h l'instar des Anciens, . une autre figure ne difl'raut de
autant de demonstrations d'une la premiere, commes nous l'avons
proposition, que la figure laquelle dit, que par lea positions relatives
elle se rapportait présentait de de certaines parties. C'est ce qu'il
formes diffren tea, A. raison des appela le 'Principe de corrlation
positions relatives de sea diverses des figures.'"
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had foretold i the possibility and necessity of such an

independent development of pure geometry, in which the

relations of position in space, as opposed to those of

measure, magnitude, or quantity, would be placed in the

foreground. Projection, as practised in the drawing of

maps, and perspective, as practised in the fine and

descriptive arts, had already revealed a number of

remarkable properties of figures in the plane and in

space. By continuous motion of points or lines, by

artifices like throwing of shadows, by sections of solids

with lines and surfaces, a vast number of problems had

been solved and isolated theorems established. The

method here practised was that of construction, as in

analysis the method was that of calculation with sub

sequent interpretation. All this purely constructive

work was to be brought together and systematically

combined in a whole. It was evidently a distinct line

of research, based upon intellectual processes other

than the purely analytical method - a line which,

as it seemed to its followers, had been unduly neglected

and pushed into the background. Although Monge

became the founder of this purely descriptive or con

structive branch of geometry, he was himself equally

great as an analyst; in fact, the fusion in his mind

of the two methods was the origin of much of his

greatest work. In attempting to carry out more

thoroughly the separation or independent development

of the constructive or descriptive method, his great pupil,
23.

J. V. Poncelet-whilst deprived of all literary resources Ponct.

' See the quotations from his letters to Huygens and others given
above, vol. i. p. 103 note.
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in the prisons of Russia-meditated on the real cause of

the power which algebraical analysis possessed, on the

reason why geometry proper was deprived of it, and

what might be done to give it a similar generality. In

pursuing this line of thought he was led to discover the

cause of the existing limitation of purely geometrical

reasoning in its rigidity, inasmuch as it was arrested as

soon as its objects ceased to have a positive or absolute,

that is a physical, existence.' Opposed to this limitation

was the freedom of the analytical method, which, operating

with indeterminate symbols, could, by letting them change

gradually, include not only what was explicitly given,

but also that which was merely implied; not only the

finite, but likewise the infinite; not only the real, but

likewise the fictitious or imaginary. In order to gain a

similar generality in purely geometrical or descriptive

science, a similar flexibility would have to be introduced.

Poncelet was thus led to the enunciation of his celebrated

and much-criticised "principle or law of continuity."
2

1 See the "Introduction" to the I
1st volume of the 'Traité des Pro-

jprits projectives des figures,' pp.
xi, xii. I quote from the 2nd edi
tion of 1865. The 1st was published
in 1822. The researches date from
1813, the year of Poncelet's im
prisonment. See "Preface de la
premiere &Ution."

2 Ibid., Introduction, p. xiv.
On the principle of continuity
in geometry, see an article in
vol. xxviii. "Ency. Brit.' by the
Rev. Charles Taylor, and the re
ferences given therein; also Prof.
E. Kötter's Report on the
"Development of Synthetic Ge
ometry" in vol. v. of the
'Jahresbericht der Deutscheu
Mathematiker Vereinigung,' p.




122, &c. : "Originally the ex
positions referring to the prin
ciple of continuity were intended
to occupy much greater space.
In consequence of correspondence
with Terquem, ServoLs, and Brian
chon, Poncelet desisted from the
publication of it. . . . However
cautiously Poncelet advanced his
principle "-in the 'Essai sur lee
proprlités projectives des sections
coniques' (presented to the
Academy in 1820)-"it never
theless aroused the doubts of
Caucby, who in his report on
Poncelet's paper warns against the
too hasty application of the
principle. Gergonne accompanied
the reprint of this report with
notes, in which he characterised
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Analytical geometry, by substituting an algebraical ex

pression for a geometrical figure-say a curve,-could

apply to it all the artifices of abstract analysis. By

varying the co-ordinates you can proceed along the whole

extent of the curve and examine its behaviour as it

vanishes into infinity, or discover its singular points at

which there occurs a break of continuity: you can vary

its constants or parameters, and gradually proceed from

one curve to another belonging to the same family, as is

done in grouping together all curves of the second order,

or-as was done in the calculus of variation, invented

by Euler and Lagrange-you can vary the form of the

equation, proceeding from one class of curve to another.

Now clearly all this operating on equations and sym

bolic expressions was originally abstracted from geom

etry, including the mechanical conception of motion; in

particular the ideas which underlie the method of

fiuxions were suggested by the motion of a point in

space. The conception of continuous motion in space

the principle as a valuable in
strument for the discovery of
new truths, which nevertheless did
not make stringent proofs super
fluous." Cauchy's report seems to
have aroused Poucelet's indignation.
Hankel ('Eleinente der Projectiv
isehen Geometrie,' 1875, P. 9)
says: "This principle, which was
termed by Poncelet the 'Prin

ciple of Continuity,' inasmuch as
it brings the various concrete
cases into connection, could not
be geometrically proved, because
the imaginary could not be

represented. It was rather a

present which pure geometry re
ceived from analysis, where im

aginary quantities behave in all
calculations like real ones. Only




the habit of considering real and
imaginary quantities as equally
legitimate led to that principle
which, without analytical geometry,
could never have been discovered.
Thus pure geometry was compen
sated for the fact that analysis
had for a long time absorbed the
exclusive interest of mathenjati
cians; indeed it was perhaps an
advantage that geometry, for a
time, had to lie fallow." Kött,er
continues: "Von Staudt was the
first who succeeded in subjecting
the imaginary elements to the
fundamental theorem of projective
geometry, thus returning to analyt
ical geometry the present which,
in the hands of geometricians, had
led to the most beautiful results."
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of motion of points, lines, planes-corresponded accord

ingly to the notion of variability in analysis. The intro

duction of motion, gradual and continuous, would give

to purely geometrical or descriptive reasoning the same

flexibility which analysis had acquired in the calculus of

fluxions and of variations. Figures would lose their

rigidity and isolation and limited nature and become

movable, related to each other, filling the whole of space

24. instead of a restricted and confined area or region. It
Character
of modern is the peculiarity of the modern as opposed to the older
geometry.

geometry, never to let figures become motionless or

rigid,' never to consider them in their isolation, but

always in their mutual relations; never to have regard

only to a finite portion of a line or surface, but to

conceive of it in its infinite extension. By a reaction

of analysis and geometry on each other, freedom and

generality have been gradually acquired.

But this moving about of figures in space in order

to learn their properties and mutual relations must be

according to some method; otherwise it will not lead to

scientific and exact knowledge. Poncelet, in considering

how the two successful methods in geometry
- the

Cartesian and the Descriptive-had attained to their

perfection, discovers a general principle which underlies

their proceedings, and which is capable of great extension:

this is the principle of projection.

1 See, inter atia, what Geiser
says of Jacob Steiner's method in
his pamphlet 'Zur Erinueruug an
Jacob Steiner,' Schafihausen, 1874,
p. 27.

2 'Traité des PropriStés pro.
jectives,' vol. i. p. xviii : " En
rfl5chissant atteutivemeut \ ce




qui fait Je principal avantage de
la Gonitrie descriptive et de la
méthode des coordonndes, ce qui
fait que ces branches des Math
matiques offrent le caractère d'une
vc5ritable doctrine, clout les prin
cipes, peu nombreux, sont lies et
enchains d'une mauière ncessaire
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Of this principle of projection, which Poncelet at once 25.
Methociof

introduces in the more general form as conical or central projection.

projection, two signal applications existed in the treatises

on Conic Sections handed down from antiquity, and in

the practical methods and Rules of Perspective invented

by Lionardo da Vinci and further developed by various

geometricians. The results, which lay scattered in many

books and memoirs, Poncelet collected in a systematic

form, bringing them, by the application of the law of

continuity, under a few general and eminently useful

points of view or principles. By the method of projec

tion or perspective he "transformed figures which are

very general into others which are particular, and vice

versct" He established the principle of "homology" in

figures, and by showing how figures apparently very

different could be described by the process of projection

from the same original figure, he showed that there

existed a peculiar relation among figures-viz., their

reciprocity."
1

et par une inarche uniforme, on
ne tarde pas a. reconnaltre quo cela
tieut, uniquement a. l'usage qu'ellea
font de la projection."1 The properties of figures, called
by Poncelet "homology" and "re

ciprocity," refer to the correspond
ence of certain elements of one

figure to those of another figure.
In the case of "homology," we
have to do with corresponding
points or corresponding lines-i.e.,
with the correspondence of the
same elements. In the case of

"reciprocity," we have to do with

correspondence of points or lines
in the one figure, with lines or

points in the other-i.e., with
the correspondence of different
elements. The ides of placing




figures in an homologous rela
tion was got by the device of
making two planes, which con.
tamed figures in perspective, fall
together into one plane; upon
which the section of the two orig.
inal planes became the "axis,"
and the eye-point the "centre"
of homology-all situated in one
and the same plane. Poucelet bad
already conceived of the possibil
ity of reducing the two planes in
Monge's 'Descriptive Geometry,'
which represent the plan and ele
vation of a figure in one plane,
on which the elevations were
marked by what are now called
"contour lines." The idea of the
correspondence of figures by what
is called "reciprocity" was sug-
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26. By the law of continuity he showed how in pureLaw of
continuity.

geometry it became necessary to introduce the consiclera-

tion of points and lines vhich vanish into infinity or

which become imaginary, establishing by their invisible

elements the continuous transition from one geometric

form to another; just as in algebra these conceptions

had forced themselves on the attention of analysts.

Ideal elements were thus made use of to lead to the dis

covery of real properties.

The consideration of lines and points which vanish

or lie at infinity was familiar to students of perspective

from the conception of the "vanishing line"; but the

inclusion of ideal points and lines was, as Hankel says,

a gift which pure geometry received from analysis,

where imaginary (i.e., ideal or complex) quantities behave

27. in the same way as real ones. Without the inclusion of
Ideal
elements. these ideal or invisible elements the generality or con

tinuity of purely geometrical reasoning was impossible.

The geometrical reasoning of Monge, Carnot, and

Poncelet was thus largely admixed with algebraical or

analytic elements. It is true that Monge's descriptive

geometry was a purely graphical method, and that

ge8ted to Poucelet by the prop- line; the line and point in ques
erty, known already to De la tion standing in both cases in the
sire (" Sectiones Conice," 1685), relation of pole and polar to each
that in the plane of a conic other. Poncelet uses "this trans.
section every point corresponds formation of one figure into its
to a straight line called its reciprocal polar systematically as a

"polar," that to every straight method for finding new theorems:
line corresponds a point called to every theorem of geometry
its "pole," that the "polars" there corresponds in this way
corresponding to all the points of another one which is its 'polar,'
a. straight line meet in one and and the whole of geometry was
the same point, and vice versa, thus split up into a series of
that the "poles" corresponding to truths which run parallel and
all lines going through one and frequently overlap each other"
the same point lie on a straight (Hankel, loc. cit., p. 20).
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Poncelet's method of central projection attacked geometri

cal problems from a purely constructive point of view.

Nevertheless the frequently expressed object of the later

writings of Monge, as well as those of Carnot and

Poncelet, was to introduce into geometrical reasoning

the generality and continuity which analysis possessed,

and this was largely attained by the interpretation of

nations taken over from analysis. Their endeavours

were, however, in the sequel crowned by the discovery

of a purely geometrical property, the understanding of

which has ever since formed the basis of what may be

termed modern geometry.

This remarkable property, which may be regarded

s revealing the very essence of extension in space or

of the "space-manifold,"-inasmuch as it brings the

different elements of space into mutual relation,-is the

so-called principle of "duality "or of "reciprocity." The 28.
Princp1o of

principle of duality is now usually defined to mean that duality.

in geometry on the plane or in space, "figures coexist in

pairs, two such coexisting figures having the same genesis

and only differing from one another in the nature of the

generating element."' The elements of plane geometry

.are the point and the line; the elements of solid geometry

are the point and the plane. By interchanging these

-correlative terms, correlative propositions may be written

down referring to plane and to space geometry. In pro-

"jective geometry there are two processes which are cor

relative or complementary to each other-the process of

projection and the process of section. We can project

Cremona, 'Elemeuts of Projective Geometry,' transi. by Leudesdorf.
.Oxford, 1885, p. 26.
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from a point drawing lines or rays on the plane and in

space, and we can cut these by lines in a plane or by

planes in space. And it can be shown that "if one

geometric form has been derived from another by means

of one of these operations, we can conversely, by means

of the complementary operation, derive the second from

the first." 1

The projective geometry of Poncelet contains the two

fold origin of the principle of duality in his method of

projection and section, and in his theory of the reciprocity

of certain points and lines in the doctrine of conic sections,
29.

Reciprocity, called the theory of reciprocal polars. But the mathe

matician who first expressed the principle of duality, in a

general-though not in the most general-form was

Gergonne, who also recognised that i1 was not a mere

geometrical device but a general. philosophical principle,

destined to impart to geometrical reasoning a great

simplification. He sees in its enunication the dawn of

a new era in geometry.2

Cretnona, loc. cit., p. 33.
2 The principle of Duality seems

to have been first put forward in its
full generality by Gergonne, in

spired probably by the theory of
Reciprocal Polars (see note, p. 663)
enunciated by Poncelet, who many
years afterwards carried on a
vol-uminouspolemic as to the priority
of the discovery. "Gergonne saw
that the parallelism (referred to
above) is not an accidental conse

quence of the property of conic
i3ectiOfl8, but that it constitutes a
fundamental principle which he
termed the 'principle of duality.'
The geometry which is usually
taught, and in which a line is con
sidered to be generated by the
motion of a point, is opposed by




another geometry equally legiti
mate in which a point is gener
ated by the rotation of a line.
Whereas in the first case the line is
the locus of the moving point, in
the latter case the point is the
geometrical intersection of the
rotating line. In this generality
the principle of duality has been in
corporated into modern geometry"
(Haukel, loc. cit., p. 21). Gergonne
says of the new principle (1827, see
Supplemnt tol vol. ii. 2nd .ed. of
Poucelet's 'Traité,' p. 390) : "Il lie
s'agit pas moms que de conimencer
pour la gomtrie, mal counue
depuis près de deux mule ans qu'on
Wen occupe, une ère tout-t-fait
nouvelle; ii s'agit d'en mettre tous
les auciens traits i. peu près au
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It must, however, in all fairness be stated that about

the period from 1822 to 1830 this great simplification

and unification of geometric science was as it were in the

air-that it had presented itself to various great thinkers

independently, being suggested from different points of

view. The beginnings can no doubt be traced in the

beautiful theorems of. older French mathematicians, such

as Pascal and De Ia Hire, and more generally in the

suggestive methods of Monge and Poncelet; its first

formal enunciation is in the memoirs of Gergonne: but

the comprehensive use of it-the rewriting of geometry

from this point of view-was the idea of Jacob Steiner, Stein

who, in his great but unfinished work on the" Systematic

Development of the Dependence of Geometric Forms"

(1830), set himself the great task "of uncovering the

organism by which the most different forms in the world

of space are connected with each other." "There are,"

he says," a small number of very simple fundamental

relations in which the scheme reveals itself, by which

the whole body of theorems can be logically and easily

developed." "Through it we come, as it were, into pos

session of the elements which Nature employs with the

greatest economy and in the simplest manner in order to

invest figures with an infinite array of properties."
1

rebut, de leur substituer des traités
d'une fornie toutà.-fait différente,
des traits vraiment philosophiques
qui nous niontrent enfin cette éten
due, rceptade universe! de tout ce

qui existe, sous sa veritable physi
onomie, que In mauvaise nithode

d'enseignerneut adopte jusqu'. ce

jour ne nous avait pas permie de

remarquer; ii s'agit, en un mot,

d'opérer daus la science une révolu-




tion aU881 iinpérieusement uécei
saire qu'elIe a été jusqu'ici peu
pr6vue."

See the Preface to the 'Sys
tematische Eutwickelung, &e.,
in Jacob Steiner's 'Gesammelte
Werke' (ed. Weierstraas), vol. i.
p. 229. "In the beautiful theorem
that a conic section can be gener
ated by the intersection of two
projective Pencils (and the dually
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The labours of Poncelet and Steiner introduced into

geometry a twofold aspect, and accordingly, about the

middle of the century, we read a good deal of the

two kinds of geometry which for some time seemed to

develop independently of each other. The difference

has been defined by the terms "analytic or synthetic,"

calculative or constructive," "metrical or projective.'

The one operated with formulae, the other with figures;

the one studied the properties of quantity (size, magni

tude), distances, and angles, the other those of position.

The projective method seemed to alter the magnitude

of lines and angles and retain only some of those of

position and mutual relation, such as contact and inter

section. The calculating or algebraical method seemed

to isolate figures and hide their properties of mutual

interdependence and relation.

si. These apparent defects stimulated the representa-Mutual in-
duene of tives of the two methods to investigate more min-
metrical and
projective

utely their hidden causes and to perfect both. The

algebraical formula had to be made more pliable, to

express more naturally and easily geometrical relations;

the geometrical method had to show itself capable of

dealing with quantitative problems and of interpreting

geometrically those modern notions of the infinite and

the complex which the analytic aspect had put promi-

correlated theorem referring to

projected ranges), Steiner recog
nised the fundamental principle
out of which the innumerable

properties of these remarkable
curves follow, as it were, automat

ically with playful ease. Nothing
is wanted but the combination of
the simplest theorems and a vivid




geometrical imagination capable of
looking at the same figure from
the most different sides in order
to multiply the number of pro
perties of these curves indef
initely" (Hankel, loc. cit., p.
26; see also Cremona, 'Projective
Geometry,' p. 119).
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nently into the foreground. The latter was done by
the geometric genius of Von Staudt, who succeeded in

giving a purely geometrical interpretation of the imagin

ary or invisible elements' which algebra had introduced,

whilst Steiner astonished the mathematical world by the

fertility of the methods by which he solved the so

called isoperimetrical problems-i.e., problems referring
to largest or smallest contents contained in a given

perimeter or 'vice versa, problems for which Euler and

Lagrange had invented a special calculus.' In spite of

' The geometrical interpretation
of the imaginary elements 18 given
by Von Staudt in a sequel to his
'Geonietrie der Lage' (1847), en
titled 'Beiträge zur Geometrie der
Lage' (1856-60) ; and after hav
ing been looked upon for a long
time as a curiosity or a "hair
splitting abstraction," it has
latterly, through the labours of
Prof. Reye ('Geometrie der Lage,'
1866.68) and Prof. Ltiroth ('Math.
Annalen,' vol. xiii. p. 145), become
more accessible, and is systematic
ally introduced into many excel
lent text-books published abroad.
The simplest exposition I am ac
quainted with is to be found in
the later editions of Dr Fiedler's
German edition of Salmon's 'Conic
Sections' (6th Aufi., vol. i. p. 23, &c.,
and p. 176, &c.) In 1875, before
the great change which has brought
unity and connection into many
isolated and fragmentary contribu
tions had been recognised, Haukel
wrote with regard to Von Staudt's
work, and in comparison with that
of Chasles, as follows: "The work
of Von Staudt, classical in its
originality, is one of those attempts
to force the manifoldness of nature
with its thousand threads running
hither and thither into an abstract
scheme and an artificial system: an
attempt such as is only possible in




our Fatherland, a country of strict
scholastic method, and, we may add,
oi scientific pedantry. The French
certainly do as much in the exact
sciences as the Germans, but they
take the instruments wherever
they find them, do not sacrifice
intuitive evidence to a love of
system nor the facility of method
to its purity. In the quiet town
of Erlangen, Von Staudt might well
develop for himself in seclusion
his scientific system, which he
would only now and then explain
at his desk to one or two pupils.
In Paris, in vivid intercourse with
colleagues and numerous pupils,
the elaboration of the system
would have been impossible" (loc.
cit., p. 30).2 See the lecture delivered by
Steiner in the Berlin Academy,
December 1, 1836, and the two
memoirs on 'Maximum and Min
imum' (1841), reprinted in 'Ge
aanimelte Werke,' vol. ii. p. 75
8q9., and 177 sqq., especially the
interesting Introductions to both,
in which he refers to his fore
runner Lhuilier (1782), deploring
that others had needlessly forsaken
the simple synthetical methods
adopted by him. Some of
Steiner's expositions in these
matters were apparently so easy
that non mathematical listeners
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these marvellous works of genius, science is probably

indebted for its greatest advances to those mathema

ticians who, like Plucker in Germany, Chasles in France,

and Cayley in England, employed the analytic and con

structive methods alternately and with equal mastery.

It is impossible-and it is not my object-to allot to

each of these original thinkers the special ideas intro

duced by him into modern science; but for the purpose

like Johaunes Miller could not
understand how such simple things
could be brought before the
Academy of Sciences, whereas the
great mathematician Dirieblet was
full of praise of the ingenuity of
the method by which problems
were solved which the Calculus
of Variations attacked long after
Steiner, and then only in ways
which the synthetical method had
indicated (see Geiser, 'Zur Erin
nerung an Jacob Steiner,' p. 28).
It must not be supposed, however,
that Steiner was an extreme purist
so far as geometrical methods were
concerned, for be says himself
"that of the two methods neither
is entitled to exclude the other;
rather both of them will, for a long
time, have plenty to do in order to
master the subject to some extent,
and then only can an opinion as to
their respective merits be formed"
('Gee. Werke,' vol. ii. p. 180).
An instance of a celebrated prob
lem being treated alternately by
synthetic and analytic methods
is that of the Attraction of

Ellipsoids, in which the Theorem
of Maclaurin had created quite a
sensation. In spite of the ad
miration which it evoked, both
Legendre and Pois8on expressed
the opinion that the resources of
the synthetic method are easily
exhausted. The latter, whilst ad
mitting "que Ia synthèse ait
d'abord devancé Panalyse," never-




theless concludes that "la question
n'a été enfin rsolue complétement
que par dee transformations aua
lytiques. . . auxquelles la syn
these n'aurait Pu suppléer." This

expression of opinion was falsified
when Chasles presented to the
Academy, in the year 1837, a
memoir in which, through the
study of confocal surfaces, the
Theory of Maclaurin was synthet
ically proved in its full generality.
Poinsot, who reported on this
memoir, attached the following re
marks : "Ce xnéuioire reniarquable
nous offre un nouvel exemple de
l'élégance et de la clart que Is
géométrie peut répaudre sur les
questions les plus obscures et lee
plus difficiles. . . . It est certain
qu'on ne doit négliger ni l'une iii
l'autre; elles sont au fond preque
t.oujour8 unies dana nos ouvrages,
et forwent ensemble comme I'm
strument le plus complet de l'esprit
humain. Car notre esprit ne
marche guère qu' l'aide des signes
et des images; et quand it cherche
l pthiétrer pour la premiere fois
dana lee questions difficiles, it u'a
pas trop de ces deux uioyens et
de cette force particuhère qu'il iie
tire souvent. que de leur concours.
C'est ce que tout le inonde pent
sentir, et ce qu'on peut recon
naltre daus le Mmoire inélne."
(Chasles, 'Rapport sur les progrCs
de la gometrie,' 1870, p. 10, &c.)
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of bringing some order into the tangled web of mathe-

matical speculation, mainly represented by these, I shall

identify the name of Pucker with the great advance 32.

which has taken place in geometry through the change :::

in our ideas as to the elements of space construction and
Ofly1ey.

the generalisation of our ideas of co-ordinates: with

Chasles I shall specially connect the modern habit in

geometry of combining figures in finite space with their

infinitely distant elements, and with Cayley the application

to geometrical science of the novel and comprehensive

methods of modern algebra. Let us dwell for a moment

on each of these three great departures.

The elements of any science are a very different thing

from the elements of the special object with which that

science is concerned. The elements of chemistry are not

the chemical elements. The latter are, we suppose, sa.

something existing in nature, something fixed and un-
Historical
and logical

alterable, which science aims at finding out; the former
foundations.

are certain conceptions from which we find it convenient

to start in teaching, expounding, and building up the

science of chemistry. The latter are artificial, the former

are natural. The same remark obtains in geometrical

science. The elements of geometry have an historical,

a practical beginning: the elements of space form a con-

ception which gradually emerges in the progress of geo-

metrical science. In every science there is a tendency

to replace the casual and artificial elements by the

natural or real elements, and to build up the historical

traditional body of doctrine anew, using the very

elements which Nature herself, as it were, employs in

producing her actual forms and objects. As the pass-
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age quoted above shows, such an idea must have been

before the mind of Jacob Steiner when he wrote the

'Systematische Entwickelung.' Through Euclid geo

metricians had learnt to begin with the straight line of

definite-not indefinite-length, the triangle, the circle,

advancing to more complicated figures; practice had

made geometry a science of mensuration, involving

number; the convenience of practice in astronomy,

geodesy, and geography had introduced the artifice of

referring points and figures in space to certain arbi

trarily chosen data-points and lines. The terms "right

ascension" and "declination," "altitude" and "azi

muth," "latitude" and "longitude," led to the co

ordinates of Descartes and to analytical geometry. In

this older and modern geometry, the beginnings were

arbitrary, and many conceptions were introduced which

were foreign to the object of research. It was through

a slow process that in quite recent times-notably dur

ing the nineteenth century
- mathematicians became

aware how artificial were their methods, and with how

many foreign elements they had encumbered the objects

of their study. To replace the artificial by natural con

ceptions, and to open the eyes of geometricians to the

advantage of not confining themselves to the point (its

motion and distances) as the element in their space

construction, no one did more than Julius PlUcker of

Bonn. We have now not only a point
-
geometry,

but likewise a line -
geometry

- i.e., we have a geom

etry in which the line is the primary element, the

point being the secondary element, defined by the

intersection of two lines. This conception, which
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can be applied also to geometry in space, the point

being conceived as generating a plane by its motion; or

three planes defining a point by their intersection, leads

us to the same idea of dual correspondence or reciprocity

which Poncelet and Gergonne had arrived at by entirely

different considerations. Pucker's was an analytical

mind, and with him the principle of duality at once

assumes an analytical form. He saw that the same

equation lent itself to a twofold interpretation, accord

ingly, as we adopt point co-ordinates or line co-ordinates

-i.e., according as we refer our geometrical figure to the

point or the line as the moving and generating space

element. Through this step the idea of co-ordinates 84.
Generailsod

was generalised, and the dualistic conception of figures Co-ordin-
ates.

in space received an analytical expression. It was

the junction of analytical and descriptive methods on a

higher level, from which an entirely novel and fertile

development of geometry became possible.

Whilst the labours of Plucker lay in the direction of

making analytical formuhe more natural, better adapted
to the expression of geometrical forms and relations, and

of reading out of these remodelled formuhe novel geometri
cal properties, the French school, with Michel Ohasles 1

In addition to numerous valu
able memoirs, Chasles published,
among others, two works of para
mount importance, inasmuch as
they for a long time dominated
purely geometrical research, not
only in France but also in Ger
many and England,-the 'Aperçu
historique sur l'origine et le
dtveloppen2ent des méthode en

gSomiitrie' (1837), and the 'Trait4
de g&nutrie suptrieure' (1852).
These works, through their bril-




liant style, not only threw into
the shade for a time the labours
of contemporary German mathema
ticians, such as Möbius, Steiner,
Pucker, and Von Staudt, but also
obscured some of the single dis-
coveries of the author himtelf.
The 'Aperçu' was early trans
lated into German; whereas in
this country it was the Dublin
school, notably Townsend and Dr
Salmon, who spread a knowledge
of Chasles's work.
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as its leader and centre, laboured at the introduc

tion into pure geometry of those ideas which were

peculiar to the analytical method, and which gave to

that method its unity, generality, and comprehensiveness.

Two ideas presented themselves as requiring to be geo

metrically dealt with: the infinite and the imaginary

i.e., the elements of a figure which lie at infinity and those

which are ideal or invisible, which cannot be construed.

It is usually supposed that the consideration in geometry

of imaginary or invisible elements in connection with real

figures in space or on the plane has been imported from

algebra; but the necessity of dealing with them must

have presented itself when constructive geometry ceased

to consider isolated figures rigidly fixed, when it adopted

the method of referring figures to each other, of looking

at systems of lines and surfaces, and of moving figures

about or changing them by the processes of projection

and perspective. The analytical manipulations applied

to an equation, which according to some system or other

expressed a geometrical figure, found its counterpart

in projective geometry, where, by perspective methods,

changing the centre or plane of projection,-certain

elements were made to move away into infinity, or when

a line that cut a circle moved away outside of it, seem

ingly losing its connection with it. By such devices,

implying continuous motion in space, Poncelet introduced

and defined points, lines, and other space elements at

35. infinity, and brought in the geometrical conception of
Ideal
elements. ideal and imaginary elements. Such definitions," he

says, "have the advantage of applying themselves at

once to all points, lines, and surfaces whatsoever; they
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are, besides, neither indifferent nor useless, they help to

shorten the text and to extend the object of geometrical

conceptions; lastly, they establish a point of contact, if

not always real, at least imaginary, between figures which

appear-prima vista-to have no mutual relation, and

enable us to discover without trouble relations and

properties which are common to them." 1 It was the

principle of geometrical continuity which led Poncelet to

the consideration of infinite and imaginary elements.

As we saw above, the projective methods of Poncelet

had introduced into geometrical reasoning a remark

able distinction among the properties of figures. In

general it was recognised that, in the methods. of

central and parallel projection or in drawing in per

spective, certain properties or relations of the parts
of a figure remain unaltered, whereas others change,
become contorted or out of shape. Poncelet called the

former projective or descriptive, the latter metrical,

properties. This distinction introduced into all geom

etry since his time several most important and funda

mental points of view; it divided geometrical research

into two branches, which we may term positional

and metrical geometry-the geometry of position and

that of measurement. We know that ancient geometry
started from problems of mensuration: modern geometry

started, with Monge, from problems of representation or

graphical description. It has thus become a habit to

call ancient geometry metrical, modern geometry pro

jective. This habit has led to an unnecessary separation

of views, but in the further course of development also

'Trftit des PropHtt8 projectivea,' vol. i. p. 28.
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86.
Invariants.




to a unification on a higher level. But the distinc

tion mentioned above led to another most remarkable

line of thought and research which tends more and

more to govern mathematical doctrine. The methods

of projection are based upon the motion or upon the

transformation of figures. Under such a process some

relations remain unaltered or invariant, others change.

As analytical methods in the hands of Plucker and

others began to accommodate themselves more closely to

geometrical forms, as an intimate correspondence was

introduced between the figure and the formula, it became

natural to study the unalterable properties of the figure

in ..the invariant elements of the formula. This is the

origin and meaning of the doctrine of Invariants.1

It is the great merit of the English school of mathe

maticians, headed by Boole, Cayley, and Sylvester, both

to have first conceived the idea of a doctrine of invariant

1 "In any subject of inquiry there
are certain entities, the mutual
relations of which, under various
conditions, it is desirable to ascer
tain. A certain combination of
these entities may be found to
have an unalterable value when
the entities are submitted to cer
tain processes or are made the

subjects of certain operations.
The theory of invariants in its
widest scientific meaning deter
mines these combinations, eluci
dates their properties, and expresses
results when possible in terms of
them. Many of the general prin
ciples of political science and
economics can be expressed by
means of invariantive relations

connecting the factors which
enter as entities into the special
problems. The great principle of
chemical science which asserts that




when elementary or compound
bodies combine with one another
the total weight of the materials
is unchanged, is another case in
point. Again, in physics, a given
mass of gas under the operation
of varying pressure and tempera
ture has the well-known invariant,
pressure multiplied by volume and
divided by absolute temperature.
Examples might be multiplied.
In mathematics the entities under
examination may be arithmetical,
algebraical, or geometrical; the
processes to which they are sub
jected may be any of those which
are met with in mathematical
work. It is the principle which
is valuable, it is the idea of
invariance that pervades to-day all
branches of mathematics" (Major
P. A. MacMahon, Address, Brit.
Assoc., 1901, p. 526).
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forms, and to have foreseen its importance and corre

sponding significance when applied to a great variety of

scientific problems, notably to the projective processes
in geometry. These were known to them mainly

through the classical treatises of Poncelet and Chasles,

the leading ideas of which had been introduced to

British students by the labours of the Dublin school.1

The investigations referred to mark the junction of

two important lines of mathematical research, which

had been carried on independently in earlier times, or

only united for special purposes or for the solution

of special problems. The history of the progress of

geometry during the nineteenth century has already

shown us the use and interest which belong to two

different aspects of the common object, of which the

one relies mainly on processes of measurement, including

number, the other mainly on processes of description, in-

The history of the doctrine of
invariante has been written by Dr
Franz Meyer, and 18 published in the
first volume of the 'Jabresbericlit
der Deutachen Mathematiker Ver
eiuigung' (p. 79 sqç'.) The fact that
this formed the first of the several
Reports which the German Mathe
matical Society has undertaken to
publish, testifies to the great im
portance which belongs to this
doctrine in the history of recent
mathematics. A concise summary
with copious references is given by
the same author in the first volume
of the 'Encyklopädie der Math.
Wissenschaften,' p. 320 sqq. How
necessary the form and perfection
of algebraic operations was for the
development of the geometrical
conceptions which are laid down,
e.g., in the works of Pliteker,
can be seen in the work of
Otto Hesse, who introduced ele-




gance and conciseness into many
of the expositions which, for want
of this formal development, ap
pear cumbrous in the writings of
Pucker. "The analytical form in
which Plucker's Researches present
themselves is frequently wanting
in that elegant form to which we
have become accustomed, specially
through Reese. Pucker's calcula
tions frequently bear the stamp of
mere aids for representing geo
metrical relations. That algebraical
connections possess an interest in
themselves, and require an ade
quate representation, was realised
only by a generation which habitu
ally employed methods that had
been largely devised by Pucker
himself" (A. Clebsch, 'Zum Ge
dichtnias an Julius Plucker,' 1872,
p. 8. See also Gustav Bauer,
'Gedichtnissrede auf Otto Reese,'
Müncben, 1S82).
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eluding arrangement. The same difference of views can

be established with regard to many other things which

form the objects of other sciences. In geometry this

difference obtrudes itself, as it were, in its naked form.

Thus in all the natural, and even the social, sciences we

have become accustomed to look first at the constituent

elements or parts of things, to count and measure them,

then afterwards to look at their possible arrangement,

or existence together in the actual world of nature or

society. Astronomy, crystallography, chemistry, geology,

the natural history sciences, economics and statistics, the

doctrine of chances,-all furnish, especially in their sys

tematic development during the last hundred or hundred

and fifty years, examples of the twofold aspect just re

ferred to. The progress of these sciences, as we have

abundantly seen, has depended largely upon the application

of mathematical methods. As the analysis into elements

or parts, and the possible synthesis of such elements in

complicated structures, has become everywhere the order of

study, so there must exist in the abstract science of mathe

matics-i.e., in t.he framework of our scientific reasoning

--not only the theory of measurement and number, but

also that of combination, form or arrangement, and order.

87. The doctrine of forms in the well -known prob
Theory of'
forms. lems of permutations and combinations begins with

modern mathematics in the seventeenth century, and

received scientific recognition mainly in connection

with the doctrine of chances at the hands of James

Bernoulli abroad, and of De Moivre in this country.

The process of multiplication of binomials and poly

nomials leads to the formation of combinations, and
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where the factors are the same, as in Newton's bi-

nomial theorem, to combinations with permutation; and

consequently the doctrine of chances and of arrange

ments in triangular, pyramidal, or other figures is closely

connected with the doctrine of series and algebraical

expressions. In this country the interest in the subject

has been stimulated and kept alive by isolated problems

and puzzles in older popular periodicals, such as the

'Gentleman's Magazine' and the" Ladies' Diary'; in Ger

many-as we noticed before-a school of mathematicians

arose who attempted a systematic treatment of the whole

subject, which, owing to its barrenness in practical re

sults, brought this line of research somewhat into dis

repute. What was wanted was a problem of real

scientific interest and a method of abbreviation and

condensation. Both were supplied from unexpected
l

The theory of arrangement or
of order, also called the Ar8 Corn
binatoria," has exerted a great
fasciuation on some master minds,
as it has also given endless oppor
tunities for the practical ingenuity
of smaller talents; among the
former we must count. in the first
place Leibniz, and in recent times
J. J. Sylvester, who conceived the
"sole proper business of mathe
matics to be the development of
the three germinal ideas-of which
continuity is one, and order and
number the other two" ('Philo
sophical Transactions,' vol. clix. p.
613). This idea has been dwelt on
by Major MacMahon in his address
(Brit. Assoc., 1901, p. 526), who says:
"The combinatorial analysis may
be described as occupying an ex
tensive region between the algebras
of discontinuous and continuous

quantity. It. is to a certain extent
a science of enumeration, of mea-




surement by means of integers as
opposed to measurement of quan
tities which vary by infinitesimal
increments. It is also concerned
with arrangements in which differ
ences of quality and relative position
in one, two, or three dimensions are
factors. Its chief problem is the
formation of connecting roads be
tween the sciences of discontinu
ous and continuous quantity. To
enable, on the one hand, the
treatment of quantities which vary
per salturn, either in magnitude
or position, by the methods of the
science of continuously varying
quantity and position, and, on the
other hand, to reduce problems of
continuity to the resources avail
able for the management of dis
continuity. These two roads of
research should be regarded as pene
trating deeply into the domains
which they connect."
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38.
Theory of
numbers.




quarters-the one purely theoretical, the other practical.

Accordingly the doctrine of forms and arrangements has

during the last century been developed by mathematicians

in two distinct interests, which only quite lately seem to

approach and assist each other.

The purely abstract or theoretical interest came from

the side of the theory of numbers) a branch of research

which was revived by Legendre in France and by the

youthful genius of Gauss in Germany; the more practical

one came from the theory of equations, notably in its

application to problems of geometry. The methods by

which these subjects were treated had in the early part

of the nineteenth century undergone a great change.

The older inductive method in both branches-namely,

in the solution of equations and in the investigation of

the properties of numbers-relied mainly on ingenious

devices which were mostly of special, not of general,

value. Theorems were found by induction, and had

afterwards to be proved by rigorous logical deduction.

Success depended on the degree of care with which the

mind operated with mathematical symbols, and rested

frequently on the intuition, if not the inspiration, of

genius. Two of the greatest mathematical minds

Fermat' in France and Newton 2 in England -stood

1 Pierre Fermat (1601.65) pre
pared an edition of the Treatise of
Diophantus, and his marginal notes
contain many theorems referring
to the properties of numbers which
have been the subject of much
comment and examination by
mathematicians of the first rank
down to the present day. In
letters to contemporaries he re
ferred to many of these dis
coveries, and to his proofs, which
he did not communicate. Some




of these proofs seem not to have
satisfied him, being deficient in
rigour. In spite of the labours of
Euler, Lagrange, Cauchy, Dirich
let, Kummer, and others, one of
these theorems still awaits proof.
A full account of Ferinat's theorems
is given in Cantor's 'Geschichte der
Mathematik,' vol. ii. 2nd ed., p.
773 sqq. Also in W. Rouse
Ball's 'History of Mathematics,'
p. 260 sq.2 Newton, in his 'Universal
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foremost in having with unrivalled fertility propounded

theorems which were as difficult to prove as the

manner in which they had been arrived at was mysteri

ous. The great analytical genius of Euler, who possessed

unequalled resources in the solution of single problems,

spent much time and power in unravelling the riddles

of Fermat. In the theory of equations the general

solution beyond the fourth degree baffled the greatest

thinkers. The time had come when in both branches

a systematic study of the properties had to be at

tempted. This was done for the theory of numbers by

Gauss, for that of equations by Abel. Every great

step in advance of this kind in mathematics is accom

panied by, and dependent on, skilful abbreviations, and

an easy algorithm or mathematical language. An as

semblage of elements held together by the simplest

operations or signs of arithmetic- namely, those of

addition and multiplication -is much easier to deal

with if it can be arranged with some regularity, and

accordingly methods were invented by which algebraical

expressions or forms were made symmetrical and homo- so.
Symmetry

geneous;
1

the latter property signifying that each term

Arithmetic,' gave an interesting
theorem by which the number of
imaginary roots of an equation can
be determined; be left no proof,
and the theorem was discussed by
Euler and many other writers, till
at last Sylvester in 1866 found the
proof of it. in a more general
theorem. In more recent times
Jacob Steiner published a great
number of theorems referring to
algebraical curves (see Crelle's
'Journal,' vol. xlvii.) which have
been compared by He8ae with the
"riddles of Fermat." Luigi Crc
Diana succeeded at last in proving




them by a general synthetical
method.

The introduction of homogene
ous expressions marks a great
formal advance in algebra and
analytical geometry. The first. in
stance of homogeneous co-ordinates
is to be found in Möbius's "Bary
centric Calculus" (1826), in which
he defined the position of any point
in a plane by reference to three
fundamental points, considering
each point a the centre of gravity
of those points when weighted.
"The idea of co-ordinates appears
here for the first time in a new
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contained the same number of factors. Such forms

could be written down on the pattern or model of

one of their terms by simple methods of exchange or

permutation of the elements. It would then not be

necessary to write down all the terms but only to indicate

them by their elements, these also being abbreviated by

the use of indices. Rows and columns or arrangements

in squares suggested themselves as easy and otherwise

well-known artifices by which great masses of statistics

and figures are marshalled and controlled. Out of these

manifold but simple devices there grew an algebra of

algebra, a symbol for denoting in a very general way

symmetrical and homogeneous algebraical expressions.1

40. Gauss termed such expressions Determinants: they
Deterniin-
ants. turned up in his 'Disquisitiones Arithmetice

'
as they had

done half a century before in Cramer's 'Analyse des lignes

courbes algébriques.' Just as common fractions can be

garb, which soon led to a more
general conception. The Bary.
centric co-ordinates were the first
instance of homogeneous
coordin-ates,. . . and already with Möbius
the advantages become evident
through the symmetry and ele
gance of his formulae " (Hankel,
'Project. Geom.,' p. 22).

1 Determinants were first used
by Leibniz for the purpose of
elimination, and described by him
in a. letter to the Marquis de
l'Hospital (1693). The importance
of his remarks was not recognised
and the matter was forgotten, to
be rediscovered by Cramer in the
above-named work (1750, p.
657). It is interesting to note
that the same difficulty of the
process of elimination induced
PlUcker to resort to geometrical




intei pretatiou of analytical ex
pressions, and that whilst he "saw
the main advantage of his method
in avoiding algebraical elimination

through a geometrical considera
tion, Hesse showed how, through
the use of Determinants algebraical
operations could receive that pliabil
ity the absence of which was the
reason for Plucker to discard it."
(See the account of Clebsch's work
in 'Math. Ann.,' vol. vii. p. 13.)
Through this invention the com
binatorial analysis, which, in the
hands of the school in Germany,
had led into a desert, was raised
again into importance. It has be
come still more important. since the
general theory of forms and of
groups began to play an increasing
part in modern analysis.
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dealt with as if they were special things having special

properties, though the latter depend only on the pro

perties of the numbers they are made up of and their

mode of connection; as powers and surds are separately

examined; so the arrangements called determinants can

be subjected to a special treatment, their properties

ascertained, and themselves subjected to the ordinary

operations of arithmetic. This doctrine, which con

stitutes the beginning and centre of the theory of

algebraical forms or "quantics" and of algebraical

operations or "tactics," was pretty fully worked out

and first introduced into the course of teaching by

Cauchy in France; then largely adopted by Jacobi in

Germany, where Otto Hesse, trained in the ideas of

PlUcker, first showed its usefulness in his elegant

applications to geometry. In France it was further

developed by Hermite, who, together with Cayley and

Sylvester in England, proclaimed the great importance

of it as an instrument and as a line of mathematical

thought.' In the latter country the idea of abbrevi

ating and summarising algebraical operations had become

quite familiar through another device which has not

found equal favour abroad-namely, the Calculus of

1 "For what is the theory of
determinants? It is an algebra
upon algebra; a calculus which
enables us to combine and foretell
the results of algebraical opera
tions, in the same way as algebra
enables us to dispense with the
performance of the special opera
tions of arithmetic. All analysis
must ultimately clothe itself under
this form." In this connection

Sylvester ( Phil. Mag.,' 1851, ApI.,




p. 301) refers to Otto Hesse'e
"problem of reducing a cubic
function of three letters to another
consisting only of four terms by
linear substitutions - a problem
which appears to set at defiance all
the processes and artifices of coni
mon algebra," as "perhaps the
most remarkable indirect question
to which the method of determin
ants has been hitherto applied."
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41. Operations, the idea of treating alcrebraical operations
Calculus of
Operations. and their symbols as quantities, and of subjecting them

to arithmetical treatment separately from the mate

rial operated on. The genius of Arthur Cayley was

specially fertile in this direction, as was that of

Sylvester in the nomenclature or language of the

doctrine of forms.' The merit, however, of having

brought together the new ideas which emanated from

the schools of Poncelet and Chasles in France, of Cayley

and Sylvester in England, into a connected doctrine, and

of having given the impetus to the fundamental re-

1 The theory of invariants was

gradually evolved from many inde

pendent beginnings. In 1864 Syl
vester wrote ('Phil. Trans.,' p.
579), "As all roads are said to lead
to Rome, so I find, in my own case
at least, that all algebraical in
quiries, sooner or later, end at the

Capitol of Modern Algebra, over
whose shining portal is inscribed
the Theory of Invariants." About
the same time (1863) Aronhold de
veloped the principal ideas which

lay at the foundation of the theory
in organic connection and in com

plete generality, hereby domiciling
in Germany the doctrine which had

previously owed its development
mainly to English, French, and
Italian mathematicians (see Meyer,
'Bericht,' &c., p. 95). The differ
ent roads which Sylvester refers to
can be traced, first, in the love of

symbolic reasoning of Boole, who
was "one of the most eminent of
those who perceived that the sym
bols of operation could be separated
from those of quantity and treated
as distinct objects of calculation,
his principal characteristic being
perfect confidence in any result
obtained by the treatment of sym
bols in accordance with their




primary laws and conditions, and
an almost unrivalled skill and

power in tracing out these results"
(Stanley Jevons in article "Boole,"

'Ericy. Brit.') ; secondly, in the

independent geometrical labours of
Hesse in Germany (whose mathe
matical training combined PlUcker's
and Jacobi's teaching) and Dr
Salmon in Dublin (who, after

having transplanted Poncelet and
Chasles to British soil, recog
nised the importance of Cayleys
and Sylvester's work, and in
troduced in the later editions of
his text - book modern algebraical
methods); thirdly, in the independ
ent investigations belonging to the

theory of numbers of Eisenstein in

Germany and Hermite in France.
In full generality the subject was
taken up and worked out by Syl
vester in the 'Cambridge and
Dublin Mathematical Journal'

(1851-54), and by Cayley in the
first seven memoirs upon Quantics
(1854-61), which "in their many
sidedness, together with the ex
haustive treatment of single cases,
remain to the present day, for the

algebraist as well as for the geo
metrician, a rich source of dis

covery" (Meyer, loc. cit., p. 90).
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modelling of the text-books and school-books of algebra

and geometry in this country and in Germany, belongs

undeniably to Dr Salmon of Dublin.1 The conception of

a form-be this geometrical or algebraic-suggests the

investigation of the change, the recurrence of forms.

How do forms under the process of geometrical or

algebraical manipulation alter or preserve their various

properties? The processes of projection practised by

Monge, Poncelet, and Chasles in France had already

led to a distinction between descriptive and metrical

properties of geometrical figures. A corresponding ex

amination of algebraical forms, which are all capable of

geometrical representation or interpretation, would lead

to the extensive and fundamental doctrine of the in

variants of these forms-i.e., of such arrangements of

the elements as remain absolutely or proportionally un

altered during the processes of change and combination.

Notably instead of the geometrical process of projection

by central perspective we may employ in our algebraic

formuhe a corresponding process, that which is known as

linear substitution. And at the time when it was,

recognised that geometrical transformation had its

1 Of Dr Salmon, whose 'Les
sons introductory to the Modern
Higher Algebra' appeared in 1859
(4th ed., 1855; 1st. German ed. by
Fiedler, 1863), Meyer says: "Re
cognising how the special results
in this domain gradually acquired
a considerable bulk, we must the
more gratefully acknowledge the
work of Salmon-who had already,
in the direction of algebra as well as
of geometry, furnished valuable con
tributions of his own-in under
taking the labour of collecting the




widely-scattered material in a con
cise monograph. For the promulga
tion in Germany we have to thank
Fiedier both for his edition of
Salmon, and for having already
given an independent introduction
to the subject, in which especially he
made Cayley's applications to pro
jective geometry generally access
ible. About the same time (1862)
there appeared likewise an edition
by Briosehi, which gained many ad
herents for the theory of Invariants
in Italy."
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counterpart in the transformation of algebraical forms

42. by the processes of substitution, these latter had
Principle of
ibstItu-

already been extensively studied for their own sakes in

the theory of algebraical equations, which in the first

quarter of the century had undergone a great develop

ment under the hands of two brilliant mathematical

talents both lost to science at an early age-the

Norwegian Abel and the Frenchman variste Galois?

Like all algebraical expressions, those termed equa

tions were originally invented and commanded attention

I Evariste Galois is held to have
been one of the greatest niathema
tical geniuses of modern times, who,
if he had lived, might have been a
rival of Abel: he was born in 1811,
and died before he was twenty-one,
in consequence of a duel. For a

long time his writings remained un

published and unknown, till Liou
yule published them in the 11th vol.
of his 'Journal' (1846). Liouville
was also the first to recognise the

importance and absolute correctness
of Galois's method, which, when sub
mitted to the Academy in the year
1831, and reported on by Lacroix
and Poisson, had appeared almost

unintelligible. On the eve of his
death Gable addressed a letter to
his friend Auguste Chevalier, which
is a unique document in mathema
tical literature, forming a kind of
mathematical testament. He de
sires this letter to be published
in the 'Revue Encyclopdique,'
referring publicly the "import
ance," not the "correctness," of his
discoveries to the judgment of
Jacobi and Gauss, and expressing
the hope that some persons would
be found who would take the
trouble to unravel his hieroglyphics.
The first attempt to make Galois'R
ideas generally accessible is to be
found in Serret's 'Algèbre Supri
eure' (3rd ed., 1S66), but it was




not till after the publication of
Camille Jordan's 'Thóorie des
Substitutions' (1870) that the
short papers of Galois were recog
nised as containing the germs and
beginnings of an entirely novel and
comprehensive mathematical theory
-viz., the "Theory of Groups."
The relation between the writings
of Abel and Galois is exhaustively
treated in Prof. Sylow's Paper on
Abel's work, contained in the 'Me
morial Volume,' 1892, p. 24. He
there says: "Le mtrite de Galois
ne consiste pas essentiellemeut dans
see propositions, male dane la génér
alit6 de la méthode qu'il appliqua.
C'est son admirable th6orème fonda
mental qui a donnS i. Ia théorie
des t5quationa sa forme definitive,
et d'otL est sortie, en outre, la théorie
des groupes g5nóralisée, qui est
d'une si grande importance, on peut
be dire, pour toutes les branches des
matlimatiques, et qui déja, entre
lee mains de Jordan, de Klein, de
Lie, de Poiucar et d'autrec, a en
richi la science d'une longue suite
de dScouvertes importautes." The
memoirs of Abel and Galois re
ferring to the Theory of Equations
have been conveniently edited, in a
German translation, by H. Maser,
1889. See also Cayley's article on
"Equation

" in the 'Ency. Brit.,'
§ 32.
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as instruments or devices for the solution of definite

problems in arithmetic, geometry, and mechanics. The

solution of the equation-i.e., the expression of the un

known quantity in terms of the known quantities

served a practical end. Gradually as such solutions be

came more and more difficult, owing to the complexity of

the formu1e, the doctrine divided itself into two distinct

branches, serving two distinct interests. The first, and

practically the more important one, was to devise methods

by which in every single case the equations which

presented themselves could be solved with sufficient

accuracy or approximation; this is the doctrine of the

numerical solution of equations. The other more scien

tific branch looked upon equations as algebraical ar

rangements of quantities and operations which possessed

definite properties, and proposed to investigate these

properties for their own sake. The question arose,

How many solutions or roots an equation would admit of,

and whether the expression of the unknown quantity in

terms of the known quantities was or was not possible

by using merely such operations as were indicated by
the equation itself-i.e., the common operations and the

ordinary numbers of arithmetic? This doctrine of the

general properties of equations received increasing atten

tion as it became empirically known that equations 43.
General

beyond the fourth degree could not be solved in the solution of
equations.

most general form.' Why could they not be solved,

Since the researches regard- toward the development of the
in- the solubility of Equations theory of groups-the history of
have led on, through Galoi8 and the whole subject has aroused
the French analysts, to the same special interest. The earlier be-
line of reasoning as other re- ginnings and the labours of for-
.searches mentioned before-viz., , gotten analysts have been up-
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and what were the conditions-i.e., the special proper

ties-of an equation which rendered it soluble? These

were some of the questions which the great mathe

maticians, such as Gauss, Abel, and Galois, placed before

themselves during the earlier part of the century. There

are other unsolved problems which the nineteenth cen

tury inherited from preceding ones, where the same line

of reasoning was adopted-i.e., where the question was

similarly reversed. Instead of trying to solve problems

as yet unsolved, it was proposed to prove their general

insolubility, and to show the reason of this; also to

define the conditions which make a solution possible.

earthed and placed in their cor
rect historical perspective. Prof.
Burkhardt of Gottingen, to whom
we also owe the chapter on this

subject in the first volume of the
'Encyklopiidie,' &c., contributed in
the year 1892 a most interesting
historical paper, "Die Anfänge der
Gruppentheorie und Paolo Ruffini"
('Abhaudl. zur Gescb. der Math.,'
6 Heft). In this paper he also

goes back to other earlier analysts,
among them Prof. \'Iaring of Cam
bridge, who during his lifetime used
to complain that he knew of no one
who read his mathematical tracts.
It appears that during nearly the
last thirty years of the eighteenth
century nothing had been added re

garding the general theory of equa
tions, and that Ruffini was the first
to begin a new epoch in the year
1799, with the distinct assertion that
a general solution of algebraic equa
tions beyond the fourth degree, by
means of radicals, was impossible,
and with an attempt to prove this.
His researches were therefore con
temporaneous with those of Gauss,
who published his 'Dissertation'
(see note p. 644) in the same year,
and his great arithmetical work




in 1801. Although Gauss seems
to have arrived at the same con
clusion, and perhaps even to have
anticipated much later attempts to
solve thegeneral equation of the fifth
degree by other than algebraical
operations (see Sylow, loc. cit., p.
16), his published researches rather
took the line of the study of a
definite class of soluble equations
which were connected with the
celebrated problem of the division
of the circle; a satisfactory proof of
Ruffini's statement being withheld
till Abel published his celebrated
memoir in the year 1825 in the first
volume of CreUe's 'Journal.' With
this memoir the theory of equations
entered a new phase, towards
which the labours of Ruffini were
preparatory. As in so many other
cases, so also in this, the solu
tion of the problem depended upon
stricter definitions of what was
meant by the solution of an equa
tion, and by "algebraical" and
other ("transcendental") functions
and operations. We know that
both Abel and Galois began their
research by futile attempts to find
a solution of the general equation
of the fifth degree.
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In following this altered course of investigation, an

enormous amount of mathematical knowledge was gained,
and problems were solved which had previously never

been thought of. Especially through the theory of equa
tions the abstract doctrine of algebraical forms was

created and greatly advanced long before it was gener

ally recognised that it had peculiar importance through
the correspondence or parallelism which existed be

tween algebraical expressions and geometrical con

figurations.

Out of these earlier algebraical and later combined al-44.
Theory of

gebraical and geometrical investigations, a novel and very groups.

useful point of view has been gradually gained which

represents the most general conception of mathematical

tactics. This centres in the notion of a group of ele

ments. These elements may be quantities or opera
tions, so that the theory of Groups embraces not only
the doctrines which deal with quantities but also those

which deal with arrangements and their possible changes.
The older combinatorial analysis dealt mainly with

assemblages of a quantity of separate elements, their

number, their variety: the modern theory of groups
deals rather with the processes and operations by which

different arrangements can be transformed one into the

other. It is an algebra of operations. The methods

of transformation which presented themselves first of

all were the methods known in algebra as substitution.

Accordingly the first comprehensive treatise on the

theory was the 'Treatise on Substitutions,' published in

1870 by M. Camille Jordan. This book forms a land

mark in modern mathematics; it brought into a system
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the beginnings of the new and comprehensive calculus

of operations which were contained in the writings of

Lagrange, Abel, Cauchy, and Galois, and established the

terminology and the algorithm. A group of substitu

tions is defined as having the property that each two or

more operations belonging to it and successively applied

can be replaced by another single operation contained in

the same group. Succeeding operations are symbolically

represented by the product of two or more letters. This

product has certain algebraical properties, and in analogy

with common products it has factors, a degree, an index;

the substitution may be. cyclical and symmetric, and may

have many other remarkable properties which the theory'

1 The "Theory of Groups" has
now grown into a very extensive
doctrine which, according to the late
Prof. Marius Sophus Lie (1842.99),
is destined to occupy a leading and
central position in the mathemati
cal science of the future. "The

conception of Group and Invariant
was for him not only a methodical

aspect from which he intended to
review the entire older region of
mathematics, but also the element
which was destined to permeate
and unify the whole of mathemati
cal science" (M. Nöther, 'Math.
Ann.,'voL liii. p. 39). But though it
i8 an undoubted fact that the largest
systematic works on the subject
emanate from that great Norwegian
mathematician, and that his ideas
have won gradual recognition,
especially on the part of prominent
French mathematicians, notably
M. Picard ('Trait d'Analyse,'
1896, vol. iii..) and M. Poincar,
the epoch - making tract which

pushed the novel conception into
the foreground was Prof. F.
Klein's 'Erlangen Programme'
(1872), entitled "Vergleicheude




Betrachtungeu uber ueuere geo.
metrische Forschungen." To those
who read and re-read this short
but weighty treatise, it must in
deed have been like a revelation,
opening out entirely new avenues
of thought into which mathematical
research has been more and more
guided during the last generation.
The tract, which has now been
translated into all the important
modern languages, remained for a

long time comparatively unnoticed,
and, twenty years after its publica
tion, was reprinted by the author
in the 43rd volume of the 'Math.
Anualen,' with some introductory
remarks which indicate the changes
that had taken place in the in
terval as regards the scope of the
idea. The main result of the dis
sertation is this: That, primarily,
for all geometrical investigations,
the characteristic properties of any
manifold (or arrangement) is not
the element out of which it is com
posed, but the group, the transfor
mations of which reveal its invarian
tive properties. There are, accord
ingly, as many different ways of
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of groups investigates. Its immediate application, and

the purpose for which it was elaborated, was the theory

of Equations. Every equation constitutes an arrange
ment in which a finite number of independent elements,

called constants or coefficients, is presented under a

certain algebraical form. The solution of the equation
means the finding of such an arrangement as when

substituted in the equation for the unknown quantity,
will satisfy the equation.

The conception of a group of operations standing in

the defined relations is, however, capable of a great
and fundamental extension into that region of mathe

matics which deals, not with fixed or constant, but with

variable or flowing quantities; not with elements which




Coutiunous
are disconnected or discontinuous, but with such as are and dis.

Continuous
continuous. To understand the development of modern groups.

mathematical thought, it is accordingly necessary to go
back sornewhab and review the progress which the

studying any manifold (e.g., such as
projective geometry, line geometry,
geometry of reciprocal radii, Lie's
sphere geometry, analysis stus,
&c.) as there are continuous groups
of transformations that can be
established; and there are as many
invariant theories (see 'Ency. Math.
Wiss.,'vol. ii. p. 402; Nöther,loc, cit.,
p. 22). From that date onward the
different kinds of groups have been
defined and systematically studied,
notably by Klein and Lie and their
pupils. In this country, although
many of the relevant ideas were
contained in the writiug8 notably
of Cayley and of Sylvester, the
systematic treatment of the subject
was little attended to before the
publication (1897) of Prof. Burn.




side's 'Theory of Groups of Finite
Order,' and latterly of his article
on the whole Theory of Groups in
the 29th volume of the 'Ency. Brit.'
It has been remarked by those who
have studied most profoundly the
development of the two great
branches of mathematical tactics
-viz., "The Theory of Invariants"
and the "Theory of Groups "-that
the progress of science would have
been more rapid if the English
school had taken more notice of the
general comprehensive treatment
by Lie, and if Lie himself had not
refrained from entering more fully
into the special theories of that
school (see Dr F. Meyer, 'Bericht,'
&c., p. 231).
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conception of the variable has undergone in the course

of the last hundred years. Here we come upon a

term which was introduced into mathematical language

mainly through the writings of Euler-the term

function. It is used to




denote the mathematical

dependence of two or more variable quantities on each

1 To the theory of equations in
algebra there corresponds the
theory of differential equations in
analysis; and as the theory of
algebraical equations had gradually
emerged in a complete form out of
investigations of special equations,
or sets of equations, so likewise in
analysis a general theory of differ.
ential equations is gradually being
evolved out of the scattered and
very extensive investigations of
special differential equations which
presented themselves notably in
the application of analysis to astro
nomical and physical problems. It
is claimed by those who have
grasped the abatract ideas of
Sophus Lie, that he has taken a
great step forward in the direction
of a general theory of differential
equations, by applying methods
which suggested themselves to him
through the general theory of alge
braic forms and its connection with
geometry. Accordingly, the the
ories of Lie can be termed an
algebraical theory of differential
equations, depending upon trans
formations analogous to those
which had been established in the
general theory of forms or quantities
of which I treated above. Prof.
Engel, in his obituary notice of
Sophus Lie (' Deut8che Math. Ver.,'
vol. viii. p. 35), tells us that in the
year 1869-70, when Lie met Prof.
Klein in Berlin, the former was
occupied with certain partial differ
ential equations which exhibited,
under certain transformations, in
variantive properties, and that Klein




then pointed out "that his pro
cedure had a certain analogy with
the methods of Abel. The sug
gestion of this analogy became im

portant for Lie, as he was generally
intent upon following up more

closely the analogies with the

theory of algebraical equations."
Dr H. F. Baker, in his recent article
on Differential Equations in the
'Ency. Brit.' (vol. xxvii. p. 443),
roughly distinguishes two methods
of studying differential equations,
which he names respectively
"transformation theories" and
"function theories," "the former
concerned to reduce the aigebraical
relation to the fewest and simplest
forms, eventually with the hope of
obtaining explicit expressions of
the dependent in terms of the
independent variables; the latter
concerned to determine what gen.
eral descriptive relations among
the quantities are involved by the
differential equations, with as little
use of algebraical calculations as
may be possible." For the history
of thought and connection of ideas,
it is interesting to learn, through
Prof. Engel, that. it was not purely
algebraical work,-such as is rep
resented by Galois and Jordan,
to which Lie was early intro.
duced by Prof. Sylow,-but the
study of Poucelet.'8 and Plucker's
methods which led Lie to his
original conceptions, and that he
was fond of calling himself a pupil
of Pucker, whom he had never
seen (Engel, loc. cit., p. 34).
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other. The question arises, What are we to under

stand under this term? What is a mathematical

function or dependence? The question was approached

by the great analysts of the second half of the

eighteenth century. A preliminary answer which served

the requirements of a very wide field of practical

application was given by Fourier at the beginning of

the nineteenth century. Since that time the question

has been independently treated by two schools of

Continental mathematicians. Of these the first was

founded by Cauchy in France, and is mainly represented

by Bernhard Rieinann and his numerous pupils in

Germany; the other centres in the Berlin school,

headed by Weierstrass, and goes back to the work

of Lagrange.

The interests which have led to this modern branch 46.
Theory of

of mathematical research are various, but we can Functions.

The literature suitable for intro
ducing the student of mathematics
to the modern theory of functions
-which plays in analysis, i.e., the
doctrine of variable quantity, a

part of similar importance to that
which the theory of forms plays in

algebra-is so enormous, the sub

ject being approached from so

many sides by different writers,
that it. seems worth while to refer
to two expositions which may be
read with profit, and which do
not require extensive mathematical

knowledge. First and foremost I
would recommend Cayley's article
on "Functions" in vol ix. of the

'Ency. Brit.' Then there is the

chapter on "Foundations of the
General Theory of Functions," con
tained in the 2nd volume of the
German 'Mathematical Encyclo
pedia,' written by Prof. Prings-




helm. Cayley's article introduces
the general theory after giving
a short summary of the more
important "known" functions,
including those which presented
themselves in the first half of
the nineteenth century, and which
I referred to in dealing with
the work of Abel and Gauss (see
note, p. 648). The treatment of
these latter functions, which had
been brought to a certain degree of
perfection by Jacobi, had made it
evident that more general aspects
had to be gained and broader
foundations laid. But ever since
the middle of the eighteenth
century another development of
mathematical ideas had been soirJg
on which started from the solu
tion of a problem in mathematical

I physics-namely, that of vibrating
strings, which led in the sequel to
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distinguish two which are very prominent, and are

roughly represented by the two schools just referred

to. In the first place, a function can be formally

defined as an assemblage of mathematical symbols,

each of which denotes a definite operation on one

or more quantities. These operations are partly direct,

like addition, multiplication, &c.; partly indirect or

inverse, like subtraction, division, &c. Now, so far

as the latter are concerned, they are not generally and

necessarily practicable, and the question arises, When

are they practicable, and if they are not, what mean

ing can we connect with the mathematical symbol?

In this way we arrive at definitions for mathematical

functions which cannot immediately be reduced to the

primary operations of arithmetic, but which form special

expressions that become objects of research as to their

properties and as to the relation they bear to those

fundamental operations upon which all our methods of

calculation depend. The inverse operations, represented

by negative, irrational, and imaginary quantities; further,

the operations of integration in its definition as the

a certain finality when Fourier Euler, Daniel Bernoulli, d'Alem
introduced his well-known series bert, and Lagrange. The above
and integrals, by which any kind named chapter, written by Prof.
of functionality or mathematical Fringeheim, gives an introduction
dependence, such as physical pro- to the subject showing the historical
cesses seem to indicate, could be genesis of the conception of function
expressed. The work of Fourier, and the various changes it was sub
which thus gave, as it were, a sort jected to, and then proceeds to
of preliminary specification under expositions and definitions mostly
which a large number of problems taken from the lectures of Weier
in physical mathematics could be strass (see p. 8), whereas Cayley's
attacked and practically solved, article introduces u to the elements
together with the stricter defini- of the general theory of functions
tions introduced by Lejeune Dir- as they were first laid down by
ichlet, settled for a time and for Riemann in the manner now coin
practical purposes the lengthy d18- manly accepted.
cussions which had begun with
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inverse of differentiation,-led early to investigations of

the kind just mentioned. The experience that ordinary

fractions might be expressed by decimal fractions-i.e.,

by finite or infinite series-led to the inverse problem

of finding the sum of such series and many other

answerable and apparently unanswerable problems. The

older method of research consisted in treating these

problems' when and as they arose: new chapters were

accordingly added to the existing chapters of the

text-books, dealing with special functions or mathe

matical expressions. It was only towards the end of

the eighteenth century, and at the beginning of the

nineteenth, that Lagrange, Gauss, and Cauchy felt and

proclaimed the necessity of attacking the question gener

ally and systematically; the labours of Euler having

accumulated an enormous mass of analytical knowledge,

a great array of useful formulie, and amongst them not

a few paradoxes which demanded special attention. I

have already had occasion to refer to the problem of

the general solution of equations as an instance where,

in the hands of Abel, the tentative and highly ingenious

attempts of earlier analysts were replaced by a method

ical and general treatment of the whole question.

Another chapter of higher mathematics, the investiga

tion of expressions which presented themselves in the

problems of finding the length of the arc of an ellipse,

and which opened the view into the large province of the

so-called higher transcendents, gave Abel further occasion

of laying new foundations and of creating a general

theory of equations or of forms.

But yet another interest operated powerfully in the
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direction of promoting these seemingly abstract re

searches. Nature herself exhibits to us measurable

47.
Physical
analogies.




and observable quantities in definite mathematical de-

pendence;
1 the conception of a function is suggested by

all the processes of nature




where we observe natural

phenomena varying according to distance or to time.

1 Nearly all the "known" func
tions have presented themselves in
the attempt to solve geometrical,
mechanical, or physical problems,
such as finding the length of the
arc of the ellipse (elliptic func
tions); or answering questions in
the theory of attraction (the poten
tial function and other functions,
such as the functions of Legendre,
Laplace, and Bessel, all comprised
under the general term of "har
monic functions "). These func
tions, being of special import
ance in mathematical physics, were
treated independently before a

general theory of functions was

thought of. Many important pro
perties were established, and
methods for the numerical evalu
ation were devised. In the course
of these researches other functions
occurred, such as Euler's "Gam
ma" function and Jacobi's "Theta"
function, which possessed interest

ing analytical properties. These
functions, suggested directly or
indirectly by applications of analy
818, did not always present them
selves in a form which indicated
definite analytical processes, such
as processes of integration or the
summation of series. Very fre

quently they presented themselves,
not in an "explicit" but in an

"implicit" form; their properties
being expressed by certain condi
tions which they had to fulfil. It
then remained a question whether
a definite symbol, indicating a
et of analytical operations, could
e found. This arises from the




fact that the solution of most prob
lems in mechanics and physics
starts from the assumption that,
though the finite observable pheno
mena of nature are extremely in
tricate, they are, nevertheless,
compounded out of comparatively
simple elementary processes, which
take place between the discrete
atoms, or the elementary but con
tinuous portions of matter. Mathe
matically expressed, this means that
the relations in question present
themselves in the form of differen
tial equations, and that the solution
of them consists in finding func
tions of finite (observable) quanti
ties which satisfy the special con
ditions. A comparatively small
number of differential equations
has thus been found empirically
to embrace very large and appar
ently widely separated classes of

physical phenomena, suggesting
physical relations between those

phenomena which might otherwise
have remained unnoticed. The

physicist or astronomer thus hands
over his problems to the mathe
matician, who has either to in

tegrate the differential euation,
or, where this is not possible, at
least to infer the properties of the
functions which would satisfy them
-in fact, the differential equation
becomes a definition of the function
or mathematical relation. In con

sequence of this the theory of
differential equations is, as Sophus
Lie has said, by far the most

important branch of mathematics.
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The attraction of the heavenly bodies varies with the

distance, the velocity of a falling stone or the cooling

of a hot body varies with the interval of time which

has lapsed or flown. We are now so much accus

tomed to represent such dependence by curves drawn on

paper, that we hardly realise the great step in advance

towards definiteness and intelligibility that this device

marks in all natural sciences and in many practical

pursuits. But the representation of the natural con

nections of varying quantities by curves also forms the

connecting link with the other class of researches just

mentioned. Descartes had shown how to represent

algebraical formuhe by curves in the plane and in space;

and at the beginning of the nineteenth century this

method was modified by Gauss and Cauchy so as to

deal also with the extended conception of number

which embraced the imaginary unit. Two questions

arise, Is it possible to represent every arbitrary de

pendence such as we meet with in the graphical descrip

tion of natural phenomena by a mathematical formula

i.e., by a formula denoting several specified mathematical

operations in well-defined connections? and the inverse'

question, Is it possible to represent every well-defined

arrangement of symbols denoting special mathematical

operations graphically by curves in the plane or in

space? The former question is one of vital importance

in the progress of astronomy, physics, chemistry, and

many other sciences, and has accordingly occupied many

eminent analysts ever since Fourier gave the first ap

proximative answer in his well-known series: the latter

question can only be answered by much stricter defini-
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48.
The
potential.




tions of all the more advanced and of some even of the

elementary operations which analysts had become accus

tomed to use without a previous knowledge of the range

of their validity. All applications of mathematics con

sist in extending the empiricial knowledge which we

possess of a limited number or region of accessible

phenomena into the region of the unknown and inac

cessible; and much of the progress of pure analysis con

sists in inventing definite conceptions, marked by symbols,

of complicated operations; in ascertaining their proper

ties as independent objects of research; and in extending

their meaning beyond the limits they were originally

invented for,-thus opening out new and larger regions

of thought.

A brilliant and most suggestive example of this kind of

reasoning was afforded by a novel mode of treating a large

class of physical problems by means of the introduction of

a special mathematical function, termed by George Green,

and later by Gauss, the "Potential" or "Potential func

tion." 1 All the problems of Newtonian attraction were

concentrated in the study of this formula: and when the

experiments of Coulomb and Ampere showed the analogy

that existed between electric and magnetic forces on he

1 See vol. i. p. 231 of this work.
The history of the subject has been
written by Todhuriter ('History of
the Theories of Attraction aud the
Figure of the Earth,' 2 vole., 1878)
for the earlier period down to 1832.
For the later period see Bacharach's
'Abris der Ge.schiclite der Poten
tialtheorie,' Gottingeu, 1883; for
the connection of the theory with
Riemann's mathematical methods,

especially Prof. F. Klein's tract,
'Ueber Riemaun's Theorie der




algebraiseben Functionen'(Leipzig,.
1882, trans. by F. Hardcastle,
Cambridge, 1893); Prof. Carl Neu.
mann's 'Untersuchungen uber das.
Logarithniische und Newtonische
Potential' (Leipzig, 1877) ; Dr
Burkhardt's 'Memorial Lecture on
Riemaun' (Göttingen, 1892) ; and
jointly with Dr Franz Meyer, the
same author's chapter on "Poten
tialtheorie" in the 2nd volume
(p. 464) of the 'Encyclopädie der
Math. Wise.,' 1900.
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one side, and Newtonian forces on the other; still more

when Fourier, Lam6, and Thomson (Lord Kelvin) pointed

to the further analogy which existed between the distri

bution of temperature in the stationary fldw of heat

and that of statical electricity on a conductor, and ex

tended the analogy to hydrostatics and hydrodynamics,,

-it became evident that nature herself pointed here

to a mathematical dependence of the highest interest

and value. Many eminent thinkers devoted themselves

to the study of this subject, but it was reserved for

Bernhard Riernann to generalise the mode of reasoning

peculiar to these researches into a fundamentally novel

method for the explanation and definition of mathe

matical function or dependence?

Although Riemann's original
method of dealing in a general way
with algebraical functions i here
introduced as a generalisation of
certain ideas suggested by mathe
matical physics, it was not in this
way that they were introduced to
the mathematical world. This was
done in his veryabstract and difficult
memoir, 'Theorie der Abel'schen
Functionen' (published in 1857
in vol. liv. of Crelle's 'Journal').
In this memoir the connection
which existed with mathematical
physics was not patent, and it
took a long time before his
methods, which seemed to be a
development of Cauchy's earlier
researches, were understood and
fully appreciated. It was only
after he had lectured repeatedly on
the subject, and initiated a num.
ber of younger mathematicians,
who now occupy many of the chairs
at the German universities, that
the discoveries and inventions of
Rieinann received their deserved
appreciation. Even in his own
lectures on mathematical physics-




notably on partial differential
equations (including harmonics).
and the theory of the potential
he did not lead up to the funda
mental ideas which he developed
in his lectures on the theory of
the Abelian functions. Some light
is thrown on the subject of the
genesis of }iemann'8 ideas by his
dissertation written in the year
1851, though even the biographical
notice attached to the 1st edition
of his works (1876) did not deal
with the origins of his theory.
It seems, therefore, correct to
date the adequate recognition of
Rieinann'swork iniwider circles from
the publication in 1882 of Prof.
F. Klein's tract mentioned above.
Like several other short treatises
of this eminent living mathema
tician, it must have thrown quite
a new light upon the subject;
and, like several of his other writ
ings. it revealed connections be
tween regions of thought which to
many students must have appeared
isolated. "'rhi'ougli the treatment
initiated by Klein, the theory of
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c. The peculiarity of such dependence, as exemplified in
tern

the phenomena of the steady flow of heat or of electric

distribution, consisted in this, that if at certain points

or in certain regions of space the thermal or electrical

conditions were defined and known by actual observation,

then the whole distribution in other points and regions

was completely determined. Those boundary conditions

could therefore be regarded as the necessary and sufficient

definition of the whole existing distribution. Translated

into mathematical language, this means that functions

exist which are completely defined by boundary values

and singularities-i.e., values at single points. Nature

herself had shown the way to define and calculate

measured relations when through their intricacy they

evaded the grasp of the ordinary operations of algebra.1

Plucker had already in geometry (following in the lines

of Newton), when attacking the problem of the infinite

variety of higher curves, suggested the method of classi

fying them according to their characteristic properties

or singularities. What had been done by geometers

and physicists in isolated eases with the expenditure

of much ingenuity and skill, Riemann and his school

elevated to the rank of a general method and doctrine.

functions acquires a great degree
of clearness and connectedness,
which is mainly gained by concep.
tious derived from the (physical)
theory of the potential, and thus
exhibits the intimate relationship
f these theories" (Bacharach,

'Geschichte der Potentialtheorie,'
Gottiugeu, 1883, p. 71).

1 On this subject see Burkhardt's
Memorial Lecture on Riemann'

<Gottingen, 1892), p. 5. &c. ; Bach
arach (loc. cit.), p. 30, &c. The
latter especially with reference to




the theorem called by Clerk- Maxwell
"Thomson's theoremf' ('Cambridge
and Dublin Mathematical Journal,'
1848, or 'Reprint of Papers on
Electro-statics,' &c., p. 13); and
abroad 'Dirichlet'8 Principle,' after
Riemann (1857). Further, Brill
and Nöthers "Bericht" ('Math.
Ver.,' vol. iii. p. 247) ; and lastly,
a very suggestive address by Pruf.
Klein ("Ott Riemann's Influence on

I Modern Mathematics") to the meet
ing of the German Association in
Vienna in 1304 ('Report,' p. 61).
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It is a process of generalisation and simplification.
Moreover, Riemanu's manner of proceeding brought
with it the gain that he could at once make the

various theorems of the doctrine of the potential useful

for purely mathematical purposes: the equation which

defined the potential in physics became the definition

of a function in mathematics.

cc One may define Riemanu's
developments briefly thus: that,
beginning with certain differential
equations which the functions of
the complex variable satisfy, he is
enabled to apply the principles of
the potential theory. His start
ing-point, accordingly, lies in the
province of mathematical physics"
(Klein, 'Vienna Report,' loc. cit.,
p. 60). By starting with physical
analogies Prof. Klein evades certain
difficulties which the purely mathe
matical treatment had to encounter.
In the preface to his tract of the
year 1882, quoted above,-in intro
ducing his method of explaining
Riemaun's theory,- he says: "I
have not hesitated to make exactly
these physical conceptions the start
ing-point of my exposition. In
stead of them, Rietnannn, as is weU
known, makes use in his writ
ings of Dirichiet's principle. But
I cannot doubt that be started
from those physical problems, and

only afterwards substituted Dirich
let's principle in order to support
the physical evidence by mathe
matical reasoning. Whoever under
stands clearly the surroundings
among which Riemaun worked at

Gittingen, whoever follows up Rie
mauu's speculations as they have
been handed down to us, partly
in fragmeuts, will, I think, share

my opinion." And elsewhere he

says : -We regard as a specific
performance of Rienmun in this
connection the tendency to give
to the theory of the potential a
fundamental importance for the




whole of mathematics, and further
a series of geometrical construc
tions or, as I would rather say, of
geometrical inventions" ('Vienna
Report,' p. 61). Klein then refers
to the representation on the so
called "Riemann surface," which
is historically connected, as Rie.
mann himself points out, with the
problem which Gauss first attacked
in a general way-viz., the repre
seutation of one surface on another
in such a manner that the smallest
portions of the one surface are
similar to those of the other: a
problem which is of importance in
the drawing of maps, and of which
we possess two well-known examples
in the stereographic projection of
Ptolemy and the projection of
Mercator. This method of repre
sentation was called by Gauss the
"Conformal Image or Representa
tion." His investigations on this
matter were suggested by the
Geodetic Survey of the kingdom of
Hanover, with which he was occu
pied during the years 1818 to 1830.
(See Gauss, 'Werke,' vol. iv., also
his correspondence with Schum
acher and Bessel.) A very complete
treatise on this aspect of Riemanu's
inventions is that by Dr J. Holtz
muller, 'Theorie der Isogonalen
Verwaudschaften' (Leipzig, 1882).
On the historical antecedents of
Riemann's conception, which for
a long time appeared somewhat
strange, not to say artificial, see
Bri11 and Nöther's frequently
quoted "Report." ('Bericht, der
Math. Verein.,' vol. iii.), p. 2('6 sqq.
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In the investigation of those higher functions which

the purely analytical methods of Abel and his followers

had forced upon the attention of mathematicians, the

methods of Riemann proved to be eminently useful and

suggestive. But these novel methods themselves had

been imported into the pure science from the side of its

application in physics. The value of such ideas has

always been questioned by another class of thinkers who

aim at building up the edifice of the science by rigorous

logic, without making use of practical devices which could

only he legitimately employed when once their validity

had been thoroughly proved and its limits defined. The

merit of having done this in the whole domain of those

conceptions which, since the age of Descartes, Newton,

and Leibniz, had been introduced as it were from the

outside into analysis, belongs to the school of mathe

maticians headed in Germany by Karl Weierstrass.

50. Riemann had grown up in the traditions of the school
Weicrstrass.

of mathematical thought which was inspired by Gauss

and Weber in Gottingen. Geometrical representation

and physical application, including the immediate evi

dence of the senses, formed a large and important factor

in the body of arguments by which scientific discovery

and invention was carried on in that school; though

Gauss himself made logical rigour the final test of

maturity in all his published writings, abstaining in

many cases from communicating his results when they

had not satisfactorily passed that test in his own mind.

Through this self-imposed restriction he had permitted

important discoveries, which led to large increase of

mathematical knowledge, to be anticipated by others.
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The cases of Cauchy, Abel, and Jacobi are the best

known instances. Through their labours an entirely

new field had been prospected and partially cultivated.

It was to this that Weierstrass, the other great leader

in modern theory, was attracted. He made the clear

definition and logical coherence of the novel concep

tions which it involved his principal aim Gauss

had laboured without assistance at similar problems,

making many beginnings which even his colossal intellect

could not adequately develop. Weierstrass early gathered

around him a circle of ardent and receptive pupils and

admirers,' to whose care and detailed elaboration he

The researches of W'eierstrass
(1815 to 1897) began somewhat
earlier than those of Riemanu, but
only became generally known and
appreciated in their fundamental
originality through his pupils-his
academic influence dating from
the year 1861. Some account of
WTeLerBtraes's activity is given by
Emil Lamps in the 6th volume

(1899) of the 'Bericht der Math.
Verein.,' p. 27, &c. The genesis
of his ideas is traced by BriU
and Nöther in the Report quoted
in the last note, and by M.
Poincar6 in 'Acta Math.,' vol. xxii.
The former divides his Researches
roughly into two periods, during
the first of which (1848-56) he
dealt with what Cayley would
call "known" functions; progress
during this period depending not
so much upon fundamentally new
ideas as upon an investigation of

special problems and great analyti
cal skill. The second period begins
in the year 1869, and is devoted to

nothing less than the building up
of the entire structure of mathe
matical thought from the very
beginning upon altered definitions,

through which the dilemmas and




paradoxes would be obviated that
had shown themselves ever since
the middle of the eighteenth cen

tury in consequence of a too
confident application and extension
of conventional ideas suggested
mainly by practical problems. The
elements of this grand edifice are
now largely accepted, not only in
Germany, but also in France, Italy,
and England. In Germany Prof.
0. Stolz, through his works on
General Arithmetic, 2 vole. (1885
and 1886), and the Calculus, 3 vole.
(1893 to 1899), has probably done
more than any other academic
teacher to utilise the new system
of mathematical thought for the
elementary course of teaching. It
seems of importance to state, how
ever, that outside of the circle of
Weieratrass's influence, and quite
within the precincts of Riemaun's
school, the necessity was felt of
strengthening the foundations on
which research in higher mathe
matics was carried on, by going
back to the fundamental ideas of
arithmetic. The principal repre
sentative of this line of research
was Hermann Hankel (1839.73), a

pupil of Riemann's, who, in the
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confided many separate and lengthy investigations. 1 t

was through one of these that a test-case, in which exist

ing mathematical definitions broke down, was published

in 1872. It forms a kind of era in the history of

middle of the sixties, delivered
lectures at the University of
Leipsic upon "Complex numbers
and their functions," starting in a
characteristic manner with that ex
tended algebra which Cauchy and
Riewann had used to such good
purpose. The first part of these
lectures was published in 1867.
In the preface Hankel says: "In
the natural sciences we witness in
recent times the distinct tendency
to ascend from the world of em
pirical detail to the great principles
which govern everything special and
connect it into a whole-i.e., the
desire for a philosophy of nature,
not forced upon us from outside,
but naturally evolved out of the
subject itself. Also in the domain
of mathematics a similar want
seems to make itself generally felt
-a want which has always been
alive in England." Had the author
not been prematurely taken away,
there is no doubt that he would
have still more largely contributed
to the revolution of mathematical
ideas now in progress. As it
is, he made one further import
ant contribution, of which more
hereafter. In Italy Prof. Ulisse
Dini began to lecture in the year
1871 to 1872 on the theory of
functions, and published his lec
tures in 1878. A translation was
brought out in Germany (1892) by
Prof. Lüroth and Mr A. Scbepp,
in which many of the modern
developments are utilised. In
France we owe to M. Jules Tannery
a valuable introduction to the
theory of functions of one variable,
based upon a series of lectures
delivered in the Ecole Normale
in 1883, in which, as he says




(Preface, p. vii), he collected
the labours of Cauchy, Abel, Le.

jeune Diriehiet, Riemanu, Ossian
Bonnet, Heine, Weierstrass, and
others; after which be considers
that nothing essential need be
added in the way of elucidation of
the ,foundations of the theory.
M. Emil Borel published in 1893
'Lectures on the Theory of Func
tions,' the first of a series of
text-books dealing with various

aspects of the theory of functions,
in which he largely refers to the
labours of Weierstrass. Before
Weierstrass's theory had become
known, however, M. Mray had al
ready entered upon an exposition
of the foundations of analysis on
lines which had much analogy with
those adopted by Weierstrass. In
England the late Prof. Clifford had
occupied himself in various memoirs
with the theories of Riemann; but
we owe the first comprehensive
treatise, embracing the work of
Riemanu as well as that of Weier
strass, to Prof. Forsyth ('Theory
of Functions of a Complex Vari
able,' Cambridge, 1893). Almost
simultaneously Professors Harkuess
and Morley published a 'Treatise
on the Theory of Functions,' and
in 1898 an 'Introduction to the
Theory of Analytic Functions,' in
which they in the main adopted the
point of view of Weierstrass. A
very original thinker, whose in
dependent researches reach back to
the year 1372, and who played an
important part in the investigation
of many obscure points, was the
late Prof. Paul Du Bois-Reynioud,
who published in 1882 the first
part of his 'Aligemeine Func-
tionentheorie,' containing the
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mathematical thought. Up to that time "one would

have said that a continuOus function is essentially cap

able of being represented by a curve, and that a curve

has always a tangent. Such reasoning has no mathe

matical value whatever; it is founded on intuition, or

rather on a visible representation. But such representa

tion is crude and misleading. We think we can figure

to ourselves a curve without thickness; but we only

figure a stroke of small thickness. In like manner we

see the tangent as a straight band of small thickness,

and when we say that it touches the curve, we wish

merely to say that these two bands coincide without

crossing. If that is what we call a curve and a tangent,

it is clear that every curve has a tangent; but this has

nothing to do with the theory of functions. We see to

what error we are led by a foolish confidence in what

we take to be visual evidence. By the discovery of this

striking example Weier8trass has accordingly given us a

useful reminder, and has taught us better to appreciate

the faultless and purely arithmetical methods with which

he more than any one has enriched our science."

"metaphysics and theory of the
fundamental conceptions in mathe
matics: quantity, limit, argument,
and function" (Tubingen). This
work touches the borderland of
mathematics and philosophy, as
does the same author's posthumous
work, 'Uber die Grundlagen der
Erkeuntni8s in den exacten Wissen
schaften' (Tubingen, 1890), and will
occupy us in another place.

' M. Poincaré in the 'Acta
Mathematica,' vol. xxii., "L'ceuvre
mathmatique de Weierstra8s," p.
5. The "test-case" referred to in
the text consisted in the publica-




tion by Weierstrass (in the ear
1872, 'Trans. Berlin Academy, re
printed in Weierstraas's 'Math.
Werke,' vol. ii. p. 71) of the proof
of the existence of a continuous
function which nowhere possessed
a definite (finite or iufinite) differ
ential coefficient. This example
cleared up a point brought into
prominence by Riemaun in hia

posthumously (1867) published
inaugural Dissertation of 1854
('Werke,' p. 213). The question
had already, following on Rie
mann's suggestions, been dis
cussed by Herniann Hankel in a
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Before Weierstrass, Cauchy and Riemann had at-

tempted to define the vague term "function" or

mathematical dependence. Both clung to the graphical

representation so common and so helpful in analysis

since Descartes invented it. We have, of course, in

abstract science, a right to begin with any definition

we choose. Only the definition must be such that it

remarkable tract on "Oscillating
functions," in which he drew
attention to the existence of func
tions which admit of an integral,
but where the existence of a differ
ential coefficient remains doubtful.
In fact, it appears that the question
as to the latter had never been
raised; the only attempt in this
direction being that of Ampere in
1806, which failed (Haukel, p. 7).
Hankel in his original investigation
ehowed that a continuous curve
might be supposed to be generated
by the motion of a point which
oscillated to and fro, these oscilla
tions at the limit becoming in

finitely numerous and infinitely
small: a curve thus generated
would present what be called "a
condensation of singularities" at

every point, but would possess no
definite direction, hence also no
differential coefficient. The argu
ments and illustrations of Hankel
have been criticised and found fault
with. He nevertheless deserves the
credit of having among the first
attempted "to gain a firm footing
on a slippery road which had only
been rarely trodden" (p. 8). In
this tract (which is reprinted in
'Math. Ann.,' vol. xx.), as well as
in his valuable article on "Limit"
(Erech und Gruber, 'Encyk.,' vol.
xc. p. 185, art. "Greuze "), Haukel
did much to establish clearly the
essential point on which depends
the entire modern revolution in
our ideas regarding the foundations




of the so-called infinitesimal cal
culus; reverting to the idea of a
"limit," both in the definition of
the derived function (limit of a
ratio) and of the integral (limit of
a sum) as contained in the writings
both of Newton and Leibuiz,
but obscured by the method of
"Fluxions" of the former and the
method of "Influitesimals" of the
latter. Lagrange and Cauchy had
begun this revolution, but it was
not consistently and generally
carried through till the researches
of Riemanu, Hankel, Weierstrass,
and others made rigorous defini
tions necessary and generally ac
cepted. It is, however, well to
note that in this country A. de
Morgan very early expressed clear
views on this subject. Prof. Vos,
in his excellent chapter on the
Differential and Integral Calculus
('Encyk. Math. Wise.,' vol. ii. i. p.
54, &c.), calls the later period the
period of the purely arithmetical
examination of infinitesimal con
ceptions, and says (p. 60), "The
purely arithmetical definition 01
the infinitesimal operations which
is characteristic of the present
critical period of mathematics has
shown that most of the theorems
established by older researches,
which aimed at a formal extension
of method, only possess a validity
limited by very definite assump
tions." Such assumptions were
tacitly made by earlier writers, but.
not explicitly stated.
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corresponds with conditions which we meet with in

reality, say in geometry and physics, otherwise our

science becomes useless: further, our definitions must be

consistent, and follow logically from the fundamental

principles of arithmetic, otherwise we run the risk of

sooner or later committing mistakes and encountering

paradoxes. We have two interests to serve : the ex

tension of our knowledge of functions and the rigorous

proof of our theorems. The methods of Riemann and &i.
Riernann

of Weierstrass are complementary. By the instrument and
Welerstrasa

of Riemann we see at a glance the general aspect of cOmParel

things-like a traveller who is examining from the peak
of a mountain the topography of the plain which he is

going to visit, and is finding his bearings. By the in

struments of Weierstrass analysis will, in due course,

throw light into every corner, and make absolute lar

ness shine forth?' The complementary character of

Poincaré, loc. cit., p. 7. Simi
larly Prof. Klein (loc. cit., 'Vienna
Report,' p. 60) : "The founder
of the theory [viz., of functions)
is the great French mathema
tician Cauchy, but only in Ger
many has it received that mod
ern stamp through which it has,
so to speak, been pushed into the
centre of our mathematical con
victions. This is the result of the
simultaneous exertions of two
workers-Riemann on the one aide
and Weierstrass on the other.
Although directed to the same end,
the methods of these two mathe
maticians are in detail as different
as possible : they almost seem to
contradict each other, which contra
diction. viewed from a higher aspect,
naturally leads to this-that they
mutually supplement each other.
Weierstrass defines the functions




of a complex variable analytically
by a common formula-viz., the
'Infinite Power Series'; in the
sequel he avoids geometrical means
as much as possible, and sees his
specific aim in the rigour of
proof. Riemann, on the other
side, begins with. certain differential
equations. The subject then im
mediately acquires a physical as
pect. - . . His starting-point lies
in the region of mathematical
physics." We now know from the
biographical notice of Riem ann,
attached to his collected works
(1st ed., p. 520), that he was
pressed (in 1856) by his mathe
matical friends to publish a résumé
of his Researches on Abelian fuc
tions-" be it ever so crude." The
reason was that, Weierstrass was
already at work on the same sub
ject. In consequence of Riemanu's
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the labours of the two great analysts is nowhere better

shown than in the special manner in which Weierstrass

succeeded in strengthening




the foundations on which

much of Riernann's work rests.

The labours of the great analysts-Gauss, Cauchy,

Riemann, and Weierstrass-all tended to increase our

publication Weierstrass withdrew
from the press an extensive memoir
which he had presented in the year
1857 to the Berlin Academy, be
cause, as he himself says (Weier
stress, 'Math. Werke,' vol. iv. p.10):
"Riemanu published a memoir on
the same problem which rested on

entirely different foundations from
mine, and did not immediately
reveal that in its results it agreed
completely with my own. The
proof of this required investigations
which were not quite easy, and took
much time; after this difficulty
had been removed a radical remod
elling of my dissertation seemed
necessary," &c. &c. The mutual
influence of Riemann's and Weier
stress's work is also referred to by
Weierstrass in a letter to Prof.
Schwarz, dated 1875, in which
he utters what he calls his con
fession of faith: "The more
I ponder over the principles of
the theory of functions-and I
do this incessantly-the stronger
grows my conviction that it must
be built up on the foundation of
algebraical truths, and that, there
fore, to employ for the proof of
simple and fundamental algebraical
theorems the 'transcendental,' if I
may say so, is not the correct way,
however enticing prima vista- the
considerations may be by which
Riemaun has discovered many of
the most important properties of
algebraical functions. It is a mat
ter of course that every road must.
be open to the searcher as long as
he seeks; it is only a question of




the systematic demonstration"
(Weierstraes, 'Werke,' vol. ii. p.
235).

1 This refers mainly to Weier
strass's investigation of theprinciple
called by Riemann "Dirichiet's
principle," but which had been
stated already with great generality
by Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in the
year 1847. The validity of this
method depended on a certain
minimum theorem. Weierstrass
has shown that the existence of
such a minimum is not evident, and
that the argument used is not con
clusive. He laid before the Berlin
Academy, in the year 1870, a com
munication giving a test - case to
prove that Dirichlet's method was
not generally valid ('Werke,' vol.
ii. p. 49). "Through this," Prof.
Klein says (loc. cit., p. 67), "a
great part of Riemaun's develop.
ments become invalidated. Never
theless the far - reaching results
which Riemanu bases upon the
principle are all correct, as was
shown later on exhaustively and
with all rigour by Carl Neumann
and H. A. Schwarz. Indeed we
must come to the conclusion that
Riemaun himself arrived at these
theorems by a physical intuition,
and only afterwards resorted to the
principle referred to in order to
have a consistent mathematical line
of reasoning" (loc. cit., p. 67). See
on this also Poincaré (loc. cit.,
pp. 10 and 15), who gives other
instances where the work of Weier
stress supported that of liiemann.
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knowledge of the higher mathematical relations, but

also to reveal the uncertainty and absence of rigorous

definition of the foundations of arithmetic and of geo

metry. Accordingly we find these great thinkers con

tinually interrupting their more advanced researches by

examinations of the principles. This feeling of un- 52.
Examina-

certainty had led, ever since the end of the eighteenth tion of"
foundations.

century, to many isolated attacks and half-philosophical

discussions by various writers in this country and

abroad. Many of them remained long unrecognised;

such were the suggestive writings of Hamilton, De

Morgan, Peacock in England, Bolzano1 in Bohemia,

The merits of Bernhard Boizano
(1781-1848) as one of the earlie8t
representatives of the critical period
of mathematics were recognised
after along interval of neglect by
Hankel in his article on "Limit"
mentioned above. This philoaophi
cal mathematician published many
years before Cauchy a tract on the
Binomial Theorem (Prague, 1816),
in which he gives, in Hankel's
opinion, the first rigid deduction of
various algebraical series. "Bol
zano' notions as to convergency of
series are eminently clear and
correct, and no fault can be found
with his development of those series
for a real argument (which be
everywhere presupposes); in the
preface he gives a pertinent criti
cism of earlier developments of the
Binomial Theorem, and of the un
restricted use of infinite series,
which was then common. In fact,
he has everything that can place
him in this respect on the same
level with Cauchy, only not the art
peculiar to the French of refining
their ideas and communicating
them in the most appropriate and
taking manner. So it. came about
that Boizano remained unknown




and was soon forgotten; Cauchy
was the happy one who was praised
as a reformer of the science, and
whose elegant writings were soon
widely circulated." (Hankel, loc.
cit., p. 210.) Following on this
statement of Hankel and a remark
of Prof. B. A. Schwarz, who looks
upon Boizano as the inventor of a
line of reasoning further developed
by Weierstrass ('Journal für
Mathematik,' vol. lxxiv. p. 22,
1872), Prof. 0. Stolz published in
1881 ('Math. Ann.,' vol. xviii. p.
255) an account of the several
writings of Bolzano, beginning in
the year 1810, in so far as they
referred to the principles of the
Calculus. "All these writings are
remarkable inasmuch as they start
with an unbiassed and acute criti
cism of the contributions of the
older literature" (loc. cit., p. 257).
A posthumous tract by Bolzano,
'Paradoxieen des Unendlichen,'
was republished in 1889 in 'Wis
senschafthche Classiker,' vol. ii.,
Berlin (Meyer and Miller). As
stated above, Hankel was also one
of the first to draw attention to
the originality and importance of
Herniann Graa8mann's work.
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Bólyai in Hungary, Lobatchevski in Kasan, Grassmann

in Stettin. Most of these were unknown to each

other. However, near the beginning of the last third

of the century three distinct publications created a

great stir in the mathematical world, brought many

scattered but cognate lines of reasoning together, and

made them mutually fertile and suggestive. These

three were-first, the publication in 1860 of Gauss's

correspondence with Schumacher, in which two letters

of the former, dated May and July 1831,' became

known, where he referred to his extensive but un

written and unfinished speculations on the foundations

of. geometry and the theorem which refers to the

sum of the angles in a triangle. The second was the

publication in 1867 of the first and only part of Her

mann Hankel's "Lectures on the Complex Numbers

and their Functions."2 The third was the posthumous

publication in the same year of Riemaun's paper, dated

1854, "On the Hypotheses which lie at the Foundation

of Geometry." Almost simultaneously there appeared

the first of Helmholtz's two important papers on the

1 See 'Briefwechsel zwiscben
Gauge und Schumacher,' ed. Peters,
1860, vol. ii. pp. 260, 268.

The small volume contains 80
much original and historical matter
that I have on several occasions
referred to it. See above, pp. 645,
653.




Riemann, 'Math. Werke,' let
ed., p. 254 8qq.

The first publication of Helm
holtz was a lecture on "the actual
foundations of geometry," which
he delivered on the 22nd May 1868
to the Medical Society at Heidel

berg. This communication, which




referred to investigations carried on
for many years,-notably in con
nection with the theory of the
colour-manifold, -was occasioned
by the publication of Riemaun's

paper in the 'Transactions' of the

Gottingen Society. He had heard
of this through Scheriug, to whom
he wrote on the 21st April 1868
before having seen Riemann's
paper: "I have myself been oc
cupied with the same subject dur
ing the last two years, in connection
with my researches in physiological
optics. - . . I now see, from the
few hints which you give as to the
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same subject, through which it became more widely

known and attracted the attention of other than

purely mathematical writers. The small but eminently

suggestive volume of Hankel showed the necessity of

a revision and extension of the fundamental principles

and definitions' of general




arithmetic and algebra as

result of the investigation, that
Riemaun has arrived at exactly
the same results. My starting
point was the question, How must
a magnitude of several dimensions
be constituted, if solid bodies are
to move in it everywhere continu
ously, monodrotnically, and as freely
as bodies move in real space?

" On
receiving from Schering a reply
with a copy of Riemaun's paper,
Helmholtz wrote (18th May), "I
enclose a short exposition of that
which in my researches on the same
subject is not covered by Riemaun's
work." A fuller paper, with the
title "On the Facts which lie at the
foundation of Geometry," appeared
in the 'Gottinger Nachrichten,'
June 3, 1863. See Helmholtz,
'Wiss. Abhandl.,' vol. ii. pp. 610
and 618, &c.; also 'H. von Helm
holtz,' by Leo Koenigsberger (1903),
vol. ii. p. 138, &c. In another
lecture, "On the origin and mean
ing of the Axioms of Geometry"
(1870, reprinted in abstract in
'The Academy,' vol. 1.), as well as
in an article in vol. i. of 'Mind'
(p. 301), he discussed "the philo
sophical bearing of recent in

quiries concerning geometrical
axioms and the possibility of work
ing out analytically other systems
of geometry with other axioms
than Euclid's" (reprinted in vol. ii.
of 'Vorträge und Reden ').

' In this treatise Hankel intro
duced into German literature the
three terms "distributive," "asso
ciative," and "commutative" to
define the three principles which




govern the elementary operations
of arithmetic, and introduced fur
ther what he calls the principle of
the permanence of former rules
in the following statement: "If two
forms, expressed in the general
terms of universal arithmetic, are
equal to each other, they are to
remain equal if the symbols cease
to denote simple quantities; hence
also if the operations receive a
different meaning." Hankel seems
to have been led to his definitions
by a study of French and English
writers, among whom he mentions
Servois ('Gergonne's Ann., v. p. 93,
1814) as having introduced the
terms "distributive" and "corn.
mutative," and Sir W. R. Hamilton
as having introduced the term
"associative." He further says
(p. 15): "In England, where
investigations into the funda
mental principles of mathematics
have always been treated with
favour, and where even the great
est mathematicians have not
shunned the treatment of them
in learned dissertations, we must
name George Peacock of Cambridge
as the one who first recognised
emphatically the need of formal
mathematics. In his interesting
report on certain branches of
analysis, the principle of perma
nence is laid down, though too
narrowly, and also without the
necessary foundation." Other writ
ings, of what he terms Peacock?s
Cambridge school, such as those
of De Morgan, Hankel states that
he had not inspected; mention.
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53.
Non
Euclidean
geometry.




an introduction to the advanced theories of Gauss and

Riemann; and for this purpose he went back to the

unnoticed labours of Grassrnann in Germany, to the

writings of Peacock and De Morgan in England, and

incidentally introduced into Germany the elaborate

algebra of quaternions, invented and practised by

Hamilton twenty years before that time. The papers

of Riemann and Helmholtz similarly showed the neces

sity of a thorough investigation of the principles and

foundations of ordinary or Euclidean geometry, and

showed how consistent systems of geometry could be

elaborated on other than Euclidean axioms. Only

from that moment, in fact, did it become generally

recognised that already, a generation before, two in

dependent treatises on elementary geometry had been

published in which the axiom of parallel lines was

dispensed with and consistent geometrical systems

developed. These were contained-as already stated

-in the 'Kasan Messenger,' under date 1829 and

ing only a short paper by Dr F.
Gregory on Symbolical Algebra
in the Edinburgh 'Transactions.'
Whilst Hankel was delivering
lectures on these fundamentals,
Weierstrass in Berlin was likewise
in the habit of introducing his
lectures on the Theory of Analytic
Functions by a discussion of the
theory of Complex Numbers. This
introduction was published, with
Weierstrass's permission, in the year
1872 by Dr E. Kossak (in a pro
gramme of the Friedrichs-Werder
Gymnasium), after lectures de
livered by Weierstrass in 1865-66.
To what extent Hankel may have
been influenced by Weierstrass's
lectures, which he seems to have
attended after leaving Göttingen,




is uncertain, for in spite of his very
extensive references he does not
mention Weierstrass. In Kossak's
'Elemente der Arithixietik' the
term"permanence of formal rules"'
is not used, but the treatment of
the extended arithmetic is carried
on along the same lines-i.e., not
by an attempt to represent the
complex quantities, but on the
ground of maintaining the rules
which govern the arithmetic of
ordinary numbers. Great im
portance is also attached to the
principle of inversion as having
shown itself of value in the theory
of elliptic functions, and being not
less valuable in arithmetic. As
stated above (p. 640, note), this prin
ciple is also insisted on by Peacock.
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1830, the author being Lobatchevski; and in the

appendix to an Introduction to Geometry, published

by Wolfgang Bolyai at Maros Vasarheli, a town of

Transylvania, the appendix being by the author's son,

Johann Bolyai. The elder Bolyai having been a

friend and correspondent of Gauss, and his speculations

evidently of the same nature as those indicated by the

latter in the above-mentioned correspondence, conjectures

have been made as to which of the two originated the

whole train of thought.1 The independent investiga

tions of Riemann and Hehnholtz started from a differ-

See above, p. 652, note. What corresponded a good deal, and
is important from our point of more than one would have sup.
view in the investigations of both posed from reading Sartorius's
Riemann and Helmholtz lies in the obituary memoir, on the subject
following points: First, Neither ! of non-Euclidean (astral or imag-
Riemaun nor Helmholtz refers to mary) geometry, notably with
the non-Euclidean geometry of Gerling; and that several con-
Lobatchev8ki or Bolyai. This is temporary mathematicians, such as
not surprising in the case of Schweikart, came very near to
Helniholtz, whose interest was Gauss's own position. Second, al-
originally not purely mathematical; ! though Riemaun, and subsequently
in fact, we may incidentally re- also Helmholtz, made use of the
mark how, in spite of his profound term "manifold" (Manni9faltig.
mathematical ability, he on various keit), it does not appear in the
occasions came into close contact course of their discussion that they
with mathematical researches of considered the space-manifold from
great originality and importance any other than a metrical point
without recognising them-e.g., of view. In fact,, the manifold be-
the researches of Grassmann and comes in their treatment a magni.
Plucker. As regards Riemann, his tude (Grösse). It is true that
paper was read before Gauss, who Riemann does refer to certain
certainly knew all about Bolyai, and geometrical relations not con-
latterly also about Lobatchevski, of nected with magnitude but only
whom he thought so highly that he with position, as being of great
proposed him as a foreign member importance. These two points
of the Göttingen Society. Gauss through which the researches of
could therefore easily have pointed Riemann and Helmholtz stand in
out to Riemann the relations of relation to other, and at the
his speculations with his own and time isolated, researches, were
those of the other mathematicians dwelt on, the first by Beltrami,
named. Since the publication of and the second by Cayley and
the latest volume of Gauss's works, Prof. Klein.
it has become evident that Gauss
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ent origin: both made use of the more general con

ception of an extended magnitude, introduced the

notion of the curvature of space by analogy with

Gauss's measure of curvature of a surface, and tried

to express in algebraical formule the general and

necessary properties of a magnitude which should form

the foundation of a geometry. The relation of these

algebraical results to those arrived at by the critical

and purely geometrical methods of Lobatchevski and

Bolyai were set out by Beltrami, who showed clearly

that three geometries of two dimensions are possible

the Euclidean, that of Lobatchevski, where the three

angles of a triangle are less than two right angles,

and a third where they are more. He showed the

analogy of the third with geometry on the sphere,

and suggested the pseudo-sphere as a surface on which

the second could be similarly represented. At the

same time he indicated the generalisation through the

algebraical formula of the conception of dimensions, and

introduced the symbolical term geometry of four or

more dimensions, as Grassmann and Cayley had done

before him.1 Through all these investigations a habit

1 The geometry of non-Euclidean
space, as well as the geometry
of four or more dimensions (both
usually comprised under the term
"non-Euclidean geometry"), can
now boast of an enormous
literature, the enumeration of
which alone would fill many
pages. A complete bibliography
up to the year 1878 is given in
vols. 1. and ii. of the American
'Journal of Mathematics' by Prof.
Bruce Haisted, who has done
much to make known to English
readers the original writings of




the pioneers in this subject.
Later publications are referred to
in Dr Victor Schiegel's papers
('Leopoldina,' xxii., 1886, Nos.
9-18): "Ueber Eutwickelung und
Stand der n-diinensionalen Ge
ometrie," &c., &c. In France
Houël published (beginning with the
year 1866) translations of memoirs
referring to this subject; in fact,
he was almost the first to draw
attention to this important modern
departure. But it is almost ex
clusively owing to the various
writings of Prof. Felix Kleiu that
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has been introduced into mathematical writings which

has not a little puzzled outsiders, and even exposed

the logically rigorous deductions of mathematicians to

the ridicule-not to say the contempt-of eminent

philosophical authorities. The complete parallelism or

correspondence of geometrical with algebraical notions

-the possibility of expressing the former with perfect

accuracy by the latter, and of retranslating the latter

into the former, and this in more than one way, accord

ing to the choice of the space element (point, line,

sphere), led to the habit of using purely geometrical pre

sentable ideas as names for algebraical relations which

had been generalised by the addition of more than

a limited number of variables. Thus the conception

of curvature, easily defined for a plane curve, and 54.
Curvature

extended by Gauss to surfaces, was, by adding a third of space.

variable in the algebraic formula, applied to space.

We are then told that it is necessary to understand

what is meant by the curvature of space, this being a

purely algebraical relation, not really presentable, but

only formed by analogy from the geometrically present

able relations of geometry on a surface. In a similar

the different points of origin of this
most recent mathematical specula
tion, which are to be found in
the mathematical literature of all
the principal nations, have been

put in the true light and brought
into connection. In fact, here,
as in several other subjects, his

publications, including his litho

graphed lectures on non-Euclidean

geometry (delivered at Gottingen,
1S93-94), serve as the best guide
through the labyrinth and contro
versies of this intricate subject.
See especially his article "Ueber




die 8o-genannte nicht-Euclidische
Geometrie" in vol. iv., 'Math. Ann.,'
1871. In this paper he connects the
independent researches of Cayley
(following Laguerre, 'Nouv. Ann.
de Math.,' 1853), who in his sixth
memoir on Quantics showed how
metrical geometry can be included
in projective geometry by refer
ring figures to a fundamental fixed
figure in space called by him the
"Absolute," with the independent
researches of Lobatchevski, Bolyal,
Riemann, and Beltrami.
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way the idea of the dimensions of space was extended,

and four and more dimensions freely spoken of when

really only a limited number is geometrically pres

entable. In the hands of mathematicians these terms

are useful, and we may discard the criticism of philo

sophers and laymen as based on misunderstanding.'

The introduction, however, into geometrical work of con

ceptions such as the infinite, the imaginary, and the

relations of hyperspace, none of which can be directly

imaged, has a psychological significance well worthy

of examination.2 It gives a deep insight into the

resources and working of the mind. We arrive at

the borderland of mathematics and philosophy.

'The most important philosophi
cal criticism of the non-Euclidean

geometry is that of Lotze, con
tained in the second book, chap.
IL, of the 'Metaphysik' (1879, p.
249, &c.) It must not be forgotten
that Lotze wrote at a time when
the novel and startling conceptions
put forward by popular writers on
the subject had been employed in
the interest of a spiritualistic philo
sophy, to the delusions of which
some even of Lotze's friends had
fallen a prey. This explains the
severity of Lotze's criticisms, which
are of the very same nature as those
he pronounced many years earlier
on similar aberrations (see 'Kleine
Schriften,' vol. iii. p. 329). Those
who are interested in following up
the subject should refer to the
writings of Friedr. Zöllner as col
lected in the four vole, of his
'Wiasenschaftliche Abhandlungen'
(Leipzig, 1878-81). They belong
to the curiosities of the philosophi.
cal and scientific literature of that
age, but can hardly claim a place in
the history of thought.2 See the remark of Cayley in his
Presidential Address (' Coil. Works,'




vol. xi. p. 434): "The notion,
which is really the fundamental
one (and I cannot too strongly
emphasise the assertion), under

lying and pervading the whole of
modern analysis and geometry, is
that of imaginary magnitude in

analysis and of imaginary space (or
space as a locus in quo of imaginary
points and figures) in geometry. I
use in each case the word imaginary
as including real. This has not
been, so far as I am aware, a subject
of philosophical discussion or in

quiry. As regards the older meta

physical writers, this would be quite
accounted for by saying that they
knew nothing, and were not bound
to know anything, about it; but at

present, and considering the
prom-inentposition which the notion

occupies-say even that the conclu
sion were that the notion belongs
to mere technical mathematics or
has reference to nonentities, in

regard to which no science is pos
sible-still it seems to me that (as
a subject of philosophical dicussiou)
the notion ought not to be thus

ignored; it shoukt at least he shown
that there is a right to ignore it."
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There exists, moreover, an analogy between the

manner in which these novel and extended ideas have

been historically introduced and the mode of reasoning

which led Sir W. R. Hamilton to the invention of a new

and extended algebra-the algebra of quaternions. This

analogy becomes evident if we study the small volume of

Hermann Hanke), which appeared about the same time

as Biemann's and Beltrami's fundamental geometrical

dissertations.

The extension of Hamilton was only possible by drop- 55.
Goneraiised

ping one of the fundamental principles of general arith- conceptions.

metie, the commutative principle of multiplication, which

is symbolically expressed by saying that a x b is equal to

b x a. By assuming that a x b is equal to - b x a, Hamil

ton founded a new general arithmetic on an apparently

paradoxical principle. Similarly Lobatchevski and Bolyai

constructed new geometries by dropping the axiom of

parallel lines. Hankel made clear the significance of the

new algebra, Riemann and Beltrami that of the new geom

etry. The practical performance anticipated and led up.

to the theoretical or philosophical exposition of the under

lying principles. But there was a third instance in

which a new science had been created by abandoning the

conventional way of looking at things. This was the

formation of a consistent body of geometrical teaching

by disregarding the metrical properties and studying

only the positional or projective properties, following

Monge and Poncelet. The two great minds who worked

out this geometry independently of the conception of

number or measurement, giving a purely geometrical

definition of distance and number, were Cayley in Eng-
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land and Von Staudt in Germany. It was reserved for

56. Prof. Felix Klein of Göttingen to show how the c1ener
Klein's
exposition. alised notions of distance introduced into geometry by

Cayley and Von Staudt opened out an understanding of

the three geometries of Euclid, of Lobatchevski, and of

Riemann.' We have to go back to the purely projective

properties of space to understand these different possi

bilities. Lobatchevski attacked the problem practically,

Riemaun analytically, Klein geometrically. Through the

labours of Klein the subject has arrived at a certain

finality. And what was still wanting after he had

written his celebrated memoir (which was approved and

' See the note on p. 714, above;
also 'Math. Ann.,' vol. iv. p. 573,
and vol. vi. p. 112. Prof. Klein
-following a usage in
mathe-maticallanguage - distinguishes
three different geometries, the

hyperbolic, the elliptic, and the

parabolic geometry, corresponding
to the possession by the straight
line at infinity of two real or two
imaginary (that is, none) or two
coincident points. The whole
matter turns upon the fact that,

although metrical relations of

figures are in general changed
by projection, there is one metri
cal relation-known in geometry
as the "anharmonic ratio" (in
German Doppclverlia2eniss)-which
in all projective transformations
remains unchanged. As this an
harmonic ratio of points or lines
can be geometrically constructed
without reference to measure
ment (Von Staudt, 'Geometrie
der Lage,' 1847 and 1857), a
method is thus found by which,

starting from a purely descriptive
property or relation, distance and
angles-i.e., metrical quantities
can be defined. Some doubts have




been expressed whether, starting
from the purely projective pro
perties of space and building up
geometry in this way (arriving at
the metrical properties by the
construction suggested by Von
Staudt), the ordinary idea of
distance and number is not tacitly
introduced from the beginning.
This may be of philosophical,
but is not of mathematical,
importance, as the main object
in the mathematical treatment is
to gain a starting. point from
which the several possible con
sistent systems of geometry can
be deduced and taken into view
together. See on this point..
intcr aiia, Cayley's remarks in
the appendix to vol. ii. of 'Col
lected Works' (p. 604 sqq.), also
Sir it. S. Ball's paper (quoted
there), and more recently the dis
cussion on the subject in Mr
Bertrand Russell's 'Essay on the
Foundations of Geometry' (1597.
p. 31, &c. ; p. 117, &c.) See
also the same author's article on
non-Euclidean Geometry in the
supplement of the 'Eucy. Brit.,
Vol. xxviii.
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commented on by Cayley) was later on supplied in con

sequence of a suggestion of his. The researches of

Riemann, and still more those of Helmholtz, had not

merely a mathematical, they had also a logical and a

psychological, meaning. Space was conceived to be a

threefold - extended manifold. There are other mani

folds besides space-such, for instance, as the threefold

extended manifold of colours. Helmholtz came from the

study of this manifold to that of space. Now the

question arises as to the conditions or data which are

necessary and sufficient for the foundations of a science

like geometry. We have seen that the axiom of parallel

lines is not required; we have also seen that the notion

of distance and number can be generalised. What other

data remain which cannot be dispensed with? Helm

holtz had attempted to answer this question. But

neither he nor Riemann had considered the possibility

of a purely projective geometry. Now it is the merit of

Prof. Klein to have seen that there exists a purely alge

braical method by which this problem can be attacked.

This is the method of groups referred to above, and 57.

applied by Sophus Lie to assemblages of continuously
Sophus Lie.

variable quantities. Klein was one of the first to recog

nise the power of this new instrument. He saw that

the space problem was a problem of transformations, the

possible motions in space forming a group with definite

elements (the different freedoms of motion) which were

continuously variable-i.e., in infinitesimal quantities

and which returned into themselves under certain well

defined conditions. They possessed, moreover, in the

maintenance of distance the alebraic property of in-0
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variance. He also expressed some doubt regarding the

logical consistency of the assumptions of Helmholtz.

Sophus Lie undertook this investigation, and thus

'brought the logical side of the labours of Riemann

and Helmholtz to a final conclusion.1 This is one of

the celebrated instances where the rigorous algebraical

methods have detected flaws in the niore intuitional or

purely geometrical process, and extended our knowledge

of hidden possibilities.

But there is yet another branch of the great science

of number, form, and interdependence, the principles

and foundations of which had been handed down from

earlier ages, where the critical and sifting process of the

nineteenth century has led to an expansion and revolu

tion of our fundamental ideas. Here also, as in so

many other directions, the movement begins with Gauss..

Hitherto I have spoken mainly of algebra or general

arithmetic, of geometry, of the connections of both in the

1 CC Lie was early made aware by
Klein and his "program" that the

space problem belonged to the

theory of groups. . . . Ever since
1880 he had been pondering over
these questions; he published his
views first in 1886 on the occasion
of the Berlin meeting of natural

philosophers. Helmholtz'a concep
tion was itself unconsciously (but
remarkably so, inasmuch as it
dates from 1868) one belonging to
the theory of groups, trying, as it
did, to characterise the groups of
the sixfold infinite motions in

space, which led to the three

geometries, in comparison with all
other groups. He did this by
fixing on the free mobility of rigid
bodies-i.e., on the existence of an
invariant between two points as




the only essential invariant. When
Lie took up this problem in prin
ciple, as one belonging to the theory
of groups, he recognised that for
our space that part of the axiom of
inonodromy was unnecessary which
added periodicity to the free mo
bility round a fixed axis.
The value of these investigations
lies mainly in this, that they permit
of our fixing for every kind of geo
metry the most appropriate system
of axioms. . . . And they justly
received in the year 1897 the first
Lobatchevski prize awarded by the
Society of Kasan" (M. Nöther,
Math. Ann.,' vol. liii. p. 38). A

lucid exposition of Lie's work will
be found in Mr B. Russell's' Essay,'
&c., p. 47 sq.
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theory of forms and functions: there remains the science

of numbers-of number in the abstract and also of the 68.
Theory of

named numbers of ordinary arithmetic. Gauss's earliest numbers.

labours were connected with this branch. Superseding

the work of Fermat, Euler, and Legendre, he produced

that great book with seven seals, the 'Disquisitiones

Arithinetice.' The seals were only gradually broken.

Lejeune Dirichiet did much in this way: others followed,

notably Prof. Dedekind, who published the lectures of

Dirichiet and added much of his own. The question

may be asked, Have we gained any new ideas about

numbers?

In this abstract inquiry we can again facilitate our

survey by distinguishing between the practical and the

purely theoretical interests which stimulated it. Look

ing at the matter as well as the formal treatment by

which it was rendered accessible, we may say Gauss not

only taught us some very remarkable new properties of

numbers-he also invented a new instrument or calculus

for their investigation. Let us consider his work and

that of his followers from these different points of view.

First, then, there were certain definite problems con

nected with the properties of numbers which had been

handed down from antiquity. Such were the division of

the circle into equal parts by a ready geometrical con

struction, the duplication of the cube, and the quad

rature of the circle or the geometrical construction

of the number ir.1 To the latter may be attached the

' See above, vol. i. p. 181, note. volume entitled 'Famous Problems
The student will find much in, in Elementary Geometry,' tranal.
teresting matter referring to these by Beman and Smith, Boston and

problems in Prof. Klein's little London, 1879. In it is also given
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properties of the number e, the basis of the Napierian or

natural logarithms, this number having been shown by

Euler to stand in a remarkable arithmetical relation to

the number w-a relation which could be very simply

expressed if one had the courage to make use of the

imaginary unit. As in the instance referred to above,

when I dealt with the problem of the solution of the

higher order of equations, so also in the case of the three

celebrated problems now under review, the, reasoning of

the mathematicians. of the nineteenth century lay largely

in proving why these problems were insoluble or in

defining those special cases in which they were soluble.

Moreover, the labours of Gauss and the class of mathe

maticians who followed or read him were directed

towards the defining and. fixing of general conceptions,

the study and elaboration of which embraced these single

problems as special cases. Prime numbers had always

been the object of special attention. Division and par-

an account of several mechanical
contrivances for the solution of
transcendental problems, or of those
where the use of the compass and
the ruler do not suffice. Although
accurate constructions with a ruler
and compass, or with either alone,
were known to the ancients only in
comparatively small numbers, ap
proximations, and sometimes very
close ones, seem to have been
known. A very interesting exam
ple is Röber'e construction of the
regular heptagon, of which we read
in the correspondence of Sir W. R.
Hamilton with De Morgan (Life of
Hamilton, by Graves, vol. iii. pp.
141, 534), and which was described
by him in the 'Phil. Mag.,' Feb
ruary 1864. The approximation to
the correctly calculated figure of




the true septisection of the circle
was so close that he could not
discover, up to the 7th decimal,
whether the error was in the direc
tion of more or less. On carrying
the calculation further, he found the
approximation to be such that a
heptagon stepped round a circle
equal in size to the equator would
reach the starting-point within 50
feet. The inventor or discoverer
of this method-Röber, an archi
tect of Dresden-supposed that it
was known to the ancient Egyptians,
and in some form or other con
nected with the plans of the temple
at Edfu, but on this point I have
obtained no information. The ques
tion is not referred to in Prof.
Cantor's 'History of Mathematics.'
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tition of numbers had been studied, and many interesting

formu1 had been found by induction, and subsequently

proved-or not proved-by a multitude of ingenious

devices. As in so many other directions of research

so also here, the genius of Gauss gave a great impetus to




Gauss's

progress by the invention of a definite calculus. and an theory of
congru-

algorithm. This invention referred to the solution of

what used to be known as indeterminate equations: to

find two or more numbers-notably integers, which obey

a certain algebraical relation. For one large class of

these problems (which already occupied the ancient

geometers), viz., those of the divisibility of one number

by another (called the modulus) with or without residue,

Gauss invented the conception and notation of a con

gruence. Two numbers are congruent if when divided

by a certain number they leave the same remainder. "It

will be seen," says Henry Smith, "that the definition of

a congruence involves only one of the most elementary

arithmetical conceptions-that of the divisibility of one

number by another. But it expresses that conception

in a form so suggestive of analysis, so easily available in

calculation and so fertile in new results, that its introduc

tion into arithmetic has proved a most important contri

bution to the progress of the science." 1
Notably the

analogy with ordinary algebraic equations and the possi

bility of transferring the properties and treatment of

these was at once evident. It became a subject of

I See Henry J. S. Smith in his pp. 38.364). It gives a very lucid

most valuable 1fieport on the account of the history of this de.

Theory of Numbers' (Brit. Assoc., partment of mathematical science

1859-65, six parts. Reprinted in up to the year 1863.
'Collected Math. Papers,' vol. i.
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interest to determine the residues of the powers of

numbers. A number is said to be a quadratic, cubic,

or biquadratic residue of another (prime) number (the

modulus) if it is possible to find a square, cube, or bi

quadratic number which is congruent with the first

number.. The theory of congruences was a new calculus:

as such it was, like the theory of determinants or of in

variants or the general theory of forms, a tactical device

for bringing order and simplicity into a vast region of

very complicated relations. Gauss himself wrote about it

late in life to Schumacher.1
CC In general the position as

regards all such new calculi is this-that one cannot

attain by them anything that could not be done without

them: the advantage, however, is, that if such a cal

culus corresponds to the innermost nature of frequent

wants, every one who assimilates it thoroughly is able

without the unconscious inspiration of genius which no

one can commando-to solve the respective problems,

yes, even to solve them mechanically in complicated

cases where genius itself becomes impotent. So it is

with the invention of algebra generally, so with the

differential calculus, so also-though in more restricted

regions-with Lagrange's calculus of variations, with

my calculus of congruences, and with Möbius's calculus.

Through such conceptions countless problems which

otherwise would remain isolated and require every time

(larger or smaller) efforts of inventive genius, are, as it

were, united into an organic whole." But a new calculus

frequently does more than this In the course of its

1 See 'Briefwechsel,' &c., vol. iv. p. 147; also Gauss's 'Werke,' vol. viii.
p. 298.
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application it may lead to a widening of ideas, to an

enlargement of views, to a removing of artificial and con

ventional barriers of thought. As I stated early in this

chapter, the attempts of Gauss to prove the fundamental

theorem of algebra, that every equation has a root,

suggested to him the necessity of introducing, complex

numbers; the development of the theory of congruences

and of residues-notably of the higher residues-con

firmed this necessity. In the year 1831, in his memoir

on biquadratic residues, he announces it as a matter of

fundamental importance. In the earlier memoir he had

treated this extension of the field of higher arithmetic

as possible, but had reserved the full exposition. And

before he redeemed this promise the necessity of doing

so had been proved by Abel and Jacobi, who had created

the theory of elliptic functions, showing that the concep

tion of a periodic function (such as the circular or

harmonic function) could be usefully extended into that

theory, if a double period-a real and an imaginary

one-were introduced. A simplification similar to that

which this bold step led to in the symbolic represen

tation of those higher transcendents, had been discovered

by Gauss to exist in the symbolical representation of

the theory of biquadratic residues which only by the

simultaneous use of the imaginary and the real unit

"presented itself in its true simplicity and beauty." In

this theory it was necessary to introduce not only a

positive and negative, but likewise a lateral system of

counting-i.e., to count not only in a line backwards and

forwards, but also sideways in two directions, as Gauss

showed very plainly in the now familiar manner. At the
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60. same time a metaphysical question presented itself-viz.,
Generalised
conception Can such an extension into more than two dimensions
of number.

be consistently and profitably carried out? Gauss had

satisfied himself that it could not; 1 but the proof of this

was only given in more recent times by Weierstrass, who

definitely founded the whole discussion of the subject on

the logical principle "that the legitimacy of introducing

a number into arithmetic depends solely on the defini-

tion of such number." And this leads me to another

extension in the region of number suggested by Gauss's

treatment, which has also become fundamental, and, in

the hands of Dirichiet, Kummer, Liouville, Dedekind,

and others, has remodelled the entire science of higher

arithmetic. It is based on the logical process of the

1 A concise history of this sub- I published by Kos8ak, has been
ject is given by Kossak in the adopted. This proof is based upon
Program referred to above, p. the condition that the product
712, note. Gauss had promised of several factors cannot disappear
to answer the question, "Why except one of its factors is equal to
the relations between things which zero. "We must, therefore, ex-
have a manifoldness of more than dude from general arithmetic corn-
two dimensions would not admit plex numbers consisting of three
of other" (than the ordinary corn- fundamental elements. This is,
plex numbers introduced by him) however, not necessary if the use of
"fundamental quantities being in- them be limited" by some special
troduced into general arithmetic?" conditions (Kossak, loc. cit., p. 27).
He never redeemed his promise. In the course of the further de-
In consequence of thi, several velopment of this matter Weier-
eminent mathematicians, notably stra8s arrives at the fundamental
Hankel, Weierstrass, and Prof. thesis "that the domain of the
Dedekind, have attempted to reply elementary operations in arith-
to this question, and to estab- metic is exhausted by addition
hsh the correctness of the im- and multiplication, including the
plied thesis according to which inverse operations of subtraction
any system of higher complex and division." "There are," says
numbers becomes superfluous and Weierstrass, "no other funda.
useless. Prof. Stolz, in the first mental operations-at least it
chapter of the second volume of is certain that no example is
his 'Aligememe Arithmetik,' gives known in analysis where, if an
an account of these several views, analytical connection exists at
which do not exactly coincide. I all, this cannot be analysed into
In general, however, the proof and reduced to those elementary
given by Weierstrase, and first operations" (p. 29).
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inversion of operations in the most general manner. In

the direct process we build up algebraical formula

called equations or forms-by a combination of addition

and multiplication. We can omit subtraction and

division, as through the use of negative quantities and

fractions these are reduced to the former. Now, given
the most general algebraical equation or form, we can

search out and define the simple factors or forms into

which it can be split up, and these factors and their pro
ducts we can take to serve as the definition of numbers.

The question then arises, What are the properties of 61.
Procest of

numbers thus inversely defined? and, secondly, Do these Inversion.

numbers exhaust or cover the whole extent of number as

it is defined by the uses of practical life? The answer

to the former question led to the introduction of complex
and subsequently of ideal numbers; the discovery by
Liouville that the latter is not the case has led

to the conception of transcendental, i.e., non-algebraic,
numbers.

The idea of generalising the conception of number, by

arguing backward from the most general forms into

which ordinary numbers can be cast by the processes of

addition and multiplication, has led to a generalised

theory of numbers. Here, again, the principal object
is the question of the divisibility of such generalised

algebraical numbers and the generalised notion of prime

numbers-i.e., of prime factors into which such num

bers can be divided. Before the general theory was

attempted by Prof. Dedekind, Kronecker, and others,

the necessity of some extension in this direction had

already been discovered by the late Prof. Kummer of
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62.Berlin when dealing with a special problem. This was
Rummer's
ideal no other than the celebrated problem of the division of
numbers.

the circle into equal parts, which had been reduced by

Gauss to an arithmetical question. Gauss had shown

that the accurate geometrical solution of this problem

depended on the solution of certain simple binomial

forms or equations. The study of such forms accord

ingly became of special interest: it necessitated the

employment of the extended notion of number called by

Gauss that of complex numbers. Now it is one of the

fundamental laws in the theory of ordinary 'numbers

that every integer can be divided only in one way into

prime numbers. This law was found to break down at a

certain point if complex numbers were admitted. Kum

mer, however, suggested that the anomaly disappeared if

we introduced along with the numbers he was dealing

with other numbers, which he termed ideal numbers

i.e., if we considered these complex factors to be divisible

into other prime factors. The law of divisibility was

thus again restored to its supreme position. These

abstract researches led to the introduction of a very

useful conception-the conception not only of generalised

numbers, but also of a system (body, corpus, or region)

of numbers;' comprising all numbers which, by the

1 The idea of a closed system
or domain of generalised numbers
has revolutionised the theory of
numbers. Originally the theory of
numbers meant only the theory of
the common integers, excluding
complex numbers. Gauss, in the
introduction to the 'Disquisitiones,'
limits the doctrine in this way.
He excludes also the arithmetical
theories which are implied in




cyclotomy-i.c., the theory of the
division of the circle; stating at
the same time that the principles
of the latter depend on theories
of higher arithmetic. This con
nection of algebraical problems
with the theory of numbers be
came still more evident in the
labours of Gauss's successors
Jacobi and Lejeune Dirichiet, anti
was surprising to them. "The
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ordinary operations of arithmetic, can be formed out of

the units or elements we start with. Thus all rational

integers form a system; we can compound them, but

also resolve them into their elements. Where we intro

duce new elements or units we only arrive at cor

rect laws if we are careful to cover the whole field or

system which is measured




by the application of the

fundamental operations of arithmetic. Throughout all

our abstract reasoning it is the fundamental operations

which remain permanent and unaltered,-a rule which,

reason for this connection is now
completely cleared up. The theory
of algebraical numbers and Gable's
'theory of equations' have their
common root in the general theory
of algebraical systems; especi
ally the theory of the system of
algebraical numbers has become
at the same time the most im

portant province of the theory of
numbers. The merit of having laid
down the first beginnings of this
theory belongs again to Gauss.
He introduced complex numbers,
he formulated and solved the

problem of transferring the
theorems of the ordinary theory
of numbers, above all, the pro
perties of divisibility and the re
lation of congruence, to these

complex numbers. Through the

systematic and general develop
ment of this idea,-based upon the

far-reaching ideas of Kuinmer,
Dedekind and Kronecker suc
ceeded in establishing the modern
theory of the system of algebraical
numbers" (Prof. Hubert in the

preface to his "Theorie der Alge
braischeu Zahlkörper," 'Bericht der
Math. Ver.,' vol. iv. p. 3). In the
further course of his remarks Prof.
Hubert refers to the intimate con
nection in which this general or

analytical theory of numbers
stands with other regions of




modern mathematical science, not
ably the theory of functions. "We
thus see," he says, "how arith
metic, the queen of mathematical
science, has conquered large do
mains and has assumed the leader
ship. That this was not done
earlier and more completely, seems
to me to depend on the fact
that the theory of numbers has
only in quite recent times arrived
at maturity." He mentions the
spasmodic character which even
under the bands of Gauss the
progress of the science exhibited,
and says that this was characteristic
of the infancy of the science, which
has only in recent times entered
on a certain and continuous de
velopment through the systematic
construction of the theory in ques
tion. This systematic treatment
was given for the first time in the
last supplement to Dedekinci's edi
tion of Dirichiet's lectures (1894,
4th ed., p. 134). A very clear
account will also be found in Prof.
H. Weber's 'Lehrbuch der Algebra'
(vol. ii., 1896, p. 487, &c.) He
refers (p. 494) to the different
treatment which the subject has
received at the hands of its two
principal representatives-Prof.
Dedekind (1871 onwards) and Kron.
ecker (1S8)-and tries to show
the connection of the two methods.
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as we saw above, was vaguely foreshadowed by Peacock,

and expressly placed at the head of all mathematical

reasoning by Hermann Hankel. In passing it may also

be observed how the notion of a system of algebraical

numbers, which belong together as generated in certain

defined ways, prepares us for the introduction of that

general theory of groups which is destined to bring order

and unity into a very large section of scattered mathe

matical reasoning. The great importance of this aspect

is clearly and comprehensively brought out in Prof. H.

63. Weber's Algebra. Nothing could better convince us of
Modern
algebra. the great change which has come over mathematical

thought in the latter half of the nineteenth century

than a comparison of Prof. Weber's Algebra with stand

ard works on this subject published a generation earlier.

I have shown how the definition of algebraical

numbers has led to an extension and generalisation of

the conception of number. Another question simultane

ously presented itself, Does this extension cover the

whole field of numbers as we practically use them in

ordinary life? The reply is in the negative. Practice

64. is richer than theory. Nor is it difficult to assign
Algebraical
and trans. the reason of this. Numbering is a process carried on
cendental
numbers. in practical life for two distinct purposes, which we

distinguish by the terms counting and measuring. Num

bering must be made subservient to the purpose of

measuring. Thus difficulties arising out of this use of

numbers for measuring purposes presented themselves

early in the development of geometry in what are called

the incommensurable quantities: taking the side of a

square as ten, what is the number which measures the
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diagonal? Assume that we prolong the side of the square

indefinitely, we have a clear conception of the position

of the numbers 15, 20, 30, &c.; but what is the exact

number corresponding to the length of the diagonal?

This led to the invention of irrational numbers: it

became evident that by introducing the square root of

the number 2 we could accurately express the desired

number by an algebraical operation. But there are

other definite measuremerds in practical geometry which

do not present themselves in the form of straight lines,,

such as the circumference of a circle with a given radius.

Can they, like irrational quantities, be expressed by

definite algebraical operations? Practice had early in

vented methods for finding such numbers by enclosing

them within narrower and narrower limits; and an

arithmetical algorithm, the decimal fraction, was in

vented which expressed the process in a compact and

easily intelligible form. Among these decimal fractions

there were those which were infinite-the first instances

of infinite series-progressing by a clearly defined rule

of succession of terms; others there were which did not

show a rule of succession that could be easily grasped.

Much time was spent in devising methods for calculat

ing and writing down, e.g., the decimals of the numbers

7V and e.1

It will be seen from this very cursory reference to

the practical elements of mathematical thought how

the ideas or mental factors which we deal with and

1 The transcendent nature of the simplified. A lucid statement will
numbers e and 'T was first proved be found in Klein's 'Famous

by Hermite and Prof. Lindemann. Problem,' p. 49 sçfl.
The proofs have been gradually
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string together in mathematical reasoning are derived

from various and heterogeneous sources. We begin

65. with counting, then we introduce measuring; in both
Counting
and cases we have definite elements or units which may
measuring.




serve to express order or quantity or both, and we

have definite conventional operations; then we have

symbols which may denote order or quantity or oper

ation. With these devices we perform on paper

certain changes, and we get accustomed to use in

discriminately these heterogeneous conceptions, arith

metical, geometrical, algebraical-nay, even dynamical, as

when Newton introduced the conception of a flow or

fluxion. As mathematics is an instrument for the

purpose of solving practical problems, skill in al

ternately and promiscuously using these incongruous

methods goes a very long way. Geometrical, mechan

ical evidence helps frequently where pure logic comes

to a standstill, and pure logic must help and correct

where apparent evidence might deceive us. Mathe

matics and science generally have always progressed

by this alternate use of heterogeneous devices, and

will probably always do so. The straight line of pure

logic has but very meagre resources, and resourcefulness

is the soul of all progress. But though this may be

so in practice, there are two other interests which govern

scientific reasoning. There is the love of consistency and

accuracy, and of clean and transparent, as distinguished

from muddled and scamped, work. The latter leads

inevitably into serious errors and paradoxes, as the

great mathematicians, Gauss, Cauchy, Abel, pointed out

early in the century. Mathematics then frequently
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exhibited the slovenliness of a man who talks at the

same time in more than one language, because he is

too negligent to arrange his thoughts clearly. Then

there come in the demands of the teacher who has

to introduce abstract and difficult subjects in a clear,

consistent, and simple manner, taking heed that with

the elements he does not introduce the sources of

future error. The same interest that led in ancient

times to the composition of the Elements of Euclid has

led, in the higher education of the nineteenth century,

beginning with the École Polytechniqiie and ending with

Weierstrass's famous courses of lectures at Berlin, to

a revision and recasting of the whole elementary frame

work of mathematics. In the mean time the resource

fulness in applied mathematical thought which ever

since the age of Newton has characterised the in

dividual research of this country, has opened out new

vistas and afforded much material for critical siftings

and strict definitions. Both qualities were united in

the great mind of Gauss with a regrettable absence of

the love of teaching and the communicative faculty.

Like Newton's 'Principia,' his greatest works will

always remain great storehouses of thought; while his

unpublished remains might be compared to the Queries

appended to the 'Opticks' and to the 'Portsmouth

Papers.'

Several eminent mathematicians in France, Germany,

and Italy have been for many years' working at the

1 The literature of this sub- publications, which created an

ject has been rapidly increasing epoch: R. Dedekind, 'Stetigkeit
since the year 1872, -the ap. und irrationale Zahlen' (Braunsch.
proximate date of the following weig, 1872); E. Heine, "Die
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clearer enunciation of the fundamental conceptions of

the science, and though the ways in which they

approach the subject are different, a general consensus

seems to be within view as to the elementary definitions.

The main difficulty lies in the introduction into pure

arithmetic of the ideas which are forced upon us when

Elemente der Functionenlehre"
('Journal für Mathematik,' vol.
lxxiv. p. 172, 1872). This paper
refers both to Weierstrass's and
Cantor's theories; H. Kossak, in
the pamphlet referred to above

(p. 712, note). This contains the

principles of Weleratrasa's theory;
0. H. Mray, 'Nouveau Pr6cis
d'Analyse infinit4simale' (Paris,
1872). The first comprehensive
publication of Georg Cantor be

longs to the year 1883, 'Grund

lagen einer aligetneinen Mannig
faltigkeitslehre' (Leipzig, Teub
ner). It was preceded by various
articles in the 'Journal für Mathe
matik,' vol. lxxvii. p. 257, vol.
lxxxiv. p. 82, and 'Math. Anti.,'
vol. xv. p. 1, in which he had in
troduced and defined several of the
terms and conceptions that have
since become generally accepted in

writings on this subject. These
earlier publications, by-or refer

ring to-the pioneers in this new

province of mathematical thought,
were followed by a number of
further, expositions by Cantor,
Dedekind, and Weierstrass. The
principal writings of Cantor have
been republished in the 'Acts
Mathematica,' vol. ii. Prof. Dede
kind published in the year 1888 an

important pamphlet, 'Was sind
und was sollen die Zahlen,' and has

incorporated many of the results of
his researches in his later editions
of Dirichiet's 'Lectures'; whilst the
lines of reasoning peculiar to Weier.




strass have become better known

through the writings of his pupils
and the collected edition of his
mathematical works which is now
in progress. A complete biblio

graphy is given in three important
articles in vol. i. of the German
'Math. Eucyc.' by Profs. Schu
bert (p. 1, &c.), Pringheim (p.
48, &c.), and Schönflies (p. 184,

&c.) Important works, giving a

summary and analysis of these
various researches, now exist in
the mathematical and philosophical
literature of France, Germany,
Italy, and England. Like the non
Euclidean geometry, the subject
has attracted considerable atten
tion also outside purely mathe
matical circles. Notably Cantor's
writings have been exhaustively
dealt with from a philosophical
point of view-in Germany by
Walter Brix (Wundt's 'Philoso

phische Studien,' vol. v. p. 632,
vol. vi. pp. 104 and 261), and by
B. Kerry, 'System einer Theorie
der Grenz-begriffe' (Leipzig unci
Wien, 1890); in France by M.
Louis Couturat, 'De l'Iufini ma

thématique' (Paris, 1896); and

latterly in this country by Mr
Bertrand Russell, 'The Principles
of Mathematics,' vol. i. (Cambridge,
1903). Italian mathematicians have
also dealt largely with the subject,
notably G. Peano, who published
an important work, 'Arithmetices

principia nova methodo exposita'
(Turin, 1889).
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we apply the counting process to the needs of geometry

and physics. We are here confronted with notions

which require to be arithmetically defined - the in

finite arid the continuous. The same notions at the

beginning of the century attracted the attention of

eminent analysts like Cauchy. It is now clear, thanks

to the labours of Prof. Georg Cantor of Halle, that 68.
Georg Can-

for mathematical purposes we must distinguish between rheory
of the

the indefinitely great and the actually infinite in the
t?nsfinite.

sense of the transfinite. To deal with the actually

infinite, as distinguished from the immeasurably or

indefinitely great, we have to introduce new notions and

a new vocabulary. For instance, in dealing with infinite

aggregates, the proposition that the part is always less

than the whole is not true. Infinities, indeed, differ,

but not according to the idea of greater and smaller, of

more or less, but according to their order, grade, or

power (in German Mächtigkeit). Two infinities are

equal, or of the same power, if we can bring them into

a one-to-one correspondence. Prof. Cantor has shown

that the extended range of numbers termed algebraic

have the same power as the series of ordinary integers

one, two, three, &c.-because we can establish a one-to

one correspondence between the two series-i.e., we can

count them. He has further shown that if we suppose

all numbers arranged in a straight line, then in any

portion of this line, however small, there is an infinite

number of points which do not belong to a countable or

enumerable multitude. Thus the continuum of numeri

cal values is not countable-it belongs to a different
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grade of infinity; it has a higher, perhaps the second,

power."

In all these, and in many similar investigations, a

conception has gradually emerged which was foreign to

older mathematics, but which plays a great and useful

part in modern mathematical thought. Older mathe

matics, ever since the introduction of general arithmetic

or algebra, centred in the conception of equality and in

the solution of equations. Everything was reduced to

magnitude. But there are other relations besides those

of magnitude, of more or less. Often in practical pur

suits, if we cannot find a counterpart or write down

an exact numerical equation, we can gain information

67. by a correspondence. This conception of correspondence
esond-

plays a great part in modern mathematics. It is the

fundamental notion in the science of order as dis

tinguished from the science of magnitude. If older

mathematics were mostly dominated by the needs of

mensuration, modern mathematics are dominated by the

conception of order and arrangement. It may be that

this tendency of thought or direction of reasoning goes

hand in hand with the modern discovery in physics,

that the changes in nature depend not only or not so

much on the quantity of mass and energy as on their

distribution or arrangement.

With these reflections we touch the limits of mathe-

1 A summary of Prof. Cantor's
work is given by Prof. Schönfiies
in the 'Encykiop. Math. Wise.,'
vol. i. p. 184 sqq. The importance
of accurate definitions and distinc
tions regarding the infinite and
the continuous is dwelt on and




the different recent theories set
forth in a very lucid address to
the London Math. Society by Prof.
Hobson, "On the Infinite and In
finitesimal in Mathematical Analy
sis," November 1902.
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matical thought and enter the region of metaphysics.

Like other lines of reasoning which have occupied us

in former chapters, the exact and rigid definitions and

deductions of arithmetic and geometry lead us up to

that other large department of our subject-philosophic

thought. Many eminent mathematicians of recent years

have noticed this tendency, and have urged the mutual

help which arithmetic and geometry on this side, logic

and psychology on that, may derive from each other.

The names of Helrnholtz, Georg Cantor, and Dede

kind in Germany; of M. Tannery and M. Poincaré in

France; of Peano and Veronese in Italy, stand prom

inently forward abroad; while England can boast of hay

ing cultivated, much earlier, by the hands of De Morgan

and Boole, a portion at least of this borderland, and of

having in recent years taken up the subject again in

an original and independent manner.1 Cayley, in his

address to the British Association in 1883, has said:

Mathematics connect themselves on the one side with

common life and the physical sciences; on the other

I refer to the important but
unfinished works of Mr Whitehead
Oil 'Universal Algebra' (vol. i.,
1898), and of Mr Bertrand Rue,--ell
on 'The Principles of Mathematics'
(vol. i., 1903). I must defer a
more detailed appreciation of these
and other writings of this class,
such as those of the late Prof.
Ernst Schröder ('Algebra der

Logik,' 3 vole., 1890-95) and of
Prof. Gottlob Frege (see an
account of his writings in the

appendix to Mr Russell's 'Prin

ciples'). They belong largely to
a department of philosophical
thought which may be termed




"the Philosophy of the. Exact
Sciences." This deals with two
great questions-the logical found
ations of scientific reasoning, and
the general outcome and import
ance of scientific thought, not for
technical purposes, but in the
great edifice of human thought
which we may term Philosophy.
It deals with what has been
called "the Creed of Science"
and its value. Stanley Jevons
and Prof. Karl Pearson in this
country, Prof. Mach in Germany,
and M. Poincar in France, have
treated the philosophy of science
in one or both of these aspects.
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side with philosophy in regard to our notions of space

and time, and in the questions which have arisen as

to the universality and necessity of the truths of

mathematics and the foundation of our knowledge of

them"; and he subsequently refers specially to the

"notion which is really the fundamental one under

lying and pervading the whole of modern analysis and

geometry," meaning the complex magnitude, as deserv

ing to be specially discussed by philosophers. Be

ginnings of the philosophical treatment of this and

other questions indeed exist. The questions are still

sub judice, and the historian can merely refer to their

existence and importance.

There is, however, one controversy which has arisen

out of these and similar speculations, and out of the

desire to bring unity and consistency into the funda

mental notions of elementary as well as higher mathe

matics, which deserves to be specially mentioned, because

it occupies a prominent place in foreign literature, hav

ing given rise to a special term, and thus commanding

more general attention. Prof. Klein of Gottiugen, under

whose master-hand many abstract and obscure subjects

have become plain and transparent, has prominently

brought the subject before the scientific public in a

68. recent address.1 I refer to the tendency represented

ingtendeucy in its extreme form by the late Prof. Xronecker of
in mathe
matics. Berlin, to reduce all mathematical conceptions to the

fundamental arithmetical operations with integral ii urn

bers, banishing not only all geometrical and dynamical

conceptions, such as those of continuity and flow, but

' 'tJeber Arithmetisirung der Mat.hematik' (Gottiugeu1 1895).
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also such apparently algebraical notions as those of

irrational and complex quantities. This attempt is an

outcome of the school of Weierstrass, which has done

so much to banish vagueness and introduce precision

into modern text-books.

Opposed to this so-called arithmetising' tendency is

the equally emphatic view, strongly urged by the late

Prof. Paul Du Bois-Reymond in his general theory of

Functions, that the separation of the operations of

counting and measuring is impossible, and, if it were

possible (as, since the publication of his work, the fuller

expositions of Kronecker and his followers have tried to

show that it is), would degrade mathematics to a mere

play with symbols.' He tries to show that such is philo

sophically impossible, and finds a support for his view in

the historical genesis of the idea of irrational numbers in

the incommensurable magnitudes of Euclid and ancient

geometry. Prof. Klein in his address favours the

arithmetical tendency as destined to introduce logical

1 The term seems to have been
coined by Kronecker. See Prof.
Pringsheim in the 'Encykiop.
Math. W'iss.,' vol. i. p. 58, note 40. i
Eronecker's position is set forth
in Journal für Math., vol. ci. pp.
337-355, 1887.

"The separation of the con

ception of number and of the

analytical symbols from the con

ception of magnitude would reduce

analysis to a mere formal and
literal skeleton. It would degrade
this science, which in truth is a
natural science, although it only I
adinitR the most general properties
of what we perceive into the domain I
of its researches ultimately to the
rank of a were play with syinbol,
wherein arbitrary meanings would




be attached to the signs as if they
were the figures on the chessboard
or on playing-cards. Howeveramus
ing such a play might be, nay,
however useful for analytical pur
poses the solution would be of the
problem,-to follow up the rules of
the signs which emanated from the
conception of magnitude into their
last formal consequences,-such a
literal mathematics would soon
exhaust itself in fruitless efforts;
whereas the science which Gauss
called with so much truth the
science of magnitude possesses an
inexhaustible source of new ma
terial in the ever-increasing field
of actual perceptions," &c., &c.
('Ailgemeine Functionen-Theorie,'
1882, p. 54).
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precision and consistency into the foundations of mathe

matics, and everywhere to further. the very necessary

process of critical sifting; but he denies that pure

logic can do all, and points to the valuable assistance

and suggestive power of geometrical construction and

representation.' Most of my readers will no doubt

agree with this view. Indeed the perusal of the fore

going chapters must have produced on their minds the

conviction that, so far as the advance of science and also

of mathematics is concerned, it largely depends upon

the introduction of different aspects leading to different

courses of reasoning. The unification of all of these

into one consistent and uncontradictory scheme, though

it remains a pious hope and far-off ideal, has not been

the prominent work of the nineteenth century. Rather,

wherever it has been attempted it has had a narrowing

effect, and has resulted in a distinct curtailment of the

great and increasing resources of Scientific Thought.

Prof. Klein summarises the

opinion which he holds as to the

present task of mathematical
science as follows : "Whilst I

everywhere demand the fullest

logical elaboration, I at the same
time emphasise that pari passu
with it the intuitive representation
of the subject should be furthered
in every possible manner. Mathe
matical developments which have
their origin in intuition cannot
count as a firm possession of science
unless they have been reduced to a
strict logical form. On the other
side, the abstract statement of
logical relations cannot satisfy us
until their importance for every




form of representation has been

clearly demonstrated, so that we

recognise the manifold connections
in which the logical scheme stands
to other departments of knowledge
according to the field of application
which we select. I compare mathe.
matical science to a tree which
stretches its roots ever deeper into
the soil, and at the same time
expands its branches freely up
wards. Are we to consider the
root or the branches as the more
important part? The botanist will

I tell us that the question is wrongly
put, and that the life of an organ
istn consists in the interaction ot
its various parts

"
(be. cit., p. 91).



RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT.

IN the foregoing chapters I have attempted to set forth

the chief conceptions which are contained in the scien

tific literature of the nineteenth century. Upon these

the scientific work of that period has been founded or

they are the results to which its scientific reasoning

has led. The most important outcome of the scientific

work of the century does not lie in the region of

thought, but rather in that of practical application;

and this I have only incidentally referred to. Only

in so far as it has reacted upon scientific thought, sug

gesting or modifying scientific ideas, has it been necessary

to allude to it.

My readers who have so far accompanied me may be

struck by one feature which, indeed, is characteristic

of scientific thought. Our survey has presented such

thought as broken up into a series of different aspects;

and although certain connections between these aspects

have been occasionally pointed out, no attempt has been

made to combine them into one comprehensive or united

view. The reason for this is to be found in the nature

of scientific thought itself, which, proceeding by a definite

method, starts from the great variety of phenomena which

surround us in time and space ; the only assumption
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which science is obliged to make being the inevitable

one that Nature is intelligible to the human mind, which

is the same as saying that we must assume the existence
Order and
Unity. of some kind of Order.

There exists, indeed, in the human mind a further

demand, which may be defined by saying that the con

ception of order in Nature or of its intelligibility should

not be held merely as a formal iteration, but should be

expressed as a highest Unity by some term which conveys

to our minds something more than the idea of an empty

form. From this demand there have further arisen at

all times various attempts to give expression to the

ideas of unity, of simplicity, and of the significance of

the whole scheme of existence which we call Nature.

Such attempts do not form part of purely scientific

thought. They are speculations for which those prin

ciples of science that are capable of exact enunciation

do not suffice. They have, indeed, frequently appeared in

the literature of the nineteenth century. But although

there are isolated cases where scientific authorities of the

first order have indulged in them, such authorities have,

as a rule, shown an increasing reluctance to deal with

fundamental questions or with principles which extend

beyond the limits of scientific thought. We have no

examples in the nineteenth century of such intellects as

those of Leibniz or Newton. However different these

two great thinkers of an earlier age may have been, they

had this in common, that for them the scientific and the

religious aspects were not only equally important., huts

equally occupied their attention. The characteristic

difference was that Leibniz apparently strove after a
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unification of scientific and religious reasoning, frequently
to the disadvantage of both, whereas Newton kept them

so distinctly apart that his immortal scientific works

can be studied without any reference whatever to his

theological writings.

The two positions represented by these two great

men-namely, the attempt on the one side to unify

or combine the scientific and the religious aspects, and

on the other to keep them apart or contrast them

have, indeed, been adopted by many thinkers in the

course of our period; but an attempt to do justice to

such problems has been more usually considered the

duty of philosophy par excellence. In the rare instances

in which scientific authorities of the first order have

ventured upon a solution of these problems, they have

stepped outside of the limits of scientific reasoning;

having, as it were, attempted to occupy the more

impartial if not more elevated position of judges who

assign to scientific reasoning its position and its value in

the connected whole of human thought and interests.1

Consistently with the division of thought which

underlies the present history, and which has been

explained in the third part of the Introduction, I

relecrate the exposition of such theories to the second 2.

part of this work, which deals with philosophical thought. cal prob-
lems.

The fact that in the course of the nineteenth cen

tury there have still appeared scientific thinkers who

have not only attacked special scientific problems, but

also the great universal world-problem, may well be

I Examples of this will be found mond, and of Gustav Theodor
in the writings of André Marie Fechner.
Ampere, of Emil Du Bois-Rey-
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noted as a connection, a bond of union, between those

two great realms of systematic thought which, for the

sake of convenience, I have kept apart in this historical

survey.

There are other features in the scientific thought

of the period, as it has become known to us, which

naturally lead up to a different treatment from that

which is peculiar to science. In almost every instance,

in following up the various aspects of scientific thought,

I have had to show how they have brought us to

problems which cannot be solved by the means which

we call scientific or exact; and in many instances I

have shown how the foremost scientific thinkers them

selves have been led up to inquiries which they have

variously termed philosophical, metaphysical, logical, or

psychological. Such has notably been the case with

the ultimate conceptions of the atomic theory, of the

doctrine of energy, and, still more, with the concep

tions which underlie the scientific treatment of the

phenomena of life and consciousness. The further we

have advanced from the simple mechanical conceptions

of motion and inertia or mass, into the phenomena

of the actual world of natural objects which exhibit

order, development, purpose, and consciousness, the

more we have been obliged to make use of terms

not capable of being defined by the simple categories of

exact or mathematical thought; and with whatever

zeal some of the foremost thinkers have in the course

of the century attempted to express these more indefinite

conceptions in terms of mechanical science, they have

only partially succeeded, and have certainly failed in
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banishing them from the scientific vocabulary. Such

conceptions have always crept in again, proving that

they are indispensable even to the purely scientific

comprehension or description of natural objects, or of

nature as a whole.

It is not surprising, therefore, that an independent

examination of the ultimate conceptions which science

makes use of, or which it evolves, should have been a

task which has occupied some of the greatest intellects

of our period, and that the problem arising from this

should form a fitting transition from the purely scientific

to the philosophical portion of this history.

Now, if we try to characterise in the briefest possible

manner the general problems which scientific thought as

a whole has definitely formulated and placed before the

philosophical thinker, there are two words which stand

out prominently as indicating the two grand and com

plementary conceptions which either underlie all scien

tific inquiry or result from it. The first of these has

already been stated. We saw that exact or scientific

thought assumes that there exists in Nature an in

telligible ORDER. The closer definition of this order in

the so-called laws of the cosmos has to be ascertained

by experience, and has been the subject of the fore

going narrative. The subject which remains for phil

osophical discussion is not any special form of order,

but the fact that any kind of order exists at all, and

that it is accessible to the human intellect. Clearly

this is a question which affects Nature, the object, as

much as the human Intellect, the subject.

But if the idea of Order underlies all scientific thought,
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standing as it were at the entrance of scientific reason

ing, there is another idea which stands at the end of all

s. scientific thought. This is the idea of UNITY in its
Individu"
ality. most impressive form as Individuality. It remains over

as an ultimate empirical fact to which scientific reason

ing advances, of equal importance with order.

These two conceptions of Order and Individuality

likewise govern the two great divisions under which

scientific thought has been studied by us-Physics and

Biology. After reviewing in the first three chapters

the characteristic attitudes taken up by the three lead

ing nations in scientific thought, 1 entered upon the

four abstract conceptions-namely, Attraction, Atom

ism, Kinetics, and Energy-which are capable of strict

mathematical definition, and which form the skeleton

or framework around or in which the sciences of

Astronomy, Dynamics, Physics, and Chemistry have

arranged their various doctrines. They serve together
to define more precisely the conception of the general

order of things, appropriately termed the Cosmos. In

the four chapters following upon these I dealt with

the different conceptions under which a comprehension,

not so much of the general order as of the special events

and things of our world, has been gained. These con

ceptions, referring to the actual forms, the history, the

life and soul of things natural, have been likewise

dealt with in four chapters. On them the physics
of the universe and of our earth, the sciences dealing
with the organised and animated creations, have been

built up. Beginning with a special kind of order

namely, that indicated by external figure-these sciences
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have advanced through the study of the changes of figure
to an increasing appreciation of an underlying unity.
In many of the organs of living creatures the unity
seems to lie outside the organs themselves, as the unity
of a machine which exists in the design of the maker

adapting it to a certain purpose; whereas in the ani

mated world it seems to he inside the objects of Nature.

The sciences of life have accordingly forced upon us

more and more the conception not only of orderly

arrangement, but also of a unifying principle
- that

is, Individuality.

These two conceptions of Order and Individuality are

as little new as are the various conceptions of purely

scientific thought, most of which, as has been shown,

have been handed down to us from earlier times. They
have accordingly been defined and studied by phil

osophers from antiquity. The various positions which

thinkers have taken up with regard to them during the

nineteenth century have, however, been characteristic

of the age, and have been very largely influenced

by the conceptions of Order and Unity which science

itself has elaborated. In this connection it is of

importance to note that the idea of Order or

arrangement has only within the nineteenth century
met with a comprehensive mathematical treatment; and,

so far as that of Unity is concerned, it can also he

said that the mathematical sciences have in the course

of the nineteenth century for the first time approached

the analysis of the allied idea of Continuity, which

indeed plays an increasingly important part in many

scientific theories. It may even be held that the
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scientific mind advances from the idea of Order or

arrangement to that of Unity through the idea of

Continuity.

If, however, these highest conceptions had been intro

duced to us by scientific thought in the form only

of limiting ideas or highest abstractions, it is doubt

ful whether the special discussion of them would have

attracted so much attention or occupied so many

minds as has actually been the case. In many in

stances we found it to be quite sufficient for the pur

poses of science that fundamental principles should

be dogmatically asserted, and that their usefulness

should be the only proof of their correctness. If

no other interest attached to the conceptions of order

and unity than attaches, for instance, to the ultimate

principles of dynamics, to at,omism, or to the axioms

of geometry, the number of persons who take up

these refined studies would probably be exceedingly

small. The reason why the conceptions of order, unity,

and individuality have received so much attention lies

in this, that they have not only a logical meaning as

instruments of thought, but also, as the words them

4. selves indicate, a practical meaning, being bound up
Practical

0

interests with the highest ethical and esthetical, as well as with
attaching t

and our social and religious, interests. The word order iiieaus

something more than arrangement when we speak of the

social or moral order; the word unity is more than an

arithmetical conception when we speak of the unity of

action or of purpose, or the unity of design in art the

word individuality acquires a higher meaning in the

term personality. Those thinkers who in the iiine-
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teenth century, as well as in former ages, have dealt

exhaustively with these the most abstract and highest

conceptions of which hi.unan thought is capable, have

not been, or have only very rarely been, led to their in

quiries from the side of purely scientific interests; they

have approached them with a full appreciation of the

great moral and religious interests which lie hidden in

the deeper significance which we attach to the words.

In starting, therefore, on the survey of philosophical

thought, it would be quite inadequate to take scientific

ideas as a suitable introduction. Whatever future ages

may bring, the philosophy of the nineteenth century has

certainly not been exclusively, or even pre-eminently,

scientific or exact. If philosophy has assumed the name

of a science, it has done so in that larger sense of the

word which, as we have seen, is peculiar to the Ger

man language. In this connection scientific treatment

means simply methodical treatment, whereas there is an

increasing tendency in many circles to identify the word

science with exact mathematical or positive treatment.

The exact treatment of philosophical problems, such as

has been attempted but only very partially carried out

in the systems of Auguste Comte in France and of

Herbert Spencer in England, belongs althost entirely to

a later part of that century, and forms, even then, only
one side of its large philosophical literature. Philo

sophical thought had a brilliant history in the earlier

part of the century before the ideas of Positivism or

of modern Evolution were much thought of. It will

therefore be necessary in any account of philosophical

thought to ascertain and clearly define the positions.
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occupied by the great thinkers who governed and

revolutionised the thought of earlier generations before

the great generalisations of science, notably those con

nected with the ideas of energy and the theory of descent,

could have had any influence whatever. Though the

latter have acquired in recent times a great, perhaps

an undue, importance, it will only be after becoming

acquainted with an earlier and different phase of philo

sophic thought that we shall have once more to return

to those conceptions and trains of reasoning which must

be uppermost in the mind of the writer as well as of the

reader of the foregoing chapters.

5. But in starting on the historical account of an en-
The geo.
graphical tire.ly different realm of thought, I shall not only have

phUosophle




to ask my readers to enter into a new circle of ideas,

which for a long time during the course of the nineteenth

century lay entirely outside of that circle of ideas with

which we have become acquainted so far; we shall be

assisted also by finding an entirely different geographical

centre from which these ideas emanated. It has been

repeatedly pointed out that the great volume of scientific

thought with which we have hitherto been occupied,

emanated in the latter part of the eighteenth century

from the French capital; and in the course of narration

I have had to go back almost in every single instance

to the foundations laid in French scientific literature.

I shall now have to invite my readers to give their

attention to the peculiar features which were charac

teristic not of French but of German literature at

the. end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the

nineteenth century.
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The centre of philosophical thought during the first

half of the nineteenth century lay as much in Germany

as the centre of scientific thought lay, somewhat earlier,

in France. It is true that in both cases, if we trace

the movement a little further back, we come upon the

powerful influences of English thought. Newton can

be considered as marking the beginning of the modern

era of scientific thought; Locke can be looked upon

as having infused into philosophic thought much of

its modern spirit. But though this must be conceded

to a large extent, it must also be admitted that

the scientific thought of the nineteenth century for

a long time received its special colouring through

the influence of the French mathematicians and

naturalists, with Laplace and Cuvier as their most

illustrious representatives; while philosophical thought

for a long time received its specific colouring from

the idealistic movement which began with Kant and

culminated in Hegel. And although it was again

the specific influence of English thought which in

the latter part of the nineteenth century diverted

alike scientific and philosophical thought from the

channels in which they ran during the first half

of the century, we have only very partially emanci

pated ourselves from the overwhelming influence which

the conceptions of the idealistic school of German

philosophy have had upon the deeper philosophical

thought of all three nations alike. The features

peculiar to that period are still strongly marked on

the philosophical countenance of the age: neither the

lights nor the shadows thrown by the great luniin-
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aries which appeared on the philosophical horizon of

Germany a century ago have as yet died away.

It will be the object of the second part of this work

to trace in more detail this powerful influence, to define

more clearly wherein it consisted, and to discover to

what extent it still survives or is mingled with other

influences, among which that which we have studied

exclusively in the first part of this history will prove

to have been one of the most important.
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Abbe, Ernst, improvements in the
microscope, ii. 228, 229.

Abbe, Prof. Cleveland, method of least
squares, ii. 576.

Abel, N.-H., memoir by Bjerknes cited,
i. 184; investigations of, 185; and
Crelle, 186; on Gauss, ii. 637; his
'Life' by B.jerkne, lb.: on Cauchy,
637; on convergency, 646; his pion
eering work, 648; his relation to
Jacobi and Legendre, ib.; Sylow's
memorial of, 649; his addition the.
ortn, 649; 657; theory of equations,
61, 686, 690, 692, 693, 695, 704, 732.

Abélard, i. 74.
Abraham, M., 'Geometrische Grund.

begriffe,' ii. 73.
Abria, experiments with vacuum tubes,

ii. 190.
Absolute, the, Cayley on, ii. 715.
Abstraction, process of, ii. '201.
Academic culture in France, i. 134.
Academic de Chirurgie, 1. 107.
Académie des Sciences, i. 107.
AcadCmie des Sciences morales et p01.

itiques, i. 145.
Academies, provincial, in France, i.

107.
Academy of Saxony founded, i. 100.
Academy of St Petersburg founded,

i. 100.
Academy of Vienna founded, i. 100.
Academy. Paris, organisation and co

operation of members of, i. 99.
Achenhach, i. 165.
Acheuwall, Gottfriecl, the "father" of

statistics, ii. 555.
Acland, Sir Thomas Dyke, 'Chemistry
of Farming,' i. 285.

Acoustics, ii. 12, 48:'.




Adams discovers Neptune, i. 277; lunar
theory, 329.

Adare, Count, i. 106.
Adrian, law of error, ii. 576.
Etiology, Huxley's definition of, i. 194.
Affinity, chemical, neglect of the study

of, i. 420; chemical, ii. 157, 267.
Agassiz on fossil fishes, ii. 257; "Essay
on Classification,' 349.

Agnosticism, ii. 326.
Airy and Uerschel, article in 'En
cyclopndia Metropolitana,' 1. 236.

Airy, Sir (eorge Biddell, worked in har
mony with the Analytical Society,
1. 271 ; the discovery of Neptune,
277; measurement of an are of
parallel, 32; calculus of probabili
ties, 325; Tides, 330.

Akin, ii. 107.
ALbrecht, Eueu, 'Vorfragen der Bio

logie,' ii. 463.
Alexander the Great, Napoleon com
pared with, i. 153.

Alexander VI., Pope, and the Univer
sity of Aberdeen, i. 268.

Alison, W. P., i. 272.
Allen, Grant, monograph on Darwin
quoted, ii. 607 ; on "pangeuesis,"
610.

Aitmanu, theory of "bioblast.s," ii. 427,
444.

America, influence of, only touched
upon, i. 14 ; declaration of Independ
ence, 78.

Aniici, embryological studies, ii. 227 ;
improvements in microscope, 228;
230, 261.

Amp re, A. M., on electro-magnetism,
i. 92; "mechanical theory of gases,"
310; 313; electric currents, 347, 367;
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develops astronomical view of na
ture, 366; 368, 370, 371 ; import
ance of his discoveries, 372; chem
ical discovery of, 408; Avogadro's
hypothesis, 427; 'Essal stir la Phil
osophie des Sciences,' ii. 5, 205
requested Fresnel to write his

- 'Islémoire stir la Diffraction,' 25; sug
gested transverse vibrations to explain
polarisation of light, 26; equation of
wave surface, 42; Lord Kelvin on
electromagnetic theory of, 73; re
ferred to, 78 ; electrical formuke of,
79; researches of, 92; theory of, 143;
1931 698; on oscillating functions,
706, 743.

Aniyntas, King of Macedonia, ii. 207.
Anabolism, ii. 395, 442.
Analogies, studies of, ii. 250; physical,

Klein on, 701.
Analytical Society of Cambridge, i. 271.
Anchersen, J. P., statistics, ii. 579.
Andrews, Thomas, "critical tempera
ture" of eases, i. 316; experimental
work of, ii. 161; 'Scientific Papers'
of, 162; 164.'

Angle, trisection of the, ii. 124.
Angst runi, spectrum analysis, i. 278.
Anhalt - Deasau, Princess of, letters
from Euler to, ii. 7.

Anharmonic ratio, ii. 718.
Aniin colours, discovery of, i. 92.
'Annales de Chimie et do Physique,'

i. 236, ii. 25, 54.
Anthropology, ii. 497.
Apologetic literature in England, ii.

324.
Appelt, 1. 209.
Arago, letter from Young to, i. 230:

'Annales do Chimie et de Physique.'
236; and Fresnel, 241 ; éloges of,
279; his appreciation of the labours
of Fresnel, ii. 21; views on "sided
ness" of rays of light, 24; requested
Fresuel to write his 'Mémoire stir Ia
Diffractiou,'25 ; never accepted theory
of transverse vibrations, 26; visit to
England, 27: property of polarised
light, 28; Eloge on Carnot the elder,
138; 506.

"Arheitskraft," term used by Helm
holtz, ii. 140.

Archimedes quoted, ii. 376.
Arfvedson, chemist, i. 188.
Argand, geometrical representation of
imaginary quantities, i. 184 ; on im
aginaries, ii. 653.

Argon discovered, i. 423.
Aristotle, constructive system of, i. 75




his works models of scientific re
search, 95 ; 120 ; philosophy in
English Universities represented by,
254; views of Hcraclitns, ii. :3; 4,
207; analogies of nature, 255, 349;
grammar and logic, 529.

Arithmetic, fundamental laws of, ii.
654; 703.

Arithmetising tendency, Klein and P.
flu Bois-Reymoud on, ii. 738 et seq.

Armstrong, Lord. hydro -electric ma
chine: electrical discharge, ii. 191.

Arnold, Matthew, introduced new words
into English, i. 22; on German cul
ture, 225; 'Literary Influence ofAca
demies,' 298.

Arouhold on invariants, ii. 684.
Arrlienius, Svaute, theory of electro

lytes, ii. 159, 165.
Art, German, not patronised by royalty,

i. 1-57-
Arundel collection of antiquities, i. 295.
Aschersou, 'Deutsclier tiniversitäts

Kalender,' 1. 161.
Association, British, founded, i. 42.
Astronomical view of nature: cosniical,
molar, and molecular phenomena,
1. 348; developed by Ampre and
Webe, 366; opposition to, 3"1 ; in
sufficiency of, ii. 96.

'Athenamm' of Schiegel, i. St
Athens under Pericles, i. 67 ; the

schools of, 74.
Atom and molecule, i. 432; size of,

437.
Atomic theory (see Dalton), i. 385; two

aspects of, 415; development of, 4:31
accepted, 437; crystallographic laws,
analogy between. 444: linkage. 449;
defects and iu.utficiency of, 451 ; ii.
674.

Atomic view of nature, i. 382; criti
cisnis of, 455 : insufficiency of, ii.
96 ; recent triumphs of, 188.

Atomism, ii. 465.
Atoms, geometrical arrangement of. I.

441.
Attraction, ii. 465.
Attraction and repulsion, i. 342.
Attraction of ellipsoids, ii. 670.
Aubuissoii, d', ii. 294.
Aucoc, Leon, 'L'Institut de France. i.

90,127, 148, 149.
Anerbach, modern era in history of

fertilisation, ii. 227.
Auteurieth, ii. 349.
Availability," idea of, iutroduceil by
Carnot, ii. 119; 597. See also Kelvin,
Lord.
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Averages, doctrine of, 1. 440; ii. 561.
Avogatiro, "mechanical theory of

gases." i. 310; 313; law of, 415 ii.
165, 592; hypothesis 01, i. 427; 428;
hypothesis of, revived by Canniz
zaro, 445.

Babhage, Charles, i. 18: 'Decline of
Science in England,' 127 ; history of
his calculating engine, 248; ecluca
tional movement begun by, 261
formed the Analytical Society, 271
criticisms of science in Britain, 233;
236; Prof. Moll's reply to, lb. ;
English replies to, 233; not a univer
sity man, 239; ii. 327.

Babeuf, co-operation, ii. 566.
Bacharach, History of Potential Theory,

ii. 69S; on Klein's Tract, 699.
Bacon, Lord, his influence on the

Eneyclopedists, i. 34; his interpre
tation of the word "science," 90;
unscientific, 93 ; his philosophical
status, 94, 311 ; and Newton COIfl
pared, 96; influence in new Univer-
ity of Halle, 160; 215; schemes of, re
alised by the' Encyc.lopMie,' &c., 250;
appreciated educational work of the
Order of Jesus," 256 ; Harvey, and

Napier, 282; on the study of natural
phenomena, '285 ; 311 ; his philos
ophy, 385 ; system of philosophy, ii.
205, 344 ; 'method of instances,"
31.

Bacon, Roger, i. 249, 403.
B.couian philosophy, decay of, 1. :306.
Baden-Powell, radiant heat, ii. 105;
apologetic writings, 3?7.

Baer, Karl Ernst von, his opinion on
the 4atnrphilosuphn', i. 207 ;
em-bryologist,ii. 278: his labours, 299 ;
quoted. :306, 417; Lamarek and, 316 et
seq.; Huxley on, 322; genetic view
in embryology, 330; 341 ; law of
biogenesis, 349 ; and Schelling, 354
idea of life, .109 ; embryological re
searches, 418 ; on "difIusion of life,'!
451 ; "organicisni," 455; 467, 533,
607.

Bagehot, Walter, quoted, ii. 553.
Bailie, Matthew, English medical

'cieuce. i. 208.
Bailly guillotined, i. 147.
Baily on Greenwich Observatory and

the Rev. J. Flamstecd, I. 98.
Bain, The Senses and the Intellect,' ii.

511 512; on psychology, 527; 608.
Baker. H. F., on differential equations,

i. 692.
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Balbi, ii. 579.
Balfour, Francis M., organic nior

phology, ii. 214; 349.
Ball, Sir R. S., 'Gravitation,' i. 320;
memoir of Helmholtz, ii. 63 ; geo-
metrical niechanics, 101 ; his theory
of screws, 655; on Grassnianu, 656;
on generalised notion of distance;
718.

Ball, W. Rouse, 'A History of the
Study of Mathematics at Cambridge,'
i. 275, 321 ; history of mathematics,
ii. 680.

Banks, Sir Joseph, i. 83, 155; travels
of, ii. 247.

Birenbach, 'Herder als Vorgänger Dar
wins,' ii. 533.

Li'irensprimo. von, medical thermom
etry, ii. 89.

Barre, foundation of Ecoles nornLales
proposed, &c., i. 112.

Barlow, not member of any university,
i. 239.

Barry, Martin, embryological observa
tions, ii. 227, 228.

Bartels, friend of Gangs, ii. 653.
]3arthez, vitalist, i. 126.
Barycentric Calculus of Mibius, ii. 655,

681.
Basedow, "philanthropinism," i. 166

educational work of, 256; 257; was
inspired by Rousseau, 259.

Bates, H. XV., "mimicry," ii. 339.
Bateson, William, 'Materials for the
Study of Variations,' ii. 364; study
of variation, 614; 622; and Karl
Pearson, 623; agrees with Huxley
against Darwin, lb.

Bathybius, ii. 388.
Batter, G., on Otto Hesse, ii. 677.
Baumes, .3. P. P., 'Essai d'un systeme

ehiniique de la. science de l'honinie,'
ii. 390.

Baumgartner, i. 44 ; printed Mohr's
Ueher the Natur der Wiirnie,' ii 167.

Bauinhauer, ii. 565.
Rnur, ii. 109.
Bavaria, Elector of, and Count Rum

ford, i. 248.
Bayes, ii. 572.
Bayle, value of work of, 1. 93 : followed
Newton, 96; French medical science,
208.

Bavue, Peter, 'Life anti Letters of Hugh
Miller,' i. 288.

Be.unnont, Elie de, doctrine of descent,
j. :3.

Becker, G. F., on Kant's theory, ii.
21,2 -$"l.
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Becker on mortality statistics, ii. 566.
.I$ecquerel, E., phenomenon of fluor

escence, ii. 52.
Bedson, Prof., 'Memorial Lecture' on
Lotbar Meyer, i. 427.

Beer, physics, i. 44; 'Einleitung in
die llektrostatik,' ii. 76.

Bell, Henry, built the "Comet," i. 303.
Bell, John, i. 293.
Bell, Sir Charles, discovery of the two

kinds of nerves, i. 193, 292, 293: ii.
481; physiological discovery of. 230;
and German universities, 1. 251 ; of
Edinburgh University, 272; Bridge
water Treatise, ii. 325; experimental
physiology, 384; 'Anatomy of Ex
pression,' 477.

Bell, Sir Lowthian, phosphorus as fr
tiliser, i. 93.

Beltrami, the pseudospbere, ii. 635;
supplements Riemaun's work, 713;
717.

Bence Jonos, 'Life and Letters of Fara
day,' i. 246; Royal Institution, 246,
248.

Beneden, Van, on fertilisation, ii. 227;
discovery of, 448.

Beneke, psychologist, influenced by
school of Fries, i. 209 ; "faculty
psychology," ii. 495 ; introspective
method, 527.

Bentley, Theodor, 'Geschichte der
Sprachwissenschaft,' i. 245; ii. 537.

Bentham, Jeremy, school of, i. 84.
Bentley, Richard, i. 169 ; influence of,
on German thought and literature,
212; services to classical learning
id criticism, 222; his theories, 251

Newton's philosophy and atheism,
337; Newton's letter to, 340.

Bergmann, i. 117; forerunner of Ber
zehus, 391 ; doctrine of chemical
affinities, 392; theory of chemical
affinity, 452; chemical theory of, ii.
176.

Berkeley, and Hume, i. 47; 'Theory of
Vision,' ii. 472; space perception,
54 ; genetic view, 506 ; psycho
physical view, 531.

Berlin Academy, language. ii. 536.
Berlin, foundation of University of, 1.

38.
Berlin school of mathematicians, ii. 693.
Bernard, Claude, "Association Fran
çaise," i. 298; on identity of Animal
and Vegetable Morphology, ii. 219;
quoted, 223, 410 ; 'Phêuomnes de ha
Vie' quoted. 224, 239, 370, 43S; De
Blainville, 247; 'La Science Exptri.




mentale' quoted, 373, 376, 379, 334,
335, 386; change of ideas in medical
schools of Paris, 396; 406, 409;
'Rapport,' 419 ; "organisation et
désorganisation," 421 ; 'Rapport
quoted, 426 ; 429; school of, 431
the "internal medium," 432; cheni
istry of the living being, 433 ; sebool
of "

organicists," 436 ; vci¬ionak of'
the mental process, 441 : 442 ; "or
ganicisme," 455, 467, 481, 504$ 49;
quoted by Darwin, 610.

Bernard, Thomas, associated with Rum
ford's philanthropic schemes, i. 249.

Bernoulli, Daniel, the theory of prob
abilities, i. 120, ii. 570; i. 135; hypo
thesis of, 314; on gravitation, noted,
351 ; 'Hydrodynaniica' (the kinetic
theory of gases), 433; motion of par
ticles' gaseous matter, 434; on
Eulers theory of the continuity of
the ether, ii. S ; psychophysics, 474
572, 590, 694.

Bernoulli, James, took up the calculus,
i. 101 ; the theory of probabilities,
120; ii. 569; 'Dc Arte conjectandi.'
570; 572; theory of error, 575; doc
trine of chances, 67S.

Bernoulli, John, took up the calculus,
1. 101 ; the conservation of energy,
ii. 99.

Bernstorft, Minister von, 1. 158.
Berry, A., 'History of Astronomy,' ii.

282, 357, 362.
Berthelott quoted on crystallography,

i. 1]7 ; 'La Synthêse chimique,' 416
'Chiniie organique tbndée sur ha yn-
thse,' 454 ; 'La Syuthse chimique'
quoted, 455. 457 : a founder of physi
cal chemistry, ii. 152: third law in
thermo -chemistry, 157; chemical
affinity, 171, 177; quoted, :351
chemistry of organic compounds, 425.

Berthollet issued Aunales de ('hiimk,'
i. 41 ;

' Essal tie Statique ehimique.
83, 116; chemistry at the Ecoh nnr-
male, 112: practical his'iverits of.
147 ; gunpowder, iron, sttel, I 4S
152, 200: chemical saturation, 347
influenced by Laplace. 30 ; eheni
ical eqnihhriu in, 392 : quoted. 41"
heat a material suhtauee. 43:3
theory of chtiineal affinity. 452 ii.
154 : law of mass-attion, 157 : (e
Ostwahih. 176.

Bertliolon quoted, i. 327.
Bertin, M., 'Rapport stir le Pro-r".%

.k ha 'l'herniodvnamiqut. en France,*
ii. 118.
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Bertrand, Joseph, quoted, 1. 121, 134;
'Calcul ies Probabilits,' 325; his
'Calcul ditferentiel' referred to, ii.
646.

Berzelius, Reports, i. 42; chemistry, 44;
discoveries published, 3:3; services to
chemistry of, 188: biographical, 189 ;
Jahresbericht,' 190; organic analy

sis, 190; 191 ; influence on German
science, 203: mechanical view in l)i
ology,'219 ; 220, 238; experimentally
proved Dalton's atomic theory, 245;
and Faraday, 365; electrical action
in chemical processes, 366; chemical
combinations, 396; elaborated Dal
ton's theory, 399; 400 ; disproves
Prout's hypothesis, 402 ; 403; electro
chemical theory, 404; organic chem
istry, 407, 409; "radicle" theory,
411 ; death of the binary theory, 412;
413, 414; atomic theory, 416, 417
426; characteristic of hydrogen
atoms, 430; theories of chemical
affinity, 452; ii. 154; chemical re
search, 159, 403.

Bessel, Friedr. Wilh., services to as
tronomy of, i. 177 ; correspondence
with Gauss, 185, ii. 652; i. 199
intasurenients of, 322; taught at
KJtiigsberg, with Neumann and Rich
elot. ii. 54; popular work of, 149;
on Gauss, 636; functions of, 696.

Bessel-Sefliueier hypothesis, ii. 54.
Beutb founded industrial schools in

Prussia, 1. 166.
Beverwijck, i. 282.
Bewirk, wood engraver, British Birds,'

i. 289.
Bichat, works of, i. 83; not among the

aeadEmicians, 126; biological labours
of, 194, ii. 313; i. 195, 200; morpho
loieaI study of natural objects, ii.
231 ; the science of biology, 381;
"Vitalism," 333, 384; 386, 387: on
life, 394; doctrine of energy, 399;
402; quoted, 406; school of "organi
cism," 436 ; vital force, 503.

Biflroth, Prof., 'Lehren und Lernen der
medtcimschen Wissenscbaften,' i. 197;
193; influence of English science on
medical studies in Germany, 208
((noted on services of Kant to Ger
man science, 219.

Biogenesis, ii. 451.
Biology a German science, i. 193; grew

out of science and philosophy corn
limed, 216; essential unity of sciences
of, not yet recognised in Germany,
220; British contributions to, 232; ii.
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208, 312; vagueness of theories of,
370; oscillation of thought, 374;
415.

Biot, experimental physics, i. 44, 200;
fall of stones at l'Aigle, 328 ; his dis
covery, 431; opposed to undulatory
theory of light, ii. 16, 21; member
of Commission of Paris Academy of
Sciences competition, 1819, 25;
"laterality," 27; influenced German
thought, 101: 193, 508.

Biran, Maine de, 'Mmoire sur l'habi
tude, i. 83.

Bjsehott, Theod., embryology, ii. 227;
300; quoted, 381, 387; address on
Liebig, 391.

Bjerknes, A., on Abel, i. 184, 185, ii. 67.
Black, Joseph, discovered carbonic acid,

1. 115; on latent heat, 229, 399, ii.
102; Scottish university professor, i.
272; and Lavoieier, 386, 387; 391,
400; formuke of, 436; biographical,
ii. 102; attitude to science that of a
medical man, 103.

'Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine'
published, i. 273.

Blair, Hugh, i. 273.
Bleunerhasset, Lady, on De Staël, 1. 17.
Block, statistics, ii. 557, 563; quoted,

561, 566: 'Statistique morale,' 579.
Blonistrand, 'Die Cheutie der Jetztzeit,'

1. 430.
Bhimeubach of Gottingen University,

1. 165, 194, ii. 247; fossil collec
tions, 248; influences Herder, 532.

Boekh, science for its own sake, i. 211;
212; classical learning of, 2'22;
'Logos epitaphlos' on Wilhelm von
Humboldt quoted, 263.

Bode's law, i. 422.
Bodenhausen, i. 104.
Bodenstedt, 'Mirza Schaffy,' i. 213.
Boehmer, Dr Heinrich, 'Gesch. ti.
Entwick. d. Naturwissenscbaftlichen
Weltauschauung in Dentschland,' ii.
531.

Boerhaave, i. 144, 175; and the medi
cal schools of Germany, 208; 268;
atoms and ma.ssuicc, 398; epigenesis,
ii. 298.

Bohmer, "libertas locendi," i. 164.
Bobu, ii. 107.
l3ohnenberger's gyroscopie instrument,

ii. 61.
Boileau referred to by Voltaire, i. 105.
Boitzntann, Ludwig, lectures on Max-

well's theories, i. '25]. ; quoted, ii. 90;
176, 1S6, 188, 595; "availability,"
597.
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Bolyai, 1. 161 ; a pupil of Gauss, 181;
father and son, and Gauss, ii. 652;
710, 713.

Bolzano, Bernhard, on undulatory
theory of light, ii. 10; on the infinite
and, convergency, 709; and Cauchy
compared, ib.; Stolz on, lb.

Bomare, Valmont de, first course of
natural history at Paris, i. 106.

Bonald, De, on origin of language, i. 23.
Bond, Dr, ii. 565.
Bonnet, Charles, regular arrangement
of leaves, ii. 228; 'Eche]le des
tres,' 238; "evolutionist," 278;
279; epigenesis, 293; 32, 519.

Bonnet, Ossian, ii. 704.
Boole, George, neglect of, in England,

i. 247; 272; and modern school of
mathematics, ii. 676; Stanley Jevons
on, 684.

Bopp, language, ii. 540, 542.
Borda, 1, 113, 148.
Borden, vitalist, i. 126 ; vital force, ii.

503.
Bore), mil, his lectures, ii. 704.
Borelli, medicine in alliance with

physics, i. 126.
Bnscovich, Loger, theories of molecular

attraction and repulsion. i. 357;
metaphysical theorist, $71; 416; on
the nature of matter, 419; applica
tion of theory of gravitation to mole
cular physics, ii. 29; gravitation as a
general physical theory, 35].

Bossut, i. 107.
Bougainville, pupil of the Ecole nor

male, i. 112; 113.
Boul]ier, M., quoted, i. 107, lOS;

'Eloges de Fontenelle,' 135.
Boulton, use or the term "horse
power," ii. 99.

Bnussinesq quoted on transmission of
vibrations of ether to ponderable
bodies, ii. 54.

Boussingauit, agricultural chemistry,
ii. 393; 406; bacteriological work,
415; quoted, 441.

Bowen, criticism of '
Vestiges,' ii. 319.

Boyle Lectures, Bentley's, i. 169.
Boyle, Hon. Robert, Newton to, i. 342;
and Lavoisier, 386; atoms and mass
tda', 398; law of pressures, 425
427; law of, 429; ii. 592.

Boys, Prof., determination of force of
gravitation, i. 320.

Bradley, i. 158 ; observations of, utilised
by Bess4 171; 238; aberration of
light, ii. 10 ; astronomical aberration,
1 94.




Brandt, Sebastian, i. 163.
Braun. Alex., spiral theory, ii. 22
268 : quoted, '269.

Bravais, 'Etudes crystallograpli is.Jlies




,'
" 443.

Bréal, educationalist, on Rousseau, i.
259; 260.

Brewster, Sir D., Life of Newton,'
1. 98, 321, 342; experiments of, 23";
quoted on foundation of suggested

British Association," 233; never
adopted theories of Young, 244
Scottish university professor, 272
opposed to undulatory theory of
light, ii. 16 ; letter from Young, 27
theory of undulations, 37: experi-
mental work of, 45 ; adherence to
projectile theory, 46 observed the
phenomenon of fluorescence, 52; 245;
criticism of '

Vestiges,' 319: 482;
stereoscope, 506.

Brianehon, ii. 660.
Brii Lgewater Treatises, ii. 325.
Brigs, Henry, 'Logaritbmoruni Chili:ts

prima,' i. 269.
Bright, 1. 272.
Brill and Niither, 'Theory of Functions,'

i. 308; 'Bericht' quoted, ii. 657
700, 701.

Brioschi and invariant,,;, ii. 685.
Brisseau, a pioneer of the cellular

theory, ii. 262.
British Association, i. 42, 236: founded,

89, 233; suggested by Brewster, ib.;
successful work of, 239; Sir Charles
Lyell on, 240; reports, ii. 54; 55, 58,
73; meeting, 163.

'British Quarterly Review,' pioted on
the two older universities, i. 254.

Brix, Walter, ii. 734.
Broca, speech, ii. 478, 479, 539.
Brockhaus, 'Conversations-Lexicon,' i.

273.
Broilie, ii. 362.
Brongniart (see Cuvier), associated with

Cuvier in pala?ontological work. i.
139; excavations, ii. 248: explora
tion of Paris basin, 294.

Bronn, translation of 'Origin of
Species,' ii. 322.

Brougham, Lord, unfair criticism of
Young, i. 244; 'Edinburgh Review,'
273; on Dr Young, ii. 9, 19.

Broussais, French medical science, i.
203; phrenology, ii. 477.

Brown, Crum, and Tait, Memoir of
Thomas Andrews, ii. 162; on Sainte
Claire Deville and " dissociation,"
163; 438.
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Brown, John, i. 126.
Brown, Robert, used the term "cell," 1.

195 ; scientific publications of, 230;
not member of any university, 238;
discovery of the cell nucleus, ii. 264
338.

Brown, Thomas, 'Cause and Effect,' i.
84; ii. 511.

Browning, maturer thought of, i. 76.
BrUcke, i. 198; protoplasmic theory, ii.
443; language, 538.

Bruhus, Life of A. von Humboldt,'
i. 238, ii. 225, 253. 475.

Bruno, animation of all matter, ii.
369.

Brunswick, history of, ii. 280.
Bryan, Prof., second law of thermo-
dynamics, 11. 176;

Bryce, James, quoted on German uni
versities, i. 159.

Buae.he, geography at the Ecole nor
male, I. 112; 113.

Buch, von, on descent, ii. 330.
B(ichner, Ii.. materialism, i. 60; ' Kraft

Lnnl Stoll;' ii. 320; 323.
Buckland, Wm., 1. 106; pahontologi

cal work of, 139; ii. 325.
Buckle quoted, 1. 114 ; statistical
method, 124 ; philosophy of, ii. 346 ;
statistics, 584, 599; 607:608.

Butc on imaginaries, ii. 653.
ButTon, importance in French literature

of, i. 105; 283; influence of, on the
study of nature, 106 ; at the Jardin
des Plantes, hiT ; philosophical in
fluence of, ill : 113 ; discouraged
views of Linnious in France, 117;
119, 131; natural history of, 126;
137, 142; 'Thtorie do la Terre,'
144: 283 ; against Clairault's attempt
to correct gravitation formula, 334;
classification of natural objects. ii.
221 ; 32; analogies of nature, 255;
'Epoques de In Nature,' 277, 309;
:322; "organic molecules," 454, 610;
455: intmnences Herder, 532; 613.

Bun-e, 'Physiological Chemistry'
quoted, ii. 378, 425, 426, 434.

Bunsen, Baron von, relative merits of
Young and Champolliou, i. 244:
Egypt's Place in Universal History,'

245.
Bunsen, R. \Y. von, i. 412; cesium
and rubidium, ii. 49 ; spectrum
analysis, 57.

Burali Forti, ii. 656.
Burbury, ii. 595.
Burckhardt, J. K., calculates orbit of

Ceres, i. 182; lunar theory, 329.
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Burkbardt, H., on Ruffini, ii. 688; on
Riemanu, 698, 700.

Burnet, Thomas, 1. 283.
Burnett, James. See Lord Monboddo.
Burns, healthy spirit of, i. 78; 212,

285.
Bnrnside, his 'Theory of Groups,' ii.

691.
Butler, philosophy in English universi

ties represented by, i. 254; apologetic
writings of, ii. 323.

Biitschli, on fertilisation, ii. 227 ; foant
theory, 427 ; 'Mechanismus und
Vitalismus,' 463.

Buys Ballot and Boseovich's theory,
1. 359; Doppler's principle proved in
acoustics, ii. 49.

Byron, revolutionary spirit of, 1. 78.

Cabanis, alliance with medicine, 1. 126;
127; 'Revolutions de Ia MCdecine.'
135; 152; 'Rapports du Physique
et du Moral de l'Homme,' ii. 469;
his simile, 470, 503; science of man,
471; language and grammar, 529;
532.

Cesalpinus, arrangement of leaves of
plants, ii. 223.

Ccesar, Napoleon compared with, i. 153.
Ctnsinm found by Kirchhoff and Bun

sen, ii. 49.
Cailletet, condensation of permanent

gases, i. 316.
Caloric, ii. 154.
Calvin, direct influence of, on Scotland,

i. 253; educational work of, 255.
'Cambridge Mathematical Journal,' i.

41.
Campbell and Garnett, 'Life of Clerk

Maxwell,' ii. 599.
Campbell, H. J., translation of Bert

wig's 'The Cell,' ii. 265.
Campe, edition of 'Robinson Crusoe,'

1. 256; ii. 324.
Camper, ii. 247 ; collection of fossils,
248; physiognomy, 477; influences
Herder, 532.

Cannizzaro showed the value of Avo.
gadro's hypothesis, i. 427, 445.

Cantor, M., history of mathematics, ii.
632; quoted, 633; 634, 680.

Cantor. G., on theory of probabilities,
i. 122; ii. 630; a new chapter in
mathematics, 634 ; 734; on the trans.
finite, 735, 737.

Capillary action, i. 356.
Carbon tetrahedron, the, i. 450.
Carlyle, influence of, on English style
and language, i. 22; first to give
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specific meaning to the word Thought,
26; 'Life of Schiller,' 134: 171;
quoted, ii. 520; 528, 531, 608.

Carnot, Hippolyte, Sadi Caruot's 'Puiss
ance Motrice,' ii. 118; referred to,
130.

Carnot, L. M. N., on correlation, ii.
100, 138, 658; Chasles on, ib.

Carnot, Sadi, valuable researches utilised
by Hehnholtz, Thomson, and Joule,
i. 201; absolute scale of temperature,
315; the steam-engine, 331; niech
anical theory of heat, ii. 105; prac
tical character of his labours, 117;
'Puissance Motrice,' quoted, 118,
122; analogy between flow of water
and of heat, 122; heat theories,
123; perpetual motion, 124, 126;
and Joule, 123; dissipation of energy,
130; first definite use of new con
ceptions of power and work, 137;
his theory referred to, 139; second
law of thermo.dynamics, 175.

Carocher, 1. 113.
Carpenter, labours of von Baer, ii. 302;

608.
Carruthers quoted on Hugh Miller, i.

288.
Cartesian physical philosophy, 1. 433.
Carus, C. J., phrenology, ii. 477.
Carus, Victor, 'Geschichte der Zoologie,'

i. 130. ii. 213; comparative anatom
ist and the Ncaurphilosophie, i. 207;
'Gesehiobte der Zoologie' quoted, ii.
220, 221, 230, 234, 237, 239, 260,
265; Goethe, Oken, and the genetic
view, 317.

Cassini, i. 107, 113; astronomical con
stants, 322; the motion of light, ii.
10.

Catabolism, ii. 395, 442.
Cauchy, Augustin, mathematics and

physics, i.'45 ; 188; theories of elastic
forces in solid bodies, 360; properties
of ether, ii. 31, 33; theory of elasticity,
31, 41; molecular researches of, 43;
analytical method of, 45; referred to,
54: school of, referred to, 93, 100;
influenced German thought, 101; his
reforming influence, &c., 636; and
Gauss, 637; Abel on, i&; Combes on,
ib.; his memoir on definite integrals,
639; Legendre on, ib.; 640; his
'Cours d'Analyse' quoted, 647; on
Poncelet's principle, 660; 680, 683,
690; and Riemann, 693, 695, 697,
704, 706; 707, 732.

Cavendish, discovered hydrogen, i. 115;
155; scientific discoveries of, 229;




not member of any university, "238;
important papers of, lost, 2177
measurement of gravitation, :3-20;
measurements of, 343 ; founded exact
science of electricity, 347; discoveries
of, 354; researches of, 363; and
Lavoisier, 386, 387; 391, 39:3;
chemical equivalents, 418; ii. 70.

Cavendish Society, i. 43. -
Cayley, Arthur, and PlUcker, i. 242;

developed theories of Boole, 247
doctrine of " invariants," ii. 140
on mathematics, 631 ; on "Curve,"
'Eucycloptdia Britannica,' 64] ; on
"deficiency," ib.; on extended sys
tem of numbers, 54; 670; geometry
and modern algebra, 671 ; 676. 684;
his great memoirs on Qualities', 684,
6S6, 691; on functions, 693; on
non-metrical relations, 713; on the
"Absolute," 715 ; on the "

Iniagin
ary," 7]6.

Cell, autonomy of, ii. 395.
Cellular theory, i. 194; ii. 260, 417;
pathology, i. 195.

Celsus, medical works of, ii. 207.
Centralisatiou, ii. 524.
Century does not inherit all of the

past, i. 56 ; nineteenth, the scientific
century, 89.

Ceres, discovery and rediscovery of, i.
54, 82; discovery of, 423.

Clallis_aud the discovery of Neptune,
1. 2,,.

Chambers, Robert, authorship of 'Ves
tiges,' ii. 318; 320.

Chambers, Robert and William, publish
their Journal, i. 273.

Chambers's Encyclopdia.
" Educa

tion," i. 257 ; first published, 27:3.
Champollion, "hieroglyphics," i. 244.
Chances, science of; . 563.
Chaptal, practical discoveries of, 1. 147.
Charcot, language, ii. 539.
Charles and Gay - Lussac's law of

temperatures, i. 425, 429.
Charles, Duke of Wiirtemberg, i. ]::3.
Charles IL built Greenwich observa

tory, i. 98; ii. 562.
Chasles, Michel, quoted on Mong'. i.

114 ; synthetic method of, ii. ]0)
geometrical mechanics, 101; his
mttrie sup&ieur' quoted, Fi92, 658;
&70; infinitely distant eleinetits, 671
brilliant writings of. 673 ; eclipses
German mathematicians, 673; 684)685.

Châtelet, du, Madame, explained New
ton to Voltaire, i. 106.
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Chemical laboratories established, i.
188.

Chemical symbolism, i. 417; affinity,
neglect of the study of, 42U; theory,
Kopp on, 421 ; and physical reason
ing contrasted, 424; affinity, theories
of, 452; affinity, ii. 157.

'Chenñe, Gehlen's Allgezi:eines Journal
für1' i. 41.

'Chentische Aunalen,' Crell's, i. 41.
Chemistry, a French science, i. 114

equivalents, :399; organic, 407; Lie
bs definition of, 409; substitution,

"type" theory, 411 ; uncertainty
about theory in middle of century,
413; periodic law, 422; structural
and stereo-chemistry, 447; change in
definition of, 454; ii. 389; change in
organic, 393.

Chnier, Marie - Joseph, Report on
French literature, 1. 149.

Cherbuliez, B., 'Ueber einige physik
aliscbe A.rbeiten Eulers,' ii. S
quoted, 46.

Cheselden, space - perception, ii. 473;
505.

Chesterlield's, Lord, Letters, quoted
from, i. 105.

Chevalier, Aug., Galois's letter to, ii.
6S6.

Chevenix, not member of any university,
1. 238.

Chevreul, 'Recherches stir les Corps
gras d'origiue auimale,' i. 454; ii. 406.

'Chimie, Annales tie,' issued by Ber
thollet, 1. 41.

"Chirality" discovered by Pasteur, i.
431; origin and meaning of the word,
ii. 22; 437.

Chiadni, 'Akustik,' i. S3; theory of
elasticity, ii. 31.

Chloral discovered by Liebig, i. 93.
Chloroform discovered by Liebig, i. 93.
Christiansen and Kundt, discovery of
anomalous dispersion of wave-motion,
ii. 53, 54.

Christie, not member of any university,
i. 239.

Obristison of Edinburgh University, i.
272.

Chronometers, i. 329.
Chrysta), G., Plucker, and Faraday, i.
242; 'John Napier, Baron of Mer
chiston,' quoted, 269; on David
Gregory, 270; "Magnetism," ii. 75.

Church on the spiral theory, ii, 224.
Cicero, ii. 523.
"Cinématique," the word introduced
by Ampere, ii. 5.
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Circle, squaring of the, ii. 124; division
of the, 728.

Clairault followed Newton, i. 96; his
'Théorie de Ia Figure de la Term,'
99; referred to by Voltaire, 106, 107;
mathematics made fashionable in
France, 237; Laplace and, 319;
lunar theory, 329; attempt to cor
rect Newton's law, 334; capillary
attraction, 356, 378.

Clapeyron, i. 379; suggested earlier re
searches of Clausius and Thomson, ii.
117; Carnot's 'Puissance Motrice,'
118; heat and work, 123; biographi
cal, ib.

Clark, J. W., and T. M'K. Hughes,
'Life and Letters of Adam Sedgwick,'
i. 267.

Clark, Latimer, "Weber" unit, i. 369.
Clarke, Newton's "descriptive and

calculating" philosophy, i. 337; let
ter to Leibniz on gravitation quoted,
340.

Classics, foreign, superiority in number
and quality of German translations
of, i. 213.

Classification, ii. 231.
Clausius, Rudolf, on atoms, i. 313;

"Entropy," 3)6, ii. 169, 181, ]84,
594; the kinetic theory of gases, i.
433, ii. 34, 162; 'Die ruechanieche
Wirmetheorie,' i. 434, ii. 163, 167;
"on the average mean path of a par
ticle," i. 438; theoretical thermo
dynamics, ii. 62; independence of
Mayer's writings, 97; "work" and
"energy," 115; unifies the views of
Mayer and the measurements of
Joule, 116; "conservation of en
ergy," 128; "dissipation of energy,"
131; labours of, 133, 173; researches
of, 133; Prof. Unwiu's account of
theories of, 135; elaboration ofJoule's
and Regnau1t' experiments, 137;
physical view of nature, 141 ; (lyna
mical theory of heat, 148; dissoci
ation, 163; "free energy," 175;
heat, 178; theory of probabilities,
590; thermo-dynamics, 603.

Clavius quoted, ii. 287.
Clebseh, A., on Julius Plucker, 1. 242,

ii. 75, 76, 677.
Clifford, W. K., "axioms of geometry,"

i. 352; reflex action, ii. 520; "mind
stuff" theory, 546; criticism of Clerk.
.Maxwell, 606, 608, 656; on Rienianu,
704.

Cohn, quoted, ii. 559.
Colbeit recognised the practical value
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of science, i. 98; 134; first statisti
cal bureau, IL 561.

Coicling, ii. 107, 109; indestructibility
of force, 111, 125; heat, 112.

Coleridge imports philosophy of Kant.
and Scheihog into England, i. 17:
healthy spirit of, 78; 'Christabel,'
84; influence on metaphysical studies
of, 91; lectured at Royal Institution,

249,264-Collegede France, 1. 107.
College et Ecole do Chirurgic, I. 107.
Collignon (see Conibes), ii. 101.
Collins, invention of the calculus by

Leibniz communicated to, i. 101.
Colour, ii. 484 et seq.
Combo. Geo., phrenology, ii. 477.
Combes, Phillips et Collignon, Epos
do la Situation do la Mécanicjue ap
pliquée,' ii. 101; quoted by Valson on
Canehy, 637.

Combinatorial school in Germany, ii.
642; analysis, Leibniz, 679; Mac
Mabon on, Th.

Combustion, theory of, i. 389.
Commutative principle, ii. 717.
Compayr, educationalist, on Rousseau,

i. 259, 260.
Complex quantity, ii. 643; interpreta

tion of, 653.
Comte, Auguste, philosophy of, i. 18,

61, ii. 105; his three stages of
thought, i. 73; positivist theory of;
85; 306; 'Philosophie Positive,' 307,
308, ii. 37, 239; scientific errors of,
i. 310; opposed to undulatory theory
of light, ii. 37; and De Blainvile,
247, 266; theory of probabilities, 569,
608; 749.

Comtism, failure of, L 72.
Condaniine, La, astronomical constants,

i. 322.
Condillac, 'Essal sur los Origines des
Connaissances humaines,' i. 144; ne
glect of,-by Napoleon, 149; his
ignorance of physiology, ii. 471;
language, 536.

Condorcet, importance in French litera
ture of, i. 105; quoted, 110; educa
tional work of, 112; the theory of
probabilities, 120; alliance with medi
cine, 126; AcadCniie des Sciences
morales et politique, 145; suicide of,
147; neglect of, by Napoleon, 149;
distinguishes education and instruc
tion, 59, 260; statistics, ii. 570, 573.

Conflict between the scientific and the
philosophical views, i. 205.

Conformal representation, Gauss and




Riemauu on, ii. 700; Holtzmiiller
on, 701.

Cougruences, theory of, ii. 723; calculus
of, 724.

Conrad. Prof., 'The German Universi
ties for the last Fifty Years,' i. 159;
quoted on German universities, 160;
'Die Dentschen Universitiiten,' 197,
198.

Conring, Hermanu, statistics, i. 121, ii.
555; political statistics, 562.

Consciousness, n. 516.
Conservation of force, i. '218.
Constable, his influence on painting in

France, i. 19.
Constant, Benj., visits Germany with

Mine. de Stal, i. 1,.
Continuity, of living forms, ii. 453 ; in
geometry, 660.

Continuous, the, ii. 643.
Convention, decree on Academy of, t.

148.
Convergency of series, ii. 646.
Conyheare, W. D., report on the pro

gress of geological science, ii. 281.
Cook, Captain, i. 52, 179; voyages, ii.

222.
Cooper, Astley, English medical science,

i. 208; no connection with the English
universities, 272.

Co-operation, ii. 566.
Cope, E. ., ii. 271; neo-Lauiarckiau,
31.

Copernicus, i. 118; precursor of Kepler,
317; stimulated star - gazing. 327
astronomical theory of, ii. 13.

Coriolis, St Veuant quoted on, i. 369:
practical school of, ii. 100.

Cornu, "Association Française." i. 29$.
Correspondence in mathematics, ii.

736.
'Correspondenz, IIonat.liche, Zach's, i.
41.

Corti, arcades of, ii. 372.
Cosmical view, ii. 36).
Cosmos, genesis of the, ii. 360.
Cossar Ewart on Jameson, i. 2S:.
"Cost" as factor in industry, ii. 155.
Coste, study of food fishes, ii. 2:32.
Cotes, Roger, 'Aestimatio eri'orunt in
mixta mathesi,' 1. 324 ; "description
and explanation of phenomena," :337:
second edition of '

Principia,' 351
preface to 'Principia' misleading,
3SF;.

Cotton, M. A., '' Le Phinoni"ne de
Zeemanu," ii. 197.

Coulomb, measurements of, 1. 343.
362, 368, 369; founded exact science
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of electricity, 317; torsion balance,
360; attra.tion anti repulsion of
electrified bodies, 361; 370; two
fluid theory of electricity, th.;
electro-static formula of, 371; Young
and, ii. 30: modern view of electrical
Ienomena, 67 ; 72 ; referred to, 7S,

; laws of, 79; practical school of.
100; electrical theory of, 153; the
atomic view of nature, 188, 191,
193: 69.

Counting and measuring, ii. 732.
Conper, chemical researches of, i. 447.
Courcier, geometrical work of, i. 114.
Couruot. testimony to work of German

universities, 1. 225.
Cousin guillotined, i. 147.
Cousin, Victor, testimony to work of
German universities, i. 225.

Couturat, L, ii. 734.
Cowley, Ode on Bacon, i. 96.
Cow per, 'The Task,' i. 285; Letters,

236.
Cramer, 'Analyse des lignes courbes,'
&c., ii. 682.

Crawford, Dr, influenced by Black's
lectures, ii. 102.

CreWs 'Chemische Aunalen,' 1. 41.
Orelle's '.Journal für die reine und

angewautite Mathematik,' 1. 41, iSti,
ii. 53; correspondence with Gauss,
i. 135.

Cremona, i. 18S; quoted, ii. 665;
proves Steiner's theorems, 681.

Critical methods, ii. 626.
Crotton, M. W., '' Probabilities," ii.

569.
('rome, Prof., statistics, ii. 579.
Cronsted, inventor of blow-pipe, i. 117.
Crookes, Sir William, quoted on Prout's

hypothesis, i. 403; sodium vapour
in the sun's atmosphere, ii. 43 ; cx
perinicuts anti discoveries, 190; "cor
puscular" theory of cathode rays,
192: (see Sir Norman Loekyer), 361.

Cruveilbier, French medical science, i.
208.

Crystallographic and atomic laws, anal
ov between, 1. 4-14.

Orytalloaraphy, i. 116, 441.
Crystals, asvs of formation of, Rally's,

i. 117; ii. 222.
Cnflen, metaphysieal leaning in mciii

ciue, i. 126; 272.
('ulverwell, ii. 595.
Curie, geometrical treatment of crystal

lography, j 443
('urrie, first ue of therinoniet.er at

bedside, ii. :3S8.
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Curtius, Ernst, 'Alterthum unti Geuen.
wart,' i. 215; on English arcia
ologists, 294; quoted; 295; on M. W.
Leake, 296.

Curves, degree, class, genus of, ii. 641.
Cuvier, Georges, scientific report of,

i. 42, 152, 154; 'Tableau' and
'Leçous,' 82; 112; on Priestley as
chemist, 115; on Hally, 118; ad
vance in study of organic life, ]19.
services of, to practical science, 125
126; Eloge of Hall, 127; 'Le Rgne
animal,' 123; quoted, 129, 132, 141,
146, 147, 150, ii. 249; makes nervous
system of animals the basis of classi
fication, i. 130; training of, 133
description o the "Rarlschule," 134 ;
the greatest representative of the aca
demic system, 136 ; first great his
torian of science, 137 : quoted on
science and revolution, ,138; paheon.
tological work of, 139; Eloge of Four.
croy, 140; elementary scientific text
books, 143 ; report of French Insti
tute, 149 ; educational institutions,
155 163, 172; mistrusted specu
lative spirit in science, 178: his
ideas triumph over those of Geofiroy
St Hilaire, 179; 201); in praise of
French science, 2)1 : quoted on
science in England. 235; 264: and
l3ronguiart, founders of paheontology,
291; 306: depreciated by Comte,
310; zoological labours, ii. 22'2;.
study of fossil remains, 2-25; ana
tomical dissection, 232; zoological
work, 235; morphological and ana
tomical study of animal life, 237;
classifications, 238, 239, 254W; fos
sils, 240 ; rejects idea of "Echelle
des êtres," 243 ; controversy with
Geoffroy, 246, 253; paheouto]ogy.
247; "catastrophism," 250, 251 ; and
"theory of analogies." 254 ; the
question of the fIxity of species,
256 ; combats influence of Oken,
259; extension of morphological
view, 260, 266; influence of; 276:
'Osseniens fossiles,' 277 ; exploration
of Paris basin, 294 ; one-sided in.
fluence of, 300. 301; and Butln,
309; Eloge de Lamarck, 316; views'
of Lamarck and GofTroy, 321; and
Newton, contrasted with Darwin,
341 ; a founder of comparative an
atomy, 886, 406; "vortex." 422;.
751.

''Cyclical
" view, ii. 236.

Cyclopiedia, Niehol's. 1. 330, ii. 133.
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Cyc1opdias, i. 273.
Cyriacus of Ancona, arcbeo1ogical

pioneer, i. 295.
Czapski. 'Theorie der optischeu Instra
meute nach Abbe,' ii. 14, 229.

Ozermak, language, ii. 538.
Ozuber, Emmanuel, theory of probabili

ties, ii. 568; method of least squares,
576.

Dacier, Report on the progress of His
tory and Classical Literature, i. 149.

Dagnerre, photography, ii. 306.
Dahimaun, "theoretical politician," i.

:311.
D'Alembert, contributions to the En

cyclopedie, i. 34, 144; his import
ance in French literature, 105;
theory of probabilities, 120; 215, 234,
237; the cure of smallpox, 284; 319;
mathematical study of vibrations, ii.
16; "measure of force," 'Traité de
Dynamique,' 100; statistics, 571; on
functions, 694

Dallas, ii. 349.
a1ton, John, 'New System of Chem
ical Philosophy,' 1. 83; atomic theory,
189, 266,385, 394, 415.417, 419, 425,
426, 428, ii. 180; scientific
discov-eriesof, i. 229; not member of any
university, 238, 272; neglect of, in
England, 245; arithmetical mind of,
246; furnished texts for lectures
in German universities, 251; 265;
science of meteorology, 286; 293,
.312, 313; beat a material substance,
433; formuhe of, 436; analogy be.
tween crystallographic and atomic
laws, 444; his atomic theory insuffi
cient, 451; atomic theory referred to,
ii. 19, 20, 37, 95, 153, 154; colour
blindness, 505.

Dannecker educated with Cuvier, i.
13:3.

Dante, i. 261.
Danton, i. 107.
Darwin, Charles, constructive ideas of,

i. 81: eminence of writings of, 105;
179; letter from Sir Charles Lyil on
British Association, 2.10; theory of
descent, 201, ii. 321, 406 ; furuisheti
texts for lectures in German univer
sities. i. 251, 310; 'Cirripedia' mon
ograph, 283; 'Autobiography.' ib.;
nature - lover, 287 ; and Gilbert
White, 290; 297, :312; referred to,
ii. 136; value of his visits to distant
countries, 207; studies of organic
3ife, 209; law of descent, 214 ; con-




ceptions of, 246 ; and Owen, 267
theory of pangenesis, 271, 454; writ

ings of, 301, 06; 309; on Lamarck,
318; 'Origin of Species,' 326, 329;
'Life and Letters,' 328; and Mal
thus, 331; 'Origin of Species' quoted.
336; Bates's "Mimetic Butterflies,"
339; and Newton compared, :341
et seq.; "natural selection," 351,
:354 ; 434, 437; hybridisation, 373;
"final causes," 403; 408; struggle
for existence, 41$ ; 421 ; environ
ment, 430; conflict in nature, 431
435, 436, 451 ; quoted, 457 ; and
Weismaiin, 460; 467, 470;

' Ex.
pressiou of Emotions,' 477 ; 511,
514; evolution. 530; and Herder's
evolutionism, 5:33; language, 540
587, 607 ; variation in nature, 608;
on mental phienoniena, 609; on "pan.
genesis," 610; 621 ; two novel points
of view of, 624.

Darwiii, Erasmus, anticipated Law
arck, i. 201; 285; colour seusations,
ii. 482.

Darwin, Francis, 'Life and Letters of
Charles Darwin.' ii. 329.

Darwin, G. H., 'The Tides,' ii. 282.
Darwin, Robert W., colour sensation,

ii. 482.
Darwinism, 1. 251, ii. 386; and final

causes, 411; in Germany, 436.
Danbenton at the Collge de France,

i. 107; natural history at the Ecoles
normales, 112; 113; collection of
fossil remains, ii. 248.

Daunou, Acadéniie des Sciences mor
ales et po]itiques, i. 145; 152.

Davy, Sir Huinphry, electro-chemical
discoveries of, i. 83, 189, 363; scien
tific work of, 229; science in Eng
land, 234; not member of any uni
versity, 238, 272; opposed Dalton's
atomic theory, 245, 246; studied in
laboratory of Royal Institution. 249,
264; educated Faraday, 265; un
connected with Cambridge niathe..
nmtical school, 266 ; electric action
in cliemkal processes, 366; decom
position of soda and potash, 391,
404 ; elect.ro - chemical theory, 405,
452 : salts and acids. 410; attitude
to Dalton's theory. 4)7 ; attitude
towards the atomic theory, 418
'128; chemical application of elec-
tricity. ii. 92: electro-cheinistry, 93
heat and chemical change, 102; atti
tude to science that of a medical
man, 103 ; vibratory view of heat.
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104; indestructibility of force, 1.11;
the dynamical theory of beat, 128;
154; agricultural chemistry, 391.

Dawson, John, i. 267.
De Bary, embryological studies of

plant life, ii. 228.
Do Blainville, indebtedness of Cuvier

to, i. 130; organisation, ii. 236 ; 239;
'Cuvier et Geoffroy Saint Hilaire,'
247, 255; 'Ostéographie,' 257; 266;
unity of organisation, 267 ; "com
position et diconipositou," 421
school of, 431.

Dcade philosophique ridiculed the
fall of meteors, i. 327.

De Candolle, A. P., botanist, ii. 222;
theories of symmetry, 223; Orgaiio.
graphie vgttale' quoted, 230, 236,
261, 265, 266; 'Thtorie tltmeutaire
de la Botanique' quoted, 235; mor
phological view, 239; quoted, 240,
242, 269; regularity and symmetry
in organic nature, 241 ; symmetry of
form, 243 ; appreciation of Goethe's
work, quoted, 244 ; influence of, 276.

Declier (see Clausius), ii. 135.
Decimal fractions, ii. 645, 731.
Dedekind It, biographical notice of
Riemann, i. 352; and Dirichiet, ii.
721 ; 726, 729; on irrational
nun-hers,733, 734, 737.

De chrando, i. 149.
De Haen, i. 208.
Delage, Yves, history of the study of
organic life, ii. 232;

' L'Hir&1it et
les grands problèmes de la l3iologie,'
265, 364, 371, 372, 444, 455, 458, 459;
'L'Hrdit quoted, 271, 298, 348,
349, 406, 421, 427, 447, 461; structure
of protoplasm, 370; school of "or
ganicism " 436.

Du- 1. 'ii. 6641a Hire, 667.
Delambre, i. 11:3; report of French

Institute, 149; quoted on statistical
methods in France, 153.

Delambre and Cuvier, scientific reports
of, i. 42.

Delaunay, lunar theory, i. 329.
Dc Lu.', attacks on Hutton, ii. 291.
Deniocritus of Abdera, founder of

atomistic theory, I. 3,45; animation
of all matter, 11. 369.

Dc 1oivre, doctrine of chances, ii. 678.
Deraud, geomeirical work of, i. 114.
Derhain, Dr Wm., Physic, Theology"

ii. 564.
Descartes, constructive system of, i.

75; and Bacon, 84; 123, 137; and
the philosophy of Kant? 222; Order
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of Jesus, 256; Harvey's discovery,
282; discovery of reflex action,
29; 'Los Passions do I'Ame,' 293;
311, 313; his philosophy and New
ton's contrasted, 338; qualiCees oc
culiw, 351; Snell's experiments in
deflection of light rays, 356; develop
ment of kinetic view, ii. 6; Euler's
opposition to, 8; theoretical hydro
dynamics, 58; older vortex theory
and, 62; the measure of force, 100;

influence on German philosophy, 205;
theory of vortices, 360; a founder of
modern physiology, 378; study of
biology, 379, 380; idea of life, 409,
410; school of "organicisme," 436,
455; 470, 519, 638, 641, 697.

Descent, theory of, i. 201.
Descriptive geometry, ii. 658 et seq.
Deshayes, history of invertebrates, ii.
2:39; Lanmarck, 310.

Destructive spirit in writings of eigh
teenth century, i. 78.

Destutt tie Tracy,
' Iillogie,' i. 83;

alliance with medicine, 126 : 152




;
ideologist, ii. 472.

Determinants, ii. 682; history of, lb.
Development, study of, ii. 264.
Deville, Sainte Claire, ii. 162.
De Wette, theologian, influenced by
school of Fries, i. 209, 273.

Diamagnetism, ii. 74.
Dickson, J. D. H., quoted by Galton,

ii. 619.
Diderot on the genesis of new words, 1.
21; his Encyclopedic, 34, 144, 215.
Dielectric," ii. 63.

Differential equations, general theory
of, ii. 692; Sophus Lie on, Lb.

"Diffraction," Fresnel's memoir on, ii.
25, 27.

Dilthey, 'Schleiermacher,' i. 279.
Dingebley, 'Topologisebe Stuilien,' ii.

64.
Dingier's 'Polytechnic Journal,' ii.

1:34.
Dini, Ulisse, on theory of functions, ii.

704.
Dionis du Séjour, death of, i. 147.
Dirich] et, Lejeune, lectures on
mathe-maticalphysics, i. 44 : discourse on
Jacobi, 15; quoted, 1b6, 188, 189;
Fourier's series, 24] : on Steiner, ii.
670; 680; and Fourier, 69.1 : his and
T1IOIUSUUS principle. 700, 704, 708;
721) 6 281- ,

Dissociation, ii. 16:3.
Distribution, ii. 566.
D;beieiuer, i. 190.
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Dobru, Anton, seaside. laboratory
founded at Naples, ii. 232.

D5flinger, lgnaz, evolutionist, and the
Yaturp/u1osophe, i. 207; scientific
researches, ii. 299; 303.

Doflond, not member of any university,
i. 238; astronomical instrument,
322.

Domesday-Book, ii. 555.
Donders, on language. ii. 538.
Dormer's rendering of the Greek dram.

atists, i. 21.3.
Doppler, enunciated the principle of

Römer's discovery, ii. 10; his prin
ciple of wave-motion, 49.

Dove, meteorology, i. 205.
Downs, 0. G., ii. 579.
Dreyfus-Brisac, testimony to work of
German universities, i. 225.

Driesch, Hans, ii. 342; "organicisme,"
455; works of, 456; 463, 549.

Drobisch, psychologist, ii. 494, 497;
pretensions of statistics, 536.

Drude, p. ii. :33.
Drummond anti Edinburgh University,

i. 269.
Drnrnmoucl, Henry, ii. 326.
Drummonil, Thomas, spectrum analysis,

1. 28.
Duality, principle of, in geometry, ii.
665.

Dublin school of mathematicians, i.
274, ii. 673.

Du Bois-Reymond, Emil, on the intro
(unction of new ideas from abroad,
i. 16; 45; limits of the knowable,
53; 106; the speculative tendency in
science, 179; 'Reden,' 133, 215, ii.
149 a seq.; 'Gedtichtnissrede auf
Job. MUller,' i. 198, 293; voitHic
electricity, 199; quoted, 216, ii.
270, 381, 469, 478; mechanical view
of biology, i. 219; Bell's doctrine,
293; 'Akademie der deutscben
Sprache,' 298; 'Ueber die Greuzen des
Naturerkeuuens1' 348 : objections to
Kirchboff's definition of"' mechanics,"
383; researches of, ii. 208; Eloge of
Jnhaiiiits MUller, 334, 419, 482, 491
revolution in physiological studies,
:396; 'Researches in Animal Elec
tricity,'397; 401; position in vital istic
controversy, 403 ; essay on Vital
Force. 405; 408, 409, 411; on the
principle of natural selection, quoted,
414; vit.alism, 434 ; " Darwin versus
Galiani," quoted, 435; "Exercise,"
436; active nervous system, 438
animal electricity, 475, 476; 481




principle of reflex action, 519; 546,
743.

Du Bois-Reymond, Paul, services to
scientific reasoning, i. 45; 10:3;
'Grundlagen der Erkenntniss in den
exacten Wissenschaften,' 341 ; :377
gravitation "unknowable," 352;
kinetic theory of gases, 433; works
of, ii. 631, 705: theory of functions.,
704; on aritlimetising, 739.

Du Cbite1ct, Madame, letter from Vol
taire to, 1. 105.

Duchesue, physiognomy, ii. 477.
Duclos, on education, i. 259.
Ducos quoted, i. 109.
Dufay, controversy on electric fluid. 1.

362.
Duhamel, mechanics,, i. 44; taught

metallurgy at the Ecole des Mines,
107.

Duhem (see Prof. Ostwald), ii. 159;
labours of, Horstmann, 170: thermo
dynamic potential, 173; 'Mcanique
chimique,' 173 ; chemical equilibrium,
175.

DUbring. E., 'Kritische Ge.schichte. der
aligenteinen Priucipien tier lJechanik,'
ii. 97, 101; historical and controversial
writings, 107.

Dujardin, Felix, sarcode, ii. 261; defini
tion of a cell, 265.

Dulong and Petit, specific heat of bodies,
1. 428, 429.

Dumas, 'Leçons stir hi Phdosophie
chiniique.' i. 114: revives Prout's
hypothesis, 402, 403; explanation of
isomerjm." 40 ; the '' radicle"

theory, 409 ; attack on electro
chemical theory, i&. 410; 'type"
theory, 411 ; 413; attitude towards
the atomic theory. 41S: quoted, 421,
ii. 370, 441 ; i. 402, 428; spectro
scopic observations, ii. 361 ; 'Eai
de Statiquc chiniique des Etres
organiss,' 392; substitution in Chem.
istry, 393; 406.

Dnncker, G., statistics of variation. ii.
622.

DUnt.zer, ii. 5.31.
Dupin, Charles, ii. 579; 658.
Dutens, ' Leibuitil Opera Oi iia' ii.
280.

Dutrocliet, Bell's theorem, i. 293 ; ii.
2:30, 261.

Dynamics, ii. 5; and statics, 144.

ckermanii noted, ii. 253.
Ecole i'entrale (Its; Travaux publics, i.

112.
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I,cole des Pouts et Chaussées, 1. 107.
Ecole normale sup&ieure, i. 112, 113,

237.
Ecole poly technique of Paris, i. 112;
used as model for German poly
technic schools, 166.
cole vtérinaire d'Alfort, i. 107.

Ecoles de Sae, i. 113; founded at
Paris, Strasbourg-, and Montpellier,
142.

Economics and biology, ii. 415.
Edgewortli, Prof., The Law of Error,"

ii. 576.
Ediuburgli Magazine and Review'
issued, i. 273.

'Edinburgh Review,' literary criticism
of, i. 84; 233; quoted, 234, 235, 236;
on English universities, 254 ; 270;
first issued, 273; Brougharn's attack
on Young, ii. 19.

Edison, phonograph, ii. 490.
Education, and instruction, i. 258

liberal, ideal of, 255.
Edncational conflict on discipline, i.

13-13
E lucational efforts in different countries,

i. 252 e seq.; in Scotland, 253; liter
ature of Switzerland, lb.

Educational institutions, French, i. 112.
E.I ucational organiation s in England,

i. 262.
Edward, Thomas, shoemaker and zool

ogist, i. 287.
Edwards, George, 'History of Birds,' i.

287.
Edwards, Mime, 'History of Inverte

brates,' ii. 239; Larnarek, 310; flux
h?y on. 322; "physiological division
of labour," 396.

Ehrruberg, 'Uebcr Leibnitzens Meth.
Me,' ii. 280.

Eighteenth century, one of revolution,
L II.

Eiseustein, and theory of numbers, ii.
684.

Elasticity, theory of, ii. 30, 40; 31;
foundation of theory of, 41.

Electrical and magnetic action, 1. 344.
Electricity, and magnetism, ii. 64 et seq.;

velocities of light and, compared, 84
modern researches. 189; electric
dis-charges,)(05; animal, 475.

Electro-dynamics, NVilhelm Weber's law
of, i. 196; ii. 149.

Electro-mignetic theory, ii. 64 ; in
dctmiteness of, 93 153.

Electro-magnetisni, discovery of, i. 92.
Electrolysis, ii. 154 a .c.
Electron, the term, ii. 193.
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Electrotonic" state of matter, ii. 68,
81.

Elizabeth, England under, i. 67.
Elliptic functions, history of, ii. 648
ee'I

:Zex. T., on terminology of sound,llis
ii. 489.

Ellis, Robert Leslie, on Bacon, i. 94,
96; his report, ii. 649.

Elpbinstone, Bishop, started Aberdeen
University, i. 268.

Elster and Geitel, vacuum tube ex
periments, ii. 190.

Emanations, law of, i. 344.
Embryology, ii. 296.
Enipedocies, relation to Galileo and

Newton, i. 313; attraction and repul
sion, 385; recurrent cycles, ii. 287.

Eucke, "calculus of probabilities," 1.
325.

'Encyclopädie der M athernatiscb en
Wissenschaften,' ii. 73.

Encyclopdie, lectures on, 1. 37.
Encyclopedia Britannica,' article on
Napier, i. 269; first published, 273;
article on "Agriculture" quoted,
284; article on F. Mohr, ii. 106;
article on Sainte Claire Deville, 163;
232, 279, 569.

'Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,' i. 236.
Encyclopaedia of Ersch and Gruber, i.

:35.
Encyclopdias, origin of, i. 40.
Encycloptudic treatment of learning,
age ot; 1. 24, 215; view necessary in
philosophy and history, 203: treat
ment of scientific subjects, 214.

Encyclopedists followed Newton, i. 96;
constructive work of school of, 110;
educational influence of. 112.

Energetics, science of, ii. 141 : 166;
kinetics and, 180.

Energy, conservation of, i. 199, 201 ;
theory of, ii. 87, 96; works deal
ing with, 97; dissipation of, 97, 364;
the term first used by Young, 98;
notion of, contained in Newton's
Principia,' 99 ; the term introduced

by Thomson, 115; and "Force,"
115; availability and dissipation of,
119; doctrine of. 124; revolutions
brought about by idea of, 137;
"potential" and "actual," 139, 398;
influence of doctrine of, 399; circu
lation of, 420; 465: availability of,
594.

Engel, F., on taste in mathematics, ii.
632; on genesis of Lie's ideas, (392.

England, science and philosophy in,
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during the early part of the century,
i. 75.

English character, individualism of, i.
'279; changes during last fifty years,
280; love of nature, 284, 286; Flankel
on, ii. 704. 711.

Enneper, 'Elliptische Functionen,' i.
185, 187.

Entropy, ii. 169 et seq., 181, 594.
Enumeration, ii. 561.
11 Environment," ii. 314, 430.
Epicurus, "essential and inherent

gravity," 1. 340; natural philosophy
of, ii. 4.

Epigenesis and evolution, ii. 298.
Equations, theory of, Abel, ii. 681;

general solution of, 687 e. seq.
Equivalents, chemical, i. 399.
Erasmus, i. 163.
Erdmann, misprint in his 'Grundris

.der Gescliiehte der Philosophic,' i.
50; ii. 495, 512.

Erlsberg, ii. 271.
Ernest Augustus, Elector of Hanover,

i. 158.
Ernest IT., Duke of Gotha, i. 54, 176;
patron of the astronomer von Zach,
177; system of education of, 256.

Error. element of, i. 323; theory of, ii.
568, 574.

Ersch and Gruber, Encyclopedia of, i.
35.

Eschenhurg, representative of encyclo
pedic teaching, i. 38.

Ether, luminiferous, theory of, ii. 18;
properties of, 31; nature of, 36; hy
pothesis of, 37; Sir 0. Lodge on
nature of the, 38 ; nature of, 40
et seq.; mathematical and experi
mental investigation of, 44; an
"elastic solid," 54 ; luminiferous,
69, 70.

Etymology, value of, for history of
Thought, i. 20.

Eucken, R., on philosophical termin
ology, i. 21.

Euclid preferred in England to Le
gendre, i. 44; his works models of
scientific thought, 95; 120, ii. 4;
Proclus on, 634; Klein on, 635; 718;
733.

Eudemus of Rhodes, ii. 633.
Eudoxus, Proelus on, ii. 634.
Euler, Leonbard, freed analysis from

geometrical fetters, i. 103 ; 135
competed with '1'. Mayer, 158; 163;
connection of, with modern science,
175; 181, 183, 234 ; analytical
methods of, 271; mathematics, 44




319; lunar theory, 320; Newton's
gravitation formula, 334;

' Or
sache der Gravitation," 341 ; ether
theory of gravitation, 343, 46, 351
unfavourable to Boseovich's theory,
358; ii. 7; 'Anleitung zur Natur
lebre,' 8; the successor of Huygeus,
16, 17; studies in elasticity, 30;
spect.ruin analysis. 46;
psycho-phy-sics,474 ; 510, 637 ; introduces con-
ception of "function," 639; 643, 646,
648; on different mathematical inter
ests, 657; 669, 680, 692, 694, 695,
721.

Evelyn, John (see Arundel collection),
ii. 564.

Everett, "character" in music. it. 489.
Evolution, ii. 210, 278.
Ewaht, on If umboldt's geological work,

ii. 226: 253.
Ewing, The Steam-Engine,' ii. 136.
Exner, 'Repertorium der Physik,' 1.

823.
Exploration, the spirit of, ii. 206 et seq.
Externalisation, ii. 525.

Fabricius of Acquapendente, teacher of
Harvey, i. 282.

Fagnano, Count, Euler on, ii. 657.
Falk, Johannes, follower of Petalozzi,

i. 258.
Faraday, electrical theories of.. i. 199;

electrical researches, 201, ii. 6;
electrical and other discoveries of, i.
230; science in England. 236; not
menhl)er of any university, 239, 22;
and Plucker, 242: neglected in Eng
land, 246 ; studied in laboratory of
Royal Institution, 249 : furnished
texts for lectures in German univer
sities, 251 ; at Royal Institution,
264, ii. 80 educated by Davyt i.
265; "lines of force.' 266, ii. 6,
182 ; not connected with C:tiubride
mathematical school. i. 266 : neglect
of his writings, 277 ; 279, 2'7 : gravi
tation, 344 : electricity, 3-15 : syni.
bolism, 347 ; nature of iliatter, 3fiS
discovery of electrical induction, 363
method of measuring the electric
current, 365 . electrical action in
chemical processes, 366 iliscovery
of magnetic induction, 36$. 371 : his
influence, 380 ; discovery t. ' iso
merism," 406 his attitude towards
the atomic theory, 41 : 431 : theory
of chemical atlinity, 45,2: rt'earches
of. ii. 35 : modern viw of electrical
phenomena. 66 : ''

ni:ignetisatiou of
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light," 74: electro-magnetie radiation,
77; and Thomson, 78; galvanic cur
rents, 79; and Clerk-Maxwell, 80;II electrotonic state" of matter, 81 ;
tubes of force, 83; electricity in
motion, 93; and Poggendorf, 107;
referred to, 111 ; indestructibility of
force, ib.; correlation and inter.
changeability of natural forces, 119;
"force," 125; II

regelation of ice,"
127; indestructibility of force, 130;
electricity in space, 145; electro
magnetic field, 146; electrolytic law,
154, 157; results of experimental
work of, 16]. ; law of, 165; atomic
view, 189; observations of vacuum
tube phenomena, 190; 191, 193.

Fandel and Schwoerer, 'Life of Him,'
ii. 134.

Fay, Du, referred to by Voltaire, i.
106.

Faye, 'Stir l'Origine du Monde,' ii. 282,
357, 360.

Fechner, Gustav Tbeodor, 'Elements
of Psycho-physics,' i. 200 ; and Bosco.
vich's theory, 359; Ohm's law, 365;
electrical theory of, 371 ; Atomen
Iehre,' 433; ii. 369; psycho-physics,
469, 493; psychical research, 508;
'Psychophysik,' 511 ; 514, 546, 743.

Felbiger, Von, educational work of,
i. 256.

Fellenberg, Von, follower of Pestalozzi,
1. 258.

Fénelon, i, 253.
Fermat, Pierre, the theory of probabil

ities, i. 120; arithmetical discoveries,
181; 187; his theorems, ii. 680,
721.

Ferrier, functions of the brain, ii. 479.
Fertilisation of plants, ii. 338.
Fertilisers, invention of artificial, 1. 92.
Fessel, fellow-worker with PlUcker, ii.

76.
Fichte, I. H., and Lotze, i. 49.
Fichte, J. G., the province of phil

osophy, i. 36; influence on academic
teaching, 37, 38; idealism of, 60;
'Wissenschaftslehre,' 83; doctrine of,
170; 'Nature of the Scholar,' 171 ;
172; influenced by Spinoza, 212; edu
cational significance of his writings,
258; 263, 64; system of, ii. 500;
and. Herder, 532.

Fiedler, German translations of Sal
mon's works, i. 275, ii. 669 ; 685;
expounds von Staudt's method, 669.

Fiedler and Salmon, i. 44.
"Field," magnetic, ii. 68.
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Finnie, John, agricultural chemistry, i.
285.

Fischer, Emil, ii. 437.
Fischer, E. G., first table of standard

equivalents, i. 393; 398.
Fischer, Iuno, 'Geschichte der neuoren

Philosophie,' i. 67.
Fitton, ii. 294.
Fitzgerald, G. F., ii. 195.
Fizeau, velocity of light, ii. 45, 85.
Flamsteed, Newton's correspondence

with, i. 98.
Flemmthg, ii. 444.
Fletcher, L., 'The Optical Indicatrix,'

ii. 14, 42, 55.
Flourens, 'Histoire des Travaux de
Georges Cuvier,' i. 130, 139 ; 'Eloges
.flistoriques,' 135; and de Blainville,
ii. 247 ; "Eloge" of Geoffroy, 255;
doctrine of descent, 322; quoted on
Gall, 477; phrenology, 478.

Fluorescence, ii. 52.
Fluxions, invention of method of, i.

101 ; method of, ii. 706.
Fol, on fertilisation, ii. 28.
Fontanes, conversation of Napoleon
with, i. 153.

Fontenelle popularised science, i. 106;
literary influence of, 111; 123, 134,
135, 142, 144, 279: 'Eloge do Leib
uiz' quoted, ii. 280.

Forbes, Ethvard, naturalist, i. 233, 288.
Forbes, J. D., i. 272; on radiant heat,

ii. 105.
"Force, lines of," ii. 68; Lord Kelvin

on, 71; and "energy," 115.
Force, matter and, mathematically de

fined, i. 334.
Forces, correlation of, ii. 105.
Forms, theory of, ii. 678, 684.
Forster, Georg, Humboldt's view of

nature, i. 52; naturalist, services of,
179; the term "phrenology," ii. 477;
influences Herder, 532.

Forster, Johann Reinhold, i. 179.
Forsyth, A. R., theory of functions, ii.

704.
'Fortnightly Review,' ii. 558.
'Fortachritte der Physik,' started, ii.

58.
Foster, Sir Michael, 'Text. Book of

Physiology,' quoted, ii. 289, 446;
physiology, 396; 'Text-Book,' 417
"Metabolism," 421, 442; "General
Physiology," 423, 430; quoted, 428.

Foucault, spectrum analysis, i. 278;
speed of light, ii. 36, 45; prismatic
analysis of the voltaic are, 50;
"gyroscope" and "gyrostat," 61.
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Foucher, 'Hypothesis Physics,' ii. 5.
Foundations of science, historical and

logical, ii. 671; of mathematics re
vised by Weierstrass, 703; examina
tion of, 709.

Fourcroy, 'Annales de Chimie,' i., 41
at the Jardin des Plantes, 107; Ecole
des Travaux publiques, 112; 113;
services of, to the Republic, 148;
criticisms of BaumeS'8 essay, ii. 390.

Fourier, Fr. M. C., and co-operation,
ii. 566.

Fourier, J. B. Jos., i. 187 ; neglected
by Paris Institute, 241 ; 'Théorie de
la Chaleur,' 322 ii. 175; theory of
dimensions, i. 33; his mathematics
employed by Lord Kelvin, 330;
"dynamiô equilibrium," ii. 79;
quoted, 120; dedication of 'Phil
osophie Positive,' 239; heat, 487;
analysis of periodic phenomena, 62:3;
on Jacobi and Abel, 657; definition
of function, 693; 697, 699.

Fox-Talbot, light, ii. 11.
France, home of scientific thought in

the early part of the century, 1. 75.
Francis I. founded College de France,

i. 107.
Fraucke, A. H., influence of, at Halle

University, i. 160; educational work
of, 256; 257.

Franco3ur's mathematics introduced
into England and Germany, i. 44;
influenced German thought, ii. 101.

Frank, i. 208.
Frankland, Sir Edw., chemical re

searches of, i. 413, 447; atomicity of
chemical compounds discovered by,
414.

Franklin, controversy on electric fluid,
i. 362; Davy's speculations on heat
and light, ii. 104.

Fraunhofer lines, i. 278; theory and
practice of inea.curiug, 322; spectro
scopic observations, ii. 47.

Frederick, Elector. reconstitutes Uni
versity of Heidelberg, i. 160.

Frederick the Great, popular education,
i. 256; population statistics, ii. 563.

Frederick II. of Denmark and Tycho,
i. 157.

Freewill, ii. 583.
Frege, G., ii. 737.
Freind, John, molecular attraction, i.

355.
French, the, masters in science at the
beginning of the century, i. 41.

Fresenius, text-books of, i. 188.
Fresnel, Augustin, neglected by Paris




Institute, 1. 241 ; and Young, theories
of, 244; dynamical view of light, 370;
revival of kinetic view of nature, ii. 8;
optical phenomena, 13, 14; undula
tory theory of light, 21, 36; views on
"sideduess" of rays of light, 24
Memoir on Diffraction, 25, 26; trans
verse vibrations, 28; elastic theory
of light, 31; nature of the ether, 40;
theory of elasticity, 41 ; definition of
motion of light, 42; theory of light,
43; vibrations of the ether, 56; the
dielectric and luminiferous ether, 69,
70, 89 ; "elastic medium" in space,
84; reference to, 86, 91; 344, 467.

Freytag, 'Bilder aus der deutschen
Vergangenheit,' i. 256.

Frezier, geometrical work of, i. 114.
Fries, Jacob, 1. 195; school of, 208;
psychology, ii. 495.

Fritsch, 'Theorie der Newtou'sehen
Gravitation,' i. 343.

Fröbel, founder of the Kindergarten, i.
258.

Frost, Schemer's 'Astronomical Spec.
troscopy,' ii. 46; 362.

Function, mathematical, introduced by
Euler, ii. 639.

Functions of living substance. ii. 429.
Functions, theory of, ii. 693 et seq.;
two schools, 693; non differentiable,
Hankel and Weierstrass on, 705;
oscillating, 706; analytic, 712.

Fundamentals in mathematics, ii. 649
e seq.; geometrical and logical, 651
et seq.; Gauss on, 652.

Galen, 1. 293; ii. 207.
Galileo, Bacon's indebtedness to, i. 94;

mechanical laws of, 317; 318; stimu
lated star-gazing, 327; formulas of,
335; described phenomena of falling
bodies, 353; 389, 424: 'Sidereus
Nuncius,' discovered the moons of
Jupiter, ii. 10; 12; inertia, 124
astronomical work of, 221.

Gall, J. F., i. 136; extolled by Comte,
310; phrenology, ii. 477, 479.

Gal!e and the discovery of Neptune, i.
277.

Galois, Evariste, Theory of Equations,
ii. 686 ; his life and works, ii'.,- hb
letter to Chevalier, ib.; and theory
of groups, 687; 692.

Galton, Francis, on heredity, ii. 574,
612 ; on variation, 609; his works,
ii,.; combines Quetelet and Darwin.
ii,.; on stttisticnl treatment, 612;
on pangenesis, 614; forestalls Weis.
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mann, i&; on "particulate" inheri
tance, 615; on law of distribution,
617; on law of regression, 618.

Galvani, discoveries of, i. 363, ii. 150;
galvanic current, 233; animal elec
tricity, 474.

"Gamma" function, ii. 696.
Garnett, R., on Georg Forster, i. 52;

179.
Garuett, W., and Campbell, Life of

Clerk-Maxwell,' ii. 599.
Gartner, investigations of, ii. 415.
Gases, liquefaction of, i. 316; the

kinetic theory of, 425, ii. 34; i.
433.

Gaskell, Br, cerebro-spinal nerves, ii.
429; analysis of process of "meta
bolism," 442.

Gassendi taught at the College de
France, i. 1(17; 385.

Gassiot, experiments with vacuum
tubes, ii. 190.

Gatterer of Göttingeu University, i.
165.

Gauss, Carl Fr., i. 44, 45; orbit of
Ceres, 54; works of, 82; and Weber,
the telegraph, 92, 367; 'Disquisi
tiones Arithnietica,' 105, 120, ii. 682;
Lobatchevski and Bolyai, i. 161; and
Humboldt, 167 ; and Zach, 177;
178; mathematical researches, 181;
182; least squares, 183; 184, 185,
188. 189, 191, 200, 207, 211; "exact
habit of thought," 222; 231, 238, 247;
measurement of magnetic action, 265;
303; absolute measurements, 309,
369; astronomical work of, 314, 331;
measurements of, 322; 'Theoria
niotus corporum clestinm,' 324
calculus of probabilities, 325; 352;
Coulomb's methods, 360, 362; 365;
importance of his work, 384 ; "Top-
ologie," ii. 63; researches into
elec-tricalphenomena, 67; 76; electro
magnetic measurements, 78; system
of absolute measurements, 117; arith
metical discoveries of, 124 ; influences
Helmholtz, 150; 197, 254; science
of chances, 568; theory of error, 574;
575; method of least squares, 576;
doctrine of probabilities, 577; law of
error, 616; and Newton compared,
630; rediscovery of Cores, ib.;
pioneer of modern mathematics, 636;
Bessel on, lb.; his style criticised by
Abel, 637; 640; his fundamental
theorem, 644, 688; on convergency,
646; his work on higher functions,
648 e seq.; on fundamentals, 652;
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his influence on Bolyai, Lobatcbevski,
and others, 652; anticipates the work
of others, lb.; compared to Goethe,
653; on extended system of numbers,
654; reforms theory of numbers, 680
et seq., 720; on determinants, 682;
686, 68, 693, 695, 697, 698; on con
formal images, 701; on non-Euclidean
geometry, 710, 713; measure of
curvature, 714; theory of congru
ences, 7z3; on mathematical calculi,
724; on bi-quadratic residues, 725;
732; not a great teacher, 616, 743.

Gauss and Gerling, ii. 713.
Gauss and Schuniach er, correspondence,

ii. 710.
Gauss and Weber, telegraph, 1. 92,
367; school of, ii. 702.

Gay-Lussac, Memoirs of, i. 83; 'An
nales do Cbyniie et do Physique,'
189; ]90; organic analysis, lb.;
chemical discoveries, 398, 407; ex
periments, 425; 426-429; Fresnel's
'Mémoire sur la Diffraction,' ii. 25 ;
visit to England, 27; experiment in
heat measurement, 109; 154, 592.

Geddes and Thonison, The Evolu
tion of Sex,' ii. 227, 455, 458, 459;
sexual selection, 344; "Reproduc
tion," 348.

Gegenbaur, school of Darwinism in
Germany, ii. 436.

Gehien, 'Aligemeines Journal uiir
Cbemie,' i. 41.

Geikie, Sir Axchd., quoted on Play fair's
'Huttonian Theory of the Earth,' i.
283; G. Wilson and, 'Memoir of
a Forbes,' 288.

Geissler, fellow-worker with Pucker,
ii. 76; electrical researches, 189;
vacuum tubes, 190.

Geitel (see Elster), ii. 190.
Generalisation, process of, in mathe

matics, ii. 638; 650.
Generalised co-ordinates, Plucker, ii.

673.
''Genesis," ii. 279.
Genetic view of nature, ii. 276, 290;
in Germany and France, 321 ; triumph
of, 328; on a large scale, 345;
strengthened by physics and chem
istry, 355.

Genetics, ii. 213.
Genius, latent thought the material of,

i. 8.
'Gentleman's Magazine,' ii. 679.
Geography, historical, i. 294.
Geological Society, i. 290.
Geology, ii. 290.
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Geometrical axioms, i. 199, 352; 1649,
et seq.

Geometry, deficiency of organisation
of research in England, 1. 243; two
schools of, ii. 668.

Geophysics. 1363.
George, Duke of Saxony, reconstituted

University of Leipzig, i. 159.
Gergonne, ii. 660; Hankel on, 666;

673.
Gerhardt, C. F., revives Front's
hypoth-esis,i. 40; attack on electro-chemical
theory, 409; "type" theory, 411
413; on the constitution of substances,
419; "types," 423; Guielin's system
of equivalents, 426; characteristic of
hydrogen atoms, 430.

Gerhardt, C. J., on the invention of the
calculus, i. 101; edited Leibniz, 'Phil
osophisehe Schriften,' ii. 5.

Germ plasma and body plasma, ii. 457,
458; plasma, differentiation of, 459.

German Association, character and de
cline of, i. 288.

German language, peculiarity of, 1. 22.
German universities, i. 226.
Germany leads in the history of thought,

i. 46.
Gerviuus on Herder, i. 51; connection

of political and literary history, 59;
'Georg Forster's Werke,' 179; rela
tions of philosophy and history, 206;
"theoretical politician," 311.

Gesner of Gittiugen University, i. 165.
"Gewerbesebulen," i. 166.
Gibbon, i. 47; 'Roman Empire,' 169;

influence of, on German thought. and
literature, 212; in German unver
sities, 251.

Gibbs, J. Willard, energetics, ii. 166,
171 ; "free energy," 173; chemical
equilibrium, 175, 177; formulie of,
185; on directional calculus, 655;
656.

Gibson, George A.,
' Fourier's series,"

1. 241.
Giese, vacuum tube experiments, ii.

190.
Gilbert, Sir J. H., agricultural experi
ments and publications of, i. 285.

Gilbert, Wm., Bacon's indebtedness to,
i. 94.

Glaciers, Helmholtz's theory of, ii. 127.
Glaisher, Prof., quoted on invention of

logarithms, i. 269; 321; law of error,
ii. 576.

Glazebrook, Prof., 'Report on Optical
Theories,' ii. 54; Lord Kelvin's
theory of ether, 55; 'James Clerk-




Maxwell and Modern Physics,' 77;
indefiniteness of Maxwell's electro
magnetic theory, 94.

Gmelin, Chr., chemist, i. 188; hand
book of chemistry, 208.

Gmelin, Leopold, 'Bandbuch der
Cheniie,' i. 43, ii. 158; system of
equivalents of, i. 426, 430.

Goebel, Prof., on biology, ii. 313.
Goethe quoted on history, i. 7; quoted
on the success of the few, 9; made
modern German language, 22; atti
tude of, to national idealism of Ger
many, 39; style of, 51; his work,
61; influence of, on taste, 67;
'Faust,' 76; school of, 84; Lewes's
Life of, 166; 179; as a scientist, 180;
influenced by the Naturphilosoplize,
207; 212; introduced hexameter into
German poetry, 213; quoted, 251, 286,
ii. 3, 254, 258; educational
signifi-canceof his writings, i. 258; 261;
correspondence of, 279; on Luke
Howard, 286; introduction of the
term morphology, ii. 212; 213;
theory of metamorphosis, 223, 243,
267; influence of, 225; theories of,
246; influence of linueus, 252; 253;
the genetic view, 317, 321 ; subjective
colour sensations, 482; foundations
of the study of language, 538.

Goldstein, vacuum-tube experiments,
ii. 190; "ether" theory of cathode
rays, 192.

Goltz, experiments on the brain, ii.
478; 479.

Goodsir, cell theory, ii. -265.
Gordon, Lewis, Carnot's 'Puissance

Motrice,' ii. 118.
Göttingen, prize essays on principles of

dynamics, 1 97.
Gottinger Gelehrte Anzeigeu' of
Hailer, i. 176.

Gough, John, the blind naturalist, i.
28'?.

Gourand quoted, ii. 571.
Grevius, recognition of Bentley, i. 10.
Graff, Prof. L. Yon, on Haeckel's

'Stamnil,äume,' ii. 337.
Graham, Thomas, chemistry, i. 44;

salts and acids, 410; experimental
work of, ii. 161 ; 164; discoveries of,
224.

Grandi, series of, ii. 646.
Grant, Sir A., 'Story of the University
of Edinburgb,' i. 160, 232, 267, 269,
283; on David Gregory, 270; on
Bell, 293.

Grant, Prof., natural selection, ii. 330.
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Grassmann, Hermanu, geometry, i. 44;
geometrical labours of; neglected in
Germany, 243, 247; 'Ausdehnungs
lehre,' 275; mathematical labours
of, ii. 73; 630; Hankel on his science
of forms, 640 et seq.; his comprehen
sive calculus, 655; gradual apprecia
tion of his work, 656; 710.

Graunt, John, statistics, i. 122; "Tables
of Mortality," ii. 564.

Graves, R. P., 'Life of Sir W. R.
Hamilton' quoted, i. 106, 289; ii.
722.

Gravitation, formula of, i. 319; lines of
thought emanating from it, 321 ; not
an ultimate property of matter, 338;
difficulty of measuring directly, 353.

Gray (the poet), i. 285.
Gray quoted on David Robertson, 1.

289.
Gray, Asa, criticism of 'Vestiges,' ii.
319; 332.

Gréard, educationalist, i. 260.
Green, George, important generalisation

in statics and dynamics, i. 230; his
"potential function," 231 ; 246, 272,
331 ; important papers lost, 277;
properties of ether, ii. 31, 33 ; in.
spired by Cauchy, 4.3; analytical
method of, 45; referred to, 54 ; theory
of electric and magnetic phenomena,
74; 693.

Grigoire proposed Bureau des Longi
tudes, i. 113.

Gregory, David, introduced Newtonian
philosophy into the University of
Edinburgh, i. 232; Professor of Astro
nomy, Oxford, 270, 272; astronomical
instruments, 322.

Gregory, F., Haukel on, ii. 712.
Gren's 'Journal der Physik,' i. 41.
Grew, Nehemiah, used the terra "cell,"

i. 195; microscopic investigations in
biology, 283; embryological re
searches, ii. 227 ; microscopical
studies, 260; observations of, 261.

Griesbach, "Animal and Plant Geo
graphy," ii. 226.

Griesinger, Mayer's "right of priority,"
n. 115.

Grimaicli, polarisation of light, ii. 18.
Grimm, Jacob, 'Uober Schule, Univer

sitat, Akademie,' 1. 100; language, ii.
5401.542.

Groth1 'Physikalische Krystailographie,'
i. 443.

Groups: theory of, ii. 632, 686, 687;
Burkhardt on, 688 ; 639 et seq. ;
continuous and discontinuous, 691.
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Grove," Correlation of Physical Forces,"
ii. 111 ; "force," 125, 130.

Gruber, Ersch and, .Encyclopredia of,
i. 35; representative of encyclopedic
teaching, 38.

Guardia quoted, i. 106; 'Hh.toire de
la Mdicine,' 126.

Guerry, A. M., statistics, ii. 579.
Guhrauer, 'Leibniz, eine Biographie,'

i. 158, ii. 280.
Guizot, education, law of, i. 183, 257.
Guldberg, law of mass-action, ii. 157;

ideas of Berthollet, 177.
Guyton de Morveau, i. 116, 131; gun
powder, iron, steel, 148.

Gyroscope and gyrostat invented, ii. 61.

Haacke, ii. 271.
Hacker, Dr Val., 'Praxis und. Theorie
der Zellen. und Befruchtungslehre,' ii.
265, 370; 371, 447.

Haeckel, Ernst, i. 179 ; ' Generelle
Morphologie der Organisehen Wesen,'
ii. 213, 214, 270, 271, 349; Goethe's
ideas, 244. 246; "Ontogenesis" and.

Phylogenesis," 307; 'Natürliche
Schöpfungs - Geschichte,' 313, 323;
'History of Creation,' 332; genea
logical trees, 337 ; sexual selection,
343; 347; evolution, 348, 455; Dar
win and. Lamarck, 350; 351, 361;
conception of universal animation,
369; biological theories of, 371; 414;
school of Darwinism in Germany,
436; "germinal" element, 457; and
Weismann, 460; and Herder's evolu
tionism, 533; man and brute, 541;
546, 608; kinetic hypothesis, 611.

Haeser, 'Geschicbte der Medicin,' i.
126, 308, ii. 388, 390, 401; on
homceopathy, i. 210; on Kant, 219.

Hahn, "Cuvier" in 'Grande Encyclo
pédie,' i. 130.

Hahuemaun's homeopathy, i. 210.
Hales, improvements in microscopy, ii.

230.
Hall, Marshall, ii. 519.
Haile, University of, i. 165.
Hailer, Albrecht Yon. i. 163; of GUttin.
gen University, 165; connection of,
with modern science, 175; 'GUttinger
Gelehrte Auzeigeu,' 176 ; ' Ele.
nienta,' 193; 194; zoological labours
of, ii. 220, 230 ; study of separate
organs, 233; "evolutionist," 278;
279; epigenesis, 293; 299, 308; vital
istic conceptions, 384; discovery of ir
ritability, 429; psycho-physical view,
471; influences Herder, 532; 533.
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Halley, Edmund, "reciprocal dupli
cate" ratio, i. 98; 270; Newton's
'Principia,' 283; orbits of comets,
324; calculates return of comet, 327;
Newton to, 342; pendulum experi
ments of, 354; statistician, ii. 565.

Haisted, G. B., on non- Euclidean
geometry, ii. 652; 714.

Hamaun, Johann Georg, ii. 535, 536.
Hamilton, Sir W., 'Discussions,' i. 203;
'Dugald Stewart's Works,' 359
"PhiLosophy of the Unconditioned,"
ii. 326.

Hamilton, Sir W. B.., used the notation
of Newton, i. 101; Life of, quoted
from, 106; paper on caustics, 230;
important generalisation in statics
and dynamics, 231; Dublin Mathe
matical School, 274; originality of,
ib.; "characteristic function," 316;
theory of optical phenomena, ii. 13,
42; mathematical labours of, 73;
dynamics, 138; 195; his quaternions,
654; 656, 709; introduces term
"associative," 711 ; 722.

Hank, Theodore, suggested idea of the
Royal Society, i. 227.

Hankel, Hermann, generalisiug aspects
of the sciences, i. 46; quoted on
the establishment of analysis as a
science, 103; 'Die Entwickelung der
Mathematik,' 175; 'Theorie der corn
plexen Zahlensysteme,' 185; ii. 710;
'Die Elemente der Projectivischen
Geometrie,' 1. 138; ii. 632; on the
two processes of algebra, 640; on
Grassmann, ib., 656; on Peacock
and de Morgan, 641; on Gauss's
theorem, 645; on imaginaries, 653,
664; Poncelet's principle, 661; on
Gergonne's principle of duality, 666;
on Steiner, 668 ; compares von
Staudt with Chasles, 669. on Möbius,
682; on fundamentals, 703 et seq.;
on English mathematics, 704, 711;
on oscillating functions, 706; on
Boizano and Canchy, 709; principles
of arithmetic, 711; on principle of
permanence, 712; on quaternions,
ib., 717; 726.

Hänle's 'Magazin,' i. 43.
Häuselmann, 'K. F. Gauss,' i. 181.
Hansen, lunar theory, i. 329.
Harcourt, Vernon, i. 236.
Harding, discovery of planets, i. 182.
Harkness and Morley, theory of

functions, ii. 704.
Harmonic function8, ii. 696.
Harriot, a forerunner of Bacon, i. 94.




Harris, James, language, ii. 536.
Harris, Snow, referred to by Faraday,

ii. 69.
Harrison, received prize of Board of
Longitude for his chronometers, i.
158; astronomical instruments, 322.

Hart, J. M., testimony to work of
German universities, i. 225.

Hartmiuni, ii. 470, 608.
Hartuack and Nachet, improvement in
immersion system, ii. 228.

Harvey, contemporary with Bacon, i.
94; discovery of the circulation of
the blood, 193; 272; contributions
to biology, 282; 292; study of sep
arate organs, ii. 233; "metamor
phosis," 1278; embryology, 297; 349,
444.

Hatchett, not member of any univer
sity, i. 233.

Haukesbee, Francis,. capillary pbenom
ena, i. 346; experments of, 855, 356.

Hauptmann, C., 'Die Metaphysik in
der modernen Physiologie,' ii. 401,
438; quoted, 407, 444.

Häusser, I., i. 59.
Hail)', Abbé, physics at the Ecole nor.

male, i. 112*; crystallography of,
11, 117 ; services of, to mineralogy,
118; 136; created the science of
crystallography, 441 ; labours of, ii.
222; founder' of crystallography,
240; 241; crystallography, 264;
building up of crystals, 270.

Haym, Rudolf, 'Leben W. v. Hum.
boldts,' i. 38 ; chief authority on
Herder, 51; biographies of Heel
and others, 279 ; 'Herder neli
seinern Leben und semen Werken,'
ii. 531, 533, 537.

Hayward, algebra of 'Coplanar Vec
tors,' ii. 656.

Heat, Tynciall's dynamical theory or,
ii. 57 ; dynamical theory of, 73
Black, Rumford, and Davy, 102 : the
non-mechicanical nature of heat-
phen-omena, 120 et seq. ; and perpetual
motion, 126 et seq. ; of the sun, 357.

Heaviside, Oliver, popularisation oI
Maxwell's electro - magnetic theory,
ii. 72 ; 193 ; his directional calculus,
655, 656.

Hecker, .1. J., established "Realsebule"
at Berlin, i. 166.

Heeren of GUttingen University, i. 165;
and Ukert, collections of Histories of
all countries, 167.

Hegel, G. W. F., on the province of
philosophy, i. 36; treated science
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from a metaphysical standpoint, 43;
philosophy of, influenced by Herder,
51; ridiculed search for new planets,
54; on status of philosophy, 60;
his definition of philosophy, 61; re
lation of philosophy to religion, 73;
'Pbthionienologie ties Geistes,' 83;
spontaneous development of thought.
85; 'Geschicbte tier Phulosophie,'
145 ; 162; speculative tendency of,
uS; philosophy of, 204, ii. 279, 346,
500; i. 207, 208; encyclopedic lec-
tures on philosophy, 215;
benefac-tionsto historical sciences, 215;
Schelling's scheme of evolution, ii.
354; 495; dialectics, 530; 603, 751.

Hegelianism, failure of, i. 72.
Heidenbain, Prof., function of gland.

cells, ii. 429.
Heine, E., ii. 704, 733.
Helm, Dr Georg, 'Die Lehre von tier

Energie,' ii. 97, 142, 185, 186; 'Die
Energetik nach ihrer gescliichtlicben
.Entwicke]ung,' 97, 106, 108.111, 125,
127, 133, 133; controversies as to
priority of discovery in theory of
energy, 97, 98; influence of Poucelet
on practical mechanics, 101; heat
unit, 109; labours of Horstmann,
170; methods of W Gibbs, 171
criticism of mechanical view, 1S3;
188.

Helmholtz, metaphysical foundations
of geometry and dynamics, i. 45;
'Redeti' quoted, 175; on speculative
tendency in science, 179; on Goethe
as a naturalist, ISO; 'Vortrige,' 193;
198, 199; doctrine of the conserva
tion of energy, 201; on the relations
of mathematical and experimental
science, 205; 'Wisseuschaftliche
Ahhandluugeu,' ib.; 'Vortrage und
Reden' quoted, 209; 'Ueber this
Denken in tier Medicin,' 10; revival
of doctrine of conservation of force,
218; on Kant, 219; 220; 'Journal
fUr Mathematik,' 231 ; Fourier's
series, '241; "sense perceptions," 243;
on Young, 244; 'Ijeber (lie Erhaltung
tier Kraft,' 265. 309; on Faraday's
ideas, 266 ; vortex motion, 313, ii.
35, 60; on the gravitation theory, i.
352; 375: objection against Weber's
law, 376, 377 ; "action atadistance,"
:330; on the electro-chemical theory,
405; investigations of fluid motion,
ii. 53; articles on acoustics, Lb. ;
"vortex filaments," 61; influence of
his speculations in England, 62; illus-
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trations ofhis theories, 63; suggested
vortex-atom theory, 66; 'Faraday
Lecture' quoted, ib.; adopted views
of EnElish scientists, 93; independ
ence of Mayer's writings, 97; his
work theoretical, 99; "physical me
chanics," 101; scientific services of,
106; memoirs refused by Poggendorf,
107 ; classical character of his in
vestigations into the nature of heat,
112; 'Gesammelte Ahhandlungen,'
113; his recognition of the claims of
Mayer, 114; 117; and Sadi Carnot,
123; perpetual motion, 124; conser
vation of energy, 125, 127, 130, 142,
438; "death" of the universe, 131
mathematical treatment of power and
work, 137; on tension, 138; 141;
energetics, 148; electz-o -dynamics,
149; theories of electro-dy naiuicphen
omena, 152; Faraday Lecture, 154;
dissociation, 163; thermal measure
ments, 172; "free energy," '173;
chemical equilibrium, 175; quoted,
182; atomic view, 189; atom of elec
tricity, 193; memoir of, 195; ether
theory, 196; imperfections of the eye
as an optical instrument, 215; micro
scopic work, '229; Goethe's theory of
colours, 245; Kant's theory, 282;
appreciation of Kant, 284; "energy,"
355; physical laws, 356; cosndcal
origin of life, 369; on vitalism, 388;
391; 'Physiological Optics,' 397,
480, 503; 'Physiological Acoustics,'
397; nature of living forces, 393;
403, 421, 467; animal magnetism,
476; quoted on "specific energies,"
482; optics; 483. 506; psycho-physi
cal science, 485; "Timbre," 488;
arrangement of tones, 490; and Kant,
491 ; psycho- physical phenomena,
496; space perception, 504; "Ueber
clas Seben des Menachen," 506 ; bear
ing and seeing, 512; language, 538;
on harmonics, 623 ; on foundations
of geometry, 710; letter to Schering,
ib.; on axioms of geometry, 711
and Riemanu on geometry, 713.

Hel
471.
vetius, ignorance of physiology, ii.

Henle, Jacob, reconstruction of "gen
eral anatomy," i. 195; 198; anthro
pological lectures of, 2]; mechanical
views in biology of, 219; on demon
stration of Bell's doctrine, 293;
Aligemeine Anatomie,' ii. 401.

Henrici, ii. 656.
Henry, Dr, not member of any univer-
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sity, i. 239; 'Life of Dalton,' 246;
on (iharles Bell, 292.

Heraclitus of Ephesus, i. 314; the
"kinetic theory," 385; conception of
eternal motion, ii. 3; conception of
changing world-periods, 286.

Herapath, "mechanical theory of
gases," i. 310; 434.

Horbart repudiated by Lotze, i. 49;
208; educational influence of, in
Germany, '257; phrenology, ii. 478;
anticipated Llelniholtz 491; influ
ence of his philosopby, 494; on
"faculty-psychology," 495; psycho
logical research, 496; mathematical
psychology, 498; 500; psychical
mechanism of, 504; space percep
tion, 506; 507, 512, 515; introspec
tive method, 527; "Völkerpsych
ologie" and "Sprachwissenschaft,"
530.

Herbert, Dean, natural selection, ii.
330.

Herder, i. 50; History of Humanity,
61 ; 'Ideen,' 53; 'Metakritik,' 83;
indebtedness to Gibbon, 169; 171;
cited on Georg Forster, 179; scien
tific ideal of, 211; 212; Alcaic and
Sapphic metres, 213; educational
influence of, in Germany, 257; 258;
scientific work of, ii. 210; influence
of, 225; 230; philosophy of. 346;
psycho-physical view of nature, 531;
quoted. 533; 'History of Mankind,'
534; 538, 563.

Heredity, problem of, 1343, 613.
Hering, ii. 442; 'Ueber das Gedcht
niss als eine allgemeino Funktion der
organischen Materie,' 544.

Herman; Gottfried, indebtedness to
Bentley, i. 169; 162, 172; science
for its own sake, 211; 212, 214;
classical learning of, 222.

Herrnann, Jac., Leibniz'B letter to,
quoted, ii 646.

Hermite, researches of, ii. 124; 649
on determinants, 883; on transcend
ent numbers, 731.

Herodotus referred to on division of
History into centuries, i. 13; 296.

Herrmann, Cr., quoted, ii. 266.
Herschel, Caroline, discovers her eight
comets, i. 29; 285.

Herschel, Sir John, i. 177; quoted on
Laplace, 123; astronomical work of,
230; introduction of knowledge of
Continental mathematics to Cam
bridge by, 233; science in England,
234; 236; and Airy, article in




'Encyclopedia Metropolitana,' 236;
quoted on Fresnel, 241; educational
movement promoted by, 261; 'A.
Preliminary Discourse on the Study
of Natural Philosophy,' 263, 306;
founded Analytical Society, 271;
spectrum analysis 278; stands on
Bacon's philosophy, 307; 376;
phenomenon of fluorescence observed
by, ii. 52; criticism of the term
"potential energy," 140; 295; 'In
troduction to the Study of Natural
Philosophy,' 32S; experiments at the
Cape, 357; "sound," 488; theory of
probabilities, 569; 606.

Herschel, Sir William, 'On the Proper
Motion of the Sun and Solar System,'
1. 176 : astronomical discoveries of,
229; 2&S, 235; discovery of Uranus,
324; 'Observations of Nehuhe,' ii.
283; nebular theory, 295.

Hertwig, 0., 'The Cell,' ii. 224, 265,
297, 310, 371, 373, 420, 427, 444, 461;
embryological researches, 228; 'The
Biological Problem of To-day,' 298,
459; 'Zeit und Streitfragen zur
Biologie,' 401; quoted, 40.9; The
Cell,' quoted, 425, 446, 448; "idio
plasma," 448; "organicisme," 455.

Hertz, H., electric theory, i. 344; elec
trical wave-motion, ii. 77; electrical
view of light. 83, 92; "physical
mechanic.,," 101 ; elet:tro - magnetic
wave-motion, 148; 193.

Hess, a founder of physical chemistry,
ii. 152; 157.

Hesse, Otto, his elegant work, ii. 677;
introduces determinants, 682 et seq.;
and invariants. 684.

Hessel, 'Krystallometrie,' 1. 443.
Hettner, history of the idea ofhumanity,

i. 50; literary history of the eigh
teenth century, 59; cited on Georg
Forster, 179.

Hen; 'Jahresbericht der deutsehen
Mathematiker-Vereinigung,' ii. 101.

Heussler, Hans, on Bacon, i. 94.
Heyne of Gottingen University, i. 165;

indebtedness to Bentley, 169.
Hicks, 'Report on Hydrodynamics,' ii.
58; contribution to vortex theory,
63.

Higgins, theory of, i. 398.
Hilhert on algebraic numbers, ii. 729.
Hildebranil, Bruno, statistics, ii. 561.
Hillebrand, Karl, ' Zeiten, Viilker, und

Mensehen,' quoted, i. 311.
Hippeau, C., ' Public Education cruring

the Revolution in France,' quoted, I.
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108; 109; quotes Conclorcet, 111
'L'Instruction publique en France
pendant la Revolution,' 259.

Hippocrates, ii. 470.
Him, the steam-engine, i. 331, ii. 133;

indestructibility of force, Ill ; con
troversy with Zeuner, 135; 179.

Hirsch, Dr A., 'Gesch. d. medic'inischen
Wissenschaften in Deutsohiand,' i.
210, ii. 390, 401.

Hirzel, Sal., i. 167.
His, W., ii. 271.
Histology, Huxley on, i. 196.
Historians, supposed objectivity of, i.

Historical geography, i. 294.
History, contemporary, to what extent

possible and valuable, i. 6; Goethe
quoted on re-writing of, 7; periods
of, 13; philosophy of, due to Con
tinental thinkers, 25; periods of,
take their name from some great
event or movement, 58; and science,
relations of, 206.

Hittorf, XV,., on attraction in chemical
phenomena, i. 380 ; fellow -worker
with Pucker, ii. 76 ; electrolysis,
164; vacuum-tube experiments, 190.

Hobbes, philosophy of, i. 48; 'Dc Cor.
pore' quoted on Harvey, 282; 385, ii.
473.

Hobson, on tho infinite, ii. 736.
Hoff, Prof. vau't, i. 431, 450; 'Journal

für physicahsche CiLeulie,' ii. 158;
(see Ostvald), 159 ; researches of,
164; discovery of, 165; carbon tetra
hedron of, 424.

Hoffniann, 1., animist, i. 126.
Hofmann, A. W. von, on Liebig, i. 18,
188 ; scientific experiments under, 92;
chemical researches of, 412; "Fara
day" lecture. ii. 391: 393.

Hofmeister, Wilhelm, the genetic con
ception of plant life, ii. 224; induc
tive school of, 321.

Hogg, 'The Microscope,' ii. 228.
Holbach, Système de la Nature,' 1.

144.
Holger, von (see Baumgartner), ii. 107.
Holman, Prof. S. W., 'Matter, Energy,

Force, and Work,' ii. 182.
Holtzmann, investigations into nature

of heat, ii. 112; and Clausius, 135.
HoltziuUller on isogonal relations, ii.

701.
Homer, i. 261, 296.
Homoopathy, i. 210.
Homogeneous formuke, ii. 681; co

ordinates, Mt,bius, 6S1.
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Homology, study of, ii. 258; in geo
metry, 663.

Hooke, Dr Robert, "reciprocal dupli
cate" ratio, f. 98; used the term
"U," 195; 283, 434; referred to by
Young, ii. 18; theory of elasticity,
30; compound microscope, 228.

Hooker, Sir J. D. (see Darwin), ii. 329;
Darwin to, 406.

Ropital, Marquis de I', adopted the
calculus, i. 101.
Horen' of Schiller, 1. 84.
Homer, 'Edinburgh Review,' i. 273.
U'rsley, edition of" Newton's Works,"

1. 355.
Horstmann, labours of, iL 170; free
energy, 173.

Hou1 referred to, ii. 653; on non.
Euclidean geometry, 714.

Hovelacque, Abel, 'La Linguistique,'
ii. 540.

Howard, Luke, classification of clouds,
i. 286.

Huber, investigations of, ii. 415.
Huggins, Sir William, light, ii. 11.
Hugo, Prof., of Guttingen, translated

44th chapter of Gibbon's 'Roman
Empire,' i. 169.

Humboldt, A. von, on scientific state
.of Paris at the close of the eighteenth
century, i. 17; ' Kosmos,' 51, 53, ii.
277, 285, 328, 329, 532; 'Life' by
Brubus, i. 207, '253, 263; travels in
America, i. 83; eminence in scien
tific literature of, 105; his influence
as populariser of the study of natural
history, 106; 133, 155; and Gauss's
scheme for a network of magnetic
observations, 167; 171, 175, 176
uninfluenced by speculative spirit in
German science, 178; cited on Georg
Forster, 179; 183, 190; supported
scientific institutions at Berlin, 238;
Bell's theorem, 293; founded, with
Oken, "Naturforscber Versamrn
lung," 298; and Gay-Lussac, 425;
popular work of, ii. 149 ; explorations,
206; travels, 222, 247; morphology,
225, 226; 252; extension of mor
phological view, 260; and Robert
Brown, 265; 266; influence of, 276;
293, 300; 341, 390, 467; animal
electricity, 475, 476; 514, 607.

Humboldt, \V. von, creator of Berlin
University, i. 38; 203, 206, 212, 253,
263; comparative philology, ii. 53S;
542.

Hune, David, transition from the ingi.
cal to the historical view, i. 47
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opposed metaphysics, 75; influence
of, on German thought and literature,
212; sceptical philosophy of, replied
to by Kant, ib.; and Kant, 219; in
tercourse with French thought, 6S;
influence of, 273; ii. 279 ; and German
criticism, 323; 326; psychology, 497;
genetic view, 506 ; the study of
mankind, 529; quoted, 555.

Hunter, John, English medical science,
1. 208; anatomist, 284; ii. 247.

Hunter, John and William, no connec
tion with the English universities, 1.
272.

Hutton, James, a follower of Boscorich,
1. 359; study of fossil remains, ii.
225; Cuvier's "catastrophism," 250
school of geology, 291; genetic view
in geology, 330; 364; and Jameson,
services to the study of natural his
tory, i. 2S3: 290.

Huxley, T. H., 'Lay Sermons' and
other writings, i. 193, 201; quoted,
193, 292, ii. 252, 256, 257, 348, 376,
405, 448; 'American Addresses,' i.
194, ii. 364; on individuality of
Enclish scientists, i. 250; 'Science
anI Culture,' 232; 'Essay on Geo
logical Reform,' 283 ; 'Geological
Reform '

quoted, 291; 'Critiques and
Addresses,' 29; 'Lifo of Charles
Darwin,' 310; on Wbewell and the
mechanical equivalent of beat, ib.;
'Scienti6c Aspects of Positivism,'
310: on Comte, 'Lay Serrnons'quoted,
ii. 37; extract from "Lecture on the
Study of Biology," 217; quotation
from 'Life of Richard Owen,' 222;
Goethe's ideas, 244, 246; Cuvier's
work, 248; quoted on vertebral
theory of the skull. 251 ; on Hum
boldt, 253; the term "homology,"
259; on Cuvier and Oken, 260;
268; "Evolution in Biology," 278,
297, 347; controversy with Kelvin,
284; on Hutton, 291, 292; and
Von Baer, 299, 3u2; 306; historical
connection of Lamarck's ideas, 309;
"Biology," 313; 321; theory of de
scent in France and Germany, 322
"Agnosticism," 326; "Reception of
the 'Origin of Species327; 329;
address to the Geological Society,
363; 'On Descartes.' 378; "vital.
ism,"4(6; 411; "On the Cell Theory,"
423; history of Biogenesis, 451 ; the
ubiquity of life. 452; psycho-physi
cal parallelism, 519; theory of reflex
action, 520.




Huygens, Cbr., variation of gravity in
different latitudes, i. 99: 103; the
theory of probabilities, 120; niechan
ical laws established by, 317; New
ton and, ib. ; forniul of, 335
mechanical explanation of gravita
tion, 343, .351; phenomena of gravi
tation, 353; 389; kinetic view of
nature, ii. 7; 8; followed by Young,
9 ; the theory of light, 13, 14, 17
periodic wave-motion, 21; 'Traitt de
la Lumière,' 22; motion of light, 42;
conservation of energy, 99, 100; on
probability, 565, 568.

Hyatt, A., neo.Lamarckiau, ii. 351.

Ideal elements, ii. 664 ; Poucelet on,
674'; numbers, 727; Kummer's, 728.

Ideals of life (luring nineteenth cen
tury, i. 32.

Ideas, migration of, i. 29.
ideologues, Napoleon and, the, i. 152:

ii. 32.3.
Imaginary, the, Cayley on, ii. 716.
'Index Lectionum' of Gittingen Uni

versity, 1. 165.
Individualism of English character, i.

279.
Individuality the centre of interest of
the sciences, i. 125 ; ii. 746.

Individuation, ii. 415.
Inductive reasoning in England, i. 10:3.
Infinite, the, ii. 643, 735; Hobson on,

736.
Infinitesimal methods, necessity of de

veloping, i. 373.
InUuitesimals, method of, ii. 706.
Inheritance, particulate, ii. 615.
Inquiry, scientific method of, i. 30.
Institute, French, reports of, i. 149.
Institution, Royal, i. 264.
Interests, human, unity of, i. 33.
Introspective method, ii. 527.
"Invariants," doctrine of, ii. 140, 67t;
MacMahon on, 676; history of, 677;
unknown to I'lücker, 677 ; Sylvester
on, 684; different methods in, ib.

Inventions, accidental, in sixteenth,
seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries,
1. 91.

Inverse operations, ii. 639, 727.
"Ions, migration of," ii. 164; 19.
Ireland, Alexander, on authorship of
the '

Vestiges,' ii. 313.
Irvine, Dr, the term "

capacity
" first

used by, ii. 102.
lsenkrahe, C.,

' Das Räthscl von tier
Schwerkraft,' 1. 341, 342, 34:3, 377 ;
refers to Euler's ether theory, ii. .
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Isherwood, researches of, ii. 135.
Isomerism, discovery of, i. 405.
Isomorphism, 1. 444.
Ivory, scientific work of, i. 229; well
known among Continental mathema
ticians, 2:32; not member of any
university, 238; maintained reputa
tion of British mathematicians, 270.

Jacobi, C. G. L, i. 44; 'Werke,' 185;
187, 189 ; influence on Helmholtz,
199; 200, 205, ii. 637; his relation to
Legendre and Abel, 648; on deter
minants, 683, 686; Theta function,
696, 728.

Jacobi, F. H., 'Offener Brief an Ficbte,'
1. S3; 162; influenced by Spinoza,
212; psychology, ii. 495.

Jaeger, Dr. "germinal" element, ii.
457.

'Jahresberichte' of Berzelius i. 167.
James, Alex., process of cellular

division, ii. 445.
James, King, Charter to Edinburgh

University, i. 263.
James, Prof. W., 'Principles of Psy

chology,' ii. 479, 513, 519; quoted,
522, 539.

Jameson founded Wernerian Society,
i. 118; 288.

Jamin, speed of light, ii. 45.
Jauuschke, Hcuis, Das Priucip der
Erhaltung der Energie,' ii. 152.

Japp, Prof., "Stereo-chemistry and
Vitalisin," ii. 437 ; selective action
of certain organisms, 5)3.

Jardin des Plantes, i. 107.
Jeffrey, 'Elinburgh Review,' i. 273.
Jenuer, Edward, no connection with

the English universities, i. 272 ; 284.
Jevons, Stanley, 'Principles of Science,'

i. 37, 303; on theory of probabilities,
120 ; 325; Bacon's "method of in
stances," ii. 558, 559 ; Principles of
Science' quoted, 560, 569; 737.

Joachim of Brandenburg, founds Uni
versity of Kuigsherg, i. 159.

-John Frederick, Duke of Hanover, i.
153: founds University of Jena, 160.

John V., ' Gesch. d. Statistik,' ii. 555,
587; statistics, 563; 564; quoted, 579.

Jones. Bence, ' The Royal Institution,'
i. 90.

Jordan, Camille, his 'Théorie des
Substitutions,' ii. 636, 692.

Joseph 11., 1. 256.
Joule, James Prescott, the mechanical
equivalent of heat, i. 93; doctrine of
the conservation of energy, 201
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"J" or Joule's equivalent of heat,
265; and Dalton, ib.; not connected
with Cambridge Mathematical School,
266; not member of any university,
272; determination of the eqmval
ent of beat, 309; "mechanical theory
of gases," 310; 313; paper on mol
ecular action, 433; calculations of,
434; 435, 437; ii. 111; kinetic
theory of gases, 34, 162; dyn
amical theory of heat, 73; inde
pendence of Mayers 'writings, 97;
and Tyndall, 107; heat unit, 109;
scientific work of, 110 et cq.; a pupil
of Dalton, 111 ; indestructibility of
force, lb.; revival of interest iu the
ideas of "Energy," 114 ; his measure
ments utilised by Clausius and Thom
son, 116; practical foundation of his
researches, 117; perpetual motion,
124; two laws of thernio-dynamics,
128; force, 130; subjection of physi
cal phenomena to dynamical laws,
132; measurements of, 133; anti
experiments, 137; "Thermal Unit,"
139; conservation of energy, 142;
electrical phenomena, 146; law of,
147; electrical measurements, 156;
heat, 178;

'
energy," 355; statistics

in physics, 590, 52.
Jousse, geometrical work of, 1. 114.
Julius of Brunswick founds University
of Helmstädt, i. 160.

Jungfleisch, ii. 437.
Juriu, Dr, experiments in capillary

attraction, i. 356.
"Jussieu, Ant. Laurent do, author of
'Genera Plantarum,' ii. 222, 235,
265.

Jussieu, Bernard de, contributions to
the study of natural history, i. 116;
119; botanical work of, 126; referred
to, 265.

Justi, 'Winckelniann,' i. 279.

Kane, his work overlooked, i. 414.
Rant, scientific methods insufficient by
themselves, i. 36 ; influenced popu
larity of lectures on ''

Encyclopätlie,"
37 ; a century before his time, 45;
style of, 51: decadence of philosophi
cal thought after, 78; radicalism of
thought of, 81; ideas of, developed
by Schifler and others, 83; Helm
holtz and the philosophy of, 199;
influenced by political movements in
France and America, 203; influence
on development of German schools of
medicine, 208; 211, 212 ; mathemati-
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Cal and. physical sciences affected by,
216; influence of, on the development
of modern German science, 219; and
Hume and Descartes, 222; influence
of, on education in Germany, 257;
was inspired by Rousseau, 259; in
fluenced by Hume, 273; philosophy
of, dispelled Cartesian philosophy in
Germany, 433; cosmological genesis
of planetary system, ii. 209; nebular
theory, 277, 232; late development
of, 309; 'Critique of Pure Reason,'
326; philosophical theories, 346;
metaphysics, 354; "specific ener
gies," 4S2; science of sensation, 484;
time and. space, 491, 492; the mind,
497; space perception, 506; and
Herder, 532, 535; freewill, 584;
634; 751.

Kiistuer of Gottingen University, 1.
165.

Kater, scientific work of, i. 230.
Kaufmann, W., Hamburg Address, ii.

190, 197.
Kaup, Jacob, 'Skizzirte Entwickelungs

geschichte und natürliches System tier
Europitischen Thierwelt,' ii. 317.

Kayser, spectroscopic observations, ii.
361, 862.

Keifl, John, molecular attraction, i.
-355.

Kekulé, chemical researches of, i. 412;
'Lehrbuch der organiscben Chemie'
quoted, 421, 448; explains pheno
menon of multiple proportions, 447;
theory of aromatic compounds, 449;
heuzine ring, ii. 424.

Relland's edition of Young's writings

Kelvin,
ii. 98,104.

Kelvin, Lord. See Sir William Thom
son.

Kepler, Bacon's indebtedness to, i. 94;
118; three laws, 157, 318; received
logarithms with enthusiasm, 269;
Newton and, 317; 374; father of
modern astronomy, 386; astron
omical work of, ii. 227; 634.

Kerner von Marilaun, 'The Natural
History of Plants' quoted, ii. 876.

Kerry, B., on G. Cantor and mathe
matics, ii. 634: 734.

Ketteler, 'Theoretische Optik,' ii. 54.
Kielrneyer and the .Naturphi2osophie,

i. 207; ii. 349.
Kieser, D. G.. and the Nat urphilosophie,

i. 207; ii. 230: phytotomic researches
in Germany, -261.

Kinetic, view of nature, ii. 3; the word
introduced by Ampre, 5 ; revival of




kinetic view in nineteenth century,
7; theories, 34; theory of gases, b.;
view of nature, insufficiency of, 96;
the term substituted for "actual,"
139; "kinetics" and "energetics,"
180; 465, 574.

Kirchhoff, Gustav. 'Mechanik,' i. 45;
'Vor]esuncen Uber Mathematische
Physik,' 21 ; discovery of spectrum
analysis, 277; coincidence between
electrical wave - motion and light,
372; Weber's law, 380; definition
of "mechanics," 382; Fraunhofer's
lines, ii. 48; 'Gesammelte Abhancl
lungen, ib.; cesium and rubidium,
49 ; emission and absorption of light
rays, 50 ; 51; spectrum analysis, 56;
"physical mechanics," 101.

Kirwan, i. 117, n. 291.
Klaproth, 1. 117; forerunner of Berze

lius, 391; 39:3.
Klein, 'G. Forster in Mainz,' i. 179.
Klein, Felix, pupil of Plucker, ii. 76;

his geometrical tract, 632; on the
erioti of Euclid, 635 ; ' Evanstoil
ollo-juium' quoted, ib.; on abridged

mathematics, 638; 686; his ' Erlamcen
Programme,' 690; and Lie, 691, 692,
718, 720; his tract on Riemanu's
theory, 698, 699; on Riemanu's in
fluence, 700 et seq.; on Riemann
and Weierstrass, 707; on Dirichiet's
Principle, 703; on non-metrical rela
tions, 713; on non-Euclidean geom
etry, 714; on Cayley and von Staudt,
718; on generalised notion of dis
tance, ib.; on famous problems, 721,
731; on arithnietisiug tendency, 73S,
740.

Klopstock, Alcaic and Sappbic metres
of, i. 213.

Knapp, statistics, ii. 563, 566.
Knott, on directional calculus, ii. 656.
Knowledge, accumulation of, in nine

teenth century, i. 23 ; method aiitl
unity of, 29.

Knox, John, creator of Scotch educa
tional system, i. 253; 'First Book of
Discipline,' 255.

Kobell, 'Geschichte'der Mineralogie,' i.
117.

Kuebly, i. 162; 'Gottfried Herninim,'
169.

Kobirauseb, F., electrolysis, ii. ]4.
Kohlrausch, R., electrical measure
ments, i. 369; ii. 84.

Kolbe, chemical res.'arehes of, i. 412:
attacks of, on 'Modern Chemistry,'
45-
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KUlliker, von, quoted, ii. 401 ; "idlo
l)laenIa," 448.

Konig, Ed., on Wundt, ii. 513.
KUnig, IL, 'G. Forster in Hans und

Welt,' i. 179.
Konigsberger, L., 'Zur Gescbichte der
Theorie der elliptischen Trauscen
denten,' 1. 185, ii. 648.

Köpke, Rudolf, 'Die GrUucluDg der
KUniglichen-Wilhelnis-Universitä.t Zn
Berlin,' i. 263.

Kopp, Hermanu, on the reports of
Berzelius, i. 42; ' Die Eutwickelung
der Chemie,' 115, 246, 418, 419, ii. 154;
'Gescbichte der Chemie,' i. 175, 188,
191, 308; quoted on Lavoisier, 386,
387; quoted, 391, 393, 398, 407,
421 ; 422; electro - chemical theory,
405; 408 et seq., 413; Avogadro's
hypothesis, 428; on J. Black, ii. 102;
founded physical chemistry. 152; 157.

Kossak, E., on Weierstrass, ii. 712; 734.
Kötter, E., on Poneelet's principle of

continuity, ii. 660; on von St.audt,
661.

"Kreislauf ties Lebens," ii. 395.
Kronecker, ii. 727, 729; on arithmetis

ing, 738.
Krunig, A.,

C
GrundzUge ether Theorie

tier Gase,' i. 433; ii. 162; 179.
Mug, representative of encyclopaedic

teaching, i. 38.
Kmnnier, ii. 680, 726; ideal numbers,

728.
Knutit (see Christiansen), 'Die neuere
Entwicklung tier E1ectricititslehre,'
i. 380.

Kuntze, quoted in reference to the
brothers Weber. i. 197; biography of
G. T. Feebuer, 200; ii. 508.

La Bêche, tie, pakeontological work of,
1. 139.

Lacépde, i. 119.
Lacroix, geometry, i. 44; 'Differential

anti, Integral Calculus,' 233; student
at Ecole uormale, 237; ii. 643, 686.

Ladeuburg, 'Vortrge Uber (lie Ent.
wickluugsgeschicbte der Chemie,' ii.
158.

'Ladies' Diary,' i. 236, 238, ii. 679.
Lannec, French medical science, i. 208.
Lagrange, mechanics, i. 44 ; general
methods of, 45; adapts the calculus
to the problems of the 'Principia,'
102; '

Mtcanique analytique,' 105,
ii. 100; mathematics at the "École
norniale," i. 112: 113, 148, 181, 200,
234 ; 237 ; analytical methods of,
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271; "potential function," 316; 319;
theories elaborated by Gauss, 331;
ii. 5; mathematical study or vibra
tions, 16; analytical school of, 100;
dynamics, 138; his system mathe
matical, 144; 467, 510, 572; theory
of error, 575; 637; on fundamental
questions, 656; 669, 680, 690; and
Weierstrass, 693.695, 706.

Laguerre, ii. 715.
Lakanal on the École normale, i. 109,
112; quoted, 111; 113; obtained a
decree from Convention to continue
sittings of the Academy during sus
pension, 148;

" Museum," ii. 311.
Lalande at the college de France, i.
107; 113, 167, 177; Clairault's at
tempt to alter gravitation formula,
334.

Lamarck, 'Phulosophie Zoologique,' i.
83, ii. 309 et seq.; beginnings of Dar
winian theory, i. 137 ; temporary
neglect of suggestions of. 179;
'Hydrogéologie,' 194; and the
'Origin of Species,' 201 ; '

Hyciro
géologie' quoted, ii. 217; natural
history of vertebrates, 239; 247; and
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, 255; and Von
Baer, 316 et seq.; 321, 322, 327;
natural selection, 330, 351; adapta
tion, 353; "environment," 394; his
school, 431; 460, 470, 607, 621.

Lambert, J. H., 1. 175; 'Photometry,'
'Pyrometry,' 176; 319; cosmological
letters, ii. 282.

Lamé, treatises on mathematics and
physics, i. 45; theories of, 360; 379;
synthetic method, ii. 100; influenced
German thought, 101.

La Mettrie, ' L'Homme Machine,, 1.
144; 'Histoire naturelle tie l'Ame,'
ib.; ii. 699.

Landen, scientific services of, i. 229;
well known amongContinenta1 mathe
maticians, 232; maintained reputa
tion of British mathematicians, 270.

Lange, F. A., History of Materialism,'
1. 145, 335, ii. 323, 513, 584; "psy
chology without a soul," 523.

Lan&ey, function of gland cells, ii.
429.

Language portrays changes of thought,
1. 11; conventional, inadequate for
original thought, 12; the problem of,
ii. 536.

Lankester, Ray, "Zoology," ii. 232;
the term "homology," 259.

Lapeyronie founded Acathmie tie
Cliirurgie, i. 107.
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Laplace, works of, i. 82, 97; Newton's
ideas eh.borated by, 96; mathematics
at the Ecole normale, 112, 237; 113,
115; crystallography, 116; 'Système
du Monde,' 119, 319: Théorie analy
tique des Probahilités,' 120, 325 ; his
own populariser, 122 ; statistics, 124;
126 ; and Cuviercoutrasted, 132' 148,
154, 177, 181, 187, 200; "exact iiabit
of thought," 222; potential func
tion, 231, 316; 241; Ia1ton's atomic
theory, 246; 264; researches of,
281; 306. 312; '.Mécanique céleste,'
319; 358; gravitation, 321 ; least
squares, 325; 326; the Tides, 330;
Gauss, 331; mathematical expres
sion of astronomy, 333; emanation
theory of light, 344; 346; mole
cules, 347; gravitation theory, 349;
molecular attraction, 354; 'Théorie
de l'Action capillaire,' 355; quoted,
356; St Venaut quoted, 359; 362;
corpuscular theory of light, 370;
measurement of electrical action,
371; value of Newton's formula, 373:
Newton's law, 378; astronomical
view of nature, 380; opposed to
undulatory theory, ii. 16; on New
ton's emission theory, 17; theory of
light, 20; opposed undulatory theory
of light, 24; on the commission which
crowned Fresnel's 'Mémoire sur la
Diffraction,' 25; extension of gravita
tion into molecular physics, 29;
theory of capillarity, 33; researches
into electrical phenomena, 67 ;
methods of, 70; school of, referred
to, 93, 100, 101; the material and
dynamical conceptions of heat, 118;
cosmological genesis of planetary
system, 209; 215; astronomical work
of, 227; 228; nebular theory,
277, 284; quoted, 285; 290; genesis
of the cosmos, 320; genetic view
anticipated by, 330; theory of, 357;
hypothesis of, 30; stability of solar
system, 386; animal heat, 390, 433;
analysis of phenomena of nature,
400; 474, 487; science of chances,
568; 569, 571, 572, 575; method of
least square, 576; doctrine of prob
abilities, 578; influence 01; 581;
statistical method in social questions,
599; curve of error, 616; 634, 637;
his ' Mécanique céleste' and 'Théorie
des Probahilités,' 642; functions of,
696; 751.

Larmor, Jos., vortex theory, ii. 63, 64;
'tber and Matter,' 89,'195 ; mathe-




matical theory of electricity, 193;
his position, 195; 197; atomic and
energetic views, 198; 595; on vectors,
656.

Lasswitz, 'Geschichte der Atom istik,'
1. 433, ii. 5; '0. T. Fechuer,' 369,
508: Fechner's philosophy, 513.

Laurent, revives Prout's hypothesis, 1.
402; attack on electro . chemical
theory, 409; "type theory," 411
413; quoted, 420;

" substitution"
in chemical combination, 429.

Laurillart, Bell's theorem, 1. 293.
Lavater, Caspar, 'Physiognomische

Fragmente,' ii. 477.
Lavoisier, i. 114, 147; services to

France, 148; 170, 188, 200; scientific
method of, 306, 365; influenced by
Laplace, 380; theory of combustion,
3S6, 393; chemical researches, 391
392, 399, 400; organic analysis, 407;
chemical balance, ii. 152; atomic
view, 153; 379; and his school, 382;
animal heat, 390, 433; chemical ele
ments, 398.

Lawes, Sir J. B., experiments and pub
lications in agriculture, i. 285.

Layard, i. 294.
Lazarus, psychologist, ii. 497; the

objective mind in history, 530.
Leake, M. W., explorations of, i. 296.
Learning, apparent disintegration of, i.

30.
Least squares, method of, i. 120; 183;

ii. 576.
Le Bel, the carbon tetrahedron, i. 450.
Leblanc invents soda process, i. 92.
Le Breton, report on Fine Arts, i. 149.
Le Chatelier, 'Jourual de Physique,'

ii. 169, 173.
Lecoq de Boisbaudran, discovery of

gallium, i. 315, 4'23.
Legallois, ii. 519.
Legeudre reforms geometry, i. 44;

'Thénrie des Nonibres,' S2'. method
of least squares, 120, 1$3, ii. 57(3 : i.
181 ; ' Traité des Nombres,' k2
Nouvehles metliodes pour ha deter

mination dts orbites desconiites,' l3:
'TraitC des foiictions e1liitiques,'
185 ; 187 ; potential function, 231
on elliptic integrals, ii. 648; his rela
tion to Abel and Jacobi, ib.; Kiuigs
berger on, 1/'. ; on foundations of
geometry, 56; on synthetic method,
670: functions of. 696; 721.

Lehmaun, 'Molecularphysik' quoted,
i. 443.

Leibniz, i. 49; essay on, by the
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author, 50; on thought, 66; or-
ganises scientific effort, 100;
cal-culus,"101; modern analytical spirit
of, 102; letter to Huygens on cal-
culus, 103; letter to Bodenhausen,
104 ; 105; 'Schriften,' 12; 137 ; at
the court of Brunswick, 158; the
University of Halle, 160; encyclo
pedic view of 'Wissenschaft,' 171;
modern science, 175; reaction against
his philosophy, 212; notation of,
233; 247, 283, 311; "energy," 312;
337; gravitation, 340; 353; letter to
Toucher, ii. 5; Euler's opposition to,
8; II vis viva," 100; indestructibility
of force, 111; influences German
philosophy, 205; scientific work of,
210; 1

Protoga,' 277, 20, 293;
"evolutionist," 27d; '

Protogea'
quoted, 281 ; 2-S8; epigenesis, 293;
genetic view anticipated by, 330;
364, 365; animation of all nature,
369; 403: idea of life, 409; monad.
ology, 500; 507 ; doctrine of pre.
established harmony, 519; (see
Herder), 535; the theory of language,
537; statistical information, 546;
555 ; Neumann's statistical tables,
565; science of chances, 563; theory
of probabilities, 573; 638, 643; his
dyadic system, 645; on convergency,
646; letter to iIuygens, 659; on
determinants, 632; 706; science and
religion, 742.

Leitch, 'Miscellaneous Works' of Dr
Young cited, i. 244.

Lelivre, i. 136.
Lemonnier at the Jardin des Plantes, 1.

107.
Lenard, discoveries of light rays, ii.
92: observation of cathode rays,
192.

Leuz. electrical phenomena, ii. 146.
Le Sage, "ultramundane corpuscles,"

i. 343; 344; quoted on Epicurus,
ii. 4.

Leslie, scientific work of, i. 229, 230;
Scotch university professor, 272.

Lessing, moralising style of, i. 51; and
Gibbon, 169; 171; the scientific ideal
of, 211; 212.

Leuckart, Rudolf, ii. 322; law of limit
of growth, 445.

Leuweulioek, perfection of simple micro.
scope, ii. 28 ; reference to, 281.

Leverrier and the discovery of Neptune,
i. 277; "Association scientitique,"
298; astronomical achievements of,
314; meteoric hypothesis, ii. 357.
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Lewes, G. H., on Herbert Spencer, i.
48; 'Life of Goethe,' 166; ii. 470;
phrenology, 478; "specific energies,"
483; 512; spinal chord, 519; 608.

Lexis, Prot., 'Die deutschen Universi.
taten,' i. 226; statistics, ii. 566.

Lhuilier referred to by Steiner, ii.
669.

Lichtenberg of Gottingen University, i.
165; electricity and the Geissler
tubes, ii. 191; physiognomy, 477.

Lichtou, John, Louvain University, i.
268.

Lie, Sophus, ii. 686; and theory of
groups, 690; and Klein, 691, 92,
718; on differential equations, 696;
on fundamental problem of geometry,
719; 720.

Liebig, J. von, laboratory at Giessen, i.
18; 'Jahresbericht der Chemie,' 42;
works on chemistry, 43; chemical
predictions of, 92; on Bacon, 93;
115; 162, 174; temporarily in
fluenced by speculative spirit in
German science, 178 ; establishment
of chemical laboratories, 188 : quoted,
190; his organic analysis, 191; and
Wöhler, 192; 194 ; metaphysical
leanings of, 196; 200; influenced by
the .Natirp1zilosophie, 207; freed
under the influence of Trench science,
208; underlying idea in founding
chemical laboratory, 214 ; "vital
force," 218; Dalton's atomic theory,
246 ; agricultural experiments, 285;
Familiar Letters on Chemistry'

quoted, 339; discovery of "isomer
ism," 406; the "radicle" theory,
409; the hydrogen and the oxygen
theory of acids, 410; 412; quoted on
chemical research in England, 414;
his attitude towards the atomic
theory, 418; scientific work of, ii.
105; 'Aunalen der Pharmacie,' 107,
163, 170; Mohr's and Helm's lirst
papers published, 109; appreciation
of Mobr and Mayer, 114; 'Die
Organiache Chemie,' 115; organic
chemistry, 117, 891 ; dynamical
theory of heat, 128; popular work of,
149; 152; (see Thos. Graham), 161;
biological studies, 208; physiological
processes, 390; 393; his influence,
394; 396; attempt to extend the
idea of "Stoffwechsel," 397 ; Cherni
cal Letters,' 398 : practical study of
nature, 404; "vitalism," 405: 406,
411, 420; Bacon's "method of
instances," 558.
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Leibisch, 'Physikalisehe Krystallogra-
phie,' i. 443.

Liebreich, Oscar, discovered action of
chloral, i. 93.

Life and mind, ii. 216; what are they?
462; mental, 496.

Life, problem of, if. 352; what is it?
381; Bichat's definition of, 383; 394;
and mind, 548.

Light, the undulatory theory of, i. 241,
if. 153; i. 229, 236; theories of, ii. 8;
undulatory and emission theories,
11; undulatory theory prepared by
acoustics, 12; and sound, mechanical
difference between, 30; speed of, 36;
corpuscular theory of, i&; speed, 45;
magnetisation of (Faraday), 74.

Limits, method of, if. 706; Hankel on,
ib.

Liudemanu, researches of, ii. 124; on
transcendency of number r, 731.

Link, if. 230; observations of, 261.
'Liuuaa Society, Transactions of,' i.

41.
Unnau, contributions to study of

natural history, i. 116; beginning of
geometrical crystallography, 117; 119;
system and nomenclature of, 125; 145;
classification of living beings, 288;
system of classification, ii. 220, 221,
232; basis of classification of veget
able and animal kingdom, 234; first
four classes of, 238 ; 243, 251 ; classifi
cations, 254, 336; 311.

Lionardo da Vinci, rules of perspective,
if. 663.

Liouvile recognised merits of Green's
work, i. 247; Publishes Galois'
works, if. 686; 726, 727.

Lister, improvements in microscope, if.
228.

Listing, J. B., 'Vorstudien zur Topo.
logie,' ii. 63.

Literature, French, influence of science
on, i. 104.

Lloyd, Humphrey, experiments in re
fraction, if. 43.

Lobatchevsky, Vasiliev on, i. 161; if.
635; and Gauss, 652; pupil of Bar
tels, 653; 710, 713, 718.

Locke, David Hume and, i. 47; 144;
influence of, on German thought and
literature, 212; and Kant, 219;
school of, 250; influence on educa
tiouul views in England, 253; influ
ence on French philosophy, 273; new
line of thought adopted by, 311
sensualistic philosophy, if. 323;
psycho-physical view, 471; genesis of




space perception, 473; 497; genetic
view, 606 ; 516; language, 536; 751.

Lockyer, Sir Norman, nature of ele
ments, if. 192; 282; genesis of the
cosmos, 360; 'Inorganic Evolution,'
369.

Lodge, Sir 01., "The Second Law of
Thermodynamics," i. 331; 370; on
"action at a 'distance," 380; on the
ether, 'Modern Views of Electricity,'
if. 38, 90, 163; popularisation of
Maxwell's electro - magnetic theory,
72; illustrations of Maxwell's theory,
90,94.

Lommel, Ohm's 'Gesammelte Abhand
luugen,' i. 365.

Longet, Bell's theorem, i. 293.
Longitude, Board of, i. 113; prize

offered by, 153.
Longitudes, Bureau des, i. 113.
Loreutz, H. A., mathematical theories

of electricity, ii. 193 ; 195 ; quoted,
195, 197.

Lorenz, 0., quoted on division of history
into centuries, i. 13 ; 'Die Geschichts
wissenschaft,' 206.

Loria, Gino, i. 275.
Lotze, Hermanu, definition of" reality,"

i. 32; contrasted with Herbert Spen
cer, 48; quotation from 'Microcos
mus,' 52; definition of philosophy,
65; constructive ideas of, 81; and
Fechner, 200; lectures on "encyclo
pidia" ofphilosophy, 2] 5;mechanical
view in biology of, 219; 220; phil
osophy of, ii. 283; 401; "Leben und
Lebenskraft," 401 ; 405; vitalism and
animism, 407; purpose and will, 408,
409; vitalism, 44 ; anticipated Helm
holtz, 491 ; 492; influence of Herbart
on, 494; physiology of the soul, 500;
psycho-physics of vision, 504; theory
of "local signs," 508; medical psy
chology, 512; psycho-physics, 317:
'Microcosmus,' 532; 549; quoted,
585; on non-Euclidean geometry, 716.

Louis XV., i 107; and botany, ii. 235.
Love, A. E. H., 'Dynamics,' {i. 183.
Lowth, 'Lectures on Hebrew Poetry,'

ii. 537.
Lubbock, Sir John, ii. 415; anthropol

ogist, 497.
Lucretius, scientific speculations of. i.
313; the "atomic theory," 385
quoted, ii. 4.

Ludwig, F., mathematical botany, if.
622.

Ludwig, K F. W, Eloge of Weber, if.
396; "automatic curve-plotting," 403.
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Luminiferous ether, theory of, ii. 18;
69, 70.

Lunar theory, i. 329.
Lüroth, on von Staudt, ii. 669; and
Shepp, translation of Dini's work,
,04.

Luther, educational work of, i. 255.
Lyefl, Sir Chas., i. 229; quoted on

British Association, 240; 'Travels in
North America,' 263; 'Principles of
(Jeology,' 291, ii. 277, 317; on Cuvier
and the tIxity of species, 256; 291;
"uniformitarian" school 01 geology,
292; beginnings of the genetic view,
293; quoted, 296, 559; genesis of the
cosmos, 320; 327; genetic view in
geology, 330; 335, 608.

M'Aulay, A., on directional calculus, ii.
656.

Macaulay eulogises Bacon, i. 93.
M'Cormack, Thomas, translation of

Prof. E. Mach's Works, 1. 318; ii.
183.

M'Cosh, James, ii. 513.
M'Cullagh, James, i. 274; properties of

ether, ii. 31; analytical metliodof, 45;
referred to, 54; contribution to vortex
theory, 63; 195.

MacCulloch, J. R., 'Statistical Account
of the British Empire,' ii. 563.

Macfarlane on directional calculus, ii.
656.

Mach, Prof. Ernst, 'Mechanik in
ibrer Entwickehrng' quoted, i. 318,
383, ii. 97, 100; 'Die (eschichte und
die Wurzel des Satzes von der
Erhaltung der Arbeit,' 97; 'Prin.
cipicu der Wrmelehre,' 102, 106,
109, 111, 175: popularisation of
Fourier's heat theory, 121 ; criticism
of mechanical view, 183; 185, 787.

Machiavelli, a model historian, i. 7.
M'Kendrick on Helrnholtz, ii. 396, 485;
quoted, 490.

Maclaurin, Cohn, tribute by Playfair
to, i. 232; 'Treatise on Fluxions,'
&c., 270; 272; series of, ii. 646;
theorem of, 670.

MacMahon, Major, Address to Mathe
matical Section of British Association,
Glasgow, ii. 140; on combinational
analysis, 643; 679.

Madrin despaired of Newton's theory of
gravitation, i. 334.

Magendie, Bell's theorem, i. 293; cx
periniental school of, ii. 3S4; 335;
experimental or vivisectional school,
406; experiments, 481.
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Magnus, Gustav, chemist, 1. 188; 205;
chemical researches of 208.

Mairan, referred to by 1/oltairo, i. 106.
Malpighi used the term "cell," i. 195;

embryological work of, ii. 227, 260;
(see De Candohle), 261; "epigenesis,"
278.

Maithus, 'Principles of Population,' i.
84, 1 331 et seq.; conflict in nature,
431.

Mains, polarisation of light discovered,
i. 83; introduced the word "polar.
ity," ii. 22; ." polarity" acquired by
light by reflexion, 23; on polarisa
tion, ib.; referred to by Young, 21.

Man, and brute, the dividing line, ii.
541 ; the "mean," 580.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical
Society, i. 265.

Manifold, ii. 713.
Mansell, Dean, 'On the Limits of Re

ligions Thought,' ii. 326.
Mantegazza, hysiognoniy, ii. 477.
Mantell, G., i. 318.
Marat, i. 107.
Maria Theresa, i. 256.
Marine laboratories, ii. 232.
Marinini, animal electricity, ii. 475.
Marion, 'Grande Encyciopedie,' quoted,

ii. 495.
Mariotte, Boyle's law of pressures, i.
425; 427; experimental formuhe of,
436.

Markgraf, Andreas Sigismund, i. 175.
Martin, Charles, Laniarck's views, ii.
310; "Introduction Biographique" of
Lamarck, 311.

Maser, H., edition of Abel and Galois,
ii. 686.

Maskelyne, N., i. 177; scientific work
of, 229; not member of any uni
versity, 238; measurement of force of
gravitation, 320; personal equation
unknown to, 325; discoveries of, 354.

Maskelyne, Story, 'The Morphology
of Crystals,' ii. 222.

Mass, weight and, i. 336.
Massien, mathematical formuho of "free

energy," ii. 173.
Mathematical methods, Continental, in
troduced into England by Babbage
and others, 1. 18.

Mathematical, spirit, i. 314; first intro
duced into science, 317; forrnuhe,
focahisiug effect of, 332; definition of
matter and force, 334.

Mathematicians, Ktnigsherg school of,
i. 1S6; ancient, catalogue of, ii. 633.

Mathematics, Continental, methods in,
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i. 100; modern changes in conception
of, 221; impetus to study of, given
by French Revolution, 237;
pre-judicesagainst, ii. 623; Sylvester
on, 629, 631; use of, 630; Huxley
on, ib.; Lord Kelvin on, lb.; Gauss
on, 631; Cayley on, lb.; twofold
interest in, 632; origin of, 634;
Euler on, 657; Abel and Jacobi's
school of, lb.

Mathurin, geometrical work of, i. 114.
Matter and force mathematically de

fined, i. 334.
Matter, circulation of, ii. 420; living,

mobility of, 438.
Matteucei, animal magetism, ii. 475.
Matthew, Patrick, 'Naval Timber and

Arboriculture,' ii. 334; 347.
Maudsley, Dr H., 'Physiology and
Pathology of Mind,' ii. 512.

Maupertuis followed Newton, i. 96;
referred to by Voltaire, 105; Prin
ciple of least (or stationary) action,
231; astronomical constants, 322.

Maury, Alfred, 'Les Acadénies d'autre.
fois,' i. 90, 99, 105; quoted on Vol
taire and scientific progress, 106;
quoted, 127, 135, 147, 148; 143;
226.

Mauvein, 1. 92.
Maxwell, Transactions of Society of

Agriculture, i. 284.
Maxwell, James Clerk-, on probabilities,

1. 120; 'Science and Freewill,' 124;
his theories followed up in Germany
and France, 251; and Faraday's
"lines of force," 266; contributions
to study of natural philosophy, 274;
'Heat,' 315, ii. 173 ; 'Electricity
and Magnetism,' i. 323 ; electric
theory, 344; "the astronomical
method," 347; 'Action at a Dis
tance,' 348; 'Electrical Researches
of Cavendish,' 363;

'
Physical Lines

of Force,'372 ; '
Equilibrium of Elas

tic Solids,' 379; Weber's theory, 380;
"energy" a substance, 388; 'Dynam
ical Evidence of the Molecular Con
stitution of Bodies' quoted, 424;
kinetic theory of gases, 433, ii. 34 ;
the statistical view of nature, i. 438
Kinetics,' ii. 5 ; 'Scientific Papers'

quoted, 33, 175; treatise on elec
tricity and magnetism. 35 ; followed
on the lines of Stokes, 55; quoted on
Rankine's theory of molecular vor
tices, 62; "Atom," 'Encycloptdia
Britannica,' 66; electro - magnetic
theory, 73, 153; labours of,76;




theory of electricity, 78; "tubes of
force," 80; electrotonic state of mat
ter, 81 ; "On Physical Lines of Force,"
82, 83; "elastic medium" in space,
84; "elastic disturbances" of that
medium, 85, 86; theory of energy,
87, 88, 89; indefiniteness of electro

magnetic theory, 93 ; physical view
of nature, 141, 144; and Faraday's
views, 145; clectro.Lnaguetic field,
147; 348; theory of electro.dynam
ical phenomena, ]51 ; 'Theory of
Heat,' 167 ; \Villard Gibbs, 173;
"available energy," 174; 179, 182 ;
triumphs of atomic view, 188; 191,
193 ; difficulties of his theories, 194 ;
Ampire, 341 ; statistical view, 574,
603; theory of probabilities, 590
statistical methods, 592, 593;
"Sorting Demon," 594 ; quoted, 605,
606; on historical and statistical
methods, 613; 624 et seq., 630; on
vector analysis, 655.

Mayer, A. M., Young's colour theory,
ii. 480.

Mayer, Julius Robert, i. 218, 265, 309;
theory of energy, ii. 97 ; his work
theoretical, 99 ; scientific services of,
106; memoirs refused by Poggendorf,
107; measurement of "energy,"
108 ; indestructibility of force, ill
neglect of earlier writings of, 113,
114; his views extended and elabor
ated by Thoiiisou and Clausius, 116
117; correlation and interchange
ability of natural force, 119 : per
petual motion, 124; the dynamical
theory of heat, 128, 130; first pbilo
sophical generalisations on power
and work, 137; "Kraft," 169: 207;
"energy," 355; meteoric theory of
the sun's beat, 357, 358; conserva
tionof energy, 397; 398.

Mayer, Tobias. Prott'ssor of Mathe
matics and Economics at Gittinen,
i. 158; connection of, with modern
science, 175; 176 ; method of least
squares, 183; astronomical caleuhi.
tions of, 324 ; lunar theory, 329;
368.

Measurements, Webers fundamental,
i. 368.

Méchain, i. 113.
Mechanical view of nature, ii. 183.
Mechanism. ii. 399.
Meckel, anatoinist, ii. 24$: morphnlogi.cal analogies, 251 ; 308 ; quoted liv
Huxie, 343 : law of Is bioene,js
349.
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Medical faculty, &c., in German uni
versities, i. 197 ; science and phil
osophy of nature, 209; medical
interest, the, ii. 207; thermometry,
389.

Medicine, i. 126; Austrian school of,
193; German schools of, 208; influ
ence of, ii. 379.

Medium, internal, ii. 432.
Melanclitbon, and the first Protestant
universities, i. 159; educational work
or, 255.

Meldola, R., analytical and synthetical
methods in chemical research, i. 457.

Melloui, radiant heat, ii. 105.
Mendeli'eff, D., classification of the
elements, i. 315; periodic laws of,
403, 422, 423, 448; ii. 362.

Mental life of mankind, i. 55.
Meutelle, geography at the École

norinale, i. 112.
Mercator, i. 157; his projection, ii.

701.
Merck, ' Annalcu tier Pharmacie,' ii.

107.
Mré, Chevalier de, i. 120.
Meray, C. H., on foundation of anal

ii. 704, 734.
Meridian, measurement of arcs of, i.

99.
Merkel, 'Jacob HenIc,' i. 215, 293.
Mersenne, original member of Paris
"Academic des Sciences," i. 228.

Mesmer, animal magnetism, ii. 476.
Metabolism, ii. 421, 422, 442.
Metaphysical treatment of science in
Germany, i. 43.

Methods have their day and are dis
carded, i. 56.

Metrical and projective geometry, ii.
668.

Meusnier, i. 115.
Meyer, E. von, 'History of Chemistry,'

i. 405, 406, 413; quoted, 411 ; memoirs
of, ii. 257.

Meyer, Franz, his history of Invariants,
i. 247, 308; ii. 677; 684; on Lie and
'Theory of Groups,' 691; on poten
tial theory, 693.

Meyer, Lothar, classification of chemical
elements, i. 315; Modern Theories
of Chemistry.' 393; periodic laws of,
403, 422. 423; 427; 'Die Atonic und
Owe Eigenschaltcn,' 429, 445; 456;
'Moderne Theorien der Chentie,' ii.
65.

Meyer. 0. E., 'Die Kiuetishe Theorie
der Gaso,' i. 434, 435, 437 ; quoted
on Maxwell, 438; ii. 593.
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Meyer, Victor, on change of chemical
views, ii. 165.

Michaelia of Gottingen University, i.
165.

Michell, apparatus to measure force of
gravitation, i. 320.
I1icrocosxnus' of Lotze, i. 52.

Microscope, ii. 228.
Miething, E., 'L. Euler's Lebre vom
Aether,' i. 344, 352, ii. 8.

Mill, John Stuart, reintroduces phil
osophy of Comte to France, i. 13;
'Logic,' 37, 307, 308; on theory of
probabilities, 120, 306; ii. 569;
'Autobiography,' 307; opposed to
undulatory theory of light, ii. 37 ; on
A. Bath, 511; 513, 571, 608.

Millar, W. J., Raukine's 'Miscellaneous
Scientific Papers,' ii. 133, 139.

Miller, Hugh, stonemason and geologist,
i. 288.

Miller, W. A., spectrum analysis, i.
278; ii. 47, 43; 'Chemical Physics,'
1. 316.

Mimes-Marshall, ii. 349.
Milton, influence on German thought
and literature, i. 212; influence of, on
educational views in England, 253.
Mimicry," ii. 338.

Mind, ii. 216, 455 et seq.; the objective,
529; 548.

Mines, École des, i. 107.
Mm nigerode, geometrical treatment of

crystallography, 1. 443.
Mirabeau, higher aims of, not realised,

i. 112.
Mirbel, ii. 230; observations of, 261

cellular theory, 262.
Mitchell, P. C., ii. 459.
Mitchelson. speed of light, ii. 86.
Mitscherlicb, E., 1. 174; chemist, 1&S;
190; discovery of isomorphism, 191,
444; services of, to chemistry, 208;
Dalton's atomic theory, 246; discovers
polymorphism, 446.

Mivart, St G'orge, ii. 546.
Mobility of living matter, ii. 438.
Möbins, A. F., his geometry. i. 44 ; a

pupil of Gauss. 181, 187; his writings
unknown to PlUcker, ii. 76; and
Gauss, 652; his barycentric calculus,
655, 724; introduces homogeneous
co-ordinates, 681.

Mold, Hugo von, "protoplasm." i. 309;
improvements in niicrometric pro
ceses, ii. 229; cellular theory, 262,
299; protoplasm, 264, 265, 422, 443;
inductive school of, 321.

M$hv, Karl Frietirich, i. 413; scientific
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work of, ii. 106; " the Nature
of Heat," 107; indestructibility of
force, III ; neglect of early writings
of, 113, 114; referred to, 117; corre
lation and interchangeability of nat
ural forces, 119, 124; "force," 125,
130; first philosophical generailsa
tions on power and work, 137;
'Gesch. der Erde,' 289; heat and
animal energy, 398.

Moivre, Do, the theory of probabilities,
i 120; ii. 568; 572.

Molar dimensions, special interest at
tached to, i 350.

Molecular action, i. 346; phenomena,
astronomical view of, 854.

Molecules, internal energy of, i. 436.
Moleschott, materialistic works of, i.
60; Life of Georg Forster, 179;
'Kreislauf des Lebens,' ii. 289, 323.

Moll, Prof., of Utrecht, favourable
criticism of science in England, I.
236; ignorance of foreign languages
in England and France, 237.

Molyneux, space perception, ii. 473.
Monadology, ii. 500.
Monboddo, Lord (James Burnett), ii.
531; 'On the Origin and Progress of
Language,' 536, 537.

Monge, Gaspard, descriptive geometry,
1. 44, ii. 58, 664, 675, 685; geometry
at the Ecole normale, i. 112, 237;
Descriptive Geometry,' 114; 115,

147; brass and iron cannons, 148;
152, 187; 306; practical school of, ii.
100.

Monro, Alexander, Edinburgh Univer
sity, i. 268; ii. 247.

Monro. John, at Edinburgh University,
i. 268.

Montagu, Lady Mary W., inoculation,
i 284.

Montesquieu reflects the thought of the
eighteenth century, i. 61; 107; study
of human culture, ii. 529.

Montgolfier, indestructibility of force,
ii. 111.

Montgomery, Edmund, 'Space and
Touch,' ii. 472; article in 'Mind'
quoted, 484.

Montmort, Remont de, letter to Brook
Taylor, i. 101; original member of
Paris "Académie des Sciences," 223.

Montucla, 'Histoire des Mathcma
tiques' quoted, i. 114, 307, 334, 358.

'Monumeota Germank.' i. 167.
Moore, Thomas, on an English charac

teristic, i. 240.
Morgan, A. de, theory of probabilities,




i 120; calculus of probabilities, 325;
essay on probabilities, ii. 569; 641,
650, 709, 711.

Morley, John, 'Diderot,' 1. 34.
Morphogenesis, ii. 549.
Morphological view of nature, ii. 200;

insufficiency of, 270; period, 274;
structural analysis of elements, 42:3.

Morphology, ii. 212; defined, 219; of

crystals, 223; on a large scale, 224;
on a minute scale, 227; and classifi
cation, 231: 549.

Morvean, Guyton de, 'Annales de
Obimie,' i. 41.

Mosauder, pupil of Berzelius, i. 188.
Moser, perfection of stereoscope, ii.

506.
Mosheim, "libertas docendi," i. 164.
Motion, atomic and molecular, i. 437;

in ancient philosophy, ii. 3; per
petual, impossible, 124.

Motivity, thermodynamic, ii. 168, 594.
Muir, Thomas, ii. 643.
MUller, Fritz, 'Facts and Arguments

for Darwin,' ii. 349.
MUller, Johannes, physiology at Berlin,

i 174; temporarily influenced by
speculative spirit in German science,
178; 'Handbucb,' 193; 195; meta
physical leanings of, 196; school of,
197, ii. 397, 403; i. 198, 200, 201 ;
influenced by the Naturphilosoplz ic,
207; freed under influence of French
science, 208; 211; upheld the method
of historical survey in science, 215
his achievements in physiology, 217;
"reflex action," 263; 292; Bell's
theorem, 293, 294; scientific re
searches of, ii. 106 ; 117 ; influences
Dn Bois - Reyniond and Helmholt.
150; physiological studies, 203; the
cellular theory, 263; "vital force,"
269; 301 ; 'Physiology,' 308, 417.
420, 443, 491; 381, 384 : chemical
processes in the living body, 891
396; cellular theory. &c., 418
animal magnetism. 475, 476; 4S1
"specific energies," 4S2, 4,53 sit)
Herder's 'Werke,' 537 ; study of
language, 538; on Steiner, 670.

MUller, K. 0., i. 215.
Muller, Max, quoted on definition of
thought, i. 4; 'Science of Language
23, ii. 540; 608.

MUnchausen, von, founded University
ofGittmgen, with "libertas docetidi."
1. 164.

Munk, experiments on the brain ii.
478; 479.
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Munro, 'Lucretius,' ii. 4.
Miinsterberg, Dr Hugo, psycho-physics,

ii. 518; experiments, 521.
Murdoch, W., not member of any uni

versity, i. 239.
'Musenalmanach' of Schiller and
Goethe, i. 84.

Musum d'Histoire naturelle, i. 112.

Nägeli, C. von, co-editor with Schleiden
of 'Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche
Botanik,' i. 195; mechanical theory
of organic structures, ii. 224; per
fection of micrometric processes, 229;
271; inductive school of, 321; 351;
'Micellar Theory,' 425, 427, 611;
Weisniann on, 435; process of intus
susception, 443; "idioplasma," 448;
613.

Nansen, Fridjof, arctic exploration, ii.
207; quoted' on the ubiquity of
organic germs, 453.

Napier, John, logarithms, 1. 94, 269;
272, 282.

Napoleon I., relation to science, i. 42;
offered prize for discovery of a process
of manufacturing carbonate of soda,
92; 107; his influence on science,
149; quoted from Thibaudeau, 150;
founded Université Impériale, 151;
favoured mathematical sciences, lb.;
152; his scientific glory derivative,
154; statistical methods employed by,
153; 206; animal magnetism, ii. 476.

Napoleon III., scientific reports, i. 42.
Narbonno, 1. 151.
Nasse, Clir. Fried., physiological
method in medicine, ii. 388.

Nations, work of the three, compared, i.
298; disaypearance of national differ
ences, 303.

Natural history, first public course in
Paris, i. 143.

Naturalistic school in France, i. 75.
Nature, history of, how to be under

stood, i. 2; philosophy of, 204;
philosophy of, and medical science,
209; English love of, 284; statistical
view of, 438; kinetic view of, ii. I et
seq.; physical view of, 95 et seq. ; mys
tery of tbe actual processes of, 366.

Va t urphilosophie of Schellingand Hegel,
1. 178, 207; ii. 315.

Naumann, C. F., "morphology of the
surface of the earth," ii. 21'2.

Navier, mécanique moléculaire, i. 359;
360, 379; theory of elasticity, ii. 31,
41 : properties of the ether, 33; syn
thetic method, 100.
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Nees von Esenbeck, ii. 265.
Neptune, discovery of, i. 277.
Neptunists and Plutonists, i. 283, 290.
Nernst, 'Theoretical Chemistry,' 1. 448,

ii. 186.
Neumann, Carl, development of astron

omical view of nature, 1, 366; quoted
on provisional character of electrical
formuhe, 375; 'Die Principien der
Electrodynamik,' 876; ii. 186; on
potential, 698; and Dirichiet's prin
ciple, 708.

Neumann, Franz, the elder, mathe-
matical physics, i.. 44; 199;
experi-mentsin chemistry of, 429; proper
ties of ether, ii. 31; analytical method
of, 45; ' elastic" theory of ether,
54; influences Helmboltz, 150;
theory of electro-dynamic phenom
ena, 151; 193.

Neumann, Kaspar, statistical tables of,
ii. 565.

Newlands, periodic law of, i. 422, 423.
Newport, his discovery, ii. 227.
Newton, value of work of, i. 93; cor

rected the thought of Bacon, 95; his
work completed and amplified by
Laplace, 97; mathematical reason
jugs of, substantiated, 99; invention
of "fluxions," 100; influence on the
popular mind inappreciable, 105; 118,
119,123; contrasted with Cuvier, 132;
137; Cuvier on the gravitation theory
of, 146; Gauss's appreciation of, 181;
discoveries of, frequently forestalled
by others, 184 ; 'Principia,' 188, 139,
227, ii. 6; pre-eminent as an exact
thinker, i. 222; indebtedness of
French science to, 226; notation .f,
233; and Young, 244, ii. Flam
steed's observations, i. 250;%71 279,
282, 311 ; "energy," 312; 317;
astronomical instruments, 322; 323,
325; lunar theory, 329; 332; matbe
matical expression of astronomy,
333; matter and force, 331; de
scription and explanation" of phen
omena, 337; gravity not "essential
and inherent," 340 ; mechanical
explanation of gravitation, 342;
emanation hypothesis of light,
344; cuiio in. distans, 346; gravita
tion, 351, 353; molecular attrac
tion, 354; Eorsley's edition of
his works, 355; correspondence
with Cotes on molecular attraction,
lb.; Hauksbee's experiments, 356;
353; St Venant on, and Boscovich,
360; idea of mass, 362; 370, 372,
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374; universality and accuracy of
his law, 377, 380, 382, 384; 385,
389, 394, 424; calculation of molar
and cosmical phenomena, 439; "me
chanical cause" of gravitation, ii.
4; 5; and Huygens, 6; method of,
8; Euler's opposition to, 'lb. ; insuffi
ciency of emission theory, 14, 15;
suggested both theories of light, 17;
recognised "polarity" of light rays,
22; general laws of motion, 29; for
mula of attraction, 44; referred to,
62; and the French school of physi
cal astronomy, 79; scientific terms,
95; 'Principia' and the modern no
tion of energy, 99, 100, 140; vibra
tory view of heat, 104; laws of mo
tion, 143; astronomical researches,
227; Darwin and, compared. 341
et seq. ,- 344; universal gravitation.
351; 364, 467; optics, 480; and
Gauss compared, 630; 634, 638, 643;
his theorem on equations proved by
Sylvester, 680; 706, 733; science and
religion, 742; 751.

Newtonian formula the basis of physi
cal astronomy, i. 375; unique as to
universality and correctness, 377; is
it a universal law? 373.

Newtonianism created by Voltaire, i.
250, 251; dispelled Cartesian physi
cal philosophy in France, 433.

Nichol, John, on Francis Bacon and
his forerunners, i. 94.

Nichol's 'Cyclopzedia,' ii. 133.
Nicholas V., Pope, and the University
of Glasgow, i. 268.

Nicholson and Carlisle, scientific dis-
covery of, i. 229.

'Nicholson's Journal,' i. 41, ii. 104.
Nicol, 'Crystallography,' i. 117.
Nicomachus, ii. 207.
Niebuhr, B. C., his indebtedness to

Gibbon, i. 169; 212.
Niebuhr, Karsten, on Tobias Mayer, i.

158.
Niepce, photography, ii. 506.
Nietzsche, idea of recurrent cycles, ii.

287.
Nilson, discovery of scandium, 1. 423.
Nineteenth century not one of revolu

tion, 1. 77.
Nobili, animal electricity, ii. 475.
Nomenclature, importance of, in

science, i. 131.
Non-Euclidean geometry, ii. 652 et seq.;
Klein on, 653; 712, 715; Elalsted
and Schhgel on, 714; criticised by
Lotze, 716.




Nordenskiöld, pupil of Berzelius, i.
18.
North British Review' quoted on
Scotch educational movement, i. 254.

Norwood, determined length of a de

gree, i. 97.
NStber, M., on Sophus Lie, ii. 690, 691;
and Klein. 720. See Brill.

Number it, ii. 721 ; and e, transcendent
nature of, 731.

Numbers, theory of, ii. 680; revived

by Legendre and Gauss, ib.; general
ised, 726; transcendental, 727, 730;
corpus of, 728; algebraic, 729.

Objective mind, ii. 529.
Observation, insufficiency of mere, i.

323.
Observatory, Greenwich, built, i. 93;
Pulkowa, 1. 99.

Odling, chemical researches of, i. 414.
Oorsted referred to, i. 238; discovery
of electro-magnetism, 92, 207, 370,
371 ; discoveries of, 366; electric cur
rents, 367; importance of his dis
coveries, 372; indestructibility of
force, ii. 111, 125; electrical phenom
ena, 146.

Oettingeu, von, ii. 185; statistician,
557, 563, 585.

O'Connell, Daniel, i 240.
Ohm, G S., Fourier's series, i. 241

anticipated by Cavendish, 363: ac
curacy of his law, 365; electro-m8g
netic measurements, ii. 78; galvanic
currents, 79; electrical phenomena.
146; law of, 147; resonance, 4S7
508; on harmonics, 623.

Oken, originated scientific associations
in Germany, i. 42; exponent of the
Naturphilosophic, 207; 238; 'Ele
ments of Pbysio -philosophy,' 283:
founded "Naturforseher - Versamm
lung," 298; anatomical analogies, ii.
251; development of Goethe's views,
256 ; influences Owen, 306; natural
philosophy, 315; the genetic view,
317, 321; evolution, 354; 508.

OThers, Heinr. Wilh. Mat., rediscovers
Ceres. i. 54, 82; astronomical work
of, 176 : biographical, 177; calculates
orbit of Ccre,q, 182 ; correspondence
with Gauss, 185, 304.

Oldenburg, i. 283.
Oltramare on Abel, i. 187.
Operations, inverse, ii. 639: different
kinds of mathematical, 640; calculus
of, 'lb., 655, 684; Hankel on, 640;
Peacock on, lb.
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Operator, ii. 655.
Oppoizer, Vienna school of medicine, i.

198; 208.
Opthalmoscope, Helniholtz's invention

of, i, 200.
Optics, ii. 485.
Order, ii. 556; theory of, 678; and

unity, 742 a seq. ; 745.
Organic substance, first, produced arti

ficially, i. 92; compound, preparation
of, by WUhier, 191 ; substances, syn
thesis of, ii. 425.

Organisation, problem of, ii. 236; 415.
Organs, study of separate, ii. 233.
Osian, i. 212.
Ostwald, 'Die Energie und ihre Wand

lungen,' i. 380; "energy" a sub
stance, 388; on Berthoilet's views,
393; 'Classiker der exacten Wissen
schaften,' 427; 'Ailgemeine Chemie,'
443, ii. 176; 'Allgemeine Chenie'
quoted, i. 444, 445; "Physikallsche
Chemie," 457, ii. 159, 160; principle
of energetics, 125, 142 ; physical
chemistry, 153; chemical affinity,
157, 159; 165; memoirs of W. Gibbs,
171; second law of thermo-dynamics,
174; criticism of mechanical view,
18:3; quoted, 187.

Otto, translation into German of Thos.
Graham's ' Elements of Chemistry,'
ii. 161.

Owen, Robert, co-operation, ii. 566.
Owen, Sir Richard. i. 42; paheontol

ogical work, ii. 257; the term "hom
ology," 258; intlueuced by Oken,
259; extension of morphological
view, 260; Cuvier's position unten
able, 267; quoted, 268; ritorphol
ogical view of nature, 276; parthen
ogenesis, 456.

Packard, A. S.. 'Larnarck, his Life and
Work,' ii. 3)2, 351.

Page, 'Text-Book,' ii. 36:3.
Paine, Thon.ias, 'Age of Reason,' i.

84.
Palnontology, science of, created by

Cuvier, 1. 131 ; Cuvier's work in, ii.
247; 363.

Paley, philosophy in English universi
ties represented by, i. 254.

Pallas, travels of, ii. 247, 337.
Pambour, de (see Zeuner), ii. 133.
Pander, ii. 299, 303.
Paugenesis, ii. 271, 454, 610 a seq.
Paper duties, i. 237.
Paradoxes in mathematics, ii. 732.
Parallel lines, axiom of, ii. 518, 717.
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Paris, the focus of scientific thought, i.
17.

Paris Academy ridiculed the fall of
meteors, i. 327; competition on
"Diffraction," ii. 24.

Paris Institute, i. 226.
Parker, Prof., Suoted, h" 345.
Parmenides, unity of all existence, u. 3.
Parthenogenesis, ii. 456.
Pascal, Blaise, his contributions to

science beyond those of Bacon, i. 94;
the theory of probabilities, 120, n.
568; 667.

Pasteur, discoveries of, i. 431; the car
bon tetrahedron, 451; "redintera
tion," ii. 387; 414; bacteriological
investigations, 415; discovery of
"chirality," 437.

Pathology pre - eminently a German
science, i. 216.

Pattison, Mark, meaning of "thought,"
i. 25; on Bentley, quoted, 169.

Paulmier, first maps of Greece, i. 295.
Paulsen, F., 'Geschichte des gele.hrten

Unterrichts auf den deutschen Schu
len rnd Universititen,' i. 159, 160,
163, 164, 166; on Lotze and Fechner,
200; 'Die deutschen Universititen,'
214.

Peabody, C. H., 'Thermodynamics of
the Steam-Engine,' ii. 136.

Peacock, G., i. iS; introduction of
Continental mathematics to Cam
bridge by, 233; 'Life of Dr Young,'
quoted, 245, 417, ii. 20, 21, 23, 26;
educational movement promoted by,
i. 261; and the Analytical Society,
271; Young's 'Miscellaneous Works,'
ii. 9; his "report" quoted, 640,
645; referred to by Haukel, 641;
his history of arithmetic referred to,
645; 654; 709,711.

Peano, 0., ii. 656, 734, 737.
Pearson, Prof. Karl, i. 98, ii. 30;
Todhunter's 'History of Elasticity,'
33; '

History of Elasticity' quoted,
43; quoted on labours of Neumann,
54; modern theory of elasticity, 56;
'Grammar of Science,' 183; phenom
ena of heredity, 574: mathematical
theory of evolution, 621 a seq.; and
Bateson, 623; 737.

Pearson, William, i. 289.
Peel, Sir Robert, ii. 265.
Pelletan, a founder of comparative
anatomy, ii. 886.

Poltier, phenomenon, ii. 143.
Percival, A. S., 'Optics' quoted, ii. 53.
Percy, Ballads, i. 212; ii. 537.
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Périer, Edmond, 'La Philosophic Zool
ogique avant Darwin' quoted, ii. 309,
322.

Periodic law of Mendeléeff, 1. 315, 422.
Periodicals, scientific, the oldest, i. 41.
Permanence of formal rules, principle

of, Hankers, ii. 712.
Perrault, plan of co-operation proposed
by, 1. 9k?.

Perry, calculus for engineers, ii. 636.
Perthes, C. T., 'Politisehe Zustàndo
mid Personen ih Deutscbland zurZeit
der franzosiscben Herrschaft,' i. 133,
256.

Perthes, Frederick, Memoirs of, 1. 39
279.

Pertz, first editor of 'Monumenta Ger
manize,' i. 158.

Peschol, 0. F., 'Geschichte der Erd
kunde,' i. 291.

Pestalozzi, i. 163, 253; his educational
influence in Germany, 257; began the
purely educational movement, 258;
inspired by Rousseau, 259.

Peter the Great, i. 153.
Petermann, geographical establishment
at Gotba, i. 167.

Petit, 1. 107.
Petty, Sir William, statistics, i. 122;
No

Arundel) collection of relics, 295;
'Political Arithmetic,' ii. 562; 564.

Pfeffer, W., labours of, ii. 165; cellular
substances, 373.

Pfleiderer, E., 'Philosophic des Heraklit
von Ephesus,' ii. 3.

Pfhiger, E., "proteid" theory, ii. 426;
"laws of reflex action," 519; on com
pound organic molecule, 611.

Phalaris, Epistles of, Bentley's con
troversy about the, 1. 169.

"Philanthropinisin" of Basedow, i. 166.
Philip of Hesse, first Protestant uni

versity founded by, 1. 159.
Phillips. See Combas.
Philosophical faculty, development of,

in German universities, i. 164, 197.
'Philosophical Magazine and Journal of

Sciences,' i. 41, ii. 48, 50, 55, 58, 69,
75, 5, 97, 109; on Carnot the elder,
139; 480.

Philosophical theories, ii. 346; prob
lems, 852, 743; thought, geographical
centre of, 750.

Philosophy, definition of, 1. 62, 65:
intermediate between science and
religion, 71, 73; and science, conflict
between, 205; and science, 311.

Phlogiston, i. 388, ii. 153.
Phonetics, ii. 539.




"Phoronomie," ii. 5.
Phrenology, ii. 476.
Phylotaxy and phylogenesis, ii. 308.
Physical and chemical reasoning con

trasted, i. 424.
Physical view of nature, ii. 95.
"Physical" method, ii. 428.
Physics and statistics, ii. 589.
'Physik, Aunalen der,' Gilbert's, i. 41.
'Physik, Journal der,' Gren's, i. 41.
'Physiknlische Gesellschaft' of Berlin,

1. 42.
Physiocrats, so -called, referred. to, i.
16; ii. 529.

Physiological, units, ii. 272; divicion of
labour, 396; psychology, 512.

Physiology pro - eminently a German
science, i. 216.

'Physique, Journal de,' i. 41.
'Physique, Observations stir Ia,' i. 41.
Phytotomy, ii. 260.
Pia7.zi discovers Ceres, i. 54, 82, 177,

182, 423.
Picard, Ch. E., 'Traité d'Analyse,' ii.

690.
Picard, Jean, calculations of, i. 97; as
tronomical constants, 322; "methods
of dealing with astronomical errors of
observation," 324.

Piciwet, F., 'Les Ideologues,' 1. 149,
152, ii. 470; quoted, 472.

Pictet, condensation of permanent gases,
i. 316.

Piderit, Ph., mimicry and physiognomy,
ii. 477.

Pinel, medical nomenclature of, i. 131.
Pitcairn, medicine in alliance with
mechanics, i. 126.

Plans, lunar theory, i. 329.
Planck, Max, 'Das Priucip der Erhal
tung der Energie,' ii. 97, 99, 106,
197; 'Thermoclynamik,' 142, 1S6;
159; labours of, 165; works of, 184.

Planta, Martin, the forerunner of
Pestalozzi, 1. 253.

Platen, i. 213.
Plato, constructive system of, i. 75
views of Heraclitus, ii. 3; 4. 246
archetypes, 259; his mathematics
633.

PlN9'
fair, John, scientific work of, i.

criticisms of, on science in
England, 231; review of Laplace's
'Mécanique céleste' quoted, 232;
biographical, ib.; tribute to ('olin
Maclaurin, ib.; 234 ; quoted, 236;
270, 272: 'Huttonian Theory 01' the
Earth,' 283, ii. 292, 356; 579.

PlUoker, Julius, geometry, i. 44 ; 187
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geometrical labours of, neglected in
Germany, 242; spectrum analysis,
278; researches of, ii. 75; electrical
researches 189; on "singularities of
curves," b41 ; 670; new geometry,
671; 672; deficient in elegance, 677,
682; and Sophus Lie, 692; on higher
curves, 700.

Plutonists. ee Neptunists.
Poggendorf, 'Annalen,' i. 43, ii. 128,

133, 169, 487; refused Helmholtz's
'Ueber die Erhaitung der Kraft,' i.
205; Dictionary of, silent about Avo
gadro, 428; refused Mohr's 'Ueber
die Natur der WLrme,' ii. 107.

Poincaré, H., lectures on Maxwell's
theories, i. 251; on indefiniteness of
electro-magnetic theory, ii. 93; as
tronomical mechanics, 101 ; Paris
Address, 1900, 188; discourse of,
199; quoted, 635; quoted on Weier
strass, 638 et seq.; 703, 705; on
"function," 639; 686, 690; on Rie.
mann and Weierstrass, 707, 708;
737.

Poinsot, ii. 5; "geometrical mechanics,"
101; on synthetic method, 670.

Poisson, mechanics, i. 44; 188, 345;
electricity, 347; II

mécanique mole
culaire," 359; 360; analysis of, 362;
370; Newton's law, 379; Fresnel's
calculations, ii. 25; retired from
commission on Fresnel's theory of
transverse vibrations, 26; theory of
elasticity, 31, 41; 32; properties of
ether, 33; referred to by Faraday, 69;
formula of, 72; theory of electric and
magnetic phenomena, 74; 'Mémoire
stir la Théorie du Maa'nétisme'
quoted, 75 ; referred to, 6; 474 ;
science of chances, 568; on conver
gency, 646; on Jacobi, 657; on
synthetic method, 670; 686.

Polarisation of light, ii. 22.
"Polarity," origin of the word, ii. 22.
Polymorphism, i. 446.
Polytechnic Journal,' Dingier's, ii.
134.

'Polytechnique, l'Ecole, Journal de,' I.
41.

Poncelet, J. V., mathematics, i. 45;
new science of geometry, 114; 187
definitions of horse-power and work,
309, 360, ii. 5; 'Traité,' 76, 660;
'Mécanique inclustrielle,' 100; prac
tical school of, it). ; his influence on
practical mechanics, 101 ; thermotics,
118; first definite use of new con
ceptions of power and work, 137;
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658 et seq.; his principle of continu
ity criticised, 660; quoted, 662; on
homology" and "reciprocity,"

663; 673; on ideal elezneuts, 674;
684, 685, 692.

Pond, not member of any university,
i. 238.

Poole, 'Index to Periodical Literature,'
i. 40.

Pope, influence of, on German thought
and literature, i. 212.

Popper, Jos., ii. 185.
Positivism, i. 307.
Potential, ii. 698.
Pouillet, Ohm's law, i. 365; influenced
German thought, ii. 101; heat experi
ments, 357.

Poulton, Weismann's Essays, ii. 372.
Power Series Infinite, ii. 707.
Power," the term, introduced by
Watt, ii. 99.

Poynting, Prof., contributions to
Maxwell's electro-magnetic theory, ii.
72; 193; and Thomson's 'Text-book
of Physics,' Sound, 489.

Practical Problems, solidarity of, i.
32.

Preston, T., ii. 361.
Prévost, theory of exchanges, ii. 46.
Preyer, Prof. W., theory of "Pan

perluia," ii. 369; school of Darwin
ism in Germany, 436; 470.

Priestley, chemical discoveries of, i. 115;
155; scientific discoveries of, 229;
not member of any university, 238,
272; 'History of Optics,' 358, ii. 9;
follower of Boscovieb, i. 359; and
Lavoisier, 386, 387; effect of plants
on air, ii. 391.

Prime numbers, ii. 722 et seq.
Pringle-Pattison. See Seth.
Priugsheim, A., on theory of functions,

ii. 693; 734. 739.
Pringsheim, N., observations, ii. 447.
Pritchard, "immersion "

system in
microscope, ii. 228.

Probability, theory of, i. 118, ii. 566.
Prochaska, "reflex action," i. 292; ii.

519.
Proclus on Greek mathematicians, ii.

634.
Progress, intellectual, two factors of,

i. 27.
Projection, method of, ii. 663.
Projective and metrical geometry, ii.
668; properties, 717.

Proportions, fixed, rule of, i. 392; mul-
tiple, rule of, 398.

'Protogea' of Loihniz, ii. 277, 280.
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Protoplasm, 1. 309, ii. 264; theory of,
444.

Proust, theory of fixed proportions, i.
393; defeated Berthollet's doctrine of
chemical affinity, 394; 398, 416.

Prout1 organic analysis, i. 190; on
hydrogen, 230; hypothesis of, 402;
theory of nature of elements, ii. 192;
Bridgewater Treatise, 325.

Psychology, ii. 465 et seq.; mathemati
cal, 498.

Psycho -physical aspect of nature, ii.
218, 465.

Psycho-physics, E. H. Weber's law of,
i. 196; 198, ii. 465 et seq., 469; of
vision, 504; three facts impressed
by, 545.

Purkinje, founded first physiological
laboratory, i. 188; 198, 208; follower
of Baer, ii. 300.

Pusey, E. B., quoted on English and
German writers, i. 261.

Putter of Gottingen University, i. 165.
Pythagoras, unity of all existence, ii.
3; school of, 286; the octave, 490;
his mathematical ideas, 63:3.

Quantics and "tactics" in mathematics,
ii. 683.

'Quarterly Review,' literary criticism
of, i. 84; 236, 239; quoted on educa
tional matters in England, 255; Young
quoted, ii. 20.

Quaternions, ii. 654; introduced into
Germany by Hankel, 712; 717.

Quatrefages, de. of the "Association
Française," quoted. i. 298.

Quesnay, economic system of, 1. 16,
107.

Quet, experiments with vacuum tubes,
ii. 190.

Quetelet, statistics, i. 122, ii. 563, 588;
555, 556, 557: theory of error, 574;
theory' of probabilities, 579; quoted,
580, 581, 587, 607, 609; the ' mean
man," 617.

Quineke, foam theory of, ii. 427.

Rademacher, his empiricism in medical
science, i. 210.

Rammelsberg, i. 174.
Ranisay, Prof., discovery of argon, i.

423.
Rams4en, i. 177; astronomical instru
ments, 822.

Rankine, Macqnoru, improvement in
steam - engines, i. 93; "thermo
dynamic function," 316, ii. '169; the
steam-engine, i. 331, ii. 133; theor-




etical thermo - dynamics. 62; mol
ecular vortices, 63, 82; technical
mechanics, 101; revival of interest in
the ideas of "energy," 114; on the
mechanical equivalent of heat, 128;
Prof. Unwiu's account of theories of,
135; elaboration of Joule's and Reg.
nault's experiments, 137; energy,
"potential" and "actual," 139, 140,
174; reply to Sir J. Herschel, 139;
physical view of nature, 141; theory
of energy, 166; 168, 173; heat engines,
175; mechanical analogies of heat,
178; entropy, 169, 181 ; thermo
dynamics, 603.

Raoult, researches of, ii. 164, 165.
Ratbtke, ii. 300.
Ran, A., 'Theorien der modernen

Chernie,' i. 406, 414, 430, 455.
Rauber, 'Formbildung und Form.
sthrung in der Eutwickelung von
Wirbeithieren,' ii. 401.

Ray, John, botanist, i. 282; classifica-
tion of living beings, 288.

Rayleigh, Lord, discovery of argon, i.
423; quoted, ii. 170; "free energy,"
173; optical researches, 229; 'Sound,'
488, 490.

"Realschule," i. 166.
Raumur, referred to by Voltaire, i.

105.
Reciprocity of figures, ii. 663; Ger.
gonne on, 666.

Records, contemporary, value of, i. 8.
Redtenbacher, 'Dynainiden System,' i.
433; influenced by Poncelet, ii. 101;
heat, 178.

Registration, ii. 561.
Regnaud, i. 150.
Regnault, chemistry, i. 44; 245; in

vestigated specific heat of chemical
compounds, 429; influenced German
thought, ii. 101 ; experimental work
of, 137; "Observations on Steam,"
139; a founder of physical chemistry,
152.

Rehnisch, statistics, ii. 587.
'Reid, Thomas, Life and Writings of,'
by Dugahl Stewart, i. 84.

Reiff, R., his history of series, ii. 646.
Reiz, indebtedness to Bentley, i. 169.
Renaissance, period of the. i. 67.
Reliant testimony to work of German

universities, i. 225.
Rendu, Ambroise, 'Code Universitaire'
quoted, i. 150.

Reports, annual, on scientific progress,
1. 42.

Reproduction, ii. 443.
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Repsohi, measurements of, i. 322.
Retrospect and prospect, ii. 741 et seq.
Reuchlin, i. 163.
Revett. See Stuart.
Revolution, French, added the modern

practical popularisation of science, i.
145.

Revolutionary theories not practical, i.
79.

Reye, 'Geometrie der Lage,' ii. 669.
Ribbeck, 'Friedr. Wilb. Ritschl.,' 1.

169, 173.
Ribot, 'Modern German Psychology,

ii. 495; 'Psychologie Allemande
Contemporaine,' 511 ; 513.

Richelieu, his "metallic" interest in
science, i. 105; first statistical
bureau, ii. 561.

Richelot at Konigsberg with Neumann
and Bessel, ii. 54.

Richter, astronomical constants, i. 322;
pendulum experiments of, 354.

Richet, Oh., 'Physiologie des Muscles
et des Nerfs,' i. 293. ii. 519.

Richter, J. B., chemical equivalents, i.
189; 313; theory of fixed proportions,
393; 398; atomic theory, 416; the
"equivalent" of an element, 419.

Richter, \V., theory of "Panspermia,"
ii. 369.

Riecke, memoir of PlUcker, ii. 75;
Etoge of Weber, 197.

Riemaun, B., 1. 45; 'Hypothesen der
Geometric,' 200; Fourier's series,
241 ; celebrated dissertation of, 243;
views on ideas of space, 352;
'Werke,' ii. 63; researches into
electrical phenomena. 67; 254, 635
and Cauchy, 693, 699; on Abelian
functions, 699 his work, 700; his
surface, 701; 704, 706; and Weier
stress compared, 707: on hypotheses
of geometry, 710; 717, 718.

Riess, frictional electricity, i. 205;
statical electricity and the Geissler
tubes, ii. 191.

Pindfleiscb, Ed. von. 'Arztliche Phil
osophic,' ii. 379. 437.

Ritschl, Friedr. With., indebtedness of,
to Bentley, i, 169: quoted, 172; con
ducted philological seminaries, 214
Language, ii. 540.

flitter, Karl, comparative geography, ii.
226; extension of morphological view,
260; 300.

Rtiber, construction of the heptagon, ii.
722.

Robertson, Crooni, calls Hobbes's the
first English system of philosophy, i.
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48; 282; 'Mind,' ii. 512; on Mün
sterberg's work, 522.

Robertson, David, naturalist, i. 238.
Roberval, referred to by Voltaire, i.
105 ; taught at the College de France,
107.

Rohespierre, i. 107.
Robin, 'Traité d'Anatoinie générale,' ii.

266.
Robison, John, on Boscovich's theory,

i. 358, 359; publisher of Black's
lectures, ii. 102.

"Rochdale Pioneers," ii. 566.
Rochow, von, educational work of, i.

256.
Rogers, W. G., illustrations of Helm.

holtz's theories, ii. 63.
Rokitnnsky, Vienna school of medicine,

i. 198, 208.
Roman system of registration, ii. 561.
Romanes, 'Darwin and after Darwin,'

ii. 346; 436.
Romanticism, reactionary movement of,

1. 39
Roniberg, medical school of, i. 203.
Romi do l'lsle, contributions to crystal

lography, i. 117. 118, ii. 241.
Ronier, Claus, motion of light, ii. 10.
Romme, Gilbert, quoted, i. 110.
Röntgen, discovery of X rays, ii 92.
Roscher, 'Geach. d. National-Oekono

mik,' ii. 555; statistics, 563.
Röschlauh influenced by the jYatur

plz.ilosopkie, i. 207.
Roscoc, Sir H., 'John Dalton,' i. 417.
Rose, H., i. 174; the greatest analyt.

lea! chemist of the century, 399.
Rose, H. and G.. chemists, 1. 188.
Rosenherger, 'Geschichte der Physik,'

i. 308, 359, 433, ii. 8, 11, 178, 506;
'Die moderne Entwiekelung der
elektrischen Priucipien,' 90 ; physical
nature and "perpetual motion," 124.

Rosenkranz on the encyclopadists, i. 34.
Ross, Sir James, confirms calculations

of Gauss as to south magnetic pole, 1.
331.

Rothmann, i. 157.
Rousseau, influence on Herder, i. 50;
gospel of nature, 51 ; and the "Au f
khirung" Period, 60; 107 ; destruc
tive revolutionary work of, 110;
popularised botaniing, 127 ; centre
of reaction against schnol of Voltaire,
Buffon, &c., 145; 163; influence of,
on German thought and literature,
212; 253, 256; valuable side of his
ideas developed outside of France,
259; 285, ii. 415; language, 536.
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Roux, Wilhelm, 'Entwickelungsmech
anik des embryo,' ii. 401; 'Struggle
of the Parts in the Organism,' 436;
quoted, 444; "organicisme," 455.

Rowland, spectroscopic observations,
ii. 361.

Royal Institution founded, i. 89, 264,
ii. 139.

Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1. 269.
Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific
Papers, i. 40; 'Transactions' of, 41;
founded, 89; 227, 228; unfavourably
criticised by Babbage, 233; favour
ably criticised by Cuvier, 235; by
Prof. Moll of Utrecht, 236; ii. 69;
Kaspar Neumann's statistical tables,
565.

Rubidium found byKirchboff and Bun
sen, ii. 49.

RUckert, imitation of oriental poetry,
i. 213; "Chidher" quoted, ii. 289.

Rudolf II., Emperor, and Tycho, i
157.

Rudolph, 'Grundriss der Physiologie,'
ii. 499.

Rudolph, ii. 230, 261.
Runi, Paolo, and theory of groups, ii.

683.
Rithimaun influenced by Poncelet, ii.

101.
Rumford, Count (Benjamin Thompson),

mechanical theory of heat, i. 83;
155; experiments of, 229; not mem
ber of any university, 238; 246;
founded Royal Institution, 248, 264;
the steam-engine, 331; the kinetic
view of nature, ii. 8; investigations
of the nature of heat, 102; "Inquiry
concerning the Source of the Heat
which is excited by Friction," 103;
Davy's speculations on light and
heat, 104; experiments utilised by
Helm in his 'Energetik,' 109.

Runge, C., spectroscopic observations,
ii. 361, 362.

Russell, Hon. Bertrand, his writings, ii.
653; 718, 720, 734, 737.

Russell, Lord John, Royal Commission
of Inquiry into University Reform, i.
254.

Rutherford, spectroscopic observations,
ii. 361.

Rydherg, ii. 362.

Sabine, magnetic experiments, i. 230.
Sachs, Julius, the effect on biological

science of the discovery of the cell, i.
195; 'Gescbichte der Botanik,' 209,
ii. 212, 223, 227, 230, 231, 246, 260,




265, 269; importance of the spiral
theory, 224; cellular theory, 262;
of Hofmeister, 321 ; quoted, 383;
'Lectures on Plant Physiology,' 40S.

Sacro Bosco, Joannes, ii. 287.
Saint-Hildre, Auguste de," Morphologie

vgétale," ii. ,224.
Saint.Hiaire, Etienne Geoffroy, germ

of Darwinian theory, i. ii ; 200;
and the "Origin of Species," 201
and Cuvier, ii. 239; appreciation of
Goethe's work, 244; controversy with
Cuvier, 246; morphological analogies,
251; labours of, 253; quoted, 28;
unity of organisation, 267; 301; and
Buffon, 309; :321, 322; natural selec
tion, 330; 364.

Saint-Hilaire, Isitlore Geoffroy, ii. 322.
Saint Pierre, Beruardin de, taught

morals at the Ecole normale, i. 112.
Saint Simon, co"operatiou, ii. 566.
Saint - Venant, Barré de, quoted on

Boscovich's theory, i. 359; properties
of ether, ii. 33 ; "elastic solid"
theory of ether, 54; synthetic method,
100.

Salisbury, Lord, Oxford Address, ii.
347.

Salmon, George, text-books on geometry
translated by Fiedler, i. 44: scientific
work of, and PlUcker, 242; Dublin
mathematical school, 275; German
edition of his works, ii. 669, 6S5;
introduces Chasles's work, 673; great
merit of his text-books, 685; Meyer
on, i&: Italian edition of his works
by Briosehi, iS.

Sameness and variation, ii. 607.
Sampson, R. A., ' Proceeding of the

Society of Antiquaries,' ii. 22.
Sanderson, Sir J. Burtlon, quoted. ii.
428, 429, 439; "Elementary Probleius
of Physiology" quoted, 442; 565.

Sanskrit, discovery of, ii. 533.
Santi-Linari, animal niaguetism, ii. 475.
Sarcode, ii. 264.
Sartorius von \Valtershauseu on Gauss,

1. 181, 133, ii. 631.
Saussure. de, ii. 247 experiments, 391.
Sauveur. referred to by Voltaire, i. 105.
Savage tribes, history of, i. .
Savants, Journal ties.' i. 41.

SavarL theory of elasticity, ii. 31; 193.
Savigny, i. 162; indebtedness of, to
Gibbon, 169.

Sayce, 'Introduction to the Science of
Language' quoted, ii. 539. 510.

Scaliger, Joseph .1., influence of, on
German thought and literature, i.
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212, 226; services to classical learning
and criticism, 222; 295.

Scheele, forerunner of berzeiius, i. 391.
Scheidt, edition of 'Protoga,' ii. 280.
Schemer, J., 'Astronomical Spectro
scopy, ii. 46, 362; quoted, 49; 'Der
Ban des 'SVeltalls,' 282.

Schelling, F. W. J. You, on the province
of philosophy, i. 36; on position of
philosophy, 38; treated science from
a metaphysical standpoint, 43 ;
phil-osophyof, influenced by Herder, 51;
philosophical writings of, 83; 162;
speculative tendency of, 178; 'Ideen
zu ciner Philosophie der Natur,' 179:
philosophy of, 204; 207; influenced
by Spin oza, 212; benefactions to
historical sciences, 215; influence of,
ii. 225, 494, 500; and Goethe's views,
245, 256; 'Natnr-philosophie,' 304,
315; evolution, 354; 508.

Schenstone, \V. A., 'Justus von
Liebig, his Life and Work,' ii. 391,
393.

Schering, E., 'C. F. Gauss und die
Erforschung des Erdmaguetismus,' i.
181, 331 ; address on Gauss's cen
tenary, 304; correspondence with
Helmholtz, ii. 710 et sc'j.

Scheuchzer, correspondence with Leibni z
quoted, ii. 281.

Sculler, style of, 1. 51 ; writings of,
83, 84; educated with Cuvier, 133;
"The German Muse" quoted, 151;
Kant's esthetical philosophy, ii. 535;
'Wallenstein's Toci' quoted, 586.

Schimper, K. F., "spiral theory," ii.
223.

Schiegel, A. W. von, Berlin lectures, i.
84; on Georg Forster, 179; 263;
researches of, ii. 542.

Schiegel. Fr., on Goethe's school, i. 84;
made Shakespeare familiar to German
readers, 212.

Schiegel, Victor, 'Hermaun Grass.
mann,' i. 243; on Grassmann, ii.
656; on non-Euclidean geometry, 714.

Sebleicher, August, 'Morphology of
Lauuage.' ii. 540, 541.

Schleien Mathias, cellular theory of,
i. 194, 09, ii. 262, 263. 99; i. 200;
'Botany as an Inductive Science,'
209 biological discoveries of, 217;
mechanical view in biology, 219; 220;
refers to Brown's discovery. ii. 264
theory of cell formation, 265; ulti
mate identity of structure of animals
and plants, 267 ; definition of a cell,
370; 402, 403, 408.
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Schleiermacher, F., new era of education
in Germany, i. 38; philosophical writ
ings of, 83; religious revival preached
by, 203; scientitic ideal of, 211;
educational significance of his writ
ings, 258; 263; psychology, ii. 495.

Schlomilcb, 0., i. 209.
Schiosser, F. Cbr., 'History of the
Eighteenth Century,' i. 59.

Schlözer, Ludwig August, of Göttiugen
University, i. 165; statistics, ii. 555.

Schmidt, F., and P. Stckel publish
Bolyai's correspondence, ii. 652.

Schmidt, Jobannes, on August Schiel
cher, ii. 540.

Schmidt Karl, 'Geschichte der Päda-
gogik, i. 6,256.

Schöuflies, A., ii. 734; on G. Cantor's
work, 736.

Scböulein, Lucas, metaphysical lean
ings of, 1. 196 ; 198; influenced by
the .Naturplzilosophie, 207; freed
under the influence of French science,
208.

School literature, reform in, i. 44.
School of Oriental Languages in France,

i. 113.
School of philology, modern German, i.

172.
School, polytechnic, German, first es

tó.blished at Vienna, i. 166.
Schools, German, i. 166.
Schools of thought in Germany, 1. 167.
Schopenhauer, A., animation of all

nature, ii. 369; 470.
Schröder, E., ii. 737.
Schubert, H., ii. 734.
Schultze, Max, protoplasmic theory, ii.

371, 443.
Schumacher, H. C., 1. 45; 'Astronom

ische Nachricbten,' 167 ; correspond
ence with Gauss, 185, ii. 652 ; letter
from Gauss on telegraph, i. 304.

Schiitte, German translation of Gino
Loria's work on geometry, i. 275.

Schwann, Theodor, extended cell theory
to animals, i. 195 198, 200; the head
of the modern physiological school,
217 ; mechanical view in biology,
320; cellular theory, 309, ii. 263;
identity of all living structure, 209;
discovery of the nucleus referred to,
264; theory of cell formation, 265;
ultimate identity of structure of ani
mals and plants, 267; definition of
a cell, 371 ; 402, 403 ; microscopical
researches, 418 ; 'Microscopical Be
searches,' 419, 420, 423 ; conception
of the cell, 422; "Metabolism," 442.
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Schwarz, H. A., on Dirichiet's prin
ciple, ii. 703; Weierstra.ss's letter to,
Lb.; on Boizano, 709.

Schweikart, ii. 713.
Schwerd, 'Die Beugungserschemungeu
aus den Fundameutalgcsetzeu der
TJnduationstheorie aualy tisch ent
wickelt' quoted, ii. 26.

Seliwoerer (see Faudel), ii. 134.
Science now international, 1. 19, 303;
and life, 31; and poetry, ib.; as
opposed to other thought, 69; the
meaning and use of the word, "S 90;
English and Continental notions 01,
91; schools of, in France, 106 ; schools
of, promoted by Governments 01
Revolution, 103; during the Revolu
tion and under the First Empire,
18; popularised by France, 142;
German, not patronised by royalty,
157 ; and 'Wissenschaft,' 16S; and
exact science, 171 ; German, cosnio
politan, 189; in Germany, 202; and
philosophy, conflict between, 205; and
history, relations of, 206; for its own
sake, 211; thoroughness of German
men of, 213; and teaching, 214; and
philosophy, 215, 311; organisation
of, abroad, 226; English, in the early
part of nineteenth century, 229;
hlleged decline of, in England, 230;
French, praised by Cuvier, 2:31;
English, criticisms of Playfair, lb.;
criticisms of Babbage, 233; decline
of, in England, 'Edinburgh Review'
quoted on, 235; in Euland favour
ably criticised by Cuvier, Lb.; by
Prof. Moll of Utrecht, 236; Proi
Moll on difference between culture of,
in France and England, 237; English,
individual character and practical
tendency of, 21; English, peculiar
ities more marked in early part of
century, 252; importance of British
contributions to, 276; diffusion of
scientific knowledge on the Continent,
lb.; isolation of English men of
science, 277; philosophy of, 306;
interests which promote, 326; prac
tical interest in, 328 ; physical, ap
plied to medicine, ii, 208; abstract,
550; of large numbers, 555.

Science, exact, reception of, in Ger
many, i. 175 ; absent from German
universities in the eighteenth cen
tury, 178.

Sciences, the descriptive, ii. 203; na
tural and mental, separation of the,
534.




Scientific, reasoning i. 45; periodicals,
180; associationt, dates of, 227; spirit
in the first and second half of the

century, 302; ideas, special, 306;

antiquity of leading ideas, 312;

spirit in business, ii. 553.
Scotch school of natural philosophy,

ii. 141; activity at', 148.
Scott, Sir Walter, i. 82; romantic school

of, 84; 'Edinburgh Review, 273.
Secchi, spectroscopic observations, 11.

361.
Sedgwick, A., 'A Discourse on the

Studies of the University of Cani

bridge,' i. 263; 267; worked in

harmony with Analytical Society,
271; criticism of ' Vestiges,' ii. 319.

Seebeck, electricity and heat, i. 363;
theriuo-electricity, ii. 143; the siren,
487.

Sceley, J., 'Life of Stein,' i. 38.
Séguin, heat units, ii. 109; indestruc

tibility of force, ill ; physiological
processes, 390.

Selborue, White's 'Natural History of,'
1. 2S7.

Selection, " natural" and "sexual," ii.
336; natural, within the organism,
435; Maxwell's process of, 59S.

Sellmeier, W., anomalous dispersion of
wave-motion, ii. 53; researches of,
54.

Seminaries in German, i. 214.
Semler, Archdeacon,' established the

first "Realschule" at Halle, i. 166.
'Sensation, Johannes MUller's law of

specific energies, i. 198; Weher's law
of, 200; localisation of, ii. 507.

Sense-perception, i. 199.
"Sensualistes," ii. 323.
Serres, 'Auatoniie Coin parée du Cer.

veau,' ii. 317; "law of biogenesis,"
349.

Serret, his 'A1gbre Supérieure,' ii.
686.

Servois, ii. 660, 711.
Seth, A., on Fr. Nietzsche, ii. '2S7.
Shattesbury, i. 145.
Shakespeare, influence of, in German
thought and literature, i. 212; 261,
ii. 251; the word "statist," 555.

Shelburne, Lord, quoted, ii. 562.
Shelley, P. B., freshness of individual

thought of, i. 76.
Siemens. Werner, submerged cables. i

329.
Siemens, William, ii. 179.
Silvius, chemistry in alliance with

medicine, i. 126.
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Simplex sigillum yen," i. 401.
Simpson, Sir J. Y., introduced chlor

oform, i. 93.
Simson, Robert, Scotch university pro

fessor, i. 272; and Stewart, ii, 658.
Skoda, i. 198, 208.
Sloinan on the invention of the calculus,

i. 101.
Sniellie, William, 'Edinburgh Magazine
and Review,' i. 273.

Smiles, 'Life of Thomas Edwards,' I.
287.

Smith, Adam, imported ideas from
France, i. 16; intercourse with French
thought, 268 ; 272; influence of, 273;
ii. 415; human culture, 529.

Smith, H., translation of Schwann's
principal work, ii. 263; on con
gruence, 723; his report, ib.

Smith, Sydney, lectured at Royal In
stitution, i. 249, 264 Edinburgh
Review,' 273.

Smith, William, on 'Strata,' i. 230;
father of English geology, 291; study
of fossil remains, ii. 225 ; tabular
view of the British strata, 293.

Snell, deflection of rays of light, i.
356.

Socit Philoniatique, bulletin of, i.
41.

Society, Royal, i. 227..
Socrates, ethical philosophy of, ii. 4.
Soemnieriug, ii. 247; influences Herder,

53'2.
Sobnke, L., 'Entwiekeluug der Theorie

dci' Krysta]lstructur,' i. 443.
Soinmer, edition of Herschel 'On the

Construction of the Heavens,' ii.
233.

Sophocles, i. 261.
Sound and colour, analogy between, ii.

489.
Sound and light, mechanical difference

between, ii. 30.
South, not member of any university, i.

239.
Southey, 'Thalaha,' i. 84.
Spanheim, recognition of Bentley, i.

369.
Species, changes of, services of Lamarck
and Saint Hilaire to the study of,
debatable, i. 201.

Spectrum analysis, i. 277, ii. 45 et seq.;
clue to, -17; 359.

Speculation, meaning and scope of the
term, i. 64.

Spt.1tliug, James, 1. 2S2.
Spencer. Herbert, first English system

of philosophy, i. 48 ; on the " Un-
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knowable," 53, ii. 326; constructive
ideas of, i 81 ; system of, ii. 05:
works of, 210; vocabulary and ideas
of evolution, 214; conceptions of,

246; 'Principles of Biology' qnoted,
270; "physiological units," 272, 424,
610 ; philosophy of, 279, 346; quoted,
283; 'Biology,' 322, 323, 4u6, 438;
351 ; "survival of the fittest," lb.;
"Factors of Organic Evolution," 353;
dynamical aspect of science, 355;
"On the Nebular Hypothesis," 358;
"direct equilibration," 436; law of
limit of growth, 445: theory of evolu
tion, 465; and Weisnianu, 460;
anthropological work, 497; 511;
study of sociology, 530; 607, 608,
49.

Spinoza, influence of, on German
thought and literature, i. 212; on
German philosophy, ii. 205 ; 251;
animation. of all matter, 369; psycho
physical parallelism, 519; 535.

S1.'ix, morphological analogies, ii. 251.
Spon, Jacob, archologist, i. 295.
Spreogel, Chr. C., ii. 230, 261; fer

tilisation of plauts, 338; investiga
tions of, 415.

Spurzheim, Joh. Chr., 1. 136; phren
ology, ii. 477, 479.

Squares, method of least, ii. 576.
Stail, Mine. de, ai.d German literature,

i. 17 ; 225; writings of Herder, ii.
531.

Stägemanu, 1. 45.
Stahl, animist (medicine), i. 126;

elaborated the phlogistic theory, 387;
"Anima," ii. 388, 503.

Stair, Earl of, first agricultural or
ganisation in Scotland, i. 284.

Stas, J. ., measurements of, i. 4(13.
Statics, ii. 5; and dynamics, 144.
Statistical, methods, used largely by

Napoleon, i. 153; view of nature,
i. 438, ii. 546, 548; application in
physics, 589; knowledge of nature,
600.

Statistics, beginning of science of, i.
121; ii. 548 et seq.; in France,
Germany, and England, 562; social,
583; pretensions of, 586.

Sta"'dt, C. G. C. von, his geometry, i.
44, 181, 275; and Gauss, ii. 652; on
imaginary elements, 661 ; 669 ; his
work expounded by Reye, Liiroth,
and Fiedler, lb. ; and Cayley, 718;
Klein on, ib.

Stebbiug, Thomas R. R.,
11 Naturalist

of Cunibrae," i. 239.
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Stefftms, H., on Paris at the close of the
eighteenth century, i. iS; 1

Autobio-graphy,'39 ; development of Goethe's
views, ii. 256; natural philosophy,
315; evolution, 354; 508.

Stein, H. Fr. K. von, attitude of, to
national idealism in Germany, i. 39;
quoted. on Humboldt, 263.

Steiner, Jacob, geometry, i. 44; new
science of geometry, 114; 163; and
Crelle, 186, 187; neglect of, in Ger
many, 243; against analysis, ii. 632;
his method, 662; Geyser on, b.'- his
great work, 667; on isoperimetrical
problems, 669; 672; his theorems
proved by Cremona, 681.

Steinheil, measurements of, i. 322.
Steinthal, psychologist, ii. 497; the

objective mind in history, 530.
Stephen, Leslie, i. 25; on Hume, 47
Stephenson, George, the "Rocket," i.

303.
Stereo-chemistry, i. 447.
Stevin, Simon, 'La Disme,' ii. 645;
recommends decimal system, ib.

Stewart, Balfour, spectrum analysis, i.
278; "radiant beat," ii. 46; physical
view of nature, 141, 601.

Stewart, Dugald, works of, i. 83;
quoted, 359 ii. 287, 601.

Stewart, Mattbew, forerunner of Car
not, ii. 658.

Stieda, L., 'Life' of von Baer, ii.
300.

Stirling, James, ii 572.
Stirp, theory of the, ii. 614.
"Stoffwechsel," ii. 395; older ideas

corrected, 397.
Stoics, "cyclical" view of the, ii. 286
Stokes, Sir G. G., i.274; spectrum analy

sis, 277, ii. 49; properties of ether,
31; quoted, 32, 592: 33; 'Burnett
Lectures on Light' quoted, 37;69 double refraction," 43 ; lines of
sodium, 47, 48; translation of Fou
cault's and Kircbboff's memoirs, 48;
on emission and absorption of light
rays, 50, 51; invented the term
fluorescence, 52; referred to, 54, 55;
on whirling motion, 58; on uli
dulatory theory, 195; optical re
searches, 229; 630.

Stoll, Max., i. 208.
Stolz, 0., 'Grssen und Zablen,' i. 275;
and Weierstrass, ii. 703; on Boizano,
709; 726.

Stülzle, 'K. E. von Baer unri seine
Weltanschauung,' ii. 300.

Stoney, Dr Johustone, introduces the




term "electron," ii. 193; use of
recent microscopic appliances, 229.

Stout, G. F., "Herbart compared with

English Psychologists and with
Beneke," ii. 495, 497; 'Analytic
Psychology,' 528.

Stow, Normal School at Glasgow, i.
257.

Strasbu er,, E., embryological studies
or5e,,; "

idioplasn 448 ; 459.f, ii. ' 2
Struggle for Existence," ii. 332, 333.

Struve on methods of the astronomers
of Greenwich Observatory, i. 99.

Stuart, Gilbert, 'Edinburgh Magazine
and Review,' i. 273.

Stuart and Revett, archeological ex-
ploratious of, i. 295.

Study, E., referred to, ii. 654.
Sturm, J. C. Fr., recognised merits of

Green's work, i. 247 ; appreciated
educational work of the "Order of
-Jsus," 256.

Substttuton, chemical, i. 409.
Substitutib;-.prJzi.ciple of, in mathe

matics, ii. 686.
Substitutions, Jordan's treatise on, ii.

686, 689, 692.
Sully, Due de, doctrine of averages,

ii. 561; political statistics, 56:3.
Sully, James, article "Evolution" in
'Encyclopedia Britannica,' ii. 279;
"Herder," 533.

Sun, heat of, ii. 357.
SUssmilcb, Pastor, the divine origin of

language, ii. 536; On the Divine
Order,' 557, 563; political arith
metic, 585.

Svieten, G. V., 1. 208.
Swan, spectrum analysis, i. 273.
Sybel, H. von, 'historische Zeitschrift,'

i. 159.
Sydenham, 1. 272.
Sylow, L., on Abel, ii. 649; on Abel
and Galois, 686.

Sylvester, J. J., developed theories of
Boole, i. 247 ; on mathematics, ii.
629; 631 ; on invariants, 676 ; the
proper business of mathematics, 679;
proves Newton's theorem, 631 ; on
determinants and Hesse. 6S3; 691.

Symbolism, chemical, i. 417.
Synie of Edinburgh University, i. 272.
Symington built the tug "Charlotte

Dundas," i. 303.
Symmetrical formuhe, ii. 681.

Tacit.us, a model historian, i. 7.
Tait, P. G.. 'Sketch of Tliernrndyn.

anics,' i. 376, ii. 167, 173, 175; on
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"action at a distance," i. 380; '

perties of Matter,' 388, 425; "Kinetic
Theory of Gases," 438; "kinetics,"
ii. 5; 'Light,' 11, 592; 'Light'
quoted, 13, 36; criticism of Tyndall's
theory of heat, 57; translation of
Relmholtz's memoir on vortex motion,
58; memoir of Rankine, 62; 'Recent
Advances of Physical Science,' 63,
106, 108; 'On Knots,' 64; 'Recent
Advances ofPhysical Science' quoted,
66; 'Sketch of Thermodynamics,'
controversy regarding, 97; 'Dyna
mics,' 99; and Tyndall and others,
107; computations of Séguin, 109;
quoted on the relative values of the
terms "force" and "energy," 116;
perpetual motion defined, 124; pre.
face to Rankine's papers, 133; (see
Clausius), 135; physical view of
nature, 141; 'Heat' quoted, 591.

Tait and Cruni Brown, Memoir of
Thomas Andrews, ii. 162.

Tait and Steele, 'Dynamics of a Par.
tide,' i. 101, ii. 144.

Tait and Thomson. See Thomson and
Tait.

Tait's 'Edinburgh Magazine' published,
1. 273.

Talbot, solar spectrum, i. 278.
Talleyrand, public instruction, i. 109

higher aims of, not realised, 112.
Tannery, Jules, his lectures on theory
of functions, ii. 704; 737.

Tauchnitz, edition of ancient classics, i.
167.

Taylor, Bayard, 'Faust' quoted, i. 52.
Taylor, Brook, i. 101.
Taylor, Charles, on continuity, ii.

660.
Taylor, 'Scientific Memoirs,' i. 325, ii.
263; series of, 646.

Telegraph, first, i. 92.
Tennyson, mature thought of, i. 76.
Tenon, 1. 107.
"Tension," ii. 138.
Terquem, ii. 660.
Terrestrial view, ii. 369.
Teubuer, editions of the ancient classics,

i. 167.
'rhctetus, Proclus on, ii. 634.
Thiiard, practical discoveries of, i.
147; organic analysis, 190; 'Chem
istry,' 200; ii. 508.

Theological faculty in German univer
sities, i. 197.

Thermodynamics, ii. 62; two laws of,
128.

Tlierino-elastic phonoinena, ii. 142.
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Tliermo-electric phenomena, ii. 142.
Theta function, Jacobi's, ii. 649; 696.
Thvenot, original member of Paris
"Acadmie des Sciences," i. 228.

Thibaud, i. 162.
Thibaudeau quoted, i. 113; 'La Con

8ulat et 1'Empire,' 149, 152.
Thiersch, Fr., i. 162; conducted pbilo

logical seminaries, 214.
Tholuck, 'Das akademische Leben des

l7 Jahrhunderts,' i. 163.
Thomasius represents spirit of Bacon
and Leibniz at Halle, i.160.

Thompson, Benjamin. See Count Rum
ford.

Thomsen, V. L. P., a founder of phys.
ical chemistry, ii. 152; chemical
affinity, 171.

Thomson and Tait, 'Natural Phil
osophy,' i. 45, 101, 274, 316, 318,
376, ii. 61, 99, 144, 152, 153, 184,
358; the term. "kinetics," 5 ; referred
to, 62, 148; influence of, 145.

Thomson, J. A., 'Science of Life,' ii.
228, 271, 337, 338, 348, 349, 370, 436,
447 ; the term "homology" 259;
"Cell and Protoplasm," 26; 298;
"embryology," 299; quoted on von
Baer, 303; 'Evolution of Sex,' 344;
'Science of Life' quoted, 448, 455,
458; 459; on "stirpa," 614.

Thomson, James, harmonic analysis, i.
330; heat and "perpetual motion,"
ii. 126; prediction, 126, 170; physical
view of nature, 141; "Crystallization
and Liquefaction," 142; theory of
energy, 166.

Thomson, J. J., on vortex motion, ii.
63, 65, 183; Princetown lectures,
190; 'Researches,' 191; 'Discharge
of Electricity through Gases,' 192;
electrical researches, 862.

Thomson (the poet), i. 285.
Thomson, Prof. Thos., i. 188; and Dal.

ton, 245; the atomic theory, 425.
Thomson, Wm. (Lord Kelvin), on

chemical laboratories, i. 188; and
Helmholtz, 199, ii. 149; the conserva
tion of energy, i. 201, ii. 128, 142;
Fourier's series, i. 241 ; Green's treat
ise, 246; and Joule, 265, 434, ii. 110;
Faraday's "lines of force," i. 266, ii.
71; referred to, i. 272; his work,
274, ii. 133; on discovery of spectrum
analysis, i. 277; telegraphic connec
tion with America., i. 303; absol
ute scale of temperature, 309,' 315;
"vortices," 312, 313; absolute nieas
urements, 323; submarine tele.
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graphy, 329; 'Popular Lectures and
Addresses,' 330, ii. 61; improve.
merits in mariner's compass, i. 331;
mechanical theory of gravitation,
344; Boscovich's theory, 358; elec
trical measurements, 366; cohesion
and capillary attraction, 376; on
"capillary attraction" quoted, 425;
"chirality," 432, ii. 22; "On the
Size of Atoms," i. 437 ; "Steps to
wards a Kinetic Theory of Matter,"
456; quoted, ii. 39, 182, 184, 190;
sodium, 48; wave-motion, 53; optics.
55; vortex theory, 57, 58, 63; on gyro.
stat, 61; thermodynamics, 62, 603
thamagnetism, 74; on "permeability,'
75; clectro-niaguetics, 77; Faraday
and Clerk-Maxwell, 78, 79; reprints
of papers quoted, 603; physical
lines of force, 80; electrical re
searches, 86; "vortex filaments,"
89; vibrations of the ether, 91; in
dependence of Mayer's writings, 97;
and Mayer's hypothesis, 109; "en
ergy," 114; "work" and "energy,"
115; Mayer, and Joule. 116; ab
solute measurements in thermotics,
117; Carnot's 'Puissance motrice,'
118; dissipation of energy, 119, 131,
132, 365, 598; Sadi Carnot's heat
theory, 123; perpetual motion, 124
126; experiment, 127; Sath Carnot,
130; experiments of Joule and Reg
nault,137; "potential "and "actual"
energy, 139; physical view of nature,
141; Regnaults measurements, 152;
167; thermodynamic "motivity,"
368, 169, 594; "free energy," 173;
"available energy," and "entropy,"
174, 594; 175, 179, 184; ether theory,
196; recognition of Kant, 284; 296;
"On Geological Time," 356; "Me-
chanical Energies of the Solar
Sys-tem,"358; on the spectroscope, 362;
Glasgow Address quoted, 363; cos
mical origin of life, 369; on the
dissipation of energy, i. 309; ii. 52,
404; irreversibility of natural pro
cesses, 593; 699; his theorem and
Dirichlet, 700; 704, 708.

Thomson, William, and Sir G. U.
Stokes, contributions to mathematical
physics, i. 274; and Thit: 'Natural
Philosophy,' ib.

Thorpe, 'Essays in Historical Chem
istry,' ii. 158.

Thought, the hidden world, 1. 1; the
only moving principle, 2; Max
Muller on definition of, 4; many




meanings of, 5; forgotten and unex
pressed, 8; value of contemporary
records of, 10; unity 01; a l)roduct of
the nineteenth century, 16; equi
valents in German and French, 24
conception of, not specifically Eiig.
lish, 26; definition of, 38; not ex
hausted by science or philosophy,
66; unmethodical, 68; religious, 69;
personal or subjective, 70; scientific,
philosophical, and individual, 72; of
nineteenth century ebaracterised, 77;
constructive, not destructive, 80;
exact, historical, and critical habits
of, 222; characteristics of higher
mental work in England, 239 ; char
acteristics of English, 249; scientific,
absence of schools of, in England,
250; history of, ii. 627; not history
of knowledge, 628.

'liiouin, agriculture at the École nor.
male, i. 112.

Thucydides, a model historian, i. 7.
Tiedemann, Fr., chemistry of the living

body, ii. 391 ; 317.
Tilloch, 'Philosophical Magazine,' i. 41.
"Timbre," ii. 488.
Tisserand, 'Comptes Rendus,' i. 377;
quoted on Newton's law, 378.

Titchener, E. B., criticism of Münster
berg's work, ii. 522.

Titius, Daniel, astronomical formula of,
i. 422.

Tocqueville, A.. de, quoted on contem
porary records, i. 10.

Todhunter, Isaac, his 'Histories,' i.
91; 'History of the Theories of
Attraction,' 98, 99, 308, ii. 698;
theory of probabilities, i. 120, ii.
568; 'History of the Theory of Prob
ability,' i. 234;

' Life of Whewell,'
236, 262, 306; theory of elasticity, ii.
30; on Young's style, ib.: on Eng
lish science, zb.1 'History of Elas
ticity,' 33; quoted, 43.

Todhunter and Pearson, 'iistory of
the Theory of Elasticity,' i. 376, ii. 43,
56.

Tooke, Borne, on words, i. 21; the
'Diversions of Parley,' ii. 537.

Tour, Cagniard de la, the siren, ii. 467.
Traube, medical thermometry, ii. 389.
Treitschke, 'Deutsche Ueschicbte,' I.

312.
Trembly, ii. 418.
Trench, Archbishop, on words, i. 21.
Treviranus, (. K.,

'
Biologic,' i. 194

identity of all seicuecs of org.nik
life, ii. 217 ; 230, 261 ; biological
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researches of, 313; genetic view, 321;
evolution, 327.

Treviranus, L. C., botanical labours of,
ii. 218.

Truth, the search after, not the end of
knowlege, i. 29.

Tschirnhausen, referred to, 1. 101.
Tiibingen school of theological criti.

Ci8m, i. 162.
Turgot, founded the École des Ponts et
Chaussées, 1. 107; neglect of, by
Napoleon, 149; statistics, ii. 571;
573.

Turner disproves Prout'6 hypothesis, i.
402.

Tycho, a forerunner of Bacon, i. 94;
of Kepler, 157; 317; discovered
variable stars, 327.

Tylor, E. B., anthropologist, ii. 497.
Tyndall, John, 'Heat,' ii. 57; and

Faraday, 77; on Mohr's and Mayer's,
&c., scientific work, 107; computa
tions of Séguin, 109; his works trans
lated into German, 148 ; 405
ubiquity of life, 452 ; "tone," 488.

Type theory in chemistry, i. 411.

Ueberweg and Beneke, ii. 495; 512.
Ukert (see Heeren), i. 167.
Ulrich, Duke, reconstituted University
of Tübingen, 1. 159.

Units, living and lilèles, ii. 620.
Unity of human interests, terms for, i.

33.
Universities and high schools, relations

of, i. 166.
Universities, Belgian, i. 161.
Universities, British, and others, dates

of, i. 228.
Universities, Danish, i. 161.
Universities, Dutch, their influence on
German culture, i. 160; 161.

Universities, English, unique character
of, i. 254.

Universities, German, foundation of, i.
158; 162, 197; testimonies to the
great work of, 225.

Universities, Norwegian, i. 161.
Universities, Russian, i. 161.
Universities, Scotch, i. 160, 267, 271.
Universities, Swedish, i. 161.
Universities, Swiss, retarded develop

itient of, i. 163.
University, Johns Hopkins, Lord
Kelvin's lectures, ii. 55.

University of Athens, i. 161.
University of Geneva, i. 160.
University of Gttiiigen, 1. 164, 165,

175; prize essays on dynamics, ii. 97.
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University of Halle, i. 165.
University of Kasan, i. 161.
University of Maros Vásfrhely, i. 161.
"Unknowable," ii. 326; or unknown

factor, 375.
Unwin, W. C., "The Development of
the Experimental Study of Heat.
Engines," i. 331; theories of Rankine
and Clausius, ii. 135.

Valenciennes, Bell's theorem, i. 293.
Valency, 1. 447.
Valmont de Bontare, 1. 143.
Valson, his Life of .Cauchy quoted, ii.

637.
Van't Hoff, 'La Cliimie dans l'Espace,'

i. 397; 'Die Lagerung der Atome im
Ranme,' 431 ; the carbon tetrahedron,
450, 451.

Variation, ii. 331, 343; discontinuous,
623.

Variations, calculus of, ii. 670.
Varnhagen von Ense quotes Kant, i.
45; memoirs of, 279.

Vasiliev, A., Address on Lobatchéveky,
1. 161.

Vauquelin, practical discoveries of, I.
147.

Vector, ii. 655; analysis, 73, 655.
Venn, John, 'The Logic of Chance,' ii.

569.
Verdet, M., '(Euvrea de Fresnel,' quoted
on Euler, ii. 9; referred to, 14 ;
quoted, 25; history of undulatory
theory, 26; 'uvres de Fresnel,' 26;
quoted, 27, 41, 42.

Veronese, 0., ii. 737.
Versification, German, catholicity of, i.

213.
Vorworn, Max, quoted, ii. 423; quoted
on foam theory, 427; 'General Physi
ology' quoted, 445.

'Vestiges of Creation,' published, ii.
318; 323, 327; and natural selection,
330.

Vicq d'Azyr, i. 107; forerunner of
Cuvier, 147; 200; pioneer of the
mechanical view in biology, 219;
anatomist, ii. 248; quoted, 255.

Vieweg, publishers, ii. 300.
Villernain, review of eighteenth - cen
tury literature, i. 59; quoted on
Napoleon's educational projects, 151.

Villers, 'Coup.d'ceil sur les Universits
d'Allemagne,' i. 225.

Vinci, Lionardo da, mathematics and
science, ii. 4; vision, 506.

Vines, S. FL, ii. 459.
Vircliow, Rudolf, "cellular pathology,"
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i. 195, ii. 265, 376; 1. 198, 208;
"Autonomy of the Cell," ii. 395;
'Cellular Pathology' quoted, 402;
444; progress of biology, 463; quoted
by Darwin, 610.

Virey, indebtedness of Cuvier to, 3.
130; importance of nervous system,
ii. 237.

Virgil quoted, ii. 287.
Vischer, Fr. T., 1. 162.
Vital Force, i. 218.
Vitalism, extreme, ii. 388.
Vitalistic, aspect of nature, ii. 217;

353; view of nature, 368; idea of
Bichat, 383; 386.

Vogel, A., address on Liebig, ii. 391.
Vogel, H. C., spectrum analysis of the

stars, ii. 362.
Vogt, Carl, materialistic works of,

i. 60; vertebral theory of the skull,
1 251 ; Bilder aus dem Thierleben,'
323; 407; 'Pbysiologische Briefe,'
469; 503.

Volkmann, W., psychologist, ii. 494,
497.

Volney, history of the École normale,
i. 112.

Volta, electric pile, i. 83, ii. 104; dis
coveries of, i. 363, ii. 150; animal
electricity, 475.

Voltaire imported new ideas into France
from England, i. 16; century of, 59;
reflects the thought of the eighteenth
century, 61; an essayist and man of
the world, 93; popularised the ideas
of Newton, 96; importance in French
literature of, 105; on the progress of
the philosophical spirit in France,
ib.; influenced by Newton and
Descartes, 106; constructive work
influenced by, 110; philosophical and
philanthropic influence of, 111; 123;
'Siêcle de Louis XIV.,' 135; 142;
'Elémens do la Philosophie de New.
ton,' 144 ; 'Lettres aur lea Anglais,'
ib.; created Newtonianism, 250; cor
respondence of, 279; the cure of
smallpox, 284; quoted on the Car
tesian and Newtonian philosophies,
340, ii. 324.

Vortex, motion, i. 199, ii. 35; earlier
researches, 61; filaments, ib.; theory
developed in England, 62; ring
theory, difficulties of, 64; atom
theory, Helmholtz and Thomson, 57,
66.

Voss, A., on principles of calculus,
quoted, ii. 706.

Voss, J. H., hexameters, i. 213.




Vries, de, labours of, ii. 165; "muta
tion," 364.

Waage, Guldbnrg and law of
mass-action,ii. 157; ideas of Berthollet,
177.

Waals, von der, researches of, ii. 164.
Wagner, A., on freewill, ii. 584.
Wagner, Rudolf, 'Physiological Let

ters,' ii. 323; 'Handwörterbuch der
Physlologie,' 401, 501; controversy
with Karl Vogt, 469.

Wait; psychology, ii. 497, 530.
Wald, F., 'Die Energie und ihre Ent
werthung,' ii. 169.

Wallace, Alfred Russell, i. 179; 'Intro
duction of New Species,' 310; ii.
327, 329; 'Darwinisin,' 330, 339;
"Struggle for Existence," 332, 334;
Darwin, 341; sexual selection, 343;
351; quoted, 365; 546; variation in
nature, 608; 621.

Wallis, Dr, quoted in 'History of the
Royal Society,' i. 227.

Waither, Ph. von, physiological method
in medicine, ii. 388.

Walton, Izaak, 1. 235.
Wand (see Clausius), ii. 135.
Wappiius, statistics, ii. 563.
Ward, James, 'Naturalism and Agnos.

ticism,' ii. 188, 519; modern psychol
ogy, 522, 523; 9uoted, 606.

Ward, T. H., 'Reign of Queen Victoria,'
i. 310.

Wardlaw, Bishop, founded University
of St Andrews, i. 268.

Wardrop, ii. 505.
Waring, Ed., of Cambridge, quoted, i.
234; ii. 688.

Warnktnig, Prof., of Liege, translation
of Gibbon's 'Roman Empire,' i.
169.

Waterston, J. J., meteoric theory of
the sun's heat, ii. 353.

Watson, Hewett Cottrell, 'Cybele
Britannica,' ii. 335; 595.

Watt, James, an inventor with scien.
tific training, i. 91; not member of
any university, 23$; definitions of
horse-power and work, 309; use of
term "horse.powvr," ii. 99, l!6
technical mechanics, 101 ; (see
Zeunor), 134; heat measurement, l!6.

Wattenbach, %V., 'um AI1do1Ik(n
Lossiugs,' 1. 169.

Weber Brothers, theory of elasticity, ii.
31; biological studies, 20$: experi.
mental research, 396 ; psycho-physi
cal investigations, .192.
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Weber, Eduard, i. 196, 519.
Weber, Ernst Heinrich, i. 196; school

of, 200; law of sensation, Lb.;
"science of life," ii. 396 ; 402;
psycho - physical phenomena, 496;
500; psycho-physics of vision, 504;
508; "touch and bodily feeling,"
509; psycho-physics, 517, 519.

Weber, H., biographical notice of
Will, Weber, i. 304.

Weher, Heinrich, his treatise on algebra,
ii. 729, 730.

Weber, Wilhelm, of Gottiugen and
Gauss, telegraph, i. 92; noted,
171, 172; 1962 199, 211 ;

I 2lectro-
(I namisclie Maasbestimmungeu,'265,
3AI; 365; absolute measurements,
309, 323, ii. Ui; perfected Coulomb's
methods, i. 360; astronomical view
of nature, 366 ; electrical researches
of, 367, 368, 369; quoted, 370, 373;
measurements of, 371, ii. 149; im
portance of his labours, i. 384; law
of, ii. 67; 76; electro - magnetic
measurements, 78; 79; statical and
current electricity, 84; theory of, 87;
researches, 92; 97; electric measure
ments, 143; electrical phenomena,
146; influences Helmholtz, 150;
theory of electro.dynamic phenomena,
151; electrical theory of, 153; atomic
view of nature, 188 ; He1mholt
quoted, 189 ; 191, 192; electric
particles, 197.

Webster, Daniel, the term "statist," ii.
555.

Webster, Thos., pakeontological work
of, i. 139.

Wegele, 'Geseb. d. deut.schen Historio
graphie,' 1. 206, ii. 555.

Weidmann, editions of the ancient
classics, i. 167.

Weiorstrass, ii. 630; Poincaré on, 63S,
703; and Lagrange, 693; his theory
of functions, 694; his pure analysis,
702; genesis of his ideas, 703;
Lampe on, lb.; on non-differentiable
functions, 705; 706; and Riemaun
compared, 707; on Riemann, 708;
his letter to Schwarz, lb.; proves
Gauss's statements, 726; 733.

Weight and mass, i. 336.
Weis, Samuel Christian, mentioned by

Verdet, ii. 41.
Weisnianu, A., 'Essays upon Heredity,'

ii. 37; idioplasma theory, 4"18, 611
on heredity, "lFiO; on pangenesi, 455;
theory of evolution, ib. ; '' On the
Duration of J,ilb." 457 ; '

Essays on
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Descent and Heredity,' 459; versus
Lamarck, 460.

Weissbach, influenced by Poncelet, ii.
101.

Weisse, Chr. H., influence on Lotze, ii.
500; 508.

Weld, 'History of the Royal Society,' 1.
90, 127, 227, 228, 283; quoted on the
publication of the 'Principia,' 98.

Weldon, W. F. R., on crabs, ii. 621;
on Pearson's methods, 623.

Wells, 'Essay on Dew' i. 230; Two
Essays upon Dew and Single Vision,'
ii. 334; 347.

Werner, A. G., Freiberg Mining Aca
demy, i. 17; school of geology of,
116; Cuvier on, 118; 155; connection
of, with modern science, 175; scien
tific strife with Hutton, 283; 290;
study of fossil remains, ii. 225; 266;
and Hutton, 291; describes mineral
character of rocks, 294.

Wernicko, language, ii. 539.
Weasel, Caspar, on imaginaries, ii.

6a3.
Weyrauch, Jacob J., 'Kicinere Schriften
und Briefe von Robert Mayer,' ii. 97,
108.

Wheatstone and Cooke, first telegraph
lines, i. 303.

Wheatstone, Ohm's law, i. 365;
quoted, 366; stereoscope, ii. 486,
605; 506.

Whewell, Wm., on relations of the
sciences, i. 37; identification of
thought with philosophy, 62; 'Writ
ings and Correspondence,' 91; crys
tallography, 117; 236; quoted, ib.; his
influence, 261; 'History of the In
ductive Sciences,' 262, 277; 306, 365;
270; Analytical Society, 271; 'His
tory of the Inductive Sciences'
quoted, 291, 292, ii. 12; influenced
by Kant, i. 307; origin and variation
of species, 310; Avogadro's hypo
thesis not mentioned by him, 428;
the final establishment of the undula.
tory theory, ii. 26; 'Philosophy of the
Inductive Sciences,' 205; his divisions
abandoned, 210; quotation from Lin
meus, 220; account ofvertebraltheory,
251 ; 268; the study of functions,
269; 318; Bridgewater Treatise, 325,
327; Bacon's "method of instance;"
558.

Whistou, on reluctance of Cambridge
to accept theories of Newton, i. 270.

White, Gilbert, of Selborne, i. 179;
Natural History of Seihorne,' 286;
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nature lover, 287; 288; biographical,
289; quoted, 290.

Whlteliead, A. N., his 'Universal
Algebra,' ii. 641; 656, 737.

Whittaker, Thos., on "cyclical" view,
ii. 286.

Wichern, J. H., follower of Pestalozzi,
i. 258.

Wiechert, E., 'Grundlagon der Elektro
dynamik,' ii. 193, 197.

Wiedemann, Georg, 'Die Electricitit,'
i. 370; 'A.nnalen,' ii. 186; on Helm
holtz, 410.

Wien, W., electro - dynamic view of
ether, ii. 195.

Wigand, A., Darwin, Newton, and
Cuvier compared, ii. 341.

Wilberforce, William, associated with
Rumford's philanthropic schemes, i.
249.

Will, H., text-books of, i. 188.
William IV. of Hesse, astronomer, i.

157.
William the Conqueror, ii. 555.
Williamson, chemical researches of, 1.
414; quoted, ii. 163.

Willis, "reflex action," i. 292.
Willoughby and Ray, botanical travels

of, i. 283; 'Histoia Piscium,' 283.
Wilson, E. B., 'The Cell in Develop.
ment and Inheritance,' ii. 370, 456,
453.

Wilson, G. (see A. Geikie), 1. 288.
Winckelmann, classic style of, i. 51;
171; founder of archology in Ger
many, 293.

Winkler, discovery of germanium, i.
315, 423.

Winter, W., "astronomical magni
tudes," i. 323.

"Wissenschaft," meaning and scope of
the word, 1. 90, 168; evolution of the
idea in German literature, 170; 202;
combines the exact, historical, and
critical methods of thought, 222;
moral value of, 223.

"Wissenscbaftslehre" of Fichte, 1. 170.
Witt, John de, tables of mortality, ii.

565.
Wöhler, his works on chemistry, i. 43;
prepares organic substances, 92, 191;
ii. 440; i. 188; 194, 200; services
to chemistry, 208; "vital force,"
218; discovery of "isomerism," 406;
412, 414; uric acid and its derivatives,
ii. 393; vitalist, 405.

Wolf, C., 'Les Hypotheses Cosmog.
oniques,' ii. 282.

Wolf, F. A., indebtedness to Bentley,




i. 169; 171; philology, 203; 212,

214; evolved the science of antiquity
from vaguer beginnings, 220; classical

learning of, 222; educational ideal
differs from that of Pestalozzi, 258;
263, 264; ii. 538.

Wolf, R., 'Geschichte der Astronomie,'
1. 54, 157, 167, 171, 177, 277, 328;
'Handbuch der Astronomie,' 319,
324, ii. 282, 358, 362.

Wolff, Caspar Friedrich, used the term
"cell," . 195; anticipated Goethe,
ii. 212; nietamorphosis, 267; "epi
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PREFACE.

IN this second volume I have carried out the programme

which I put forward in the preface to the first volume, thus

finishing the first portion of my undertaking-The History

of Scientific Thought in the Nineteenth Century. The

two volumes form a work complete in itself, and for this

reason I have attached an alphabetical index.

In addition to the names I mentioned in the preface to

the first volume, I have to add those of other friends

who have been of great help to me in the course of

my work. With Professor Sampson, F.R.S., of Durham

University, I have had many helpful discussions on the

subjects of this volume, notably on chapters viii. and

xiii., which he read in proof. Mr Arthur Berry, M.A.,

of King's College, Cambridge, has read over chapter

xiii., and made valuable suggestions. Mr Archibal4 S.

Percival, M.B., of Cambridge, has read over chapters

vi. and x. Professor F. G. Weiss, D.Sc., of Victoria

University, has read chapters viii. and ix. Mr Thomas

Whittaker has continued his revision, much to the benefit

of the book; and Dr Spence Watson has given the finishing
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touches to the last pages, in which I endeavour to secure

in advance the interest of my readers for the subsequent

portions of this work. To all these friends I wish to

express my sense of obligation and my sincere thanks.

I find it impossible to express how much this book owes

to my beloved wife, my constant helpmate on the long

course of this arduous enterprise.

It is unnecessary for me to lighten the work of my

critics by pointing out the many defects of which I myself

am painfully conscious; but, in the case of the last chapter

The Development of Mathematical Thought," I wish

to say that this is-so far as I know-the first attempt

to give to this abstract region of thought a place in a

general history of intellectual progress. I sincerely hope

that it will be followed by other and more successful

attempts to perform this very difficult task. It is now

abundantly clear that mathematical thought will play an

increasingly important part in the progress of science and

culture, and it is no longer permissible to consider it merely

an interesting specialty apart from the general course of

intellectual development. A due appreciation of its im

portance and power will in future be expected, not only

from the practical thinker who applies science, but likewise

from the philosopher who assigns to science its place in

the comprehensive scheme of human culture.

J. THEO. MERZ.

Ta QUARRIES,
NEwcA.sn-uPoN.TYNE, October 1903.
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